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clu.

Introduction

The U.S. Commission on Civil Rights sponsored a consultation on
"Civil Rights Issues of Handicapped Americans: Public Policy
Iniplications" dn May 1,3-14, 1980, in WashingtOn, D.C. The Commis-
sion sponsoted this consultation pursuant to its factfinding and
clearinghouse jurisdiction. The Civil Rights Act of 1957, as amended",
established the ,Commission and.emi3owered it, among other responsi-
bilities, to study, collect and disseminate information concerning kegal
ffevelopments constituting a denial of equal protection of' the laws
under the Constitution because of race, color, religion, national origin,
sex, age, and handidap. Handicip, as well as age, were added. to the
Commission's jurisdiction when Congress extenaed its life in 1978.

The purpose of this consultation was to qable the Commission to
identify and examine civil rights issues relating to disabled persons in
our society and to address potential soN4ons. It was designed to
provide an opportunity for. the CommissioneA\ and staff ./z) hear from,
and to enter into dialogue with, selected authOrities, aglvocates,
consumers, and practitioners who are acknowledged experts regarding
the civil rights issues of this group, as well #s from appropriate Federal
and State agencies. Its further purpose was to inform the Commission-
ers and staff of those barriers to employment opportunitie§ that tend to
deny disabled persons equal protection and opportunities under the
laws. While this consultation was focused primarily on employment,
the Commission recognizes that disabled persons cannot achieve equal
employment opportunities and independent living when they are
effectively denied equal acdeps to places of residence, public accom-
modation, facilities, and transportation.

The consultation consisted of four sessions in which an overview
paper and six issue-otiented papeis were presented and discussed. It
involved a total of 30 participants, who represented a broad range of
subject expertise, knowledge, and experiences in employment and
servicecdelivery programs for disabled persons. The particpants also
represented the divergent views of professional, cpnsumer, and
adovcacy groups, as well as the experiences of Federal and, State
governments in protecting the rights of disablect persons.

In preparation for the consultation; more than 12 professional,
consumer, and advocacy organizations of or for disabled persons, and

att.,
. .
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100 Federal departments and agencies were contacted, and selected
representatives and staff were interviewed to determine a priority of
haddicap issues to be considered in focusing the consultation. Addi-
tionally, more than 30 State human relations commissions were
contacted for information to be reviewed for the selection of State ,

panelists. As a result of therse background activities, the consultation
was focused on the application of section 504 of the Rehabilitiation
Act of 1973, as amended, to employment and related service issues,
identified as of high priority by the i;articipants and advocacy groups.

Papers presented and discussions held during the consultation,
showed a wide gap between Federal policy and practice. Although
public policy articulated in Federal laws has favored social integration,
entitling disabled Anericans to full pfticipa4ion in the mainstream of
society, many physical barriers limit their abiliiy to., live independent
lives. What follows is a brief summary of the major issues identified
and discussed during the consultation.

The Congress athe United States, recognizing the need to prohibit
discriminaticAn against handicapped citizens and to provide assistance
to them, enacted the Reha,b)itation Act of 1973 (Public Law 93-112),
hereinafter referred to as tNact. The act contains antidiscrimination'
provisions, aswell as those providing .assistance for handicapped
persons.

Title V of: the act, a,s amended, established Federal policy with
respect to discrimination against disabled persons: The act mandated
Federal involvement in providing equal protection and equal opportu-
nity under the laws for disabled persons in all federally assisted
programs. It also prohibited employment discrimination against
disabled persons by Federal departments and agencies and by
recipients of Federal contracts. and grants.' Additionally, Federal
departments and agencies and recipients of Federal contracts and
grants are required to engage in affirmative action to hire and promote
disablecipersons in the mainstream of employment opportunities. The
act established, among other things, an Architectural and Transporta-
tion Barriers Compliance Board '(A&TBCB) to enforce the Architee-
tural Barriers Act of 1968, which requires Federal buildings and
facilities to be accessible to disabled persons.

It was noted during the consultation that the protections for disabled
persons provided by Title V of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973, as
amended, are identical with. or similar to the protections provided by
the antidiscrimination provisions of Title VI oNhe Civil Rights Act of
1964, and Title IX of the Education Act Amendments of 1972, with
respect to racial and ethnic minorities and women. Thus, Title V cif the
Rehabilitation Act of 1973, as amended, constitutes the establishment
of basic Federal policy with respect to civil rights for disabled

2
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"Americans, disabled Vietnam-etsa veterans, disabled veterans of other
wars, and older persons. The Rehabilitation Act defines the term
"handicapped (disabled) persons" under three general categories:

1. a' person whose physical and mental condition substantially
limits one or more major life activities;
2. a person with a history of such a condition; pr
3. a person perceived as having such a consjitibn.
The first category includes the,traditionally accepted definition of

disability such as blindness, deafness, paralysis, and amputation. The
second category extends the coverage of the Act to include persons
whose history> of conditions, ranging from drug abuse to heart disease,
makes thcm legally handicapped or disabled and, therefore, protegted.
The third category further extends coverage to persons with facial
disfigurements, abnormal spinal x-rays, or 'other conditions that in no
way affect them physically or mentally, but which could be used as a
basis for discrimination. Nevertheles% the definition of the term
"handicafTed (disabled) persons" in the Rehabilitation Act and in the
HEW implementing regulations has been and still is one of the more
contrOversial aspects of recent Federal policy with respect to disabled
American5,,

DisclAsions at the consultation revealed that although section 504
wa& enacted in 1973, it was not until 1977, 4 years later, that HEW, the
designated lead agency, issued the first set of regulations governing its
implementation. Subsequently, the department issued guidelines for 29
other Federal agencies to follow4in drafting similar regulations. The
Rehabilitation Comprehensive Services and Developmental Disabili-
ties Amendments of 1978 extended the coverage of section 504 to
Federal agencies as well as to ,their grant recipients. However, as of
June 20, 1980, only 11 of the 30 agencies that must promulgate section
504 regulations had published their final rules. Thus, 7 years after
enactment of Title V, there had been virtually no coordinated
compliance or affirniative action programs, and enforcement efforts
had been limited largely to the handling of individual complaints

The major reason offered for the delay in implementing a coordinat-
ed compliance program was the lack of reliable identification criteria
or definition of disabled persons who would be subject to the
protections of Title V. This was said to be due mainly to a lack of
adequate and reliable data on social and economic liaracteristics of
the handicapped or disabled population as a basis or public policy
decisions.

Other common problem areas identified at the c sultation relate to
issues involving reasonable accommodation in em lOyment and related
service areas such as public facilities and transportation, and exynp-
dons based on business necessity and undue harship resulting from the



cost of retrofitting existing buildings and facilitjes. With respect 'to
employment-related social services, the eligibility standards for income
maintenance programs as they are presentlj( administerie to disabled
persons are often perceived by them tObe disincentives to employment
opportunities. Finally,.there is presently no yederal requirement that
private employers not subject to section 504 of the Rehabilitation /lip
of 1973 hire disabled persons or make accessibility modifications,

Franklin a Roosevelt,once said that "the secret to the revitalizatigsn
of society is to restore in. . .every human being a sense of dignity.
Such a feeling of self-wOrth can result only where individuals have full
and equal access to all aspects of society. One of the more important
means for instilling and preserving a sehse of dignity, -especially for
disabled )1/americans, is in providing an equal opportunitY for reward-
ing and remunerative employnient that would enable them to live
independent- lives.

It is hoped that ,this consultation and these, proceedings' will44
contribute to a better understanding of and sensitivity to those barriers
that deny disabled Americans; equal employment opportunities-and the
enjoyment of their civil rights. Also it is hoped that the potential
solutions suggested by the participants1 may contribute to improved
Federal activities which will help lose the gap between policy and
practice, promise and reality.

The Consultation Staff
Preparation for the substantive con nt of the consultation Was

under the direction of Her ert H. W eeless, who also served as
project director for the consu tion, with the assistance of Violet D.
Baluyut and Betty K. Stradfoid f the Come unity Relations bivision,
Office of Congressional and Pub c Affairs. dditional assistance was
provided by Barbara Brooks, A1fonso Ga cia, David Grim, Jim
Karantonis, Loretta Ward, Paulin Washingt n, and Celeste WiSe-
blood. Support services were provided by An Dew, Patricia Ellis,
Deborah Harrison, Barbara Hulin, Dennette P tteway, and Ginger
Williams. Administrative and management servic w e provided by
staff of the Office of,Management: Ruth Ford, Fran M. tthews, Cu4
Pearson, and Natalie Proctor. OM assistance also as provided by
Miu Eng and Delton Harrod, Drafting and Des' n, nd Lenora
McMillan, Librarian and the Clearinghouse staff.

The staff of the Publications Support Center was respc s ble for the
4./ final preparation of the document for publication.

The consultation was under the overall supervision of F
Routh, Director of the Community Relations Division, and
White, Jr., then-Assistant Staff Director for Congressional an
Affairs. .
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CIVIL RIGHTS ISSUES
OF HANDIPAPPED AWRICANS:
PUBLIC POLICY IMPLIOATIONS

A Consultation Sponsored by the US. Commis Sion
on Civil Rights; Washington, p.c.,
May 13-14, 1980

CHAIRMAN FLEMMING. I am very happy to welcome you to tiiis
consultatioll. I think the objectives of the-consultation come through
very clearly as one looks at the agenda that has beeit developed for
today and tomonow.. Consequently, in theinterest of getting stapted,

- listening to those who are going to make presentations to us on time, I
am not going to attempt to review those objectives at this particular
time..

I would like io say this: that if there are persons -who are in
rendance now or )0lb will be in attendance who have views that
they would like to call to the.attention of the. Commission and who
have not been invited to participate in the consultation, we would be
very glad -to have you contact members of our staff, and tomorrow
afternoon we_ will be glad to listen to such persons under a 5-minute
rule with the understanding that such pefsons May file .for the record
of the consultation a text 'setting forth in morn detail, the views that
they may. have on some of these issues. This is a practice that we
fol w in connection with public hearings, but because of the

itim rtance of this consultation, we decided that we would also follow
it tomorrow. .

Softie of the members of the Commission will have to leave by
tomorrow afternoon because the consultation was scheduled to

. adjourn at 1:30 or 1:40, but I will be here and a number of the others
may be able to join me also.

But, again, so that everyone iS clear, if anyone does want to take
advantage of that particular procedure, the person should contact
staff, Mr. Routh or other members of the staff, indicate what your
desires are, then you will be recognized on a first-come, first-served

: basis tomorrow afternoon under a 5-minute nile, but with the
understanding that you can also expand ydur coniments as far as the
written record is concerned.

Also, there may be people who dd not want to take advantage of
that, but who would A!Ice to file a statement with us regarding their
views; such statements will be considered for inclusion in the record.



ts,

I am asking my colleague, the Vice Chairman of the Commission, to
preside this morning. As you will notice, I am joined this morning for
the cdcnsultation by members of the Commission and also some
Commissioners-Designate.

On my inimediate left is Commissioner Saltzman; next to him is Dr.
Ra 'rez, Commissioner-Designate; next to her is Mr. Nuliez, the Staff
Dir ,of the Commission; the Vice Chairman, Mr. Horn, is on my
imm diate right; next to him is 'Mrs. Jill Ruckelshaus, Commissioncr-
Designate; next to her is Commissioner Ruiz; and next to Commission-
er Ruiz is Dr. Berry, also Commissioner-Designate. The three
Commissioners-Designate have been nominated by the President and
their nominations ar'e now under consideration by the Senate of the
United States.

OierviewNatdre and Scope of the Issues
VICE CHAIRMAN HOR'N. The opening session will provide an

overview op the nature and scope of the civil rights issues related to
handicaed Americans and their public policy implications.

For ap.11 of the sessions today and tomorrow, various papers have
been furnished by some of thekey witnesses. They will automatically
be included at the beginning of each section of this hearing and we-will
be asking the witn6Ses to summarize their remarks in a brief period of
time, approxingtely 20 minutes in most cases, and we will then have
the Commissioners .and Commissioners-Designate ask questions of
those witnesses.

Our first witne*, to provide an overview on the nature and scope of
the issues, is Dr. Frank Bowe, director of the American Coalition of
Citizens with Disabilities. He has been director of the coalition since
1976. It is the national umbrella organization. There are about 80
national State-local advocacy organizations that represent in totaVver
7 million handicapped individuals'.

Before assuming this position he was a research scientist at New
York University where he was pursuing research and instruction in
lesrning, memory, and sensory disability.

He is the author of over a- hundred articles and books on the
handicapped and has chaired numerous conferences. His two most
recent books are Handicapping America: Barriers to Disabled People in
1978 and Rehabilitating America: Toward Independencefor Disabled and
Elderly People in 1980.

He will,now provide an overview of his paper on civil rights issues
of handicapped Americans.

Dr. Bowe.
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DR. BOWE. Thank you, Mr. Horn.

a

AN OVERVIEW PAPER 1)N CIVIL RIGHTS
ISSUES OF HANDICAPPED AMERICANS:

PUBLIC POLICY IMPLICATIONS

By Frank .G. Bowe*,

The United States Civil Rights Commission is Nrginning its study of
disability rights issues at a propitious time, able to reflect upon the
short-range and long-range implicatiOns of decisions already made by

public agencies and private organizations while also positioned to
influence changes in directiv before courses of action are irretriev-
ably set. This is true because the foundan of Federal involvement in
the area of civil rights for disabled persons is of very recent vintage.

gasic determinations of policy and direction have not yet beeh

translated into uniform procedures for implementation and enforce-

ment. The legal parameters governing Federal actions are still _being

refined .through a process of rulemaking and case history. Even so
fundamental a question as how to define the target population remains

somewhat open and flexible. The Commission, then, has an opportuni,

ty to aciiieve meaningful input and impact.
That the long-delayed Federal effort, as yet so new, contains already

the seeds of impending failure such that resolution of its problems is of

urgent importance may seem an overstatement, hyperbole, exaggera-
tion. Yet to make such assertions,' and `to convince you of their
essential validity, is the nature of my task this morning. I must make

you understand that the Commission's opportunity in this area is -
accompanied by an obligation to act firmly and expeditiousty to
trigger coordinated, positive action throughout the Fgderal Govern-

ment.
In describing the historical development of current programming

and in presenting recommendations for future -directions, I will be
pursuing several pervasive themes. These will be developed in greater

detail in the four sessions to follow over the next 2 day's, as nationally

prominent experts consider trends in Naployment, social services,

barrier removal, and transportation.

Dr Bowe is director. American Coalition of Citizens with Disabilities. Inc. (ACCD). Washing-

ton. D C This paper was prepared at the request of the Commiion to offer an introduction and
historical overiew of public policy concerns of disabled Americans with respect to civil rights.
Requests for reprints and exercise of other user rights should be directed to the Commission.

Washington. D C
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First, progress in implementation and enforcement of disability

rights is being hindered by false controversies that have the effect ofi...

obscuring the very basis for Federal action. In many respects, the
questions being posed are th'e Wrong questions. Not surprisingly, then,
many of the answers being proposed are the wrong answers.

Second, the very agencies responsible for enforcing standarqs ot
access and nondiscrimination upon external groups are grossly

alnegligent in 'conforming themselves to the e n e standards. rnevit-
ably, the seriousness of the Federal Govern ent in this area is widely
doubted, uridermining the Federal role even before it begins.

Third, there is a persistent failure fo coordinate policy across agency
and departmental lines. One might expect that efforts to promote
employment opportunity for disabled individuals would be accompa-
nied by attempts to ensure the availability of appropriate supportive
services. In fact, howevei, such services typically are available only to
disabled individuals who are not actively seeking work. ,

Fourth, the.'Federal effort is routinely fragmented by protected-class
category such that relationships between disability, race, sex, and age
are ignored, despite powerful evidence that discrimination in each area
ban only be eradibated by a concerted effort on all.

Fifth, the relationships between disability-rights enforcement and
such government-wide concerns as inflation and the size of the Federal
budget are almost universally misunderstood. The administration is
undercutting its own efforts by taking steps in disability areas that
exacerbate\hroader problems. This is particularly true with res ect to
control and reduction of discretionary spending on services pr paringi
disabled individuals to be "qualified". for protection under Flederal .
civil rights statutes.

Sixth. the Federal effort to date has been predominantly a passive
one. As a result, 'changes in perception that are essential if changes in '
procedure are to occur do not take place. More tragic, my organiza-
tion estimates that 'as many as 8 out of every 10 disabled Americans

,still do not know enough about Cheir rights to ,be able to take full
advantage of these advances. For millions, these rights might as well
not exist. To appreciate the full magnitude of that problem, consider
that if current trends continue apace for just a few more years, these
rights will not; in fact, exist.

Historical Overview
How did we get to thi§ pOint?
Perhaps the central controlling thesis governing the process of

serving disabled individuals throughout the 200-year history of this
Nation has been segregation of these people from the mainstream of
American life. Disabled individuals were prohibited from settling in
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the towns and villages of our Thirteen Colonies unless they could
demonstrate ability to support themselves independently. Settlement
laws enforced these requirements. Immigration policy effectively
forbade entrance into the country of persons with physical, mental, or

emotional disabilities.
Within the Colonies, and later the States, community mores

re6ognized indolence as a prime evil. Because popular perceptions
equated disability with inability, existence of a disabil4 appeared
reason enough to deny a person the right to participate in socieial life.
Within families, persons with disabilities were hidden, disowned, or
even allowed to die through the withholding of life-support services.
Within Oisabled individuals, seff-perception inevitably repected pre-
vailing social attitudes, keeping people from even attempting to
becothe self-reliant.

As the Nation's population increased, public pressure for institution-
alization of disabled persons escalated. From the beginning, institutions
for mentally and emotionally impaired persons were custodial rather
than educational. Persons With sensory and physical disabilities were
more likely to be taught al least fundameotal academic material, but
instruction was less to prepare these jndividuals for vocations than to

_satisfy religious and societal expectations and to resolve ethical
concerns. It was a caretaking mentality as much as a "protecting". one;
nthat is, "lunatics" were safely removed from the community and while
"there" were inculcated with moral preachings flavored more with a
Catholic charity than a Protestant work ethic.

Gradually, in the 19th century, ith, concept began to emerge that
individuals with disabilities were'..loccasionally also persons with
abilities and that training for, work was something which might be
attempted. It was not until large numbers, of veterans returned from
the First World War, however, that any Federal initiative in this area
emerged: Stimulated by positive experiences employing disabled
workers during the war, a step necessitated by the virtual absence of
able-bodied employees, the Congress enacted in 1918 its first rehabili-

tation legislation.
Three years after his inauguration as President, Franklin Delano

Roosevelt signed into law the Social Security Act that established old-

age and survivors' benefits, unemployment compensation, and pro-
, grams for disabled youth and adults. The act represented a recognition

that assislance to disabled individuals was as much a matter of social

justice as charity.
Thirty years later, the Federal Government entered into a partner-

ship with the States to provide special educational services for disabled
children and youth. The 1965 legislation was expanded in later acts,
culminating in the 1975 Education for All Handicapped Children Act
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(Public Law 94-142), a statutte that is'as much concernedrwith rights as
it is4ith educational services. These steps were taken in response to
parental pressure and judicial decisions arising from the fact that
millions of disabled children were being denied any edyeation at all.
The 1975 act also builds upon (and this has been less widely
recognized) the landmark final passage of the Rehabilitatidn Act of
1973 (Public Law 93-112). Title V of that act, specifically section' 504,
is the foundation for civil rights for the Nation's 36 million disabled
individuals today.

What conclusions may be drawn from this brief review of historical
trends?

First, segregation has removed disabled individuals from the
community; these people literally have been kept out of sight did out
of mind. This fact has produced two powerful effects visible today.
First, disabled individuals are unfamiliar to many Americans; one wayof putting it is to say that in many respects disabled persons are
strangers in a strange land. Attitudes of the general public toward
disabled individuals, accordingly, are quite negative. Disabilities
engender fear and discomfort in many "temporaribr able-bodied"
individuals, so much so that the average American finds it very
difficult to see beyond the disability to theabilities. Second, America is
today an inaccessible land. Our buildings, communications technolo-
gies, modes of transportation, and other programs were developed to
meet the needs of.) people who lived in the community; disabled
individuals, who did not, were not considered in the planning of these
facilities and services.

From these effeóts, particulairly the second, flows the corollary
conclusion that change will be difficult and often expensive. Two
hundred years of discrimination will not be removed in two: First,
millions of Americans have great difficulty conceiving of disabled
individuals as persons who could produce if offered equal opportunity.
As one vice president of a major university put it when section 504
regulations were issued by then-Health, Education, and Welfare
Secretary Joseph A. Califano, Jr.: "We are required by this to prepare
facilities that almost certainly will never be used." And, of course,
retrofitting existing facilities and retooling existing programs will cost
large sums of money.

Another conclusion we may draw is particularly iritiiguing with
respect to the Cdmmission's., work. Civil rights statutes for disabled
individuals preceded, rather than followed, massive social movement
by this population. No March on Washington even remotely leminis-
cent of that which helped bring the 1964 Ci;:fil kights Act and the 1965
Voting 4ights Act took place. Accordingly, the structure and power
available to blacks and to other mkiorities to force implementation and
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enforcement of the law is still being developed within the disability

movement.
Third, a monumental problem faces disabled persons: overcoming

the tremendous effects of family, school, and society, all of which
continue to communicate expectations of dependency, to emerge with
sufficient self-confidence even to strive toward independence. Unlike
many other minorities, the disabled population cannot depend upon a
social structure to provide soine of the necessary assistance. While
black children usually have two black parents, disabled children
normally have two able-bodied parents. The prOcess of Moving

toward assertiveness and independence, then, must begin anew with
each child.

Fourth, and this is vivid in the historical evidence, the Federal role
is and must be powerful. That any progress has been made to date in
civil rights for disabled persons can be traced to Federal initiatives.
While State, local, and private efforts have in some instances produced
positive effects, the fact remains that until the Federal Government
stepped in, these sectors of our society manifestly did not protect the
rights of disabled individuals. I will return to this concern when I
discuss future directions, particularly with respect to States' rights and

education policy.
Fifth; the admittedly awesome reality is that so little has been done

to date that the most basic human and civil rights of tens of millions of
Americans are not even, beginning to be met. The challenge could not
be more sharply drawn. In addition, there is the important consider-
ation that the caretSking mentality and the segregation "solution" long
predate protection of rights and integration of services; the former,
then, are deeply rooted, powerful trends that must be confronted if we

are to transcend the apparent contradiction between the two and
provide the serrlices disabled persons need to be able to compete with

others on an equal basis.

Future Directions V
Where do we go from here?
I would urge - the Commission, first, to examine the current

controversies contaminating debate on civil rights issues of disabled
4Americans. Some of these hotly disputed topics are in fact based upon
false premises. Let us look at a few of these controversies.

Who Benefits? The argument it made that only a few will ,benefit
from what are in many instances extensive expenditures. In the areaof
transportation, fo, example, claims are made that accessible buses will

benefit iIy a frew thousand individuals .using wheelchairs. In fact,
howeve ,, access and other aspects of civil rights protection benefit far
more than is generally realized. First, the disabled minority is an
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"open" one; anyone may become disabled at any time. Hence, the
changes help not only those who are now disabled, but many currently
able-bodied persons as well. Second, the alterations in practice and in
facilities that are called for by law are in many. instances precisely thekinds of changes elderly Americans need to be able to function
independently in the community and to continue to live productive
lives. Third, as I will argue at more length later, the protection of civilrights for disabled persons benefits all of us, because it enables persons
who otherwise would have to be tax users to become taxpayers, thussparing the generl population of the necessity to provide lifelong carefor disabled persons.

"Special" Privileges. The contention, is made by some that currentcivil rights laws benefiting disabled persons extend to these individuals
special and unique privileges. The response of those whb raise this
allegation is that no more should be done for disabled persons than isdone for any other group of Ameripns. In fact, however, the civil
rights statutes in question confer only nondiscrimination and equal
protection guarantees; they do not offer special privileges. In some
instances of private employment by Federal contractors, "affirmative
action" is mandated, not in the sen'se of quotas and timetables, but to
ensure that appropriate steps are taken to make employment opportu-nity possible.

Who Should Pay? Some sectoesof our society are balking at takingthe action required to comply with Federal law, insisting that the
Federal Government firs,t pay for these procedures and 'renovations.,To do so, however, would establish a pernicious "no pay, no right-s"
situation in which private Organizations would not protect rights until
they are paid to do so. Additionally, such payment by the Federal
Government would jeopardize equal protection efforts on behlf of
other minorities, who also need steps taken to make opportunity
possible.

Appropriate Role. Tyre are some who question whetherte FederalGovernment has in fact any business in this area. The claim is
particularly common in educational circles, where State and localiuthority are perceived to be at st4e, but it appears as well in
transportation policy (where "local option" is a rallyirig cry) and Vier
areas. The preeedents'in race, sex, age, ,and religion, as well as .theexistence of constitutional guarantees' to equal protection, however,
appear sufficient to invalidate this argument; also relevant, as I havenoted, is the historical reality aft until the Federal Governmentassumed its role, these rights were "not protected even in the most
minimal fa.shion. At least,one individual has suggested that education"be returned to the States." Should this come about, I would argue
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forcibly for Federal retention of the role of protecting essential,civil
rights, on constitutional, legal, and historical grounds.

Commission investigation of these and other false controversies will,
I believe, be beneficial because these diiputes pervade all areas of civil
rights policy and permeate all major Federal agency initiatives in the
areas of education, employment, social services, bacrier removal, and
transportation.

I would propose, second, that the Cdmmisscon take a long and hard
look at the ways Federal departments and agencies are themselves
protecting the human and civil rights of disabled persons. This is vital
not only because so many disabled persons are actually and potentially
affected, but also because to have any credibility with the private
sector the Federal Government must first get its house in order. This is
nthe "glass house" standardand the Federal Government-indisputably
fails it. Employment of disabled individuals, an issue to be addressed
latgr today, can only be described aS abysmal. Agency compliance
with Public Law 95-602 requirements that they themselves follow
section 504 in their 'programs and activities is nonexistent in almost
every department. There can be no clearer signal to the country that
the administration is serious about disability rights than a convincing
demonstration of commitment to these rights in its own internal
workings.

Interagency coordination is a 'third issue I believe the Commission
should address. On section 504, for example, a majority of agencies
subject to Executive Order 11914 still have not promulgated final rules
governing implementation of the statute; equally serious as a problem
is the fact that those rules 'which have appeared have varied
substantively, imposing difficult.standards upon cities, counties, States,
universities, and other recipients of aid from more than one Federal
agency and,' equally important, confusing disabled 'people as to what
rights are ,protected i.vhere and in what- way. The administration has
taken, to date, a remarkably passive role on this problem, permitting
deadline after deadline to pass with no serious effort Ao impose order
and discipline upon th.e, affected agencies.

There are other, similarly serious, interagency-problems. The mdst
vivid, perhaps, concerns employment issues. Many disabled people
require certain supportive services in order to be able tO work: access
to the wOrkplace availability of sign language and other 'translation
services, suitable housing, usable public transportation, and the like.
These are availabteif the disabled person does not work. Thus,
recipients of gocial security benefits often may' obtain housing in
'federally assisted developments, transportation in social service trans,
portation programs, attendant-care services in the home, and coverage
ocmedical expenses. Persons who work are denied all these essential.

2
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services. Our government effectively nullifies its own efforts by such
contradictory. requirements. I ain not arguing for reduction or
elimination of these services for recipients of financial aidfar from.it,
as many recipients aFe not able to work. But I do believe thatoxtension
of similar help for employed persons would be remarkably effective in
timulating employment among disabled Americans.-

This would be largely_ separate from an ongoing effort to remove
"work disincentivesY from social security legislation and regulations. -
Pending legislation (H.R. 3236 and H.R. 3464), passed by both Houses
of Congress but not yet enacted as a conference bill, would remove
many disincentives to employment. What I am talking about is
providing incentives to wor1Z. Similarly, passage of legislation extend-'
i ng employment protection to noncontractors, through revision of
Title VII of the Civil Rights Act, is vital if the goal of equality .pf
opportunity in employment is to be reached. Other efforts might
include incentives to industry to hire disabled individuals, through tax
credits and other measures. Finglly, some form of -national health
insurance will be needed to offer severely disabled persons coverage
for high medical expenses so that they may work.

A fourth area I would encourage the Cominission to investigate is
that of the -interrelationships between the various protected classes ..)4
with respect to civil rights enforcement. "VYe have found that poverty
is a /*or factor in "causing" disability. Similarly, prevalence rates of
disability are twice as high among blacks as among whites and others
in our country. As many as 35 percent of all elderly persons have at
least one disability. It !mist be true that wt cannot 'eliminate
discritnination, or promote equality of opportunity, for disabled
persons without at the same timefattacking the roots of discrimination
amohg others in our society Yet it is true that enforcènent activities
are almost without exceptio uniclass iirA,44re. Som progress has
been made in this area ve y recently, notably th efforts by 'the
Departments of Health, Education, and Welfare (now Health and
Humah Services) and Labor to consolidate enforcement programs fbr
minorities, women, and disabled persons. The most pervasive com-
monalitythat of the needs-of elderly and disabled individualshas
yet to be recognized officially through common efforts. It appears
ahhost certain that consolidation will conserve scarce personnel an&
other resources while multiplying effectiveness of implementation
efforts.

Fifth, the Commission might look into the economics of disability
and age. In its rush to "balance, the budget," the administration is
proposing broad cnts in discretionary programs and control over
enforcement expendithres in civil rights. For disabled individuals, as
well as 'for other protected groups, such cuts have tragic conse-
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quences. The Title V provisions of Public Law 93-112, to take just one
majorOimple, offer protection for "qualified': handicapped individu-

als, that is, those who meet the eligibility criteria for service provision
and employment. By constraining spending on vocational training and
other services, the administration is ensuring that fewer and fewer
persons will be "qualified" f9r protectiqn under the law; this means, of
course, that more and more will be qualified for Federal financial aid. I
have calculated recently that for each person who leaves or avoids
altogether such programs as social security disability insurance, the
dividend for the Federal Government is $11,000 annually: about

$2,000 in aincome and payroll taxes on an average income of
approximat* $10,000 and abOut $9,000 in medical; service,-and other
benefits provided through the social security programs. Thus, this
year's budget may be balanced, but subsequent budgets will be thrown
seriously out of balance. Meanwhile, the lives of millions are seriously

harmed. 4,
Then, too, the kinds of expenditures that would remove disability

from the ranks, as one of our most pressing social proble9s are being
curtailed or foregone altogether. I am thinking particularly of research
and technological efforts. We have today the capability of helping a
severely paralyzed individual "move" anything that can be controlled
electrically; in fact, basic research in at least two sites is showing that
spinal cord injuries may be reversed surgically within the very near
future. For blind individuals, we have available machines that literally
"read aloud" almost anything in print. On the prototype level, we,have
machines that will do the opposite for deaf personsinsteat of saying
what it sees, the machine would print what it hears. Treatment to
reduce or eVen eliminate spasticity in cerebral-palsied individuals is

e proving surprisingly successful. In the area of mental rewdation,
progress has.convinced the National Association for Retarded Citizens
that it is now feasible to talk about possible cures for retardition. At
this stage, then, when we can envision,these kinds of advances within

the foreseeable future, it is very discouraging to realize that the
Federal Government is spending on rehabilitation research' only one
dollar per disabled person per warand is cutting even that token

investment.
My basic point for the CoMmission is that the administration's

failure to understand and act on the economics of disability and age is
constricting the effectiVeness of its work on protecting and advancing
human and civil rights.. This is a legitimate area for inquiry by the

Commission.
Finally, the passivity of the Federal role to date in enforcing

disability rights is a cause for grave concern. By "passivity," I mean
the adminiqration's failure to move vigorously and visibly to end
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discrimination on the basis of disability. This failure- is evidenteverywhere: in ,the, overreliance upon individual complaints from
{lisabled persons (which penalizes the poorer, more severely disabled,less politically sophisticated people who may not be aware of theirrights and may not be confident enough to file complaints), in thedependence upon administrative procedures to the almost total,exclusion of tougher measures (funds are very rarely cut off even inthe face of persistent, blatant violation of law), .in .the paucity ofappointments for disabled individuals and recognized advocates toleadership positions in enforcement efforts (today, ttr example, all 44top offiCials of DHHS's Office for Civil Rights are able bodied), in theabsence of serious attempts to advise disabled individuals nationwideabout their rights, in ale chronic underfundin& of enforcementactivities, 'in the readiness to sacrifice rights and sgvices for politicalain (in Florida, for example, gross inequities were brought to light bytheState's owk auditors, by DFIFI's Office of the Inspector General,and by other observers, yet the administration sent its Director ofManagement and Budget to testify before the Congress in favor ofgranting States waivers from requirements protecting disabled individ-uals receiving rehabilitation se}vices),- in the failure to introduce

legislation and actively support others' efforts to extend protection(notably in private.employmenr and housing), and in other areas.Thisis not to say that progress has not been made. It has. Looking"only 2years into the past, Nve find that compliance reviews and protected-
class consolidated enforcement activities are growing in number andimportance. It is to say, howevieb that we ate just beginning.

These problems are serious. To appreciate the urgency of appropri-ate Commission action on theie issues, you must consider the
consequencesofjnaction:

Controvedies over costs and relved issues likely will slow
significantly the vigor of the Federal enforcement efforteven as itis just beiiuning.

Lack of interagency coordination and pooling of efforts wilPmean that true opportunity continues to elude our grasp. Equal
employment opportunity means little to an individual who has notreceived the training to compete for jobsbecause such educationwas denied in violation of law: Accessible beildings help little ifpeople do -not have the transportation they need to get there.Removal of work disincentives does little if people cannot afford totry to work because supportive services are contingent upon notworking. Isolated efforts by different agencies then are doomed toalmost certain failure.

Arrotected-class fragmentation will prevent eradication of theroas of disability. Poverty arid related problems are both cause and
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effect of disability.. The one cannot he solvsd withOut the other. And
research and technologY offer the mean§ to eliminate mUch.existing,

and prevent much future, disability.
Lack of a visible posture as being serious about disability rights

cripples voluntary efforts in the private sector while encouraging
those who wish to delay or rescind protection.
It is not difficult to"envision a conflux of problems, each feeding

upon the others, each exacerbating, the tensions created by others.
False controversies, federal GoVernment laxity in observing the
standards, it sets for -others, interagency . conflicts sand overlap,
continued cuts in discretionary programs preparing diabled persons to
be "qualified" for Osotection, and continued failure to inform and
advise disabled persons about, their rights under law may, together,
create conditions under which open rebellion against disability rights
pill occur..In the relative absence of a powerful, highly sophisticated
national moyement of disabled individuals; political pressures to cut-

back on these rights will be difficult to resist. The res so feW know
about today may not he there tomorrow.

Ihave spent three decades overcoming a disability and moving from
dependehce to independence. I and many others have suffered greatly
from the denial of even the most basic rights. Our striving is seen As- the

efforte not of people who are deserving, but overreaching; not as
within their rights, but as jeopardizing and even threatening the rights
of others; not as people who can, but as people whoCannot.

Very recently that has begun to fall before the force of law.
Educatdtrs, social service providers, elected officials, emPloyes, and
others are now expected to look not just at disability but also at ability,
not just at barriers but also at ways to eliminate these barriers. The
potential of thisi new development 'for freeing abilities from the
skackles of disaWities is awesome for mil4ions of Americans and. for
.millions more to come.

For many who have suffered and worked as long and as hard as we
have, the dreams of such a short, hopeful time ago now appear' fragile,
uncertain, and even vain. For the dreams to take h9,1d, to become More
real, to live and grow, we must recognize that protecting the rights of
disabled persons is in its very essence affirming what is most human
about us. The dream must become our dream, each of us and all of us.
And then the dream will never die.
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STATEMENT OFTR4NK BOWE, DIRECTOR, AMERICAN
COALITION OF CITIZENS WITH DISABILITIES, WASHINGTON,
D.C.

DR. BOWE. Chairman Flemming, Commissioners, good morning
. and think you for asking me to be with you in this important

consultalion.
As you know, the Commission is beginning its study of disability

rights at a propitious time. Nationally prominent expertf will brief you
today and tomorrow on the mat critical issues meriting your
attention.'

I have been asked to put down an overview\ of these concerns and to
offer some historical perspe e on where we have been, where wei
are, and where we appea heading. I will be developing a numbeP
of points. Briefly thes

°
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One, the Federa role ,is tnd fiinst be substantial. As little as has
beep done to date on the Federal level, much less, indeed perhaps
nothing, would have been done without Federal intervention on our
behalf. This role must be sustained and it Must be substantial.

Two, serious problems compromise the integrity' and the
effectiveness of the Federal Government in this role. Federal
agencies responsible for enforcing our laws nationwide have failed
to set a standard of excellence in their own compliance with these
same laws. Interagency cooperation is noticeable more for its
absence than for its presence. The enforcement posture today is best
described as passive.

Three, the administration .is undercutting progress on disability
rights by restricting investment in training 'for disabled people. By
law, only those disabled individuals who are "qualified" are
protected. Curtailments in spending on education, rehabilitatibn,
independent living, and similar services mean, -in effect, that fewer
disabled persons each year become "qualified" while more become
eligible for Federal financial assistance, including disability insur-
ance and supplemental security income. The economics of disability
and age offer .compelling reasons to upgrade the entire -Federal
effort in training and enforcement and warn of the grave conse-
quencès of further cutbacks,



Mr. Chairman and members of the Commission, you do ltnow from

your own investigaiion of the enforcement of and lack thereof of the
rights of elderly Americans the basic concerns I am attempting to
address this morning. There are many similarities. There are also a
great many differences. But the enforcement posture, the lack oT
cooperation, the lack of a perspective that would enable this
government to recognize the essential similarity and the essential
rationale of enforcing these rights and of doing so in conjunction with
enforcement of the rights of minorities, women, people who are poor,
and people who are old is a perspective that is almost totally lacking in

Federal Government today.
The Commission can do tremendous good to this country by

recognizing that poverty is a basic cause of disability. Of course,
disability is a major cause of poverty. The Commission can do great \
good by recognizing that as many as one-third of all elderly people are
also disabled. The Commission can do great good by recognizing that
disability is twice as prevalent among blacks as among all other races

-in our country. The Commission can do great good by recognizing
that among Hispanics and other minorities in VI- country the
prevalence rate of disability and the prevalence rate of 'false placement
in special educationar programs on the basis of "disability" is a

continuing and extremely serious problem.
The Commission cad& great good by recognizing the very simple

fact that if this country helps people become taxpayers, that is how
you balance a budget, not by forcing millions and millions of people to
be tax users and to rely upon the Federal Government to provide them
with sustenance, indeed with life, but by recognizing that this country
can, this country must, move forward in these areas. This calls for
leadership on the part of this administration. It calls for spending. But
the economics of disability and age compellingly show it cannot be

done otherwise.
These issues may Be approached from the historical perspective,

which helps explain them and suggests some alternatives to future
development of Federal policy in this area. The overriding historical
fact is that disabled people have been segregated from the mainstream

. of America virtually from the Nation's first days. This has two
powerful effects: One, the Nation is largely inaccessible to people with
physical, sensory, mental, and ti' otional disabilities; and, two, most
Americans have great difficult conceiving of people with disabilities
as people who can work and, therefore, justifying the expenses
required to remove barriers so that we can. In fact, it is only in the last
decade that the rights of America's 36 million disabled citizens have
begun to be protected.
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The nature of the Federal 'role emerges from these considerations.
While the Federal Government cannot legislate attitudinal change, it
can establish minimum standaras for behavioral change. This must be
done. I want to stress this point vigorously: A government that claims
only a 7 percent rate of employment of disabled people, particularly
one in which the lead agencies responsible for enforcement of our civil
rights have less than 5 percent employment of disabled people, cannot
expect a Nation to take pronouncements about disability very
seriously.

In my conversations with business leaders around the country, they
say that if the government, which is irf the business of spending money,
can't see the value of hiring the handicariped, why should they, in the
business of making money, do so? A government that ignores the legal
mandate requiring Federal agencies to comp]) with section 504 in
their own activities does not command much respect nationwide.
government that assigns responsibility for coordinating the Fedea
effort to a committee that has yet to demonstrate its effectiveness in
this area and which is headed by an individuai who is apparently a
lame duck does not thereby strengthen its posture. A government that
avoids penalizing violators of our civil rights, except in the most
extreme and blatant of instances, and even then rarely, does not inspire
our confidence. A government that does not Lye even one disabled
individual as administrator of our civil rigItt%\enforcement programs
shows little conviction in the rightness of our rights. And a govern-
ment that is reluctant to ompose attempts to destroy our civil rights, as
in the current battle over access to mass transit, does not offer
reassurance that these rights will survive the assaults of the future.

Xhis year as many as 340,000 fewer disabled people will benefit from
rehabilitation than were helped last year thanks to legislation intro-
duced by this administration and enacted or now likely to be enacted
by the Congress. Mr. Chairman, speaking as an individual who. was
named by then-Secretary of State Cyrus Vance to serve as the United

States representative to the United Nations in planning the Internation-
al Year of Disabled Persons, I do feel somewhat compromised in going
before the United Nations when I am asked what our government
plans to do to celebrate this year and might have to indicate that, well,
we would be rehabilitating a third of a million fewer people than we
did last year.

Today supportive service is necessary for many disabled people to
work, including transportation, accessible housing, adequate medical
coverage, attendant care. These kinds of assistance are extended only
to those who are not working or actively seeking work. Now, of
course, this does crime from the historical perspective that people with
disabilities are people who can't work, therefore, people who must be
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taken care of. But the essential point, that it is in the Nation's best
interest as well as that of disabled people that we be able to support
ourselves" and work and that, therefore, this Nation should do what it

is that is required to further that goal, seems somehow overlooked.
All this is not to say that no progress has been made since Title V

became law in 1973. It has. Looking only 2 years into the past, we can
identify areas in which the administration has shown willingness to
take our rights seriously. It is to say, however, that we are only
beginning.

Perhaps I could add that in a number of countries around the world
the concept of rehabilitation to work, the concept that people with
disabaN,Liave abilities, the concept that it must be the posture of the
country to establish conditions under which these abilities will govern
those persons' lives, is unknown. In those countries we have seen a
tremendous amount of unrest and disturbance about how to come to
grips with the awesome problem of coping with a very large and
rapidly expanding population of people with disabilities. It is some-
thing that puzzles them tremendously. They don't know what to do
and they are faced with the billions and billions of dollarsin some
cases hundreds of billions of dollarsin caring for people, and they
don't know how to help those people. In this countsby we do. We know
how and we won't do it.

A few of us have managed to overcome many of the barriers and
become independent, self-sufficient citizens. For many who have
suffered as much and worked as long and as hard as we have, the
dreams of such a short hopeful time ago now appear fragile, uncertain,
and even vain. For the dream to take hold, to become more mil, to
live, and to grow, we must recognize that protecting the rights of
disabled people is, in its very essence, affirming what is most human
about us. The dream must become our dream, each of us and all of us,

and then the dream will never die.
VICE CHAIRMAN HORN. Thank you very much, Dr. Bowe.
[Applause.]
You mention in your paper, among many very perceptive and useful

observations, that there is a persistent failure to coordinate policy
across agency and departmental lines. I wonder if you could elaborate
on that somewhat and suggest what solution _you see to achieve
Federal coordination of programs in this area.

D. BOWE. I Would think, Mr. Horn, the issue is one that can be
settled fairly simply, fairly rapidly, fairly expeditiously by the
establishment by the President that this shall be done, by the
assignment of that responsibility clearly and unambiguously in the
hands of someone who has both the authority and responsibility to do

that.
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I would not begin by handing it to a committee that has not shown it
can do it and that is headed by an individual scheduled to leave the
government quite shortly, and thereby undermining the very credibili-
ty that he might have had.

I would not do it by allowing deadline after deadline to pass with
respect to the issuance of regulations affecting our rights. We are
talking now about 7 years after the enactment of section 504, and a
majority of agencies in this government have not promulgated final
rules.

I would not do it by scattering the responsibility for conducting
different parts of this effort into different agencies without at the same
time providing a ..powerful and disciplined coordination effort. I am
referring, of course, to the fact that section 501, which protects our
rights in Federal employment, is placed with one agency; section 503,
which deals with private employment by contractors, is dealt with by
another agency; section 504 is apparently at this time in limbo, but is.
the responsibility of a number of agencies throughout government.
Supposedly, there is a mechanism for coordinating this. The Congress
2 years ago tried to establish that mechanism. I have seen no evidence
today that it works, that the President has given it the kind of
authority it needs. Basically, what I am saying is it is a very simple
matter; it is a routine matter of hard leadership.

VICE CHAIRMAN HORN. Do you feel that coordination should come
from a lead cabinet officer, such as the Secretary of Health and Human
Services? Should it come from a White House coordinator, or Office
of Management and Budget coordinator, or whom?

DR. BOWE. I would think that when you are dealing with 36 million
people whose needs and lives are affected by and governed by
virtually every agency in government, you have to start at the top. I
would establish within the Office of the Assistant to the President for
Domestic Policy jhe authority and the responsibility to bring these
agenrcies into line and get them moving.

VICE CHAIRMAN HORN. Chairman Flemming?
CHAIRMAN FLEMMING. First of all, I would like to apress to you

the deep appreciation for the quality of leadership that you have
brought to this movement, and this is certainly reflected in your
opening statement to the Commission, a statement which I have found
to be very helpful.

I fully understand and appreciate the fact that you find in the present
picture very few developments that you could identify as encouraging
developments. Nevertheless, I noted that just before the end of your
presentation you did say that all of this is not to say that no progress
has been made since Title V became law in 1973. You indicated that
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you felt that there were certain areas where positive steps had been
taken.

I am wondering if you could identify for the Commission one or two
of the areas where you feel that people have responded to this
challenge and have moved forward because personally I feel from: time

to time it is important to lift up models of suCcess, hoping that that will
inspire others to do likewise.

DR. BOWE. yr. Chairman, thank you first for your very kind
comments. I have, as you know, the deepest respect for you personally
and the deepest respect for this Commission. I was one of the
individuals who did try to help you get the authorization from the
Congress to ester into this area, and I am very pleased that you have
this authority. t-

To respond to your question, I think it is important to offer disahled
Americans some inspiration that their government cares and will act.
You have asked for some success stories. After long and hard
searching, I can identify a few.

One, I am pleased that with respect to section 504 enforcement and
section 503 enforcement there has been a consolidation of the
enforcement activities on behalf of members of 'minority groups,
women, Vieth-am veterans, and disabled people. I have seen this in the
Department of Labor and the Department of Health and Human
Services. This has been encouraging.

Second, I 'have been encouraged that at long, last those two
agenciesit doesn't seem to have been picked up by the others yet
but the basic comprehension that you cannot enforce a law merely by

complaints has been made. I feel that is a very
encouraging step forward because, as you know from your own\ experience, the people who 'complain are the most sophisticated
individuals and are not the most liiely to be discrimiRated against. And\
when you have systemic and widespread discrimination, the only way
you are going to get at it is by going at it. This is not a case where you
go along to get along. This is a case where you go after it; whereyou
find it, you prosecute.

Third, I have been pleased to se 911 two occasions in recent
memory there has been a decision by tKis government to exercise at
least some of its authority. Where discrimination has been blatant,
there has actually been a step to terminate funding and begin
debarment procedures. That this has not been done more often is, of
course, deeply disturbing to anyone who knows, as I do, how
widespread the discrimination is out there. It is also v y difficult to
understand, because I don't,see how they expect to ac eve voluntary
compliance without explaining very clearly that t has got to be
done; otherwise there is going to be a penalty.
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I am pleased that one department recognizes that our rights cannot
be enforced without educating our people on them. It may sound
basic, but these rights are so new and, unfortunately, because it is a
long and drawnout and complicated process by which so many
different agencies are saying so many different things, these rights are
complex. I don't understand how, in a situation where 8 out of 10
disabled Americans, to the best of our knowledge, don't know enough
about their rights to be able,to take full advantage of them, how this
government expects to be able to achieve implem ntation and
enforcement of these rights.

Beyond that, I would have to go over my files.
CHAIRMAN FLEMMING. 'Could I just ask you which department

moved to cut off funds for failure to enforce the law?
DR. BOWE. Labor.
VICE CHAIRMAN HORN. Commissioner Ruiz?
COMMISSIONER RUIZ. I have no questions.
VICE CHAIRMAN HORN. Commissioner Saltzman?

' COMMISSIONER SALTZMAN. Mr. Bowe, your complete paper that
was submitted for the record indicates the nature of the problem
relative to eMployment. I wonder whether you might briefly comment
on other areas of civil rights problems such ai housing and voting
rights.

DR. BOWE. With respect to housing, the basic point to be made is
that in this country something on the order of I percent of all
apartmentSI am not talking here about housesare at least potential-
ly accessible. There is nOthing more depressing to me as I travel
around the country than to have someone stand up and say, "Where
will I be able to find a place to live?" Now, hitere is a bill working its
way through Congress, or so they tell me, that would make some
token improvements in this area. I am referring to Title VIII.

Now, we went over to the Congress and we said, "Well, it is very
nice to banish discrimination in housing. It would be nice if it were
possible for these people to get in." The Congress saidl "Well, that
would cost money and if you asked for that and we put that clause in,
there is rio way we are going to have a bill to show." So the situation
as it stands now is that there is no provision in that law for any
accessibility renovation.

Number two, the United States Government today without excep-
tion has devoted its efforts to building separate construction for
disabled people and for elderly people, housing developments inTv-ITith
these people are offered the opportunity to live in an accessible
location. There has been no attempt-to date to do anything to open up
most of the housing market. Ther'T has been no look at vouchers.
There has been no look at tax incentives. There has been no look at
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any kind of even encouragingsbort of stuff to help the private housing
industry, recognize the fact that, as my colleagues in Sweden tell me,
every apartment house in the country will have disabled people in it
during it fetime and one out of every two houses 'in the entire
coun y will have drsabled people living in that house during its usable
life. ,

With respect to voting rights, the Congress has had before it at
virtually every session since I came to Washington a bill providing
that disabled people are people like others and should be able to vote.
These never even got to a hearing stage, to my. knowledge. It is
incredible that this has not happened. A lot of people with disabilities
are forced to do an absentee ballot in order to vote, and this does
bother a great many of them. This is so simple, so basic to the
'American way of life, and they are not even able to participate in it.
This causes a great deal of concern. It is the kind of thing that begins
to make you appreciate the fact that this country is not accessible.

There are a number of other areas as well.
VICE CHAIRMAN HORN. Commissioner-Designate Berry?
COMMISSIONER-DESIGNATE BERRY. I have three Or four .questions.
First of all, is it the case that Labor in fact cut off funds or simply

moved to cut off funds, in the instance that you cite? Was it the Office
of Federal Contract Compliance or someplace else?

DR. BOWE. It was the Office of Federal Contract Compliance, 'and
the move was made to cut off. As you knoW, there was an
administrative proceeding and a hearing provision. To my knowledge
the final cutoff has not yet been made. There will be someone
testifying later this morning who will be able to expand upon that.

COMMISSIONER-DESIGNATE BERRY. The other question is about
Title V. In your longer paper which you submitted to us, you point out
that there is protection for "qualified" handiCapped individuals; that is,
those who meet the eligibility criteria. Are you suggesting you think
there ought to be a change in the law, or are you just complaining
about the budget?

DR. BOWE. I raise the point because what this government is doing
is ensuring that fewer and fewer people are protected each year. I was
talking about the budget.

COMMISSIONER-DESIGNATE BERRY. The other is, is there specific
data available on the cost-benefit ratios of training and educating
disabled people as opposed to not training and edu4ating them? Is
there specific information available which would shokv the benefits?

DR. BOWE. yes, it is available. The Commission has it. It took me a
book to answer the.question.

COMMISSIONER-DESIGNATE BERRY. I see some of your colleagues
out there shaking their heads no, but you are assuring me yes.
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DR. BOWE. Yes, it is there.
COMMISSIONER-DESIGNATE BERRY. If you could give us some

further information about where to find such data, I would appreciate
it. Not now, but at a later time.

DR. BOWE. Okay. It is called Rehabilitating America and it is a
whole book about nothing but the economics of disability and age.

COMMISSIONER-DESIGNATE BERRY. You say in your longer paper
that at the time the 504 regulations were being issued that some
university president said to Joe Califano that you were requiring them
to retrofit and to do all these things for facilities that nobody would
use. Is there any data available on how many people do in fact use
facilities once they are retrofitted in universities and other places
which would indicate that the university president was wrong?

DR. BOWE. The university official I was referring to was complain-
ing that people with disabilities may not be college-caliber people. I
wanted to make the point very clearly that I do disagree.

With respect to the issues you raise about statistics, the Office for,
Civil Rights in the Department of Education hasissued a report which
indicates that something on the order of 40 to 45 percent of the
Nation's colleges will meet the June 15 deadline for compliance with
504.

With respect to your question on availability of statistics as to how
many people do use facilities once they are made accessible, the
answer is that is in process, and let me explain why. It is not enough to
remove a barrier in front of a building if you can't get to the building;
it is not enough to put an elevator in a building if you can't get into the
building; and it, is not enough to put an elevator in a building if you
can't get into a room in the building. So it is necessary to take a
perspective in which we say, "We will have to remove a number of
barriers so that a given trip can be made," before we can sit down and
say, "How many people are making that trip?" t

As you know, if you are going to Pittsburgh from Washington, you
have to be able to go each step of the way in order to get to Pittsburgh.
It does you no good to know that you can get from the terminal to the
hotel in Pittsburgh if you can't get through the terminal in Pittsburgh.

So I would caution the Commission very strongly not...10 take too
seriously a lot of the statistics that are being thrown around, especially
in the case of transportation, where people are saying, "Well, you
know, only 65 people use the subway each week." First of all, I would
like to know who,is counting. I mean, I am a disabled indi:tidual_ and I
would like to know how many people would say, "Aha, one more." I
would like to know what the definitions are. I would likc" to know
where the counting is being done. I know that in the middle of the
worst snowstorm in the history of this city, at least as long as I have
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been here, there was one count and that count was publicized
nationwide, indicating that we are spending all this money and this
number of people used the system and, therefore, the cost per ride
pi-ovided was something like $35,000. Of course, everybody immedi-
ately grabbed hold of that and ran with it.

I would caution people to recognize that 'a cost per ride or a cost per
unit of service is a ratio, and it is dependent as much on its numerator
as on its denominator.

COMMISSIONER-DESIGNATE BERRY. Do you think the issue of how
many people will use the service 'or might not use the service is really
relevant to whether or not it should be made available and whetSer
there ought to be a right to.services? Do you think that all of this talk

s about budgets and cost-benefit ratios is really relevant to whether the
services should be made available?

DR. BOWE. It is relevant. Let me tell you why. There are a number
of different ways to do something, and I think disabled people in this
country would stand' behind me when we say we want it done. We are
also conscious that the cost will be high. If it can be done and done
right to serve people and be done at a reasonable cost, we would be
very supportive of that. So there would be perhaps different numbers
of people using different alternatives. It is relevant.

However, the basic point which I think you are getting at, and
which I also want tc reinforce, is that the debate must be held upon
equal terms. It is relevant once the basic standard that people who
have a right to what we will get has been established; once you are
talking about equalitythen we call begin to say, "Okay, given two
equal alternatives, we can begin to discuss something about cost" This
is not being done right now. People are talking about two totally,
completely, and unarguably unequal alternatives and saying we should
go with the less expensive of the two.

COMMISSIONER-DESIGNATE BERRY. Thank you. I have no further

questions.
VICE CHAIRMAN HORN. Commissioner-Designate Ramirez?
COMMISSIONER-DESIGNATE RAMIREZ. I also want to thank yon

very much for your statement. Already it has made an impact on me
and I appreciate your comments.

DR. BOWE. Thank you. !I Sr
COMMISSIONER-DESIGNATE RAMIREZ., I was interested in your

comments about what the captains of industry said to you in relation to
the government, interested from the perspective of knowing exactly
what strides are being made in employment and in opportivLities in the
private sector and how are they affected in the relationshiFbetween
people with professional training and people who are in skilled or
semiskilled jobs going into the private sector?
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*DR. BOWE. What people in industry tell me is that they are rather
confused by tteir government. If yon take a look at regulations, for
example, that govern this activity, !he regulations are very explicit,
very clear, very detailed on those matters that require no explanation;
but on those that are confusing by themselves and do require details,
the regulations are almost silent. So there is naturally quite a bit of
confusion. What is reasonable about reasonable accommodation?
Where do I get figures on who can build this for me? How niuch it will
cost? All that kind of information they are telling me they don't have.

Now, my organization has tried to begin responding to that and so
have a number of other organizations. With respect to the employment
posture on, let's say, skilled versus managerial-professional kinds of
activities,' I would think that our employment pattern generally
parallels that of many other minorities. A lot of our people are the last
hired. They have been hired very recently. As the recession grows in
our country, they will be among the first to be terminated. When they
are hired, very likely they will remain on their job leVel longer than
their able-bodied colleagues.

I don't have data that I am satisfied with on this point, but I do
believe that the salaries generilly would be lower. I am still not quite
certain, because I am not quite sure of the nature of the statistics that
are available. I want to look at that further.

But generally I would think that all of this follows a basic need:
Industry has to be helped to understand, first of all, how the abilities of
disabled people can be tapped and the disabilities can be minimized or
accommodated; and, number two, what is the Federal overnment's
posture? That is somewhat confusing to a" number of people in
industry. They really don't know where their govrnmqnt is coming

, from, how serious their government is. They reallf don't know. They
hear different things from different agencies, which confuses them.

COMMISSIONER-DESIGNATE RAMIREZ. Just one more question. If
you could share with us your perceptions of how minority person

/
who are also disabled fare in terms of those protections and e
services of government.

DR. BOWE. Terribly, terribly. First of all, there has been absolutely
no effort, except as I have indicated, over the past year ant a half to
two years even to begin to look at that in a consolidated way. It.has
been in a bunch of completely separate enforcement activities. They
don't even talk to each other. For that reason, of course, people who
have characteristics in common across those two enforcement activi-
ties fall'between the gap.

Number two, there is a prevalent notion, shall we say, of counti4
noses, and that does have an effect. If you want to increase the number
of minority employees, you will increase the number of minority
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employees; you won't complicate your problem further by hiring
someone who is in a minority who perhaps doesn't have so much
education or perhaps has something else that might require an
alcommodation. I am disturbed by that whole thing.

Then, number three, the basic point comes up, if you are a disabled
person, you must be qualified to be considered for protection. It is a
factit" has been shown again and againthat persons who are
disabled who are also members of minority groups are denied an
education or are denied medical care or denied any kind of opportuni-
ty to get vocational training. So when they get to the employment
gatekeeper, they are at a disadvantage.

I just want to stress what I said earlier: terribly. It has been a
concern of mine for 10 years and I have been totally unhappy with the
progress in that area.

VICE CHAIRMAN HORN. Commissioner-Designate Ruckelshaus?
COMMISSIONER-DESIGNATE RUCKELSHAUS. Dr. Bowe, I want to

thank you very much for giving me the opportunity to read your
paper. It has been very helpful.

DR. BOWE. Thank you.
COMMISSIONER-DESIGNATE RUCKELSHAUS.' Let's supposebecause

you made a point \that I think is certainly central to this issuethat the
Federal Government has to play a lead role in educating and setting_
the tone of understanding and cOmmitment for the rest of the country.
Let's suppose that, given an enlightened set of events that may occur,
you became the advisor to the Domestic Council and you had to
develop for the first 18 months of your administration a priorities list
that wbuld include executive commitments, policy statements, and
perhaps legislative proposals of some kind. Could you fashion a
priorities list of four or five major objectives that you might share with
us?

DR. BOWE. Weil, I would think that I would urge the President,
first of all, to articulate _himself this policy and instruct all of his
spokespersons, including .1iis cabinet officials, that this was a major
priority for the administration.

It never ceases to amaze me that Secretary after Secretary will make
comments about employment in their agencies or enforcement of their
rights. They will talk about women, they will talk about minorities,
and that is it, period.

Number two, I would ask the President to examine the relationship
between the dependence programs, supplemental security income,
SSDI, medicare, medicaid, and the triining and enforcement pro-
grams, because I think that no one has looked at them together. I think
they would find some lather amazing things about giving with one
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hand and taking with another that I think would absolutely astonish
this administration.

I would then require as a matter of programmatic policy that any
new initiative that might affect disabled people take into account the
fact that the President has established this objective. There is no
disability impact statement and there is no effort, to my knowledge, to
review, for example, the proposed jobs program for minority youths
or any .other such initiative and say, "What will this do to help
America's 36 million disabled people? How can we help those people
while we are doing this?"

I would set forth that the aaministration would place as head of a
mumber of the enforcement programs people with experience in this
area, preferably who also are disabled, and wouldestablish clearly that
the President is going to be behind these people; he believes in these
people; he is putting them in charge of these programs; and he will
stand up for them.

I think I would establish in the same office of the assistant to the
President the enforcementshall I say the directivepower to
compel any agency which is 'not complying with the schedule for
issuing guidelines to come into line. I would put that* authority
squarely right there in the White House in the West ,Wing and Stick it
there and stay with it and let the Secretaries know very clearly that the
President intends that this will be done.

Now, I do wish to point out that I am not seeking to serve in this
capacity.

VICE CHAIRMAN HORN. Staff Director Nunez?.
MR. NUN-EZ. Just one question, Dr. Bowe. Yew mentioned a figure

of 36 million handicapped persons in the United States. How would
you break that figure down and where do those estimates come from?

DR. BOWE. Those estimates come from a number& of different
sources. They come from the United States census in 1970. They come
from a number of followup sur.veys conducted by the Social Security
Administration between 1972 and 1978. They come from a study by
the Urban Institute conducted for HEW in 1975. And they come from
a number of other sources, some of them national, some of them
international.

But I have foundand I am quite satisfied in being correct about
thisthat the prevalence rate represented by the 36 million figure is an
accurate worldwide prevalence rate. Anyone who examines, for
example, the numbers of people served by disability insurance
(supplemental security insurance, medicare, medicaid) will begin very
quickly to sense that that figure is not too far off.

Now, I must qualify all this by saying that these are all estimates.
Nobody knows. We don't know. We don't know how many people
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have disabilities in our country. The number could go from 20 million
to 50 million or beyond, depending on how we define disability. But I
am satisfied that this is not an overblown figure by any means. That is
a figure I am completely comfortable in Using.

VICE'CHAIRMAN HORN. Thank you very much, Dr. Bowe. Your
examples, the testimony, ' and the tone that you have set for an
overview in this hearing will be and already have been invaluable to
members of the Commission as we formulate recommendations to the
President and the Congress to deal with- some of these longstanding
problems.

As one, who early in the seventies argued for the handicapped to be
added to the jurisdiction of this Commission, I am delighted that at
long l4st we are getting experts of your caliber before us to share your
life e eriences and your expertise in this area.

Than you for coming.
DR. BOWE. Thank you.
[Applause.]

'Federal Initiatives

VICE CHAIRMAN HORN. Will Mr. Charles W. Hoehne come to the
stand, please.

FEDERAL INITIATIVES: ACCOMPLISHMENTS
OF THE 1977 WHITE HOUSE CONFERENCE ON
HANDICAPPED INDIVIDUALS

By Charles W. Hoehne*

Thank you for inviting me to be with you at this meeting. It is an
honor to be a part of the Commission's initiatives in behalf of
individuals with disabilities. On behalf of the National Implementation
Advisory Committee to the White House Conference on Handicapped
Individuals, I express appreciation for the interest, concern, and effort
manifested by the U.S. Commission on Civil Rights.

It has now been almost 3 years since 3,700 persons from every State
and territory assembled in this city for the White House Conference on
Handicapped Individuals (WHCHI). They came here as representa-
tives of the more than 100,000 individuals who earlier had participated
in related conferences at the local, State, and territorial levels. By the

Mr. Hoehne is executive vice president of Consultant Services, Inc., Austin, Texas.
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time WHCHI was concluded, the participants had consiored and
assigned priority to 3,548 recommendations evolving from the previ-
ous State and territorial proceedings.

The basic purpose of those recommendations was to facilitate the
more effective integration of indivithials with disabilities into the
mainstream of American life. And, in broad effect, what WHCHI
amounted to was merely a simple call for greater equality under the
law.

That call continues to be inadequately heard and insufficiently
responded to throughout the United States. Because of This, the
proceedings which are being held here today and tomorrow are
particularly gratifying and refreshing.

Congruities and Incongruities
In an indirect and unspecific manner, the U.S. Commission on Civil

Rights has for some time been impacting upon disability issues,
concerns, and problems. Such an effect, while perhaps primarily
inadvertent, necessarily and inevitably obtains-as a consequence of the
COmplission's discharge of its traditional mandate.

Disability does not respect race, creed, national origin, color, or sex.
Person§ from throughout all economic classes and social stations can,
and do, become disabled.

But many disabilities occur as a result of disadvantage and
deprivation. The incidence of varicus types of disabling conditions is
significantly influenced and heightened by factors such as improper
nutrition, inadequate medical care, and substandard housing.

Disadvantage and deprivation are'the end products of patterns or
processes of discrimination. Disabling conditions, therefore, are all too
frequently byproducts df the same processes or patterns. That is why
minorities_are represented to a disproportionately large degree among
America's 35 million citizens who have disabilities.

T6 the extent, then, that Federal effort effectively ensures the basic
rights,of, and equal opportunities for, protected classes, such effort has
favorable, if indirect, implications for individuals with 'present or
potential disabilities.

Yet, 8 WHCHI so abundantly established and documented, the
adequate protection'of the more basic rights of handicapped individu-
als demands a considerably more specific and effective effort. The
implementation plan for WHCHI recommendations states the situation
and the need in these terms:

The basic human and legal rights of handicapped individuals are
more than rhetoric. A growing body of judicial decisions is,
establishing that constiiutional guarantees of etwal protection and
due piocess extend to handicapped individuals. These constitu-
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tional protections are strengthened by Federe al, State aid local
statutes enacted to assure attentiveness to the needs--.-an poten-
tialof individuals who are handicapparn such particuRtr areas
as education, employment, accessibility, housing, alternative
living accommodations, leisuretime pursuits, public transportation
and voting.

The entire [White House] conference record overwhelmingly
reflects that formal articulation of a right is one matter; the
general enjoyment of that right is quite another. It should not be
necessary to vindicate basic rights of handicapped individuals on a
case by case basis in local communities throughout the Nation.
Instead, legislation must be restated with greater force and
precision. More adequate administrative mechanisms for enforce-
ment are needed. . . .

Individuals with disabilities have frequently been referred to as a
"hidden minority." If substantially hidden, this special population
nonetheless represents the largest minority group in this country. The
disabled population also 'represents, for the most part, the most
disadvantaged and deprived group within our society. Disabled
persons are,inhibited and impinged upon by all the problems which
have historically confronted other minority groups or currently
protected classes, but those problems are for handicapped individuals
compounded by the exceptionality of disabifity.

The various reports issued following WHCHI are lengthy both in
number and in content. Throughout all those reports, it is made plain
that individuals with disabilities have been and continue to be
subjected to massive discrimination. Discrimination can be rooted in
different types of motives and manifested in various ways. This
Commission and its staff are thoroughly familiar with the more
invidious foetus of discrimination which are primarily prompted by
ignorance, prejudice, and economics.

What handicapped individuals are subjected to is perhaps a less
virulent and more subtle form of discrimination. Here, too, ignorance
is a factor; myths, misconceptions, and unenlightened attitudes about
handicapped individuals and handicapping conditions account largely
for the discrimination encountered by all too many individuals with
disabilities.

If perhaps more benign in its underlying motive, this latter type of
discrimination is nevertheless as insidious and as intolerable as any
other type. The end products, disadvantage' and deprivation, are
exactly the same in either case.

The reality of this situation represents the broadest finding of
WHCHI. It. is a finding that cuts across all the functional a'reas, topical
categories, and specific subjects that were addressed. And the
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aineliotation of this situation represents, in a broad and general sense,
the most fundamental recommendation evolving from the conference.

WHCHI Specifics
An exhaustive-.euminatidn of all the major findings and recommen-

dations of WHCHI is not possible within the time available today. Nor
is 'comprehensive review and discussion of all that evolved from the
various WHCHI proceedings appropriate to the purposes of this
particular meeting.

By way of basic overview, it will be recalled that the various actions
voted and recommended as a result of WHCHI were broken down and
classified under these major headings:

A. Architectural Accessibility and Safety
B. Attitudes and Awareness
C. Civil Rights
D. Communication
E. Cultural and Leisure Activities
F. Economics
G. Education
H. Government Organizations and Practices
I. Health
J. Housing
K. Services to Disabled Veterans
L. Special PopulationsHandicapped Aged Persons, Minority

Handicapped Persons
M. Transportation

With regard to the status of the many actions recommended, the cover
of the final report of the National Implementation Advisory Council to
WHCHI aptly summarizes the situation in its main title: Some Progress
Has Been Made. . .But Not Enough. . .

Under the civil rights heading alone, delegates voted that 50 spedific
actions be taken. LegislatiOn enacted in 1978 was responsive to some
of these recommended actions, but most of the action steps have not
been taken, and implementation of the 1978 legislation continues to
remain substantially deferred.

With regard to disabled veterans, a major finding was that this
population faces a particular kind of problem because their disabling
condition precludes their continuation in active military service and
because the Federal and State governments have established a separate
system with specific methods to deal with their disabling conditions.
Conference delegates strongly reaffirmed the magnitude of these
problems by calling for improved Veterans Administralion programs
and civilian mental health and physical health services as well as
psychological and social services to assist the disabled veteran,
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including ethnic and cultural minorities. Twenty speccfic actions were
recommended.

The Veterans Administration has been carrying out training and
other activities to strengthen its rehabilitation services for disabled
veterans; requests for proposals are out for the evaluation and
iniprovetnent of special aids, appliances, and technological devices. No
one purports, however, that progress ins been as rapid or massive as is
desirable.

As part of the overall conference, during February of 1977, 11
workshops were held in communities heavily populated with minori-
ties. The purpose of these meetings, which were held in all parts of the
United States, was to increase input from handicapped individuals who
are nonwhite or of Hispanic ancestry.

The special problems of handicapped aged persons were addressed,
as were the exceptibnal circumstances of handicapped Native Ameri-
cans and the unique needs of handicapped individuals in the Trust
Territory of the Pacific Islands. The major finding of this effort in
behalf of special populations of handicapped individuals is expressed in
the following language:

The general problems of neglect and inadequate provisions which
occur for all handicapped persons are even greater for persons
who are also members of ethnic minority groups. Similarly, the
unique needs of the rapidly growing population of elderly
handicapped persons have also been neglected in the development
of national policies on behalf of all mentally and physically
handicapped persons.

. . .The problems of special populations with handicaps do not
exist in isolation. It was evident that recommendations, to be
meaningful, would require that emphasis on appropriate services
and programs be specified in each of the topic areas. . . .

Eleven specific recommendations pertaining lo the unique circum-
stances of handicapped individuals who are nonwhite or of Hispanic
ancestry evolved from the workshops held in communities heavily
populated with minorities.

Specific implementation action responsive to the findings and
recommendations related to special populations of handicapped
individuals has been less than auspicious. The 1978 amendments to the
Federal Rehabilitation Act contain a number of provisions designed to
strengthen and facilitate services to handicapped Native Americans
but, as with the 1978 amendments as a whole, these provisions are
substantially in await of implementation.

And to the extent that the special proMems of elderly handicapped
individuals are being addressed, the primary illustration of this seems
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to be not in public programs, but instead in the coalition that is at this
time being developed between consumer advocacy groups composed
of individuals with disabilities or individuals who are elderly.

There are those who would argue that the basic condition of
handicapped individuals in the United States has in fact worsened
since the White House Conference was held 3 years ago. The problems
of energy, inflation, and growing unemployment, after all, tend to
impact more brutally upon individuals who frequently do not have the
range of coping alternatives available to persons who are not
handicapped.

In the introductory section of the National Implementation Adviso-
ry Committee's final report, the present situation is seen in this
perspective:

America is now in the Eighties, approaching the end of this
century. The society is more complex, needed goods are more
costly, resources are dwindling, and competing interests for these
goods, services, economic and natural resources are growing.

The times are difficult for all of us. For handicapped individuals,
the times are the most difficult of all. The issues of inflation,
energy, affordable, accessible education and training, jobs and
upward mobility, food, housing, transportation, health and reha-
bilitation services arc sharply focused within the constraints of
today's economics and priorities. . . .

Yet, the situation is not entirely dismal and without hope. Public Law
95-602 (the Rehabilitation, Comprehensive Setvices, and Develop-
mental Disabilities Amendments of 1978) is, insofar as Federal
initiatives in behalf of handicapped individuals are concerned, truly
legislation of historic and milestone dimensions. Public Law 95-602
establishes a specific statutory basis and conceptual framework for
improved opportunities and greater independence on the part of
individuals with disabilities. Perhaps most significantly of all, this
legislation contains important provisions to clarify, to advance, and to

,Aensure the better enforcement of the human and civil rights of
'. handicapped individuals.

The problem is that Public Law 95-602 (signed on November 6,
1978) remains substantially unimplemented. Nor are there any reason-
able prospects that this legislation will be more adequately and more
effectively executed anytime in the foreseeable future.

My fellow panelist, Frank Bowe, has written two books that clearly
describe why this situation is highly detrimental not merely to
handicapped individuals, but to all Americans. His analysis very
soundly and quite convincingly demonstrates how this denial of the
basic human and civil rights of individuals with disabilities, together
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with the associated insufficiency or absence of adequate and appropri-
ate services, enormously complicates basic problems of inflation and
taxation.

I shall not attempt within these time limits and this format to review
what Dr. Bowe has established. Instead, I shall simply offer two
suggestions.

The first of these is that the fact that this meeting is taking place
_provides an additional basis for hope and encouragement on the part of
those who are concerned about disability issues and the rights of
individuals with disabilities.

The second suggestion is that the United States Commission on Civil
Rights can, through a logical progression of its curreht efforts and
through the natural evolution of its traditional focus or mandate, make
an enormously positive and greatly needed contribution in this area.

Let me explain what I mean.

Federal Initiatives
Beginning with legislation aimed at the rehabilitation of disabled

veterans of World War I, proceeding with the enactment of the
Vocational Rehabilitation Act of 1920, and continuing with the
authorization and establishment of additional programs and services
since that era, it has been Federal initiative that has been at the
forefront of this field. It has been, throughout the, greater part of this
century, Federal action that has catalyzed and provided the more
substantial basis for meaningful improvements in the daily lives of
individuals with disabilities.

The National Planning and Advisory Council to WHCHI reviewed
the findings and recommendations evolving from the various confer-
ence proceedings. The Planning and Advisory Council then formulat-
ed a basic implementation plan and strategies for the execution of that
plan.

Several components were of central importance to the plan and
strategies. One component was the formulation and issuance of a
strong national policy to ensure that individuals with disabilities may
participate fully in our society with full enjoyment of its benefits. A
clearly expressed, visible, convincing national commitment to such a
policy was requested. Closely related to this were recommendations
designed to guarantee the better enforcement and improved enjoyment
of the basic human and civil rights of individuals with disabilities.

What was recognized then, and what must be recognized now, is
that it frequently is not a disabling condition itself that most handicaps
or restricts an individual; rather, it too commonly is the attitudes" about
disabilities and the levels of awareness that most greatly limit persons
with disabling conditions. The recognition of this abundantly docu-
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mented reality is what prompted the National Planning and Advisory
Council to state one of the conference's mote major findings in this
language:

Although handicapped individuals do need certain, accommoda-
tions, they have the potential of being integrated into all facets of
daily life. This integration can be made possible through a change
in public attitude. Awareness by the public of the capabilities of
handicapped persons eat be stimulated to assure thempe same
social and civil rights enjoyed by all the people of these United
States.

There is no better way to foster better attitudes, awareness, Under-
standing, and acceptance than by focusing upon and emphasizing the
basic civil and human rights of the vulnerable.

Insofar as handicapped individuals are concerned, Federal initiatives
traditionally have encompassed more than legislation and appropria-
tions for grants-in-aid. An exhibition of empathy and understanding,
accompanied by thelprovision of a constructive example, also can
represent extremely meaningful Federal initiative, particularly in this
instance and area.

This meeting provides exactly that type of display. I urge that the
Commission continue in its initiative.

Thank you very much.
VICE CHAIRMAN HORN. Mr. Hoehne is the executive vice president

of Consultant Services, Incorporated, a former member of the White
House Conference's Advisory Council on the Handicapped. He is an
attorney in private practice in Austin, Texas, specializing in disability
issues. He is general counsel for the Rehabilitation Services Associates,
Incorporated, which is a private rehabilititation agency providing
direct rehabilitation services to injured, disabled workers. He has had
two decades of experience in State legislative and human services
programs and has been involved in numerous State conferences
affecting the handicapped, including the White House Conference on
Handicapped Individuals. He has been a primary draftsman of the final
reports of that Conference and written a number of books and articles
in this area, his latest being The ABCs of Independent Living,
Rehabilitation Services , and Public Law 95-602: Implementation Issues,
Challenges and Obstacles . We are delighted to have you with us. If you
could summarize your paper, we, of course, will insert the original in
the reCord.
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;STATEMENT OF CHARLES W. HOEHNE, EXECUTIVE' VICE
'PRESIDENT, CONSULTANT SERVICES, INC., AUSTIN, TEXAS

MR. HOEHNE. Mr. Chairman and Commissioners, I thank you for
the opportunity of being here. I know that I speak for all of the people
who served on the National Implementation Advisory Committee to
the White House Conference when I express appreciation for the
interest, concern, and initiative that the Commission is starting to
exert.

It has been almost 3 years since 3,700 persons from every State and
territory assembled in this city for the White House Conference on
Handicapped Individuals. They came here as representatives of more
than l00,000.people who had earlier participated in related proceed-
ings at the local, State, and territorial levels throughout the United
States preliminary to the national conference here in Washington.
They considered and assigned priorities to 3,548 recommendations,
performed an enormous amount of work, and established a basis for a
series of reports that now provide a very detailed blueprint of the
action required to meet the needs of disabled citizens of this country.

In broad effect, what the whole White House Conference amounted
to was merely a simple call for greater equality under the law. But that
call still hasn't been heard and responded to very effectively in this
Nation.

The area you are now getting into isn't really all that new to the
United States Commission on Civil Rights because, as Dr. Bowe
pointed out earlier, disability occurs disproportionately among people
who are disadvantaged arld-deprived. You have been involved in
fighting discrimination for a long time. I think that what you are
moving into now is nothing other than a natural progression or
evolution of your traditional mandate.

The reports of the Whie House Conference represent a thoroughly
documented statement-of unmet human needs, but these reports also
represent, as I said earlier, a quite specific and detailed blueprint for
action. Thert is,ifl fact, a very comprehensive implementation plan.
Right up front in that implementation plan, there is a statement that I
think is very appropriate to this conference today. The statement
reads:

The basic human and legal rights of handicapped individuals are
more than rhetoric. A growing body of judicial decisions is
establishing that constitutional guarantees of equal protection and
due process ettend to handicapped individuals. These constitu-
tional protections are strengthened by Federal, State, and local
statutes enacted to assure attentiveness to the needs and potential
of individuals who are handicapped in such particular areas as
education, employment, accessibility, housing, alternative living
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acc dations, leisuretime 13ursuits, public transportatiori, and
boatin

The entire White House Conference record overwhelmingly
reflects that formal articulation of a right is one matter, but the
general enjoyment of that right is quite another matter. It should
not be necessary to vindicate basic rights of handicapped
individuals on a case-by-case basis in local communities through-
out the Nation. Instead, legislation must be restated with greater
force and precision. More adequate administrative mechanisms
for enforcement are needed.

That is central to the entire implementation plan that came out of the
White House Conference.

Individuals with disabilities are frequently referred to as a "hidden
minority." If they are substantially hidden, this special population
nevertheless .represents the largest minority group in the country. It
also represents the most disadvantaged and deprived group .in the
country.

The reports issued as part of the White House Conference axe
lengthy both in number and content, but throughout all those reports it
is very plain that individuals with disabilities have been and continue
to be, as Dr. Bowe earlier this morning pointed out to you, subjected
to massive discrimination in this country. It is not the kind of
discrimination that is based on invidious motives, but on ignorance,
myth, misconceptions, a lack of awareness, and a failure of understand-
ing. But it is there.

Within the time frame that we have this morningI realize we are
probably running somewhat behind scheduleit is not possible to
examine everything contained in the White House Conference reports,
but such an examination is really not essential to the discharge of your
new mandate. Simply by way of refreshing your memory, you recall
that in the final reports the findings and actions recommended were
broken down into these major headings: architectural accessibility and
safety; attitudes and awareness; civil rights; communication; culture
and leisure activities; economics; education; government organization
and practices; health; housing; services to disabled veterans; and then
special populations: handicapped aged persons and minority handi-
capped persons; and transportation.

With regard to the status of many of the actions recommended, the
cover of the final report of the National Implementation Advisory
Council to the White House Conference aptly summarizes the
situation in its main title, which reads, Some Progress Has Been
Made. . .But Not Enough. . . .

Under the civil rights heading of the reports, delegates voted that 50
specific actions be taken. Legislation enacted in 1978I am referring
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to Public Law 95-602was responsive to some of these recommended
actions, but most of the action steps have not be taken and, as Dr.
Bowe pointed out earlier this morning, implementation of the
legislation continues to remain suhstantially deferred.

With regard to disabled veterans, for example, a major finding ofAhe
White House Conference was that this population faces a particular
kind of problem because their disabling condition precludes their
continuation in active military service and also because Federal and
State governments have estabfished a totally separate system with
specific methods to deal with the disabling conditions of veterans.

Conference delegates strongly reaffirmed the magnitude of these
problems by calling for improved Veterans Administration programs
and civil mental health and physical health services as well as
psychological and social services to assist disabled veterans, including
ethnic and cultural minorities. They recommended 20 specific actions.

The VA now has been carrying out training and other activities to
strengthen its rehabilitation services to disabled veterans, and there are
some requests for proposals out to evaltiate and iMprove special aids,
appliances, and technological devices. But no one purports that
progress has been as rapid or massive as would be desirable.

As part of the overall conference, in February of 1977, 11

workshops were held in commtunities heavily populated with minori-
ties. The purpose of these meetingsand they were held in all parts of
the United Stateswas to increase the input from handicapped
individuals who were nonwhite or of Hispanic ancestry.' The special
problems of handicapped aged persons were addressed, as were the
exceptional circumstances of handicapped Native Americans and the
unique needs of handicapped individuals in the Trust Territory of the
Pacific Islands.

The major finding of this effort in behalf of special populations of
handicapped individuals is expressed in the following language:

The general problems of neglect and inadequate provisions which
occur for all handicapped persons are even greater for persons
who also are members of ethnic minority groups. Similany, the
unique needs of the rapidly growing population of elderly
handicapped persons have also been neglected in the development
of national policies on behalf of all mentally and physically
handicapped persons.

The problems of special populations with handicaps do not exist
in isolation. It was evident that recommendations, to be meaning-
ful, would require that emphasis on appropriate services and
programs be specified in each of the topic areas covered in the
report. 7
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To the extent Mr. Chairman and members of the Commission, that
the special problems of elderly handicapped individuals are being
specifically addressed, the primary illustration of this is not in public
programs, but instead is found in the action which consumer
organizations, coalitions of disabled individuals, and associations of
elderly handicapped are themselves putting together.

There are some, I think, who would argue with a lot of force and
merit that the basic condition of handicapped individuals in the United
States has in fact worsened in the 3 years since we had the White
House Conference in this city. The problems of energy, inflation, and
growing Unemployment, after all, tend to impact more brutally upon
individuals who do not have the range of coping alternatives available
to persons who are not handicapped.

In the introductoi-y section to the National Implementation Adviso-
ry Committee's final report, the present situation is seen in this
perspective:

America is now in the eighties, approaching the end of this
century. The society is more complex. Neede goods are more
costly. Resources are dwindling and competing interests for these
goods, services, economic and natural resources are,growing.

The times are difficult for all of us. For handicapped individuals, the
times are the most difficult of all. The issues of inflation, energy,
affordable and accessible education and training, jobs and upward
mobility, food, ousing, transportation, health and rehabilitation
services are sharply focused within the constraints of today's econom-
ics and priorities.

You asked earlier about bright spots. There really aren't that many.
If I had to identify one, it would be the enactment of Public Law 95-
602. The Rehabilitation Services and Developmental Disabilities Act
Amendments of 1978 is really a major milestone piece of legislation in
terms of services to individuals with disabilities. But the law was
signed on November 6, 1978, and, for the most part, it continues to
remain unimplemented.

The legislation does, though, contain important provisions to
clarify, to advance, and to ensure the better enforcement of the human
and civil riihis of handicapped individuals. You shouldand by
hundreds of thousands of individuals throughout this Nation as they
learn of your initiative, you willbe applauded for becoming
interested in and moving forward with this effort to better effectuate
the declared public policies of this land.

Dr. Bowe cited one of his books this morning when he discussed
some of the economics of disability and the superciliously inverted
way ithrwhich national resources are allocated for the barest subsis-
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tence and support of handicapped individuals, keeping them alive but
not allowing them to become productive and independent. He has,
actually, written two books that address this deplorable situation and
the issues which the situation presents. I am not going to be redundant'
by trying to cover ground that he has already covered vex&
masterfully, but there is, from my perspective, hope and encourage-
ment sirpply in the fact that this meeting is taking place.

The ,Uhited States Commission on Civil Rights can, as I said earlier,
aggressively undertake what I regard as a very logical progression of
its current efforts and, through the natural evolution of its traditional
focus or mandate, make an enormously positive and greatly needed
contribution in this area. Let me explain what I mean.

The Federal Government has preeminently throughout this century
been the catalyst for bringing about improvements in services for
individuals with disabilities. It started in 1918, in large part, with the
enactment of legislation directed toward the rehabilitation of veterans
who were disabled in World War I. The program became so effective
that in 1920 the Congress extended it to the civilian population. Since
1920 and continuing through 1978, the legislation periodically has been
refmed, strengthened, and improved upon.

The National Planning and Advisory Council, which was the group
that assisted in carrying out the White House Conference 3 years ago,
reviewed the findings and recommendations that evolved not only
from the national meeting here in Washington, but from all the
thousands of meetings that took place in States and at regional levels
within the States. That Council formulated a basic plan with strategies
for accomplishing and achieving the goals and improvements which
disabled individuals themselves said they needed in order to become
more Independent and self-sufficient. Several components were of
central importance to the plans and strategies developed by the
National Planning Advisory Council.

One component, which I think is extremely pertinent to why you
are here today, was the formulation and issuance of a strong national
policy to ensure that individuals with disabilities may participate fully
in our society, with full enjoyment of its benefits. A clearly expressed,
visible, .and continuing national commitment to such a policy was
requested.

Closely related to this component of the implementation recommen-
dations were other recommendations designed to guarantee the better
enforcement and improved enjoyment of the basic human civil rights
of individuals with disabilities.

What was recognized then, and what I hope is recognized now, is
that it frequently is not a disabling condition itself that most handicapg
or restricts individual with disabilities; rather, it too commonly is the
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attitudes that others have ab'out disabilities and their levels of
awarenessor lack of levels of awarenessthat most greatly limit
persons. with disabling conditions.

The recognition of this is what prompted the National Planning and
Advisory Council to state, as one of the conference's major findings,
the following:

Although handicapped individuals do need .certain accommoda-
tions, they have the potential of being integrated into all facets of
daily life. This integration can be made possible through a change
in public attitudes. Awareness by the public of the capabilities of
handicapped persons must be stimulated to assure them the same
social and civil rights enjoyed by all people of these United States.

There is no better way to foster improved attitudes, awareness,
understanding, and acceptance than by focusing upon the basic civil
and human rights 'of people who are vulnerable. Insofar as handi-
capped individuals are concerned, Federal initiatives traditionally
have encompassed more than just legislation and appropriations for
grants-in-aid.

An exhibition of empathy and understanding, accompanied by the
provision of a constructive example, also can represent extremely
meaningful Federal initiative, particularly in this instance and area.
This meeting provides that kind of display, and I urge the Commission
to continue in its initiative.

VICE CHAIRMAN HORN. Thank you very much. We appreciate your
testimon y.

Our next panelist on this section on Federal initiatives is Deborah
Kaplan, a private attorney and consultant, a former chairperson of the
National Disabled Women's Caucus at the White House Conference.

Ms. Kaplan is from Oakland, California, where she has a private
practice and is a consultant on handicapped issues. In 1976 she founded
the Disability Rights Center, which is an employment advocacy
group. She is extremely active in numerous communities and other
boards and councils, and appeared at several caucuses, including the
National Disabled Women's Caucus at the White House Conference,
as I mentioned, which was held in May 1977. She has provided legal

fresearch and technical assistance preparing briefs and conducting
training sessions on the legal rights of the disabled under section 504 of
the Rehabition Act of 1973. She will discuss Federal employment
and the hanMapped.

If you could summarize your paper in about 15 to 20 minutes, we
would appreciate it.

MS. KAPLAN. If you want to wave at me whenT 15 minutes comes,
that would be helpful.
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VICE CHAIRMAN HORN. Okay.

FEDERAL INITIATIVES: EMPLOYMENT OF
DISABLED PEOPLE IN THE PUBLIC SECTOR

Bi Deborah Kaplan*

While the major subject of this paper is empioyment of disabled
people in the public sector, I woulli like to take the opportunity first to
address the general topic of civil rights and disabled people. It is
extremely important to the disabled community that the U.S. Commis-
sionten Civil Rights has iken granted jurisdiction to extend its
activities to the area of civil rights and disabled citizens. It represents a
recognition by the U.S. Congress that our civil rights are worthy of
study and protection; it also brings' us more strongly into the civil
rights "family" of protected groups with whom we have already
established close working relationships. The period ahead of us will be
a time for developing closer ties and trusting bonds, for putting aside
differences and jealousies. We stand to gain more together than we
ever could separately, and we are all becoming acutely aware of what
we stand to lose if we cannot stand together.

The disabled community has many strengths to bring to the civil
rights movement. Many of our supporters and allies are from outside
the civil rights arena. We are as diverse a group as the entire U.S.
population. Our families and friends are found throughout the country.
It is incumbent upon us to be strong advocates of the proposition that
the denial of civil rights to any group hurts us as well. It will also be
our job in the future to remind the leaders of other civil rights groups
that a substantial number of their own people are also members of our
constitueney. The civil rights community is enriched by our presence,
for our efforts to achieve independence and equality for ourselves will
directly enhance the lives of blacks, Latinos, women, and other
protected-ckAs members with disabilities.

The Role of the Public Sector in Employment
The public sector has a major role to play in increasing file

opportunities ayailable to disabled people in employment. Although
many changes are needed, and true equality of opportunity has yet to
emerge, it is also true that p blic employment has been more.ayailable

Deborah Kaplan is an attorney and consultant in Oakland. California.
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to disabled people than in the private sector. A close examination of
the issues reveals, however, that we are still ,only making relative
comparisons. For far too many disabled Americans, discriminati
employment, public or private, is the rule.

All levels of government, from Federal to local, have an obligation_
to serve as models in eradicating discriminatOry practices from their
employment policies. There are countless statates that are enforced by
Federal agencies, State bureaus and departments, and county commis-
sions which prohibit discrimination against disabled people in employ-
ment, public accommodations, housing, service delivery, and through
architectural barriers. All segments of the community, including
private businesses, disabled groups, and individual citizens, can readily
spot the hypocrisy inherent in the Unequal treatment Of disabled job
applicants and employees by government entities that are purporting
to end discrimination by the private sector. The result is that disabled
people develop an often-justified distrust of the enforcing agencies.
Private sector businesses and institutions either realize that the law will
not be strictly enforced against them, or else they lose respect for the
system. All of this drastically undermines the civil rights of disabled
people.

Public sector employment offers a wide variety of employment
opportunities for disal?led people. This means that_ people with a&
types of disabilities, and training or professions have a greater chance
of finding the job for which they are most qualified. Because many
public agencies and departments employ relatively large numbers of
people, there is a greater likelihood that job restructuring and other
methods for accommodating .disabled employees can be managed
without subjecting the agency to an undue hardship. All this enhances
the attractiveness of publicA sector employment for disabled people.

There are public policy reasons for employing disabled people in
government jobs as well. Disabled people must be perceived by the
public as an integral part of government on a highly functional level.
By employing disabled people in a broad variety of positions, many
with direct public contact,, a government agency is making a
statement, although it is through actions rather than words. Public
relations campaigns, posters, and "National Hire the Handicapped
Week" are poor substitutes for the real thing: disabled people
performing a brdad variety of' public. service functions competently
and efficiently.

For the same reasons, it is imperative that disabled people be
actively recruited for leadership positions within government agen-
cies. Disabled persons must be involved in setting priorities, develop-
ing policies, and actively providing leadership to public programs. It is
an embarrassment ,pwhen Secretary Patricia Harris makes public
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statements deploring the lack of minorities and women in higher level
positions at HEW (now HHS) with no reference at all to the greater:
void of disabled people at the top of that agency. It is not enough to
hire a token disabled person to lead an agency that deals exclusively
with disability programs. Of course, disabled individuals should head
such departments, but we should also find disabled representation at
policymaking levels throughout the public sector.

The Record of the Public Sector
Federal: Since 1948, the Federal Government has been prohibited by

statute from discriminating against disabled people in employment.'
However, the wording of the statute is indicative of the negative
stereotypes about disabled people of that time with its express
requirement that the disabled person not present a hazard to himself or
others on the job. While a concern for safety is legitimate with respect
to all employees, such statutory language exposes an underlying
assumption that disabled workers are more prone to injuries on the job
and/or are more likely to use poor judgment in choosing employment.
Such assumptions are offensive and not supported by experience.

During the period between 1948 and 1973, the Federal Government
initiated the selective placement program in the Civil Service
Commission (CSC, now the Office of Personnel Management) to
expand employment opportunities for disabled people. Major\underly-

,
iiig concepts of this program were that disabled people needed to be
carefully screened into appropriate positions, there being many
positions from which it was felt people with disabilities could be
categorically excluded, and that disabled 'people needed to prove to
the government and their supervisors and coworkers that they were
qualified and competent by performing successfully on the job for
lengthy periods o7 time with virtually no job security. During this time
special appoint n authorities wete initiated for agencies to hire
disabled people without going through competitive procedures. Based
on the premise that qualified disabled people might not be able to
compete with other applicants successfully, the "schedule A" appoint-
ing authorities began to be used to hire disabled people outside of
regular processes.2 Unfortunately, employees hired this way were not
protected against adverse actions and had no access even to internal
grievance procedures to seek redress for unfair treatment. Thus,. an

"agency could take the "risk" of hiring a disabled employee and, if
dissatisfied for whatever reason, could end the experiment rather
abrubtlY.

' 62 Stat. 351, ch. 434, June 10, 1948, amended by Pub. L. No. 89-554. 5 U.S.C. §7153 (1966).
5 U.S.,C. §3302, 5 C.F.R. 315.703(d), 5 C.F.R. 213.3102(0. 5 C.F.R. 213.3102(u). FPM letter 306-

17.
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All of this is not meant to imply that the selective placement
program was not a marked improvement over past practices or the
private sector. Many disabled people were brought into the Federal
Government during this period. One disabled young man graduated
from a prestigious eastern law school in 1964 in the top 10 percent of
his class with such.distinctions as membership on the law review, the
directorship of' the school's legal research group, and the vice
presidency of his law school. In his third year of law school he applied
to 39 la'tv firms, with whom he had personal interviews. He did not
even receive a written rejection from one of them. In fact, he was told
by somfirms that he could not be hired because of his disability. In
the next year, he applied for a position at two Federal agencies and
was accepted by both.

The selective placement program's shortcomings were consistent
with prevalent social attitudes of the times. Disabled people tended to
be seen as dependent and relatively worthless to society. Charity,
rather than i-ights, was dispensed and could be terminated if not
gratefUlly accepted. These attitudes and practices also existed within
the Federal Government to a certain extent, althougb a primary
Objective of the selective placement program was to change these
attitudes through a kind of gentle persistence. Civil rights, though, was
not the focus or perspective.

The problem we face today is that the Federal Government's
affirmative action program for disabled people is built upon an
outdated foundation. Because the system tended to beg for favors for
disabled people, and was in fear of the effects of demanding rights, it
has been difficult to change from "selective placement" to affirmative
action accompanied bY job accommodations, removal of barriers,
ending the.practice of job stereotyping, and true upward mobility for
disabled employees.

In 1973 Congress enacted section 501 of the Rehabilitation Act,
requiring Federal departments and agencies to implement affirmative
action plans with CSC as the enforcer and monitoring agency. It also
established the Interagency Committee for Employment of the
Handicapped, which serves to study and eliminate barriers to. full
employment equity for disabled people and also oversees the agency
affirmative action plans.

In 1977 . a disabled woman sued the Federal Government for
employment discrimination. One of her obstacles was that CSC had no
procedure for administratively handling disability discrimination com-
plaints and CSC was taking the position that it was not legally or
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otherwise obligated to provide such a procedure even though such
discrimination was prohibited.' The Federal court ordered CSC to
implement a complaint prOcedure for disabled people to seek redress
from illegal discrimination, and that 'started the rulemaking procedure
to put in place the complaint procedure.

A significant factor in the development of those procedures was the
extent to which disability organizations were directly involved.
Although the proposed regulations were grossly inadequate as
originally proposed, CSC was responsive in meeting with representa-
tives of the disability community, who had formed a coalition
specifically to deal with this issue, granting extended time to develop
comprehensive recommendations and to meet again to discuss the
substantive rules. Since then people with disabilities have been
involved in providing more guidance and positive criticism: The lines
of communication are fairly open. The disabled community was
instrumental in seeing that the section 501 program was transferred to
the Equal Employment Opporttrnity Commission (EEOC), together
with other Federal EEO programs, rather than remaining at CSC as
originally proposed. -

Because of the surveillance and constant input from the disabled
community, the system is more sensitive and responsive than before
1973. Several meetings have been held with Chair Eleanor Holmes
Norton, and those lines of communicatiow are also open. Goals and
timetables are now a central requirement of the section sal affirmative
action requirements; they were originally requested in a petition to
CSC and EEOC from a multitude of disability groups. The Office of
Personnel Management has revised its medical requirements that apply
to all competitive service jobs to make it easier for disabled people to
enter the government. Schedule A special hiring authorities have been
revised to give disabled employees more security, although some
liabilities still exist.

State: For State government, there is .no uniformity. Some States
self-impose nondiscrimination and have an affirmative action program
for hiring within their own agencies. But many do not. There are some
notable models that could be followed; one of them is California,
which was the first jurisdiction to require State departnients and
agencies to meet goals and timetables for hiring disabled people.

The California State Persomyel Board faced a major probleniin
implementing a goals and timetables requirement for disabled people.
If it applied the goals for all disabled people, the agencies, could
circumvent the intent by hiring people with minor disabilities that
would not require job accommodatiocn r other modifications and yet

Ryan v. FDIC, 525 F.2d 762 (D.C. Cir. 1977).
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still claim to be in compliance. If it required strict numbers for each
type of disability, it would be imposing a statistical and personnel
management nightmare. However, it was able to make the distinction
between the broader class of disabled people who require protection
from discrimination and the narrower class of people with more severe
disabilities whom the State government felt should be actively
recruited and hired.

The California goals and timetables apply only to certain identifiable
groups: people with hearing and visual impairments, people with
orthopedic or mobility impairments, and people with mental disabili-
ties.

The California program has other very attractive attributes. It was
developed and is implemented by a very competent staff led by
disabled individuals with good strong contacts with the disabled
community. State agencies are scrupulously reviewed for compliance,
and the program has been very successful. During 1979 the State hired
600 disabled people in the targeted groups. Several agencies have met
or exceeded their goals. By sorry contrast, the Federal Government
has consistently managed to experience a decline in the overall
percentage of disabled employees every year since 1973 when section
501 was enacted.

California has also implemented a plan allowing agencies to hire
readers for blind workers, interpreters for hearing-impaired workers,
and attendants for workers with substantial mobility limitations. The
creation of positions expressly to provide these accommodations
eliminates the problems of adding such duties to those of already busy
staff.

RCcoAmeniatIons
ederal: One of the major problems facing the disability affirm*ive

action program is lack of enforcement and program staff. Withiri the
agencies, there is very little visibility or high-level attention to the
program. Many agencies have delegated the duty of preparing- and
sending off affirmative action plans to the EEOC to a fairly low-level
personnel staff member, and that is virtually the entire resource put
into it. Clearly, affirmative action in hiring disabled be
more than filing papers, putting up a poster or two during "National
Employ the Handicapped Week" (should affirmative action be
reduced during the rest of the year?), and printing pictures of disabled
employees in the agency newsletter. Yet that is what some agencies are
reporting as their major activities. Other agencies have to be prodded
and cajoled year after year into filing their annual reports.

The affirmative action program for disabled people should not be
enforced in an agency's personnel office but in the EEO offices along
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with programs for minorities and women. Disabled individuals should
be actively recruited for such positions at policymaking levels within
each agency.

The disabled community is worried that the goals and timetables
required by the EEOC will become a failure, because the Federal
agencies will not undertake a serious outreach program. Disabled
groups and individuals have, come to realize dad a Federal job
announcement often arrives too late for a job that has already been
filled in the minds .of the hiring supervisors, if not in fact. Other
disabled people have filed their resumes with the selective placement
coordinators in the agency personnel offices only to find later that
their resume has never been taken out of its.file cabinet, The Federal
regional offices have very few staff working on disability affirmative
action, yet that's where the majority of disabled people can be found.

Many agencies have yet to establish working advisory groups of
disabled employees, as previously required, to provide their expertise
on such issues as outreach and recruiting, removing barriers, making
accommodations, and much more. Disabled people are one of the most
knowledgeable resources available, yet many agencies overlook them.

The recently announced authority granted to the Justice Depart-
ment to serve as lead agency in implementing section 504 will also
have an impact on Federal employment of disabled people. The 1978
amendments to the Rehabilitation Act included an amendment to
section 504 applying its provisions to the Federal Government's
programs and activities. Clearly, the proper interpretation of this
statute is to apply section 504's requirements to the Federal Govern-
ment's employment practices. This will require a revision of the
Federal practices with respect to medical examinations and preem-
ployment inquiries, removal of barriers, and other major areas.

The Justice Department is an excellent choice to serve as lead
agency with respect to section 504. The Civil Rights Division has a
history of taking a strong civil rights stance on issues involving
disadvantaged and minority groups, and it is reasonable to expect them
'to take a tough stand on section 504. They should begin their work on
interpreting and enforcing the 1978 amendment immediately, since
much time has elapsed during which the new application of 504 has
had no effect.

Finally, while the Federal sector is under discussion? I feel that it is
necessary to have a short discussion of the role of the President's
Committee on Employment of the Handicapped (PCEH). While
PCEH has been able to accomplish many noteworthy goals under a
restrictive philosophy that favors public relations 'activities over
advocacy, several leaders of the disabled community are now
questioning the legitimacy and effectiveness of this approach.
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In addition, there have been recent instances where PCEH staff
members have taken public positions or undertaken activities that
could substantially weaken the employment rights of disabled people.
These include the position that section 504 should not protect disabled
people from employment discrimination, that the Department of
Labor's section 504 regulations should not follow the HEW guidelines
issued under Executive Order 11914, and that the Department of
Labor's section 503 regulations should not be strengthened to improve
the protection to disabled individuals as formally requested in a
petition of numerous disa lity groups.

There is also concern CEH is not complying with section
501(0 requirements that rence in hiring be given to disabled
individuals. Perhaps more active recruitment of recognized leaders
from the disability civil rights movement for leadership positions
within PCEH would prevent future problems.

Local Government Employment: While not much research has been
conducted on the employment practices ofitocal governments with
respect to disability discrimination, this is a crucial sector of public
employment. A broad variety of job opportunities is affected in every
community in the country.

The most frequent concern expressed by lawyers who handle
disability employment discrimination cases and advocates is that local
governments are in violation of numerous Federal 'and State statutes in
their use of exclusionary medical standards vOhich are often blanket'
requirements for any job. Many requirements are not related to
specific job performance. Many cities and counties require applicants
to be virtually free of any type of disability or the appearance of one
just to apply. Automatic medical screening is an indication that other
discriminatory practices are probably also occurring routinely, in that
such practices are a carryover from accepted practice in the past
almost everywhere. If enforcement by Federal and Stat-agencies is
failing to deal with the most blatant discriminatory practices, then we
have reason to question 4he Federal and State enforcement effort in
general, at least with respect to local governments.

This is an area where research could bear much fruit producing
more job opportunities for disabled people. These job opportunities
are especially valuable, since they don't require relocation, in most
instances, and allow disabled people to serve their community in many
different ways.

As a matter of policy, I would urge the Commission to consider
putting resources into the area of public sector employment. Informa-
tion and statistics are readily available, and a relatively small amount
of work can affect a large segment, of the disabled population. There
are positive accomplishments at many levels of governme7c) learn
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from, as well as an immense need for improvement. Enlightened
employment practices that emphasize flexibility and accommodation
to the employee's needs benefit all employees, not only those with
disabilities. As we become more independent and as education begins
to serve disabled children and young adults, the need to identify and
eradicate employment discrimination grows greater every day.

STATEMENT OF DEBORAH KAPLAN, ATTORNEY/
CONSULTANT, OAKLAND, CALIFORNIA

MS. KAPLAN. While the major subject I have chosen to talk about
today is Federal employment and talking a little bit about the public
sector in more expanded terms, I would like first to express how
deeply and genuinely the disabled cominunity appreciates the fact that
the Commission is now moving into the area of handicapped
discrimination.

It is extremely important that there be a national recognition of the
fact that our focus has been for many years on civil rights. It is,

extremely difficult to move people's attitudes from one of talking
about charity and thinking of giving disabled people what is right or
what they need to one of helping disabled people get their rights and
supporting disabled people in their struggles to achieve civil rights and
the ability to govern their own lives. The period ahead of us is going to
be a time for working together much more closely with the other
groups with which the Commission is concerned and has been
concerned for many years.

Your added capacity to handle disability-related issues will bring us
a lot more Closely into what I think of as the civil rights family. We
need to begin developing much closer ties with leaders and people
who are very active in civil rights because we stand to gain more
together, especially in the time ahead of us, than we ever could
separately. I think we are all becoming very acutely aware of what we
stand to lose if we cannot work together.

The disabled community has many strengths that we can bring to
the civil rights movement. Many of our supporters and allies are from

outside the civil rights arena. We are as diverse a group as the entire
population and our families and friends, who gradually are becoming
more and more supportive of the idea that civil rights is what we are
talking about, are found all over the country in every sector.

It is incumbent upon us to be strong advocates of the proposition
that the denial of civil rights to Any group hurts us as wells and it will
also be our job in the future to remind the leaders of other civil rights
'groups that a substantial number of their own iieople are also members
of our constituency, as Dr. Bowe very eloquently discussed. I believe

1
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the civil rights cpmmunity is enriched by our presence, since all our
efforts will enhance hopefully the efforts of all our groups.

The public sector has a major role to play in increasing the
opportunities available to disabled people in employment. Many
changes are needed and true equality for disabled people certainly has
a way to go before it becomes real. But it is also true that the public
sector has been more available to disabled people in terms of
employment\ than the private sector.

A close A: tisation of this issue, though, reveals that we are still
talking about relittive comparisons. The picture for many disabled
people is one where discrimination, either intentional or nonintention-
al, is what they find when they go out to find a job or try to advance in
their employment.

All levels of government have an obligation to serve as models in
eradicating discriminatory practices in employment. There are coun-
tless statutes, as Dr. Bowe mentioned. There are reports by all levels of
government. I think the public very rarely makes the distinction
between the human rights commission and the public works commis-
sion or any other level of government. Government is government. If
government is seen not obeying the laws that apply to itself, not
employing disabled people equitably, then it becomes a matter of
ridicule. Disabled people become aware that jobs are not available in
the public sector or that discrimination is occurring, and the result is
thfit they develop distrust in the enforcing agencies and, even when
discrimination is occurring, feel that it is pointless to file complaints. I
have heard that from many people.

Private sector businesses and institutior that are supposed to
comply with the law must realize that it is ot going to be, strictly
enforced against them, or else they simply lose respect for the system
entirely. All of this drastically undermines civil rights of disabled
people.

Public sector employment offers a wide varietof employment
opportunities for disabled people. This means that people with many
different types of disabilities and training have a greater chance of
finding the jobs for which they are most qualified in the public sector.
Because many public sector agencies employ relatively large numbers
of people, there are more job opportunities and more opportunities for
making job restructuring changes or other types of accommodations
without imposing undue hardship on the government structure itself.
All of this enhances the attractiveness of public sector employment for
disabled people.

There are many public policy reasons for employing disabled people
in government jobs, as well. Disabled people must be perceived by the
public as an integral part of government on a highly functional level.
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By employing disabled people in a broad variety of positions, many
with direct public contact, a government agency is making a statement
that disabled peoplkare competent and that it trusts them to do the
job.

Public relations campaigns, posters, "Hire the Handicap" weeks are
really poor substitutes for the real thing, which is hiring disabled
people and putting them to work where they can do the job.

For the same reasons, it is imperative that disabled people be
actively recruited for leadership positions within government agen-
cies. Disabled persons must be involved in setting priorities, develop-
ing policies, and actively providing leadership to public programs. As
Dr. Bowe stated before me, it is an embarassment when we hear
Secretary-level cabinet members talking about the problems in hiring
other minorities and women and simply ignoring the fact that
employment of disabled people is an even greater problem. It gets the
message across rather well that hiring disabled people at the Federal
level is not a priority.

The record of the public sector on the Federal level really began in
1948 when the Federal Government prohibited discrimination against
disabled people. The wording of that statute is indicative of the
negative stereotypes about disabled people of that time with its express
requirement that the disabled person not present a hazard to himself or
others on the job. There is nothing wrong with that. There is

something wrong with coming out and expressing it within the statute
itself. I feel that that exposes an underlying assumption that disabled
workers are more prone to injuries on thelob; either that or they are
more likely to use poor judgment in choosing employment. That(is
offensive and it is really not supported by the facts.

During the period between 1948 and 1973 the Federal Government
initiated the selective placement program in the Civil Service
Commission to expand employment opportunities for disabled. people.
Major underlying concepts of this program were that disabled people
needed to be carefully screened into appropriate positions, there being
many positions from which it was felt people with disabilities could be
categorically excluded and that disabled people needed to prove to the
government and their supervisors that they were qualified and
competent by performing successfully on thpir jobs for lengthy periods
of time with virtually no job security.-

During , this time special appointing authorities were hAtiated for
agencies to hire disabled people without going through competitive
steps. This was called the schedule A appointing authority, and it was
used to circumvent a lot of bureaucracy and get disabled people into
the system quickly. In that respect it certainly works. It has brought
many disabled people into the system. Unfortunately, employees, hired
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this way were not protected against adverse actions and had no access
to grievance procedures to seek redress from unfair treatment. Thus,
an agency could take the risk of hiring a disabled employee and if ,
dissatisfied, for whatever reason, could end the experiment rather
abruptly.

All of this is not meant to imply that the selective placement
program was not a marked improvement over past practices or the
private sector. Many disabled people were brought into the Federal
Government during this period. I cite the example of a disabled young
man who graduated from a prestigious eastern law school in 1964 with
many, many distinctions and at the top of his class. He applied to 39
different law firms, interviewed with them allhis disability is
apparentand did not even receive a rejection letter from one. In the
next year he applied for a position at two Federal agencies and Was
accepted. In that instance, his high qualifications were recognized and
the system allowed that.

The selective placement program's shortcomings were consistent
with prevalent social attitudes of the times. Disabled people tended to
be seen as dependent and relatively worthless to society. Charity,
rather than rights, was dispensed and could be terminated if not
gratefully accepted. These attitudes and practices also existed within
the Federal Government to a certain ext6t, although a primary
objective of the selective placemeitt program was to change these
attitudes through a kind of gentle persistence.

The problem we face today is that the Federal Government's
affirmative action program for disabled people is built upon an
outdated foundation. Because the system tended to beg for favors
rather than demand rights, which certainly was not what was done at
that time, it has been difficult to change from selective placement to
affirmative action, which is accompanied by job accommodations,
removal of barriers, ending the practice of job stereotyping (placing a
person with a certain 'disability in a Certain kind of job no matter what
his or her qualifications), and true upward mobility.

In 1973 Congress enacted section 501 of the Rehabilitation Act,
which requires affirmative action plans to be filed with the Civil
Service Commission and also establishes an interagency committee to
supervise this whole program and to remove barriers within the
Federal system.

In 1977, because of a lawsuit filed by a disabled woman, the Federal
Government finally initiated a complaint procedure, because up until
then a disabled person had no redress against the Federal. system for
discrimination based on disability even though that was illegal. A
significant factor in the development of these procedures was the
extent to which disabled organizations were directly involved.
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Although the proposed regulations were not adequate, did not get into
many specifics about what was ,prohibited, the disability community
formed a coalition around this particular issue and was instrumental in
making recommendations which were adopted. Since then people with
disabilities have been involved in providing more guidance and
positive criticism, and the lines of communication are fairly open.

The disabled community was instrumental in seeing that the section
501 affirmative action program was transferred to the Equal Employ-
ment Opportunity Commission together with other Federal nondiscri-
mination programs, rather than remaining with the Civil Service
Commission, which was what was originally proposed.

Because of the surveillance and constant input from the disabled
community, the system is more sensitive and responsive than ever
before. We have held numerous meetings with Chair Norton, other
members of her staff, and, as a result of a petition filed by the Coalition
of Disabled Groups, goals and timetables are now required by Federal
agencies in hiring disabled people, a very significant and positive step.
The Office of Personnel Management has revised its medical stan-
dards, which will make it easier for disabled people to get into the
system, and the schedule A special appointing authority has been
revised to take away some of the inadequacies, although some still
exist that are inherent with schedule A.

For State government there really is no uniformity. Some States do
self-impose nondiscrimination and' affirmative action; others do not.
There are notable models, one of which I point out as California. The
California State Personnel Board decided to make a go with goals and
timetables-and was the first jurisdiction to do so. In deciding how to
implement that objective, they faced a dilemma. If they applied goals
and timetables to the entire class of disabled peogle that are protected
by nondiscrimination statutes, an agency could hire the least disabled
people and comply with the guidelines. If they tried to say you must
hire a certain percentage of each kind of disability, an administrative
nightmare would be created.

Instead, the California State Personnel Board was able to make the
distinction between groups which ought to be protected against
discrimination and groups for which positive outreach and outreach
programs to hire more people ought to be initiated. Therefore, certain
targeted groups are the objective of the goals and timetables
requirements, an.st, the program has been very, very successful.
California in the "git year has been able to bring 600 members of those
targeted groups into the State service, and there is an organization of
disabled people in State service which is very active in bringing about
reform and keeping the dialogue going with the State government.
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In addition, California has implemented a plan allowing agencies to
hire readers for blind workers, interpreters for hearing-impaired
workers, and attendants for workers with substantial mobility limita-
tions, which allows everybody else in the agency to do their job
without getting other duties added to what they are already expected
to do.

One of the major problems facing the disability affirmative action
program in the Federal Government is lack of enforcement and
program staff. Within the agencies there still is very little visibility or
high-level attention to the program. More staff needs to be 8rought in
'k-high levels, not in the personnel office, which has been the practice
before, but in the EEO offices where other nondiscrimination
pi-ograms are enforced.

The disabled commnity is also concerned that the goals and
timetables required by the EEOC will be a failure if more positive
outreach is not made, and we are trying to work with the Cominission
to make sure that that happens. Unfortunately, that is a very hard thing
to supervise.

We also feel very positively that advisory groups within all the
agencies need to be used on a much broader level to be able to take
advantage of the disabled workers within the agencies and give
guidance on how to make affirmative action a success.

Dr. Bowe already talked about the 1978 amendments, and so did
Mr. Hoehne, to 504, which apply to the Federal Government.
Hopefully, that will have a substantial impact on employment
practices within the Federal Government.

Finally, while the Federal sector is unddr discussion, I feel it
necessary to have a short discussion on the role of the President's
Committee on Employment of the Handicapped. While PCEH has
been able to accomplish many noteworthy goals -under a restrictive
philosophy which favors public relations activities over advocacy,
several leaders of the disabled community are now questioning the
legitimacy and effectiveness of this approach.

In addition, there have been recent positions taken by PCEH staff
we feel could substantially weaken the employment rights of disabled
people. These include the position that section 504 should not protect
disabled people from employment discrimination, that the Department
of Labor's section 504 regulations should not follow the HEW
guidelines under Executive Order 11914, and that the Department of
Labor' section 503 regulations should not be strengthened as
requested in a petition from disability groups. We are Also concerned
that there needs to be more effective leadership within the Committee
by disabled advocates themselves, who have worked in the area of
civil rights over the past few years.
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With respect to local government employment, the major concern I
have heard expressed by private attorneys and advocates workingli?'
this field is that many cities and counties tend to use medical standards
to categorically exclude disabled people from even applying for jobs.
This, to me, indicates a lack of enforcement at gie Federal and State
levels, and it also indicates that there are probably many other barriers
to disabled people other than just being able to be considered for
employment. I think that is an area where research could bear much
fruit to provide job opportunities for disabled people, since jobs at the
local level are available without requiring a person to relocate, and,
again, there are many different kinds of jobs that are available.

As a matter of policy, I would urge the Commission to consider
putting resources into the area of public sector employment. Informa-
tion and stattstics are readily available, since they are public. A
relatively small amount of work can affect a large segment of the
disabled population. There are po'sitive accomplishments that can be
highlighted, as well as negative remarks that could lead to change.

Enlightened employment practices that emphasize flexibility and
accommodation to the employees' needs benefit all employees, not just
people with disabilities. As we become more and more independent
and as education begins to serve disabled children and young adults,
the need to identify. and eradicate employment discrimination grows
greater every day.

Thank you very much.
[Applause.]
VICE CHAIRMAN HORN. Thank yolvery Much.
Commissioner Ruiz?
COMMISSIONER Rutz. Mr. Hoehne, I notice that you are a lawyer in

private practice with 22 years of experience in human services, and
that Deborah Kaplan, likewise, is a lawyer who has provided legal
research and technical assistance with relation to disabled persons. So
I am going to ask you both as lawyers this question, and the question is
predicated on the following:

Custody of minor children between contending parents is a national
emotional issue. The case of Krainer v. Kramer last year won an
Academy A ward in the motion picture industry because of the fact
that itsloes happen to be a national issue.

Attorneys representing parents of small children oftentimes accuse
either parent of not having qualifications for custody of minor children
on the alleged ground that the otherparent is emotionally handicapped
or physitally handicapped.

Some of our State court judges stereotype so-called disabled
persons.
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Now, we are discussing the rights, civil rights, of disabled persons'
who may be emotionally or physically handicapped. We are now
defining these rights as civil rights.

Does either counsel have a case or is either counsel acquainted with
any case now pending or iihrthe way to the Supreme Court or which
has been decided by a State court wherein an emotionally disturbed
parent who may nevertheless be stable by the use of prescribed
medicine is claiming that his or her civil rights have been violated by
the State court for having deprived that person, in a custody battle for
minor children, on the grounds of einotional or physical impairment,
of legal custody?

MS. KAPLAN. I am aware of a very beautifully brougt case in
California, the Carney case, I believe which was brought by
colleagues of mine in California at the Western Law Center for the
Handicapped, involving a disabled father friNho had had de facto
custody of his children when his wife left him. He was a quadriplegic.

The wife brought a custody suit attacking his ability to take care of
his children becakse of his disability. The trial court agreed with the-
mother to the extent that the court even stated that he couldn't be a
good father if he couldn't play softball with his sons.

That case was appealed eventually to the California Supreme Court.
We got a ruling that was, I think, the exact opposite in many ways of
the decision that the Supreme Court decided last sumtner, where the
California Supreme Court in a unanimous vote ruled that the father
had the right not to have his disability used against him and that
disability could not be used as a presumption of unsuitableness to be a
parent.The opinion is really a joy to read. The attorneys who brought
the case and who all contributed to it did a very excellent job in
presenting,the facts of the case and overriding many of the negative
stereotypes about disabled people which everybody, including judges,
often has.

COMMISSIONER Ruiz. With relation fo that case, having read it, do1

you recall any civil rights 'implications or were there any Federal
points of law raised in that case? It is an excellent case that you have
just mentioned.

MS. KAPLAN. I am not sure. I haven read the opinion from page to
page, I have to confess.

COMMISSIONER RUIZ. I would like to--
MS. KAPLAN. I would be happy to provide you with the citation.
COMMISSIONER Ruiz. have that case made a part of the record at

this juncture.
VICE CHAIRMAN HORN. Without objection, the case or a summary

of the case will be made a part of the record at this point.
COMMISSIONER Ruiz. What is the title of the case?
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Ms. KAPLAN. I believe it is Carney v. Carney.
[See Exhibit No. 11
COMMISSIONER RUIZ. Have you had any similar experiences?
MR. HOEHNE. If there are any cases of that type beyond the district

court level iii my parf of the country, I am not aware of them,
Commissioner.

COMMISSIONR Rutz. Thank you very much.
VICE CHAIRMAN HORN. Thank you, Commissioner Saltzman?
COMMISSIONER SALTZMAN. Ms. Kaplan, I was wondering whether

you might indicate for us; aside from the two points You have already
made with respect to EEOC, your recommendations. The two points I
believe you made were the .employment of the handicapped by the
agency and a more effective outreach program. Are those the two
specific--

Ms. KAPLAN. There are some more in my text. A major--
COMMISSIONER SALTZMAN. Oh, they are in your text?
Ms. KAPLAN. One is getting people at the Federal level' in the

regions. So far most of the personnel working on affirmative actiOn
have been centered here in Washington, while I would guess the
majority of disabled people who are looking for jobs are not all here in
Washington. The outreach* programs really need to be occurring at

that level.
There are others in my text.
COMMISSIONER SALTZMAN. Okay. If they are in the text. .

One other: You are pleased in your text, I notice, with the Justice
Department as the lead Federal agency in this matter. Do you have
specific recommendations relative to their role?

Ms. KAPLAN. I am very pleased with Justice Department's. role sd
far with respect to disability, not placing it in .6kne little part of special
litigation of the Civil Rights Division, but of requiring that all the
divisions get involved in disability cases.

We also have an agreement from the Civil Rights Division staff at
Justice to develop much closer and ongoing relationships with the
disabled community to advise them what they should be doing in
general.

With respect to Executive Order 11914, Lead Authority Duties, the
first job is going to be defining just what that means; the amendments
in 504 which require the Federal Government's programs and

activities to be in compliance with 504.
There is a controversy within some of the agencies apout what that

means, the more restrictive view being that that just means programs
that are directly funded or that come out of agencies, but not their
own internal affairs. I believe the intent of the statute is indeed to bring
all the agencies',programs and activities, as the statute states, into



compliance with 504. That would include employment, that would
include all interniil programs, meetings, and the like, and then to
develop regulations specifically setting out just what that means.

The other major role is going to be getting on .the case of all the
agencies that have not yet issued 504 regulations, -which is really ashame. , ..
. VICE CHAIRMAN HORN. Chairman Flemming?

CHAIRMAN FLEMMING.- Going back to the White House Conference
for ae moment, two points. As you look at the deliberations of the
White House Conference, the results that have taken place since then,
would you say that the investment of time, energy, and resources was
worthwhile and that you would recommend fit some point clown theroad there be a second White House Conference ih the area of
handicaps?

The second question is of the civil rights section. You have already
identified one outcome, from the recommendations under the civil
rights 'section, nathely, the passage of legislation. What is the next most
important recommendation in that civil rights section on which
everyone should focus in an effort to moye forward?

MR. HOEHNE. I shippose there are really two ways of looking at the
ultimate effectiveness of and the real payoff on the ihvestment made inthe White House Conference,,Mr. Chairman. I frankly am concerned
that there may eventually be the same type of unfortunate outcome wehad with some of the Great Society programs where hopes and
aspirations were aroused and then dashed, a lot of broad and far-
reaching promises were made directly or by implication, but.' neverkept. From that perspective, I am deeply concerned that perhaps, in
this context, the White House Conference may have done more harm
than good because, after all, a lot of eople did , have their hopes
stimulated, but the substantive action nd the new service resourcesrequired to bring those aspirations to ition have not materialized.

Nevertheless, because there do continue to be such critically., unmet
needs throughout the disability community, because therv is an
implementation plan that has not been carried out, because manythings have changed in so many ways since 1977 in terms of Our
economy and of our priorities, nationally.; I centainly . do feel that it
would be appropriate-at a future,time to consider following tit) with
another White House Conference,

4;If I understand your uestion about the civil rights component of theWhite House Conferenc , you asked what is the single, second-most
important--

CHAIRMAN FLEMMING. Yes. You mentioned the fact that there_were
about 50 recommendations, as I recall it, under that particular heading
and you have identified one positive result flowing from those
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recommendations. But we at the Commission look at those other 49
recommendations. Is there one standing out in your mind that ha,s not

been implemented, but which in your judgment is entitled to a very
high priority as far as our consideration is concerned?

MR. HOEHNE. In terms of the fundamental issues which the
Commission is considering and also in terms of the fundamental
responsibilities of individuals with disabilities themselves, I would say,

particularly at this immediate juncture of the year, an eleCtion year,
the second most important item relates to voting. Disabled people need

to be made more aware of their right to vote, how to register, and
how, if they can't get to the polls, to.at .least use the absentee ballots.
The Commission should strongly affirm this because this in the end is
the most basic right any of us have. And ultimately, the ballot may
represent the best tool disabled persons have for achieving equity and
equality in our society.

CHAIRMAN FLEMMING. Thank you very much.
Going to your concerns, I found your analysis of the current

situation,to be very helpful and I think you would probablyI gather
that yo would recommend to us that we give a very high priority to

trying put pressure on for the issuance of regulations under 504.
Aside from that, what do you think is the next very important step that
can be taken in this area of equal employment, looking at it from the

standpoint of either Federal employment or State and local govern-

ment employment?
Ms. KAPLAN. I really would lite to see some effort spent on local

goyernment employment and a serious look at what the States are
doing. I know various representatives of the States, at either the
government or the enforcement level, will be here.

The Federal Government is important as a model, but mo§t of the
jobs 4re found elsewhere. I think it is easier to reform practices of
burea1icracies, even though it certainly takes a long time, than it is to

deal ith the private sector, and it possibly bears moretkuit.

/ ere are very, very extreme problems with local municipalities,
and it would be very fruitful to document just exactly what those
problems are and to set out ways tliat they can be adjusted'or changed.

CHAIRMAN FLEMMMG. Do you think the Federal Government
should get into it legally from the standpoint of=

Ms. KAPLAN. It is already in it.
CHAIRMAN tiLEMMING. Federal funds that go to local g ern-

ment or to State government?
Ms. KAPLAN. I don't understand what you mean.
CHAIRMAN FLEMMING. Well, I mean do you, think that one of the

conditions for the receipt of Federal funds should be ii4iing in
affirmative action programs the handicapped?
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Ms. KAPLAN. Well, to a certain extent that is already there.
CHAIRMAN FLEMMING. Yes.
Ms. KAPLAN. 504 funds are given by the Civil Service Commis-sion-- -

CHAIRMAN FLEMMING. That's right. /
Ms. KAPLAN. and many other agencies directly to State and local

governments. It would be nice if those were enforced.
CHAIRMAN FLEMMING. If those were enforced, then would you run

it right across the board as far as whenever Federal funds are utilized
by State and local governments? Would you imply that?

Ms. KAPLAN. Sure.
CHAIRMAN FLEMMING. Okay.
MS. KAPLAN. I would like to say one thing about the sublect we just

talked about, which is voting accessibility.
A lot of people assumeI think it is assumed in Congressthat

making voting boothi accessible is a v ry costly request. I don't tend
to x%ieW it that way. There 'are many, Inany public facilities in every
community which are accessible alread and which are being required
to be made -accessible. Simply changing a polling place from one
inaccessible location to One nearby which is accessible would take care
of a vast amount of the problem. It is simply somebody going out,
hopefully somebody who knows accessibility well and can identify
accessible buildings, and making the recommendation that a site be
changed. It is not all that difficult.

VICE CHAIRMAN HORN. Commissioner-Designate Ramirez?
COMMISSIONER-DESIGNATE RAMIREZ. I am wondering if you could

help us in making sure that we have a listing of all the agencies that
havetnot promulgated 504 regulations. I think it would be very easy
for us then to bring this to the attention of the Justice Department anduse our--

MS. KAPLAN. Dr. Bowe's organization, the American Coalition of
Citizens With Disabilities, has been working on that and has an up-to-
date list. I would recommend that you go to him, as we do.

VICE CHAIRMAN HORN. Yes. If I might suggest, we will do that, but
also the Staff Director will write to elicit from all Federal agencies
what the status is--

MS. KAPLAN. I think that will have an impact.
VICE CHAIRMAN HORN. in terms of time as to the issUance of

these regulations: when they got started on it, how many people are
devoted to this task, when they expect to issue them. I think we ought
to do this as a monitoring effort. And without objection, that will go at
this point in the record.

[See Exhibit No. 2.]
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COMMISSIONER-DESIGNATE RAMIREZ. From my Own experience in
Federal Government, I have to admit to a great deal o insensitivity
myself, but I am interested in whether you have any statistics or any
sense of where disabled people are in the grade structure in Federal
employment. I could go into almost any agency that I was associated
with in HEW and I always found at least one superbright, superquali-
fied disabled person, but I didn't have the sense that disabled people
who maybe weren't as superbright and supereducated were getting
jqbs in some of the lower grades. Is that perception an accurate one?

MS. KAPLAN. I am not sure what the latest statistics show. Clay
Boyd, who is going to be on a panel later, has all of that, I would

.rexpect, since that is one of his jobs over at EEOC at the Interagency
Committee. They have very detailed reCordkeeping of exactly that
kind of information, which is going to be extremely useful for all of us.

COMMISSIONER-DESIGNATE RArmilEi. And I am wonderingas an
Hispanic woman going into the Federal Government and being fairly
uninitiated several years ago, I was very impressed with the tremen-
dous amount of Federal money fhat is spent-on training people to go
into tile different professions. I think 7,000 people are trained in the
rehabilitative services field alone, 7,000 per year. We train something
.like.3,000 social workers per year to work in child welfare services.
The Federal Government spends a lot of money in those areas.

I think it is a corollary kind of issue te. Federal employment. Are
you looking at how many disabled 'people are being trained in all those
professional devolepment programs supported by the Federal Govern-

° ment? Is anybody?
MS. KAPLAN. Not td my knowledge. There- again, you might ask

Clay Boyd what kind of data they have on that.
That certainly would bean area Which bears much fruit. I know we

sate constantly concerned that when the government engages in

training, it is conducthd in a way that disabled people can participate
and will be accommodated. To a certain extent that is happening, but I
myself wonder how far it is filtering down.

VICE CHAIRMAN HORN. Commissioner-Designate Ruckelshaus?
COMMISSIONER-DESIGNATE RUCKELSHAUS. I want to thank you

both for ybur papers. they will certainly be thoughtfully red.
I have a question for Ms. Kapla'n. I assume that you would agree

with- Dr. Bowe that some kind of additional commitment from the
executive offices are needed so that statements from heads of
departments outlining the strides they have made in affirmative action
will include mention of hiring of the disabled.

MS. KAPLAN. I think all too often, though, I have experienced or
have noticed that statements are made from time to time, and what is
also important is followup. One of the recommendations I have made
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in the text is that there be somebody at the administrative level in all
the agencies who is looking out for what is happening with affirmative
action for disabled people.

COMMISSIONER-DESIGNATE RUCKELSHAUS. Well, I wanted to ask
you a question about that. You -cite a rather distressing fact that the'
Federal Government's percentage of employed disabled has actually
declined.

MS. KAPLAN. Up Until the year 1978, which is the latest year with
full statistics.

COMMISSIONER-DESIGNATE RUCKELSHAUS. Well, what about this
Interagency Committee for Employment of Handicapped. Is that
moribund or iS it just powerless?

MS. KAPLAN. Well, do I only have those two choices?
[Laughter.]
COMMISSIONER- SIGNATE RUCKELSHItUS. None of the above?
VICE CHAIRMAN tORN. Or all of the abbve?
MS. KAPLAN. It is very interesting. We hav been derhg with the

Interagency Committee and have long been advoacting that somehow
there ought to be a mechanism for getting disabled groups involved
and, to a certain extent, they have been responsive. Unfortunately, one
of the major problems with enforcement of section 501 in general is
that the government did not have very strong sanctions to use against
an agency which doesn't carry out the guidelines, the rules, the
requirements that came from Civil Service until recently, and now it is
the EEOC. I think it is widely known in many of the agencies that it is
real nice if you comply, but nobody is going to do anything too bad to
you if you don't.

The Interagency Committee has made many positive recommenda-
tions which have been implemented in how this system is carried out
and it is becoming more responsive. For that, I think we are all very
pleased.

The question is really one of sanctions. I know California is finding
some interesting sanctions. One that was suggested to me recently by a
aolleague is that an agency simply pot be able to hire, that an
automatic freeze be put on as an ultimate sanction if affirmative action
in disability is utterly disregarded, as happens with some agencies.

There are many ways to push the agencies' buttons other than just to
send out notices that they haven't filed reports.

Another positive inducejent, which was also suggested by a
colleague, would require angressional authority, but some way of
giving budget bonuses to agencies that actually lo comply with goals
and timetables and do hire people. I think that can be justified by the
fact that the more disabled people find employment, the less we are
spending on social security and other benefit programs, so that the
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money that is spent or given to agencies for coming up to the
guidelines and goals and timetables would actually be spent reducing
other pots of money that are being depleted fairly rapidly.

COMMISSIONER-DESIGNATE RUCKELSHAUS. Thank you.

VICE CHAIRMAN HORN. Commissioner-Designate Berry?
COMMISSIONER-DESIGNATE BERRY. Thank you very much.
Even though I did not hear your testimony, I read both of your

papers very carefully. I only have one question and that is for Ms.
Kaplan. It is not altogether clear to me from reading your paper
whether you think a selective placement program increases or reduces
discrimination, and whether you are for it or against it.

MS. KAPLAN. That is a real good question. I think it has decreased it,
simply because up until there was a selective placement program I
would certainly guess that anything that happened to eliminate
discriminatory practices was totally voluntary. I think a ccrtain
amount of good has certainly been done. It is kind of like the Jerry
Lewis telethons where a lot of good is done, but at the expense of
encouraging certain kinds of attitudes.

I think the selective placement program has certainly been changing
and the attitudes of the people at

1

the top level have been changing and
becoming much more responsive.

I think it needs to be made clear by taking the system out of
personnel and putting it in EEO that we are dm talking about civil
rights and somehow many of the bad attitudes and bad approaches to
hiring disabled people need to be gradually decreased and done away

with.
COMMISSIONER-DESIGNATE BERRY. But you thitpk a selective

placement program should be kept as a strategy?
MS. KAPLAN. It is one effective component of a much, much

broader program that includes an emphasis on equal rights.
COMMISSIONER-DESIGNATE BERRY. Thank you.
VICE CHAIRMAN HORN. I would like to pick up on that last point

you made. Do you really want the selective placement program
removed from personnel and put in EEO offices? Shouldn't the people
that do most of the hiring be charged with the responsibility, then
monitored and evaluated, be they personnel officers or program
managers?

MS. KAPLAN. I guess what I mean to sayand I itruggled with that
concept myselfis that the major enforcement of affirmative action,
which up until now has solely been selective placement coordinators
in the agencies, that focus on affirmative action, I think, needs to be in
the EEO department. There should be somebody within the personnel
office, and I don't care what you call themI am not tickled with the
phrase selective placementthere needs to be somebody in personnel
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who is receptive and responsive. Unfortunately, up till now that
person in personnel, from studies done by the Disability Rights Center
when I was there, indicate that many of those people are at such a low
grade level that they are in nuosition to really accomplish anything
except file plans.

VICE CHAIRMAN HORN. Staff Director Nunez?
MR. NUNEZ. No questions.
VICE CHAIRMAN HORN. I would like to thank each of you very

much for testifying today. We appreciate having your statements and
your explanatory remarks.

[Applause.]

Employment and the Handicapped
VICE/CHAIRMAN HORN. The next panel is on employment and the

handicapped. If Assistant Attorney General nays and Mr. Liebers will
come forward, we will begin:

Our first speaker on employment and the handicapped will be a
long-time friend of this Commission and frequent witness, a person
who has been active throughout his professional career in the field of
civil rights. Assistant Attorney General for Civil Rights Drew S. Days
III was appointed to that position in March 1977. He chairs the
Interagency Coordinating Council which oversees affirmative action
and enforcement work of the different Federal agencies with respectto the handicapped.

Before coming to Washington, he served for a number of years as
first assistant counsel to the NAACP Legal Defense and EducationalFund in New York. He also taught at Temple University in
Philadelphia.

We are glad to have you with tis.

EQUAL EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY FOR
THE HANDICAPPED

By Drew S. Days 111*

Congress in its declaration of purpose in passing the Rehabilitation
Act of 1973 stated one of the act's goals was: "to promote and expand
emploYment opportunities in the public and private sector for

Drew S. Days III is Assistant Attorney General for Civil Rights.
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handicapped individuals and to place such individuals in employ-

ment."
The need for such legislation was and is clear. According to the

1970 census, over 20 million people in the country-1 out of every 11
peopleare handicapped. This figure is in all probability an underesti-

mation of the numbers of handicapped individuals as that term is
defined in the Rehabilitation Act of 1973. The cost of employment
discrimination against the handicapped in terms of wages lost is

substantial, as is the amount of Federal and State monies expended to

support our disabled population. To that end, it is estimated that in
1980 the Federal Government will spend $40 billion or 1 out of 13
dollars in the Federal budget. An estimated additional $60 billion from
the States and other sources will be expended. The cost to society as
well as the cost to handicapped individuals in their loss of self-esteem
and self-reliance is, of course, immeasurable. Before this agency, at
least, the need that gave rise to the legislation is evident.

I would like to discuss today progress toward achievement of the
goal of equal employment in the 6 years since the passage of the
Rehabilitation Act of 1973. However, before I do so, I will address

some of my responsibilities with respect to the rights of handicapped

I have several responsibilities concerning enforcement of the rights
of the handicapped. In my capacity of Assistant Attorney General of
the Civil Rights Division, I am, of course, responsible for formulation
and implementation of the government's litigation program to enforce
the rights of the handicapped. In addition, the 1918 amendments to the
Rehabilitatiom Act provided for an Interagency Coordinating Council
to attempt to achieve consistency amongst the responsible Federal
departments and agencies and to avoid overlap and duplication of
effort. After months of delay in establishing the Council, the Office of
Management and Budget asked the Department of Justice to ghair the
Council, and the result is that I have been acting as Chairman of the
Council since August 1979. We have had seven 'meetings since that
time, and I am pleased to report that the Council is now functioning
and is beginning to discharge its responsibilities.

There are three separate provisions in the Rehabilitation Act that
regulate employment of handicapped individuals: section 501 ad-
dresses the Federal Government's obligations; section 503, the obliga-

tions of Federal contractors and subcontractors; and section 504, the
obligations of recipients of Federal financial assistance. Sections 501

and 503 refer specifically to employment and contemplate affirmative
action in that regard. Section 504 prohibits discrimination'in federally
assisted programs against an otherwise qualified handicapped individu-
al "solely by reason of his handicap." (Section. 504, 29 U.S.C. 794.) No
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specific reference is made to employment affirmative action or a need
for reasonable accommodation."

Unlike Title VII of the CiviluRights Act of 1964, the RehabilitationAct does not contain a general prohibition against employers, unions,
and employment agencies engaging in employment discrimination
against handicapped individuals. Only if an employer is a recipient of
Federal financial assistance or a Federal contractor or subcontractor
whose contract is in excess 'of $2,500 is it within the scope of the
Rehabilitation Att's prohibitions. Thus the reach of the Rehabilitation
Act of 1973 with respect to employment discrimination is obviouslyfar less than that of Title VII. Nor is there any clearly conferred right
of the Attorney General or other Federal agency to commencelitigation to enforce the statute, nor indeed is there a private right of
action expressly conferred under sections 503 and 504. .,

With one difference, "handicapped individual" is defined identically
for the purposes of sections 501, 503, and 504. That is, for the purposesof Title V of the Rehabilitation Act, "handicapped individual" is
defined as "any person who (1) has a physical or mental impairment
which substantially limits one or more of such person's major lifeactivities, (2) has a record of such impairment, or (3 is regarded ashaving such impairment." The 1978 amendments excluded from
coverage alcohol and drug abusers whose addiction precludes effec-
tive job performance, but did so only with respect to sections 503,and504 as they relate to employment. No such prOvision was added tosection 501.

As an employer the Federal Government has a strong obligationunder the Rehabilitation Act to ensure that discrimination against
handicapped individuals does not occur in its work force. Section 501of the act requires that each department, agency, and instrumentalityin the executive branch of the Federal Government engage in
affirmative action in "the hiring, placement and advancement ofhandicapped individuals." Section 120(a) of the Comprehensive
Rehabilitation Amendments of 1978 provides that the remedies,
procedures, and rights available to Federal employees as set forth in
Title VII of the 1964 Civil Rights Act are available to any applicant or
employee aggrieved under section 501.

,The act grants to Federal employees and applicants alleging
handicapped discrimination both a substantive right and a remedy, the
same remedy available to those who claim discrimination on the basisof race, color, religion, sex, or national origin under Title VII. Underthe President's Reorganization Plan No. 1 of 1978, the Equal
Employment Opportunity Commission has the authority to enforce
the requirements of section 501 administratively.
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The prohibitions and the enforcement mechanisms of sections .503
and 504 differ from those of section 501. Section 503's requirement that
Federal contractors and subcontractors receiving contracts in excess
of $2,500 engage in affirmative action to employ and advande qualified
handicapped individuals is enforced by: the Departrnent of Labor:
Labor's regulations implementing section 503 (41 C.F.R. §60-741.1 et
seq.) provide for enforcement through an adipinistrative'complaint and
investigation mechanism that allows a contiactor or subcontractor a
formal hearing before an administrative law judges when an apparent
violation of the affirmative action clause, as substantiated in the
investigation, is not resolved, or when contract termination or
debarment is proposed. Complainants have no comparable right to a
hearing. Section 504's broad prohibition of discrimination in federally
assisted programs against otherwise qualified handicapped individuals
"solely by reason of" handicap is supposed to be enforced by each
department or agency of the Federal Government that administers the
funds. Section 504 is to be enforced the same ,way as Title VI of the
Civil Rights Act of 1964, that is, primarily -through administrative
investigation, attempted conciliation, and either a formal administra-
tive hearing before an administrative law judge looking to fund
termination, or a referral for litigation. Executive Order 11914 gave
HEW the coordinating authority undersection 504 and required that
HEW establish the standards and procedures to be followed by other
Federal agencies in carrying out their duties under that section. Each
agency is required to establish its own 504 regulations.

As this Commission may recall, there was a long delay between the
adoption of the statute in 1973 and President Ford's order published in
April 1976. There was further delay in publication of HEW coordina-
tion regulations, which occurred iii 1978. Justice published its
proposed 504 regulations in the Federal Register on September 21,'
1979.

The regulations of the Department of Labor under 503 and HEW
under 504 define qualified handicapped individual as one who is
capable of performance with reasonable accommodation. Both sets of
regulations require accommodation unless the recipient or contractor
can demonstrate that such accommodation would impose "undue
hardship" on the operation of its program or the conduct of its
business. Some of the factors to be considered in determining what
constitutes reasonable accommodation, as detailed in HEW's regula-
tions, are: the overall size of the recipient's program, the' type of
operation, and the cost and nature of accommodation.

Given the varying nature of individual handicaps, as well as the
varying types of businesses and jobs affected, the definition of
reasonable accommodation must be broad enough to encompass a
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variety of situations. Experience, however, has demonstrated that the
cost of required 'accomm6dation is often small and that advancing
technology now provides options not available' in the past. For
example, the developinent of "talking" computers, has allowed blind
and sight-impaired individuals to perform legal research on the
Department of Justice's JURIS system without the need for a reader's
assistance. That system was also fitted with Alight modification to
allow its use by an individual whose hand mobility had been restricted
by cerebral palsy. Sometimes accommodation will merely require the
lowering or raising of a desk.

Section 502 is another provision of the Rehabilitation Act that while
not directly regulating employment does impact upon accommoda-
tion. That section established the Architectural Transportation Barri-
ers Compliance Board, which is composed- of members 'from the
general public, 5 of whom are handicapped individuals, and 10 heads
of Federal departments or agencies. It is the Board's function to ensure
compliance with the Architectueal Barriers Act of 1968 and to:

investigate and examine alternative approaches to the architectur-
al, tradportation, communication, and attitudinal barriers con-
fronting handicapped individuals, particularly with respect to
telecommunication devices, public buildings and monu-ments. . .public transportation. . .[and] determine what measures
are being taken by Federal, State and local governments. . .toeliminate the barriers. .

The Architectural Barriers Act requires that federaq owned, occu-
pied. or financed buildings and facilities must be designed, constructed,
and altered to make them accessible to physically handicapped
individuals. The Board's orders are binding on Federal agencies, and
its orders against non-Fecleral entities may require fund suspension or
termination for any building in noncompliance. Under sections 502 and
504, progress will be made towards availing handicapped individuals
access to buildings dnd transportation, access that has in the past been
limited or unavailable.

In the enforcement of Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, the
primary thrust of decisions in the first few years pertained to
procedural problems. For several years after that in the second stage,
the principal issues concerned liabilitywhat conduct is a violation of
the law? Only when we reached the third stage in the 1970s did the
courts reach questions of relief, and only at that stage did we begin to
obtain large scale enforcement.

Unfortunately, in.the field of equal employment opportunity for the
handicapped we are still primarily in the first or procedural phase of
enforcement. The courts are now grappling with those procedural
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-issues whose resolution will mean the difference between whether
handicapped individuals will be able to assert their claims of employ-
ment discrimination in Federal court.

Coats are now facing the question whether Congress intended to
create a private right of action under section 503. The Department of

, Labor, as the agency charged with enforcement of that section, has
taken the position that such a right of action should be implied and that
its existence would not interfere with the conciliation process
conducted by Labor in the individual complaints it receives. Rather,
Labor has stated that "the prospect of litigation would have a sobering
effect on the parties concerned, and actually encourage informal
conciliation." (Affidavit of Weldon J. Rougeau, Rogers v. Frito-Lay,
611 F.2d ,1074, 1108-1109.) In spite of Labbr's position, the Fifth
Circuit recently held in Rogers v. Frito-Lay, Inc. (5th Cir., 1980) that
Congress did not intend to create a private right of action under
section 503. Section 503 is modeled upon Executive Order 11246,
which prohibits employment discrimination on grounds of race, sex,
religion, and national origin by Federal contractors and requires
affirmative action by them. The courts had earlier ruled that there was.
no private right of Action under Executive Order 11246. The Fifth
Circuit's decision, while disappointing, is not surprising.

- While the question can by no means be considered resolved, should
subsequent decisions follow the Fifth Circuit's, handicapped individu-
als will be precluded from bringing actions in Federal court under
section 503. The procedure, remaining available to them will be the
filing of administrative complaints with the Department of Labor,
which admits that it is hampered in its enforcement efforts by
insufficient resources to investigate arid resolve a growing backlog of
section 503 administrative complaints.

On thF issue of private right of action, section 504 has fared better
than section 503. Most courts are now in agreement that a private right
of action exists under that section. The Supreme Court's decision in
Caniton v. University of Chicago (441 U.S. 667 (1979)) should confirm
that result. There is, however, a more fundamental problem with
section 504 as it pertains to employment discrimination. In 1978 the
Fourth Circuit in Trageser v. Libbie Rehabilitation Center (590 F.2d 87
(4th Cir. 1978)) held that section 504 generally did not prohibit
employment discOmination. The court in its decision determined that
section 505 of the act (29 U.S.C. 794a), one of the amendments of 1978
which provides that the "remedies, procedures and rights set forth in
Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 shall_ be available to any
person" aggrieved under section 504, restricted section 504's coverage
on employment matters to the scope of coverage under Title VI. Title
VI, which prohibits racial discrimination in programs receiving
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Federal financial assistance, precludes employment discrimination
only (1) "where a primnry objective of the Federal financial assistance
is to provide employment" or (2) where employment discrimination
results in discrimination against the beneficiaries of the program. The
court in Trageser did not take the legislative history of the 1973 act into
account, nor did it consider the subsequent amendments ,reflecting
continuing congressional concern for employment of the handicaPped.
The Justice Department supported the plaintiffs in seeking Supreme
Court review of this decision, but such review was denied.

As with the private right of action under section 503, the question of
section 504's coverage is still 'open. We in- fact hive successfully
participated at the district court level as amicus)curiae on this issue.
Moreover,. HEW and otlier Federal agencies, including the Justice
Depaitment, have taken the position in their 504 'regulations that
section 504 of the act does prohibit all employment discrimination by
recipients in federally assisted programs or activities. However, should
other circuits follow the Fourth Circuit's decision in Trageser,
handicapped individuals would be permitted only the narrowest
grounds under section 504 to assert their right to be free from
employment discrimination.

There is, in addition, soine other unfortunate precedent on this
point. Like section 504, Title IX of the Education Amendments (20
U.S.p 1681), which prohibits sex discrjtnination in federally assisted
education programs:was modeled on Title VI of the Civil Rights Act
of 1964. And the appellate courts in interpreting Title IX, like the
Fourth Circuit in Trageser, have ruled that Title IX does not generally
cäver employment discrimination. And, as in Trageser, the Supreme
Court has thus far declined our, petitions for review. (See, p,g. Islesboro
School Com. v. Califano, 593 F.2d 424 (1st Cir., 1979) cert. denied
U.S., 100 S. Ct. 467 (19-26-80))

Lastly, in this survey I am obliged to mention the Supreme Court's
decision in Southeastern Community College v. Davis (422 U.S. 397
(1979)). Although .that decision did not directly pertain to employ-
ment, it does suggest that the courts are not inclined to give a broad or
liberal construction to the language of Congress in the Rehabilitation
Act.

I have attempted to assess realistically the current law with respect
to employment and the handicapped. Much of what I have discussed
does not bode well for the future. There ate, however, courses of
action available that 4hou1d be pursued. One . is -for the Federal
Government to set an example for private industry in this area by
demonstrating through the hiring, placement, and advancement of
handicapped individuals that it is a realistic and achievable goal. In
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fact, a voluntary survey conducted in 1977 disclosed that handicapped
individuals constituted 6.6 percent of the Federal won( fo.sce.

?resident Carter's recent personal appearance before the President's
Committee on the Handicapped is, I believe, only the most recent
example of his interest in and commitment to the rights of the
handicapped. With his continue,d support, major grides can be made

within the Federal Government.
'On March 12, 1980, Attorney General CNiletti committed the

Justice Department .ro "the achivement of a marked improvement in
the }lumber of minority, Women, and handidapped employees within
the Department, particularly in high-level and policyrnaking posi-

tions. . .and that [the] Department set an example for the rest of the
Government and for the public."

The,commitment of the Justice Department to the employment of
handicapped individuals reaches beyond our own affirmaine action
prograin. As you may know, the President has decilied that this
Department will shortly assume the coordination responsibility that
the now reorganized Department. of Health, Education, and Welfare
has under section 504. The Civil Rights Division will continue its
participation in Federal litigation in this important area.

Legislation, however_will be necessary to secure adequate protec-
tion from employment discrimination. Senator Williams introduced in

1979 a bill, S. 446, which woula amend Title' VII of the Civil Rights
Act of 1964 to include among .its prohibitions discrimination in
employment on the basis on handicap. The' administration -voiced
strong support for the concept of broadening the coverage of Federal
law prohibiting emplOyers from discriminating in emploirneni on the

,basis of handicap. The Office of- Federal Contract Compliance
Programs estimates that approximately 300,000 Federal .contractors
and subcontractors are covered under section 503.of the Rehabilitation
Act. A general statute, it is estimated, would reach approximately
700,000 private employers, as well as the 30,000 units of State and local
government and 50,000 national and local labor unions covered under

fitle VII.
The Department of Justice, wbile supporting the concept of such

legislation, believed that the bill as geported out of committee ,was
deficient in that it failed to include a statutory provision requiring an
employer to make a reasonable accommodation to the impairment of a
handicapped person. We 'believe that such a kattitory provision is
essential in an amendment to Title VII, because Title VII as written
and interpreted does hot generally require reasonable accommodation.
In thg absence of such .a provision, we believed', the bill's efficacy
could be undermined by judicial decisions that no accommodation was
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necessary. I call your attention particularly to the decision of the
Supreme Court'in Trans World Airlines v. Hardison.

The Department of Justice continues to support such an effort to
obtain further legislation with respect to employment and the
handicapped. The participation in Ainerican society of this group of
individuals on an equal basis has too long been neglected.

In seeking legislation, we should be flexible and realistic without
surrendering essentials. Any legislation should broadly prohibit em-
ployment discrimination and should include a private right of action. It
should also include a Federal mechanism for investigating charges and
the right of the Federal Government to bring suit without elaborate
prerequisites. Such legislation is essential to bring the handicapped into
the mainstream of the American economy and into the mainstream of
society.

STATEMENT OF DREW S. DAYS III, ASSISTANT ATTORNEY
GENERAL FOR CIVIL RIGHTS

NO. DAYS:IThank you, Mr. Horn.
Chairman FlerInming, other Commissioners and Commissioners-De-

signate, it is indeed a pleasure to be with you this morning.
I tliink this is animportant consultation and certainly we think at the

JuAice Department something that deserves the attention of the
Commission and other representatiwes of the Federal Government!

Congress, in its declaration f purpose in passing the Rehabilitation
Act of 1973, stated one of t e act'S goals was, ,and I quote: "To,
promote and expand employ ent opportunities in the public and
private sector for handicapped i dividuals and to place such individu-
als in employment." The need fr such legislation was and is -dear.
According to the 1970 census over 20 million people in this country, 1out of every 11 people, are handicapped. This figure.,is, in all
probability, an underestimation of the numbers of hendicapped
individuals as that term is definet in the Rehabilitation Act of 1973.

The cost of employment discriminatio6 against the handicapped in
terms of wages lost is substantial, as is the amount of Federal and State,
monies.expended ty support our disabled population.

To that end, it is estimated that in 1980 the Federal GoVernment will'
spend $40 billion, or 1 out of 13 dollars in the Federal budget, to
support disabled pefsons in America. An estimated additional $60
billion from the States and other'sources will be expended. The cost to
society, as well as the cogt to handicapped individuals in their loss.of
self-esteem and self-reliance, is, of course, immeasurable. Bef6re this
agency, at least, the need that gave rise to the legislation is evident.

I would liketo discuss today prOgress toward achievement of the
goal "of equal opportunity in employment in the 6 years since the
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passage of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973. However, I want to
underscore something that Vice Chairman Horn said about my various
responsibilities with rpect to the concerns and needs of the
handicapped.

Myltapacities are several. In my capacity as Assistant Attorney
General to the Civil Righ4 Division, I am, of course, responSible for
formulation and implementation of the .government's litigation ,pro-
gram to enforce the rights of the handicapped. In addition, the 1978
Amendments to the Rehabilitation Act provided for an Interagency
Coorainating Council to attempt to achieve consistency among the
responsible Federal departments and agencies and to avoid overlap
and duplication of effort.

After a number of months' delay in establishing the Council, the
Office of Management and Budget asked the Department of Justice to
chair the Council, and the result is that I have been acting.as Chairman
of the Council since August of 1979. We have had seven meetings
since that time, and I am pleased to.report that the Council is now
functioning and is beginning to discharge its responiibility. That is, we
have identified many areas of overlap and inconsistency among the
various agencies responsible for enforcing the Rehabilitation Act, and
I think we are Well along the way to resolving many of those
problems.

Tliere are, as you know, three separate provisions in the Rrhabilita-
tion Act whkh regulate employment of handicapped individuals.
Section 501 addresses the Federal Governments obligation; 'section
503, the obligation of Federal contractors and subcontractors; and, of
cohrse, section 504, the obligation of recipients of Federal financial
assistance.

1 00

Sections 501 and 503 refer specifically to employment and'contemp-
late affirmative action in that regard. Section 504 prohibits discrimina-
tion in federally assisted programs against otherwise qualified handi- t
capped individuals Ad), by reason of handicap, -but no specific -
reference is made to employment, affirmative action, or a need for
reasonable accommodation.

I think it is important to discuss to a certain extent comparisons
between these provisioni which relate to the employment rights and
needs of the hanilicapped, on 'the one hand, and Title VII of thelCivil
Rights Act of4964, on the other. Unlike Title VII, the Rehabildation
Act does not contain a general prohibition against employers, unions,
and eMployment agencies engaging in employment discrimination
against handicapped individuals. Only if an employer is a recipient of
Fesleral financial assistance, or-a Federal contractor or subcontractor
whose contract is in excds of $2,500, is that employet within'the scope
of the Rehabilitation Act's provisions. Thus, the reach of the

-
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Rehabilitation ,Act of 1973 with resp.ect to employment discrimination
is obviously far less than that of Title VII; nor is there any clearly
conferred right of the Attorney General or other Federal agency to
commence litigation to enforce the statute; nor, indeed, is there a
private right of action expressly conferred under sections 5.03 and 504.

With one difference, "handicapped individual" is defined dentically
for the purposes of 501, 503, and 504. That is, for the purp ses of Title
V of the Rehabilitation Act, "handicapped individual" i defined as
any perwn who:

1. Has a physical or mental impairment which substantially limits
one or more of such person's major life activities;
2. Has a record of such impairment;, or
3. Is regarded as lyving such impairment.
The 1978 amendments, however, excluded from coverage alcohol

and drug abusers whose addiction precludes effective job perfotk,
mance, but did so only with respect to sections 503 and 504 as they
relate to employment. No such provision was added to section 501.

It seems to me that, as an employer, the Federal Government has a 1

strong obligation under the Rehabilitation Act to ensure that dikrimi-
nation against handicapped individuals,does not occur in its work
force. Section 501 of the act requires that each department, agency,
and instrumentality in the executive branch of the Federal Govern,-
ment engage in affirmative action in the hiring, placement, and
advancement of handicapped individuals.

Furthermore, section 120(a) of the Comprehensive Rehabilitation
mendments of 1978 wovides that remedies, procedures, and rights

vailable to Federal employees, as set forth in Title VII of the 1964
ivil Rights,Act, are available to any applicant or employee aggrieved
der section 501. ---7
So, in partial response to one of the questions directed at Ms.
aplan, there is this availability to handicapped employees to proceed, u der Title VII-like procedures against agencies that are not comply-

i g with requirements of 501.
The act grants to Federal etnployees and applicants alleging

andicapped discrimination both a substantive right and a remecry, the
me remedy available to those who claim discrimination on The basis.

f race, color, religion, sex, or national origin under Title VII. ,

As you knoW, under the President's Reorgarllization Plan No. 1 of ,

fa1978, the Eqdal Employment Opportunity Commission has the
uthority to enforce the requirements of section 501 administratively.
The prohibitions and the enforcement mechanisms of sections 503

4nd 504 differ from those of section 501, and I think thereby provide
some additional problems not experienced under 501. Section 503'5
requirement that Federal contractors and subcontractors receiving",
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contracts in excess of $2,500 engage in affirmative action to employ
and advance qualified handicapped individuals is enforced b
Department of Labor: Labor's regulations implementirig section 5d3
provide for enforcement through an administrative complaint and
investigation mechanism which includes an administritive law judge;
and where there is an apparent violation of affirmative action
requirements, there is available to the Department of Labor contract
termination or debarment.

It is important, however, to underscore the fact that complainants
have no comparable rights to a hearing. The employer does have a
right to a hearing.

Spetion 504's broad prohibition of discrimination in federally
assis(ed programs against otherwise qualified handicafsped individuals
solely by reason of handicap is supposed to be enforced by each
Federal agency or departinent that administers the funds. As I
indicated section 501 is enforced thrtfugh mechanisms that are,
Icompar le to t se under Title VII. In contrast, section 504 is
suppos d to be enfo cl administratively in the same way that Title VI
of the ivil Rights ct of 1964 is' administered, that is, primarily
thrpugh inistrative investigation, attempted conciliation, and
either a form administrative' hearing, before an administrative law
judge looking ti fund termination or referral for litigation, ana that
referral would c s me to the Department ofJustice.

Executive Or er 11914 gave HEW the coordinating authority under
section 504 an as you know, required HEW .to establish standards
and procedur to be followed by other Federal agencies.

As this Cg mission may recall, there was'a long delay between the
adoption o the statute in 1973 and President Ford's order published in
April 197 and there was further slelay in publication of the HEW
coordina ion regulations, which occurred in 1978. Justice is, I think,
no agenc to point its finger at this time at other agenbies in terms of
delay in promulgation of 504 regulations. I am embarrassed to say that
our regulations were not pUblished 4n the Federal Register until
.September 21 of last year. I would like)hwever, to underscore that,
despite the fact that a lawsuit was filed against us, we were well along
in the process of 'developing our regulations and getting them

-published for comment. But I think the fact that the Department of
Justice was sued indicates the absolutely indefensible failure of Federal
agencies to come forward with regulations and procedures to d al
with this very important area.

The regulations of the DepartMent bf Labor under 503 and H
under 504 define "qualified handicapped individual" is one skh is

- capable of performance with reasonable accommodation. Both s s of
regulations require accomrribdations unless the recipient or contractor

8 7
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can demonstrate that such accommodation would impose- undue
hardship on the operation of its program or the conduct of its business.
HEW has set out some of the factors in determining what constitutes
reasonable accommodation. They are: the overall size of the recipkiit's
program, the type of operation, cost, and the nature of accommoda-
tion. t_

Given the very nature of individual handicaps, as well as th'e
varying types of businesses and jobs affected, the dellnition of
reasonable accommodation 'must be broad enough to encompass a
variety of situations. Experience, however, has demonstrated that the
cost of required accommodation is often small, and I would like to
note also that advancing technology now provides options not
available in the past. That is, from my observations of the reasonable
accommodation issue, things that yesterday did not appear to be
reasonable in light of thedefipitions that were promulgated then, given
technology, given advancement in certain areas, now appear quite
reasonable. And 1 think that we can look toward future developments
in technology that will cause us to define-in different ways whai in fact
is a reasonable accommodation and what, on*e other hand,
constitutes undue hardship.

Foit example, the development of talking comPuters has allowed
blind and sight-impaired individuals to perform legal research on the
Department of Justice's JURIS system without the need for a reader's
assistance. JURIS, for thctse of you who are not aware, is a research
tool, a computerized research tool, used by attorneys in the Depart-
ment of Justice. That system has also been fitted with a slight
modification to allow its use by an individual whose hand mobility has
been rpstricted by cerebral palsy.

Sometimes accommodation will merely require the lowering or
raising of a desk.

- I would like also -to refer briefly AO section 502. That is another
pttuvision of the Rehabilitation Act that, while not directly regulating
emnloyment, does have an impact upon accommodation. That section
established the Aroflitectural and Transportation Barriers Compliance
Board, which is composed of members from the general public, 5 of
whom are handicapped indiv4uals, and 10 heads of Federal depart-

znents or agencies.It is the Board's function to ensure compliance with
Ahe Architectural Barriers Act of 1968.

The Architectural Barriers Act requires that federally owned,
. occupied, or financed buildings and facilities must be designed,

constructed, and altered to make them accessible to physically
handicapped individuals. It doesn't take a great dm! of elaboration or
explanation to understand that even where jobs are made available, to



the extent that liindicapped people cannot get to the jobs, those
opportunities become hollow indeed.

Again, looking to the experience of the Department of Justice, we
are presently addressing the question of curb cuts on Pennsylvania
Avenue so that people who are in wheelchairs can easily reach the
Department of Justice through the rhain entrance as opposed to using
other means of egr-ess and ingress.

In the enforcement of Title VII of the Ciyil Rights Act of 1964
and I raise that act because of,its relation to 501 and becauge of the
enormous experience that we li.ave had under that actlitigation has
gone through three stages, and I think that we may well see the same
stages appearing insofar as employment for the handicapped is

concerned. For several years after the act was passed, thf primary
thrust_related to procedural problems, and then for several years after
that the principal issues co,ncerned liabilitywhat conduct, in fact,
Violates the law?and only in the third stage in the seventies/did we
reach thequestion of relief. That is, assuming that there is access to the
courts, assuming that a violation has been established, how do we go
about developing meaningful remedies for discrimination against the
handicapped irt employment? str

Unfortunately, in the field of equal employment dpportunity for the
handicapped, we are still primarily in that first, or procedural phase-41N.
enforcement. The courts are novo grappling primarily with those
procedural issues whose resolution will metn the difference between
whet er handicapped individuak' will be able to assert their claims of
erh loyment discrimination in Federal court.

Let me tick ofi a few of these procedural issues. Courts are now
facing, for example, the question 'of whether Congress intended to
create a private right of action under section 503. I will provide the
Commission with a text Of my remarks, but. let me just do this as
beiefly as I can. ,

Section 503 was patterned in large part upon Executive Order
11246, the contract compliance provision, and the case law developeed '
under the contract compliance program essentially held that there was
no private right of action. Very recently, that is, in this year, 1980, the
Fifth Circuit Court of Appeals that has responsibility for Federal cases

section 503; that is, that ther is no priv te Tight of acticin, that
t,esyoming out of six Southern St e held preci that with respect to

handicapped persons who feel that they have been discriminated
against by employers who are beneficiaries.of Federal contracts liave
to proceed through the administrative process and 6annot go directly
to court.
While the question can be by no means considered resolved, should r'r

subsequent decisions follo the lead provided by the Fifth Circuit,
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handicapped individuals will be precluded from bringing actions in
Federal court; and while I think those of us in Federal agencies
responsible for enforcing provisions like 503 or 504 would like to
believe that we are doing our jobs effectively, that we are learning
more about how to do our, jobs better, I think we also-recognize the
enormous importance of private enforcement of Federal antidiscrimi-
nation laws. It has been our experience under Title VI, it has been our
experience under other provisions of Federal civil rights laws, and it
should be no4lifferent under civil rights laws related to the rights of
the handicapped. - .

o-

On the issue of private right of action under 504, I am happy say---, .
that the picture is far brighter. Mdst courts have 'followed the ead of
the Supreme Court's decision in a case that did not relate to 504, but
instead related to Title IN of the Education Amendments, whieh has
to do with sex discrimination in education. That cases Cannon V.
University of Chicago, essentially held-that while there was a clearly
set-out administrative process for persons who believed they had been
the victims of discrimination in education based upon sex, there was
also a contemplation of a private enforcement mechanism, and that is
what the Supreme Court held.

So while the case taw development with respect to 504 generAy is,
.I think, very good in terms of private right of action, again, the
prosPect is not particularly' pleasing insofar as 504 and its relation to
employment. At least one court has already held, that 504 does not
cover employment. The Fourth Circuit of Appeals, which sits in
Richmond, has so held, and the Supreme Court, despite our fervent
pleas to grant review, decided not to grant review. So we have on the
books a decision that we refer to as Trageser, which says that 504
doesn't cover employment. Again, I need not elaborate upon the
extent to which that decisiOn carves out an exception for literally
thousands of employers who are the beneficiaries of Federal monies
under Federal grants. *

The rationale, briefly stated, was 504 is just like Title VI, and Title
VI explicitly precludes employment covage unless certain also ,,,set-
out conditions are reached. The Fourth Circuit held that 504 was just
like Title VI and only where certain special conditions were presented
would 504 reach employment.

We have another bleak example of that trend under Title IX. I
mentio ed,earlier that Title IX was helpful insofar as developing the
principl of private right of action under 504 generally. Well, the
courts have said with respect to Title IX that j-t. doesn't cover
employment, and despite our litigating this issue in manY courts and
quite frankly trying to develop some conflict in the circuits, we have
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not been able to do so and wei -a-%1 nOt been able to get the Supreme
Court to address itself to this issue.

Lastly. in this survey I am obliged to mention the Sdpreme Court's
decision in Southeastern Community College v. Davis. Although that
decision does not directly pertain to employment, it does suggest that
the courts are not inclined to give a broad and liberal construction to
the language of Congress under the Rehabilitation Act. I think that,
given that decision, although like most Supreme Court decisions it
does not tell nearly the whole story and we can eipec t. other cases
coming out of the Supreme Court, it is not an auspicious beginning.

Having said all these things about the Rehabilitation Act and
employment, I would like to draw the Commissyn's attention to
legislation that was introduced by Senator Williams in 1979, that is,
Senate Bill 446, which was an effort on his part and the part of other
members of the Senate to address what is clearly a disharmony and a
lack of parallelism between protections for the handicapped under the
Rehabilitation Act and protections provided under Title VII. The
administration voiced strong support for the concept of broadening
Federal law to make the coverage of employment much clearer. This
is so for a number of reasons, in addition to basic equity.

The Office of Federal Contract Compliance, for example, estimates
that approximately 300,000 Federal contractors-and subcontractors are
covered under section 503 of the Rehabilitation Act, but in contrast a
general statute, it is estimated, would reach approximately 700,000
private employers, as well as the 30,000 units of State and local
government and 50,000 national and local labor unions covered under.
Title VII. Tha is a big increase in coverage: 300,000 Fe eral
xontractors now reached under 503, but under a more gen
provision we would be talking about reaching 700,000 private
employers, 30,000 units of State and local governments, and 50,000
national and local labor unions, which is the coverage under Title VII.

We think that there should be this broadening;.however, we belieye
that to the extent that Title VII is broadened to include protection of
the handicapped, it is important to address the question of reasonable
accommodation. While therg has been ajendencY to tack on-protected
groups to civil rights legislation, we thirik, given the aperience in the

/ courts with respect to reasonable accommodations, implied reasonable
accommodations for religious convictionsa case called Trans World
Airlines v. Hardison we think that it is very important to build into
any amendment the fad that employers will have to address the
problem of reasonable accommodation and not leave it unspoken;
because, given the TWA decision, the Supreme Court seems to be
saying that undue hardship is going tt be very liberally construed and
what we might regacd as a very slight shifting of an employer's
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operation' would &solve that employer of certain reasonable accom-
modations.

Let me say in conclusion that the Department ofJustice continues to
support efforts to obtain further legislation with respect to employ-
ment of the handicapped. The participation in American society of this
group of individuals on an equal basis has been too long neglected.

In seeking legislation, however, we should be flexible and realistic
without surrendering essentials. Any legislation should broadly -pro-
hibit employment discrimination and should include a private right of
r.tion. It should also include a Federal mechanism for investigating

charges and the right of the Federal Government to bring suit without
elaborate prerequisites. Such le slation, we feel, is essential to
bringing the handicapped into he mainstream of the American
economy and into the mainstream of American society.

Thank you very much.
VICE CHAIRMAN I4ORN: Thank you very much.
[Applause.]
VICE CHAIRMAN HORN. We appreciate the thoroughness of your

survey. I take it your testimony will be made available to us, the full
text?

MR. DAYS. Yes, it will.,
VICE:CHAIRMAN HORN. Donald E. Liebers is director of the equal

employment opportunity and affirmative action human retsources
department for one of America's major corporations, the Akierican
Telephone and Telegraph. Company. He has been responsible for the
development and administration of these Programs for AT&T since
the earlj, 1970s. He began his career with the Bell 'System in 1960. In
addition to his corporate responsibilitips, Mr. Liebers'serves as a chair
of the Steering Committee for SERJobs for PrOgress, an Hispanic
job placement program.

Eye will report on the experience of the American Telephone and
Telegraph Company concerning employment opportunities for the
hanclicapiled. .

Mr. Liebers.
'
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THE EXPERIENCE OF AMERICAN TELEPHONE
AND TELEGRAPH COMPANY (AT&T) AS AN
EMPLOYER OF DISABLED PERSONS

By Donald E. Liebers*

Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Good morning, Commissioners. Thank
you for giving me the opportunity to speak to you today. As you have
been told, I am the director of equal opportunity and affirmative aCtion
at AT&T.

AT&T is the parent organization of the Bell System, which includes
19 operating telephone companies, Western Electric, and Bell Tele-
phone Laboratories, which I will refer to as the associated companies.

In my position I am responsible for preparing the Bell System model
affirmative action program and establishing the policies necessary for
its successful implementation. These, in turn, are implemented
throughout the Bell System by the associated companies with
guidance from the AT&T corporate staff. My organization also
interfaces with departments and agencies of the Federal Government
responsible for enforcement of the various civil rights laws and
regulations.

I have, been in my present position since December 1, 1970, a period
in which many of the civil rights laws and regulations have come into
effect. I hovt been responsible for helping the Bell System implement
and aderstpd those laws and regulations.

Today I would like to talk about AT&T's experience as an employer
of disablea persons and as a government contractor regulated by
section 503 of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973, as amended in 1978. I
would like-to share with you the policies we have established and the
programs and actions -we have undertaken. We have made and
continue to hake progress in the employment and advancement of
disabled pfsons. Not without some difficulty, hoWever, and so, I

would also like to share our problems and concerns.
Let me begin by -stating that it is the policy of the Bell System to

provide equal opportunity to qualified handicapped individuals in all
aspects of employment, without discrimination. This pplicy is imple-
mented by means of an earnest program of affirmative action. Both the
policy and the program have been endorsed by the presidents of Bell
SyStem companies. Their personal commitment and interest in ensur-

*

Mr. Liebers is director 'of tqual opportunity and affirmative action. American Telephone and
Telegraph Company,
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ing that the written program is translated into- ongoing practices has
been communicated throughout each company.

In keeping with our primary responsibility of lending direction to
the associated companies, AT&T issued a model affirmative action
program in 1976, soon after the Department of Labor issued amended
regulations for employment of handicapped individuals. Bell System
companies were advised to use the model as a guide in writing their
individual programs. Every effort -was made to issu.e a document to
meet the requirements prescribed by Federal regulations. Subsequent-
ly, some sections were revised in light of. experience and legal
interpretations of the regulations. A complete revision of the program
was undertaken in 1979, which resulted in the _issuance last June of the
current model.

The written program basically 'sets forth our policy governing
various personnel practices which the law requires. It is a plan of
affirmative actiOns to be followed to ensure cpmpliance. Implementa-
tion of the plan is detailed in various administrative practices.

A major objective of our program has been to mainstream disabled
employees. We consider the interests and qualifications or the
applicant or employee, then attempt to provide reasonable accommo-
dations necessary tO enable the individual to perform the dtities of the
job. We are seeking to prevent...job stereotyping, that is, the idea that
only specific jobs are considered for people with certain handicaps.
Disabled employees have proven their ability to satisfactorily perform
in many diffe'rent job assignments. Successful placement results from
considering each applicant or employee as an individual.

In this regard we have reviewed our job descriptions to ensure that
physical and mental .06 qualification requirements Are job related. In
addition, we chAnged wording c.tat we believe was restrictive to
disabled workers. For example, a job description that stated a
req.uireMent to "write" was changed to "record." Another with a
requirement to "talk" was changed to "commUniCate," arid yet another
that required "walking" now states "moving."

I would like to identify briefly the areas covered in our progra*
Then I will be more specific about experkence in cektjain areas which I
believe will be of interest to the Commission. The program includes:

A policy statement of commitment
Identification of management responsibilities and accountability
Internal and external dissemination of policy
Outreach pr6grams .

Hiring, placement, and moveme
Voluntary self-identification
Reasonable accommodations and accessibility
Assurance of confidentiality
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Internal monitoring procedures
Complaint procedures

Implementing this plan has been a real challenge. Some tasks proved
to be sinyle to accomplish, some have been exceptionally rewarding
experiences, while others have been tremendously frustrating and
confusing. In this regard, I must identify two things that have helped
and encouraged us to believe that we will continue to find ways to
progress in this area: first, the openness in communications with
government representatives and advocates for the disabled; and
second, the willing spirit and attitude of managers and disabled
employees working together to demonstrate the abitities and produc-
tivity of qualified employees who happen to have a physical or mental
impairment.

Let rnelhare some of these experiences with you. Voluntary self-
identification" is one mandate of the regulations' which appears
relatively easy to accomplish, vd to a certain extent it is. Applicants
and employees are informed of fheir rights to self-identify and assured
that confidentiality will be maintained. The results of self-identificyn
can be rather perplexing.

Through the years we have used various methods in different
companies to meet this requirement. Among these were the posting of
permanent notices at employment offices and work locations, direct
dissemination of printed notices, and the coverage of vofuntary self-
identification at employee meetings. Very few employee& elected to
self-identify, and results'were negligible.

As a reSult, in 1979 we conducted a survey Which would assure us
that each of our approximately 1 million employees had been informed
of his or her right to self-identify and to advise us of possible needed
accommodations. This was aCcomplished by means of a letter

glk addressed to each employee. Agaik this survey generated minimal
results. A number of employees, significantly less than the number of
known disabled e,mployees, citose to self-identify.

This raises, several concerns: Does failure to self-identify reveal a
fear that knowledge of their disabilities might 1/4advers1y affect their
employment and advancement? Or does it reflect distrust or disbelief
in our stated policy? We hope not. Does it mean that thbse of whose
disabilities we have knowledge and those for whom we have made
accommodations feel that since we already know, there is no need to
tell us? Or does it mean that those employees feel that we are meeting
our obligations to the fullest? Perhaps! Does it Mean that,employees
with known and hidden_disabilities are just exercising their right not to
self-identify, since their disabilities do not impede job performance? Or
could there be other reasons which we have not yet recognized?
Probably.
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Haiing met the requirements of the law we could ignore these

questions until there are other directives to assist us with self-
identification. But we feel that we cannot afford tube indifferent about
the results of the survey. Based on our experience in gathering this.
data, I would have toitespond, "I don't know," if asked, "How many
disabled employees are there in the Bell System?"

We are expanding 'our approach to voluntary , self-identification,
keeping in mind that it is the quality of our program that-we want to
strengthen xather than getting involved in a statistical exercise. Our
program will continue to includeg provision fouself-iderification on
employment application. In adaition, we will contir30 our policy
whereby employee§ self-identify at any time and, once each-year, will
canvass, via employee information media, to remind disabled einpfoy-
ees of their rights. In addition, we are exploring other avenues not
specifiej. by gdverriment regulations but which niay be necessary and
perhaps more, logical than an annual reminder, that is,being able to
self-identify at other. times in the.course of employment, for example,

,when -seeling internal movement, or during Counseling and perfor-
mance appraisals, or when additional training is being considered.

We feel that these efforts Will give employees the means to inform qs,
if they feel there is, a need for ns to know about dieir condition or the
need for accommodation. ,This leads me -into another area which P`
would like to address, reasonable,fecommOdations.

There are ,f.hose outside the tiusiness who saY thai anything is
reasonable for a corporation the size of ours. Those within thebusiness
committed to providing- affirmative action, must also '0,e concerned
with finances, budgets, and a fair return on investinents and, therefore,
may wefi balk.at such a, global solution. However, I believe there is a
middle 'ground and that the intent of reasonable accommOdaf ns, as
spelled mit -in the regulations, is not to place undue ardship 'on an
employer.

The Bell Systern is striving to provide that new buildings and major
renovations to existirrg- buildings conform to the Ame ai Nationaj
Standard Institute sPecifications. In addition, employm ffices and
areas in existing, buildings where'physrcally disabled emp oyes work
are made accessible. This_ has generally proven to be manageable in
our bUsiness.

Some problems have been encountered because of the individual
,.needs of each person; even when disabilities appear to be similar, the
individual accommodations needed .rnay differ. For example, a
particular location which ivas accessible to an employee in an electric ,
wheelchair proved tOo difficult to be used by. another employee who
maneuvered his chair manually.
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On occasion devices have been provided to' disabled emPloyees to
enable them to be efficient and productive. As a result of these efforts,
we are developing a .better understanding of accommodations and
their "reasonableness." We have been in contact with agencies
involved in rehabilitation which have been helpful. In addition, .we
ha`ve recently undertaken a Wrvey to determine specific 'devices
currently being used by disabled employees. AcCommodatioiA, and
particularly deyices, are a very individual thing. But knowing what
devices mist may help a manager expedite placement of a'disabled
person. ,

We are living in a time when technological advances are occurring
rapidly, many of which will benefit disabled persons. As p result, it
appears alnlost imperative th,at there be a resource bank to provide the
latest information on such devices .to employers. Information could be
pooled from various sources, including employers, disabled people,
rehabilitation a'gencies, and research institutions. In the absence of
such a service, the process of mainstreaming more severely disabled
individuals may be seriously hampered.

Other changes brought about by the regulations involvelhe role of '
the industrial ph.ysician. We view our corponite physicians as being
responsible for the determination or dical impairments and the
identification of furietional limitation However, they do not make
fairing or placement decisions. T at is the responsibiay of the
personnel organization.

No longer accepted is the use of medical rescrictions applied
uniformly to all persons with a similar disability. Here again, successful
placem-ent re-sults from considering each applicant or employee as.an
individual. .

We are concerned about the confidentiahty of medical inforittion.sk

Therefore, to the extent necessary, the' medical depaiiment provides
the personnel organization with information about disabilities in

functional terms, but does not include a medical diagnosis.
The placement of individuals with stable handicaps generally is not

cause for medical .concern. Limieations are determined and, when
neceskary, reasonable accommodations can be provided to match a job
with an individual's qu-alifications and interests. Concerns may arise
with respect to the placement of persons having progressive degenera-

'tive diseases. Although an-)ndividual max currently be qualified for a
specific job, it is sometimes difficult to determine how long they may
be able tp w6rk productively. As a l'esult, their placement in jobs with,
lengthy training programs may not be considered easible.1)

Let me comment about-our efforf to communi ate our policy and
commitment n employment of disabled persons. Ccur contactS with
external sources have begn an interesting and, I believe, mutually
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rewarding experie`nce. We have communicated our policy and shared
the intricacies of putting it into practice in the work place. In return,
we have benefited from the expertise of many concerned and
-responsible organizations and we see this as an.aid towards continued
compliance in- the eightieS. In communicating our policy internally, we
recognize that additional. information was needed to help-our employ-

*. ees understand the meaning of affirmative action ,ccitr.4isabled people
and how to make it a reality. -

Employment interviewers became the first employee grourvelected
to receive handicap awareness /raining, introduced in seN;eral associ-
ated companies in 1976. The interviewer was, at the time, seen as key
to the success of the affirmative action plan. Subsequently, it became

-IL apparent that we had to go farther. Interaction with their peers and
- supervisors was critical t successful emplOyment of disabled persons.

So, we have developed, a ew two-part handicap awareness training
program, for employment ittrviewers and first- and second-level
supervisors who will be wor ng with disabled persons. The Bell
System is serious about its commitment to employment of disabled
persons.

Let me share two examples that I believle demonstrate our rfosition.
7 First, a trial is currently underway in acfamento, California, to test

interface equipment that enables blind persons to become telephone
operators at the electronic switchboards that have replaced the cord
switchboards, which may be familiar to some of yod. The cost of

,, developing this equipment was shared by all the Bell System operating
telephone companies; The project grew out ortwosarlier trials ihat
used less sophisticated interface equipment. However, the earlier trials
proved conclusively that blind people 6an be'successful operating the
new electronic equipment. We are excited about the potential
employment Opportunities this equipment will provide for blind and
visually-impaired persons in the Bell System.

The other example is one of human interest that involves the
employment of the first totally deaf and speechless residence telephone
installer in the Bell System. This placement resulted from the
cooperative efforts of one operating telephone company and the State
commission for the deaf and hearing iznpaired, sharing the provision of
accommodations. These included devices made possible by technolog-
ical advandes. This employee has been working independently and,
very successfully for well over a year.

Finally, let me shift from the human dimension to the numericaVor
a moment, specifically, the subject of numerical 'targets and goats for
disabled workers. Current Federal regulations do not require them nor
do we"feel they asre necessary. I believe it would be extremely difficult
and not ,helpful to the concerns of disabled, workers to administer a
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program based on numerical targets and goals. I speak from years of
experience impleMenting a target system based on race, national

origin, and sex.
' The broad definitioa of handicap and the multiplicity and degree of
disabilities would require an 'extremely complex and rigid tracking
system. We prefer a system based on the needs and aspirations of both
the indiyidual and the business, not something based purely on
numbers. We think we can fulfill our responsibilities to. disabled

persons, to our business, and to the government without specific
-numerical targets and- goals. Certainly, a program of voluntary ,
compliance is more effective for all concerned.

To meet this responsibility, we have developed an internal *monitor-

ing procedure to ensure compliance with the requirefnents of Federal
regulations anfl our own affirmative action plan. If internallmonitorings..
identifies deficiencies, then a written corrective plan of action is

required. In an era of pervrsive regulation we welcome the opportuni-
ty to demonstrate tkat we can fulfill our responsibilities voluntarily.

I hope my comments have provided some insight into a privatV
employer's perspective of its responsibility to disabled persons. Think
you for inviting .me to share them with you. Now I will entertain any
questions you may have.

STATEMENT OF DONALD E. LIEBERS, DIRECTOR OF EQUAL
OPPORTUNITY AND AFFIRMATIVE ACTION, AMERICAN
TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COMPANY, BASKING
RIDGE, N.J.

MR. LIEBiRS. Thank you, Mr. Horn.
Chairman Flemming, Commissioners, Commissioners-Designate, I

would like t'o thank you for giving me the opportunity to speak to you
today. As you have been told, I am the director of equal opportunity .

and affirmative action at AT&T.
AT&T is the parent organization of the Bell Systems which idcludes

19 operating telephone companies, Western Electric, and Bell Tele-
phone Laboratories, which I will refer to as the assoCiated companies.

In my position I am responsible for preparing the Bell System model
affirmative action program and establishing the policies necessary for
its sticcessful implementation. These, In turn, are implemented
throughout the Bell System by the associated companies with
guidance from the AT&T corporate staff. My organization also
interfaces with departments and agencies,of the Federal Government
responsible for enforcement of the various civil rights laws and
regulations.

I have been in my present position since December 1, 1970, a period
in which many of the civil rights laws and regulations have come into
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effect. I have been responsible for helping the Bell System implement
and understand those laws and regylations.

Today I would like to talk about AT&T's experience a's an employer
of disabled persons and as a government contractor regulated by
section 503'of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973, as amended in 1978. I
would like to share with you the policies w,e- have established and the
programs and actions we haft undertaken.. We have made and
continue tdi make progress in the employment 'and advancement bf
disabled persons, but not without some difficulty, however, and so, I
would like arso to-share our problems and conceins.

- Let me begin by stating that it is the policy of the Bell System to
,provide equal opportunity to qualified handicapped individuals in all
aspects of employment, vlithout discrimination. 'This policy is imple-
mented by means cif an earnest program of affigmtive' action. Both the
policy and the program have been endorsed by the presidents of the
Bell System companies. Their personal commitment and 'interest in
ensuring that the written program is.translated into ongoing praoices
has been dornunicated throughout eachcompany.

.

In keeping with our primary responsibility of lenting direction to 1

the associated companies, AT&T issued a model affirmative action
program in 1976, sopn after the Department of Labor issued am nded
regurations for employment of handicapped in,dividuals. Bell S stem
companies were advised to use the model as ag guide in writing their ,
individual programs. Every effort was inade to issue a document to
meet the requirements prescribed by Federal regulations. Subsequent-
ly, some sections wer&erevised in light of experience and legal
interpretations of the regulations. A complete revision of the program
was undertaken in 1979, which resulted in 'ssu'ance last june of alb
current model.

the written program basically sets forth our policy governing
various personnel Practices which the law requirr. It is a plan of
affirmative actions to be followed to ensure\compliance. Implementa-
lion of the plan is detailed in various administrative practices.

A major objective of our program has been to mainstream disabled
employees. We consider the interest and qualifications of the applic3nt
or employee, then attempt to provide reasonable accommOd ions
necessary to enable the individual to perform theeduties of the job. We

'are' seeking to prevent job stereotyping, that is, the idea that only
specific jobs are considered for people with certain handicaps.
Disabled employees have proven their ability to satisfactorily perform
in many different job assignments. Successful placement results from
considering each applicant or employee as an it;dividual.

In this regard, we have reviewedour job descriptions to ensure that
hysical 4nd mental job qualification requirements are job related. In
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addition, we changed wprding that we believe was; restrictive to
disabled workers. For example, a job description that stated a

, requireMent to "write" was changed to "record." Another with a
requirement to "talk' was changed to "communicaie," and yet another'
that required "walking" now states "moVing",

I would like to identify briefly the areas Covered in our program:
Then I will be more specific about experience in certain areas which I
believe will be of interest to the Cotnmission. The program includes a
policy statement of commitment; identification of management respon-
sibilities, and accountability; internal and external dissemination, of
policy; outreach programs; hiring, placement, and movement; volun-
tary self-identification; reasonable accommodations and accessibility;
assurance of confidentiality; internal monitoring procedures; and

%

complaint proceduries. -

Implementing/ is plan has been a real challenge. Some tasks proved
to be simple to a cornplish, some have been exceptionally rewarding
experiences, while , others have been tremendously frustrating and
confusing. In this regard, I must identify two things that have helped
and encouraged us to believe that we will continue to find ways to
progress in this area: first, the opennesi in communications with
government representatives and advocates for the disabled, anir
second,, the willing spirit and attitude of managers and disabled
employees working together to demonstrate the 'abilities and produc-
tivity of qualified employees who happen to have a physical or mental
impairment.

Let me share some of these experiences with you. Voluntary self-
- identification is one mandate of the regulation§ which appears
relatively easy to accomplish, and to a certain extent it is. Applicants
and emplOyees are informed of their rights to self-identify and assured

, that confidentiality.Will be Utaintaihed. The results of self-identification
can be rather perplexing. .

Through the years we have tried various methods in different
companies to meet this requirement. Among these were the 'posting' of
permanent notices at employment offices and work locStions, direet
dissemination of printed notices, 'and the coverage' of voluntary self-
identification at employee meetings. Very few employees elected to
self-identify, and results were negligible.

' As a result, in 1979 we conducted a survey which would assure us
that each of our approximately 1 million employees .had been informed
of his or her right to self-identify and to advise us of possible needed
accommodations. This was accomplished by means of a letter
addressed to each employee. Again, this survey generated minimal
results. A number of employees, significantly less than the number of
known disabled employees, chose to identify.
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This raises several concerns. Does failure to self-identify reveal a

fear that knowledge of their disabilities migh t. adversely affect their
emplOymefit and advancement? Or does it reflect distrust or disbelief
in our stated policy? We hope not. Does it meaetllat those of -whose' :

disabilities we have knowledge and those for whom we haye made
accommodations feel that since we already know, there is no need to --,
tell us? Or does it mean thit those employees feel that We are meeting
our -obligations to the fulksty Perhaps! Does it mean thal employees
with known and hidden disMilities are just exercising their right nor to
selNdentify since their disabilities do mit impede job performance? Or'
could there be other reasons which we have not yet recognized?
Probably-that is true..

. ---,
Having met the requirements'of the law, we colfid ignore these

questions until there art other directives to assise us with se1t=-4°-
identifiqation. But we feel that we cannot afford to be itdifferent about
the results.of the survey. Based on our exgerience in gathering -this

j2data, I would ha e to respond, "I 'don't knowe' if asked, "How many
disabled employ e are there in,the Bell System?"

We are expanding our approach to voluntary self-identification,
keeping in mind that it is the qwility of out program. that we want y3
strengthen rather than getting involved in a statistical exercise. Our
program will contirnie to include a provision for self-identification on
employment applications. In addition, we will continue our policy
whereby emOloyees self-identify at any time and, once each year, we
will canvass, via °employee information media, to remind disabled
employees Of their rights. In addition, we are exploring other avenues

-not specified by goveniment regulations, but which, may be necessary
and perhaps more logical than an annual reminder, that is, being able
to 'self-identifyt at other times in the coth-se of employment, for ,

example, when seeking internal movement, (Nli,r_ipqk counseling and - '
peRbrmance appraisals, or when additionaktraming is being consid- -4. , -ered.

We feel that these effoits will give employees the means to infoim us
if they feel there is a need for'us to know about their= condition or the

J need for accommodation. this leads me into another area which I
would like to address, reasonable accomthodations. .

There are those outside the business who say that anything is
reasonable for a corporation thesize of ours. Those within tile business
committed to providing affirmative action must also be concerned
wfth finances, budgets, and a fair return on investments and, therefore,
-may well balk at such a global solution. However, I obelieve there is a
middle ground and that the intent of reasonable accommodations, as
spelled out in the regulations, is not to place undue hyds ip on an
employer. - ..
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TheHell_Sygtem is striving to provide that new buildings and major
renovations to3existing buildings conform to the American National
Standard Institute specifications. In addition, employment offices and

areas in existing buildings where physically 'disabled employees work
are made accessible. This has generally {proven to be manageable in

our business. -

Some problems have "keen encountered because of the individual
'needs of each' person; even when disabilities appear to be siinilar, the
individual accommodation needed may differ. For example, a particu-
lar _location which was accessible to an employee in an ekctric
wheelchair proved. too difficult` to be used by another employee who

maneuvered his chair manually.
On occasion devices have been provided to disabled employees to

eftble them to be efficient and productive. As a result of these efforts,

we are developing a better understanding of accommodations and
their "reasonableness."

We have been i9. contact with agencies ifeited in rehabilitation
which have been helpful. In addition,fwe have recently undertaken a

t survey to determine specific devices currently being _used by disabled

employees. Accom^odations, and particularly devices, are a very
individual thing. But knowing wipt devices exist may help a manager
expedite placement of a disabled person.

We are living in a time when technological advances are occurring
rapidly, many of which will benefit -disabled persons. As a result, it
appears.almost imperative that there,be a resource bank to provide the
latest information on such devices to employers. Information could be
pooled from various sources, including employers, disabled people,
rehabilitation agencies:and research institutions. Jn the absence of .

such service; the process of mainstreaming more severely disabled

4, individuals ilia); be seriously hampered.
Other changes brought about by the regulations involve the role of

.the industrial physician. We view our corporate physicians as being
responsible for the determination of medical impairments and the
identification of functional limiatitions. Howeyer, they do not make
hiring or placement decisions. That is the responsibilfty of the
personnel organiption. -

No longer aecepted is the use of medical restrictions applied'
uniformly to all persons with a similar disability. Here again, sucCessful
placement results from considering each applicant or employee as an
individual.

We are concerned about the confidentiality of medical information.
'Therefore, to the extent necessary, the medical department provides
the personnel organization with information about disabilities in

, functional tethis, but does not include a medical &gnosis.
^
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The placement of individuals wilh stable handica s generally is nota

cause for medical concern. Limitations are det9fmined and, when
necessary, re onable accommodations an be pro4jled to 'match a job
'With an i idual's qualifications and interests.

Concerns may arise with respect to the placem nt of pqrsons havini \
progressive degenerative diseases. Although a individual may cur-

_ rently be qualified /for a specific job", it is sometimes difficult to
determine how long they may be able to wol-k productively.'As a
result, their placement in jobs with lengthy traiinng programs may not ,
be cdnsidered feasible. -

Let me 'comment about our effOrt to coinmunicate our poliCy and
commitment to employment of disabled persons.

Our contact with aternal sources has been an interesting andi I
believes, mutually rewarding experience. We have communicated our
policy and shared the intricacies of putting it into practice in th work
place. In return, we have benefited from the expertise of any
concerned and responsible organizations, and' we see this as1lin aid
towards continued compliance in the eighties.

In communicating our policy internally, We recognize that addition-
al information was' needed to help our employees understand the
meaning of afficsnatiye action for disabled people and how to make it a
reality.

Employinent interviewers became the first employee group selected
to receive handicap awareness training introduced in several associ-
ated companies in 1976. The interviewer was, at the time, seen as key
to the suecess of the affirmative action plan. Subsequently, it became
apparent that we had to go farther. Interaction with their peers and
supervisors was ci-itical to successful employment' of disabled persons. .
So, we have developed a new two-part handicap awareness titaining
program for employment interviewers and first- and second-level

1

sdpervisors who will be working with disabled persons.
The Bell System is serious about its commitment to employment of

disabled persons. Let me share two examples that I believe demon-
, istrate our position.

.

First, a trial-is currently underway in Sacramento, Calif9rnia, to test
interface equipment that enables blind persons to beconie telephone
operators at the electronic switchboards that have now replaced the

/cord swilchboards, which may be familix to some of you. The cost of
developing this equipment was shared by all the Bell System operating
telephone companies. The project grew out of two earlier trials that
used less sophisticated interface equipment. However, the earlier trials
proved conclusively that blind people can be successful operating the
new electronic equipment. We are excited about the potential

4
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eMployment opportutiities this equipment will provide for,blind and
"visually-impaired persons Vile Bell System.

The other example is one of human interest that 'involves the
employment of the first totally deaf and speechless residence telephone
installer in the Bell Sy§tem. This ;placement resulted from the
cooperative effort of one 'operating telephone company and the State
commission for the deaf and the hearing imPaired, sharing the
provision of the accominodations. These included devices made
possible by technological advances. This employee has been working
indepenclailly and very successfully for well over a year:

Finally, let.tne shift from the human dimension to the numerical for
a moment, tcifically, the subject of numerical targets arid goals for
disabled workers. Current Federal regulations do not require 'them,
nor do we feel they are necesOry. I believe it would be extremely
difficult and not helpful to the concerns of_ disabled worken to
administer a program based on numerical targets and goals. I speak
from years of experience ,implementing a target system based on race,
national origin, and iex.

The broad definition of handicap and the multiplicity and degree of
disabilities *would require an extremely coMplex and rigid tracking
system. We prefera system based on the needs and aspirations of both
the individual and the' business, not something 'based purely .on the
numbers. We think we can fulfill our responsibilities to disabled
persons, to Our business, and to the government without- specific
numerical targets and goals.. Certainly, a program of voluntary
cofnpliance is more effective for all concerued.

To meet this responsibility, we have developed an internal monitor-
ing procedure `to ensure compliance with the requirements of Federal
regnlations and our own affirmative action plan. If internal monitoring
identifies deficiencies, then a written corrective 'plan of action is
required. In an era of pervasive regulation, re welcome thifopportuni-
ty ,to demonstrate that we can fulfill our responsibilities ktoluntarily.

I hope" my comments have provided some insight into a private
employer's perspective of its responsibility to disabled persons. I have
provided Mr. Wheeless with some copies of my remarks, in addition to
a copy of our model affirmative action plan for your use.

Thank you very much.
[Applause.]
[See lp,xhibit No. 3 for the Bell System model affirmative action plan

for the handicapped]
VICE CHAIRMAN HORN. Thank you, Mr. Liebers.
I was pakticularly interested in your comment on the difficulty of

finding out what are the handicaps of an employee labor force. Have
you experimented with the thought oN companywide blind survq in
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Ale sense of no names attached just to find out, when people are not
reluctant perhaps to reveal what handicaps they have, what the extent
and scope of the various types of handicaps might be?

MR. LIEBERS. No, we have not. Some of our experience indicates
that peonle who may have a disability don't feel they are handicapped,
for example, an attorney with an impiiiired limb or an arm, or someone
with A-problem with his or her eyes. They are doing their jobs; 'they
are enjoying them; they are not willing to say, "I have a -problem."

*I think as time goes on employees may feel more comfortable with
this program as it is being implemented and promulgated throughout
our nation. Then I think more people may feel it is to'their adylintage
to self-identify.

As.I indicate*ve will continueskingThem, but I welcome your
comment on the bltid survey and that is perhaps s mething we ought
to be e.onsidering. .

. VICE CHAIRMAN FlpaN. Do you think one Of the reasons for the
large nonres'ponse rate might be fear of not being able, to secure
workers', compensation, disability insurance coverage, etc., °should
something else happen ink work place?

MR. LIEBERS. I really don t know.
VICE CHAIRMAN HORN. My instincts 'are that that is a basic fear

which result's in a nonresponse in terms of putting ones name to
different types of disaliilities.

MR. LIEBERS. That may 6e.
VICE CHAIRMAN HORN. Comrnissioner Saltzman?
COMMISSIONER SALTZMAN. You mentioned, Mr. Liebers, a specifi-

cation chart, I guess, by some national institute relative to the building
and repairs of building. Could you for the record, if you have a copy,
submit thak?

MR. LIEBERS. Certainly. I have and I will.
COMMISSIONER SALTZMAN. Okay. And perhaps our staff then could

look at those specificatiqns, whether indeed they do meet the needs of
the handicapped.

[The report referred to is American National Standard Specifications
for Making Buildings and Facilities Accessible to and Usable by Physically
Handicapped People , American National Standards Institute, Inc.,
New York, N.Y., 1980.]

COMMISSIONER SALTZMAN. I gather you are opposed to goals and
timetables to me.et the needs of the handicapped in employment.

MR. LIEBERS. That is correct. -

COMMISSIONER SALTZMAN. Are you also opposed to goals and
timetables to meet the needs of minority groups ,in the affirmative
action.programs?
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MR. LIEBERS. Well, that ik a very good question. Let nie just say I

don't think we have found a better way to do it concerning race and*,
sex and national origin.

I personally have difficulty with number. systems. They do take on a
quota-like aspect and.they do cause difficulties and people sometimes
don't go beyond the quota. For example: ",If I havetone, I got .one. I
said I would get p'ne and I got it. Now don't bother me." '

I would much prefer,. as We are doing With the- handicapped
program, to prove our commitment by having people, when they
come into, employment Offices or when they are considered for
promotion, move ahead in our business. I am sure, since we are such a
large Company, the government is interested in what we do add how
we do it. We have had no shortage of direction from the govelment
in how we implement these activities in the past,. I think voluntarily we
are going to do the job without goals and timetables.

VICE CHAIRMAN HORN. Commissioner Flemming?
CHAIRMAN FLEMMING. Mr. Liebers, I appreciated very much your

testimony. As you Will discover, because of some of the questions that
I would like to address to Assistant Attorney General Days, I do not
concur in your concluding comments relative to the inclusion of
handicapped in affirmatfve action plans as far as goals or timetables are -dr

concerned.
Mr. Days, you referred to tile longf delays in the issuance of certain

regulations under existing law.. Just a-general question: As you know,
we are confrpnted with the fact 12 years after the passage of Title VIII
that the regulations still have not been issued. In connection with the
Age Discrimination Act of 1975, we are up againk a problem
somewhat similar to the situation that exists as far as the handicapped
are concerned. Sorne departments still have not issued their regula-
tions.

Do you bave a'ny suggestions_ to make as -to how, I guess, the
,Congress in enacting law could- include any provisions thgt would
accelerate the issuance of regulations on the part of the executive
branch? I feel it goes to the heart of people, our citizens, having
confidence in our government. Expectations are raised as a result of
the passage of significant legisiation; then nothing happens, sometimes
for years.

In appearing before the Senate in connectIonJith the amendments
to Title VIII, we recommended that Title VII e amended to direct
that the Secretary of HUD should issue regilations within 90 days
after the passage of the act. I don't know 'whether that would help or
not, but I was just wondering whether you have any suggestions
growing out of your experience in this area to make along that line. It
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is to me a baffling problem as far as our system of government is
cfrncerned.

MR. DANS. Well, it is baffling and very difficult' to adlitess fully, but
certainly Cohgross could help 6y providingthe type ordirection that
you suggested in terms of timetables for promulgation of regulations.
But in fairness to the executive branch, I think Congress also, in some
of its recentlegislation, has not provided the substantive direction that
agencies needed to develop regulations that Made gome sense.

In my work as chair of the Interagency Coordinating Council, I
have certainly become in a way more familiar than I care .to with the
overlapping jurisdiction under the Rehabjlitation Act and the extent to
N4ich the Architectural Barriers, Board, HEW, and the ,EEOC are all
trying ter address matters that relate to employment. I think, to the
extent that Congress sets up a number of different coordinating
authorities Sunder the same basic legislation, there is going to be,dela
and difficulty in coming out with meaningful, enforceable re6lations.
So I think, particularly in the Itehabijitation Act, that has been a

,problem.
The other is just, of courge, the lack of commitment at the highest.

levels of some of the departments to doing what is required. eigain, we
have rpore paper .in the governme t than we know what, to do with,
and there has to be some way of ieentifyipg whichthings are truly
important and which things can perh. es be put on the back burner for
a while. Certainly,, enforcing civil rig ts should be in the forefropt of
any agen-cy's program for developing regulations and enforcement
mechanisms.

GHAIRMAN FLEMMING. Wè1l, going t your regulations that you
issued in February 1979, in thcç regulatio s was tfiere any reference
to the inclusion of handicapped in affirmativ action plans?

MR. DAYS. Yes, there is. We p mulgated ur 504 regulations arid,
insofar as persons are recipients of ederal fun s from the Department
of Justice, they will have to create plans for en uring that there is not
discrimination against thehandicapped in their p gra s.

We have essentially.followed the HEW regu tios in large part
with some variations to deal With unique progra s a miniitered 'by
the Department of Justice; that is,- funding to QO rts and law
enforcement agencies and penal insthutions.

CHAIRMAN FLEMMING. That means, then, that agen e that are the
recipients of Federal funds would have an obligatio nder your
regulations to develop an affirmative.action plan which w d involve
the handicapped and which woUld include goals, timetab s, and an
action plan to achieve those goals?

MR. DANS. Well', what we have done, despite the advgr ruling
'Tram the Fourth Circuit, is include coverage of employment in ur 504
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regulations. So to the extent that ,recipients are covered by our 504
regulations, pey would have to do certain specific things with respect

to employment, not merely with respect to thei programs.
CHAIRMAN FLEM4ING.' I gather there is, t.any question in yobr

mind at all but thalif we are going to get on : ; G solid foundation in

this area that it will be necessary to get furilier legislation. As you

imow, this Commission has gone on.record as favoring the inclusion of

the handicappeil in Title VII, taking into consideration the issue thi,t

you identified. Also--
MR. DAYS. Let me make it clear, Dr. Flemming, that when I refer to

affirmative action plans I am not using that term in flit same way-that
one would, ase it pnder 503, that is, 'where there is a very elaborate

-,proceSs for 'dealing with the probIems of employment of the handi-
capped: It is more consistent with the:HEW 504 regulations, ensuring
that there is adequate access and that reasonable accotnm¢dation is
provided and so forth.

CHAIRMAN FLEMMING., I see. But does it include the concept of
goals, timetables, and s6 op?

MR. DAYS. My recollection is that it does not contain goals and
timetables, although we have gone on record as being in favor of goals

and timetables in programs to increase the employment opportunities

of the handicapped.
My experience with goals and timetables insofar as minorities and

women are concerned has been that goals and timetables force
employers to identify appropriate pools of peQfs for employment,
With all due deference to Mr. Liebers, it se s 'to me that goals and

timetables fc us to get out and ide tify 'various groups of
handapped people who ought to be brought into the work force. It
puts1Ve bur en on us, as opposed to leaving it to individuaIs"to come

forward and educate us to the extent to which they are able to do
certain types of jobs.

CHAIRMAN FLEMMING. I Concur. I have put it oftentimes that it is a

management toot which, as au administrator, I need to have and use if

I am really going tO accomplish soMething in the area of equ9,I
employment.

You mentioned the right of the individual to sue. Do you feel that it

is going to be necessary to get legislation in order to provide thg.
right? A's you know, under the Age Discrimination Act of 1975, we
recommended to the Congress that they amend that act to incorporate
the right to sue, and the Congress did include that. Do you think it is
going. to be necessary to do that in the area of the handicapped also?

MR. DAN'S. Well, as I 'said, it seems to me there is a substantial
problem with 503, 'the contract compliance provision. Under 304,
speaking generally, the law is developing well, although the Cannon

IUJ
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decision from the Supreme Court had both good and bad elements.
The good element was tftzli it allows a private right of action under
Title -IX, but it seems to me that the negativp side of that was that
several Justices seemed to be saying, "This is the last time we are
going to do this. We are going to read into a statute a 'private right of
actio' " t

Giv our work, Dr. Flemming, on the Age Discrimination Act,
the Su eme Coort now" knows that Congress knows how tb say it
when it wants to create a private right of action. So I think, in terrhs of
development of case law, we are going to have some difficulty arguing
in the face of Ccuplon that there is this implied private right of action.

CHAIRMAN FLEMMING. You say it might be beneficial if we could
get Congress, to take that kind of ailion in the,area of the handicapped
in light of the development of the case lirw to the pDesent time?'

MR. DAYS. Yes. And 503 is a particularly unfortunate area because
%the Depariinent of Labor has, on a number of occasions, expressed its
Afrustration at not being able to deal administratively with complaints
under 503. There is a crying need for private enforcement urider that
very importar4 provision.

CHAIRMAN_YLEMMING. rersonally, I have great respect for the
progress thk we have Made as a result ol private action--

,MR. DAYS. Indeed.
#,

CHAIRMAN FLEMMING. in all these areas and we are indebted to
the contributionte you have made along that line prior to the
assumption of your present position.

MR. DAYS. Thank you.
VICE CHAIRMAN HORN. Commissioner Ruiz?

v
COMMISSIONER RUIZ. Mr. Days, you described some weaknesses of

the Rehabilitation Act of 1973 and problems arising by the lack of a
handicapped person of the right to sue independently without recourse
to initial administrative remedies that must of necessiti first be
exhausted..

You mentioned three stages: one, procedural; two, that of identi-
fying the violation; and, three, the need for meaningful remedies. Now,
inasmuch as experience shows that civil rights enforcements are made
effective after gbing through three stages, as our Vice Chairman often
says, "Why reinvent the wheel all over again?" if we already know the
road that has been charted to be taken in three stages.

Now, since we don't have to gro e our way and the Department of
Justice as you 1-elated, supports t private right of action and the
right of the Federal Government to in *a tute realistic lawsuits, who are
those interestsOat are throwing obstacles in the way? The Bell
System is friendly. American T ample of volunteering to do
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that which the law at that time did not even require is to be applauded.

But who is the enemy?
You mentioned interlockifig coMmittees in the legislativ* process.

You mentioned the lack of commitment in_high placelin the executive
and legislative process. Is it government itself and not the private
sector? Certainly, in having gone through three stages beforeone,
two, and threewe have already learned how to anticip' ate interlock-
ing comMittees and the lack of commitment on higher levels. Does the

legislative process, the Federal legislative process, only react to
national emergencies, overriding emergencies? Wherein lies the

enemy?
MR. DAYS. Well, to quote some great American, I think the enemy

is us, and I mean that generally.
VICE CHAIRMAN HORN. That was Pogo.

[Laughter.]
VICE CHAIRMAN HORN. I don't know if he is naturalized, or a

permanent resident, or an undocumented worker.
MR. DAYS. I think that if we look to the experience of Title VI

enforcementthat is, Title VI of the 1964 Civil Rights Act and
nondiscrimination in federally funded programswhat we see is a lack

incentive for agencies to enforce that provision. In Washington, one

do n't get a medal up on the Hill for advising a Senator that he dr she

is de ying an employer or a government agency, for example, in the

Senator's State a large Federal grant or a large Federal contract.'What
people are rewarded for in this government is moving the money,

getting it out and providing responses to demands 'for Federal
resources throughout the country.

Program people are not interested, it has been my experience, not

because they are antagonistic to civil rights or that they are racists or
sexists or determined to provide further obstacles to the handicapped

in their efforts- to obtain equality; it is just that there are not adequate
incentives built into the system.

I think, for example, the creation of the unit in OMB, which was a
recommendation of many years' standing of the Civil Rights Commis-

sion, is a step in the right direction, where program agencies are

evaluated in terms of, not just how much they are doing in
administering their grant programs, but what funds they are spending

on enforcement and compliance. It is a very shocking thingand I
have had this experienceto encounter an agency that has a $2 billion

program that openly admits that it has one and a half people devoted
to Title VI compliance. I think we jult have to have the type of
recognition of the need for incentives and oversight to get this moving

along.
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President Carter, in 1977, issued a" very strong statement with
respect to Title VI enforcement, and there has been some movement in
that regard, but not nearly so much no(y, 16 years after the Passage of
the 1964 Civil Rights Act.

In terms of the handicapped, it is new; there are a lot of sterebtypes
that we all have to deal with in terms of the handicapped citizens of

.the United States. It is a shrinking pie, some people su. gest, in terms of
jobs and opportunities, so the question is, Whycøi11d we expand,the
numbei- of groups if we are going to have to share that pie? I .think
there are just hundreds of explanations for this resistance. Of course,
there are some people who, in a very reprehensible way, simply say,
"That's their tough luck. I've got mine and I'm going to keep it and
I'm trot going to do anything to allow other 'people to gain an
advantage." There is a fight over who controls the power in this
country. It is as old as the Nation. I think the fact that it affects the
handicapped, the minorities, and women should not come as any
surprise to those of us who read history.

COMMISSIONER 'Rwz. We are the znemy. Of course, you don't
recommend giving -medals, but you did mention a unit in OMB to
budget in the right direction and intimated that it fell by the wayside.

WE CHAIRMAN HORN. No. He was saying that the Civil Rights
Commission recomniendation of long standing, sitir a number of us
made it in the early seventies, has now been implemented at lon,g last,
and that is to have an overall civil rights unit within OMB to monitor
the effectiveness. of carrying out civil rights activities within
agencies so that they are integrated into.the bloodstream of the budget
process.

COMMISSIONER Ruiz. But it has fallen by the wayside because,
although all of that is set up, apparently there are areas that are not
covered even by that mechanism in an affirmative manner. Is that
correct?

MR. DAYS. Well, I think it has to be regarded as just a beginning. It
needs to be expanded. It should be given more authority. And I think
there should be wider recognition on the part of program managers
that they will be held accountable for their failure to comply with
requirements thai relate to antidiscrimination. That message has rarely
got 4own to the point in the Federal Government bureaucracy where
it will make a difference.

COMMISSIONER Ruiz. In your cordinating position as a coordinator
ofhow many agencies?

MR. DAYS. Twenty-eight. There are 30 agencies under Title VI.
COMMISSIONER Ruiz. 28 agencies, has the matter of expanding

and making more effective, the OMB mechanism been implemented in
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any fashion by way of "We are the enemy; we should bring the
'pressure"1 Ras that been done up until now?

MR. DAYS. I am not certain I understand your question.
COMMISSIONER Ruiz. Has a united effort, in yvhich you form part of

a codrdinating person, given your answer as to the OMB setuphas
there in this coordinating setup involving 28 agencieshas pressure
been applied in any fashion with relation to coordinating this iëm
which appears to be a weakness?,.

MR. DA'S. Yes, I think there has been pressure. Both Atto
General Bell and Attorney General Civiletti have personally direc ed
communications to other cubinet officers about deficiencies in their
Title VI enforcement programs. As I indicated, the PresitUnt spoke
very forcefully at the beginning of this administration about the

importance of Title VI enforcement, paraphrasing the words of
Senator Humphrey in terms of ate importance of the government not

being the supporter of chscrimination in our country and the need for
all American citizens to know that, their money is being spent in a

nondiscriminatory fashion.
In our dealings with agencies over the past couple of years, we' have

seen more responsiveness, but I don't think that we have rettehed the
milleniurn such that agencies now recognize that they are the problem.

We bring a lot of lawsuits, Commissioner, but it is my firm
conviction that if the Federal Government is pumping $125 billion a

year into the economy with little or no understanding of ,how that
money is being spent and with every reason to believe that much of it

is being used to perpetuate old structures that have precluded people
because of their race or their sgv or other conditions over which they
have no control, from fair treatment, then all our lawsuits are going to

make very little difference, because the force is with that money and
we can sue on a piecemeal basis, but ultimately those funds have to be
directed in a way that supports and does not obstruct movement

toward greater equality.
COMMISSIONER Ruiz. You meutioned writing from your depart-

ment, which you support, some letters. What I am getting at, sir, is this
inquiry: How many times does this coordinating apparatus' of 28

- agencies meet a year?
MR. DAYS. It does not operate that way, although we have had one

session with the grant agencies under Title VI and had another one
planned this year until we discovered some of the budgetary
constraints that we had to deal with.

Let me say in summary fashion that
COMMISSIONER RUIZ. I understand the constraints.
MR. DAYS. that there is a fundamental problem with coordination,

@eriod. It is one way to run a government, but I am not certain it is the
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best way. I don't know whether I have the mechanism that will do the
job. But there is something about having even the Attorney General,
who is the chief law enforcement officer of the government,
responsible for directing those-who are in essence his oyher peers to
do certain things, and unless there is very gtrong support from the

) President, unless there is the type of monitoring at the Office of
I Management and Budget level, unless the Congress is vigilant, it fs not

going to make a great deal of difference.
Now, we are working as long and as hard as we can to deal with

this, but there is something basically wrong with coordination.
Perhaps what we need to talk about is authoOty, total authority,
focused in one agency to make determinations about how the funds are
being spent, when funds should be terminated, who should be held in
violation of Title VI or 504 or some of the other provisions.

Pam reluctant, however, to suggest that there is any platonic system
that is going to do die job because we alikays have to deal with
individuals and we have to deal with the realities of life in Washington

'4with a very large government. Bid I suggest to you that to speak aOput
coordination is not to speak in the abstract about a very potent tool for
enforcing civil rights lawa.

COMMISSIONER RUIZ. One more queition: Given the weakness of
coordinationand I understand the difficulties involved thereyou
mentioned as an alternative that one agency having powers ,should be
created or should be assigned this particular problem. What agency
should that be?

MR. DAYS. Welt, I hope I didn't say exactly that. What I hope I said
was that that is one possibility 42r dealing with the responsibilities of
enforcing these laws.

The downside of that, however, is the feeling that there is l&d of a
civil rights enforcement ghetto, if you will forgive the term, that

denly all the other agekies are absolved of any responsibility for
enforcing civil rights laws. There is that place over there that will take,
care of discrimination while we continue to pump the money out.

But let me saY, at the risk of being corrected by my boss when I-get.
back to the Department, I really think the Department of Justice is the
right place for that centralized authority. It is a pqsition that we took
over a year and a half ago in terms of centralized coordination. We
accepted that responsibility pad no final , action was taken in that
regard. If anybody can speak for the Government, it seems to me the
Attornejr General can.

COMMISSIONER RUIZ. Thank you very much.
441

VICE CHAIRMAN HORN. I am delighted you mentioned the problems
you feel and sense in coordination. This has been a longstanding
discussion, as I think you know, within the Commission, a deep feeling
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among many of usalmost in the words you usedthat a cabinet
officer cannot really coor.dinate his or her peers, as you suggest
without that cabinet officer's role being elevated to perhaPs a special

coordinator for the Presidtnt, to hold meetings at the White House,

etc.o
Now, what we have descrired in this recent interchangethere are

three different offices and mechanisnisi One is an office of civil rights

monitoring- in .0MB, newly underway, long recommended by this
Commission personally to several directors of OMB; another is your

role in the handicapped coordination; and still another is the role of

Title VI coordination. It is those latter two, k think, that pose the

difficulty you talked about: Are you really dealing with your
colleagues as assistant secretaries from these agencies? Is the Attorney

General dealing with his colleagues as cabinet officers? Or, in essence,

is a fourth echelon sent CO many of these meetings where you might

appear and you are facedenot with your counterparts, but with sort of

token participation by those from other agencies?

Given the many thinks you have line responsibility to do, I think

you have pointed out very well the difficulties of performing a staff

coordination function. So I was surprised in your last answ r to
Commissioner Ruiz that you think Justice still should have that qe

when your earlier answer impliedwait a minutethis ought to be

escalated to the White House or OMB level to really assure overall

goVernmental coordination. I wonder if you want to make sure I am
understanding where your testimony is coming from.

MR. DAYS. ell, I NZAS r-Pally speaking about various models and-

1

VICE CHAIRMAN HQRN. Right.
MR. DAYS. and simply suggesting that if we were talking about

one agencS, to, do this within the cabinet, then the Justice Department

would be an appropriate place for that. But, again, I am talking about

that responsibility being in the/Justice D partment with very different

powers and resources than"we have jresently to deal with this

responsibility.
One of my concerns with respect to the coordination authority

under 504 is that we have an Executive order that addresses
fordirightly some of the problems we have had under Title VI. One is

the question crf referrals for litigation and the extent to which the

Attorney General can direct another agency tu refer certain matters

for reiolution -in the courts. I hope that we can do that in developing

the Elecutive order for 504 coordination because I think it is a tool we

desper y need. Where agencies are fallingdown presently, we hive -
_no cle r authority to take away that bogged-fjown administrative
procesi5or lack of administrative process and go into coprt and say,

4,70%
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"Mr. or Ms. Federal ReciPient, you've just been sued and you're going
to have to deal with the problem of discrimination in your operation,
immediately, not 4 or 5 years down the road after very prolonged and
perhaps very confusing administrative processel-That is one of the
issues.

And, of course, we get down tO resources. I am happy to say that
even in these lean and austere times, as the President describes them,
one of the few places in the. Justice Department that got additional
resources was the Civil Rights,Division iv its Coordination and
Review Unit to beef up our activities inl'ofar as Title VI coordination
was concerned.

I would hate to see those new 14 positions now divided betweenTitle VI coordination and 504 coordination. With the 14, we have a
- grand total of 23. That gives us one coollinatm for every $4 billion, or

something like that, to deal with, which is hardly parity where I come
from.

VICE CHAIRMAN HORN. I might add the Commission voted
yesterday to send a strong letter of support for those 14 positions for
you to the Senate Judiciary Committee.

CommissionwDesignate Berry?
COMMISSIONER-DESIGNATE BERRY. Mr. Days, on this whole matter

of coordination that you have been discussing, it seems to.me that the
two tools that can be' effectively used are money and the power to
promote or not to promote people who have the jobs that control the
money. In my experience in HEW, the most effective tool we have is
the Emergency School Assistance Act becaw the Office for Civil
Rights has thg right to clear or not clear applications before the funds
wouldJoe distributed.

-

Do you think that no matter where you put the power that you haye
been talking about in governmentohat so long as some kind of power
exists to control whether monies .flow or not, that it might be more
effective and that the Emergency School Assistance Act can be sort of
a model for the kind of general thinking that you are engaged in?

MR. DAYS. I would agree. There is, in my estimation, a responsibili-
ty on the part of grant agencies to do preaward reviews. They simply
are not done. Even postaward reviews' are done very rarely. The
mechanisms are there. They simply haven't been carried It.

Insofar as Title VI is concerned, the cutoff sanction has, I think, in
many people's minds become what a person once referred to as the
atom bomb. Well, I never thought that the 1961 - Civil Rights Act andthe idea of fund termination cotemplated that there would' be
thousands of fund terminations. All we need are a few to get the'1\ message across that this is indeed a viable-sanction. But I think each,
program head confronts this 'moment of truth and says, "For God' s
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Mee, not me. I'm not going to do it. Let vmebody else do it,"" and the

me age gets out that, "This is really not an effective tool at all.
They're never going to cut off funds." So I think that message has to
be gotten across to program managers; that we have to have fund
cutoffs to retain that as a viable sanction. But it is not going to be
something that causes women and children and minorities and the
handicapped to find tliemselves out in the stteets in large numbers
because of fund terminations.

COMMISSIONER-DESIGNATE BERRY. Well, I jost wondered, in
addition to fund terminations, as one talks about alternatives, how
about not dispensing the funds unless people were in compliance, as is

done in the Emergency School Assistance Act, whether it involves the
handicapped or women or minbrities, whatever the issue?

MR. DAYS. I think that ig, absolutely necessary.
COMMISSIONER-DESIGNATE BERRY. Thank you. The other question

is on the evaluation of administrators. no you tl*nk that it would be
good to have this new OMB/Unit, or someb&ly in government,

/
responsible for Making a determination as to whether people are
enforcing civil rights laws, including those related to the handicapped,

before they are promoted or advanced in government? Make that a
normal part of the evaluation process?

MR. DAYS. Yes, and I believe there has been some movement in that

direction. Under the senior executitte service, affirmative action
components, as I understand it, -are supposed to be part of the
evaluation, and certainly in drafting job descriptions under the senior
executive serviete in my division, and I would hope elsewhere in the
Justice Department, one of the criteria for evaluation will be
affirmative action performance, the ability to identify and supervise
and promote and use effectively minority, female, and handicapped
employees. I ihink that has to Be part of the procesokthat is the medal
process that everybody in Washington- understands, and I think we
should play on it as much as possitile to move this process along:.

COMMISSIONER-DESIGNATE BERRY. How about the issue of private
action? You seem to betyery fond of it in the comments you have made

here today. It was always, my understanding that some of the outside
groups believe that the government ought to be more responsible for

Aglspending mo y for supporting lawsuits and the like, but you seem to

be extremely Vthis morning at least; of private rights of action,
private enforcement. What accounts for this fonaness?

MR. DAYS. Well, having been ofi both sides of this particular
situation as a private civil rights litigant.and now in government, I
think I can say that there is an ambivalence about this. One day private
litigants will say, "Why the heck isn't the government doing more?

Why should we be carrying the entire load?" On the other hand, in a
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case like Cannon, I think the private litigants were very pleased when
HEW took the position in a brief that the Justice Department helped
write that it was institutionally incapable of dealing effectively with
many of these problems.

I think the answer is -there has to be a balance thaf clearlyfor:
example, under the Voting Rights Act, the Civil Rights Division has
to go after people who don't comply with the law and sue them and
bring them to justitei. On the other hand, we haye to recognize ithat
there is an enormous inertia in government and that even with many
more resources than most private litigants have we are slov0 tp
function, and it is very important to have people on the outside
iden'tifying new issues, bringing lawsuits, devil-may-care, and moving
the process along. I think the government is .essentially a yen/
conservative institutionall government is very conservativeand it
takes the leadership of people on the outside to point the way all too
often.

I like to think in the Civil Rights Division that we are moving into
some new areas too, but, if I were forced to tell the truth, most of the
issues that we are discovering were discovered by the private litigants
long ago.

COMMISSIONER-DESIGNA4E BERRY. Mfr Liebers, you made a
suggeVn that there ought to be some kind of resource bank, items
that are available for the disabled, so that information could be made
available when you are trying to make reasonable accOmmodations. If
such' a resource bank were available, would you.believe that there
would be a burden on the part of employer's to use those resources?
And then in arguing that a reasonable accommodation had not been
made; one might point to the fact Ahat the information had been made
available with the amounts an1 that the employer had not responded?

MR. LIEBERS. I think so.

COMMISSIONER-DESIGNATE BERRY. So you would agree with that?
MR. LIEBERS. Yes.

COMMISSIONER-DESIGNATE BERRY. SO we could use as a standard
that there is this resource bank and they have been informed.

MR. LIEBERS. I think it definitely would be something to consider.
There is one already. I guess it is somewhat small. Frank Bowe's
organization has developed it. It -is in New York City, and that is a
repository for information on many accommodations and devices
already. So there is something there, but technology is moying.rapidly
ahead and I am sure accommodations will be developed very rapidly,
too. it

If employers have access to them, as well as the handicapped
individual, who may say, "Well, this is just what I've been looking for.
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Now I c'an go in and do thahind of,work." I think it will, benefit both

partiea,It
CO1WWSSIONER-DESIGNATE BERRY. And have you thought about,

in terms of trying to find out how many handicapped or disabled

people you ha,or will have, in addition to doing a blind survey,
giving rewaidM. people for identifying themselves -as handicapped?

MR. LIEBERS.ri hayen't thought of that, but I will- consider it, too.
COMMISSIONER-DESIGNATE BERRY. Thank you. I have no ftirth'er

questions.
VICE CHAIRMAN HORN. Staff Directgr NUneZ?

MR. NUNEZ. No questions.
VIeE CHAIRMAN HORN. Let me just mention, without asking you a

question, Mr. Days, that I want to put in the record a summary legal

update Published in Education U.S.A., May 5, 1980, on the cases under

the Eaucation for All Handicapped Children Act, P.L. 94-142. We are

concentrating on employment in much of this cOnsultition. Too often

we forget that employment opportunities are often severely limited

based on educational opportunities that tither preclude 'or relate to

employment opportunities. This is a rather interesting summary.

[See Exhibit No. 4.] -

\itch CHAIRMAN HORN. Thank you, gentlemen, for your very
helpful testimony and the contributions which each of you are making,

one in the government sector, one in the private sector, to attain some

progress.in this area.
[Applause.]
VICE CHAIRMAN HORN. Let me say to our guests in the audience

tharthe Commissidn apologizes to those who could not find seats and

to all people. we have here for the crowded conditions. I think we

ought to explain on behalf of the staff and the Commission that in

planning this consultation the Commission staff surveyed 40 Federal

facilities and hotgls seeking a barrier-fr,ee accomnrdation fot these

dates. The only one available was this Holiday Inn.
Based upon experience with previous consultations, we thought the

size of the facility would be adequate. The commitment and concern
of persons dealing with the civil rikhts issues of the handicapped
obviousty exceeded expectations and resulted, in what is, a very
spleudid turnout, much more than many other consultations we have

had In much larger facilities.
During the luncheon break, the staff will make efforts to improve

this situation, to increase the seating to the extent allowed by the fire

regulations.
We would like to aSk that all individuals with, hearing problems sit

on the right side of this room so they may see the interpreter and we

will also reserve space for those in wheelchairs.
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We do thank you for your patience and understanding.
We are now rebessed for lunch.

CHAIRMAN.FLEMMING. Will the consultation come to order, please.
I am going to ask my colleague, Commissioner Saltzman, to preside
during our deliberations this afternoon. Commissioner Saltzman.

Private 'EMployment and the Hanslicapped
COMMISSIONER SALTZMAN. Can I ask the withesses to please take

their places. Ms. Milk.
Ladies and gentlemeni,Ms. Milk, who will be spearing on employ-ment and the handicapped:specifit implications for private employ-

is the executive director of Mainstrean, IpG, She has been thatsi te 1976.
Mainstream is a nonprofit organization dedicated to,the iSSues of the

handicapped: It focuses on compliance;assistance, public information,media relations, legislative liaison, conferences.
Before joining Mainstream, Ms. Milk had extensive experience as a

communications consultant, public relations specialist, and freelance
journalist for industry, government, and community agencies. She willsummarize for us her paper on private employment and the handi-capped. Ms. Milk?

OUT OF SIGHT, OUT OF MIND, OUT OF, ,

WORK: BARRIERS TO EMPLOYMENT FOR
HANDICAPPED PEQP.LE

By Leslie B. Milk*

PrCture the American workplace. It can be any workplaceany-'
where there are people making automobiles, or ashtrays, music,baskets, or money. If the place contains only meneven if it is a
professional football team's locker room after a gamesomeone will
complain. If all the workers are white, som&me will report that
something is amiss. Depending on the part of the country someonewill ask, Where are the Hispanics, the Asian Americips, the NativeAmericans? But no matter wheF the workplace, no matter what thework, we know that no one win ask, Where are the people in

Ms. Milk lsesccut,ve director, Mainstream. Inc., Washington, D.C.
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wheelchairs? One out of 11 Ameritans, handicapped individuals and

disabled veterans, can be routinely excluded without a public hue and

cry.
When we say that America works, we do not speak of handicapped

Americans. When other grentps are excluded from the work force, we

assume it is by evil dedgn. 'When disabled people are excluded, we
assume it is by4accident or we ignore the absence completely. People

with disabilities are out ,of sight, out of mind. Therefofe, it is not

surprising that they are also out of work.
Thirty-five million Americans, according to the 1970 census, are

called handicapped as the result of a ,physical or mental corkdition that

limits their activities.,And in the case of the handicaliped in 4merica, if

you have the .name, you are out of the game=out of,jobs ut of job

training, out of opportunities other Americans take for granted.

Even a history of disability may be enough .to deny many
opportunities. Persons with cancer in remission or epilepsy under
medical cti ontrol often face the same barriers and .1..pes as those with

visible disabilities. It is the biases and the Mriers that create
handicaps, tnany people vith disabilities say. Limitations become
handicaps when society uses the tangible evidence of litilitations to

further limit the disabled. 4

Defining Disability
_ One of the unique aspects of defining:the prob ems disabled people

face in employment is the difficulty of defining disabled people. Up

un*til the passage cif the Rehabilitation Act of 1973, "handicapped"

meant "visibly handicapped." The popular conception of disability

' was that of poster childthe blind, the deaf, the users of crutches and

wheelchairs. Mentally handicapped people fell into another category.
Everyonegelse with a physical or Mental limitation was simply sef,n as

'tsick."
The Social Security Act used a different definition of disability:

"inability to engage in any substantial gainful activity by reason of any

medically determinable physital or mental impairMent which cp be

expected to last for a continuous period of not itss than 12 months."

But for survey- purposes, the Social Security Administration broa-

dened the definition further to include people with a limitation in the

kind or amount of work they can perform (including housework)

resulting from a chronic condition lasting 6 months or longer. Under

this definition, disability is self-assessed rather than medically deter-

mined It encompassed those unable to work because they were
"occupationally disabled" and, must therefore change their line of

work or "having secondary work limitations" could do only limited

amoun ts of work.
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Under the Social Security A& definition, 3 million adults under the
age of' 65 were disabled. Under the Social SecUrity, Administration
survey definition, in 1972, 7.7 million severely digabled adults betweenthe ages Of 20 and 64 were counted, "along with 3.5 million.
"occupattmally disabled" and 4.4 million with secondary limita-
tions.(9

In the study, the Social Security Administration determined that
most of the disabled people-it surveyed were out of the work force.
According to Sar Levitan and Robert .Taggart, who analyzed the
findings of the 1972 study, only a seventh of the severely disabled were
employed in 1972 and only 6 percent held full-time jobs. Among the
occupationally disabled, 45 percent held full-time jobs, compared to 61
percent of the nOndisabled pópulation. Handicapped women fared
worse than handicapped men7only 1 in 10 severely hgndichpped_
women engaged in gainful work, Even the Occupationally handi-
capped woman was forced into part-time employment as the only*,work alternative.

Women were not the .only ones to suffer doubly from double stigina
in the workplace. While 48 percent of disablècl whites were unein-
ployed, 58 percent of. the disabled blacki were out of the work My.
Blacks also showed a greater 'tendency to be disabledaccounting kr

ptrcent of the nondisablea adult population in 1972, bia a,efull 16
percent of the severely disabksd aftlt population. -

T,he double disadvantage of handica0 and low socioeconomic status
showed up dramatically in the earnings figures. The earnings of
disabled white men, age 45-54 were two-fifths of those of the
nondisabled. Disabled black men in the same age bracket earned only
one-fourth as much. Handicapped black women earned only 8 percent
the salaries of the white men.(2)

Fully 25 percent of all persons out of the work force were disabl d.
Three-fifths of, the disabled adults, of working age were at or near
poverty level, earning an average income of $1,600 if unmarried and
$6,000 if married, including contributions from others living in the
honie, insurance benefits, ann,uities, and income-maintenance monies.

,-Further, 20 percent of all families on welfare were -headed by a
disabled person.

These figures are dramaticand they may be incomplete. Disability
in the studies was still being defined by the individualand consider-
ing file stigma that being called "handicapped" brings with it, many,
many people with handicapping conditions chose never to self-
4,Sar A. Levitan and Robert Taggart, Jobs for the Disabled. Policy Studies in'Employment andWelfare No. 28, The ..1Cihn Hopkins University Press", 1977.

U.S.. Census bureau, Persons With a Work Disability, PC(2)-6C. U.S. Government "Printing Office,1973, table 9.
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ideplitr-In addition, the figures do not reflect the fact that severity of
diSability is not always the most important factor in employability. A
paraplegic with a Ph.D. in phnics nilly be less handicapped in ,
employment than an assembly line worker who had one epileptic
seizure. The world of work operates with an informal but very
pervasive idea of who is handicapped and who is not. But the
presumption of handicap, it was realized, handicaps thousands of
people. As a result, when Congress passed the Rehabilitation Act of
1973, it sought to sdefine disability not only medically or personally,
but functionally. The law said, in effect, you are handicapped if the

world treats you as such.
Thus, the legal definition of handicpped was expanded to include

three categories of individuals:
(1) those with handicapping conditions that substantially limit one

or more major life activities,
(2) those with a history of such a condition or,
(3) those who are "regarded" as having such an impairment.(3)

The first category corresponded to the traditional concept of
handicap. The second recognized, as previously stated, that people
were being denied employment based on a history of a condition such
as mental illness, cancer, or heart disease, despite the fact that they
were symptom free and able to perform the job in question. The third
definition included in the protected class those individuals who
suffered discrimination because of public perception of them or the
private conclusion of the employer that they posed a risk. For
example, a person with a limp, a facial disfigurement, or extremely
small stature, although in no way physically or mentally limited, might
still be routinely denied employment. Also common were cases Where

a person was denied employment because the corporate physician or
personnel manager predicted that at some time in the future the
individual might be handicapped. People with back X-rays that
showed abnormalities or extreme obesity were often subject to this
type of discriminatory treatment.

Disabled veterans rated at 30 percent digability are similarly

protected by the Vietnam Era Veterans Readjustment Assistance Act

of 1974.(4)
The laws sought to protect, for purposes of employment, only those

people who were qualified as well as handicapped. In other words, a
person needed to be able to do the job in question, with reasonable
accommodation, to enjoy the legal protections of the Rehabilitation

The Rehabilitation Act of 1973. 29 U.S.C. §706(b) el seq., as amended by Rehabilitation Act
Amendments of 1974, Pub, L. No. 93-5.16, 88 Stat. 1.617 (codified in scattered sections of 29 U.S.C.),

Rehabilitation. Comprehensive Services and Developmental Disabilities Amendments of 1978, Pub.

L. No. 95-602. Stat. 2955 (codified in scattered sections of 29 U.S.C.).
Vietnam Era Veterans Readjustment Assistance Act of 1974, 38 U.S.C. §2012 (1974).
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Apt. The term "qualified" has been generally defined by the job in_question and standards for employment or rejectioli must be job
related. Reasonable accommodation generally means modification ofthe work site, the work schedule, or the job itself to accommodate a
handicapped person. Accommodations include accessibilitythe abili-ty to get to the job location and use the work environment. This
concept will beamplified later.

Another factor in the consideration of a qualified handicapped
individual is the ability to function in the 'work environment. Thedefinition of "handicapped" was further broadened in 1977 when
Attorney General Bell issued an opinion defining drug addicts and
alcoholics as handicapped. This opinion was recently upheld in classaction litigation brought against the city of Philadelphia.(5) Later, thisbroadened definition was incorporated into thew 1978 Amendments tothe Rehabilitation Act. However, it is qssential to note that thisprotection extends only to individuals who are "qualified" as well ashandicapped.

Aldoholics or drug abusers who are disruptive or unable to functionin the work environment are not "qualified" and thus probably would
not be covereskunder the Rehabilitation Act.

The broad definition, the concept of both public and self-identifica-
tion, and the complex concepts of "qualified with reasonable accom-modation" have made it more difficult to count the number of
handicappecr.people ready and willing to enter the work force. The1980 census is both too limited (only a small percentage received thelong form) and too broad (questions on disability were very unique) topraide much usable data. We have not yet defined the extent oPthedisatled population who could enter the work force. However, wehave begun to define the factors that will keep handicapped individu:als from entering it.

Discrimination
For the first time, the Rehabilitation Act linked disability anddiscrimination and allowed the government to make the connection

legally, while its protections were limited to those seeking employ-ment or promotions with employers who were either Federal
contractors doing $2,500 of business with the government annually, orrecipients of(Federal financial assistance, or the Federal' Governmentitself. The evidence uncovered in the enforcement of the law stressedthat denying employment on nonjob-related grounds was discrimina-tion. We began to uncover mounting evidence to support theconclusion that high unemployment and low earnings were not a

' Davis v. Bucher. 451 F. Supp. 791 (E.D.Pa. 1978).
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funetion of disabilitybut a function of the way disabled people were

treated in the economic marketplace.
This record was enhanced by State laws outlaWing discrimination

and active State commissions on employment and human rights which

began to enforce them aggressively. As a result, assumptions about
what disabled people could or could not do, and could or could not be

prevented froqi doing, began to come tumbling down.

A case in point is Duran v. City of Tampa, (I) where an applicant had

been rejected for a police job because of a history of epilepsy. Mr.
Duran brought a civil rights action against the city and its civil rights

board. At the hearing, the court denied plaintiff's motion for a
preliminaiqunction and also denied defendant's motion to dismiss.

Expert testimony had established, at the hearing, that plaintiff had

outgrown a childhood history of epilepsy, that he had no greater

proclivity for having a seizure than any person in the general
population, and that from a medical perspective he was perfectly able

to serve as a policeman. Moreover, Mr. Duran had previously proven
himself otherwise qualified by passing written and oral examinations.

The trial court, therefore, held that, "At minimum, the due process
clause mandates that the defendants provide. . .an individual determi-

nation" of his fitness. The court expressed itse* as "especially,
predisposed against irrebuttable presumptions which are inextricably
intertwined with prerequisites of. public employment and which are

without basis in fact."(1)
At the subsequent trial, the court .directed that if the applicant

passed a physical examination which omitted consideration of his
history of epilepsy, the city must hire plaintiff and give him back pay

'and retroactive seniority rights.(')

Employment Standards
Like the Tampa case, mostthsfrimination against handicapped

people occurs without malice.' It is based on assumptions' about work

and the people who have worked before. It is based on decisions about

disability, not individual disabled people. Decades after it became
unacceptable to say all black people have rhythm, it is still perfectly
acceptable to state, "the deaf are good workers in print shops,"
"epileptics cannot operate machinery," "diabetics shouldn't drive," or'

"people in wheelchairs should not have to travel."
When faced with challenges to these stereotypes, employers often

cited risk prevention or protection of the handicapped as the
motivation for their actions. But courts and administrative agencies

" Duran V. City of Tampa. 430 F. supp. 75 (M.D.Fla. 1975).

' Id, at 78.
Duran V. City of Tampa. 451 F. Stipp. 954 (M.D,F1a. 1978),
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had begun to note that protection is no excuse for discrimination and
that across-the-board exclusionary employment standards are as much
a discriminatory employment practice as a sign posted stating that,
"No cripples need apply."

In other words, physical or metital standards must relate directly to
job functions. A recent case cokcerning section 504 illustrates this
point.(')

Gurmankin v. Costanzo dealt with the application of inappropriate
employment standards. An appellate court held that the school district
of Philadelphia could not refuse to consider blind persons as potential
teachers of sighted students. The court found that the school board's
policy violated due process by creating an irrebuttable presumption
that blind persons are unable to be competent teachers. Thus, the court
concluded that the school district had improperly failed to provide the
plaintiff with an opportunity /o demonstrate her particular abilities as a
school teacher.

In an article on the subject, Brian Linn, a former attorney for the
National Center of Law and the Handicapped (NCLH), has cited
several cases that indicated, "the concept of individualized determina-
tion recognizes thawssumptions based upon disability are usually
misleading." He has 'noted that, "the developing case law. . .indicates
that fair employment practices with handicapped individuals require a
focus upon the person's present ability to do the job."(10)

This concept of individualized discrimination has been applied in
Frazer Shipyards, Inc. v. Department of Industry, Labor & Human
Relations, (") in which the court held that all diabetics' could not
automatically be disqualified from welding jobs. Although some
diabetics might pose a substantial hazard to themselves or to
coworkers, the burden of proof is on the employer to show that a
particular applicant poses a hazard.

An employer could not refuse to hire an individual with acute
lymphocytic leukemia on the grounds that the individual would
probably have a higher absentee rate, according to a _decision in
Chrysler Outboard Corp. v. Department of Industry, Labor & Human
Relations. (12) In a similar case, an employer was denied the right to
refuse employment as a firefighter to an applicant with a heart murmur
on grounds that his physical disability might make it impossible for
hint to'perform job duties in the future.

Ourmankin v. Costanzo, 556 F.2d 184 (3rd Cir. 1977).
' Brian I. Linn, New Trends in Employment

Discrimination Litigation. 14 Trial Mag. 32 (No. 10, Nov.1978), pub. by Association of Trial Lawyers of America.
" Fraser Shipyards, Inc. v. Dept. Of Industry, Labor and Human Relations, 13 F.E.P. Cases 1809 '(WIS. Cir. Ct. 1976).
" Chrysler Outboard Corp. v. Dept. of Industry, LabOr and Human Relations, 14 F.E.P. Cases 344(Wis. Cir. Ct. 1977).
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The issue of employment standards made headlines when the
Supreme Court decided the, first case to deal with the Rehabilitation

Act. While the case dealt with education, employment standards were

certainly key to the decision. Ms. Davis, a hearing-impaired applicant

to a clinical nursing program, was denied access on the grounds that

she would never be able to function effectively as a nurse.

The emotionally charged image of a registered nurse unable to hear

and heed a patient's cry for help is not likely to produce a sober-

minded analysis 'of accommodation 'of employment standards for
disabled, people. The_ High Court ruling did set limits on the rights of
handicapped people and did uphold the right to establish "necessary
physical requireqtnts." But handicapped people cannot any longer be

denied access to ipbs and job training based on broad exclusionary

standards.

Reasonable Accommodation
Another subtle factor in denying employment opportunity for

people with disabilities has been the denial of accommodations.
Employers have often' assumed that a person must do the job the way

it has always been done, with the equipment used by all previous

jobholders and on the schedule previously adopted. The fact is that 95

percent of the severely disabled emplorei hired by the Federal

Government required no accomModation at all, according to a study
undertaken by the Office of Selective Placement several years ago.

However, employers frequently cite the need to make accoinmodation

as the reason for employment denial. the cost of creating an accessible

work environment is also cited as a barrier. In fact, Mainstream has

been able consistently to demonstrate that this cost is grossly

overrated, based on our experience in the field. After nearly No
surveys of architectural accessibility in the private sector, Mainstream

estimates that the average cost of retrofitting old 'buildings, from

factories to office buildings to retail stores, is about 5 cents per square

foot. Businesses routinely spend more than twice that amount to clean
their vinyl floors. In addition, the tax dedu in for the removal of

architectural barriers was recently ix d until 1983 for costs
incurred in places of employment,(0)

The cost of individual accommodation (modifying work sites,
purchasing auxiliary aids, etc.) has also been greatly overestimated.
Many people who do require accommodation can acquire the funds

for it through insurance companies eager to get them back4on the
yrolls and off the disability rolls; through vocational rehabilitation,'
through a service group concerned with that particxiI disability.

'2 Pub. L. 96-167, passed Dee. 29,1969.
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Most job accommodations occur on paper through job restructuring.
"The idea of reasonable accommodation under section 503 has posed far
fewer problems in the employment sector than even the regulators
anticipated.

The following are some exaenples Mainstream has gleaned,from its
experience in working with employers:

A worker with epilepsy was not required tb rotate shifts
frequently, although other workers are required to do so. (Some
persons with epilepsy, diabetes, and some other condit ns respond
badly to frequent changes in schedule.)

A university provided an airconditioned workspace for a worker
with a respiratory condition, although this was an exception to the
school's energy conservation program.

A woman using leg' braces receiued permission to park close to'
the building entrance, (many organizations reserve this right to
persons using wheelchairs, although other people have equal
difficulty with mobility).

An alcoholic was permitted to take extended leave without, pay
to participate in a structured treatment program.

A mobility-impaired assembly line worker was moved to a
station near the door, so that she would not be jostled during the
rush to lunch or breaks.
One area of anticipated problems was that of nebtiating job

accommodations for disabled people within the structure of the
negotiated labor agreement. While there are difficulties, we are seeing
that even in that arena accommodation is possible. When considered
on an individual basis, labor and managemem working together can
accommodate a handicapped individual thro4th informal agreement
or by negotiating a memorandum of understanding to attach to the
labor agreement. However, handicapped individuals often fail to be
employed because it is assumed that the union will not cooperate.
Once again, we face discrimination by assumption.

Attitudinal Barriers
Attitudinal barriers based on guilt, assumption, stereotype, and

misinformation often confound those disabled people who seek
employment. These are particularly difficult to confront when dealing
with the hidden handicaps. Many were previously viewed as illnesses
rather than disabilities. Mental illness, diabetes, and back problenliVe
among those citecl as "sicknesses" by those who profess to support
affirmative actipn for the fruly handicapped but have grave doubts
about the legal definition. Since the concept of reasonable accommo-
dation can mean time off for treatment or rehabilitation, altered work
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schedules, and flexitime, employers fear disrupted schedules and
decreased production:

While we expect that -hidden handicap cases will increase in the
eighties,j4hould note that all the cases to reach the administrative
compliit stage in the Department Of Labor's enforcement efforts for

section 503 have concerned hidden handicaps.
What we are seeing is the emergence of attitudinal barriers that are

not always hidden when dealing with hidden handicaps. Many myths
about handicapping conditions are so pervasive that employers are
unembarrassed to cite them as the justification for not employing
people. For example, people with heart disease cannot endure stress
and who has a job to fill without stress? Mentally restored persons are
rejected for the same reason. Those with histories of drug or alcohbl
abuse are seen as unstable people who "choose to abuse." And the
problems of cancer patientseven recovered cancer patientiare
made more acute by the generally accepted view that cancer is a
certain death. sentence.

Tom Do6on wrote an article in Texas Business (14) last year about
his and pthers' personal experience in seeking emploYment after a
diagnosis and treatment for cancer:

Theythe ones we are talking aboutare extremely qualified,
they have excellent work histories. They are physically fit, in the
sense of performing as many hours as is necessary to get the job
done. A professional headhunter would consider them prime
candidatesexcept for this little entry on the applicationfor
most jobs in theirlield in which they show interest. That One
drawback, that lone blur, has to do with the fact that somewhere
along the line tbey made the unforgivable mistake of contracting a
disease called cancer. It's a death word, cancer is: it spells D-0-0-
Mit, the word itself, makes people shudder and wince and
occasionally look at you as they might look at a recently struck-
down animal on the freeway.

At last last word, Tom Dotson was still alive and well, working for
Texas Business.

Disabled Vietnam-era veterans also face unique attitudinal barriers.
Partly it is the result of the "shoot the messenger" syndrome for those
whose very presence reminds us of an unpopular war. Partly it is
because of the image of the Vietnam veteran as a flawed individual,rsuffering from irreversible psychological damage as the sult of his or
her brutalizing experiences in combat. Despite what w know about
drugs and the Vietnam experience, veterans with a history of drug
abuse or alcoholism face an uphill struggle in the workplace.

Dotson. "Only A Ghost of A Chance." Texas Business, August 1977, pp. 18-22.
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Legal Remedies
One'of the greatest frustrations for people like Tom Dotson, who

°perceived diScrimination, has been the limit on legal recourse to rectify
the situation. Section 503 of the Rehabilitation Act specifically
provided for discrimination by institutiong that benefit from Federal
financial assistance. However, advocates for handicapped people have
been dissatisfied by the Federal recourse alone, citing backlogs of cases
waiting to be investigated and limits in Federal staffs to handle the
caseload.

Many disabled people have used State and local remedies, since 36
States° and many more cities prohibit discrimination on the basis of
disability. But a major goal for the handicapped will be the establish-
ment of a clear right to private action in the Federal courts.

Advocates have argued that 503 and 504 offered an implied right of
action. This right was found in the Camenisch case(") in Texas in
considering 504, a few years ago. The court cited the case backlog in
the Federal Department of Health, Educationand Welfare and
therefore granted relief to Mr. Camenisch on the grounds that any
HEW administrative relief would likely take too long to be an
effective remedy.

Cases dealing with the rght to sue under section 503 have come
down on both sides of theissue. In California, in Hart v. Alameda
County, (") the U.S. district judge ruled.that administrative penalties
of cc§icitract termination and debarment, "do not provide the kind of

v*-

narrow, specific relief appropriate to remedy individual instances of
discrimination" and may be supplemented By court action. In New
York a Federal court ruled similarly in the case 44., Chaplin v.

Consolidated Edison Company. (17) This case has addeaNignificance
because, for the first time, the Federal Government filed an amicus
brief stating that private right is necessary because the administrative
process involves no direct remedy to the individual complainant. The
judge in the case also noted that a backlog of some 2,000 pending
section 503 cases wctuld prevent complainants from obtaining timely
responses unless they have the right to pursue their cases in court
simultaneously.

However, it is too soon to urge handicapped people to go out and
find a lawyer if they feel they have faced discrimination. In a Federal
appeals, court decision on the combined cases of Moon v. Roadway and
Rogers v. Frito-Lay, Inc., the court found against a private right to sue.
The majority opinion stated that, "the -handicapped may simply have
" Camenisch v. University of Tens, No. A-78-Ca-061 (W.D. Tex., May 17, 1978).

Hart v. County of Alameda, 21 F.E.P. Case 235 (1979).
Chaplin v. Consolidated Edison Company of New York, Inc.. 48 L.W. 2541 (1980).
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the right to petition those who administer federal contracts to'perform

their duty."
What of those employers not bound ts the government through

grants or contracts? For those employers it remains business as usual in

dealingyith disabled applicants and employees unless State and local
lawmakers intervene. The last session of Congress considered amend-
ing the 1964 Civil Rights Act to extend to handicapped people
protections noW covering so many other minority groups. It never
emerged from the committee. Until this provision is added to law,
handicapped people tontinue to face the world of work disabled in law

as well as in fact.

, Sheltered Employment
No discussion on employment of handicapped people can ignore the

issue of sheltered employment. In recent years, the Wall Street Journal
has exposed abuses of the so-called protected environment for severely
disab.led people. Similar reports that sheltered workshops exploit the

workers, paying them literally in peanuts or in pennies, have been
circulating for some time. However, these reports simplify a very
complicated issue. There are some concerns about I sheltered versus
competitive employment, but they must be balanced by an understand-

ing of the different needs of different disabled people.
Perhaps the wisest course is to upgrade the placement and

reevaluation programs associated with sheltered workshops to be
certain that only those people whose handicaps are so severe as to

preclude competitive employmed are encouraged to work in a
sheltered setting. In 1977 as many as 11,400 persons, or about 42
percent, of the people in sheltered workshops requiring reevaluation
did not receive it. In most States studied by the General Accounting
Office, the handicapped individual's potential for Competitive employ-

ment was not even considered.(") Since one of the functions of
sheltered workshops is to act as transitional employment, the reevalua-

tion process is very significant.
The Assistant Secretary of Labor for Employment Standards is

charged with responsibility for oversight of sheltered workshops and
review of all requests for waiver from minimum wage requiremerits.

These requests must be monitscired c*fully to ensure that disabled
people are being paid reasonably for the *rk they do. In addition,
corporate employers who use sheltered workshops must be continual-
ly reminded that this does not Constitute affirmative action. For
severely disabled people, sheltered employment may be better than no

"Better Re-evaluations of Handicapped Persons in Shehered Workshops Could Increase Their

Opportunities for Competitive Employment," Report to the Secretary of Health. Education, and

Welfare by the General Accounting Office. HRD 80-34, March 11,1980.
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employment at all. However, it can never be a substitute for working
in the mainstreafn of the marketplace.

Nor should the stereotypes of "sheltered employment jobs" be
allowed to continue. For example, many -mentally retarded people in
workshops repeat one simple operation endlessly because it is assumed
that is all they can perform. But there are recent efforts that
demonstrate the capabilities of retarded Ptople to perform complex
asseatly operations with creative training methods which isolate each
part of the process and teach these parts on a step-by-step basis. This is
called "Try Another Way." The potential for thousands of people to
develop more interesting, challenging, and bett,er paying working lives
may not be limited by their abilities, but by our abilities to prepare
them tor work.

The Agenda for the Commission
Most of the barriers outlined in the report were not discovered by

v-Kainstream, Inc. They have been known by rehabilitation and
placement specialists, advocates, and disabled people trying to move

, into the work force. What is needed is the7;cata1yst to turn knowledge
into action. The Rehabilitation Act of 1973 acted as a catalyst in its
limited arena. But the fact thtt this .was a special law once again
isolated handicapped people from the mainstream of civil rights
activity. In the coming decade we must legitimize the aspirations Of
handicapped people to assume their rights to full participation in the
workplace.

There are a number of steps that can and should be taken by the
United States Commission on Civil Rights to work toward this end.

1)The .first is to accept responsibility for dealing wit , the concerns of
handicapped Americans as part of the civil rig s agenda of the
Nation. The fact is that exclusion feels thePsame whether it is based on
race, sex, age, or disability. Disabled advocates realize that prejudice
for the handicapped often masquerades as protection. However, for

,those people capable of living independent lives, the comforts ancr
securities of dependence will never be enough. Equal will always be
better than protected and unequal. Handicapped people are following
in the, footsteps of other civil rights movements in declaring that it is
time to get off the plantation, and the endorsement of the Commission
will go a long way toward legitimizing the movement for justice in the
job market

Another important step is to support the passage of legislation to
include people with disabilities in the protections of Title VII of the
1964 Civil Rights Act. This would achieve three important goalsr
expansion of employment rights, clarification of judicial rights, and
recognition of the human rights of handicapped people.
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Extending blanket protection against discrimination in all employ-
ment must be a first step in the effort to remove employment barriers.
Many experts have questioned the ability of the Federal Government
to monitor compliance with such a blanket statute, since worker
availability statistics do not eurrently exist for handicapped people and
disabled veterans. In a meeting last June, Eleanor Holmes Norton,
Chair of the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission, .assured
disabled advocates that the EEOC had the technology to develop such
statistics if the responsibility for doing so was given .to the agency.

There are a number of approaches that can be taken to develop the
information needed for adequate oversight. One approach is to focus
on the handicapped population. Civil Rights Commission support for
inclusion of questions on disability on the 1982 minicensus would
ensure that useful data would be available for just this purpose. There
is a proposed survey questionnaire that deals extensively with
disability issues. Adminis,ration of this questionnaire in 1982 will add
to our ability to see and serve the handicapped.

There are also a number of untapped resources for formation on
the availability of handicapped workers. The Departni nt of Labot's
Employment Service Automated Reporting System is one such ,
resource. According to that office in the Employmen and Training
Administration, 782,400 handicapPred individuals applies for assistance
in finding employment in fiscal year 1979 alone.

Monitoring activities can also focus on the workplace as well as the
workers themselves. Architectural barriers, exclusionar employment
standards, discriminatory referral practices, and other tors result in
systemic discrimination against the handicapped. Systemic discrimina-
tion can and should result in enforcement action. The most recent
OFCCP administrative case settlement dealt with the issue of systemic
discrimination. A Texas company had denied emplOYment to 85
prosp9ctive employees based on exclusionary medical standards. The
individuals, whose disabilities ranged from color blindness to varicose
veins, became an affected class because of the employer's discriminato-
ry policies. The resulting back pay award of $225,000 is certainly an
effective vehicle for "encouraging"- other employers to review their
employment practices.

Beyond expansion of employment rights, inclusion in Title VII
would clarify judicial rights for the disabled. Section '503 of the
Rehabilitation Act provides administrative remedy through the De-

) partment of Labor for handicapped people who believe that they have
been victims of discrimination. In the pas,t 2 years, the Department of
Lab& has convinced disabled people that they mean to use the
administrative process visorouglywith the ironic effect that 1,100
section 503 complaints are currently backlogged at the Department of
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Labor. Even if the administrative process could handle all cases, it
would not be sufficient remedy. Handicapped people need the freedom
to go to court. In a Nation of litigators, the judicial process should be
available to all. As previously noted, disabled people have been trying
to find a private right under section 503, and mapy have drowned in
the murky waters of legislative history and congressional intent in the
process. The inclusion of diskbled people in Title VII would flatly end
the debate. Will this increase the number of suits in the courts of the
Nation? We certainly hope so. In such a new area oftcivil 'rights law,
we need the substantial recekd of case law and precedent to build a
solid legal foundation for disAled peopleand for the communities
legally mandated to move'them into the mainstream.

In addition, granting a private right would enable the administratilfe
process to work more effectivelyto select cases that deal with
important compliance issues, to target its efforts where employment

n'llopportunities for protected groups are the greatest. As long as the
government remains the only remedy, it must fully investigate every
casethe very process that plagued EEOC in the past.

It must also be recognized that a private right grants the disabled
individual a hand in his or her own destiny. Administrative complaints
are essentially a dialoge between contractor and government. A
person who believes that he has been wronged should have the right to
act in his own behalf to have that wrong redressed.

Bringing disabled people into the mainstream of civil rights laW
through inclusion in Title VII would also be a moral victory.

When Congresswoman Barbara Jordan of Texas .said that the
framers of the Constitution had not included her and,minority people
like her in their thinking, she echoed the sentiments of handicapped
people everywhere. We are always told that we are specialspecial
,education, special programs, special legislation to prAct our rights.
But growing up handicapped. in America, I learned what "special"
meantand I tried to get unspecial every way I could. SpeciaLmeans
separate, and as the Supreme Court said, separate can never be equal.
To have Congress and this Commission endorse the inclusion of
disabled people as a protected groupwA, all the other protected
groupswould be the best protection of all, because it is not special,
not separatejust equal.

The ultimate goal of handicapped people in employment is not
extraordinary. In fact, it is to gain the right not to be extraordinary.
Employment of people who happen to have disabilities must ,become
not an extraordinary part of doing business in the United States.
Reasiinable accommodation must be affOrded to handicapped people
who are no more "special". than their nondisabled counterparts.
Handicapped people who catch colds, seek promotions, and are
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noticeably grumpy before their first cup of coffee are no longesi willing
to pretend to-be superhuman just to get and keep jobs. And more and
more handicapped people are asking for the same recognition for
extraordinary performance as the nondisabled now enjoy-7not on a
plaque, but in the paycheck.

That is the message that this Commission can convey to the people

of the United States.
For people with disabilities, employment is the key issue because

employment is the great equalizer. It was when I became a profession-
al journalistand I became a profe anal journalist 'at the age of 10 as
the editor of the sixth grade news that I stopped being the kid with
the arm and started being the kid with the brain. It is work that makes
Fraik Bowe not a man who cannot hear, but a man who can make
ot rs hear the voices of disabled people as they have neVer been"
hear efore. The opportunity, to earn your daily bread, even if you
cannot bake it yourself, is probably more important to handicapped
people than to others because the focus for excellence is necessarily
limited. The possibilities for excellence need not be, if opportunities for
employment were not so often denied.

This Commission is well known for its ability to arouse our national
conscience. In essence, that is what we are asking now. Until you do,
the majority of handicapped American§ will remain out of sight in the
workplace. They will also remain out of work.

STATEMENT OF LESLIE B. MILK, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR,
MAINSTREAM, INC., WASHINGTON, D.C.-

Ms. MILK. I have been asked to summarize the barriers facing
employment for disabled people. I would ask you, first of all, to
picture' the American workplace. It can be an-y workplace, anywhere
there are people making automobiles, ashtrays, music, baskets, or even
money. If the place contains only men, even if it is a football team's
locker room after a game, somebody is going to ask, "Where are the
women? There's something wrong." If the place contains only white
workers, someone is going to report'that there is something definitely
wrong. And depending on the part of the-country, someone is going to
ask, "Where are the Hispanics, the Native Americans, the Asian

Americans?"
But no matter where the workplace, no matter what the work, we

know' that no one is going to ask, "Where are the handicapped
people?" One out of 11 Americans can be routinely excluded without
public hue and cry. Handicapped people are out of sight, out of mind,
in the workplace and, therefore, it is not surprising that many of them
are also out of work! When we say, "America wOrks," we don't speak
about handicapped Americans.
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One trf the unique aspects of defining problems dis'abledieople face
in employmenf is the difficulty in defining disabled people.

Up until the passage of the Rehabilitation Act, "handicapped" has
generally meant what you can see. The pophlar conception of
disability has been that of a poster\ child, people who could not see,
could not walk, people who use crutches or wheelchairs. Anybody
else with a physical or mental disability was called simply sick.

The Social Security Act has come up with a very el te
definftion of disability, including anything that can be expect to
result in death, the ultimate handicap, or. has lasted or can be expected
to last for a continuous petiod of not less than 12 months. But for
survey purposes, even they couldn't .use that definition, se they
expanded It further to include people with a limitation of any kind of
the amount of work they could perform, includint housework,
resulting from a chronic condition lasting 6 months or longer.

Under the Social Security Act definition, million adults under the
age of 65 were called 'disabled. Undeelhe Social Security Administra-
tion's survey definition in 1972, 7.7 million severely disabled adults
betwegn the ages of 20 and 64 were counted as unemployed, including
3.5 million occupationally disabled and 4.4 million with secondary
work limitations.

This study discovered what we already know, that most severely
handicapped people are out of the work force. We also discovered that
handicapped women fared worse than handicapped men. Only 1 in 10
severely handicapped wOmen engages in gainful work.

Women are not the only ones to suffer doubly from double stigma in
the workplace. Forty-eight percent of disabled whites are out of work;
58 percent of disabled blacks are. Blacks, also, as Frank Bowe pointed
out this morning, sho* a much greater tendency to be disabled.'

Fully 25 percent of all persons out of the work force are disabled; 20
percent of all families on welfare are headed by disabled people. These
figures are dramatic .and we are pretty sure they are not complete.
)2:lisability is still being defined by the person, And considering the
stighia attached to being called handicapped, we know an awful lot of
people are not choosing to be counted.

We also know that severity of disability is not always the most
important factor in employment. A paraplegic with a Ph.D. in physics
may be less handicapped in employemnt than an assembly worker who
has one epileptic seizure one time in his life.

The world of work operates with an informal but a very pervasive
idea of who is handicapPed and who is not, and the presumption of
handicapped alone handicaps thousands upon thousands of people. As
a result, as Mr. Days pointed out this morning, the Rehabilitation Act
of 1973 defines disability functionally. It says,' in effect, you are
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handicapped if the world treats you as such. For the first time, th ugh
_t

,

the Rehabilitation Act, we have been able o_ link disabilit and
discrimination. We have allowed the goverAment to make that .

.

connection legally.
While its protections are limited to those seeking employment or

promotion lith employers who are Federal contractors, recipients 4
funds, or the Federal Governemnt itself, we have been uncovering
evidence to show that denying employment on nonjob-related grounds
is, in fact, discrimination. We are beginning to uncover mounting g

evidence to support the conclusion that high unemployment and low
earnings are not the function of disability, but the function of the way
disabled people are treated in the marketplace.

State laws have helped us to build that _record, and we are facing

over and over again the conclusion that the problem is not what
disabled people can or cannot do, but what we assume they can or
cannot do, what we prevent disabled people from doing.

Let me cite the case of Duran v. City of Tampa. Mr. Duran had had
one epileptic 'seizure at one point in his life. He had outgrown the
condition. He applied for a job as a policeman and he was turned
down. He sued. Expert testimony established at the hearing that the

- plaintiff had outgrown the childhood history of epilepsy, that he had
no greater proclivity for having a 'seizure than any person in the
general population, and that in the medical perspective he was
perfectly capable of serving as a policeman. 14e had proven himself on
both written and oral examinations. The court agreed with Mr. Duran.
They said that he had at minimum the right to due process, mandating
that they provide an individual determination of his capability. In

other words; they had to consider Mr. Duran and not epilepsy. In fact,
Mr. Duran is working as a policeman in Tampa.

Like the Tampa case, most discrimination against handicapped
people occurs without malice. It is based on assumptions about work
and people who have worked before. It is, based on decisions about
disability, not on individual disabled people. Decades after it became
unacceptable to say all black people have rhythm, it is still perfectly
acceptable to say deaf people are good in print shops, epileptics can't
operate machinery, diabetics shouldn't drive, and, of course, people in
wheelchairs should never have to move at all.

When faced with challenges to these stereotypes, employers often
cite risk prevention or protection of the handicapped individual as the
motive for their action. But courts and administrative agencies have
begun to note that protection is no excuse for discrimination, that
across-the-board exclusionary employment standards are as "much of a
discriminatory employment practice as a sign that states, "No cripples
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need apply." In other words, physical and mental standards must
relate directly to job functions.

There have been a number of cases dealing with this issue. One in
Philadelphia involved a blind person who was repeatedly denied a job
as a teacher on the basis-that since she was blind, she couldn't possibly
teach sighted students. Once again, the court said this was an
irrebuttable presumption, that iri fact they had to consider her on her
merits and they could not automatically conclude that someone who
was blind could not teach the sighted.

This also came up in another case where somebody was told that
diabetics cannot automatically be excluded from welding jobs. Some
chabetics might pose a substantial hazard to themselves or coworkers,
but the burden of proof is on the employer to show that a particular
applicant poses a hazard. ,

The issue of employment standards made headlines when the
Supreme Court considered the Davis case. It is trUe the Davis case dealt
with education, but it was definitely dealing with employment
standards: "Could she ever be a registered nurse since she was hearing
Unpaired?" j submit that the emotionally charged issue of a. hearing-
impaired nurse who could neither hear nor heed a patient's cry for
help is not exactly likely to produce a sober-minded analysis of ,

employment standards for handicapped people.
It is true that the High Court did rule that valid Physical

requirements were a legitimate consideation, but we believe that in
this very special case it is not fair to generalize, that in fact in
employment the biggest barrier people face is unfair employment
standards.

Another subtle factor for denying employment opportunity has been
denial of accommodation. Employers ' have often assumed that a
person must do, the job the way it has always been done, that they must
use the equipment used by all previous jobholders and the schedule
previously adopted. The fact is that 95 percent of the severely
handidapped people hireci by the Federal Government require no
accommodation at all, according to a study of a couple of years ago by
the Office of Selective Placement.

Most of the time accommodation costs very little. There are funds
available from rehab, from insurance companies, and from ser:/ice
providers dealing with that particular disability. I would caution you,
please, do not fall in love with the technology when we talk about
accommodation.

'Several years ago Mainstream employed a very young secretary
who had a terrible time getting to work in the morning. Being experts
in the field of employment of the handicapped, we designed any
number of accommodations because we felt her problem was She
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could not hear the alarm and, therefore, we were thinking about some
kind of device which would shake her bed. We later discovered she
was spending every night with her boyfriend and the last thing she

. needed was a device that shook her bed.
Able-bodied people love technology, and certainly for disabled

people, for many of them, the technology has been a lifesaver. But an
awful lot of handicapped people have discovered ways to accommo:
date that don't require the very expensive devices that may be
available and may assist other people.

-In terms of the cost of accessthe removal of architectural
barrierswhen. Mainstream first got into this, we discovered that the
cost of access was being cited as a barrier. In fact, we have an architect
who surveyed more than 200 facilities, from factories to retail stores to
heavy petroleum plants, and our estimate is that the average cost of
removing barriers is 5 cents a square foot. That ought to be looked at
in light of the fact that business routinely spends 17 cents a square foot
to clean their vinyl floors. So when we talk about the cost of access,
most of the time the cost is negligible.

Another anticipated area of problems was labor agreements. How
can you accommodate people in light of legitimate negotiated labor
agreements? We found that there are ways even in this case to make

accommodation, that labor and -management working together can,
without modifying the basic bargaining agreement, develop informal
agreements or memoranda of understanding that go along with the
labor agreement, and that in fact it is possible to work through. Again,
the barrier was not the labor agreement; it was the assumption that
negotiation was impossible;

Probably the biggest barriers, though, are attitudinal. They are not
in the mortar; they are in the mind. To tell you about these, I have
bdrrowed a story from Mainstream's founder, Harold Krents, who is a
blind lawyer and who certainly knows a great deal about employment,
since he was turned down by 42 law firms while looking for a job.

While he was at Oxford studying, he was put in the hospital and
they sent him down with an orderly to the X-ray room for fear that
this blind persoit could not possibly do anything by himself. He got
down and the nurse said to the orderly, "What is his name?" The
orderly turned to Krents and said "What is your name?" He answered,
"My name is Harold Krents." The orderly said, "His name is Harold
Krents."

They then proceeded and the nurse turned to the orderly and said,
"Where was he born?" The orderly turned to Krents and said, "Where
were you born?" You know, blind people seem to have a terrible
problem with hearing, so you have to be very careful, clearly
articulate, 'Where were you born?"
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This went on for several minutes and, while I hate to destroy the
stereotype, Mr. Krents, while handicapped, does not always have a
wonderful disposition. Occasionally, he is not even an inspiration to
mankind. And, therefore, he began to lose his temper and said, "Now,
look, I'm only standing 2 feet away from you. Both of you must now
be very clear: I do not need an interpreter." The orderly turned to the
nurse and said, "He says he doesn't need an interpreter."

So what we are dealing with here is that probably the biggest
barriers are attitude, based on guilt, assumptions, stereotype misinfor-
mation, and this is what handicapped people face when they go for
jobs. The hardest probably are those dealing with hidden handicaps,
which are very often seen as illnesses rather than disabilities. So that
people who genuinely believe that they are supporters of handicap
rights do not agree when it comes to people with hidden disabilities
when the concept of reasonable accommodation would include time-
off for treatment or rehabilitation, altered work schedules, flexitime, or
what employers fear will be disrupted schedules and decreased
production.

Nearly all the cases that have so far reached the OFCCP
administrative complaints stage have dealt with hidden handicaps, and
the attitudinal barriers facing these people are not always hidden. Let
me give you an example.

Somebody with cancer goes to apply for a job, and I think the best
person to describe this is a man named Tom Dotson who wrote an
article in Texas Business, because he does have cancer, and he wrote
about his personal experience in seeking employment and those of
people like him.

-
They, the ones we are talking about, are extremely qualified,

they have excellent work histories. They are physically fit, in the
sense of performing as many hours as is necessary to get the job
done. A professional headhunter would consider them prime
candidates, except for this little entry on the application, for most
jobs in their field in which they show interest. That one
drawback, that lone blur, has to do with the fact that somewhere
along the line they made the unforgivable mistake of contracting a
disease called cancer. It is a death word, cancer is. It spells doom.
The word itself makes people shudder and wince and occasionally
look at you as they might at a, recently struck-down animal on the
freeway.

At last word, by the way, Tom Dotson is alive and well and still
working for Texas Business.

One of the greatest frustrations for people like Tom Dotson who
perceive discrimination has been the limit on legal recourses to rectify
the situation. Sections 503 and 402 specifically provide for administra-

,
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five relief; however, advocates and people working in the field cite the
number of backlogged cases as saying the administrative remedy alone
is not enough. Many disabled people have used State and local
remedies. but the major goal for handicapped will be the establishment
of a clear private right of action in the Federal courts, as mentioned
this morning by Drew Days.

There have been a number of cases that have come down on both
sides of that issue. The problem is that, because the law was written in
what has to be called a sloppy way, it is not at all clear whether or not
handicapped people have the right to go to coirrt.

In addition to that, what about all those employers who are not
bound to the government through either contract or Federal funds? As
usual, those employers can do business as they have always done it,
and that means without handicapped people.

In its last session, as was mentioned this morning, Congress
eonsidered an amendment to the 1964 Civil Rights Act to extend
protection to handicapped people. It never emerged from committee.
Until this provision is added to the law, handicapped people will
continue to face employment disabled in law as well as in fact.

Most of the barriers that I have talked about here were not
discovered by Mainstream. They have been known by rehabilitation
specialists and by handicapped people for very long time. Certainly,
the Rehabilitation Act is a catalyst, but it a very limited law, and the
fact that it is a special law once again iso tes handicapped people from
the mainstream of civil rights activity.

In the coming decade we must begin to legitimize the aspirations of
handicapped people to assume their full right to participation, and
there are a number of steps that can be taken by this Commission to do
that. You have taken the first one, to accept responsibility for dealing
with the concerns of handicapped Americans as part of the civil rights
agenda of the Nation. The fact is exclusion feels the same whether it is
based on race, sex, age, or disability.

Prejudice against the handicapped often masquerades as protection,
but to those capable of leading independent lives, the comforts and
securities of dependence will never be enough. Handicapped people
are following in the footsteps of other civil rights movements of
declaring that it is time to get off the plantation, and the endorsement
of this Commission is certainly a help. Another would be to support
vigorously passage of legislation to include disabled people in the Civil
Rights Act of 1964.

We have talked about the need to expand judicial rights, to give
people the right to go to court, and, I think, the need to establish case
law and precedent to back up the claims of disabled people. It is very
important that they have the right to go to court.
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Another certainty is just the basic legitimizing of handicapped
concerns by putting handicapped people into this pool, the regular
civil rights pool.

We also know there has been concern about worker availability
statistics and we believe it is possible to create those. Chair Norton
assured us last year that the technology exists to create them within
EEOC.

I think also we are beginning to deal with systemic discrimination,
looking at the workplace fAther than only looking at the worker in
terms of dealing with discrimination as something we can catch,
something that we can see.

But the most important thing is to provide for handicapped people
the right not to be separate. Growing up handicapped in America, you
find out that separate and special will never be equal, and that is
probably the most important concept that We want to bring here
today. We want to be in the mainstream of civil rights activity.

When Congresswoman Barbara Jordan of Texas said that the
framers of the Constitution had not included her and other minority
people like her in their thinking, she echoed the sentiments of
handicapped people everywhere: The ultimate goal of handicapped
people in employment is not extraordinary; it is the right not to be
extraordinary. It is the right to be rewarded for extraordinary
performance, not on a plaque but in a paycheck where it counts.

People with disabilities believe that employment is a key issue; it is,
the great equalizer. I think it is work that makes Frank Bowe not a
man who cannot hear, but a man who can make others hear what they
have never heard about disabled people before, and that is the kind of
thing that we are asking for, the right to earn our daily bread even if
we cannot bake it ourselves, justice in the joh market. It is merely that
simple.

I think this Commission is known for its ability tO rouse the
conscience of a Nation, and we are hoping that once again you will be
able to do that, to remind the country that justice, if not equal for all, is
disabled for all. 'Unless and until you do that, disabled people will
remain out of sight, out of mind, and out of work.

COMMISSIONER SALTZMAN. Thank you for that statement. It was ,

both informative and moving.

Federal Panel

COMMISSIONER SALTZMAN. Coining now to our Federal panel, Mr.
James D. Bennett will lead off. He is currently a special advisor to the
Deputy Director of the Office. for Civil Rights, Health and Human
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§efvices Department, on matters relating to the implementation of
section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973. He was formerly
Director of the Technical Assistance Unit of the Office for Civil
Rights, which developed the section 504 regulations.

Mr. Bennett, I hope you won't mind, but I am going to be keeping
time because we are rather behind our schedule, and I will let you
know when you have 5 minutes left.

STATEMENT OF JAMES D. BENNETT, SPECIAL ADVISOR,
OFFICE FOR CIVIL RIGHTS, DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH AND

HUMAN SERVICES
MR. BENN.ETT. I want to thank you for this opportunity, as the

representative of the agency which formerlY had responsibility for the
oversight on the development of 29 Federal agency regulations for
section 504, to focus your attention on the opportunity that now exists.
for you to take a leadership role and speak out on the development of
the section 504 regulations by the various agencies in the Federal
Government.

It is a crucial time in this developmental process. The Department of
Health, Education, and Welfare has been split. The responsibility for
the deVelopment, the oversight of the Federal agency regulations has
been moved to the Department of Justice. The minimal efforts which
the Department of HEW had made in coordinating the enforcement of
the various section 504 regulations and the development of govern-
ment-wide technical assistance programs to help implement the
regulations are no loliger being made. We do not know whether
Justice will choose to develop the government-wide technical assis-
tance program and a coordinated enforcement program. They clearly
have the responsibility and intention of overseeing the development of
the section 504 regulations.

The opportunity exists now just because of the split and the change
in leadership roles. We need to get the regulations out. The regulations
that are being developed by the 29 agencies have not all emerged. In
fact, most of them are still stuck in those agencies in a developmental
process.

Recently, a lot of progress has been made, but we are about 2 years
overdue in the process. The longer this developmental process drags
out, the more chance that the regulations will not bte implemented
properly. We need to ge resources assigned in the various agencies to
get the regulaticelvimpl mented once they are out. This does not
appear to be happening to the extent that is necessary for proper
implementation.

Finally, there is a gr at need for an .aisicy to coordinate
enforcement and technical a sistance on a government-wide basis. The
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need for tIji type of approach is pointed out by the fact that many
recipient of Federal funds which section, 504 covers receive funds
from various agencies. They will be subject to the regulation of
several agencies. They will be subject to several sets of enforcement
mechanisms in those agencies. They will have access to various
sources of information that may or may not be compatible and
consistent. All this can create a great deal of confusion. It can lead to
poor implementation, no implementation, or a backlash against the
regulations.,

So to keep this brief, I woujd encourage the Commission to take this
opportunity to provide leadership and insist that the regulations
emerge from the departments and agencies in a timely fashion, that
resources be assigned to implement the regulations in all the agencies,
and 'that some agency take the lead nownot in 2 years when the
regulations are out, but nowin steveloping an enforcement strategy
that is consistent and that is government wide, and a technical
assistance program that is consistent and applied to the whole
government.

Thank you.
COMMISSIONER SALTZMAN. Thank you. You are within your time.

We appreciate that.
Joseph M. Hogan is the Chief of the Branch of Program Policy of

the Office of Federal Contract Compliance Programs, the United
States Department of Labor. As Chief of the Program Policy Branch
in the Department of Labor's Office of Federal Contract Compliance
Programs, Mr. Hogan is in charge of developing policies and
regulations concerning the obligations of Federal contractors under
Executive Order No. 11246, section 503 of the Rehabilitation Act of
1973, and section 402 of the Vietnam Era Veterans Readjustment Act
of 1974. He joined the Office of Federal Contract Compliance
Programs in October 1978 after serving as Deputy Director of
Contract Compliance Programs in the Defense Department.

Mi. Hogan.

STATEMENT OF JOSEPH M. HOGAN, CHIEF, BRANCH OF
PROGRAM POLICY, OFFICE OF FEDERAL CONTRACT
COMPLIANCE PROGRAMS, DEPARTMENT OF LABOR

MR. HOGAN. Thank you very much. I am pleased to be here to
represent the Director of OFCCP, Mr. Weldon Rougeau. .

I would like to pick up on one of the very important points hlade in
Leslie Milk's presentation. That was her noting very pointedly that in1 the workplace today the absence of minorities is readily apparent.
There is a level of sensitivity connected with that sort of problem. The
absence of women is readily apparent and is a matter of concern. The
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absence of the handicapped seems not to be surprising, seems not to be
alarming, seems not to trigger any sort of affirmative action as yet. It is

a serious problem of awareness. There is a need for consciousness
raising.

Let me describe the activities of the Office of Federal Contract,
Compliance Programs in terms of that need and attempt to show how

we feel we can address that need. Section 503 directs the Department
of Labor to ensure that the handicapped are afforded their employ-
ment rights by Federal contractors. The Office of Federal Contract
Compliance Programs existed prior to receiving that statutory authori-
ty and it existed for the purpose of assuring that minorities and women
receive their proper employment rights. There was an existing
organizationit was established nationwideit was going into literal-
ly thousands of workplaces throughout the country attempting to
enforc6 the employment rights of minorities and women.

At the time the responsibility for handicapped persons was added,
the Department of Labor treated that'sosinewhat separately in terms of
identifying a limited number of speciasts, training them in this area
and seeking to deal with the complaints that were presented and to, as
it were, get accustomed to the problem, learn about the problem, so
that we could woFk effectively. ,

The program was also organized in the period before 1978 in a very
diverse way. Reminiscent of some of the things that Mr. Bennett just
said, there were a dozen Federal agencies carrying out °the actual
operations under the general oversight of the Department of Labor.
None of those other Federal agencies were deputized, as it were, to
carry out work on behalf of the handicapped.

There were a number of problems connected with this type of
organization and, as a result, the President ordered a reorganization'of
contract compliance. It took effect in October of 1978 and the essence
of it was that all of us who had been in other agencies were made part
of the Departmetnt of Labor and the program was unified. Th6
variations in enforcement abilities and enforcement willingness among
the agencies disappeared and there was now, under the ,direct
responsibility of the Secretary of Labor, a program which would
reach nationwide, would be under a single unified direction.

In connection with that, the very important decision regarding the
handicapped program was that we would immediately change from
having a relatively small number of specialists working out of
Washington and out of the Labor Department to making the assurance
that contractors are actively pursuing their obligations for the
handicapped, making that part of every compliance review that is

carried out throughout the country. Now, this means that in the first
year of consolidation there were over 3,000 contractor establishments
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reviewed. The review included a review of the affirmative action
being taken for the handicapped. That was the first year after
consolidation. In the present year we anticipate that nearly 7,000
reviews will be conducted and in the next fiscal year approximately
8,000, which may be approximately the plateau that our resources will
permit us to reach.

But the essence of this change is that the Department of Labor,
through its Office of Federal Contract Compliance Piograms, will be
visiting a very large number of workplaces in every part of the
country, bringing some of the awareness that is so evidently missing to
every industry, every company of any size, and I think there is nothing
more immediate than the physical presence of a compliance officer in
the plant or in the office, in the establishment of the coritractor, asking
very specific questions about what has been done vis-a-vis accommo-
dations, vis-a-vis'accessibility, and what is to be done.

I should mention generally the size of the 'program:, This is a
program that has nearly 1,500 individuals employed. Over 1,300 of
those are located in the field. There are 71 area offices which operate
the program throughout the country.

One thing that was necessary and which has just now been
completed is all of the reviewers (between 900 and 1,000 reviewers)
have received special training in enforcement of section 503 of the
Rehabilitation Act. Having just reached that point where all the
professionals are equipped to fully carry this out, we anticipate that
every review and every complaint investigation now can be done by
persons who have been specially trained and whip are prepared to
bring to the employers the consciousness that they need, and where
there is not willingness on the part of the contractors to make the
changes that need to be made, there is a very strong willingnegs to
proceed into enforcement.

Many of you may have read recently about a ttlement of nearly a
quarter of a million dollars arrived at on ehalf of a class of
approximately 85 handicapped persons. There will be announced, I
think within the next few days, the 1Srgest individual settlement, an
amount over $100,000, for an individual complainant that has ever
been reached through conciliation. Just literally within the next few
days, when that is approved at the headquarters, there will be a release
on that subject.

A There are more administrative complaints in our enforcement
process on behalf of the handicapped at the present moment than there
are on behalf of minorities and women, so there is a great deal of
emphasis.

I think the capability of the Office of Federal Contract Compliance
Programm to be effective in this arena is a rapidly growing thing. It
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started from a rather modest level at the time of consolidatio% and I
think as it becomes a full part of our program, carried out by every one
of our professionals throughout the country, we hope that OFCCP can
be.a very important force for ethployment equity for the handicapped.'

Thank you.
COMMISSIONER SALTZMAN. Thank you, Mr:Hogan.
Clayton G. Boyd is the Executive Secretary of the Interagency

Committee on Handicapped Employees, of the Equal Employment
Opportunity Commission. Mr. Boyd's committee studies issues relating
to hiring, placement, and advancement of persons with disabilities and
reCommends policies, procedures, regulations, and legislation to
facilitate affirmative action and nondiscrimination in Federal employ-
ment.

A former rehabilitation counselor, Mr. Boyd is fluent in sign
language. He also conducts workshops for rehabilitation counselors,
employers, and government officials. He moderated the session on
civil rights at the 1977 White House Conference on Handicapped
Individuals.

Mr. Boyd.

STATEMENT OF CLAYTON G. BOYD, EXECUTIVE
SECRETARY, INTERAGENCY COMMITTEE ON HANDICAPPED
EMPLOYEES, EQUAL EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY
COMMISSION

MR. BOYD. Thank you very much.
Leslie Milk desdribes a group of Americans as diverse as any could

be in terms of race, color, national origin, sex, and age, yet they are
united by the common denominator of exclusion from full participa-
tion. in our society because each has a disability. What unites this group
of handicapped individuals also unites handicapped individuals with
other protected classes.

Ms. Milk says that persons with disabilities should be brought into
the civil rights movement and placed on the civil rights agenda as a
fully acknowledged proteeted class. Tke Equal Employment Opportu-
nity Commission (EEOC) saw this, as the intent of the President's
Reorganization Plan of 1978, which trahsferred to EEOC responsibili-
ty for enforcing laws and regulations prohibiting discrimination in
Federal employment on the basis of physical or mental handicap and
requiring affirmative action by Federal agencies to hire, place, and
advance handicapped individuals. At the ,same time, Executive Order
12067 empowered EEOC to., coordinate the equal employment
opportunity enforcement activities of all Federal agencies with regard
to all pfotected classes, handicapped individuals as well as women and
minorities. EEOC interpreted these Presidential directives as a
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mandate to mainstream persons with disabilities in the civil rights
movement.

Prior to the reorganization that took place in January 1979,
affirmative action programs pursuant to section 501 of the Rehabilita-
tion Act of 1973, as amended, consisted primarily of structured
attempts to remove barriers that prevent handicapped persons from
having equal employment opportunities. Programs were judged by the
success with which existing barriers were removed. What was not
looked at was the bottom line: the degree to which handicapped
individuals were being integrated into the Federal work force and
representation of handicapped individuals in the Federal work force as
compared to representation in the civilian labor force.

When EEOC assumed its new responsibilities, persons with disabili-
ties in the Federal sector came under the jurisdiction of the only
Federal agency that has as its sole responsibility protection of the
employment rights of individuals. Emphasis in affirmative action
programs was shifted to achievement of measurable results, and for the
first time Federal agencies were instructed to establish goals and
timetables for employment of persons with specified severe disabilities.
This wasand isan important step forward.

A q estion that arises is, "Goals in comparison to what?" Initially,
we ied away from looking at the bottom line, because we are not
vpfy confident about the handicap statistics available for the work
force in general. There are statistics, however, that indicate approxi-
mately 5.95 percent of persons in this country of work force age and
able to work have a disability severe enough to substantially limit
either choice of employment or ability to find a job. We believe this
5.95 percent figure is accurate enough to serve as a reference point for
goals. Nonetheless, we do need better data, and for this reason EEOC
favors the disability survey the Bureau of the Census plans to conduct
in 1982. As disabled individuals enter the civil rights movement, which
to a large extent has depended upon statistics to prove discrimination
and fashion remedies, it becomes increasingly important that handicap
statistics be comprehensive and indisputably valid.

I would like to describe briefly some of EEOC's activities since
acquiring jurisdiction over equal employment opportunity for handi-

r capped individuals in the Federal sector. Because our mandate was
new, our instouctions were late. As a result of the reorganization I
have desaLibed, EEOC turned its attention to Federal agencies for the
first timer not only With respect to handicapped individuals but also
with respect to minorities and women. Instructions issued December 6,
1979, required agencies to submit the first elements of their affirmative
adtion program plans by February 1, 1980. Of approximately 102
agencies-covered by the instructions, 52 had submitted some sort. of
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plan for handicapped individuals as of yesterday. Of Ithese, 33

complied with our instructions. This constitutes approximately a one-
in-three rate of satisfactory response.

We lire well impressed with the manner in which the 33 agencies in
full compliande are attempting to conduct their affirmative ktion
programs. The goals they have set are good. We are asking, however,
why it takes 2 months-to get cnie-third of the Federal Government to
r"sperid to instructions. To find out, we are talking with responsible
officials. I should point out thOt a large Part of what we are trying to
do this year is to establish working relationships with agencies. We feel
it would be counterproductive to take a hard-line approach. Instead of
castigating agencies for their tortures, we are working with agencies to
help them develop approvable affirmative aetion programs.
otjA major problem Alm* has been identified by at least three
speakers this morning. This problem is lack of resources. Many
'agencies have told us they do not have enough people or money to
implement affirmative action prOgrams for handicapped individuals
and also fulfill the other equal employment opportunity mandates they
have. It has become very clear that the resources issue must be
addressed and dealt with effectively.

Another problem is the transition period that is inevitable when
agencies reorganize affirmative action programs. Some agencies are
converting the traditional selective placement'programs in personnel
offices to less conventional affirmative action programs in equal
employment opportunity (EEO) offices, There is a certain amount of
indecision as to who should be responsible for what. Some agencies
have given the EEO office lead responsibility; others have given the
personnel office lead responsibility. Some have placed all responsibili-
ties in one office or the other; others have divided the responsibilities
in various ways. The trend government wide is toward reorganization,
and transitional uncertainties have caused delays in program planning
and implementation.

Furthermore, to be frank about it, there has been some resistance to
the idea of bringing disabled people into the civil rights maiement.
Some offhe resistance has come from persons who traditionally have
dealt with employment of handicapped individuals and do not wish to
give up turf: Some of the resistance has come from persons who
traditionally have been involved in the EEO movement and feel there
will not be enough pie to go around if it has to be shared with disabled
people.

A few agency official ave been candid enough to ask ,who is to be
given priority in affi auve action programs. On that topic, I would
like to share with you a statement by Eleanor Holmes Axton, Chair of
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EEOC, at the meeting of the President's Coinmittee on Employment,
of the Handicapped in May of 1979.

Chair Norton knew that competition among the protected cl
was a matter of pressing concern to many people. She began by talking
about the striking similarities between disabled persons and members
of other groups placed at a disadvantage in our society. She then
issued a call for unity:

This essential unity among the protected classes is both a
practical and a moral imperative. It is a moral imperative because
any decent system of values knows no priorities among people
deprived of their essential humanity. The only way to approach
the eradication of the evil of discrimination is to face the high
truth that we are all equalblack and brown, female and disabled.
If that equality is not attained internally among us, the essential
lesson of -equality we are trying to impart to the rest of society
will be lost.

Chair Norton emphasized that employers apparently understand
very well that dividing the protected classes would be advantageous to
those who oppose affirmative action. She said:

A recent widely publicized suit filed by a large retailer
complains, among other things, that the Federal equal ernploy-t.
ment effort has failed to indicate which among the protected
groups is the kiority ..for enforcement. The question seems as
absurd as any conceivable answer. Who shall it be? Are blacks the
priority, or perhaps women, or Hispanics? Are handicapped
people the priority, or perhaps Jews, or older workers? The
question defied belief, and especially so in a country that
historically has experienced the most extraordinary job expansion
that continues unabated tn this very day.

Let me declare here and now the answer to that question. The
law of discrimination knows no priorities among the protected
classes and never shall. America has shown a remarkable capacity

r" to provide work for its people. The problem has been less the
number of jobs than the distribution of those jobs. There is no
reason why the burden of joblessness and discrimination should be
born by those workers who are older, female, brown, black, or
disabled. The capacity to work hard and well is not denied a
person because of a disftlity or sex, race or religion, age or
national origin, TOgether we must make America undergtand that.

There can be no doubt that Chair Norton and EEOC favor and
support full protection of the employment rights of handicapped
individuals. To an extent, what we have at this time is annexation of
equal employment opportunity for handicapped individuals in the civil
rights movement without adequate authority to enforce the rights that
have been conferred by implication. EEOC has broad authority to
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secure the rights of minorities and women in the private sector as well
as the Federal sector, but EEOC's authority with respect to handi-
capped individuals is limitedin a sense, tacked on. EEOC enforces
section 501 of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973, as amended, which
requires affirmative action for handicapped individuals in the Federal
sector. However, handicapped individuals are not covered by the Civil
Rights Act. When that act was passed in 1964, it covered only
minorities; amendments in 1972 extended coverage to women.

People are used to 'discussing equal employment opportunity and
affirmative action in terms of the Civil Rights Act, and this is one of
the reasons we sometimes hear agency officials talk about programs
for minorities and women without mentioning handicapped individu-
als. It was not so many years ago that they sometimes forgot women,
and it may not .be too many years from now that persons with
disabilities are discussedand includedconsistently.

Thank you.
COMMISSIONER SALTZMAN. Thank you.
John McNeil is Chief of the Consumer Expenditures and Wealth

Statistics Division of the Bureau of the Census. He is currently
developing knew survey of income and program participation relating
to disibility. His recent projects inclute the development and testing
of a disability item in the 1980 census and the development of the
proposed postcensus disability survey.

Mr. McNeil.

STATEMENT OF JOHN McNEIL;CHIEF, CONSUMER
EXPENDITURES AND WEALTH STATISTICS DIVISION,
BUREAU OF THE CENSUS, DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE,

MR. MCNEIL. Thank you.
As has been indicated, household surveys have a unique role to play

in providing infortnation about the number of persons who are
disabled and their economic and social situation. There are other
important sources of information, such as prcgram statistics or
employer records, but surveys are our only possibility of learning
about the characteristics of the entire population.

There has been a considerable amount of fiCtivity in the area of
disability surveys during the past 15 years. The most comprehensive
surVeys relating.to work disability have' been those sponsored by the,
Social Security Administration. They conducted very detailed surveys
in 1966, 1972, and' Most recently in 1978. These surveys asked an
extended set of questions on the presence of work limitations and they
also asked about the ability to do certain physical tasks. They had
questions on the need for special aids, on the characteristics of present
and previous jobs, on the receipt of and interest in receiving

1.
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4.ehabilitation services, and on financial characteristics. Disability
questions have also appeared in a number of multipurpose surveys,
including the 1967 sucvey'of economic opportunity, the 1976 survey of
income and education, and the 1970 and 1980 censuses of the
population.

The work disability questions which were asked in the 1970 and
1980 censuses were very brief: Basically, "Is this person limited in the
kind or amount of work he or she can do?" And, "If yes, is this person
prevented from working?" The 1967 survey of economic opportunity
and the 1976 survey of income and education asked similar but
somewhatpcho-re detailed questions.

Although it is recognized that a household survey is the only means
of estimating the prevalence of disability within a pophlation, survey
designers and data users must be concerned about the validity and
reliability of the data. Do the questions about limitations and the kind
or amount of work a person can do successfully identify the population
in which we have an interest?

Leslie Milk has mentioned one group who may fail to respond
properly to such questions. That would be those persons who fail to
report themselves as work disabled because of. the stigma attached to
such status. She has, also suggested that some persons with a particular
health history may quite properly answer "no" to'the work limitation
question, but, because of employer bias, be subjected to restricted job
opportunities.

We also know that some persons may have limitations in one or
more major life activities, but because of the nature of the job they
hold, or accommodations to that job, may not perceive themselves as
being work disabled. A fourth possible problem is that some people
have never worked, Ind when we ask the question on work
limitations, they answer "no" because they have never considered
themselves as potential workers.

One method of examining the validity of survey data on the work
disabled is to compare the status of the disabled with the nondisabled. I
would like here to refer to certain data from the 1976 survey of income
and education, the most recent published source of data. According to
that survey, 16.4 million persons between the ages of 18 and 64 had a
work disability. Of these 16.4 million, 7.1 million were prevented from
working and another 2.1 million said they were unable to work
regularly.

Work disability had a very strong impact on labor force participa-
tion and earnings, and there was a strong negative relationship
between work disability and years of school completed. Only 47
percent of work-disabled persons had completed high school, com-
pared to 76 percent of those without a work disability.
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The presence of a work disability affects earnings through three
separate paths. First, it reduces weeks and hours that a person is likely
to work. Second, even for those persons who put in the same number
of weeks and hours, work-disabled persons have less schooling, and
less schooling is associated with lower earnings.-Finally, even among
those persons with the same education and the same number of weeks

and hours worked, work-disabled persons have lower earnings than
persons without work disabilities.

As an example of the extent to which a work disability reduces the
earnings of males 18 to 64, we can again refer to the 1976 survey. That
survey showed that only 65 percent of .work-disabled males had
earnings in 1975 and only 34 percent worked year round full time. The
comparable figures for nondisabled males were 95 percent and 64

percent.
Among males who had earnings in 1975, those who were work

disabled had average earnings that were only 51 percent of the
earnings of the nondisabled. Amorig full-time workers, those with the
work disability earned about 20 percent less than those without a work
disability. Even among full-time workers with a college degree, work-
disabled males earned about 10 percent less than those without a work

disability.
There are other ways of evaluating the quality of survey data on

disability status. One method is to go back to 'respondents a short time
after an interview and ask them the same or a similar set of questions.

The degree of consistency between the original intervie,w and the
reinterview measures the reliability of the data. The work that has
been done in this area suggests that the reliability of survey data on the
disabled depends importantly on the design of the survey and the
questionnaire.

In the 1976 national content test for the 1980 census, we tested an
expanded disability item that asked about disability status in several

areas, including using public transportation, climbing stairs, bathing or
dressing, doing, regular schoolwork, working at a job, doing house-
work, and driving a car. A subsample of those households was then
reinterviewed. When tlie original and reinterview responses were
compared, a distressing amount of inconsistency was found. For
example, of the 455 persons who reported a work disability in the

original interview, only 298 reported a work disability in the
reinterview. And the activity of working was the most reliable of the
activities asked about. One of the conclusions from that national
content test was that the disability im that was tested was too
complicated and, as a result, we adopte a shortened and simplified
disability item for the 1980 census.
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More recently, in January and February, we conducted a pretest of
the proposed postcensus disability survey. (There has already been a
reference to this survey.) It differs from earlier efforts primarily in its
projected sample size, large enough to provide State data, in its
coverage of persons 65 and over, and perhaps most importantly in its
attempt to collect detailed information on the characteristics of
persons who report a limitation in any one of a number of areas,
including the ability to perform certain physical tasks, the ability to get
around inside and outside the home, the ability to cafe for oneself, the
ability to see and hear, the ability to do work and housework, and the
ability to use public transportation.

The plans for this survey were developed on the basis of recommen-
dations of the Disability and Health Committee of the Federal Agency
Council on the 1980 Census. The Office of Federal Statistical Policy
and Standards is currently coordinating an effort to secure funding for
this survey.

One of our early findings from the pretest is that there was a very
good agreement between the original interview and the reinterview.
Of the 82 persons reporting a work disability in the original interview,
77 reported a work disability In the reinterview. A reasonable
conclusion, I believe, is that surveys whith are designed to focus on
the subject of disability can produce accurate and reliable information
on the disability status of the population.

Thank you.
[See also Exhibit No. 5, supplemental statement by John McNeil.]
COMMISSIONER SALTZMAN. Thank yOU, Mr. McNeil.
Commissioner-Designate Ramirez?
Co sloNER-DEsIoNATE RAMIREZ. Thank yOu, Mr. Saltzman.
I h ve fi st just a few questions.for Mr. Hogan and then I have one

qu on for r. itennett.
As I understand it, your office will be doing 7,000 to 8,000 reviews

of entities that have contracts with the Federal Government and you
will be looking for compliance with issues relative to the disabled
person as well as to minorities and women. Is that cOrrect?

MR. HOGAN. Yes, that is correct.
COMMISSIONER-DESIGNATE RAMIREZ. Now, of thosehavle you

already done reviews?
MR. HOGAN. Yes. Since the program was consolidated in 1(978 we

commencedwe put together the requirements for the handicapped,
for certain categories of veterans, for minorities and women,' and
attempted to look at all of them, in all our reviews. We did, I think,
about 3,000 in the immediate past fiscal year, combined reviews.

COMMISSIONER-DESIGNATE RAMIREZ. Of those 3,000, do you know
how many were public sector contractors for the Federal Govern-
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ment; that is, State agencies or local government agencies? We have

been told that public sector employment is important to the disabled.

Can you tell me?
MR. HOGAN. Very, very few, almost none. We a.re rather limited in

our jurisdiction over public sector employers.
Typically, it is the flow of Federal funds into the private economy

that we are permitted to pursue.
COMMISSIONER-DESIGNATE RAMIREZ. When you go in to do a

review and assuming that you find most contractors wanting in some

areas, wh you do?
. OGAN. We are required first to attempt to negotiate and

conciliate to arrive at a proper solution to whatever problems, be they
failures to take affirmative action for minorities, for women, for the
handicapped, disabled veterans, etc. In many cases, in the large
majority of cases, it is possible to bring the contractor to a willingness

to make an enforceable commitment to make the necessary changes.
COMMISSIONER-DESIGNATE RAMIREZ. And then who goes back to

check and to enforce that plan, let's say?
MR. HOGAN. Well, these commitments are obtained in writing.

Depending on the nature of the commitment, depending on the
apparent likelihood of the contractor to faithfully pursue those, we
quite often will require reportingmonthly, quarterly, semiannually,
depending on the nature of the commitment. If the reporting indicates
progress, nothing may need to be done further until the next review of

-that establishment.
COMMISS1ONER-DESIGNATE RAMIREZ. What happens when there

isn't progress?
MR. HOGAN. When there isn't progress, the employer would be

liable to our filing an administrative complaint commencing in an
enforcement hearing which would lead to debarment from all Federal

contracting.
COMMISSIONER-DESIGNATE RAMIREZ. I appreciate that this is a new

effort, but has anybody ever been debarred?
MR. HOGAN. There have been quite a number of debarments over

the years of the program. Until now they have all resulted from
failures to carry out affirmative action or from discriMination against

minorities and women.
There are in excess of 20 administrative complaints based on failure

to take affirmative action or discrimination against the handicapped at
the present time. The process for conducting these hearings and
arriving at final debarment or the final result has been a rather lengthy
process. None of them has come out the other end of the machine as

yet.
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COMMISSIONER-DES1GNATE RAMIREZ. How long does it take, Mr.
Hogan?

MEC HOGAN. It has taken anywhere from, I'd say, 9 to maybe 18
months to complete the entire process arriving at a debarment. We
have published, for comment, enforcement proceedings, expedited
enforcement proceedings, which we feel can be used for very clear-cut
cases where there is not a tremendous amount of evidence and proof
and dispute on facts where we could conclude and arrive at a
debarment within as little as less than 2 months.

COMMISSIONER-DESIG TE RAMIREZ. Just one more question so
that I can have a clear p n my mind. Of those 20 administrative
proceedings, were they a s that were taken as the result of some
complaint external to the reviews done by your agency, or did they
result from reviews done by your agency?

MR. HOGAN. I don't have the exact number of each type. I know
that the 20 includes both situations resulting from individual com-
plaints of discrimination by handicapped pasons and some resulted
from serious problems identified in the course of review. But, I am
sorry, I don't have the exact breakdown between those two.

COMMISSIONER-DESIGNATE RAMIREZ. Thank you very much. You
have given me a better sense of understanding.

Mr. Bennett, I happen to have been at HEW when you were getting
the regulations out and I was very much aware and pleased, I might
say, by the input that you had from the disabled community.

You had recommended that the regulations get out, that resources
be assigned, and that a vigorous effort in enforament in training and
technical assistance be implemented. What roTe do you see for an
advisory group kind of activity as agencies carry-out your recommen-
dations?

MR. BENNETT. Public advisory group or an agency adyisory group?
COMMISSIONER-DESIGNATE RAMIREZ. An advisory gfonp to the

agencies on an agency-by-agency basis.
MR. BENNETT. Certaitily, formalizing the input that the agencies get

from disabled groups is important. It is also true, I'm afraid, that
setting up advisory groups and managing them takes significant
resources and a lot of time fromithe agency, so to be perfectly honest I
think it is a trade-off, given the scarcity of resources, whether you
want to commit it in that way when you can achieve a similar result
through a variety of less formal mechanisms, simply instructing the
staff to develop relations with the community, as was done fairly well
at HEW, as you point out, It is a lot simpler and it doesn't require a
large commitment of resources.

We looked insto establishing a formal advisory group at the Office
for Civil Rights in HEW at one time and found out that it yr0,1d cost
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us something like three staff persons at least and that there are many
complicated regulations to which you must adhere in order to get such

a thing underway. It would take about a year just to have the first
meeting.

COMMISSIONER-DESIGNATE 'RAMIREZ. Thank you. I sympathize
with the fact that it takes three people just to get the charter for thetadvisory group. Thank u very much.

COMMISSIONER SALTZ AN. Dr. Flemming?
CHAIRMAN FLEMMING. Ms. Milk, first of all, I want to express

appreciation for the overview that you provided us. I agree with
Commissioner Saltzman that it was both informative and inspiring.

I think I have down here your sumtnary of your point of view on a
couple of issues in which I am intere ed. You do believe that the Civil

Rights Act of 1964 should be nded to include the handicapped.
You feel that we could move forward much more effectively if that
action were taken, and you also believe that there should be legislative
action that would ensure private right ofaction. Am I correct?

MS. MILK. Absolutely. We have a number of cases dealing with
private right that have come down on both sides of the issue. In fact, in

504 we have the t'amenisch case in Texas where it was understood by
the court that if the person waitea until he exhausted his administrative
remedy through HEW he would have lost his job a long time before

HEW ever doted.
In dealing with 503, OFCCP recently filed an amicus brief in a case

in New York stating that, considering their resources, they couldn't
possibly provide administrative relief in any timely fashion, or perhaps

in any fashion ,at all.
In addition to that, there a couple of other considerations. One is

certainly the fact that the disabled person is no party to an
administrative process. In fact, this is purely a contractual discussion
between the government and those people to whom it issues grants or
funds. It is very humiliating, in effect, to have been acted upon and
that your only remedy, according to the opinion in the case that went
against private right, was to push for better administrative action by

the government.
In addition, it forceS administrative agencies into the problems that

EEOC has had in the past. They must investigate every single case to
the fullest, knowing that in fact the administrative agency is the court

of last resort.
We are very much limited in our ability to develop case law and

precedent without being able to go to court. So, therefore, we are in a
situation whereby the remedy is limited, the resources of those people
who are the only people who can afford the remedy are limited, and,
therefore, the rights to justice are limited.
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I also think that'there is a very important moral question here about
whether or not somebody is in fact handicapped in law if they can
never go to court for themselves.

So, for this reason, I believe that it is very important that we deal
legislatively rather than administratively in order to increase disabled
rights.

CHAIRMAN FLEMMING. Thank you very much.
Mr. Benneq, what is the status of your office now as a result of the

creation of thelar artment of Education? Is your office still in the
Department of He h and Human Services?

MR. BENNETT. Well, confused would be the quick answer. The real
answer, though, is that both the Education Department and the Health
and Human Services Department now have offices for civil rights.
They both have section 504 responsibilities. I am in HHS.

CHAIRMAN FLEMMING. I see. But they both have 504 responsibili-
ties?

MR. BENNETT. Yes, sir.
CHAIRMAN FLEMMING. Both offices.
MR. BENNETT. Yes.
CHAIRMAN FLEMMING. And then, as I gather, in addition to that,

the Department of Justice has now been given some additional
coordinating responsibility as far as 504 is concerned.

MR. BENNETT. The Executive Order 11914 gave HEW the
coordinating authority. That Executive order rchnically is still in
effect. The deCision, however, has been made to move it to Justice and
another Executive order superseding that one will be sought.

CHAIRMAN FLEMMING. In fact, it hasn't been moved yet, but it is
about to be moved. Is that it?

MR. BENNETT. Yes.

CHAIRMAN FLEMMING. You referred to the 29 epartments and
agencies that have an obligation to issue regulations. w many of the
29 have actually promulgated regulations up to the present time?

MR. BENNETT. I don't keep a day-to-day tally on this, but it is in the
neighborhood of five.

CHAIRMAN FLEMMING. Five out of the 29.
MR. BENNETT. Final regulations, yes.
CHAIRMAN FLEMMINP. Could you supply for the record first the 29

and then second the 5 that have--
MR. BENNETT. We can give you a full status report.
[See Exhibit No. 2.]
CHAIRMAN FLEMMING. Are they required, as they submit the

regulations, to file with you also what you referred to as enforcement
strategy, or is that something that is separate and apart from the
regulations?
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MR. BENNETT. It ' is really separate. The Executive order doesn't
address, or the old one, 11914, didn't address the enforcement problem

specifically.
To answer your first question, no, they do not typically submit an

enforcement plan to us for review when they submit their regulations

for review.
CHAIRMAN FLIMMING. So if that responsibility rests anyplace now,

it would be in the Department of Justice under the Executive order
that is about to be issued. Is that correct?

MR. BENNETT. It could very well be if they write the Executive
order that way.

CHAIRMAN FLEMMING. But you don't know whether they are going

to write ityou haven't seen a draft of the order.
MR. BENNETT. No, I understand Justice is working on it.
CHAIRMAN FLEMMING. I have a request, that the Staff Director

.make sure that we get a copy of that Executive order as soon as it is
issued, because that is a new coordinating responsibility that I wasn't

aware of when we were discussing the matter ..ovith the Assistant
Attorney General.

Coming over to Federal contract compliance, I think I am clear that

whether you are operating under 11246 or 503 now, or primarily
because you are operating under 503, as you look at affirmative action
plans you do expect to find in those affirmative action plans goals,
timetables, and action plans for achieving those goals and timetables in
the handicapped area as well as in the ar4 of discrimination on the
basis of race and sex. Is that Correct?

MR. HOGAN. Yes. The Department of Labor regulations implement-
ing section 503 specifically call for maintaining an affirmative action

program in response to 503. ComPanies are permitted to integrate that
plan and those commitments with the more familiar Executive order
plan. However, there is to be a separate plan including separate
specific commitments for the handicapped.

CHAIRMAN FLEMMING. What experience are your people Who are

conducting these reviews having with employers in relation to the
requirement that they have an affirmative action plan with goals and
timetables for the handicapped?

MR. HOGAN. Perhaps I had better pause and make one thing a little

more clear, and that is the term goals and timetables.
Goals and timetables, in the sense that we are familiar with. them for

minorities and womenvery specific numerical goals to be achieved
within each annual periodare not yet included in the handicapped
program. That relates somewhat to the information we had about
availability figures. In order to set and enforce numerical levels of
achievement, it is going to be necessary to develop some pretty
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reliable availability data that that can be based on and we can hold
contractors to.

Commitments, however, in terms of such things as inviting all
employees to identify themselves as handicapped and to take advan-
tage of the affirmative action requirementsthat is part of what has to
be included in the plan, the review of all qualifications that might tend
to be screening out certain handicapped persons from jobs. That
review and a record of the review and the results of the review, the
changes resulting from it, is part of the plan. It is quite a series of
specific affirmative actions thai must be taken, but I wanted it to be
clear that it does stop short of specific numerical goals for employing
any particular number of handicapped persons.

CHAIRMAN FLEMMING. I am very much interested in that. What are
your plans for having the program evolve to the point where the
employer is required to set goals and timetablqs in this area just as the
employer is required to set goals and timetables in the area of
discrimination on the basis of race and sex?

, MR. HOGAN. Our experience has been that to be able to impose and
enforce numerical goals for minorities and women has been immensely
helpful, has been really quite successful. For that reason and with that
experience, we would very much favor being able to impose. numerical
goals and timetables, or to work with contractors to develop goals and
timetables, and we are actively investigating what we would need in
the way of availability data, be it census -data, 'Bureau of Labor
Statistics, etc., and the legal ramifications of attempting to enforce and
have those goals hold up when challenged. So we are in favor of it.
We are working on it. We don't have it yet.

CHAIRMAN FLEMMING. Do you iiave any f as to the time period
that is involved here in thinking thro gh the problems that are
connected with establishing or requiring t e establishment of goals and
timetables in the handicapped area? Is this something that we can
expect in 3 months, 6 months, 9 months,.a year, what?

MR. HOGAN. I would think we would have pretty well identified
what the problems are and determined whether and how they can be
overcome, certainly during this calendar year. There is active work
underway by our staff on that problem.

CHAIRMAN FLEMMING. You mentioned legal aspects of it. Do you
foresee or do some of your associates foresee legal problems in this
particular area?

MR. HOGAN. Well, I wouldn't say that there are specificeproblems
already identified. What I was trying to suggest is that the various
types of goals and timetables that have been requiredfor instance, in
the construction 'areahave been very 4pecifically challenged and,
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fortunately, it went to the Siipreme Court who ruled in ou{ favor in

the Philadelphia case for construction.
I guess what I am saying is that we were able to show in that case

that the statistics supporting the numerical goals for /minority construc-

- tion workers were, while not 100 percent certain, were pretty solid.

They did relate to the number of minorities who were available for
construction work in the Philadelphia area and it was, therefore,
reasonable to expect contractors' to meet these goals.

We will have to have data and statistics sufficiently reliable so that

when we insist that contractors set and Meet MIA' goals, that they will

,hold up, and the courts will find that to have been a' reasonuble
requirement, reasonably obtainable through the exercise of good faith

effort. That is really all I was saying.
I think it goes back again to the double problem of the definition of

the various types of handicaps and the availability of data relating to

the number of persons having those handicaps.
CHAIRMAN FLEMMING. All right.
Mr. Boyd, I would really like to have your comments on goals,

timetables as part of affirmative action plans, looking at it from the

point of view of EEOC. I notice that apparently you have done some

work. You used a figure of 5.9 percentI put down here 6 percent
of the work force have disabilities. You apparently have been doing

some work designed to lay the groundwork for affirmative action

plans. Where does EEOC stand on this at the moment?
MR. BOYD. It ig important to lodeclosely at the reasons we decided

to require goals and timetables. As we evaluated the progress that has

been made.in affirmative action programs since 1973, we noted that
architectural barriers were being removed, medical qualification
standards were being revised, and preemployment testing methods

were being changed. But the bottom line remained unsatisfactory. The

total number of handicapped individuals in the Federal work force was
steadily decreasing although, in some instances, the numbers did

increase in certain disability categories.
We concluded that even though agencies were trying hard to

smooth the way for handicapped individuals, agencies were not
making much of an effort to recruit and hire qualified persons with

disabilities. It yvas to reverse this trend that we instituted the
requirement that agencies establish goals and timetables for hiring

persons with specified severe disabilities. We are reasserting the
obvious: The purAse of affirmative action for handicapped individu-

als is to increase representation of handicapped individuals in the work

force. If this is not done, affirmative action fails.

To gauge underrepresentation and set reasonable goals, agencies
need a statistical reference point. On the basis of data from the 1970
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census and several other sources, we determined that approximately
5.95 percent of persons in this country who are work force age and
able to work have one of the severe disabilities we targeted for special
emphasis in FY 1980 affirmative action programs. By contrast, as of
December 31, 1978, persons with these disabilities constituted only
0.79 percent of the Federal work force.

We developed the targeted disability concept in order to deal with
definitional problems that were preventing any kind of quantitative
approach to affirmative action for handicapped individuals. The
definition provided by the Rehabilitation Act is all inclusive, which is

'fine for the purpose of protecting people from discrimination.
However, the legitimacy of affirmative action is questionable when the
beneficiaries include, for example, persons who are believed to be, but
are not, disabled or persons who once were, but are no longer,
disabled. Both of these types of individuals are covered by the
stgtutory definition.

To focus affirmative action on persons with severe disabilities and to
make it possible to hold agencies accountable, we chose nine
disabilities that traditionally have caused persons to be excluded from
the work force and that can be identified relatively easily for
recruitment purposes. Persons with other disabilities still are eligible
for affirmative action and still are covered by nondiscrimination
provisions; hoWever, goals and timetables are required only for
persons with the severe disabilities in the target group.

By limiting the statistical universe in this way, we were able to come
up with a defensible statistical reference point. We don't say the figure
is precise. We do say it is useful. Virtually nbwhere in the Federal
work force is the representation of persons with targeted disabilities
anywhere near 5.95 percent. Yet, beyond reasonable doubt, at least
5.95 percer4 f persons able to work and the right age to work have
these disabi *ties and, in theory at least, could be hired by Federal
agencies.

CHAIRMAN FLEMMING. I noted that you said about a third of the
agencies responded with affirmative action plans, including goals and
timetables. To the extent that you have had the oppOrtunity of
analyzing them and evaluating them, do you have the feeling that
those that havp put their minds to it have done a pretty good job of
establishing specific goals and timetables? --

MR. BOYD. The goals that have been set are impressive. We need to
remember what our starting point really is. As of December 31, 1978,
only 0.79 percent of Federal employees had any of the disabilities we
are now targeting. Even if you are unwilling to accept the validity of
the 5.95 percent figure for representation in the civilian labor force,
representation in the Federal work force is so far below that level that
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agencies have a long way to go beforq they can even consider arguing
that they cannot set or meet goals because not enough qualified
applicants are available. I am happy to report that agencies have

accepted the challenge and are making very aggressive efforts to
recruit and hire handicupped individuak

CHAIRMAN FLEMMING. Well, of course, I react very positively to
your having looked at the bottom line, having noted that there wasn't

much progress, and deciding that the only way to try to getat that and

to correct it is through an affirmative action plan.
Also, I might say that I appreciate very much your nlaking a part of

the recdfclipf this hearing the comments of Mrs. Norton relative to no
priorities among protected classes. It seems to me that was a very good

statement.
Mr. McNeil, I was very much interested in your analysis of where

we are on pulling statistics together. I was particularly interested in the

information that you had on schooling or lack of schooling within the
handicapped population. It seems to me that that is an area to which

we should direct a-great deal of attention because, obviously, unless

we get at that, why, we are going to have continuing problems in the

employment area. It seems'to me that was very relevant to the area;

that we are emphasizing here in this consultation, namely, the
employment area.

VICE CHAIRMAN HDRN. Perhaps this came up while I was out of the

room, but I am curious, if either EEOC or OFCCP filed comments on

Senator Williams of New Jersey's bill, S. 446, whieth would broaden
the categories under Title VII in terms qf the handicapped. Are you
familiar with that? Assistant Att&ney General Days mentioned that

this morning.
MR. BOYD. EEOC did file comments on S. 446.

VICE CHAIRMAN HORN. What is the nature of those comments?
MR. BOYD. EEOC favored strengthening the civil rights of

handicapped individuals.
VICE CHAIRMAN HORN. Basically supports the legislation, or do you

have some reservations?
MR. BOYD. EEOC expressed no reservations in regard to the civil

rights_ of handicapped individuals. However, there was no specific
endorsement of S. 446 as written. A matter of concern was that the bill

did not address reasonable accommodation. Daniel Leach, the Vice
Chairman of EEOC, made a very strong statement in support of civil
rights legislation that would do a better job of protecting the rights of

handicapped individuals.
VIGE, CHAIRMAN HORN. OFCCP?
MR. HOGAN. I don't recognize the bill number. Was that a bill that

would have amended Title VII?
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VICE CHAIRMAN HORN. That is correct.
MR. HOGAN. I know that OFCCP and the Department of Labor

took a position in support of that. Frankly, I am not familiar in
sufficient detail with our position to know if there are any reservations.
I think not. I know that we were generally supportive of that.

VICE CHAIRMAN HORN. I am just curious generally. Perhaps, Ms.
Milk, is there a fear in the handicapped community of opening up Title
VII or a fear on..the part of the governmental community of that and
what that means? We have gone through this with the Commission
before when we.opened up the Civil kights Act of 1964.

Ms. MILK. I think there was a fear in Congress among stworters of
all rights under Title VII that, certainly, unless very clear understaltd-
ings were made before that could be considered by the full Congress,
that nongerrnane amendments would be )ntroduced. It m'ay, be
essential that rather than amending Title VA!: that we find some other
legislative vehicle for accomplishing the same aims, because there was
no clear understanding that nongermane amendments would not be
raised if itiqact Title VII was opened.

Certainly, it was not my understanding that disabled people wanted
to infringe upon anybody's rights already established in an effprt to,
improve the legislative picture for handicapped people. Our first
choice was amending Title VII for the fact that this is tbe Civil Rights
Act, and that alone has certain symbolic value. But I understand there
were problems in Congress. There was a feeling that certain Senators
or Congressmen would just love to get their hands on Title VII.

VICE CHAIRMAN HORN. So then the question is, and I take it that is
what we have mostly been exploring, is if you really cannot open up
Title VII for the fear of all these other amendments that haye nothing
to do with the handicapped being brought in to possibly cripple other
portions of Title VII, what is it the executive branch can do to assure
enforcement in this area without having tO change the law? Do you
feel this ha§ been sufficiently explored from your standpoint?

Ms. MILK. No. I don't think that in terms of cleaning up, if you will,
certain provisions of the Rehabilitation Act, that we have really
explored that as a possibility if in fact Title VII cannot be amended.

Title VII deals with some of the things which would make it easy,
but the Rehabilitation Act amendments-95-602, for ex(mplegrant
attorneys' fees, but don't clearly say you have a right to hire a lawyer
and go to court.

One section, in trying to provide that right to go to court, was tied
to Title VI and, therefore, we ended up with the Trageser decision
which, if anything, took away protection for employment rights under
section 504 where they existed previously. ,
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We can cite endlessly a very, very heartening debate between

Senator Bayh and Senator Cranston in discussing the Rehabilitation
Act Amendments when they said, "Does this provide the right to go

to court?"
"Yes, it does." -

But I think courts are increasingly saying to us, "It doesn't matter
what they said on the floor; w at matters is.what they said in the,law."

And until they say it very cl ly in, the law, we are going to have

these problems.
I think it matters less to disabled people; frankly, how we do it than

the fact that legislatively we clear up some of these problems.
VICE CHAIRMAN HORN. It is an interesting observation. I suspecX it,

depends on what court you are talking about, because some Courts also

say; "It doesn't matter what they. didn't say on the floor; we will-

interpret what they might have said if they had thought about it."
COMMISSIONER SALTZMAN. Mrs. Ruckelshaus.
COMMISSIONER-DESIGNATE RUCKELSHAUS. Did I,make this tip or

did you say that 95 percent of The handicapped hired by the
government didn't need any kind of accommodation made in their

work?
MS. MILK. Tha,t was a study done by the Office of Selective

Placement. That is true. Again, I think we constantly look at this in

terms of technology and in terms of what you would need to do the

job if you were disabled, as opposed to how handicapped people have

managed to accommodate themselves without needing any kind of

formal accommodation. .

For myself, I only have limited use of one arm, and as a journalist
they were afraid to let me graduate because they said, "My God, she'll

never be able to type." In,fact, I type very well in the tradition .of al)

journalists. It is not really in journalist tradition to be, able to type
perfectly well with 10 fingers, but I type very well with one hand and

I do not have what is nOW available on the market, which is a one-
handed typewriter. Perhaps I would have if I were starting out now,
but I never thought about it and I do perfectly fine without one.

I think a lot of the time that it is more a'questibn &accommodation
in the sense of letting somebody do a job the way they want to, the
way they are capable, even if it isn't the way anybody else has
previously done it, and even if it makes you personally uncomfortable
to watch, and that is part of the problem that we end up with. Though

in sonre cases accommodation is necessary, in many it has not been

119quired at all. -

COMMISSIONER-DESIGNATE RUCKELSHAUS. YOu wouldn't have any

kind of figure like that for the privatesector employment.
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MS. MILK.I don't think so. For one thing, handicapped people have
been hesitant to ask for accommodation. Before the 1973 act, and I
think even after it, the idea is if you have to ask for something, you
become a less desirable employee. So, therefore, a lot of times there
are ways to make life easier for handicapped, people, but they in f4t
never ask for it. '

So it is difficult to tell. We always hear the stories of the very
expensive accommodations. Again, we never know who designed
them. Tile first story to come out concerning the Rehabilitation Act,
section 503, was the story of a bank in Chicago which had installed
what they called a wheelchair door for $35,000. In fact, we discovered
that it was two bronze doors with electric eyes and several modifica-
tions to the lobby of the bank which had a lot more to do with how the
bank thought a bank ought to look than how you need to get through a
door for a handicapped person. So I think it is very hard to talk about
cost without saying, "Who designed it? Who needed it? And did they
just feel like doing it that way?"

COMMISSIONER-DESIGNATE RUCKELSHAUS. I think that statistic is
veryinteresting and probably a good one toset around a little, because
it demonstrates exactly what your point was in your testimony, that it
isn't necessary to make a big deal out of accommodation. It is
necessary to be flexible and sensitive, but it isn't necessary'tO have a
big testing public relations program.

MS. MILK. Sensitivity may be the greatest accommodation of all.
COMMISSIONER-DESIGNATE RUCKELSHAUS. Do you-have any expe-

rience that would indicate that a government agency or a private
sector corporation that has hired handicapped people continues to hire
because it is a positive experience for them?

MS. MILK. I don't know if it is a poi1ve experience or being a
Federal contractor is a positive experienc therefore, they continue to
do it for that reason.

COMMISSIONER-DESIGNATE AUCKELSHAUS. Well, because that ini-
tial stereotype is defeated, that something ianusual is needed to hire
handicapped.

-4 ,

MS. MILK. Those are the kinds of things4 frankly, we very rarely
hear about. We only hear about it when it-doesn't work. But I can give
you one example, and thât was of an engine company that, on the'
assembly line, in order to do what they call work enhancement, had
created a program wher everybody not only -operated one little
section of a machine, but
te%ted the machine ihems ves. Therdore, it was decided that since

ey operatea a whole operation and they

you have 'to test the machine visually, nobody blind could ever do the
job. Somebody decided to try it and they in fact invented a device so
that you can test your machine by sound, and now everybody on the
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line uses that device. They found it worked better. Now they can't get

anybpdy to test their machine by sight.
So we occasionally get into circumstances like that. It is unusual to

hear about those. Those are the kinds of accommodations where
people say, "But' that guy was extraordinary. He was a superstar. That

isn't true of all those other sick people who we couldn't possibly
accommodate." So it is hard to put your finger on what works.

COMMISSIONER-DESIGNATE RUCKELSHAUS. Do you find that the
category of learning disabled is customarily included in the stereotype
of handicapped? And are you aware of any examples in which
sensitivity to learning disabled is used in preemployment testing?

MS. MILK. I am sorry to say that I don't know about any good cases.

I dotnow that advocates for learning disability have had to fight just

to get included in the definition to make them available for rehabilita-

tion. Only a month ago, I attended a meeting with the Commissioner

of RSA. For the fit'st tiine they were trying to make clear to those
people in States whb fund rehabilitation ,that these people are covered

under the definition. So this makes it very difficult.
In addition, it is difficult because it is a hidden disability, It is very,

very misunderstood. Let me give you an example. People-who are
blind can almost routinely use tape recorders. People who have a
learning disability that makes it difficult for them to write have a much
harder time getting permission to use tape recorders to transmit
information for themselves Nicause tile)/ say, "You're not blind. You

can see. We don't understand why you can't do it that way." It is more
because( of a tremendous lack of understanding. This hasn't even
gotten through to those people who teach learning-disabled children.

They still call them the puzzle children.
So I think for employers this is an incredible problem. We got a gall

on our ho line one day about an employee and they tell methis is the
personnel director from the corporate officeabout a facility problem.

"We ha e a terrible time with this person. He has dysleNa." I say,
"Yes, w at's the problem?" "The person can never catch a plane. It's

because he has dysle,xia." I say, "I understand what dyslexia is. I don't

understand what that has to do with catching planes."
Well, the person had done enormous research, but obviously still

believed that dyslexia was such an awe-inspiring disability that if the

person never caught a plane, refused to wear business suits, and
preferred a knapsack to a briefcase, none of which we were able to
assure them had anything to do with dyslexiabut the word alone was

so difficult to spell, that they were so spellbound over that alone, that

they never even did normal personnel processing. If a person c 't

carry a briefcase, is that job required? And if it is, then why do1jou
sit down and talk to that person about it? So in the case of learning
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disability, we are still dealing with incredible myth and misunderstand-ing.

COMMISSIONER-DESIGNATE RUCKELSHAUS. Thank you very much.Mr. Hogan, what are the two greatest problems that your contractorscite in trying to meet the new affirmative acqonn guidelines for hiring
handicapped and promoting them?

MR. HOGAN. Well, one that is frequently heardand I think LeslieMilk has accurately characterized it as something which, if not anab/olute myth, is very much oversoldis questions of cost of
accessibilitY and accommodation. I think it is largely a--

COMMISSIONER-DESIGNATE RUCKELSHAUS. Are these hefore-the-
face kind of objections?

MR. HOGAN. So I think cost is one of them. The other perhaps is avery firm holding on to concepts of maintaining very high medical
standards. It is very much similar to requirements that many
companies held with great pride some ye s ago that, "We only hire
high school graduates"; totally nonjob rel ted, came on with some-thing of the flavor of corporate pride oftenlound in sort of family-run
companies. Here, there is a prejudice against the disabled that I thinkhas to be overcome that we bncounter quite frequently.

COMM1SSIONER-DESIGNATE RUCKELSHAUS. That second objection
seems clearly irrational, and the first one sounds as though it might be
in light of what Ms. Milkwhich is that there really doesn't have to be
a substantive accommodation made most of the time.

Are those objections made before any kind of accommodation hasbeen made or are they after? I wonder if your first objection is really
demonstrable or whether it is a fear, too?

MR. HOGAN. It is very largely a myth that is usually encountered-.befoire tlie fact rhther than being shown by a company that its efforts
have been very expensive. Quite often, being at the state that we are,in
of companies just coming up to a level of awareness;our reviewers arefinding companies rather unfamiliar with these requirements. Theaffirmative action program they have may have been rather recentlypulled together and there isn't necessarily the degree of awareness and
sensitivity that there must be.

So quite often they are talking about concern about accommoda-tions that they might have to make when they begin more aggressively
recruiting, when they begin including in their sources of employees
organizations which could refer to them qualified handicappedpersons. So some of their hesitation in getting aggressive aboutaffirmative action for the handicapped relates to this whole realm ofmyth. So it is anticipated problems rather than experienced problems,and that is part of the message that our reviewers are askRI to bring tocomPanies. As our own reviewers get more experienced, they can
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begin to provide firsthand experience and anecdotes, as Leslie Milk

can, on many of these areasyand that is quite persuasive sopietimes.

COMMISSIONER-DESIGNATE RUCKELSHAUS. Yes, I expect that is

going to happen 1;ecause I am sure you are seeing a lot of programs

that were hastily pulled together and represent maybe an affirmative

action program to come rather than in place.

MR. HOGAN. Yes. I am afraid that is the stage that we are at.

COMMISSIONER-DESIGNATE RUCKELSHAUS. Okay.

COMMISSIONER SALTZMAN. I an going to ask you to--

COMMISSIONER-DESIGNATE RUCKELSHAUS. Wrap it up.

COMMISSIONER SALTZMAN. If you can ask quickly another question.

We are falling way behind again.

COMMISSIONER-DESIGNATE RUCKELSHAUS. One question to Mr.

Boyd. Did your questionnaire go towhere?in the departments and

agencies? To the EEO office in those departments?

MR. BOYD. Do you mean EEOC's affirmative action instructions to

Federal agencies?
COMMISSIONER-DESIGNATE RUCKELSHAUS. The questionnaire that

you sent outdidn't You send out a questionnaire? You have gotten a

response, a one-third response?
MR. BOYD. It was not a questionnaire. We issued instructions to

Federal agencies concerning submission of affirmative action program

plans.
[See Exhibit No. 64.

*MR. BOYD. The rate of satisfactory response, as of yesterday, was

one in three.
The instructions were sent to the head of each covered Federal

agency, to the Director of Equal Employment Opportunity at agency

headquarters, and to the Selective Placement Coordinator at agency

head9 uarters.
[See Exhibit No. 7.]
MR. BOYD. We did this to be sure the instruction's would reach the

responsible officials, no matter how the agency had structured its

program or what type of reorganization might be taking place.

The agencies that have not responded to our instructions are not

ignoring us. They are working on their plans and attempting to solve

related problems. We must bear in mind that EEOC is requiring

Federal agencies to make extensive changes in all of their affirmative

action programs, not only those for- handicapped individuals but also

those for minorities and women. Federal agencies are responding
simultaneously to two sets of affirmative action instructions from

EEOC: one set for handicapped individuals and one set for minorities

and women. There is a lot of activity in both areas. Many agencies
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simply do not have the resources to address all of their equal
employment opportunity mandates at once.

I want to emphasize that very Ifew agencies have indicated
unwillingness to cooperate. It is true that only one-third-ofthe coveredagencies have responded satisfactorily, even though the deadlinepassed 2 months ago; however, the agencies that are not in full

.ompliance now are making every effort to comply and will, I believe,comply as soon as they can.
COMMISSIONER-DES1GNATE RUCKELSHAUS. Okay.
COMMISSIONER SALTZMAN. Thank you. Dr. Berry?
COMMISSIONER-DESIGNATE BERRY. Yes. I have a number of

questions and I will ask them as quickly as possible.
First of all, Ms. Milk, in your paper you say that sometimes peoplesay they are protectin the handicapped when they are actually

prejudiced against them How.do you tell theNifference?
Ms. MILK. I think it i very hard to tell the difference. One way is,without even considering' it, they assume that soniebody, f1&l on hisor her disability rather than his or her individual condition, could noto a job because they would constitute a hazard to themselves. That isthe hrst thing. If you are in the interview, without even discussing job-related questions, they say, "We know that you as an epileptic cannotdo this," that is one way.

COMMISSIONER-DESIGNATE BERRY. Second, on Title VII and theamendment issue. It seems like everytime someone suggests amending
a civil rights statute to include some other group, there are objections
about opening up the statute, whether it is Title IX on athletics orwhether it is the Voting Rights Act and language-minority groups andthe like. Instead of dismissing out of hand the notion of amending TitleVII for fear of opening it up, why not form some kind of coalition withthe groups that are already in it to try to make sure that they staisin itat the same time that the handicapped are included?

Ms. MILK. That is what we are trying to do. There were severalmeeOngs last spring with the Leadership Conference on Civil Rights. Ithinathe question is whether or not all protected groups are wellenough represented in Congress right now so that they can be assuredthat the foes don't outnumber the friends of any kind of civil rights
legislation, and that is something we all have to work on to' gether.

COMM1SSIONER-DESIGNATE BERRY. Third, on private action. Unlikeother civil rights groups where 4ere has been a lot of private action,
but groups have complained abet having to spend money or the timeor asked why doesn't the government pay more attention to our issue,you, as some other witnesses we have heard, make a strong brief formore private action in 503 and the like. Is it because you expect thegovernment to pay- the lawyers who will be involved in the suits or
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because handicapped people have more money than other civil rights

people?
Ms. MILK. I think it is because if there are attorneys' fees for

prevailing parties, we hope the discriminators will have to pay the

bills.
COMMISSIONER-DESIGNATE BERRY. Thank you. In your paper you

make what I think is a complaint about ihe 1980 censul. You say that
the definitions are both too limitedyou know the point that I am
referring to?

Ms. MILK. Yes, I do.
COMMISSIONER-DESIGNATE BERRY. and too broad to provide

much usable data. My understanding is that Mr. McNeil had some
responsibility for these definitions. Was the Censtts Bureau aware of
complaints, at least of those who work with disabled people, about this

problem?
Ms. MILK. That is why there is this development for the 1982

followup questionnaire because it was generally agreed, I think, that in

the general census there is one question, I believe, or two questions the

way Mr. McNeil described it, and there is no way we can get useful-

enough data to make a case for worker availability numbers based on

that. I believe Mr. McNeil's office agreed and that is why (he 1982

questionnaire was.designed.
COMMISSIONER-DESIGNATE BERRY. SO you agreed, Mr. McNeil,

that it was unsatisfactory.
MR. MCNEIL. Well, I hate to use the term "unsatisfactory," but the

proposed survey was in fact a response to a very great demand that we

felt we couldn't answer through the regular census.' 0,
COMMISSIONER-DESIGNATE BERRY. Mr. Hogan, you described

some debarment efforts, but you vaguely alluded to them as being in
the pipeline and that they related to cases involving minorities and

women, and then you talked about a number ofor at least two cases
in which there had been payments made for discrimination against
handicapped. Could you be clearer? Have there been any actual
debarments or fund cutoffs from contractors instigated and concluded

by OFCC or not?
MR. HOGAN. There have been in excess of20 debarments concluded

by OFCCP. The point I wanted to make was that these were cases
arising under the law that protects minorities and women. There have

not been as yet debarments of contractors either for discrimination
against the handicapped or for failure to pursue affirmative action.

However, there are about 20 cases in the administrative hearing
process, which is the process that arrives at debarment, so there should

be perhaps before the end of this year a number of final actions,
hopefully, if the Department of Labor prevails in the hearing,

eN
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debarments of contractors who refuse to meet their obligations to thehandicapped.

COMMISSIONER-DESIGNATE BERRY. We had a witness this morning
from AT&T who talied about their affirmative action plan and tickedoff a number of items. I did not notice in the list the evaluation> of
administrators to see to it that they were carrying out plan objective&Does OFCC require that? Would there be an advantage to requiringit? I mean for administrators in the company; I don't mean'administra-
tors at OFCC.

MR. HOGAN. There is not a specific requirement in our regulations
presently that supervisors be judged, among other things, for their
actions or failure to act with regard to the handicapped. That wouldbe an optional item that certainly would be well for companies toconsider, and it may be well for us to consider adding to the
requirement.

,

COMMISSIONER-DESIGNATE BERRY. DO you think it would he agood idea?
MR. HOGAN. I think so. I think it has been somewhat of a help with

regard to minorities and women.
COMMISSIONER-DESIGNATE BERRY. Thank yOu.
Mr. Boyd, you alluded to some problems with putting the selective

placement program in EEO offices, if I recall correctly. You said thaton Ihe one handI think you were the one who said thatsome
people thought it was a good idea, some people thought it was a bad
idea, some people worried about it. Was the worry because there wasfear that the groups that are already in EEO might ask for some of the
selective placement slots orwhat was the problem, and do you think
it is a good idea or not?

MR. BOYD. What is moving to the EEO office is not so much the
selective placement function as responsibility for monitoring affirma-
tive action. Employment of handicapped individuals involves person-
nel functions in unique ways. For example, accurate job analysis and
equitable classification of modified position descriptions are vital parts
of reasonable accommodation in many instances. Success depends
upon personnel functions that could not easily be carried out in anEEO office. Even if program leadership is transferred to the EEOoffice, it is still necessary for the personnel office to *ovide extensive
support servkes and maintailAan effective selective placement pro-' gram.

COMMISSIONER-DESIGNATE BERRY. Oh.
MR. BOYD. I think it is time that program leadership be transferred

to EEO offices, just as it is time that handicapped individuals bebrought into the civil rights movement.
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COMMISSIONER-DESIGNATE BERRY. And the people who complain
about it, why are they complaining?

MR. BOYD. Advocates for handicapped individuals fear that pro-

grams for their constituency will get short shrift in EEO offices

because there is more emphasis on programs for minorities and
women. What we are finding is not so much conscious intent to slight

persons with disabilities as force of habit, which leads EEO staffs to

address the interests of their traditional constituencies first and
consider the newest protected class only after plans and programs for

other groups are underway.
The current freeze on Federal hiring only makes matters worse 3iIt is

difficult or impossible to increase staff resources,- so competitionlfor

the few slots that are available redoubles. Also, if only a few people

are to be hired, disagreement about priorities among protected classes

is intensified. The issue is bogus but recurrent. EEO offices are
accustomed to advocating employment of minorities and women, but

sometimes find it difficult to recognize the rights of persons with

disabilities.
But, with the freeze on employment in Federal agencies, there is

only so much hiring that an agency is going to be doing. Now, who do

they hire? And I think this is one of the issues that has come up and
there has been concern on the parts of Ome that, you know, one
program is going to get short shift by the other program.

COMMISSIONPt-DESIGNATE BERRY. Once the freeze is lifted, as all

freezes are eventually lifted, what should be done about the problem
that has been cited by some of the testimony of not having 'disabled

individuals in jobs in the Federal Government, especially dealing with

the problems'of the disabled? There was one witness who cited as fact

that in one of the major departments none of the people who were at

the top as senior civil service or SES Were actuallj, from the disabled

community and that that seems to be a problem in many agencies. Do

you have any suggestions as to how that can be dealt with?

MR. BOYD. Our focus now is on bringing disabled individuals into

the work force. The focus may change in years to come.
Dispersion studies show that as a group handicapped individuals

now in the Federal work force have jobs very comparable to those

held by their nondisabled peers. The very highest level jobs are an

exception, but handicapped individuals as a group have fared very
well. When you look at specific disability categories, however, the
similarities begin to disappear. Persons with certain types of disabilities

tend to be concentrated in low-level positions..
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As for Itigh-level positions, tilere are not many handiCaPped
individuals in these jobs. EEOC Certainly supports affirmative recruit-
ment to bring qualified persons with disabilities into the applicant
pools for senior-level positions and positions in the senior executiveservice.

Handicapped individuals are not included in the Federal equal
opportunity recruitment program (FEORP), largely because it is
presently impossible to develop for handicapped individuals the kindsof data that are ,required. Basic FEORP principles and methods,

I however, can be adapted and applied in programs for handicapped
individuals. EEOC has instructed Federal agencies to develop special
recruitment programs that are parallel to FEORP and that will
increase the number of,handicapped individuals in the apOlicant pools
from which vacancies at all levels are filled.

Although we are not emphasizing dispersion at this tirtie, we are
asking agencies to analyze and report to us`the dispersion iri the work
force of persons with specified severe disabilities. In the future weexifect to pay more attention to such matters as internal promotion of
handicapped employees and equitable representation of persons with
disabilities at all levels, in all types of jobs, and in all organizational and
geographic components of each agency.

COMMISSIONER-DESIGNATE BERRY. Thank you.
COMMISSIONER SALTZMAN. Thank you. I would like tO express ourreal appreciation for your contributions and participation this after-

noon. Really, I think you added a great deal to our understanding.
Thank you again.

I will ask the next panel, the State panel, all to come forward, please.

State Panel
COMMISSIONER SALTZMAN. I apologize for keeping time on our

speakers, but the Commissioners caused us to lose a little more time. I
apologize for that. I will try and get us back on schedule.

I will introduce our first representative on the State panel. JoAnn A.
Lewis serves as director otL the California Department---

CHAIRMAN FLEMMING. May I ask the consultation to come to
order, please. Conversations outside.

COMMISSIONER SALTZMAN. Yes. If there are to be conversations,
please take care of them outside.

Ms. Lewis serves as director of the California Department of Fair
Employment and Housing. That department is the civil rights agencyresponsible for enforcing antidiscrimination laws. The department
investigates complaints of discriMination in employment, housing,
public accommodations, or services based oil physical and mentaldisabilities.

Ms. Lewis, I will let you know when you have 5 minutes remaining.
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STATEMENT OF JOANN A. LEWIS, DIRECTOR, CALIFORNIA

DEPARTMENT OF FAIR EMPLOYMENT AND kOUSING, SAN

FRANCISCO
MS. LENVIS..Thank you verY much.

I just want to begin. by indicating that in CaldOrnia otir depart nt

covers all employers a five or more. We'-do not have authority to

handle physidally handicappedin the housing aiea. Our authority

limited to eruployuient.
-

[See Exhibit No. 8.]
MS. LEWIS. Our agency has seen organized since 1959 and

physically handicapped was added to ourilawsn 1974. We interpret

physically handicapped to mean the impairment of sight hearing, or
speech:Or impairment Of physic-al ability because of amputation or loss

of functional coordination, or any other health iMpairment which

requires speciaf education or related services. We do have sdnie

exceptions to the physically handicapped, although we construe as

liberally as possible our interpretation. We do not handle drug and

alcohol abuse cases, mental disability, or What our commission

characterizes as voluntary disabilities, such as obesity. We are
currently 'reevaluating that because we have had a bouple of examples

where obesity was perceived as a handicap, so we are reevaluating and

making recommendations to the commissipn on whether obesity

should be included.
In our enforcement of physically handicapped cases, we find an

interesting profile that is somewhat at varipm-with our regular
employment cases. We find that the grouifi who files charges of

discrimination based on physical handicaps are predominantly male
about 71 percentthey are Caucasianabout 66 percentand that

-the two major areas of complaint tend to be refusal to hireabout 42

percentor for dismissalan additiona4i percent.
We find that we are able to resolve physically handicapped cases

much more satisfactorily than we do our regular employment cases.
We have a higher satisfactory adjustment rate, some 21 percent as

opposed to 16 percent for regular employment cases.

I was interested to determine whether there was any difference in

the geographic distribution of physically handicapped cases in Califor-

nia. It compares favorably with all of our cases, and, that is, most of

the complaints come from southern California, which is understand-

able because that is where most of the population is. But about 65

percent of all physical handicap cases come from southern California.

Within California we have roughly 7,600 employment cases that we

handle each year. Physically handicapped cases are 6 peicent of that,

about 475, and probably will top the 500-plus mark this year. Those

figures are 1979 figures. That makes them about, as I said, 6 percent of
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our Wdrkload and they are all individual charges. The law in
California require's that we resolve these complaints within.1 year, and
what we' call our turnaround time currently is betWeen 9 and 11
months. We are hopeful that by January of 1981 we will have moved
that to about a 6-month turnaround..In other words, from the time the
compiaint is Fried with us to the time we reach an adjustment. or
complete our investigation, it will be rotighly%nonths.

It is interesting because in California there has been a recentichange
in our law and also in the administration of the FEP agency. Since
then we have been fairly-aggressive in enforcing the laws in California

'and the commission has handed down 13 precedent decisions. Of those
13 decisions, 6 were in the area of physically handicapped. Most of
themI guess three out of the sixhad to do with back problems.
Yhere is a general prohibition against employing stmeone who does.not have a "normal" back, arid our commission has been very clear
that in physically handicapped cases, individuals must be judged on an
individual basis and, therefore, three of these decisions have dealt with
various bkk problems.

The other caseslet's see, one had to do with a high blood pressure
case. Essentially, the employer asserted that a person with high blood
pressure should not be in a position of stress and the commission
disagreed and was able to demonstrate that the stress did not affect the

. blood pressure and the person was able to function satisfactorily.
The other was against a sheriff's department, having to do with a

hearing loss, and the sheriff's department's assertion that a person with
a hearing loss endangered the safety of themselves 91 others because
they would'be unable to hear a whispered command. The commission
indicated that persons with normal hearing might also miss a
whispered command and instructed them to reestablish, reevaluate the
standard.

The other was against the city of Modesto, having to do with a
future risk to the employer because of this person's health problems.
The individual had diabetes and heart problems and they were very
concerned that if this manhe was an engineer for the cityif he
were employed and continued to work, the city might incur a
considerable liability should his health fail.

I think that we are beginning to develop some case law on how
physically handicapped cases, or how individuals who have disabili-
ties, must be evaluated as they apply for employment and for
continued employment.

We are a little bit, I guess, derelict in that the State of California has
just issued its first set of employment regulations in March of this year
which define what physically handicapped is considered to be in
California and how employers are expected to respond to disabilities.
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The agency also Mas responsibility for contract compliance, similar
to what OFCCP has for the Federal Government. We have not yet
begun our enforcement efforts in this area, so I have no information or

any real educated guesses as to what we may run inTo when we begin
to evaluate affirmative action plans for the handicapped.

In California the State employees are coveted by the State personnel
board and they have a special unit for developing affirmatiye action
plans within State government. Our agency does not handle the
discrimination complaints for State employees. We do, as 1 mentioned
before, have responsibility for local governments and for private"
employers. About "the only exceptions to our law are religious,
nonprofit employers.

COMMISSIONER SALTZMAN. Thank you, Ms. Lewis.

Thomas J. Peloso, Jr., has been chief deputy director of the
Michigan Department of Civil Rights since 1976. He has been with the
department since 1956 and has servgi in the capacity of acting director
of the agency in 1970, 1972, and 1915.

Mr. Peloso is actively involved with the National Association of
Human Rights Workers, haAng served as vice president of the
midwest region, and is also a life member of the National Association
for the Advancement of Colored People.

Thomas J. Peloso, Jr. --+-

STATEMENT OF THOMAS J. PELOSO, JR., CHIEF DEPUTY
DIRECTOR, MICHIGAN DEPARTMENT OF CIVIL RIGHTS,

DETROIT
MR. PELOSO. Thank you. Commissioners and people attending the

consultation, we have two laws in Michigan that the department of
civil rights has the responsibility for enforcing. I guess you could call it

separate but equal.
We have the Elliott-Larsen Civil Rights Act and the Michigan

Handicappers Act. This is the erilitlement given the act by the
Michigan Legislature.

These acts are administered, however, under the same rules of
organization, practice, and procedure developed for the commission
and implemented by the commission.

These rules pAvide for court remedy as well as for administrative
remedy. A pers'on who has been discriminated against, whether it be,a
handicapped person or a person because of race or sex, may avail
themselves of an appeal to the circuit dourts in the State where their
case would be tried de novo .

Michigan civil rights enforcement power is derived from the State
constitution and from Public Acts 453 and 220 of 1976. These were
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both effective on March 31, 1977, and there are subsequent amend-
ments.

The comprehensive lliott-Laifsen Civil Rights Act broadened
jurisdiction in the areas of employment, education, housing, ptiblic
accommodations, and public service to include several new protected
classes. These would be age, sex, marital status, height, weight, and
arrest record.

Protection for the handicapped; however, presented some tMique
problems that could be better served by separate legislation, accOrding
to the beliefs of the legislature: The separate legislation that offered
protection for the handicapped in parallel areas is Ptiblic Act No. 220,
Michigan Handicappers Civil 4.0ghts Act. This act specifically
prohibits discrimination because a a handicap unrelated to the ability
to perform a specific job or benefif from a public accommodation or
place of residence. It prohibits educational institutions from promoting
or fostering physical or mental stereotypes in curriculum development,
textbooks, and training or learning materials. It, encourages, but does
not require, affirmative action, permitting adoption with commission
approval of plans to eliminate present effects of past discriminatory

, practices or to assure equal opportunity to the handicapped.
The act prohibits eliciting informatioh concerning the handicapped

unrelatecj to job performande. The State's attorney general, however,
has recently negated a departmental policy which made it unlawful to
inquire about the handicap or the yse of an adaptive device or aids. He
held that such information Was necessary' for provision of reasonable
accommodation.

Public Act 220 incorporates a clause making employers responsible
for accommodating an employee or applicant unless such accommoda-
tion would impose undue hardship. In some cases a simple adaptive
device or aid may equip the hand,icapper for job performance. In many
cases no such aid is even required. There is little 6ase law, however, to
esktablish reasonable accommodation and an even skimpier history of
voluntary accoMmodation'for handicappers by employers.

Need for new investigative training for staff was inherent with
enactment of the Handicappers Civil Rights Act. Special investigative

4' tools are employed. The claimant must coMplete an information sheef
identifYing the handicap and the -agency or physician certifying the
handicapthis is provided in the law itselfindicating reasonable
accommodation the respondent could make to employ .the handicap-
per and, also, must sign medical release forms for obtaining necessary
records.

Investigators who rarely possess medical knowledge or exprrtise
must rely on outside experts for judging the severitY or the restrictions
of a physical or mental condition. If respondent's and claimant's
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physicians disagree on limitations ifnposed by the handicap, a third
neutrai physician is employed,..,with the third opinion recaiting the
weight and resolving the complaint.

Another investigative tool is a job or task analysis. For this, the
investigator must visit the jobsite, observe and often even perform the
work, question other workers, and sometimes confer with unions
havihg knowledge in the actual job requirerhents. In addition to.this,
the investigator in many cases must contact handicap organizatioris to

get expert advice on the Ability of a particular person to do a particular

job. .
Although Public Act 220 requires handling of complaints on a case-

by-case basis, there are similarities in.,the cases resolved' to date. All

haVe involved defensive arguments of respOndents who maintain they

cannot hire handicappers because they could incur future liabilities oi
injuries. Further, they -argue, a dramatic Ocrease in liability for
workers' compensation imposes an undue hardship. The cchnmission
rejected the possible future injury defense, interpreting the law to
mean current ability to perform. The workers' compensation liability

presents an admitted conflict with protection from discrimination for
the handicapped. The issue was subject for heated debate by the
legislature during the evolvemeneof the act. Arguments of the possible

burden it could place on respondents were overridden by the passage'

of the bill.
The commission has ruled consiste ntly_that handicap ped applicants

protected by the act must be considered for specific jobs. This results

from an autoplobile industry practice a placing applicanis in broad
)ob classifications..Limitations,determined follOwing required physical

examinatio% then were applied to1l jobs within the classification. In

these cases, ihe commission has determined that determination of the
physical requirements of specific jobs must be meshed with the abilities

of.the claimant andaall future applicants.
Since 1977 the department has received over 1,500 handicapper

complaints. From our records we know these complaints, physical and

mental, ROW rank third in' the total npmber filed. Race and sex lead.
ttetween two-thirds and three-quarters of these claimants are white
males. Approximateh .95 percent of all coiriplaints are in the area of
employment and most involve failure to hire or unfair dismissal.. '

A hand-tabtilated survey shows the most frequently cited handicap

is back trouble, folloWed by complaints of discrimination due to vision,
.'epilepsy, and" heart problems. Over 1,100 of these cases haYe been
closed. About 40 percent of these resulted in beneficial resolutions for

the handicapped.
While the Michigan Civil Rights Department is constitutionally

mandated to értforce ciyil rights laws, of the State, the department
'
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cooperates with other agencies to encourage comprehenkive protec-tion for handicappers.'Among these is Michigan's Bureau of Rehabili-
tation. This bureau ,wOrks with business to achieve voluntary- job
placement of handicappers. The bureau also admini rs-; a second
injury progra-m which encourages the hiring of per ons with back,
heart, diabetic, or epileptic conditions. Incentive to hire is provided
through limiting liability fgr, an occupational injury or illness to 2
years. Subsequent benefit payments come froth the second injury fund
to which all employers contribute. The civil rights department
micourages qualified claimants to use this-program to expedite their
hire by otherwise reluctant employers. Department staff also encour-
age respondents to administer physicals prior to hiring in order to use
the second injury fund niore frequently.

In February, standards of procedures to implement the Governor's
executive directive, civil rights compliance in State and Fedefal
contracts, were amended to incltrde handicappers. Handicap-has been
defined.consistAt with the State and ,Federal regulations and specific
affirmative steps Have been outlined to ensure equal employment
opportunity and equal opportunity. in the provision of services,
activities, and programs. Further, a proposed amendment to Public
Act 220 would require a nondiscrimination clause in all State contracts
and requires special efforts by eduiatiOnal institutions to recruit
handicapped employees and hig r ,education students.

The significant portion of this ill would broaden the definition of
mental handicap, now covering nly mental re,tardation, except in
bousing, to cover the full range of ental conditions., The department
has suggested this expansion be 1 ited to mental retardation and
mentally restored due to the limited ability Of both public and private
sectors to determine the present ability to perform. Expansion of the
definition could impair investigation and resolution of odi4laints,
although it Would benefit persons wilth a history of mental illness who
syffer employment discrimination.

Enactment of the Michigan HandicapPers Civil, Rights Act was
slow in coming. Inadyquacies and ambiguities continue to surface..This
is inevitable because this act, more than any other. -civil rights
legislation, is designed for the individual.. Each case is unique and the
law, undergoes4tontinuibg scrutiny and interpretation as each case is
litigated or resolved. But weaknesses notwithstanding, our experience
with the act has convinced us that handicap discrimination cap be,dealt with effectively.by an established civil rights agency.

[See 'Exhibit No. 9 -fior additional .statement by Thomas Teloso,
including teZt of the Michigan statute' on handicapped persons.]

COMMISSIONER SALTZMAN1 Thank you, Mr: Peloso.
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Our next panelist is Commissioner Marilyn E. McClure. She has had
extensive professional experience in social work, primarily in Chicago
and Minneapolis.

Comn-ioner McClure holds degrees in sociology from McAlister
College AEd the School of Social Services Administration at the
University of Chicago. She!is a commissioner of the Minnesota
Deortment of Human Rights.

Commissioner McClure is active in community and professional
organizations. She has chaired the Minnesota Chicano Federation and
has served on the board of directors of the St. Paul Urban Coalition.

She is first vice chair of the Spanish-Speaking Affairs Council in

Minnesota.
Commissioner McClure.

STATEMENT OF MARILYN E. McCLURE, COMMISSIONER,
MINNESOTA DEPARTMENT OF HUMAN RIGHTS, ST. PAUL
Ms. MCCLURE. Thank you very much. I am honored to be with you

here today to share some of the enforcement experiences that we have
had in Minnesota relating to employment discrimination of "disabled

persons.
Since early 1973 and prior to enactment of the Federal Rehabilita-

tion Act, the Minnesota Human Rights Act has included prohibitions
against, discrimination on the basis of disability in emplowent,
housing, educatidn, public accommodations, and public services. The
law applies to public and private employers who Aploy at least one
person.

In tlie first Year that law was effective, the department received 12
charges of disability discrimination in employment. This represented 3

percent of the total employment charges'received in 1973. By. the end
of 1975, 17 percent of the employment charges filed were allegations
involving disability. In recent years allegations of disability discrimina-
tion have constituted 19 percent of employment chargei received by
the department. An allegation of discqnination because of disability
has becdme the third most frequent type of employment charge filed

with the department. .

Discrimination cases in Minnesota for the most.part have dealt with
individuals Who do Inot claim to'be handicapped, but whose medilal
history is used by .prospective employers to disqualify them from
employment.

Ms. Leslie Milk of Mainstream, in her testimony earlier today,
observed that until the passage of the Federal Rehabilitation Act of
1973 handicapped meant visibly h-andicapped. That was and in some
instances still is the popular conception. However, the Minnesota
Legislature did not choose to support this conception, in 1973 when it
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amended the Human Rights Act to prohibit discrimination on the basis
of disability.

Illnesses commonly perceived to be disabling were also discussed
during legislative debate. It is clear that legislative intent in Minnesota
was to include a variety of handicapping and disabling conditions
within the protection of the law. For this reason, the term -dis bility"
is broadly defined.

Disability is defined in the Minnesota Human Rights Act as mental
or physicat condition which constitutes a handicap. Handicap-is not
defined, and according to Minnesota law undefined words should be
construed according to their common and approved usage. ' A
dictionary definition of handicap is "something that hampers a person,
a disadvantage, a hindrance."

In addition, the Human Rights Act contains a section whith
prescribes that the act should be construed liberally to accomplish its
broad purposes. One purpose of the act is to secure freedom from
employment discrimination against any qualified person. Therefore,
the department has argued that the term "physical handicap" should
be broadly construed to include all physical conditions which
constitute a disadvantage or hindrance in ewloyment.

Minnesota courts have not yet had the opportunity to consider this
definition of handicap. There are two exceptions in Minnesota law to
the broad prohibition against discrimination because of disability. The
Human Rights Act provides that it is a defense to a complaint brought
under the Human Rights Act that the person bringing the complaint or
action suffers from a dist.bility which poses a serious threat to the
health or safety of a disabled person or others. The burden of proving
this defense rests with an employer.

The department has argued successfuly.4la t for an employer to
establish this defense the employer must show that the danger is
present at the time of employment and likely to occur. It is insufficient
for an employer to prove that prohienic may occur at some time in the
future.

The second exceptidn under the act allows an employer to refuse to
employ an individual because of the person's disability if the absence of
the disability is a bona fide occupational qualification for the job: The
department has maintained that in order to establish this, defense an
employer must prove that only applicants without a particular
disability or disablihg condition"can satisfactorily perform the job.

The department has established policies and positions with respect
to disability discrimination. These positions for the most part remain
untested. Substantive rules and regulations in employment discrimina-
tion have not been promulgated by the department. There is a dearth
of discrimination case law under the Human Rights Act in the area of
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disability, but I would like to share with you the particulars of some of

the cases that have been considered by Minnesota courts.
---te' Two district court decisions affirmed the department's positiofi

certain medical stanctrds imposed bY the city of Minneapolis as part of
its employinent screening process excluded applicants on the basis of
disability in violation of the-Minnesota Human Rights Act.

One case involved the disability of pulmonary tuberculosis and two

individuals, one employee and one applicant of the city of Minneapo-
lis. In the first instance, the applicant began employment with the city

as a clerk-typist. On physical examination, the city's physician
concluded that she had a lung cavity which might have been caused
by tuberculosis. The city's medical standards precluded employment
of any 'person who had had pulmonary tuberculosis, active or
quiescent. The employee was terminated.

In the second instance, an applicant was denied employment as a
clerk because the city's physician found tubefcular cavities in his
lungs. The applicant had received chemotherapy, and medical test
results indiqated that the applicant .was noncontagious and safe for
employment. The city argued that the applicant's tubercular history
constituted a serious threat to his health and safety and that of others.
The medical test results refuted the city's argument.

The city also asserted that its lung and chest medical standaras
constituted a bona fide occupational qualification, but this argument
was rejected on two grounds. First, the city failed to show any factual
basis for believing that all or substantially all persons who have lung
cavities indicating that they might have had tuberculosis would b
unable to perform the jobs of clerk and clerk-typist efficiently a d
without threat to themselves or others. The record indicates at

persons with such lung cavities may be employed safely wing

chemotherapy treatment and test results demonstrating the efective-
ness of that treatment.

The city also did not show a factual basis to believe that a is
impractical or impossible to asceitain whi0 individuals with a lung
disability can be safely employed. The ) dcpartment argued thai
individual determinations about employability must be made.

It was demonstrated that such a dete,rmination can be made by a

1
doctor knowledgeable about tuberculosis on the basis of laboratory
tests and length of chemotherapy treatment. A hearingexaminer ruled
against the city of Minneapolis.

On appeal to district court, the city argued several points. First, the
city sought a bona fide occupational qualification test that would be
limited regarding disability because the range of activities limited by
physical conditions constituting handicaps is much greater than in.sex
discrimination cases. But the department argued, that the focus of the
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bona fide occupational qualifigation exception is not on the rahge of
activities to be, limited. It-1 is, rather, on the negative effects of
stereotyping iniaividuals on the basis of physical characteristics
unrelated to ability to perform.

Second, the city argued that a business necessity existed not to hire
unreasonably high-risk employees. However, the city failed to show
that persons with a tubercular history are an unreasonably high risk,
that they have a higher turnover rate because of their lung conditions.
Also, the city did not show an absence of an acceptafile alternative-
practice other than barring employment of persons with lung condi-
tions.

The medical evidence demonstrated that the city could adopt a less
discriminatoiy medical standard requiring less chemotherapy treat-
ment. Thus, the city failed to meet the three-prdnged business
neceisity test which provides that, one, there must be sufficiently
compelling purpose for the fiolicy; two, the 4selicy must effectively
carry out that purpose; three, there must be available no acceptable
alternative practices which would better accomplish the business
purpose advanced. '

Third, the city raised the issue -of possible tublelkulAr problems
versus present condition. Both the former employee, and the applicant
had conditions which had been treated.and controlled, thus causing no
concern for the future.

Fourth, the city urged that where there is a difference in medical
opinions, the bona fide occupational qualification standards should be
more flexible than in other areas of discrimination. However, the
record demonstrates that there was no disagreement among medical
experts concerning the pertinent issues in the case. The physician who
testified agreed that the former employee and applicant could both
perform safely on the job, that laboratory test results, not the presence
of lung cavities, were significant in establishing contagiousness, and
that the city's standard requiring a year of chemotherapy was not.
ne&ssary. The district court affirmed the decision of the ,hearing
examiner.

In the other district court decision involving exclusionary medical
standards, the city of Minneapolis denied employment to an individual
because he had a history of a heart attack. The applicant was hired on
a temporary basis pending the outcome of the physical examination
required of.all new employees. The city's physician testified before a
hearing examiner that the reason the applicant was rejected was that
the city's medical standards classified anyone who had a history of
myocardial infarction as not acceptable.

The applicant's personal physician testified that he would have no
limitations in performing a sedentary job, but that there was an
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increased risk of another cbronary event. The city's physiian stated
that there was a good probability of another coronary. Orexpert on
cardiovascular disease testified that medical conditions should be
evaluated in conjunction With specific jobs.

The hearing examiner concluded that the-city had failed to establish
a BFOQ and ruled that the increased risk of another coronary event is
of no consequence, since the applicant's ability to perform.the job at
the time of employment is the proper consideration. The hearing
examiner applied the Weeks test for BFOQ in determining that the city
had not established a BFOQ. The Weeks test comes from the case
Weeks v. Southern Bell Telephone Companyt

The city appealed to the district court, raising the q estion of
whether the hearing examiner had appropriately adopted tfl Weeks
test. 'The city argued that since disabilities are very often not stable
conditions, they are differene-from other protected classes; therefore,
the test for a BFOQ should not just consider present ability to perform
the job, as requiredlunder Weeks, but should also allow for consider-
ation 'of risks of future incapacities. Such a test would allow an
employer to select an applicant showing indication of being able to
provide employment of a reasonable duration.

The Weeks formula requires the employer to show on a factual basis
that: (1) all, or substantially all, the members of the -protected class are
incapable of performing the work; or (2) it ismpractical or impossible
to determine, on an individual basis, which persons can and which
cannot perform the job.

The district cotot upheld the hearing examiner's use of the Weeks
formula.

COMMISSIONER SALTZMAN. Commissioner McClure, is the rest of_
your testimony all in written form?

MS. MCCLURE: No.
COMMISSIONER SALTZMAN. No? Could you get to that which isn'tni, ---

and submit that which is typed for the record? It will all be put into the
record. If you would, conclude with pie remarks that are not typed
and cannot be submitted, but which you would like to give orally.
Okay?

MS. MCCLURE. Okay.
There is another problem that is peculiar in Min'nesota having to do

with back abnormalities. That has to do with our Finnish population in
the northern part of the State. Finns make up 21.9L percent of that
population and that is a higher percentage than all other ethnic groups.
They seem to have a greater likelihdod of lower back abnormalities ./Ae

and-, ai. the same lime, the taconite and mining industries use an
employment standard that excludes people with back abnormalities on

N
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the basis of simply an X-ray. Th At is the cause of much activity with
our department, both with United States Steel and Boise Cascade.

To conclude my remarks today, I cannot emphasize [too much] the
importance of including disabled persons a's a protected class under,
Title VII. of the 1964 CivilRights Act. 'A lesser standard for the
disabled than for other protected classes under.. Federal law is
unacceptable.

,

The Minnesota Legislature adopted this position in 1973. Surely
Congress can place disability discrimination on equal footing with race
and sex discrimination. I urge you to use your influence as the
Commission on Ckil Rights and as individual leaders to .s.5.ess
Congresi to accomplish this task. The efforts to e'nsure that disabled
people have the opportunity to participate fully in the Work force, have
only just begun. There are.,many barriers that have yet to be removed.
Thank you.

[See Exhibit No: 10" for supplemenfal statement by Marilyn
McClure, including text of Minnesota statute on the handiOapped.]

COMMISSIONER SALTZMAN. Thank you. You will leave your entire
statement with the staff?

MS. MCCLURE. Yes.
COMMISSIONER SALYZMAN. Thank you very much.
Ann, Thacher Anderson is general, counsel of the New York State

Division of Human Rights and is responsible for all -aspects of the
division's legal work, including public hearings, litjgations, and the
drafting of opirlons and correspondence. She had 6 years of priYate
practice' iii,major law firms in Washington and New Xprk City before
assuming her present position.

Ann Thacher Anderson.

STATEMENT OF ANN THACHER ANDERSON, GENERAL
COUNSEL, NEW YORK STATE DIVISION OF HUMAN

. . RIGHTS, NEW YORK, I1.Y
Ms. ANDERSON. Thank you. It is a great pleasure to be nere with

you. I am going to cut my remarks as short as I can. I am not going to
give you ,any statistical detail because I believe we submitted statistits
to you in writing earlier this year or last and I don't think so much has
happened that they are out of date.

I will tell you that we have had jurisdictionrdice 19740 over
discrimination because of disability, a term defined in the statute and
whose definition has been the subject of litigation and legislation
amendment, as I vill enlarge upon presently. We have it in employ-.
ment, we havri-Ci; places of public accommodatioit we haye it in s,

places of education which are tax exempt and nonsectarian, 'did we
r.-have it in housing.
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7-1
[See Exhibit No. 11 for the New York statute on the handicapped.]
MS. ANDERSON. I am not aware of any major coverage of the statute

which does not cover disability. If you have a particular detail in a
question, I can refer to the law later.

Right after the Human Rights Law was amended to entrust this
substantial area of jurisdiction to the division, the division set about
preparing guidelines ,that would'serve as tools in the interpretation of
the new statute. I can only say that those guidelines are in an almost
constant state of revision as we ourselves learn more abodt this field
and realize that assumptions made in 1974 are no longer valid aftei the
5 or 6 years we have had studying actual cases.

For example, originally it was determined that we should nor
consider ourselves as having jurisdiction over any aspect of alcohol-
ism, over any aspect of drug addiction, or over any aspect of obesity.
All these three positions have now been substantially modified. We are
asserting our jurisdiction over a category that we refer to as
recovering alcoholics; namely, those persons whose drinking problems
do not prevent their performance- in a reasonable manner of the
activities involved in their jobs or occupations. To the same extent, .
those workers with a history of drug addiction who are undergoing
treatment and whose addiction is no longer active are regarded by the
division as within its,jurisdiction. Obesity is now seen to be a disability.

I want tO focuS now on our definition of the term "disability." It
resembles one spoken of by my confrere from Michigan. We had in the
original statute this awkward language. First of all, I should say that
the definition covered any phySical, mental, or Medical impairment
resulting from anatomical, physiological, or nedi-aogical conditi
Vanch prevents the, exercise6of a normal bodily function orelliri
demonstrable by medically accepted clinical or laboratory diagnostic
techniques.
, Now, let's focus on the hard part. There was a proviso and it read as
fopws: "Provided, however, that in all provisions of this article
dealing with employment, the term shall be limited to physical, mental,
or medical conditions which are unrelated to the ability to engage in
the activities involved in the job." Right there you have a problem,
because you have a phrase, a.set of words, which the Courts of New
i'ork, anyway, have had great diffic4ilty in construing with reference
to specific job5 and specific people.

Let me give you my exhibit A. There was a school bus driver named
Leo Vissa. Leo Vissa had driven the scliool bus without accident,
without any unfavorable 'comment related to his job performance, for
some 5 to 10 years. In 1976, I think it was, he was told he must submit
to a test. His hearing iwas teSted and It was found that, although his
hearing tested 'out ,quite appropriately and normally , up to the pitch
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level of 4,000 CPS [cycles ,per secoric1]4.2141 come back to that in a
minuteabove 4,000 CPS his hearing acuity fell off.

The school nurse who took this test averaged out his scores at all
levels of pitch and gave him a flunking grade. I should tell you that
4,000 CPS is that high note on the piano where the piano keyboard
leaves off.

What we had here was an extremely high frequency level of hearing
impairment, but below 4,000 nc; detectable impairment. Nevertheless,
Mr. Vissa was discharged from his school bus driving job and came to
us and filed a complaint..

I won't burden you with the problems we had with medical
witnesses, expert witnesses. It was virtnally our first trial "of a disabilityfcomplaint and involved us in for nsics which, at that point, we were
quite unaccustomed to, but we d succeed in obtaining a finding of
discrimination and a cease and desist order, including a directive that
Mr. Vissa should beyrehired, and this was sustained on appeal by the
State human rights appeal board. (Our first level of appeal is an
administrative appeal board.)

Then the school district took it into court and the appellate division,
third department, unanimously threw it out, telling us ihat we should
never have taken jurisdiction over the complaint in the first place.

..
They then seized upon this definition and its somewhat theoretical
language concerning "unrelated to the ability to, etc., etc.," and they
said that any hearing impairment is obviouslythey kept ref;tring to

.things like "common sense"is obviously related to the ability to
drive a bus.

Then they reached around for what would be a disability that
wouldn't be related to the ability to drive a school bus, and they said,
"Well, maybe an imPairment of the hand or an impairment of th, sense
of smell." They then threw it out on that basis.

Because of the safety issues very clearly present in a question of
employment of a school bus driver, there was a lot of "scaredy-cat"
among my staff as to whether we should appeal. But the cOmmissioner
wanted to appeal and I wanted to appeal, and I decided I would take
tlw thing myself to the court of appeals and just see if we could get it
turned around.

,

We went into it in great detail. We argued that it was ridiculous to
apply a purely theoretical test because that became like a conclusive
presumption against the complainant's ability to perform. We argued
504 regulations. We argued everj, trick in the book I could think of.
Nevertheless, the thing was affirmed and we were judged by the
highest court of the State to be without jurisdiction over substantial
categories of disability cases.
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We went to the leigslature, confronted them with these decikms
i and said, "Let's revise the statute." twenty-four hours of talking with

various legislators worked a very nice change. We now have a
definition of disability with a proviso which is worded specifically in
terms of the complainant and in terms orthe job or occupation sought.

Whai has happened since then, however, is that the courts in
"subsequent cases have inserted dicta to the effect that this new

definition should not be applied to cases still bending in the division.
However, the sponsors of the Original legislation have now put
forward a bill, which we hope will be enacted this session, which
would specifically make the new definition applicable to caTes in house
as of April 1, 1980. This should save most of our caseload.

Meanwhile, I just have to tell you one mcife thing before I conclude
my remarks. Quite out of sight bf the employment field, the education
jurisdiction provided us'with a very interesting case. I won't give you
the names of the parties because there is a problem of privacy and a
relationship that is to continue, but a brilliant psychiatrist, 'psycholo-
gistclinical psychologist, I think is really the termapplied to a
psychoanalytic institution in the city of New York trying to become a
menlber of their research .training program which offers extensive
work in psychoanalysis. She had a history of Parkinson's disease, but
her physician said that she has been in complete remission since 1974.
Nevertheless, she was turned down.

She filed a complaint. Much complicated shenanigans in litigation.
But the complaint culminated in a finding of discrimination and a
directiop that she be ordered admitted to this institution forthwith.
Then diere was litigation in the appeal board and in the appellate
division. The appellate division, in a long opinion, conclusively
sustained us with a great deal of very helpful discussion.

The complainant has now been admitted and is, hope, in the
preliminary steps of developing a training analysis relationship with an
analyst at the institution. We continue to keep a rather anxious eye on
the situation in the hope that a really viable relationship can develop
between the-complainant and the respondent.

This concludes my remarks..
Commissiopiat SALTZMAN. Thank you, Ms. Anderson.
I would like to express the appreciation of the Commission to each

of you for participating, for taking time out from your busy schedules
to provide us with this important information. Thank you very much.
Dr. Berry.

COMMISSIONER-DESIGNATE BERRY. I just have one question, I

think, for everyone who is here. Since you described some quite
remarkable legislatiorin your own States, which seems, on the face of
it at least/ sufficient to deal with the employment problem, and since
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also, unlike the situation with dimrimination on the basis of race, for
example, where before there was Federal law on the books, many of
the States didn't have much in the way of legislationI think you
would agree with thatdo you think--

MS. ANDERSON. No, no. Wait a minute.
COMMISSIONER-DESIGNATE BERRY. I don't mean your States, but I

am saying States in general.
Ms. ANDERSON. Okay.
COMMISSIONER-DESIGNATE BERRY. In the areas where you %had

racial segregation, for example, there were not. laws saying that racial
segregation should be ended, and so Federal law was in part initiated
to try to get some moyement in that part of the country. I think you
would agree with that.

Ms.-ANDERSON.'llight.
COMMISSIONER-DESIGNATE BERRY. If that ,is the case and if you

have these remarkable pieces of legislation in your four States already,
what do we need to do in the Federal Gbvernment bgS/ond applaud
you and say, "Pursue the legislation you have there and continue' to 4

enforce it"? Is there some need for some Federal enforcement or
legislation and why, given what you already have on the books and
what you have described? .

Ms. Lewis, would youI would like each of you to comment
briefly on that. . .

MS. LEWIS. Well, I would certainly say there is need for Federal
legislation and, as was mentioned earlier this morning, there is a bill
that is going through that our State has supported, certainly the
concept, and in fact that piece of legislation. I think that without
Federal legislation there are many employers who would not be
touChed by the State legislation anAt therefore, it is very important that
all employees have the protectionf these laws.

COMMISSIONER-DESIGNATE BERRY. So yours is not broad enough.
MS. LEWIS. No. We have no coverage, for instance, over Federal

employees in our State. -

COMMISSIONER-DESIGNATE BERRY. Go ahead. 4,
MR. PELOSO. I am in agreement that there stpuld be Federal

legislation. I think that Title VII should be amended to include
protection for the handicapped. I think that the fact that many States
still do not haIe protective laws is evidence enough that there should
be legislation on the national level to cover this important area.

COMMISSIONER-DESIGNATE BERRY. $o you think it is needed 43r
other States,.not for your State. , .

MR. PELOSO. Well, one ot the p if ems that every State has and
every jurisdiction has is the lack o resources. If you add them all
together, they don't amount to enough to cover the problem, and I
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don't look upon additional legislation that would grant additional
authority and resources to the Federal agency to conduct Protections
for the handicapped as being unreasonable. I think ,. if anything, -it is
needec) to supplement whatever has been done locally, at the State and
local level.

COMMISSIONER-DESIGNATE BERRY. Just to sharpen the point before
you respond, because I am very much interested in this issue, do you
think that in your States, at least, Federal law and more Federal
enforcement is required because you don't have the available resources
and the Federal Government will have the resources to implement it?
Is that the issue, or is it just a matter of coverage, as Ms. Lewis said, or
is it mixed, or what is the argument for more Federal enforcemeni?

Ms. ,14cCLURE. I would lire to say that if I file a charge in my
department on the basis of my national origin or my sex, I could file a
charge alleging discrimination under the State law and I can also file
one rwith EEbC alleging discrimination under the Federal law. It
seems to me that not to include the disabled treats them as a sec nd-

.
class protected class.

COMMISSIbNER-DESIGNATE BERRY. MS. Anderson?
MS. ANDERSON. Also, let's face it, there is a mind set clear across the

country thet until the Feds get invOlved, it is not for realL--most
unfortunately, because I think that disserves our Federal system, .
where the local go'Vernment and the State government really ought -to
be seen as having broad areas of concurrent jurisdiction with the
Federal Government. Nevertheless, until ydu get that presence, that
Federal presence, in any area, it is not so visible. People don't think
you are for real.

COMMISSIONER-DESIGNATEBERRY. I understand.
COMMISSIONER SALTZMAN. CohlIrlissioner Ruiz?
COMMISSIONER Ruiz. I have no questions.
COMMISSIONER SALTZM*N. Dr. Horn.
VICE CNAI,RMAN HORN. I take it that in each of your State laws,

governmental institutions are included the Ome as private sector
institutions. Am I correct in that assumption?

MS. LEWIS. Yes.
VICE CHAIRMAN HORN. -No differentiation?
MS. ANDeRSON. I have to make one slight modification to that. Yes,

with respect to employment and housing and places of public
accommodation; but with respect to our education statute, the courts
ruled somehow that public schools don't come under it with respect to
admission to education programs.

VICE CHAIRMAN. HORN. This is K through 12, or higher education,
also?
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MS. ANDERSON. It is- any publicthey rule4 with respect to public
education geiterally. Our statute speaks in t ms of tax exempt and
nonsectarian, and the courts figured, well, iC it is tax exempt and
nonsectarianthey saw the public school as so obviously not tax
exempt and nonsectarian that they saw it completely excluded from
the definition.

VICE CHAIRMAN SHORN. In Other words, in New York tax-exempt,
nonsectarian institutions are excluded.

MS. ANDERSON. Are excluded.
VICE CHAIRMAN. HORN. But you have a unique situation, as I recall,

where the University of the State of New York, which has existed
from Revolutionary times, encompasses both private and public school
accreditation, etc. Is that the reason for the decision?

MS. ANDERSON. You know what I really think it is, is ti) waly the
law came in\-,a sort of back-door fashion and has never been Aally
lookea at and polished up.

Anyway, the courts came to what I think is a somewhat extraordi-
nary iltterpretation and everybody is living with it. But I had to tell
you; that is the difference.

VICE CHAIRMAN HORN. Let me dal you, Ms. AndersonI am
intrigued by the obesity definition and the changes being made in tfiat.
As you know, police departments have standards ,of performance
where officers get beyond a certain weight, they are relieved of their
dirties and they have to pass certain tests, etc., etc. Have you had any
oaSZ's such as police cases arise where it gets down to can you perform
the job or can't you, regardless of weight?

.
M's. ANDERSON. I don't know of any specific case. Probably I will

think of one 3 minutes after I leave the room, but at the moment I am
going to speak theoretically only. I don't know ofa case, but l,imagine
our approach would Aimply be, can the person who technally does
not meet-the weight maximum or whatever, can th y do the running
and jumpirig and saving people from burning builai gs, or whatever
the job inyolves? Can it be done? It seems to me that necessarily is the.
test. It is an indiviahl one related to the specific job a&d t8 the specific
ciTpti.inants. ,

VICE CHAIRMAN HORN. I take it, of the four States represented:

here, New York is the only one that is experimenting in the definition
of alcoholism, drugs, and obesity. Am I weong on that?

MS. MCCLURE. 'MinnesotR has a decision on the hearing examiner
level that, in fact, says alcoholism can be likened to diseases like .

diabetes and heart conditions, and it is a disability within the meaning
of the Minnesota`hearing- examiner.

VicE CHAIRMAjV HORN. A lot of people are arguing akoholisin is a.
disease., As I understand the. New York definition, Though; it is a
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restricted definition of alCoholism, and I take it you are implying that
the Minnesota definition is a broader definition.

If States are to be social laboratories, as Justice Brandeis once said,
and New York, California, Minnesota, and Michigan really are among
the more progressive States in America for a century, I just wonder
wliere we are heading because the Federal Government might catch
up with you some day and that is what I want to get on the record.

[Laughter.]
MS. ANDERSON. The Federal Government did catch up with us. In

fact, they pushed us into 'this because the Attorney General of the
United States wrote an opinion defining disability Or handicappedI
forget the precise termas including alcoholism.

VICE CHAIRMAN HORN. Well, I would like to get a dialogue here on
Minnesota and New York as to the degreehow do we define this?
We agree this i4 an immensely difficult area. I would like to first hear

, over here as to how you feel you can reconcile the New York
approach, the more restricted Minnesota approach, in terms of public
policy, say, if you got to a Federal policy in this area.

MS. ANDERSON. As best I can, the restriction on the definition, it
really isn't a restriction on the definition except in the employment
context where you have that proviso, the proviso that the term shall be
limited to disabilitia which do .not prevent the complainant from
performing in a reasonable manner the activities involved in the job or
occupation. That is where your restriction comes in with respect to
alcohol.

I am happy to report that we have had very few complaints
involving alcohol. They have been primarily in the employment area
and it has involved that restriction. As to the actively drinking
alcoholic who wants equal access to a restaurant, that case has ntt yet
come to us, and I can see tha't it would have borne a celtain amount of
embarrassment, but we would have to take the Complaint and
investigate whether the. complainant was in fact admissible to the
restaurant. There is always, I think, in any effort in these matters a rule
of reason.

VICE CHAIRMAN HORN. Yes, Mr. Peloso, did you have a comment
on this alcoholism definition? .

MR. PELOSO. Well, the definition of physical handicap in Michigan
'covers anything. There is-nothing that is7Xcluded in Michigan law.
And we have had--

VICE CHAIRMAN HORN. Have'you had cases in this area?
MR. PELOSO.,/es, we have had cases of peopkwho are alcoholics

or had been alcoholics being rejected from jobs.
VICE CHAIRMAN HORN. And I take it the end.result was as long as

he could perform the job, regardless of the alcoholism, itien he should
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not be excluded or that is a discriminatory act. Was that your end
result?

MR. PELOSO. That is correct. That is the attitude that the
commission has taken in)Michigan, the person's ability to do the job. If
he is impaired from doing the job becauSe of the alcoholism and he
can't do the job, then he wouldn't be protected.

MS. MCCLURE. Excuse me. I have a quote herg-from the hearing
examiner on that case you might be interested in. He said, 'Alcoholism
can be compared to epilepsy and. diabetes which, when treated, do
constitute a disability, but are not disabling."

COMMISSIONER SALTZMAN. Dr. Flemming?
CHAIRMAN FLEMMI G. This is really a followup on Dr. Berry's

question. Most of you were probably here when we took testimony
earlier today about 504, nd there has been some reference to 504 in
your testimony and there lations issued under 504. Admittedly, very
little has been done. Out o 29 agencies that should have issued
regulations under 504, 5 have d ne so.

But I would like just a brief comment from each one of you as to
what your reaction is to the regulations that have been issued yp to the
present time under 504 and whether you feel they are going to be
helpful tb yoki in the carrying forward of youf program or whether
they are going to work the other way.

Ms. Lewis?
MS. LEWIS. Yes. I would like to say that the regulations under 504

have been very helpful to us in California and, in fact, as we develsped
our own employment regulations and just issued tent in March, the
commission, used a lot of the information in the 504 regulations to
make them compatible. So, yes, they have been very helpful to us. In
fact, they were the only guidelines we had for a long time.

MR. PELOSO. We are not totally self-sufficient and we do read with
regularity the Federal Register. When agencies publish guidelines, we
pay very particular attention to those guidelines. If we can use them in
our own jurisdiction profitably, we don't hesitate to adopt all or part
of them..

CHAIRMAN FLEMMING. MS. McClUre?
MS. MCCLURE. That is the case in Minnesota. We have used them as

guidelines 'to guide our own practice as we investigate cases and also
draw on them for our arguments in litigation.

CHAIRMAN FLEMMING. Might I say that as a former president of
Macalester College and a forper member of the St. Paul Urban
Coalition, I am delighted to welctme Ms. McClure as a witness here
today.

Yes.
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Ms. ANDERSON. I would say personally that I have found the 504'
regulations extremely helpful. I don't believe, however, that our courts
are yet sufficiently comfortable with the concept of our jurisdiction
,over discrimination based on disability that these guidelines have
emerged into their consciousness. What will really do it, however, is if
legislation is 'enacted which expands Title VII, the Title VII as we
know it, to cover this sort of discrimination because then what
happens is that the Federal interpretation becomes the minimum
standard, and that is how we really give it to the courts.

CHAIRMAN 'FLEMMING. I gather that all of you would favor that
particular action on the part of the Congress, that is, the amendment of
the Civil Rights Act of 1964 to definitely include handicapped:

COMMISSIONER SALTZMAN. Dr. Ramirez?
COMMISSIONER-DESIGNATE RAMIREZ. I don't have any ques
CommIssIorkER SALTZMAN. Then I can just simply repeat my t

to all.

Constituency and Advocacy

CHAIRMAN FLEMMING. May I ask the members of the next panel to
take their places, please.

It is my pleasure to present first Marãia P. Burgdorf. who is
codirector of the Developmental Disabilities Law Project at the
University of Maryland in Baltimore. Ms. Burgdorf codirects with her
husband this Developmental Disabilities Law Project. In addition, she
also directs the Legal Advocacy Program of the John F. Kennedy
Inititute, Johns Hopkins University, Baltimore. Her work involves
developing ptojects of !rational significance that provide training and
technical asiistance to lawyers and other advocates concerning the
rights or handicapped persons. We are delighted to have you with us.

STATEMENT OF MARCIA P. BUR ORF, CODIRECTOR,
DEVELOPMENTAL DISABILITIES LAW PROJECT, UNIVERSITY
OF MARYLAND AT BALTIMORE

Ms. 13FRGDORF. Thank you very muc .
I am really delighted to be here tod y to talk with you on what is

one of my favorite stibjects, and that is the civil rights movement for
handicapped people. I think it is fair to say that the civil rights
movement for disabled or handicapped individuals, which started in
the early seventies, has made a tremendous amount of progress.
Progress has been made in ensuring an equal opportunity in housing, in
access to community services, but one of the areas that has seen the
least progress is in employment.
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It is fair to say that employment is one of the keys to giving
individuals status in our society. If one doesn't have a job, one doesn't
have very much respect. At the present, our country is facing a
recession, and the President is concerned about having 7 or'8 percent
national unemployment.for the general population., It is not unreason-
able, therefore, to look at some of the statistics that we have heard
today and see that for many years handicapped people have been faced
with 60 or 70 or 80 percent ilnemplqment By comparison, theke
figures show that handicapped individuah are a disenfranchised group
of our population. We are talking here about people who are qualified
to have jobs. We are not talking about people who have no job skills.
These are people who, in fact, have some kind of ahility, who could
hold a job, but for one reason or another are excluded from the job
pool and therefore gre being discriminated against.

From my personal experience in representing and working with
disabled people, the number one problem is the attitudinal Koblem. I
Nould like to share with you one of my 'personal eiperiencss. I have

rbeen a lawyer and advocate in this field for almost 10 years, an:d one of
the examples I have used'is the blind bus driver examPle. One category
where you can almost categorically say someone must have the ability
to see is to drive a bus or probably to do anything in relation to a bus. I
often used this in talks as one of the few jobs a blind person could not
perform. Recently, someone sent to me an article from the Detroit
newspaper which noted that the number one trainer of bus drivers in
the city of Detroit is a man who does not ha/e sight, He is the most
fantastic trainer because he uses his sense of hearing to actually
observe whether the trainee has the driving skills.

I tell that little story to suggest that we all need ,to be very careful
when we are looking at whether or not disabled people have the
necessary skill. It is so easy to presume and exclude people on things
that seem obvious .to us when, in fact, they can perform the job in spite
of our presumptions. We always have to look at the individual to
consider his.or her abilities. We have heard this message from Leslie
Milk today as well as from a variety of other people at the Federal and
State level. This key question requires an employer to match the
functional requirements-,of the specific job to the individual's ability.
That is the -only way to determine whether Or not a person can
perform the job and is qualified. The question can never be whether
they have epilepsy or a history of mental illness or they are in a
wheelchair or they have hearing impairment, obesity, or any of the
other disabilities, but can they do this particular job based on the
individual abilities that they have.

We have heard a lot of statis'tics and examples of stereotypes. One
thing I haven't heard today which I would like to put in the record is
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some statistics about mentally handicapped peOple. One State that has
a.State human relations law for handicapped persons did exclude .this
group, add I think that that is unfortunate. Mentally disabled, mentally
retarded, and mentally ill people should definitely be given the same
legal protection and the same equal opPortunitiei as other disabled
persons.

For example, of every 36' mentally retarded people, 25 of those
indivigluals are going to be able to lead normal lives. In other words, if
they have the proper education and training, these disabled people get
married, have' a job, pay taxes, raise their children, and lead normal
lives. Four .of the remaining five people will probably need some
assistance throughout the course of their lives, but, again, they can get
jobs, be self-supporting, and live what we call a normal life. Only 1 out
Of every 30 retarded people is so disabled that they will need
continuing assistance throughout the course of their life. Therefore,
when we look at the stereotype or mentally disabled or mentally
retarded individuals, it is important that we be very clear that these
people also can be qualified for jobs and should not be expluded from
any kind of legislation or civil rights actions on their behalf.

Ltt me reiterate two 'of the key' points that Leslie Milk and other
participants have discussed. One of the key excuses that we hear about
why disabled people aren't hired is the cost, the cost of making
buildings and jobs accessible. I think that costs- have clearly, been
overestimated. Let me give you an example from something I know
firsthand. I have sat on a 504 committeeat on'e of the local universities,
which shall remain nameless, and the committee came up with an
estimate of how much it would cost to make this campus accessible to
handicapped individuals. They came up with an estimate of $6 million.
I looked at this $6 million and I said, "What does'this Almost\
$4 million of the cost included wOfk on very sophisticated computer-
ized elevators. This campus had lots of high rise buildings and a very
fancy elevator system. One of the reqqirements bf accessibility is that
the buttons be no more than 4 feet 2 high, so that someone sitting in a
wheelchair can reach them.

The estimate included $4, of the $6 million to Vir out all these
computer systems to put in new elevators, in order to lower the
buttons and reprogram the elevators. Nobody eVer told ths erwineers
that all you neededuto do was go to the local dime store,_%y a little
sunction cup with a chain, and attach a stick; then anyone sitting in a
wheelchair wouldillfunctionally reach the top button.

I guess I am jag"( trying to reiterate or underline Ms. Milk's
comments. Common sense and good information can go a long way to
overcome some of the things that are- given phenomenal cost estimates
when, in fact, they really don't cosf much to make accessible.
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In addition, in the employment area, the private s tor, there are tax
incentives. A private employer is allowed to have up to $20,006 tax
credit to 'make their building accessible. This is a reui carrot that can be
offered to the private sector. k

The third thing 'that I wanted to mention that clearly iinpacts on
employment is transportation. If a disabled person can't get to the
office or he can't be there at a certain time every day, he is going to
find it awfully hard to keep a job. I raise the point that transportation
and access to transportation goespand in hand with being able to- hold
dFown a job for disabled people.

Let me touch very briefly on what I ,consider some of the key
employmentproblems facing disableg people. It would be nice if there
was one simple thing to say, "This is what we mean when we say
employment discrimination against handicapped people." But in fact
there are a variety of kinds of things. Some of them are very direa,
and Ms. Milk related to the fact that it is.still not at all unheard of for
employers to say very openly "Sorry, we dOn't hire people in
wheelchairs," dr '-'We don't hire mentally retarded people." piscrimi-
nation can also be subtle.

In the preemployment area; there are many concedts because
preemployment inquiries and preemployment testing Presume a certain
educational level, while 90 percent of our adult handicapped popula-
tion was excluded from the educational system. They were not
allowed to go to school in our country! Therefore,- it is difficult flit
them to pass written, vocabulary, and other educationally oriimted
tests. As recently as 1973, 2 million handicapped.children were out of
school, because their families were told that they were ndi allowed to
come to school. We did not allow many of our disabled citizens to
become educateaso that they could compete in the job market:

There are also situations where there are physical barriers to
eniployment. We Jepresented a woman at onwpoint who was number
1 out of 385 péokle applying for an administrative-executive secretary
position. She was in a wheelchair and, although the employer offered
her the job, ihe could not take it because there was no accessible
bathroom within a mile of the building where she would have worked.
Eventually, the employet agreed to modify the bathroom. 7 -

In addition, there are all sorts of medical questions that are asked.
The Commission has heard a lot of ,testimony about that from the State
level. The general practice, which, seems to be accepted in the courts,
is that the first requirement is to look at the 'functional job require-
ments and to match these functions to individual's-skills. Only after the
person has been !fired can the employer then look at the medical
testimony or the medical evidence about the individual. The medical
information, therefore, cannot be used to deny them the job, but can
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only be used to make appropriate reasonable accommodations. Many
States have laws on the books now which exclude questions about
mental illness, epileptic jeizures, or other_kinds of questions relating to ,V

labels and not to a persdes ability as illegal.
The last point in terms of emploympt discrimination is that many

disabled people who get hired are denied the-same benefits that other
emplpyeer get. Disabled persons are told that they are hired, but they
can't have access to the group insurance policy because it would be
too expensive, or they can't work overtime because they are not
eligible for oyertime. Some analogy 'can be drawn to the restrictions
thst held that women were not alloWed to lift weights beyond, say, 50
uKunds. The individual wasn't allowed to have the opportimity to
show whether she could or could not handle it. The same limitatiOns
for disabled people in issues of overtime ad fringe benefits should be
viewed as discriminatory.

Because of the time limits, this is a very quick overview. I want to
emphasize that it contyns- a somewhat simylistic analysis, but I think
these are some of the key areas that the commission would want to
look at and make some analysis about what are some of the necessary
remedial actions.

I would like to clese by giving, what I think are the three key
recommendations that I would, like to see the Commission make.

The first' one is to support the amendment of Title VII of the Ciyil
Rights LAct tO include handicapped persons. The White House
Conference for Handicapped People in 1976 very clearly articulated
that disabled people themselves would like to be covered under the
divil Rights Act.

I also heard some discussion that caused me concern earlier. I thini
we have 0 be c4reful not to be afraid. I think the coalition of minority
groups and groups in our society who have been discriminated againsi
needs to go together to Congress, to make this reality.

The second recommendation' is that if the Commission is going to
get involved and take a leadership role, which I thi
opportunity and an impoitant thing, that you s
there are many -other, resources already out t

is a tremendous
ld be aware that

re. We have heard
about State human elations coMmissions, etc. Another source of
assistance and adVocacy f2i- handicapped peopje is a group orfederally
funded, State-mandated advocacy services for disabled persons. They
are called the protection and advocacy systems for developmentally
disabled persons. The Developmew4pisabilities Act, Public Law 94-

103, section 113, established the prolltection and advocacy systems.
This legislation has been incorporated into public Law 95-602, which
is the present Rehabilitation Act of 1978.



These P&A systems are for developmentally disabled persons. Let
me quickly define that. That is a Federal term which essentially means
someone who is handicapped in their developmental years (before
they reach the age of 22), which means that unlike some people who
are hurt, later on, they don't even have the benefit 9f a normal
developmental process. These individuals must b) impaired in three or
more of their major life functions.

The protection and advocacy systems are independent Of service-
providing agencies, and they are requited y have the authority to
pursue all legal, administrative, and other remedies on behalf of
handicapped people. In the last 2 years, P&As have handled approxi-
mately 50,000 cases. These are not court cases, but cases revolving
around discriminationAincluding some employment situations, edu9a-
tional discrimination, institutional problems, etc. This would be,'an
important resource that the Commission should be aware of. The
P&As have a pretty good track record in almost every one df our
States and territories.

In addition, there are a lot of other resources oUt there with . rying
levels of expertise. If the Commission were going to take a leadership
role in providing training and technical assistance to the Federal_
Government and to the private sector, the Commission needs to be the
coordinator of all these various programs that are providing assistance
and advocacy to disabled persons and their families.

Let me close by telling you a story. 1 recall sbmething that happened
in my household not too !wig ago. I have three small children so I
watch a lot of "Sesame Street." On "Sesame Street" they have many
disabled children, and they also have a deaf(woman who teaches sign
language. I have Oree little girls, two that ate 5 and one that is 4, and
they were sitting out in the kitchen one day idoindsign language, and I "

didn't know whether they were putting me on Or this was real. So I
said, "Show me a few things." So they showed me "same" and
"different." I

I said, "Now, tell me, girls, do you thin Linda, thedeaf woman on
the show, and the little girl who is meh ally retarded with Down's
syndrome and the other child in the wheelchair, are theY the same or
are they different?" They looked at me li e I was crazy,' ahd they said,
Mother, we are all the same." Tha 's wh t this is all about'.
Thank you very much.
[Applause.]
CHAIRMAN FLEMMING. Thank ou ve y much.
Mr. Ronald W. Drach is the-n tiona employment director for the

Disabled American Veterans. Hejoinec the group's professional staff
in 1970 as a national service offiOer in Pittsburgh. In addition to this
work, Mr. Drach serves on the board b directors of many affirmative
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action groups, particularli the President's Committee on HELP
Through Industry, RetraiOng and Employment, and the PFairfax
CountS, Manpower Plannihgrr Council. He also consults with the
veterans committee of the Interstate Conference of Employment
Security Agencies.

We are very happy to have you with usollMr. Drach.

STATEMENT OF RONALD W. DRACH, NATIONAL
EMPLOYMENT DIRECTOR, DISABLED AMERICAN VETERANS,
WASHINGTON, D.C.,

MR. DRAtH. Thank you veryucli; Mr. Chairman. First, I would k
like to apologize for being a few kninutes late and perhaps disrupting
Ms. Burgdorfs statement.

I would like to take this opportnnity to.express our appreciation for
having the opportunity to appear before you all today and also to
commend you for .yoiir interest in issues affecting disabled vetera`ns
and handicapped individuals.

As you may know, -the Disabled American Veterans is a congres-
sionally chartered, nonprofit Organization cilrientky comprised of over
660,000 members. We have been involve n many areas of service to/
disabled veterans, and perhaps ceofihe most receuit is the whole
arena of affirmative action and 'discrimination programs dealing tr.
with employment. Thus far our organization has been involved ,in
assisting disabled veterans in initiating complaints aglinst Federal
contractors under what is commonly referred to as section 4ot ot the
Veterans Act, in the total number of about 170.

We have also been very active in filing complaints against the
Federal Government as an employer, and we have filed approximately
200 complaints on behalf of disabled Veterans against government
agencies. I would' like to point out, because I believe it is very
significant, that of the 200 complaints filed agrginst Federal agencies,.
about 170 have been fded against the U.S. Postal Service. In our,
opinion the, Postal Service has a very blatant discriminatory policy
gainst hiring disabled vetecans, and I am sure that it filters doWn into

the handicàpped community in general.
Mr, Chairthi, we arc in a new decade, a decade in which we hdpe

to see a new focus of:enforcement of existing legislation affecting the
lives of disabled ve erans and handicapped individnals. Civil rights is
an ideal embraced, by, but all too often denied to, the handicapped
Citizens orthis Nation.

Disabled veterans.and handicapped people have made some signifi-
cant stride'S in the last decade. I would like to quote from an article in
which Eleanor Holmes Norton, Chair of the Equal Employment
Opportunity Commission, was interviewed, relatet to a comment on

ir ,

20,
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the 1964 Civil Rights Act. I quote: *the 1960s 'was a period of
lawm%king. The 1970s was a period for law development. The 1980s
will be for law application."

Bearing in mind that she was-referring to the Civil Rights Act of
1964, we are hopeful that we can skip the decade of law development
and get right into the business of law enforcement, whieh we believe
Congress intended it to be.

The Rehabilitation Act and the corollary vlierans legislation, passed
in 1973 a-nd 1974, respectively, come approximately 10 years after the
Civil Rights Act which, as we all know, extended certain protections
to various disadvantaged groups in our society. Hopefully, with the
help of this Commission, we can bypass that decade of law develop-
ment, as I previousldicated, and reallx get into the business of law
apphcat

Mr. Chairman, as Mst Milk so adequately articulated, the identifica-
0 tion of handicapped individuals in this Nation is a very difficult, if not

impossible, task, ,fof many reasons mentioned in-her statement. We .
' believe that we really need the so-called minicensus of 1982 to obtain a

much better datibase on the handicapped population.
,

The legislation passed in ecember 1974 relating to affirmative
action for disabled .veterans an ietnam-era veterans tends to avoid
the definition probjern, of who is covered by the law. The law spells
out very e6licitty tdisabled veteran"--and this is contained in Title
38, U.S. Code, section 2011. The term "disabled veteran" means, "A
person entitled, to disability compensation under laws administered by
the Veterans Administration for a disability rated at 30 percent or
mbre, 01 a person whose discharge or release from active duty was for
a disability incutred in or aggravated by military service."

In order for a disabled veteran to receive compensation, he must file
a, claim, with the Veterans Administration. The Veterans Administra-
tion then, \based on medical evidence and/or a current physical
examination assigns a numerical rating from 10 to 100 percent in
increments o 10 percent, thei.eby the 30 percent usage. So it is very
easy to identt those who are rated at 30 percent.

. .
The VA keeps statistics on these disabled veterans. As of June 1979,

which is the thost current data available, the VA reports that more
than 1 million service-connected disabled veterans meet that definition.
An additional 907,000 disabled Veterans are receiving other forms of
compensation, but don't meet the definition of 30 percent; neverthe-
less, they are covered by section 503 of the Rehabilitation Act by
virtue of being in rebeipt of compensation, thereby meeting at least one
of the three definitions of what constitutes a'handicap.

Another 975,000 veterans are receiving benefits commonly.referred
tO as nonservice-connected pension, which again is for a'disability, but
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not related to military service. They, too, would be covered by section
503 because of the definition of disabled person in section 503. So, in
essence, you have almost 3 millipn veterans that are covered by one of
the two pieces of legislation by virtue of their receipt of veterans
benefits.

Very little other socioeconomic data is known albout disabled
veterans. The Department of Labor's Bureau of Labor Statistios flatly
refuses to I4ep data on disabled veterans or handicapped people
relative to their unemployment rate in the Nation's society. However,
in terms of veterans, the White House estiniated in Oclober 1978 that ,

the disabled Vietnam-era veteran unemployment rate .was approxi-
mately 5apercent. We believe that that estimate is not inflated, anti we
believe that it is just" as severe for disabled veterans across the board
and maybe even more severe for the Nation's disabled people in
genefal.

The Bureau of Labor Statistics' publication entitled Employment and
Earnings'Report, dated April 1980, reports that 4.6 million people are,
not in, the labor force.. By not being in the labor force, they are not
counted as being unemployed. And they do not Want a job and the
reasons &pi were, based on being "ill or disabled." An additiaal
78,000 are nOt in the labor force for similar reasons, but are actively
seeking emPloyinent now. Yet, because they are ill or disabled, tihey
are not counted as being unemployed, and no official unemployfnent
rate exists for these individuals. Combined, there-are 5.5 million not in
the labor force because of illness or disataly. This is approximately 1
in 10 of the total people identified as not being in the labdr force for
whatever reason.

Ms. Milk also pointed out that another almost 1 million identifiable
handicapped people registered with some 2,400 public eniployment
service offices nationwide, again, actively seeking employment; So we
have almost 7 milliOn people that are identified as bieing,' "ill or
disabled" who are in our population who can be helped by meaningful
employment assistance, by effective implementation anci enforcement
of existibg legislation prohibiting discrimination, and yet this adminis-
trition and prior, administrations, at least in the last 8 years'that I have
been in Washington, have done very, very little to enforce the existing
legislation.

Mr. Chairman, regrettably the future does not
"Johnnys come lately," we fall into the last-hired, fi
The unemployment rate for April has increased to

ook bright. As
fired syndrome.

.0 percent and is
expected to rise even further durin the present re ssion.

With that in mind, I would like o point td a survey conducted by
Barnhill-Hayes, which is a managem nt consulting firm in Milwaukee,
Wisconsin, which dealt with emplo r attitudes toward affirmative

2
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action. The survey was released April 3, 1979, and according to a news
release which, preceded the actual release Qf the survey, it was
indicated that: "Handicapped people, Vietnam veterans andotiispanics
face the least chancsi of' makiiig signifigant employment strides during
the next five years, executives of leading corporations igdicated in a
national survey yeleased today." According to that survey, some 47
percent of employers believe handicapped people will make the least
significant strides, and another 20 percent saw Vietnam veterans as the g
least likely to advance. .,

I would like, with, your permission, Mr. Chairman, to submit a copy
of this survey for your record.

CHAIRMAN FLEMMING. Without objection, it will be but in the
record at thiS-point.

- [See Exhibit No. 12 for the survey.]
MR. Da/km:Thank you very much.
I would also like to point out another study that waS funded 135? the

Detiartment of Labor and con4ucted by the Humail Resources
Research Organization, which is'a private consulting firm in Northdn
Virginia,,and, again with your permission, Mr. Chairman, I would like -
to submit a. copy of the executive summary of this survey for the
record. ,

CHAIRMAN FLEMMING..Without 'obje tion, tat will 15-e inserted in
.the record at this point. .

[This pqblished report, Executive Summ ry, Disabled Veterans of the;
Vietmatt Era: Employment Pro lems and ograms, is on file at the
Commission.]

MR. DRACH. Thank you :,ery m
p This study was released in Janu
aimed 'at assessing the employment n
received -by a relatively small po
veterans. The results of the survey came up
unemployment amongst a random sample of dis
veterans who experienced an unemployment rate o
Now, this was in 1975.. The national unemplo
approximately 4.8 percent. So, given the best, the dis
era veteran had mate almost quadruple that of the natio.

Three major characteristics were looked at: the severit
based on the VA rating schedule, the level of education,
What it boiled down to was the white, collegereducat
disabled veterans had a 16 percent unemployment rate. Th
more severely disabled, lesser educated Vietnam veteran ha
percent unemployment rate.

The Vietnam Vetefans Readjustment Assistance Act of,
codified in Title 38, U.S. Code, contains language requiring ce

ch.
y of 1975. The stday was really
ds and th employment services

lation, d abled Vietnam-era.,
with a range of
bled Vietnam-era

16 t 51 percent.
rate was
Vietnam-
pulation.
isability
d race.

lesser
black,
a 51
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Federal contractors to take affirmative action to employ and advancg
in employment qualified disaliled and Vieinam-era veterans. Addition-
ally, it required theke employers to list bona fide job openings
with the local,ernploymerg security offices tionwide.

It is interesting that since the beginning o iscal year 1975, which in
essence was the year they started collecting data in terms of the
numbers of jobs listed (commonly referred to amnandatory job listing
openings, or MJL), that employers listed 5.47 million jobs through
fiscal year 1979t, Bearing in mind that- the law requires two categories
of people to be helped through- thi'S program, disabled veterans and

'certain Vietnam-era veterans, desj)ite the fact ,that ailmost five and a
half million jobs were listed, disabled veterans got 16,000, or three-
tenths of 1-Percent of all these jobs in a 4-year period. Vietnam-era
veterans entitled to affirmative-action under this program received
almost-500,000 jobs, or 8.5 percent of these job openings. Nonveterans,
noncovered applicants got 70 percent of these jobs which Congress
intended to benefit disabled and Vietnam-era veterans.

In conclusion, Mr. Chairman, we know that laws are passed by
elected officials, laws are administered by elected, and appointed

.officials, and laws are enforced by officials appointed by elected
officials. The whole process, in essence, evolves around people elected

, by the voters. Yet scores of thousands of handicapped peo'ple and
disabled veterans are unable to -vote today in Maryland in the
primariies and will' lie unable to vote in the Presidential elections in
November because they cannot get:ipto 'the:poll: They cannot get in
there to pull the lever, because of jnaccessible buildings, therefore
deifying them a voice in their own destiny as to who the elected
offitgils will be that will'4epresent them and that will pass laws
affecting their lives.

Thank you very much.
CHAIRMAN FLEMMING. Thank you very much.
Our next panelist is Mr. Paul G. Hearne. mr Hearne directs Just

One Break; a job placenient program for the handicapped in New
York City. An attorney, Mr. Hearne has long been an advocate for
civil rights of the handicapped. He has worked as a consultant tor the
Office for Civil Rights in the former Department of Health, Educa-
tion, and Welfare on section 504 and has written manuals and books on
the labor rights of the handicapped, the most recent one being The
:American Civil Liberty U:nion Handbook on Employment Rights of the
Handicapped. He has also written statements on 504 for the Legal
Services Corporation. He has received many 'awards for his work,
such as the Henry Viscardi President's Award for Outstanding
Achievement ,in Human Resources and the Barbara Ann" Paling
Memorial Award for Services to the Disabled.
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We are delighted to have you with us, Mr. Hearne.

STATEMENT OF PAUL G. HEARNE, DIRECTOR, JUST ONE
BREAK, NEW YORK, N.Y.

MR. HEARNE. Thank you very much, and I appreciate being here.
I w d like to say that ham here with a couple of different hats on.

As of en I have done some speaking in this atea, I have a
proble eciding which hat to wear. I am, number one, a disabled
person who has had the experiences that we are all sharing here today.

. I am, number two, an attorney who has attempted in many ways to try
and do some legal' training in the law and to use the law as a tool for
my third hats which I think is an important one, which is to get
disabled people employed, into the mainstream of society.

I think that My colleague and friend, Mamia Burgdorf, went
through a number of the points of the law which are instrumental in
this area, ana I really don't i'vant to belabor the technical legal points. I
would like to make a couple of Points about what I see as the problems
to employment. I wocild like to tie that into the law a little bit and
show you ho I think thelaw, is really a tool that can be used to
prevent the st eotyping which is one of the major barriers to
employmelt, nd I would like to make a number of recommendations
to the committee.

.
There are three major myths about einployment of handicapped

people. The first vae is the myth of cost. As Marcia has mentioned,
and has been Mentioned probably before today, reasonable accommo-
dation does not t ost that much. I have been doing training across the
dountry with employers, and they always ask the question, "What are
we going to do foilieasonable accommodation when we hire, this
person?" I say, "Well, has the person come in for a job interview?" If
the person has, they have probably made the reasonable accommoda-
tion to get there. They are the best resource to ask about reasonable
accommodation. In many instances, by the time the disabled individual
gets before the employer for a job interview, that reasonable
accommodation has been made.

The second barrier to employment is attitudes. Stereotyping of
disabled people is, really the key for why the law is there. I always sffly
that really all the law does is give you a construct to use as the basis for
common sense, and I will relate a small personal experience to that.

A few weeks ago I was doing a training in Chicigo for employers
on 503 and 504, and as part of the training the employers were to sit
down and interview a disabled applicant in a role play and then come
up with whether or not they wOuld, in fact, hire that disabled applicant
for the job. One filf the job positions in that training was the job of an
EEO manager in that firm, and the individual that they interviewed



was in a wheelchair; The interview lasted about an _hour, and the
employers then sat in a circle and they made a decision, agd one of
them raised his hand and saisi, "Well, Mr. Hearne, I would have hired
this fellow. He was very qualified for the-job. He had, as a matter of
fact, superb'qualifications, was a verbal young man, and was also'very
interested in the firm, which is a quality that I look for. But when we
got down to the last job requirement, which was a travel require-
mentand travel was a very large requirement since we, have many
district offices throughout the countryand after the individual left
we realized that the individual was in a wheelchair and was unable to
travel; they were unable to get on and off the plane; they were unable
/o get into our local offices. So we decided not to hire the person."

So I smiled and said, "Well, sir, I'm from New York and we're in
Chicago. I took a plane here, and I am sure if you had asked that
individual, they would have taken the plane as well and prObably
coped with the problem just to get to the job interview."

The point is that although the intention was entirely well-meaning,
the effect was discriminatory. The individual made the .decision

'. without asking the individual, "Can you do that? Can you perform the
job-related tasks?" That is, in essence, what 503 is all about, asking the
individual as a resource and doing an interview on the facts, on the
merits of whether this person can perform thejob-related tasks.

The third thing is physical barriers. It is the most obvious. I would
say that the key to employment, as Marcia mentioned and as we will
do tomorrow, is transportation. It relates back to the costefactor. It
relates back to the cost factor not in the way that it is usually
interpreted, meaning that it is very, costly to pr,ovide accessible mass
transit, but it is very costly not to provide accessible mass transit. It is
very costly to a disabled individual who has to pay $40 each way for a
jOb interview. They may not get the job and, even if they are placed,
they are going to have to be placed in middle management just to
afford the transportation to and from.

Those physical barriers, such as transportation, as well as architec-
tural barriers at the worksite which can be very easily modified most
of the time, and, if not, there can be job restructuring which will
provide for the roles that that individual can perform in the job, as
opposed to architectural barriers preventing employment totally
those physical factors can be dealt with,

One thing that I would like tO propose to the Commission as an
argument that can be made, and I think that it is an argument that
holds true, as opposed to looking at the moral issue for a momentin
many instances when we are dealing with different values, we are
dealing with differew types of employer attitudes, the one issue that
you can always mate sense of when you argue is the dollars and centsj 199
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issue. I would like to turn the financial argument around for a moment.I would like to propose that it is not more costlY to provide the
reasonable accommodations and to provide the mass transit for
disabled people teaTw them to be employed, but that, in fact, it costs
more with the present situation that exists right now.

As Mr. Drach mentioned, billions of dollars are spent on ah annual
basis for supplemental security income, whic l is ,tt e primary public
benefits .program which subsidizes at a susten ce level, if you will,
most of the disabled population. Without being guilty of stereotyping
myself for a moment, I would like to sa Y. that, from my experience, r
see that there are primarily three different types of disabled persons
across the age range. There is, number one, the disabled person who is
not employed, not in school, and on public benefits. That, I would say,
is the largest portion of the disabled population. There is, number two,
the disabled person who is a younger person who may be fortunate
enough to be in secondary education and still on public benefits. And, .
number three, there is the disabled person that is employed, which is.
probably the smallest portion of disabled persons in the population.

If these billions of dollars ire continually spent to keep these two
portions of the population alive and not spent by Congress or by the
States on access to employment, on transportation, on the real issues
that affect disabled people, it is far more costly, since there is no return
with this money. If this money is turned into vocational rehabilitation
funds and individuals are placed in jobs, they become taxpayers. Sothat there is a twofold benefit: One, they are taken off the public
assistance rolls; and, two, not only are they functionally employed and
attaining independent lives as well as economic independence, but theyZ
are, also-paying taxes and broadening the tax base.

.°This is, in essence, a reverse of the cost argument, but it is a very
real one indeed. there really is no return for.this money. The support
services that are provrded are not provided-primarily for employment
reasons, but are provided for medical reasons, so that many disabled
people may be sustained medically, if you will, and yet maintained at alevel where they are stuck in the home receiving benefits.

So on the cost level, this is a crucial factor, and I would like to share
with you just one statistic and then move on. In 1974 the three publicbenefit programspublic ,assistanct, which is the State welfare, .

AFDC, and home relief; social security disability insurance, which isprimarily paid to injured workers; and SSI, which, as I 'mentioned
earlier, ik the benefit program which goes to most disabled people
unemployedpayments amounted to a total of about $8.3 billion: In
Ne sante year payments to the States for State agewies that provide
vocational rehabilitation services, which are those support services
which pay for disabled individuals attaining employment, wa,s about
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$500 million, and with that $500 million rouglily 154,000 disabled

people were employa
So yo,u are getting a benefit of one-sixteenth of the amount paild for

vocational rehabilitation that is paid for public benefits. So you 'can
clearly see that financially, if that were reversed, there would be a vast
economic benefit to hiring handicapped peopleand, I might add, an
economic benefit which would be far less costly than even the most

\ extravagant of estimates with regard to modifications necessary for
that employment.

I sort of concur with Marcia's point that, as an attorney, I tend to
talk too much, so I don't want to continue too much longer. But I
would like to make three recommendations.

Number one, I concur with Leslie Milk's paper that it is crucial that
the Commission become integrally involved in the handicapped
movement, and it is crucial that they expose the issues. Much of this
problem is misunderstanding. In order to change the attitudesit is a
political issue as well ai a legal onethe issues must be exposed to the
public. There is not enougli of us right now to do it on a large scale. If
the Commission becomes involved in training, becomes involved as an
impetus to exposing this issue, there won't be instances like the one
that I mentioned earlier. The stereotyping will eventually fade aWay
and then, to a certain degree, disabled advocates will know who the
enemy is, as opposed to ho the uninformed are. The discrimination in
this area is very grave. The ld stereotype expression that the road to
hell is paved with good intentions is the 'one that really covers this

area. So that if the Commission becomes involved, it will give the issue
exposure on a political level, both 6efore the Federal agencies as well
as the States. It will change those attitudes, and some of these myths
can be addressed on the merits.

Two, of course, Title VII should be amended to include disabled
personsagain, more than for the legal remedies, because there are
many arguments that can be posed as to the efficacy of the legal
remedies, but for the fact that legislatively the issue will finally be
recognized as a valid issue. There have been many, many years of4

telethons; there have been many, many years of involvement withhe
issue on the level of paternalism. If this i§sue is finally recognized
legislatively on the civil rights level, then it will give us more tools to
do the job that we have to do.

And, tITIrd, I think the Commission can be involved in this issue in

one very specific way, and that is that there should be a piish for the:
coordination of administrative remedies in this area. Many attorneys,
no less disabled people, have a misunderstanding about the remedies
that disabled people have in the law. At the administrative level it is
crucial in that, even though there are many reforms necessary at the
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judicial level, most disabled people are poor people. Most poor people
don'r gain access to *the courts, because of Ihe lack of )egal
representation. Even in the public benefits area, there is still a lack of
access to the courts for many minorities, and for disable'd people,
access to administrative remedies exposes the issue on a local issue.
They expose the issue on a one-to-one level. Those individuals can
discuss the issue on the merits, and many of these stereotypes cp.n be
broken down.

I thank you very much.
CHAIRMAN FLEMMING. Thank you very much. We appreciate it.
[Applause.] .

CHAIRMAN FLEMMING. OUr final panelist is Dr. Frederick T. Spahr.As the chief executive officer of the American Speech-Language-
Hearing Association, Dr. Spahr directs a membership organization of
approximately 35r000 speech-language pathologists, audiologists, and
speech and hearing scientists. The association's members serve millions I

of disabled children and adults throughout the United States.
Dr. Spahr, we are delighted to have you with us.

STATEMENT 05 FREDERICK T. SPAHR, CHIEF EXECUTIVE
OFFICER, AMERICAN SPEECH-LANGUAGE-HEARING
ASSOCIATION, ROCKVILLE, MARYLAND

DR. SPAHR. Thank you.
The focus of my comments will be from the perspective of theemployer and a plea for the provision of technical assistance andeducation to employers.
First of all, it is my belief that, r4gardless of the laws and regulations

-promulgated, employment of disabled persons comes about primarily
by the commitment of the corporation or the company, and that
commitment zenerally 'comes about through the chief executive
officer, the executive vice president, and/or the chairman of the board.

I Could outline a number of,ways in which we all here today could. advocate for the employment of disabled persons, but I would rather
direct my comments to the need of employers for technical assistance.
Many:employers simply, in my opinion, do not know how to go about
employing, maintaining, promoting, and accommodating disabled
persons. Employers may seek technical assistahce from consultants,
and, amazing as it was to me to learn, some of these civil rights
consuttants are established to help companies circumvent the law andregulationsnot to help them comply and; not to help them excel in
the employment.of disabled persons.
' In providing an action plan for assisting employers, several factors

should be taken into account. First of all, the employment practices ofthe company need attention. In t is area, such matters as job/202
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announcements could be reviewed. What do the application forms
look like? Is there a place on the forM to indicate voluntarily whether
a person is disabled and an indication that disabled persons will receive
special\consideration for employment? Are the announcements sent to
agencieS1,yhere contact can be made with disabled persons?

A second parameter would be to review the eniployee polithes
relative to acconimodation of disabled pertons, for example, sick leave
variances whs re leave can be given in hours or leave can be advanced
to individuals who need to see physicians or need rehabilitative
treatment.

By the way, m4t. of these recommendations could be established for
all employees, not jnst disabled employees.

A flexitime prograMpat would allow people to accommodate their
hours would be benefi44 to disabled persons. These programs, by the
way, do work. Reader§cfor the blind and interpreters for the, deaf
could be employed. EmplOyers might find these resources within their
own staffs. I th0c it would\ ' surprising to a lot of companies that, if
they were to ask how nu of their employees could use sign
language, they would fmd tha4 umber could.

A third consideration is the \k) sical plant accommodations, and
those we need not review today tte issues have been discussed in
detail. But, again, the employers ne d assistance. They don't know
other than. what they have read are \lie regulations. What are the
parking accommodations, the restroorn akommodations? Many com- -...._.

panies are building new buildings. Are they building them in
conformance, with regulations and to be of assistance to _disabled
persons?

Seniices and aids would be a fourth parameter in helping companies
to employ disabled persons. Looking at benefits packages, for example,

. .

are there exclusions in the insuranç for individuals with disabling
conditions and, if so, why are the ,re such exclusions? It is often the case
that one finds that the insurancl-/company has no idea why certain
exclnsions are contained in the package. Or the company may say that
coverage of such conditions is too costly, and one nnist just keep
pressing atid pressing and pressing until the company does something
about arbitrary exclusions for disabled persons. Legal assistance for
individuals who are disabled is aiso important for employers to
provide. Some conicianies maintain confidential and voluntary iedords
systems on employees so that the employer can be of assistance in
providing appropriate health services.

till
Vendors e another source in heightening advocacy and employ-

ment for d
r

abled persons. Some employers require that vendors sign a
compliance'agteement as an equal opportunity employer, not only for
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-----,women, ethnic minoritie Vietnam veterans, but also for disabled
persOns. ,

Companies that conduct many conferences and wprkshops, for
example, can be helped in preparing preregistration forms and other
materials" as well as to heighten sensitivity to the needs of the disabled.

The fifth parameter would be to develop an annex to the employer's
'affirmative action plan which, in some instances, is mandated. This
affirmative action plan would designate a person responsible for the
practices and policies regarding the employment and promotion of
disabled individuals. This is critical because, as we all know,
everybody's responsibility becomes noBody's fesponsibility. The re-
sponsible officer would receive staff input, mandate periodic review of
the plan, communicate the policies, and receive external and internal
evaluations of the plan.

There pare major obstacles in educating employers and providing
them with technical assistance, and these are mostly what I call
attitudinal. The first is the definition of disability, which has been

4. discussed here. Many employers simply do not know the definition of
a handicap or a disabling condition..Instead, they 6ve their own idea
of what a disabling condition means.

Secondly, there is a need to inform employers about reasonable
accommodation. Again1 I think there is still an attitude that prevails
relative to cost, and it is largely due to misunderstandings about
sections 503 and 504 because initially there was a great deal of
unnecessary panic and by ome very well-educated people .

Employers' attitudes re terribly important to explore relative to the
laws and regulations. Often we find the situation where the minimal
regulations are considered maxijnpl. There is need to urge employers
to go beyond the minimum reqtuiiements in assisting disabled persons.

Other employees' attitudes abOut disabling conditions need to be
addressed by the employer. It is amazing to find that stereotypes still

s, 4"exist relative to the disabled.
A fifth attitude concerns the difficulty sometimes of the disabled

individual in informing the employer of needs. It is very difficult to
develop assistance and help and ids if the employer doesn't know
what they are. There are a numb r of ways that employers go about
ascertaining needs,land yet, from the employers' point of view, there is
the feeling that the employer is intruding when asking. Thee person
with Ahe disabling condition has the same kind of reticence in bringing
out the need for certain accommodatIons to be !nee.

There are two points with whichir would like to conclude. First of
all, it must be said that, despite all the plans and technical assistance, .

the issue comes down to whether p or nof disabled individuals are 0
employed by the company. It doesn't matter how grandiose are the

4
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affirmative ,action plans and pro5edures; if disabled persons aren't
employed, then the program has railed. Second, despite the obstacles, I
would quote Samuel Johnson when he said that, "Nothing will ever be
attempted if all possible objtttions must first be overcome."

CHAIRMAN FLEMMING. Thank you very much, Dr. Spahr.
Commissioner-Designate Ramitg, do you have any questions you

would like to address to this, panel?
COMMISSIONER-DESIGNATE RAMIREZ. Weil, I enjoyed the panel's

comments greatly. Having been an advocate in Other areas of civil
-rights, I am particularly turned on by your presentations.

In reference to your recommendations on technical assistance, your
recommendations on protection and advocacy strategies, my question
is,"Are there not prog4ms both in RSA and the Department of Labor

rthat could be brought together in. these practical ways that -Could do
the proactive kind of technical assistance that would get us away from
simply the adversary consideration? And, if there are, are they not
enough? Are they too bureaucratiV What seems to be the problem?

Mr. Spahr, we will start with you.
DR. SPAHR. 1 am not aware that they are. If they are, apparently

they are not being .used. Could they be established within those
agencies? The answer, in my opinion, isyes.

COMMISSIONER-DESIGNATE RAMIREZ. Paul, are you federally sup-
ported in your program?

MR. HEAftNE. JOB is about 90 percent private funding. I am aware
of some programs with both areas that exist. I would say, tho gh, that,
one, they exist at a level which is probably not sufficient to reach an
exposure level that would make much of the change; and, t I don't
think that they are well coordinated. If they perhaps were done
together, you would see the continuity between rehabilitation training
and employment. That really isn't done right now. It is done'in sort of
a step-by-step thing that, really, since thenORSn't relate well together,
doesn't have much of an effect.

COMMISSIONER-DESIGNATE RAMIREZ. So, some interagency coop-
eration between DOL aifd Health and Human Services might begin to
ao it, do you think?

MR. HEARNE. I think it would have a great effect.
COMMISSIONER-DESIGNATE RAMIREZ. Let me ask Marcia: In terms

of the people who go through rehabilitative training, one, what degree
of Auccessand I understand our panel is about employment, but I
think that- the questions in my mind are relatedwhat degree of
success)in terms a turnineout employable people does that training
have a d liow many of the people who are successfully trained by
rehabilitative services, whatever the criteria, the predeterthined
criteria, are, actually get jobs?



MS. BURGDORF. Well, in some ways I may not be the best person to
answer that, but let me answer it from an advocacy perspective. ,

I feel that most disabled_people can get jobs. Unfortunately4hat is
not necessarily related to what their reaction or interaction has been
with the vocational rehabilitation services that have been offered to
them. Unfortunately, I think most disabled peopleif you look at the
testimony from the Slay and the Federal White House conferences for
the handicapped people around the country, the number one issue dim
they raised was- employment and they clearly articulated that the
vocational rehabilitation system was not meeting their needs.

Now, there are a variety of reasons, for that, one of /hub being the
criteria. The criteria do play too much into the old stereotypes and
into the short term, one-shot basis.

I think tomorrow when you look and hear the testimony on social
services, I think what you are going to find is that in order to provide
services And to advocate for the neZds of handicapped people, you,
have to recogniztthat it is not a one-shot deal, that you helti Them
once and get them placed in a job dnd then that is it. It is a long term
process, especially when we are trying to fight thi'S uphill battle of the
history of discrimination. So I think my assessment of the key' reason
why vocational rehabilitation services as theY are structured are not
workinVs that they are focused on this one-shot. criteria (you place
them and that is it) and that is not how we need to provide services to
handicapped people.

Let me just say one other thitA and then maybe some .oiher
panelists want to respond to that. X think sit would be terrific to haVe
some interagency reaction and coadination about providing services
and enforcement of rights to handicapped individuaa I am 100 .

percent federally funded. I atn funded 'to provide training and'
technical assistance to advoca es and disabled pe4le, parents
pmilies, and private employers and whatever audience. have,

--asked on a variety of .occasion's to try and jet the various Federal 41
agenciesthe Bureau of Education for the andicapped, the Offree of
CiVil Rights, the Department of Labor nd some of these people to
meet together, and we have found from _he outside that that has been
very difficult to do. I say that not at all trying to indicate that there is
bad faith or poor efforts, because I-think just listening to some of the
people today you can gee we have some tremendously talented people
in the Federal Government. But for whatever reasons, the inertia is
there, and we need someone like the Civil Rights Commission to kind

. of take that leadership role and say, "Come on, folks, let's all get
together, both the private sector and the Federal sector and the State
sector, and try and do an overall stfategy on how we are going to
tackle some of these problems."
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CHAIRMAN FLEMMING. Mr. Hearne?
iMR. lkeNE. Mr. Chairman, I really want to concur with Marcia.

The coordination also provides that sense of contirmity that is needed.
You see, right now on all levels there is a sense of a one-shot kind of
thing. .

New York State I do have a statistic on the number of clients that
t17vocational rehabilitation agency has. They have about 1.1 million
active cases in New York State, which is aboutwell, roughly a third
of the number ..of disabled people in the StateXut of that' 1.1 million,
last year they placed somewhere around .4 26,boa. -And they have a 90-
day followup, which means that if out of that 120,000, 90 days later
and I don't have that statistic, but you are seeing that even-lf 50
percent hold a job past 90 days of that 120,000, you have 60000 out of
an approximats3.5 million in the State that are being affected by the
agency. So it is scratching the surface.

MR. DRACH. Mr. Chairman?
CHAIRMAN FLEMMING. Yes.
MR. DRACH. I would like to respond to both questions,, if I may.
One, on the area of technical assistance and trainingv I would like to

point out that following the reorganization that OFCCP underwent in
October of 1978 whereby they brought a lot of complianve people in
from otfier Federal agencies, it was from October-1978 till June of
1979 before they even started any hihouse training for their new
people on thejianqicapped veterans program.

It is kind of iro?fiC. ESA, the'Employment Standards Administra-
tion, has responsibility for enforcement of 503. ETA, the Employment
and Training Administrition, has some responsibility in enforcement
of 504. ETA won't talk to ESA. ETA is considering going out with an
RFP or ,an 8A to train ETA people on how to enforce 504.

[Laughter.]
MR. DRACH. Now, we have read a lot about, you know, the

"beltway bandits" lately and overusage.of consultants. There is some
technical ability in ESA. I have seen it. I have worked with these
people for the last 5 years. tut ETA just won't sit down and taik with
them. It is. just completely asinine. They won't even use. existing
intradepartmental resqurces, let alone interdepartmental resources.

In terms of therehabilitation, I consider one of the major problems
is the system itself. We are in the numbers game. Vocational
rehabilitation specialists and counselors are required to report numbers
of peoPle completing courses'of training. They are not required to say
how many were successfully placed in employment as.ag end result.

Of the taxpayers' dollars, the most recent data from the Veterans
Administration shows that There are some 860,000 veterans in

vocational rehabilitation under the VA's program, of whom 20 percent
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are in graduate school. This comes out roughly to about $5,000 a year
of taxpayers', dollars ivain disabled veterans. The Veterans Adminis-
tration, headed by a VPy visibly dfsabled,veteran, cannot tell us how

.13 many disabled veterans are actually placed in jobs for which we have
spent taxpayers' dollars to train these disabled veterans, and I am.spre
the same thing applies ik the private sector or the nonveteran sector
for handicapped people in the vocational rehabilitation systern,

We need to place these people where they belong. We haVe trained
them, we have spent a fot of money and time in helpingliem, and now
we need to place them in jobs so they can become productive citizens.

Thant you.
CHAIRMAN FLEMMING. Commissioner Horn?
VICE CHAIRMAN HORN. At this point in the record, What I would

like is an exhibit from vocational rehabilitation and any other relevant
41--"FeEteka..1 programs, in case there is not an overlap, a-to *the number

trained in the most recent fiscal -yeas for which data are available to
vocational rehabilitatiok,, etc., the number placed with' a' commoq
standard, if such data are available, as surviving job placement after 90
days, etc. Staff can work tyat out with the appropriate Federal agency.

CHAIRMAN FLEMMING. With no objection, that will be inse'rted-in
the record.

[See Exhibit No. 131
MR. GORDON. You have to carry that one step further, if I might

interrupt.
VICE CHAIRMAN HORN. Sure..
MR. GORDON. And that is hoillahy of th,em are'plaCed in the kincis

of fields that they have been trained for.
VICE CHAIRIVN HORN. If they collect such data, we will ask that'

questionit is a g4od suggestionand see if they do collect it; and, ,

you are correct, that certainly ought to be in. That is what the staff can
work out, the relevant questions.

Now, Mr. Drach, I would like to get back to a comment that you
made that the Disabled American Veterans would like a 1982
minicensus. I wonder if you could elaborate on what you would like
that census to be, what has been,the nature of the discussions between .
the Disabled American Veterans and the Bureau of the Cen'sus as tq,
the type of queries you would like, 'did they satisfY 7Dur requests in ,
terms of the 1980 census, etc.

MR. DRACH. In essence, we haven't had any written comi4ication
with the Census Bureau. We have had meetings at which oinr they
told us that there are no monies available for a minicenshs in 1982. We
have had some ininn over the,rlast several yeari-relative to the.,typeSOf
questions that should be asked in the 1980 census, and they were pretty
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receptive taour sutgestions and recommendations on die 1980 census.
Itegrettably, not all people' got the same f9rm for the 1980 census.

There is really a paucity of good socioeconomic data on 'handi-
capped people and disabled veterans. The Commission's recent report

on social indicators for women and minorities was very, very
comprehensive and gave us some good indicators as to where women
and minorities stand. We clqn't know where the handicapped popula-
tion stands.

We would like to see in the minicensus such things as', you know, are
they working, are they literally looking for work and not by some
government definition excluded from the work force just because they
have been discouraged or been discriminated against and have given
up looking for a job, but how many actually want to -work, how many
have faced discriminiib,iat their average annual income is
.whout public assistance.

We haven't really gotten into a lot of details with the Census
Bureau, primarily because we were told flat aut that ititoing to cost
too much. Tile Bureau of Labor Statistics tells us it is going to cost too
much to tell us what the unemployment rate is for disabled veterans or
handicapped people. Nobody says to the handicapped people, ',Here's

a tax rebate becausc we can't provide you services, or we can't
provide ,ou information; therefore, you shouldn't have to pay the

same taxes as a nonhandicapped Person." We don't see them getting
money back that i5 being poured into public transportation, because it
is inaccessible to the handicapped. Handicapped, people pay Their fair

share, those, that are able to get a job, but theKdon't get returned to
them the same benefits that nonhandicapped people'get.

So there are a lot of questions I think that could be asked in a census,

anc1.1 would be glad to give you more details in writing at a later time
if thatglwould be sufficient.

VICE CHAIRMAN HORN. Well, Ave would appreciate that and that
will be included at this point in the record.

[See Exhibit No. 14.1
VICE CHAIRMAN HORN. Was there a committee tkat you and otkr

representatives of the handicapped disabled community were on that
the Census set up? They set up various committees on Asian American
data, Hispanic data, etc. I just wondered if there was such a committee

in this area.
MR. DRACH. From my standpoint, I was never asked, or our

organization was never asked, to serve on any such comtnittee.
Whether one existed or not, I can't comment on.

Our input was primarily by phone, by letter, by some informal
discussions in meetings, and probably the major meeting was a
combined meting of the Census Bureau and the Bureau of Labor
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Statistics,people about 4 months ago'where it was finally tolcI tg us, I
guess, officfally, that there would not be a 1982 minicensus.

VICE CHAIRMAN HORN. NoW, I understand that one of the
problems BLS has in their monthly data gathering on emp1oyment-unemployrned6is the extent of the sample so that they can get to the
divisions in very small categories into which they probably feel thedisabled will fall. Is that the excuse they aregiving you for not being
able to generate tho data yod need, that the sample is simply not largeenough to get at that/particular subgroup?

MR. DRACH. They give us two reasons. One, it wóuld be too,costly,and the sampling error would be so large as to skew any data. Ow
counterargument is that, you know, skewed data are better than nodata right now,rbecause it is just incredible that we can't account forsuch a significant segment of our popyation as to wpere they stand in'
the unvmployment arena or the employment arena.

The other argument that they use is the identification problem.What definition do we use? Do you taker a perSon who recently had ,ahangnail removed from a toe as a handicapped person? Who is'disabled? Who do we count? Who don't we count?
We have offered a somewhat relatively simple guggestion, at least interms of disabled ytterans. We have a numerical ratingmam. So wesaid to them, "Well, at least do a sample On disabled veteans. Give ussoinething, anyway. Something is lvttetashan nothing, using 30 percentthrough 80 percent or whatever you want -to use." But at least you

have.an iaentifiable--and you can categorize these disabilities, and theVA has the people. If we want to go out and do a survey of all
disabled veterans who are amputees or have an orthopedic disability,the VA can spit out of their computer a list of every disabled veteran
receiving compensation for that diSability.

So, you know, $bere are some materials there or some information
there that could be used. MAybe it would be skewed. Maybe it i(ouldhave a large sampling error, but again, it is a start.

VICE CHAIRMAN HORN..Well, what I would like at this point in therecord, then, is the Staff Director to pursue with the Bureau of theCensus, with Health and Human Services, with the Bureau of LaborStatistics, and with others what is their definition Of handicapped anddisabled and various possible subcategories! I would like to put thoseside by side in a matrix so we can see if different government agenciesare operating on the same fundamental definition and where thevariance is.
It seems that one useful service Allis Commission can do_ is try toforce some overall grappling with how we define this particular

community. Because it seems to me you cannot hold the private sector,other government agencies to some sort of definitional standard unless
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you have some data base from a national pool, if you a.re going to set

goals and timetables, as to how many people fall in, these various ,
groups. Otherwise, we just have a chaotic administration of this. It

would be exactly the same as if there were no census data on blacks.,

Hispanibs, any other group, Or if we did .not know, in the case of
universities, how many doctorat e produced by various ethnic

groups, etc., as to what is a reasçkable level of expectations when it

comes to employment hiring.
COMMISSIONER-DESIGNATV BERRY. If I may add-- .

VICE CHAIRMAN HORN. Let md -get this in the record, ii' I might.
COMMISSIONER-DESIGNATE BERRY.. If I may add, Cordmissioner

Horn, there was an exchange earlier today between Mr. McNeil, who

was here from the Censits Bureau, and Ms. Milk on the question I \
asked, and my impression was that they were working on a 1982
disability survey at the Census, and that was

VICE CHAIRMAN HOR/4. Let me just get my request in the record on

the matrix.
CHAIRMAN FLEMMING. That is in the record, and, without objec-

tion, that request will be complied with. .

[See Exhibit No. 14.]
CHAIRMAN FLEMMING. I was going to ask my colleagues who were

here when we had the first panel as io whether or not my recollection

was a correct recolfection; namely, that we had testimany to the effeCt

that there was going to be a mini 1982 census. There was an exchange

between the representative, I think, of the Equal Employment
Opportunity Commission and Mr. McNeil, who is Chief of the
Consumer Expenditures and Wealth Statistics of the Bitreau of Census,

relative to some of the items that are going to go into that minicensuS.

Is that
COMMISSIONER-DESIGNATE BERRY. That is precisely accurate, ,and

Mr. McNeil, as I recall, responded to a criticism Ms. Milk had made EiY

saying that there would be a 1982 disability survey. I am somewhat

puzzled by that.
MR. DRACH. Well, it is a relatively new decision, because in

becember we were told no.
MR. FiN.RNE. Mr:Chairman?
CHAIRMAN FLEMMING. Yes.
MR. HEARNE. Might I just make one quick comment about this?
I think if there is in fact a 1982 census, there are two things that

should be looked at. One, on the definitional problem, you have two

basic definitions: a 504 definition and a Social Security definition. And

it would be easy to include thoseeven though,those definitions may

in fact *be mutually excluMveit would be easy to include those to
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determine how many disabled people fell under each one. Then the
compilation could be made later.

And, two, any sort of a disability survey will have to take intoaccount the rea3onable accommodation needs of any other survey.The population is not in the mainstream right now, and they. don'tshow up on the surveys, just like they don't show up on the street. Soyou will have to include on a disability survey brailling. You may haveto include on a disability survey some kind of outreach right into thehomes to find this population because it is difficult to get to that level.
CHAIRMAN FLEMMING. Thank you.
Commissioner-Designate Ruckelshaus?
COMMISSIONER-DESIGNATE RKKELSHAUS. Yes. Ms. Burgdorf,could you tell me some more about the protection and advocacysystems for developmentally disabled? This is the first time I haveheard about that.
MS. BURGDORF. All right. The question was, tell us more about the

protection and advocacy systems.
They were established under the Developmental Disabilities Act of1975, Public Law 94-103, and what they essentially said was that eachState, before they were going to receive any money under the

Developmental Disabilities Actor perhaps even a broader interpre-tationcould be before they were going to take any moneyanyFederal clonal's, in relation to services or programs for the handi-.cappedthey had to establith an independent agency, independent
from State government, that had the authority to pursue all remedies,
including administrative and legal, to represent the rights andproblems of handicapped people.

Now, they use the term "developmentally disabled." There was acategorical definition at one point in timeI don't know how familiaryou an with the term "developmental disabilities," but it used tomeanit targeted mentally retarded people, people with epilepsy,people with cerebral palsy, people with learning disabilities, andpeople with other neurological impairments. That definition has beenexpanded to include anyone who has been developmentally disabled ordisabled before the age of 22 where the disability seriously affects theirmajor life functions, which is defined fairly broadly, very much like504: walking, breathing, going to school, socializing, housing, any ofthose other categories.
So at this point in time the protection and advocacy systems canessentially represent anyone who is disabled prior 'to the onset of 22.They may not be Over the age of 22, but the disability happened tothem prior to that time, and they can go and get free advocacynotjust legal, but advocacyservices, which includes training theirparents, helping the parents work with the education system, insurance
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discrimination, housing discrimination, whatever kind of problem that
arises out of the disability.

Now, the difficulty with this is thatevery State adopted and set
up, established a sy m by October of 1977. So these systems are
functioning. The prob is then the government turned around and
gave them a very small sum of money. Until this year more than half of
the States only had $20,000 apiece to implement this broad mandate to
represent all handicapped people. So that obviously created some
problems.

I think that if you look at the record with the I year funded at
minimum-kvel, $20,000, that was the $3 million appropriation in 1978.

In 1979 it w,..increased to $7 million; so it has been doubled. These.
agencies have represented approximately 50,000 handicapped people
around the country in a variety of issues and alave done a very creative
job considering the kinds of limitations that they have had.

COMM1SSIONER-DESIGNATE RUCKELSHAUS. And they work with

issues, whit? Employment training? ,

MS. BURGDORF. Employmenttheir mandate is that they can serve
anyone. So if an employer came to them and wanted some technical
assistance, they could help the employer, or the particular handi-
capped individual himself or herself, or a universiry" who wants to
write a good 504 plan, but doesn't know how to do it or wants to
translate their plan into action. The advocacy system can represent
individuals as well as do what we call class advocacyrepresent
broader issues for disabled people. ,

COMMISSIONER-DESIGNATE RUCKELSHAUS. Thank you.

I would like to ask Mr. Hearne and Mr. Spahr: Both of you
pinpointed attitudes, a misPerception about the cost of accommoda-
tions. I wonder if anybody in the private sector is setting-themselves
up to be consultants in the area of what it would take to comply, either
with the Office of Federal Contract Compliance if a corporation is

doing business with the government or just a corporation that is
finding itself in the business of hiring disabled persons, ancl counseling
them on how either to get affirmative action programs in compliance
or how to go about making reasonable accommodations without
putting themselves against what they' think will be an unreasonable
expenditure of money. I know t-hat lots of people have independently
begun consulting agencies to tell people how to avoid sex and race,
etc., discrimination. How about handicapped?

MR. HEARNE. Yes. There are a number of both private firms, which
are run by disabled persons, as well as a number of rehabilitation
facilities that are involved in consulting, if you will, in the private
sector. JOB has done it, and there is an Industry-Labor Council in
New York that does it, and there are a number of others out of the
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Midwest that do it. It is a growing kind of thing, but the reason that Ithink that it hasn't grown as quickly as it may in fact should is that
many of the firms still don't knovJ that they need it, so that there has to
be voluntary training to engender the interest even to include this
population in their affirmative action plan. Once that happens and they
say, "Oh, my God, we have to comply with these regulations as well,"
they seek private assistance to find out technically how to do it. fittthere is still a low level of that in the private sector, I would say.

CHAIRMAN FLEMMING. Commissioner Ruiz?
COMMISSIONER RUIZ. I would like to ask this question of the panel:

What are the incentives to persons covered by SSI or other disability
income to seek employment when if, in fact, the person works, his
incomeas a recipient of monies coming inis no longer available? Irecall recently I read an article in the Los Angeles Times about a
disabled person who continued to receive laer disability income while
at the time she was working 'on the side to procure a higher education.
Uncle Sam caught up with her and claimed she owed the governmentaround $20,000, and then a tragedy occurred, if yaa recallI notice
you are nodding your headsshe was so frustrated she committed
suicide.

Families can't even help disabled persons because such help is
evaluated as income to disabled persons, who then lose their disability
income. How is this problem being coped with? What are the solutions
to this tragic situation? Does anyone have an idea?

MR. DRACH. I would like to comment, if I may.
COMMISSIONER RUIZ. Yes.
MR. DRACH. I think the total picture of the problem is our current

income transfer payments system which, all too often, does create
disincentives for certain categories, whether they be disabled people ornot, to go to work.

I get calls a lot from employers in the Washington, D.C., area who
want to hire a disabled veteran. This is kind of extreme, but it happens.
They want a disabled veteran, preferably in a wheelchair, preferably
of the Vietnam era, preferably a female, and if she happens-to be black
with a Spanish surname, "Great, we will hire them tomorrow."

I will ask, "How much are you going to pay?"
"Minimum wage, $3.10 an hour."
The .unemployment compensation in the District of Columbia is

$4.52 an hour. Now, who are we going to get to go to work in a dead-
end job for $3.10 an hour in the District of Columbia?

The problem has been addressed, at least in terms of disabled people,
in a small degree- by H.R. 3236, which is currently pending in
conference committee between the House and the Senate. It addresses
some of the disincentives for disabled people to go back to work. One
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of the ones that comes to mind right now is of a person receiving
disability -insurance benefits, for example, under social security.
Current law [provides that], if that person goes back to work, they not
only lose DIB, disability insurance benefits, they also lose medical
coverage. And then if the job doesn't work out and they try to go back
on DIB, they have to wait before the medical coverage is picked up,
and, in essence, this was largely attributable to the instance you
mentioned out in California, the loss of the medical benefits more so, I

believe, than the loss of the income per se.
H.R. 3236 in essence says that by law anybody receiving benefits

who tries to work will have a 24-month trial work period. Current law
ha.s a very arbi 9-month trial work period, very subjective. It is
not mandatory, a ross-the-board. So, in essence, that person would be
able to go do work, try it out for 24 months without loss of benefits.
That is just one way in which it is being looked at.

COMMISSIONER RUIZ. I have in mind situations where peaple are
receiving disability income where their respective famihes want to
help and they can't help them because the Money they take, even a
small amount of money, that automatically is deducted. I feel that is

more unfair.
MR. DRACH. Well, without advocating fraud, you just don't report

that family assistance.
COMMISSIONER RUIZ. Pardon, sir?
MR. DRACH. Without advocating fraud, the person just doesn't

report that family assistance, and that is, in essence, what our system
says to do. It condones fraud. It says because we, the government, are
not going to help you get a job,.we are not going to give you enough
to live on decentljf, and if you get any help from your family, we are
therefore going to take benefits away; therefore, we are saying to those

people, "Well, take it under the table."
COMMISSIONER RUIZ. It is like the situation where two people don't

get married.
MR. DRACH. Don't get married, social security recipients. It is a

very common thing anymore for el ly oci security recipients
because of the system. The system disc tes, if I can use that word,
in this'area, in many areas.

CHAIRMAN FLEMMING. Mr. Hearne?
MR. HEARNE. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I just want to address one

"thing about the disincentive, and it certainly does exist. If in fact there
could be a progressive trial work periodyou see, social security has
bantered around cutoff types of things in both are , oth in the
income eligibility level and iri the trial work period levje and it is not
flexible enough. So that if you have 9 months, or, with all due respect,
24 months, if that individual is capable of maintaining a certain income
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no matter what that particular time is, then they are cut off social
security totally.

What may be the kind of thing that could work down the roadandI pose this just as something for speculatio-nis a combination of the
two standards, both in the income eligibility level as well as the
progressive trial work period, because the trial work period, doesn't
reflect the abilities of the individual to earn. It only says, "You have a
certain amount of time to make it and that's it," and anyone who has a
credit card knows what that means. So that if you -have a Certain
degree a progressive system to work inthe work incentiv o workin the time and income earned type of thing and clearly define the
difference between family assistance and earned income, then I think itcould be a more equitable type of situation.

And, one last quickie, you also don't cbunt as income things that theindividual who is on benefits receives for support services, the
additional cost of transportation, the additional cost of home attendant
service, the additional medical bills, the additional clothing needs of
the individual in the event, hypothetically, that the same is medically
needed. Things that are tied in with things that will make it esier for
that individual to work in a real physical sense should not be counted
as income, and under the present system, even under the new proposed
system, they are in fact counted.

COMMISSIONER Rutz. Under the present system, if you give this
kind of help, it is nevertheless considered as income?

MR. HEARNE. Under the present social security system, let's say theindividual makes $1,000just throwing numbers outlet's say they
make $1,000 a year, but let's say it costs them $ y00 a year to transport
themselves to and from work. That $1,000 a year is counted. When inreality they are $500 behind the situation, they are deemed as an
individual who makes a clear-cut ingome of $1,000 a year.

VICE CHAIRMAN HORN. Okay. You are telling us that the expensesfor their unique situation, because it is portal to portal, which wasbanned years ago, even though handicapped, cannot be taken as adeduction. Is that what--
MR. HEARNE. Fin sorry. It is.
VICE CHAIRMAN HORN. If I remember your ex'ample, you said thecost of getting- to work would be $1,500. They make $1,000. The$1,000 counts as income. What I am wondering is what happens to the$1,500 on the income tax fcirm? Is that a legitimate expense?
MR. HEARNE. No.
VICE CHAIRMAN.HORN. I didn't think so. In other words, should the

government, as a matter of policy to encourage employment of those
who qualify as handicapped, permit a deduction on home to work or
extra expenses beyond what average expenses would be to get to work
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because one is handicapped? Is that a matter of tax policy you would
recommend?

MR. HEARN Oh, yes, I would. And what I would advocate in that
direction cit only that it be an income tax deduction, but that in the
initial peri d, let's say, where there is a trial work period, it will also be
deducted from the income that' the individual receives in order to
make them eligible for benefits.

VICE CHAIRMAN HORN. Right, as an incentive.
MR. HEARNE. Right.
CHAIRMAN FLEMMING. MS. Burgdorf.
MS. BURGDORF. I just wanted to respond. You asked probably one

of the most significant questions, and I was happy to hear some of the
panelists had some constructive comments on what the answers were
to this problem.

But the truth is that this is one of the most thorny, issues facing
disabled people Tight now. I don't think there are good answers. We
have parts of answers, but I know one other piece that I wanted to
share is that we had this discussion about whether disabled people
actually count some of the support services and family 'help and so
forth as income. The Social Security Administration has, through a
variety of means, noted that the SSI for disabled people is one of the
it has been labeled as one of the programs with the highest error rate,
and they are doing a pilot study in the State of Washington to try and
exclude people from even getting access to SSi benefits.

All I know is, from my representation of disabled individuals, that
that has never been the problem. The difficulty has been getting them
on, to get the social security that they legally have a right to, and also
dealing with this kind of crazy system where they are thrown off as
soon as they get other income. I think one of the key examples of it
was a caseand I am sorry I don't know the name, but I will be happy
to get it and supply it to youwas a woman in New York, I think,
who was turned down for social security becausepardon me?

Panzerino.
MS. URGDORF. Panzerinobecause some of this additional income

put her over the eligibility. She decided to go to court and, after 6
years, won her court case after following it through and got her back
pay for the 6 years. And as soon as that check was deposited in her
bank account, she was terminated from the SSI rolls becSeih p was
over the allowable amount of money. This is a case that h just come
down recently.

I guess what I am saying is I am alerting you to the fact that this is a
very complicated area that needs A lot of looking at in terms of what
are some of the answers. I think we have highlighted some of the
problems.
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CHAIRMAN FLEMMING. Commissioner-Designate Berry?
COMMISSIONERDESIGNATE BERRY. I have just one (Nick question.

The question I have is for Mr. Hearne. As you are probably aware, the
Supreme Court has in the last few years interpreted the civil rights
laws, as it had done in the 19th century, to require intent to
discriminate in a ffirmber of areas, including employment, voting
rights, and the like; and you made some comment about much of the
discrimination against handicapped people not being intentional and
Chat there is a gray area and the like. Do you think that intent to
discriminate ought to be required and that lack of intent ought to be a
defense for employers who do discriminate against the handicapped?

MR. HEARNE. One hundred percent, no.
COMMISSIONERDESIGNATE BERRY. Thank you.
MR. HEARNE. Absolutely not. The effect is still the same. The only

rebion that I addressed that was as far as die implementation of
programsthere are many individuals who do not have that intent
who, once they realize that they are doing what they, are doing, will
come over to the right side. However, there are still a heck of a lot of
them out there who know what tkey are doing and are not going to
come over on the right side. If that is included in the law, it is going to
seriously limit the regulations, as well as the legislation affecting,
handicapped people. So I would say absolutely not.

CHAIRMAN FLEMMING. Any additional questions?
[No response.]
CHAIRMAN FLEMMING. If not, we are indebted to the members of

the panel for being with us and making presentations and responding
to our questions.

Before we recess for the evening, those who are responsible for
development of the program today and tomorrow want me to call
attention to the fact that at 8 o'clock tonight there will be two slide
presentations. One is entitled, "Building For Everyone." This deals
with the issue of architectural barriers. That is, a slide presentation.
And then the next one, which I am not sure whether it is a slide
presentation or another type, is entitled, "Through the Open ,Door,"
and this is related to 504, a section of the Rehabilitation Act.

So far as the consultation is concerned, we are in recess'Aintil 9
o'clock tomorroW morning.

Social Services and the Handicapped

CHAIRMAN FLEMMING. I will ask the consultation to come to order,
please.
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We are going to spend at le portion of the morning on social
services and the handicapped. The first presentation will be made by
Judith E. Heumann, who is deputy director of the Center for
Independent Living at Berkeley, California. She has occupied this post
since 1976. In this capacity she oversees the daily operations of the
center and the Disability Law Research Center, which is the legal
service and civil ri training and advocacy program. The center
also encourages ma streaming in public schools and places disabled
persons in jobs in the c mmunity.

Ms. Heumann has worked for Senator Harrison A. Williams where
she was involved in the development of legislation affecting the
education and rehabilitation of the handicapped. Her many awards and
honors include being one of , 20 California women honored by
Governor Jerry Brown during the Salute to Women ceremony iry
1979.

She will summarize her paper on services, delivery rights, and the
handicapped.

Ms. Heumann, we are delighted to have you with us.

SOCIAL SERVICES AND DISABLED PERSONS

By Judith Neumann*

The statistics are clear 'Only a stnall percentage of the disabled
Americans who could work are working; only one-third of all blind
adults are employed, only 47 percent of all paraplegics. The disabled
population is one of the most underemployed in the Nation.

That discrimination exists is evident. What are the causes? Prejudice
on- the part of potential employers; though documented, is only one
thread in a complex web of discrimination that disabled people
confront during their lives. Some of these obstacles are inadvertently
created by the very government agencies designed" to "help the
handicapped." What are these patterns and practices of discriminationo
found by disabled people with respelitto various social service
agencies and what effects do these social seryice delivery systems have
on the elimination of barriers to the rights of equal employment
opportunities for disabled people?

When we say "disabled people," we are referring to the estimated 35
million Americans who, according to the RehabilitatiotAct of 1973,

Ms Heurnann is deputy director, Center for Independent Living, Berkeley, California.
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(1) are restricted physically or mentally in at least one of their life
activities; (2) havt a history of such a condition; or (3) are perceived as
having such a condition.. We thus include blind and vision-impaired
people, deaf and hearing-impaired people,' quadri- and paraplegics,
postpolios, developmentally disabled individuals, people suffering
from heart conditions, persons who have had cancer, physically
disfigured individuals, etc. The definition is broad. It is estimated that
60-70 percent of all Americans will -1?ecome disabled sometime'during
their lives. Though this definition cuts across all societal strata,
disabled individuals experience discrimination as a class. Segregation is

tp r ac t iced equally on orthopedically disabled and mentally retarded
people.

As with ethnic minorities, deep attitudinal fears color the interaction
between the disabled minority and the rest of America. But discrimina-
tion against disabled people has one unique characteristic. Even if one
could remove all attitudinal barriers confronting disabled people in
their quest for gainful employment, mobility and perceptual barriers
would continue to isolate the disabled individual. Support systems
enabling disabled persons to overcome such barriers, such as ramps,
sign language interpreters, attendrt care, are integral to the discussion
of civil rights for disabled people.

stIn this paper, we begin with a view of he disabled individual as a,
whole being with basic needs and rights. ocial service agencies, fot
the most part, lack such a perspective and dole Out service in a
piecemeal fashion. One hand doesn't know what the other is doing.
The impact of such practices on the disabled individual is to reduce
her or him to a subhuman status. Thus the cycle of negative qttitude

, and resultant discrimination -that characterizes socia interaction for
the physically or mentally different individual is perpe'uated.

Modern society is still unconvinced thgt there are compensatory
returns on i stments in the disabled. Western society has historically
considered sabled people inferior and undesirable. According to the
Old Testam- , t, orthopedically disabled and blind people could not b
admitted to ) e ord's house. Greek law stipula# that disabled
children be put o death. Plato promoted the idea that "the offspring of
the inferior or o the better when they chance to be deformed will be
put away in some\ ysterious, unknown place, as they should."

In more moths times, high school textbooks advocated the.
institutionalization \ f all disabled people, classifying the disabled
individual as "defective" (like part of a machine) and "lacking some
normal power." In the fifties many States required by law that disabled
people, including epileptics, undergo forced sterilization. Recent/
statutory history includes denial of disabled peoples' right to vote,
drive, marry, or hold 'public, (elective) office. Anyone who was
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"diseased, maimed, or in any way deformed, so as to be an unsightly or
disgusting object [sic]" was prohibited by law from appearing in a
public place as late as 1974.

The societal attitudes as evidenced by the foregoing examples have
prompted a public policy of segregation. As is Nell summarized in the
Disability Law Resource Center in Berkeley amicus brief filed with
the U.S. Supreme Court in the Davis case:

. . Attitudinal barriers have caused the disabled minority to be
excluded from the policy making process and forgotten. We have
consequently designed a nation for the average, "normal," able-
bodied majority, little realizing that invisible millions cannot enter
our buildings, ride our subways and buses, enjoy our educational
and recreational programs and facilities and use our communica-
tions facilities.

Education
The groundwork for future employment discrimination begins early

and is fully evident by the time the disabled individual enters (or
doesn't enter) the public school system. American educational policy
toward disabled persons has largelS, been one of.segregation.

Until the passage of Public Law'14-142, the Education for All
Handicapped Children Act of 1975, local governments were not
required to establish equal educational programs for disabled children.
As with blacks and other minority groups, the disabled cannot
realistically be given equal opportunities unless they are integrated
into the mainstream of society at an early age. The classroom
segregation of disabled children maintains the societal attitudes of
inferiority of disabled persons, which 'sabotage any semblance of
equality.

Now that there is a law on the books, which guarantees an
appropriate education for all children in the least restrictive environ-
ment, the problem is enforcement. A recent study has found many
discriminatory practices in effect, despite legislation. Published by
Educational Advocates Coalition, a consortium of 13 advocate groups
for vulnerable children, and entitled Report on Federal Compliance
(also known as the Children's Defense Fund Report), the study finds:

(1) Children identified as needing special programs are still on
waiting lists;
(2) Many children, still institutionalized or in foster care situations,
are routinely denied appropriate educational services;
(3) Children are denied support systems such as health care and
transportation that are ess,ential for their education in appropriaW,
least restrictive environments;
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(4) Overidentification of children of racial minorities as mentally
retarded, often due to culturally biased testing materials;
(5) Severely disabled children are denied êdtication in excess of
180 days; if "appropriate" education for a particular child requires a,

year-round program, then the law provides for such;
(6) Many children are suspended for ,up to 2 years for behavior
that is a result of their disability;
(7) Many children have Aloft had the individualized evaluation
required by law; \
(8) States have failed to set,* surrogate parents (adocates to act
for children when parent aralt available, i.e., when a child is in an
institution or under foster care and has no representation).

The departments of eddeation and welfare are not enforcing the
Federal law though they know children are not being served.

. Public Law 94-142 has made a positive impact: More children are
being served; services have expanded; new programs have been
create; and many severely disabled children have returned to the
community. But advocates, as evidenced in the findings of the above
report; cannot declare a victory and go home. The most,crucial issue is
the absence of support systems like transportation and healthscare that
would allow placement of childre the "least restrictive" environ-
ment.

Discriminatory educational practices emerge before and after the
kindergarten through 12th grade period covered by Public Law 94-
142. Some children need developmental programs from birth. Few
States have laws governing the preschooler (some programs are
provided under Title XX and the Head Start program). Thus many
disabled children are at a double disadvantage by the time they reach
kindergarten. What happens after sixth grade's? Programs on the
secondary level are deficient, limited in most areas io.vocational
rehabilitation. Consequently, we are blessed with a fine supply of blind
piano tuners and orthopedically disabled greeting card designers.

At the postsecondary educational levels, disabled students . are
discriminated against in admissions and access to programs. Discrimi-
natory practices cited in a recent study from Lasyrence Hall of Science
at the University of California in Berkeley include:

(1) Complete exclusion of disabled students from departmental
programs;
(2) Individual instructor option to exclude disabled students from
classes;
(3) Nonrelocation of inaccessible classes to allow disabled stiklent
participation;
(4) Discrimination in admittance to departmental programs on the
basis of perceived employment opportunities;
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(5) Nonmodification of examination procedures so that examina-
tions would reflect student aihievement in the course rather ilian
effects of disability;
(6) Individual instructor option to limit the use of auxiliary aids by
disabled students such as tape recorders.
So, armed with an education considerably less than "the best money

can buy," the disabled individual confronts the world of work. The
full weight of systemic discrimination and lack of interagency
cooperation is about to be unloaded on his or her shoul4ers.

Employment
It becomes increasingly clear as one studies the supplemental

security income systems of the department of welfare and the
vocatio al rehabilitation programs of the department of rehabilitation,
the tw cial mainstays of many adult disabled people, that the
American work ethic does -not extend to the disabled community.
Disabled individuals are encouraged not to work. Every year $21
billion dollars is spent by 61 Federal programs on severely disabled
adults; $18 billion goes to income maintenance (SSD, and $2 billion
goes tco direct services and training or rehabilitation. The scales are
thus heavily stacked in favor of keeping people on welfare rather than
training them for jobs. There are ,Iiistorical reasons for this skewed
interest; i.e., successful rehabilitation grantewere comparatively late in
appearance.

The worst effect of the relation between SSI and the vocational
rehabilitation program is the intense disincentive against employment
built into the systems. Before a disabled person can work, certain basic
conditions must be met. She or he must have a healthy diet, adequate
housing, reliable transportation, and, often, assistance in daily routines
such as dressing and bathing. A visually-disabled person might employ
a readg;;; a deaf person, an interpreter; and an orthopedically disabled
individual, an attendant. Such services are often covered by SSI, as
well as_ disability insurance ,and medicare payments. As soon as a
disabled person makes $200 a monthi.e., is involved in "substantial
gainful employment"she or he loses these benefits. Therefore, when
a disabled person considers a job, she or he must determine if the
earnings will be substantial enough to affect eligibility for income
support and, if so; if the earnings will be substantial enough to meet the
continued needs for housing, transportation, and a healthy diet.

Many disabled people are incapable of locating einployment that
will enable them to support themselves if their eligibility for assistance
is cut. Disabled people are faced with a do-or-die situation if they take
a job. The low earnings levels that income-maintenance programs set
for termination of eligibility encourage the disabled person to rely on
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haI4outs instead of employment. Thus, these income-maintenance
prog ams discourage employment, enCourage dependente, aad con-
tribut _ to the undignified position of the disabled person.

Often, regulations covering medical services unde4SSI discourage
/ and prevent employment. The method chat medicare Ad medicaid use

to determine , the reasonable cost of4 dnrable medical equipment
(wheelchairs, hospital beds, etc.) is antiquated. Medicare 'and medicaid
cannot legally pay for even 80 percent of the retail purchase price of
necessary durable equipment. This equipment is often a prerequisite
for employment. Consequently, a disabled person can be confronted
with a discouraging "Catch-22" sitdation. "I can't get a job wiihout a
wheelchair, and I can't make up the cost of a wheelchair because I
don'tfhave a job. In fact, I can't even get to the medicaid office to
confront them witE my dilemma!" Thus, medicare and medicaid have
implementedi a cost-control device thal effectively defeats the agen-
cies' intent toil provige adequate health care for their clientsa case of
"penny wise, pound *fish."

Consider the following example: A certain medical insurance
agency in California denied a client's request for a $300 wheelchair
seat cushicrn replacement on the grounds that it is agency policy to pay
for seat cushion replacements once e ery 3 ars-. :The client is
ineligible. Since the client has 3 weeks of class and ams left to finish
a quarter at college, he attempts to make do with an o d, wornout seat
cushion. As a result, he develops a decubitus ulcer for which he must
be ,hospitalized for 3 weeks at a cost of $4,000 and is bedridden for 3
additionalf weeks.

The problems of disincentives in the SSI system cannot be
overemphasized. Even without interagency foulups, such as cited
above, the disincentive4licy alone can account for the great numbers
of untmployed disabled people. The benelits issue also underlines the
necessity of support services if disabled people are going to be able to
eiercjse their constitutional rights.

What can the disabled individual expect who goes to vocational
rehabilitation through the department of rehabilitation? The rehabilita-
tion counselor is influenced by at least two factors: lack of Rinds and
pressure for successful case "closure" (people on the job). Thns; in the
past, many severely disabled individuals were not seen as good'

6 "closure" risks and could not qualify for vocational rehabmtation. The
Rehabilitation Act of 1973 prioritized severely disabled clients for
vocational rehabilitation. The result? A rise in the percentage of
severely disabled individuals being served nd an overall decline in
caseloads. ,

The rehabilitation service agencies cart also fall into the discrimina-
tory practice of job stereotyping. Counselors entourage di4abled
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clients to consider jobs that are "most suited" to the client's disa lity.
Conversely, the counselors have discouraged clienis from consid ring
jobs that the counselors have prejudicially assumed to be beyond the
capabilities of their clients. The result' of job stereotyping is that the
disabled get confined to relatively few careers. This confinement helps
to defeat attempts to integrate the disabled person into society. Thus,
prejudicial societal attitudes about the disabled minority remain firm
because more people remain unfamiliar with disabled people.

Related Issues

Affirmative Action
All the systems discussed so far, education, welfare, health,

rehabilitation, have one thing in common that severely affects disabled
people. These agencies are staffed, with few exceptions, by able-
bodied persons. All the good intentions and charitable feelings in the
world will not provide these professionals with file knowledge of what
it feels like to. grow up disabled in a white male-dominated, able-
bodied society. Certainly, inservice training sessions to sensitize and
inform can have positive results. But an obvious remedy is an
affirmative action hiring policy of disabled professionals for these
agencies.

Institutionalization
The general effect of all discriminatory patterns and practices is to

segregate disabled individuals from the community. Two million
Americans are subjected to the most extreme form of segregation:
institutionalization. Federal welfare programs encourage the institu-
tionalization of- disabled people. Under Title XX programs, the
Federal Government contributes more money per disabled person to
the States to pay for institutionalization of disabled people than to pay
for necessary inhome support services (IHSS). Even though the total
cost of institutionalization, is higher for the combined governments,
State and Federal policy generally encourages Institutionalization.

Institutionalization is the ultimate segregation, carrying to its logical
extreme society's treatment of the disabled community. Institutionali-
zation (1) removes disabled persons from possible contact with
nondisabled people, thereby depriving both groups of possible enrich-
ment; (2) keeps disabled people in their "place"; (3) sets up expecta-
tions that a disabled individual cannot be like anyone else; and (4)
removes the possibility of personal control over life decisions from the
disabled person. The policy of institutionalization was practiced`on all
disability groups in the past and today is particularly characteristic of
the treatm'ent of mentally retarded and mentally ill persons.

2 3
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The 1971 amendments to Title XIX of the Social Security Act allow
for funding of "institutions" serving as small a population as four
disabled persons. Thus, the possibility of small, community-based
living arrangements for people with mental retardation was provided.
However, implemeutation of -Title XIX has consistently channeled
money to large monolithic institutions.

Why this trend to fund large rather than_ small-scale operations?
Money isn't the answer. Small is cheaper in this instance. We are faced
with further evidence of the desire to remove disabled people from the
community.

A recent paper by the Center on Human Policy at .Syracuse
University entitled The Community Imperative makes the argument
that deinstitutionalization, integration, is not only a moral, but also a
legal imperative; integration is basic to the constitutional notion of
liberty.

Transportation ,

Transportation is a public rather than a social service. We must
include it here because the availability of accessible,transportation is
critical to a nondiscriminatory employment Hsituation for disabled
people.

Federally mandated mass transit is not only not being enforced, it is'
being discarded as a concept, in the face of a backlash caused by the
current economic recession. But disabled advocates continue to fight
for mass transit, realizing that lack of mobility condemns the disabled
to the bottom of the economic scale. "Belt tightening" in the face of an
economic crisis is virtually impossible for disabled individuals. They
have no "luxuries" to give up.

1980 U.S. Census
Disabled leaders are gravely concerned that the census data

currently being collected is not going to reflect the numbers of
disabled people in America. Advertising for the census was not
captioned for the hearing impaired. Disability is not effectively
'screened in either the long or short forms. The census is important
because funding appropriations will be made on the numbers recorded,
and Federal funding is a necessity for service organizations, given
apathy of the private sector at large.

Section 503
Some mention should be made of the existing mandates against

employment discrimination. Section 503 of the Rehabilitation Act of
1973 states that any contractor or subcontractor receiving at least
$2,500 from the Federal Government must have an affirmative action
hiring- practice towards the disabled. In contrast to Title VI, which
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applies to other minority groups, section 503 does not make any
recommendation to the private sector about employment of disabled
individuals. So far, attempts to include disabled people under Title VI
have failed.

The problem with 503 is, again, enforcement. According to the Wall
Street Journal, less than 0.1 percent of all affected contractors have
filed affirmative action plans. State agencies such as the fair employ-
ment practices commission are charged with monitoring compliance,
but cases may, take from 9 months to 3 years to process.

Recommended Action
As should be evident by now, the American system denies disabled

people equal opportunities for employment. Many of the agencies that
are spedifically designed to promulgate equal rights for disabled
people contribute to the problem. Because there is no interagency
coordination, each agency spends much of its resources trying to
compensate for the damage the others have done. Possible solutions
include: (1), increased interagency cooperation coupled with an
affirmative action policy for hiring of disabled people; (2) stepped-up
enforcement of existing civil rights legislation; (3) creation of new
legislation; (4) reforms within the agencies; and (5) most important,
increased advocacy by disabled individuals who have received
services in a holistic environment.

Without interagency cooperation, many programs are doomed to
faihire and noncompliance with civil rights legislatidn. For example, a
high proportion of learning-disabled and mentally retarded children
are ending up in correctional institutions. Because the child does not
have a parent to advocate for him or her, the child ends up in a
correctional institution where the goal is correction and punishment.
There is virtually no communication between the correctional, the
educational, and the rehabilitative systems. The child is certainly being
deprived of an "appropriate" education.

To prevent these situations, very clear interagency arrangements
need to be made to provide,service delivery. Turf battles will continue
between departments unless State and local leadership demands joint
service plans. There have been some strides in this direction in services
for disabled children, for example, in Florida, Louisiana, and North
Carolina with the establishment of interagency guidelines an31 rules.

Current legislation must be enforced. We suspect that many
politicians have been hesitating in an attempt to judge the extent of the
supposed economic "backlash" against disabled people's civil rights.
We ,need a firm cOmmitment from all levels of government for
enforcement of and adequate appropriations for existing legislation.
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This is not the place to display the fallacies of the "How Much for
the Handicapped?" cost dispute. Suffice it to say that for every dollar
Spent on rehabilitation an estimated $5-$70 is returned .to the
government in the form of taxes, increased earning power, etc. The
cost of segregation is high.

But cost is not the point. The point is that recent legislation secures
the civil rights of disabled people. Rights are guaranteed by the
Constitution and can never have a price tag placed on them.

We urge officials of the Office of Civil Rights to monitor all
agencies for failure to enforce civil rights legislation for the disabled.
For example, the recent attempts at weakening 504 transportation
mandates for accessibility will seriously affect the civil rights of
disabled people.

Among suggestions for new legislation are: (1) a birth-to-death
system of services that would allow delivery of services at the onset of
disability; (2) an inclusion of "significant others," i.e., parents 'and
guardians, as recipients of psychological and financial support systemsV
(3) national medical insurance for all Americans, etc.

Existing social service agencies should improve communication
between themselves and disabled individuals. To make simple commu-
nication possible, all offices of agencies must do five things: (1) they
must install a TTY line for the deaf; (2) they must have at least one
staff member who can communicate fluently in sign language; (3) until
accessible public transit is a reality, they must be prepared to meet
same-day transportation requests for all disabled persons who have
business with the office and cannot use public transit; (4) they must use
braille and large print or tape cassettes for communicating with
visually-disabled persons by maif; '(5) they must develop the patience
needed for oral communication with persons with speech disabilities.
When these +conditions are met, the increased communication will
foster greater interaction and greater understanding between disabled
and nondisabled persons. Consequently, the system would become
more responsive to disabled people and the social service delivery
system more effective.

In order for the Nation's health care agencies to help make equal the
employment opportunities of the disabled with the nondisabled, they
must adopt cost-control devices that encourage the disabled to work,
but don't endanger the disabled person's health. Most importantly,
these cost-control procedures must encourage flexibility while main-
taining accountability. All health insurance agencies must pay 100
percent of the purchase price of all medical services and goods.
Provision should be make for the prompt replacement of wornout or
damaged equipment. The goods and services handled by health
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maintenance agencies are a prerequisite to even an attempt to look for
employment and are necessary to basic independent living.

In the final analysis, disabled people themselves must protect their
rights. But they can only do this if they have access to a holistic
service deliveiy system. Disabled people are in a double bind. Their
struggle to fight discrimination is hampered by the lack of services to
meet their needs for daily survival. Without services, civil rights laws
aren't Nivorth the paper they're written on. If we don't have attendant
referral, if we don't have money to hire attendants, if we don't have
assistance in finding accessible housing, if we don't have wheelchair
repair and accessible transportation, we don't have civil rights for
people who can't get out of institutions to exercise those rights.

We believe that independent living programs, which provide
noninstitutionalized coordination of services and peer support, have
been crucial in the struggle against segregation and discrimination.
Through these programs, the concept of disabled people controlling
their own lives rather than being taken care of has become part of the
service delivery system.

Independent living does not necessarily mean living by yourself or
doing things totally by yourself. Rather, it means having as much
control as possible over your environment. It means knowing what
you need and making decisions and meeting those needs.

For example, if you can get out of _bed and get dressed by yourself
but it takes you 3 hours when, with the help of an attendant, you can
do it in half the time, then using an attendant frees your time and
energy to do other things. You don't have to struggle every morning
to get yourself out of bed in order to be independent. As long as you
have control over your attendants so that you are making decisions
about when you get up, what you'll wear, what you'll eat, etc., then
you are making choices.

Independent living programs are consumer-controlled, noninstitu-
tional providers of services and advocacy. They enable disabled
people to take control of their own lives. In turn, these programs,
under the control of disabled staff, can affect the larger institutions and
systems that have controlled and discriminated against disabled
people. It is for this reason that we include the establishment and
strengthening of independent living programs as a recommendation
for remedying the patterns and practices of discrimination in the social
service agencies.

The rehabilitative effectiveness of independent living programs has
aroused much interest and has led Congress to call for the establish-
ment of independent livina, programs throughout the United States.
Unfortunately, Congress haVnot appropriated sufficient funds for such
development.
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This paper has been intended as a cursory glance at some of the
patterns and practices of discrimination faced by the disabled with
respect to various s'ocial service agencies and the effect these social
service delivery systems have on opportunities for equal employment.
Some recommendations have been made in conclusion. This paper is
by no means exhaustive. Its main purpose is to be illustrative of a vast
and complex puzzle. Hopefully, this paper has covered a basic
awareness of the obstacles faced by disabled persons and will provoke
serious thought by groups thz.oughout the country.

STATEMENT OF JUDITH E. HEUMANN, DEPUTY DIRECTOR,
CENTER FOR INDEPENDENT LIVING,VERKELEY, CALIFORNIA

MS. HEUMANN. Thank you. -

What I would like to do is probably much more than a summary of
the paper, since I think the paper is pretty much self-explanatory and
my presentation will basically be highlighting what was presented and
will give you some additional information about a number of the
problems that disabled yeople are currently facing in the social service
area.

CHAIRMAN FLEMMING. If you would take about 15 to 20 minutes,
that would be fine:

MS. HEUMANN. Good.
I belong to the largest civil rights groiip in the country. The'

statistics, while they vary, go anywhere from 35 million to 47 million
and up, and yet our civil rights group still has not yet received the
status within the nondisabled community as a civil rights group
representing a body of oppressed people in this country who have thus
far been unable to achieve our place within this society, based on the
failure to provide appropriate services and probably most importantly
based on the failure of people in this country to believe that disabled
individuals are in fact people who have the ability to achieve and have
the desire to achieve. I think it is still all too common that disabled
people in this country are perceived of as people who are sick and who
are in need of being taken care of, as opposed to people who have
different needs and whose needs, in fact, can be met, which will allow
us to achieve our goals.

We come from many backgrounas. We are black, we are white, we
are Chicano, we are old, we are young, we are Asians. We are
mentally retarded, mentally ill. We have multiple sclerosis, muscular
distrophy, heart disease, cancer. There are more labels than I could
possibly even list to you, and you probably wouldn't know all of those
labels. t ut the labels somehow seem rather unimportant, inasmuch as
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tvb.4 merely characterize a medical diagnosis, and in that sense they
often fail to address the needs of the individual.

People are afraid to look at disabled individuals. People are afraid to
touch us. People are afraid that they are going to catch what we have.
Some people probably would do well to catch what we have, although
many people would feel that this would be an inappropriate statement
to make.

What I would like to do very briefly is to give you a summary of m144
personal development as a person because I think it basically allows
you to see that, although I was born in 1947 and had polio in 1949, the
service delivery systems and the ability for disabled people to achieve
have only changed moderately over the past 30 years.

I had polio when I was a year and a half old. I was born to parents
who were immigrants. I think the first thing that we need to look at is
what kinds of services did my parents get and what kinds of services
would parents get today. Basically, we are talking about very little.
There are very few places where parents of disabled children can get
appropriate information on what it means to have a disabled child, not
only from a medical perspective, but from a civil rights perspective.
What are parents' rights? What are their rights as parents and what are
the rights of their children? What can their children be afforded?

My parents basically struggled through the system and pushed the
system to allow me in, because the system was not very willing to let
me in. I was taken from one hospital to another, dealt with by doctors
whose medical diagnoses *tire always very interesting, from, "Yes,
Judy is going to be able to walk," to, "No, Judy isn't going to be able
to walk." My parents finally decided that they were going to work
with me to assist me in achieving that which I could and tb supplement
that which I physically wasn't going to be able to do for myself.

One very interesting scenario that runs through my story and
throughout the story of many disabled individuals is the fact that there
is a desire on the partand I don't want just to label the medical
profession at this, point, although they are certainly integrally iablved
in thisthat one becomes more "normal" (whatever that means) when
one is walking. If one is not walking, one is not "normal." I think you
only need to look at the 1970 stamp that was put out by the United
States Government entitled, "Hope for the Crippled," which was a
stamp of a person seated in a wheelchair rising to a standing position;
that, to me, indicavirwhat people thought of disabled individuals in a
wheelchairwhich is a more visible thing, which is why 1 am sure
they selected a wheelchairyou are not considered to be a whole
person. However, once you are in this stand's position, that is
normality.
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My pare s were not given appropriate information in relationshii)
to equip nt. They were instructed not to allow me to get an electric
wheelc air because an electric wheelchair would mean that I would
become more dependent and it was important for me to develop
physically.

Now, it is important for you to know that I am labeled as a
quadriplegic, which means I have limited use of my arms and no use of
my legs, and as I got older it became more interesting to see that 'this
desire on the part of some to make me NIvalk was not only impossible
[to fulfill], but also was detrimental in allowing me to develop as a
"normal" person. Because what the denial of certain equipment meant
to me was that I was not able to keep up with my peers, and at this
point I am talking about people in my age group, both disabled and
nondisabled. My nickname with my friends was "The Turtle." I used
to use crutches and braces, and from a medical perspective it was fine
for me to use crutches and braces for therapy, but from an ability to
integrate, it would have taken me 20 minutes to walk from here across
the room. If I fell, I couldn't get .up. I couldn't sit down in a chair by
myself. I couldn't stand up by myself. But there was never a division
between when therapy was appropriate and when, in fAct, it was in my
best interest in terms of making sure that I was going to be able to be
part of society.

When it came time for me to go to elementary school, I was denied
admission into the local public school because the principal informed
my mother that I was a fire hazard. Although this is outlawed today,
there are still cases all across the country of children being denied
admission into schools based on disability. 4t,

I was on home instruction from first grade to the fourth grade, for
which a teacher came to my house two to three times a week with a
grand total time of 45 minutes to an hour and a hale. Obviously, there
was no social integration going on. Academically, my parents and my
brothers were teaching me at home, but socially I was not getting the
kind of integration that is undoubtedly one of the most important
things one gets in a school setting.

When I was in the fourth grade, I was integrated. I was integrated
into a segregated program. I was integrated into a program for
orthopedically disabled childrett who were not ambulatory, and that
meant that they couldn't walk up stairs. I went to school in the
basement of a building, which I then went to and taught at later on.
"The kids upstairs," as we defined them, were the nondisabled
children. We had no integration except every Friday for assembly.
That was the significant integration that went on.

I was the first to graduate from elementary school from my special
classes and went to high school only because my mother and a number
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of other mothers fought the system to allow us into high school. At
that time, if you were in a wheelchair, you went back to home

ruction; if you were in a wheelchair, you couldn't go to school.
One of the most dramatic things for me in high schooland I think

it is absolutely fair to say that this is true for children todayis the fact
that coming from a segregated environment into an integrated
environment was very difficult. There was no introductory period.
There was no conceptualization of the fact that having been in classes

with 10 to 12 children and then being thrown into a schyol with 32
children, going from class to classagain, I didn't have air electric
wheelchairmade things extremely difficult.

When I enrolled in high schoolI grew up in New YorkI signed
up for Spanish because, as you know, there are many people in New
York who speak Spanish, and'it seemed to me to be the most relevant
language to take. However, in my special homeroom, which was just
for disabled kids, there were four of us taking languages and three of
the students were taking French. When t, went to my Spanish class, I

was really afraid of being in a class with so many nondisabled children
and having to go from one room to the other without any aides.
(There were no aides in the school to assist you.) So I changed the next
day from Spanish to French because I was able to go to French with
my three disabled friends. I don't speak French today. There weren't a
lot of people in New York at that time to speak French with, and it
really is an important issue to look at in relationship to (1) the
importance of integrating disabled children, which I absolutely believe

in, and (2) the importance of making sure that the integration is done in

a way which best meets the needs of the children and not the needs of

a system which all too frequently is not really out to provide
appropriate services.

When I graduated from high school, I wasn't allowed to go on the
stage to receive an award because the principal decided that the three
steps up to the podium was something that I shouldn't have to go
through. Actually, he didn't want me up on the podium because I was
in a wheelchair. Finally, he agreed to, allow me up on the stage,, but

only if I would sit in the back and not come to the front.
When I went to college, I went to a very small school. The-

counseling that I got in college is definitely something that needs to be
pointed out because I would like to say that things have significantly
changed between 1963, 1964, and 1965, when I was deciding to go to
college, and today; but I don't thinkand I think you could take a poll

of people in the roomI don't think that things in fact have changed

dramatically.
I. made my decision to major in speech pathology in the fifth grade,

and that decision was basyd on a speech therapist in my special classes
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telling me that I was very good in working with children who had
speech difficulties and that I would be able to get a job in a hospital
and, therefore, she thought that that would be a good vocation. I went
to the department of rehabilitation and took a series of IQ tests and
other batteries of tests. No one really ever sat down and explained tome what the job market was like, what jobs existed in 1965, what jobswould exist in 1975, etc., etc.; so that was the way I made my choice.

When I went to college, a significant number of theslisabled womenwho were on my campus were majoring in either speech or in social
work because in social work you could also get, a job in a hospital, soyou were /ery secure.

When I went to college, it was an enlightening experience for meand probably the beginning of my getting much more actively
involved in what I would N:lefine as the civil rights movement, the
political movement for disabled individuals. There was no disabled
students' program on campus, and there were steps into the'dormitorythat I had to go to. When we got the college campus to be willing todo a story on how the campus needed to make itself accessible, thehead of the psychology department decided that it would probably be'
better for disabled students not to go to school at this particular
college because it must be too, traumatizing. Therefore, instead of
looking at the issues of architectural barriers, which on this campus Imust point out were relatively fewit was a campus of one square
block; there were two steps into the dormitory which took 2 years tobe ramped. There were no major architectural barriers.

There were, however, significant attitudinal barriers. There wereprofessors who didn't want disabled students in their classes, and untilthere was a disabled students' program, it was very difficult to getyourself admitted into some of these professors' classes. It wasn't basedon the fact that you weren't qualified to get into the class, because
obviously you wereyou'd be accepted into the program; but theprofessor had the ability to keep you out of the program, and if you
have had a chance to review my iiaper, you will see that a recent study
which was done in California of the university system shows, in fact,that there still are colleges in California that are experiencing the samekinds of problems where professors are, in fact, excluding studentsfrom classes and/or departments that are not allowing students to
become enrolled in those classes based on disability, not based on theability to perform whatever the academic requirements would be forthe class.

I decided in college that I wanted to major in education and that
was both a statement that I wanted to work with children, and it was
also a statement that in the New York City school system with 70,000
people wetking in it there were no disabled people who 1140 been
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accepted as teachers, who in fact became teachers and were disabled at
the time they were certified. So I took appropriate courses, and, at that

?,time, there werg not enough teachers to go around and so ou only
had to take up to 12 credits and you didn't have to do stud t teaching.
So I never experienced problems of student teaching. However, when
it was time for me to take my exams, I passed my oral exam and I
passed my written exam and I was failed on my medical exam. I took
my oral exam and my written exam and my, medical exam in buildings
that were physically inaccesible-4 haA to be carried up and down the
stairs to get in. When I went for my medical exam, I was greeted by a
doctor who informed me that she had never had to give someone like
me a medical exam. In my younger, youthful years, my response to her
was I had every intention of suing in the event that rwas not given an
appropriate medical evaluation.

I obviously failed mjr medical evaluation, and when I- finally got
notification as to why, it said, "Paralysis of both lower extremities

rs uela of poliornylitis." I ran to the dictionaty to find out what
"sequela" meantI thought it was something specialand found out
it meant "because of." Subsequently, I was able to secure attorneys.
However, at that point, I had tried to get the ACLU to handle the
case. The ACLU informed me that this was a medical decision and,
therefore, no court would be willing to look at the case. When I tried
to explain to them that, in fact, it was a'civil rights issue, that it was a
denial of a job based purely on a medical diagnosis, not based on my
ability to perform the job, they didn't even want to interview me.

Some of the relevant questions that the doctor asked meshe
wanted me to show her how I went to the bathroom, and I remember
telling her that unless it was going to be a requirement for me to teach
elementary school children how to go physically to the bathroom, I
didn't see any relevance in my showing her how I went to the
bathroom. I was no longer at this point using crutches and braces. She
told me I was to come back for a second interview and at this
interview I was to please twing my crutches and braces and to be
wearing them. When I told liter that I would not be ofe to hire using
my crutches and braces, she informed me that, nonetheless, I was to
come back and show"her how I could walk o1ie or two steps.

When I came back for my second medic 'interview, I came ack
with an advocate. The advocate was not allo ed in the room, but this
time there were two male doctors and this wcman doctor and myself,
and it was written down in my record that I was insubordinate because
I failed to bring my crutches and braces.

The long and the short of that story was that kas fortunate enough
to get Constance Baker Mottley as the judge on the case, who was the
first black woman judge appointed to the Federal district court, and
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she basically made it clear that she was going to keep the case and that
it looked like she was going to rule in our favor. So they settled out of
court. Then I couldn't get a placement. Finally, I was placed in a
school that I had been a student in, and that was a very interesting
experience because it really brought home to me the problems that
were going on in special education.

As a student I had particularly feltand I couldn't articulate it that
clearlythat the goals of the teachers for special education children
and I am not saying this is true for all special education teachersbut
that the goals of many of the'special education teachers were not the
same goals that they had fer nondisabled children, that there was a
much lower expectation that disabled children, in fact, were going to
be able to achieve. So, consequently, the quality of education that
went on was really substandard.

Now, when I weiit into the systemduring my court battle I had
been getting a lot of publicity and had been speaking out a lot on the
problemsa number of the teachers in the school considered me
rather a pariah because of my statements about what I felt were the
problems in special education. I think many of those problems, as I
said, are still going on today. I think tliat special education teachers
have not had the kind of training they need to ensure that disabled
children receive appropriate education, and I think, quite frankly, that
one of the big problems going on in special education today is that
special education teachers are terrified at the thought of teaching
nondisabled children. So when we look at the issue of integrating
nondisabled children into regular classes with the prospect of special
education teachers going into the regular classroom, I think there is a
real problem because those teachers are really afraid of moving into
the regular mainstreamleast restrictive educational envirc7iments:

The scenario in all of this, I think, is to point out that the services
that have been available to disabled people in this country have been
spotty, have been inferior, have not allowed disabled people to move
into the mainstream of life. One of the remedies to this problem that
has been developed across the country is what are being called
independent living programs. These are programs that in many cases

opre run by disabled individuals, and we are beginning to develop a
whole range of sprvices which look at the disabled individual as a
whole pers.., so that the kinds of services that are being provided are
being provi I not only. to the disabled person, but to the significant
others, whether it is a husband, a wife, siblings, mothers, fathers. The
services range from attendant care (where we are able to assist others
in finding people who can come into their homed to assist them in
getting out of bed, in getting dressed, in moving about in the.
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community, and driving a vehicle, if that is necessary) to assisting them
in finding actual placements in housing in the community.

One of the big problems that still plagues disabled people in this
countryand when I talk about disabled individuals I am, of course,
also including elderly individualsis the problem of institutionaliza-
tion. The number of institutions that exist in. this country and the
number of disabled people who are placed in institutions in this
countryi§, rather appalling. The cost to the taxpayer and the
depri v a*.izm to the disabled individual is something that needs serious
consideration. In California, it costs approximately $40,000 annually to
warehouse a person in a State institution.

The services continue to go on, to try to move people out of
institutions, to move people into community living arrangements; by
that I mean people living in houssz, people living in apartments, people
chooslik where they wish to Se in a community, in the same way
that nondisabled people choose to live in their community.

We assist people in making sure their equipment can be maintained.
Equipment maintenance in this country is pretty appalling. When I
lived outside of California, it could take anywhere from a week to a
couple of months to get a wheelchair fixed. Obviously, if your
wheelchair is the equivalent of your legs and you broke your leg and
someone said, "You're going to have to wait 1 or 2 months to get your
leg fixed," that wouldn't be a very acceptable approach to the
situation. But as far as the ability to get equipment repaired in this
country, there is not very much going on in a very organized way.

The comment was made yesterday that when blacks were denied
the opportunity to utilize transportation, it was simple: You couldn't
sit in the front of the bus because you were black. Today, what goes on
in the area of transportation and other needs of disabled individuals is
that we study why it is not going to be 'effective for disabled
individuals to use the system. In the case of transportation, we see that
there are millions and millions and millions of dollars being spent by
the Federal bovernment to show why disabled people, in fact, should
not, cannot, will not, and do not want to use public transportation.

The reality of the situation is that disabled individuals want to be
able to use everything that exists within communities, that we want to
be able to be mainstreamed, that we want to be able to become an
integral part of this country, that the charitable approach, which has
long existed in this country and around the world, which basically
allows the Jerry ,Lewis telethons to go on, allows the Easter Seal
telethons to go on, etc., etc., telethons which in fact do not allow for
pride within disabled people, ut rather continue to prey on the, fears
of nondisabled people bec ing like us"give money so that you
don't have one of us." The government really has allowed tjlese kinds
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of programs, telethons, to continue because of its failure to provide
appropriate services.

So that I think if the Commission can make some strong recom
dations which begin to deal with the needs of disabled individuals
and for sure in this case disabled people are not,the only ones plagued
with a fragmented system that does hot employ the constituency that
needs to be employed in order to provide appropriate servicesin our
case nondisabled people continually provide services to disabled
individualsthe recommendations would be welcomed in the disabled
community, and if, the recommendations would be heeded by other
representatives in the government, it would be a miracle.

Thanks.
CHAIRMAN FLEMMING. Thank you very much.
[Applause.]
CHAIRMAN FLEMMING. The next panelist is Mr. Rudy Frank who is

the Acting Director of the External Technical Assistance Division in
the Office for Civil Rights in the new Department of Education. Unitl
May 4 Mr. Frank was Chief of the External Technical Assistance
Branch in the Office for Civil Rights in HEW. This office provides
technical assistance in implementing section 504 of the Rehabilitation
Act of 1973. It also dispenses approximately $6 million in contracts to
organizations, public officials, disabled persons, and service providers
such as schools and hospitals.

Prior to his work in the Department of Education and HEW, Mr.
Frank was responsible for developing disability policy in the Office of
Policy Planning and Evaluation in the Community Services Adminis-
tration.

We are very happy to have you with us, Mr. Frank.

-STATEMENT OF RUDY FRANK, ACTING,DIRECTOR,
EXTERNAL TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE DIVISION, OFFICE FOR
CIVIL RIGHTS, U.S. DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION

MR. FRANK. Thank you very much.
I should, by way of further background about myself, mention that,

although I am a disabled Federal employee at the middle-management
level, it was only in the last 4 mars that 1 have become professionally
involved in disability issues. Prior to that time I worked with the
Office of Economie Opportunity on program planning issues and was
one of a relative handful of disabled FederalNemployees at my level. I
mention that because I think one of the things that Judy Heu'mann
touched on in her verbal commentary today and has articulated in
detail in her excellent paper is that the service mixes in social service
programs are affected by the service providers in the first instance and
only secondarily by Ole needs of the service recipients. That is evident
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in senior citizen feeding programs around the country, where we have
lots of programs that give people congregate feeding 5 days a week. I
don't know about you, but I eat 7 days a week. It is even more evident
in the social service programs that are especially targeted on disabled
individuals. Let me tell you what I mean.

We have a Federal-State vocational rehabilitation system that costs
$2 billion per year when you include the other agency add-ins. If you
call a vocational rehabilitation office in whatever city you happen to
be ih, like here in D.C:, and say, "I'm a disabled person. I just got here.
I got out of an institution. How do I find housing that is accessible?"
they will say, "We have no idea. We don't do that sort of thing." And
liey don't.

. If you call them and say, "I'm trying to get on SSI for temporary
income. I'm a diAabled person. I'm sure I qualif, but they say I don't.
How can I get help?" they will say, "We don't know how you can do
that."

If you call them and ask about emergency wheelchair repair,
because you are stuck in a broken electric wheelchair at the corner of
14th and whatever and need -to know how you can get emergency
wheelchair repair, they don't do ihat sort of thing. They have no idea
who does.

This is true in most of the East Coast cities and in almost all States.
In the West where independent living projects have sprung 4, you
have a different phenomenon. Independent living projects are projects
planned and organized by disabled persons funded through a catchall
variety of funding services and very recently being funded by the
Rehabilitation Services Administration in a very small way.

Where disabled people are actually involved in the.planning of the
programs and involved in the administration of them, there is a very
different kind of service mix. There, you have available pools of
attendants to help people who cannot deal with the basic needs of
persigal care. If you have just been in an institution and come out and
'need somebody to help you get dressed and get out so you can go to
work, they have that kind of service available. They don't say, "It's
not my department. We don't do that sort of thing." They. do have
emergency wheelchair repair. They do have on a very, very limited
budget a fairly creative way of scanning the housing market, which we
all know is tight, and trying to find out where the accessible houses
and apartments are and trying to work a deal with the local housing
authority for reserved slots-for disabled persons.

The intervention of disabled persons in the planning of these local
programs has made a world of difference in the kinds of services
provided by those programs. I think that is one of the points we have
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to consider as we look to the planning and delivery of national
programs.

When you look at the history of the Federal Government's lack of
success in Planning for Indians without involvement by the Indians, as
witnessed in the old BIA, there is an analogy. You had a lot of non-
Indians in Washington planning and operating programs for Indians.
The record of that program is laid out in the grim statistics that you
are all familiar with involving the Indian population.

It wasn't very many years ago when there were virtually no black
or Hispanic officials at the middle-management or senior-management
levels- inAfe Federal Government in social programs. For example,

\very few minority executives were involved in planning forthe old
pnblic housing programs although these programs dealt extensively
with minority populations. While representation of women and
minority-group members is still less than it should be at the decision-
making level in most Federal programs, there has been real progress
under leaders such as Pat Harris. However, this pattern of progress is
not true as regards, disability programs, and I think we need to be
concerned as to why it is not.

As Judy mentioned, there are 35 million disabled persons in this
country. Disabled persons are, in fact, the largest and most diverse,
American minority group. They overlap; by the way, rather drastical-
ly with other minority populations. The incidence of disability among
black Americans, for example, is twice the incidence among white
Americans.

But if you look at the management ranks in the service-providing
agencies, be they Federal or State or even local, you don't find
disabled folks making decisions or recommending solutions. Why is
that so? Well, I think it has to do rather more with values in how
disabled people are perceived than with our abilities to do a job or
even the question of whether or not we are qualified.

With regard to the qualifications question, the vocational rehabilita-
tion system does do one thing. It sends thousands of us to college
that system sent me through college, which I appreciate. But even
though thousands of disabled people finish college, they also remain
unemployed after a very expensive, federally financed undergraduate
and graduate traininAkJhey are out there; they are qualified, but they
don't get hired.

The Federal Government has created something called a schedule A
appointment so that severely disabled persons could be hired without
any kind of reference to a civil service register or any kind of
competition. So the argument that "Civil service procedures prevent
us from hiring" is clearly invalid, because there isn't that smokescreen
to hick behind. It is not a matter of/merit competition and civil service
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registers, because there exists an authority to go around those registers.
There exists, as a matter of fact, a mandate, an unfulfilled legal
mandate, to take affirmative action to hire and upgrade disabled
persons in the Federal Government. -

Many States have parallel procedures in their legislation, but the
affirmative action somehow has not been happening. I urge you "to
look at the reasons why. I think the reasons are in good part
attitudinal.

We have, as I indicated, a value problem in whether disabled people
are perceived as the kind of people you would want representing us,
the, public, in making decisions and managing programs. We have the
same kind of value system shown in all sectors of public dialogue. Judy
mentioned mass transit. The one-time cost of making the entire,.
American mass transit system accessible to disabled persons might be
as much as $6 billion, spread over a 30-year period. It might cost that
much. That figure of $6 billion is, by coincidence, the annual budget of
the space program.

Now, disabled Americans don't necessarily want to ride in a space
shuttle, but they do want to ride the buses and subways to get to work
like you and I and everybody else, and right now they can't. Somehow
a one-time expenditure to help disabled persons is unthinkably
inflationary, while an annual expenditure to run the space program is
not inflationary. So this is a question of values, and I hope that the
Commission would add its voice to that question, in considering how
America makes choices which affect the lives of disabled people.

One other point I would like to make; A lot of the problems we are
seeing, as Judy mentions in her paper, are solvable under this
administration. Section 504, which was passed in 1973, provides ample
authority for Federal agencies to deal with all those questions.
Currently, only 8 of the 28 Federal agencies have final regulations on
section 504. This is some 7 years aftertthe law was passed.

President Carter just recently committed ll government agencies to
issuing regulations on section 504 by the end Of December 1980. I
would hope that the Commission would monitor this process and
would hope you would look in particular at the need for a technical
assistance effort to help grantees and disabled persons underst,4nd What
their responsibilities and rights are. At the Department of HEW, we
spent over $5 million a year for the last 3 years in a process of
providing assistance to school administrators and hospital administra-
tors and disabled citizens in determining specifically what has to
happen to those specialized program to comply with the rather
general requirements of the law.

I am not sure that the governmen understands that yet. The
agencies that I have talked to are not planning to reserve technical
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assistance monies, and I think it is important that they do, because the
law is not self-enforcing and the grantees, the local program operators
will need a lot of help in figuring out specifically how to make their
programs comply.

I mentioNd the $5 million per year for HEW. That sounds like a lot
of money. 13}rdopiparison, we are spending some $44 million a year on
technical assistance on school desegregation. That is good. It is
important that we continue doing that.

That basically 6' it.'
CHAIRMAN FLEMMING. Thank you very much.
[Applause.]
CHAIRMAN FLEMMING. Our next panelist is Ms. Yetta W. Galiber.

Ms. Galiber is responsible for the administration of the protection and
advocacy system for the District of Columbia. The center pursues
legal, administrative, and other appropriate remedies to ensure the
protection of the rights of disabled persons. She is active in many
community organizations involving the handicapped and has done
several studies and research projects on handicapped issues.

I would also like to note the fact that she is a member of the
Advisory Committee to the U.S. Commission on Civil Rights from the
District of Columbia.

We are very happy to welcome you.

STATEMENT OF YETTA W. GALIBER, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR,
INFORMATION CENTER FOR HANDICAPPED INDIVIDUALS,
INC., WASHINGTON, D.C.

MS. GALIBER. Thank yOu very much.
Ms. ann's paper provided a clear overview of the discrimina-

tory racti es iril the delivery of social services to handicapped
incl. *duals. In he'r paper Ms. Heumann mentioned the fact that, as
with ethnic minorities, deep attitudinal fears- color the interaction
between the disabled minority and the rest of America. This observa-
tion leads into the concern I wish to address regarding the problems of
ethnic minority_ handicapped persons and also a discussion of the
services of the Information Center for Handicapped Individuals.

We in the United States of America are faced with a dilenyna of_

staggering seriousness. Our ethnic minority handicapped citi4ns are
suffering, are being ignored, are dying physically and spiritually. A
brief glance at the contours of our national patterns would at first
serve to suppOrt the belief that we have only infinite reverence and
tenderest compassion for our handicapped citizens. Yet, upon closer
examination, we see that too many minority handicapped persons are
hungry, unclothed, unemployed, unsheltered, and completely unaware
of the better life which is their right.
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Daily we see them by the hundreds in magazines, newspapers, on
television; their eyes and the overpowering conviction of their
circumstance cuts clearly through to something deep within us. We
are made uncomfortable. We search in ourselves for something that
will alleviate the guilt that we feel. Perhaps if we could talk to them, if
we could say, "Look, here's how it is: Nothing's guaranteed. Let's try
to understand. Try to hang on to survive. One day vatt will reach out to
you," and perhaps, through some extraordinary effort, we could make
some of them understand, could make some of them continue to wait
patiently for the day of their self-deliverance. Yet, we know some of
them are limited in the use of their very tools of understanding.

In the last two decades, in an effort to express our growing concern
for neglected persons, our society has thrust itself deeply into the area
of personal rehabilitation. This concern has been evidenced nowhere
more strongly than in legislation resulting in programs designed to
help handicapped persons. Regulations to these laws clearly require
outreach so that ethnic minorities can share in these rights and have
their ways of life respected and incorporated into institutional and
social service programs.

However, as a result of the historical climate and ever-present
racism, they are overrepresented in every statistical indicator of
socioeconomic and health ranks, and remain at risk with continuous
and periodic episodes of acute anxiety attacks, depression, and
personality disorders in an attempt to survive. Members of racial-
ethnic groups are isolated from the mainstream of the service delivery
systems and experience great problems in locating .and accessing
services. Social service professionals traditionally show concern for
the problems of minority handicapped persons, but more often than
not this concern has been patronizing and self-fulfilling of the needs of
the majority establishment rather than that of minorities.

Advocacy and outreach are essential if the necessary program
changes are to be made to ensure services- for ethnic minority
handicapped persons. Information is power. Most minority handi-
capped people do not have the information translated to them in
understandable terms. This contributes to little or no participation of
minority families in service planning due to limited knowledge,
attitudinal constraints, and economic barriers.

From a national study of minority participation in the developmen-
tal disabilities movement conducted by New Dimensions in Communi-
ty Service in San Francisco, California, I quote: "It is essential that
service agencies make a special effort to recruit minorities into the
planning and decisionmaking processes."

A review of the' literature dealing with service providers reveals, for
example, that Mexican American children are enrolled in special
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education classes at twice their proportion in regular classes. Black
children are placed in programs for the educable mentally retarded at
three times the white rate. Among some Native Americans deviance is
accepted. The child born with a handicap is not evaluated negatively.
It is assumed in these group& that the child has the prenatal choice of
how he wishes to be born and, if handicapped, is so by choice.
Twenty-five percent of Spanish-speaking people are below the
poverty level, 15 percent are unemployed, and the dropout rate from
school ranges from 50 to 80 percent with educational underachieve-
ment being an universal co ern. These inequities and misconceptions
are to a large extent due to of information. .

It seems appropriate at tTtime to discuss the programs of the
Information Center for Handicapped Individuals in the hope that its
unique total and personal response to handicapped persons will inspire
its replication in other States.

In 1969 the U.S. Office of Education, Bureau of Education for the
Handicapped, funded the Information Center!"The center's compila-
tion and revision of resource information has resulted in the publica-
tion of the Directory of Services for Handicapping Conditions, the
Directory of Social Services for the Spanish-Speaking Population, Here
Comes the Sun, an annual directory of summer programs for handi-
capped children, and Access Washington, a guide to metropolitan
Washington for the physically disabled. Tliese publications are
distributed to universities, hospitals, local and national government
agencies, schools, parents, and other interested organizations.

The scope and depth of the Information Center for Handicapped
Individuals services of the past year have been developed around the
principles of the center's advocacy role in the District of Columbia
and metropolitan area. Its track record is in providing information,
referral, follow-along, outreach, linking the handicappeopulation
with resources and services, and its forefrontness in iderififying the
comprehensive needs of himdicapped citizens. This resource informa-
tion, combined with the results of area statistical studies, enables the
center to document unmet needs and gaps in services.

In 1971 the District of Columbia government recognized the center
as a viable community-based repository of information and services
and is to date funding its operation. The mayor of the District of
Columbia designated the center as the protection and advocacy system
for developmentally disabled persons on August 1, 1979. The Voca-
tional Rehabilitation Services Administration has contracted with the
Information Center to serve as the city's client assistance project. Staff
serve as ornbudssinen on behalf of rehabilitation clients and client
advocates.
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The Information Center, under contract with the Developmental
Disabilities State Planning Council, recently completed a study
conducted in two phases. Phase one consisted of identification of
persons with developmental disabilities in the District of Columbia and
the identification of services available to these persons. Phase two was
the determination of public knowledge of and attitudes toward persons
with developmental disabilities.

I believe that the findings of phase two of the study can apply to the
entire counfry, and I would like to shards the findings with you. An
exhaustive examination of the data generated in phase two identifies
the problem. Although there are many persons in the community who
evidence positive attitudes toward developmentally disabled persons, a
substantial portion of the population continues to harbor negative
attitudes, essentially based in myths and age-old stereotypes, refuted
repeatedly by researchers and program practitioners. These negative
attitudes are manifest in dis 'minatory behaviors toward developmen-

7ttally disabled persons in cational programs, employment, residen-
tial pursuits, and other vital facets of their day-to-day lives.

Philosophically, our society has moved away from the notioh that
institutional care and confinement is the most appropriate option for
developmentally disabled persons. While it is encouraging that 70
percent of those participating in this study agreed that institutional
care is not 'generally necessary, it is distressing that 30 percent
continued to subscribe to institutional care as both necessary and
viable.

The ramifications of the negative attitudes held by these persons
become ever clearer when one attempts to initiate community-based
ser vic upplant institutional care. Resistance to tfie development
of group home s sufficient to establish the case for the significant
negative impact tha an be exerted by such attitudes.

Among practition s in the field, gainful employment, either
sheltered or competitiv , has long been accepted as a realistic goal for
the preponderance of evelopmentally disabled persons. Yet, despite
the many corroborati s of this fact, current data demonstrate that
negative attitudes co tinue to persist concerning the employment
potential and capabiliti of developmentally disabled persons.

These attitudes w .,, e expressed significantly more by males than
females, a fact whic occasioned even more concern when one
remembers that mal continue to dominate in supervisory and
administrative ca ities. This significantly affects the initial employ-
dment and later job success of the developmentally disabled person.
Therefore, job success for developmentally disabled persons will
depend not only on effective training, but also on the existence of
accepting attitudes in the employment market.
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Respondents 55 3fears of age and older, had negative attitudes to a
significant degree in comparison with younger particiPants. It may be
that older respondents have received more exposure to stereotypes and
myths concerning developmentally disabled persons and thus are more
resistant to change and to adopting new perceptions of these
individuals.

The data further indicated that those of lower income tend to hold
negative attin.i.d,es to a greater degree than those of better financial
means. The attiThdt evident in this group include many of the
longstanding myths. These include the notion that developmentally
disabled persons should be confined to institutions, are mentally ill, are
more prone to criminal activity, cannot hold jobs, and cannot profit
from training. The principal significance in terms of effect ties in with
the efforts to develop community-based services. Negative attitudes
held by this group can act as significant deterrents to the development
of vitally needed services. The development of group homes and other
residential programs in the community is inhibited. Mainstreaming in
public school classrooms is made exceedingly difficult, and employ-
ment success of developmentally disabled persons is significantly
impeded by the resistance.

Now is the time when we must embark upon a full-scale, systematic,
public education program in order to enlighten the general public
more effectively. Fundamental attitudinal change will occur only
through enlightenment, effective information, and eradication of the
ignorance that engenders prejudice and discrimination.

In cl9sing, I strongly recommend that, since 1981 will be the
Internatibnal Year of the Handicapped, we in the United States of
America devote the year to accomplishing realistic objectives--1-that
one objective be promoting meaningful outreach efforts to provide
appropriate services to the ethnic minority handicappe4 populations in
this country.

Thank you.
CHAIRMAN FLEMMING. Thank you very much.
[Applause.]
CHAIRMAN FLEMMING. Our final panelist dealing with this subject

of social services and the handicapped is Mr. Irving Peitz, who is
presently Program Coordinator for Severely Disabled Veterans at the
Veterans Administration. He counsels veterans on the benefits to
which they are entitled following their discharge from military
service.

Mr. Feltz has been active iu veterans affairs since his disability
discharge from the Army in 19115. He is a combat veteran of World
War II and saw action in the North African and Italian campaigns.

We are very happy to have you with us.
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STATEMENT OF IRVING PELTZ, PROGRAM COORDINATOR
FOR SEVERELY DISABLED VETERANS, VETERANS
ADMINISTRATION

MR. PELTZ. Thank you.
First, I would like to bring you greetings from the Administrator of

Veterans Affairs, Max Cleland, who happens to be a disabled veteran
himself, severely disabled in Vietnam. He had gone through the system
on ,rehabilitation for his medical conditions, rehabilitation for his
physical conditions, vocational rehabilitation, and he knows what the
system has to offer.

We of the VA are quite aware of the challenge that we have. There
are now 30 million veterans in the Nation of all wars: World War I,
World* War II, Korean conflict, and the Vietnam era. About 2.5
million are service disabled and about 2 million are disabled with
various conditions that are not due to their service, but happened since
they have come out of service.

As the third largest agency in this Nation, we have about a quarter
of a million employees with a $20 billion budget in order to service the

. veterans of the Nation and particularly the disabled veterans. We have
172 VA medical centers consisting of outpatient clinics and hospitals
with inpatient treatment, general/medical surgery, and research. We
have offsite 101 satellite clinics around the country and 58 VA
regional offices. They are all directed to service the needs of veterans
in this Nation and particularly Ihe disabled veterans, his dependents,
and survivors.

A majority of the veterans returning frodhe wars served, returned
to their home communities, picked up their lives, and successfully
readjusted and entered the mainstream of society. However, we are
concerned in reaching those who have not adjusted well. It is clear
that smaller target groups of service disabled, educationally disadvan-
taged, unemployed, incarcerated, minority, aged, and those with
psychological stress disorders need our special attention.

I have given you .target groups and the reason I have is because
when we talk about disabled, the disabled can be unemployed; the
disabled can be in need of psychological services; the disabled can be,
and we find them, incarcerated; many of the disabled are aged.
Therefore, I thought if I would give you an outline of our outreach
efforts to reach these target groups to provide the services they are
entitled to, that maybe it would give insight as to what we 3,ke trying
to do and how we are trying to service the disabled veterans of the
Nation.

When I say "disabled veterans" or "veterans," I am talking about
those citizens who have discharged their obligation of citizenship and
served their country honorably in the Armed Forces of the United
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States and then suffered an injury, disease, wounds,' or a disability
because of such service.

We talk about civil rights. I am going to talk about part of the civil
rights, what we call veterans rights. This is contained in Title 38, U.S.
Code. The veteran has a right to know about the benefits and services
that are available to him, those benefits that he has earned because of
his military service. But if he is to receive these Federal benefits and
veterans rights, he has to know, because the one thing we all must
recognize, with all the laws granting benefits that we talk about and all
the things that we say should be done for our returning veteKans, it is
not automatic. None of the benefits are automatically provided.
Therefore, that disabled veteran has to initiate a claim for each benefit.
He has to file an application. He has to request. And if he doesn't, no
matter how severe his disabilities may be, no matter how well he has
served his country, he will receive absolute zero, nothing. Therefore,
we are obligated, with all the laws we say we have on the books and
all the benefits-that a grateful Nation has provided for these citizens
who did discharge their obligation as citizenswe have to in some
way reach them.

Therefore, I have a short outline of the VA's outreach efforts to
reach and serve these special target groups of veterans and help them
make a good readjustment. VA's outreach begins for the service
disabled before his military service ends. Through liaison with the
military services, the VA provides assistance in training to their
counselors on veterans benefits in order that they may conduct certain
separation briefings to let that serviceman know before he comes home
about the Federal benefits and the VA services that are available to
him.

Direct assistance is provided to those servicemen patientS in need of
vocational rehabilitation counseling at the military hospitals. Again,
this is before their separation. Motivational visits are set up and
followup contacts are made within 60 days after their Separation from
service, there again, in order to motivate the disabled veteran to take
advantage of VA's vocatiohal rehabilitation, education, and training
programs. Followup contacts are made for those disabled veterans
who may have entered the program and dropped out and, for some
reason, had not completed their rehabilitation.

We developed a number of special projects in cooperation with the
Department of Labor and, in the private sector, the National Alliance
of Business, and I would like to highlight a few of them. The VA has
mailed out to all disabled veterans a questionnaire offering counseling,
vocational rehabilitation, job-finding assistance, and in addition we
then set up a referral to the local veterans employment representatives
stationed in the community at th-6 State employment security, job
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services' offices throughout the country, about 2,400 offices. Wg then

set up a miniresume profile program as part of this for the unemployed
veteran that, would be prepared by the local veterans employment
representative and sent to the National Alliance pf Business, and
through their metro offices around the country, they would distribute
these miniresumes to their participating companies. As I understand,
they had about 40,000 or 50,000 participating companies.

We comfleted this program and are reviewing the possibility of
continuing it. Also, in cooperation with the Department of Labor and
the State employment security agencies, the VA provides lists of
service-disabled veterans to their disabled Vietnam-era veterans
outreach program (DVOP) representatives. We developed a VA
training program to train the DVOP representatives in reference to the
benefits and the VA services that are available. An outreach effort is
made by the DVOP representative in order to provide employment
counseling and job placement services for the disabled veteran.

We have career developthent centers (CDC) located at our regional
offices for special emplOyment services to the disabled, the education-
ally disadvantaged, and those in need of vocational readjustment
counseling. The CDC provides counseling and career planning,
occupational information, marketing job skills, and job-finding assis-

tance.
We have mail-outs of notices to all eligible applicants of the severely

disabled veteran who may be entitled to special services such as the
specially adapted "wheelchair" honsing program for the severely
disabledparaplegics and amputees. We have mail-outs for therapeu-
tic and rehabilitative deviceg that are sent to all disabled veterans who

are in receipt of special monthly compensation or in receipt of aid and

attendance.
We continue to send out notices for those who may be entitled to

outpatient treatment for any medical condition if they have a 50
percent disability or greater, and. we advise them of the medical care
provided under the CHAPVA program for dependents and survivors

of totally disabled veterans.
We have visual-impairment teams to provide services to blinded

veterans in their home communities and assist in medical care, veteran
benefit programs, devices to help overcome blindness, and referrals to5

blind rehabilitation centers and clinics.
We have the outreach rehabilitation technicians who are with 53

drug dependency *Bite clinics. The ORT seeks out and offers these
services to disabled veterans in the community who may be in need of

this specialized treatment.
There is a continuing outreach effort to locate and recruit disabled

veterans for job openings with our agency. The VA is a member of the
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Work Group on Disabled Veterans of the Interagency Committee on
Hand 'lapped Employees. Contacts are made with national veterans
organizations, State employment security agencies, Office of Personnel
Management, and VA's own counseling and assistance staff, and
through competitive civil service procedures and, by special authority,
noncompetitive appointments are made under the VRA, veterans
readjustment appointments, under the Vietnam Era Readjustment
Assistance Act of 1974, and the civil service regulations of 315.604
concerning disabled veterans under vocational rehabilitation training
with a Federal agency and appointment on completion of such a
prbgram.

Of course, the disabled veteran is labeled in any which way youwantI have heard this over and over again during the 2 days we
have been herethe disabled veteran can be economically disadvan-
taged, he can be minority, he can be incarceratedyou name it. In
addition to that, he has a disability.

iThrough our veterans' assistance discharge system, a complete
packet of veterans benefit information is sent to the returning veteran.
Included are applications and enrollment forms for vocational rehabili-
tation and training, certificates of eligibility for home loan guarantees,
veterans group insurance, and the telephone numbd and address of the
nearest VA office ready to assist him. A reminder letter is again sent

c
urt 6 months after his separation with the same information and again
ging him to come in for services.
There have been special programs implemented by the Department

of Medicine and ,Surgery concerning readjustment counseling for the
Vietnam-era veteran. You may have heard of the vet reach program.'there are about 86 storefront areas where they seek out those who4-
have psychological stress disorders and may need special help. We
have set up peer group visits to the disabled veteran and basically, of
course, realizing that no matter what services you provide and
rehabilitation and counseling and the medical care and all that, the end
result is a job. If that disabled veteran is not placed in suitable
employment where he can support himself and his family, then you
fail. The Veterans Administration's primary objective is 'to help
rehabilitate the disabled veteran so that he gets to that point. But the
primary function for such employment services belongs to the
Department of Labor and the State employment security agencies
throughout the country. We have worked very closely with them in
developing coordinated interagency programs to deliver the services
to the disabled veterans.

I had some highlights of some special programs that we have been
providing for the minority veteran, female veteran, incarcerated
veteran, and I am just trying to get past it. Of course, I heard befor
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about the American Indian, the Native American. We have special
programs in reaching him and servicing him concerning his disability.

Overall, I have heard that drug- and alcohol-dependent veterans
may not be disabled, and I think we in the VA feel that it is quite a
severe disability and we, therefore, set up treatment programs in order
to rehabilitate them to reach the point where they can be employable.

And, of course, the aged veteran is encountering many, many, many
kinds of disabilirks. We have outreach services to the senior citizens
centers and nursing homes in order to provide whatever services we
pososibly can, and we are cooperating with HEW and their committee

'rton aging to sztt What we can possibly do to help mem in their
rehabilitation.

Because of time, I will close by saying that I rec gnize that Ahe
disabled vetera4 falls into a little different kind of ca egory when we
talk about the handicapped individuals of the Nation. He has specific
benefits provided for him because of his service, and what the VA is
trying to do is to see to it that rehabilitation takes place, medically,
physically, and vocationally, so he can take his place in society.

Thank you very much. .
CHAIRMAN FLEMMING. Thank you very much.
[Applause.]
CHAIRMAN FLEMMING. COMIllissiOnei Horn.
VICE CHAIRMAN HORN.% would like to ask Mr. Frank and a number

Of you a series of question&
Mr. Frank, has the Office for Civil Rights in the Department of

Education examined the need for natibnwide 'data with regard to _the
handicapped so that it can better measure whether progress is being
made or isn't being made? And 1 am wondering, in your examination
of the lack of data or the need for data, to what degree have you
established relationships with the Bureau of the Census and, perhap&
sought to have reimbursable studies done by Census to help gather the
data the Department of Education needs to function in this area?

MR. FRANK. In terms of actually gathering data, there has been a
good deal of effort by OCR when it was part of the Department of
Health, Education, and Welfare. I believe Ms. Galiber cited some
figures on the representation of minority populations in the educable
mentally retarded categories around the country in the school syStems,
and those figures come from a national survey which OCR.completed
fairly recently.

VICE CHAIRMAN HORN. Well, let's get that in the record at this
point, if we might. I would like that survey placed into the record so
we could analyze it.

MR. FRANK. Yes, sir. We will provide that.
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CHAIRMAN FLEMMIN . If you could provide, it and at this point in
the record we will refe to it.

[See Exhibit No. 15
MR. FRANK. On e Census question, I am afraid I don't know the

answer. I will hl4v to try to find out for the record, as well.
VICE CHAIRM HORN. Fine. If we could provide that in the record

at this point, I would like to know what, if any, involvement has
occurred betw en .0CR under either HEW or, now, Education with
the Bureau o Census in terms of tryina to define the extent of various
types pf h dicaps so they can better administer affirmative action
education rograms.

[See E ibit No. 16.]
VICE HAIRMAN HoiN. Did you want to add something to that,

Ms. H. mann?
Ms HEUMANN. He should answer the questebn about OCR. I can't

ans er that. But I would like to make a comment on the Bureau of the
Ce sus.

ICE CHAIRMANORN.
MS. HEUMANN. I think that it is interesting to ploint outI have not

een involved in the development of the census questions, hut again
we find ourselves in the situation where the census information is only
going to be looking at persons 16 to 64, noninstitutionalized, and I
think that is a critical problem. We are not going to have accurate
information on the number of peoi3le below the age of 16. People in
institutions again are being discarded, and the questions which are
being asked, as was discussed yesterday, I think .are inappropriate.

But I would also like to point out that the agency that I am working
with is critially concerned about the methodology in which the
census data is even being collected for disabled individuals. For
example, if you look at 504, materials that are developed that are going
to be utilized, dispersed through Federal monies, are supposed to
reflect the fibt that disabled individuals are part of the group. Iftyou
can recall any of the advertisements on TV giving information on the
census, if any of you have seen interpreters and/or captioning on any
of those advertisements, you are doing better on the east coast than on
the west coast, because we haven't.

Additionally, the program that I work in, as I said, is run y disabled
people. The Census Bureau came over to my agency and I was
thrilled; they wanted to giLe .us informatibn. The literature doesn't
reflect disability, doesn't mention disability, doesn't shcrw disabled.
people, and when we even asked the gentleman to please show us
copies of the questions that were going to deal with disability, he
didn't even know what we were talking about.So the people who are
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actually getting involved in the distribution are ill-informed and the
literature is, in my opinion, illegally drawn up.

VICE CHAIRMAN HORN. I would like you to please feel free to
furnish for the record any specific suggestions you have as to the type
of questions which should have been asked in this area, as well as the
methodology. Now, as I understand it, we are talking about two
possibilities here..One is the general long-form question which might
be followedup on during a mini census in 1982. We also have the
problem of a mid-decade census.

It seems to me we have an opportunit to trjr to get this area of
a concern in a proper framework by that time so that we overcome

some of the methodological problems you are talking about.
MS. HEUMANN. You might also want to- look back historically on

census collection, because until about 1930 there was extensive data
collected on disability, and after 1930 things really fell apart.

VICE CHAIRMAN HORN. Ms: Galiber, I would like to just ask you
briefly: What was the scope of the survey to which you referred? I
wasn't quite clear on that.

MS. GALIBER. The survey was conducted in the District of
Columbia. A random sample pf over 700 people participated in the
study.

And could I also* mention, along with the findings of the Office of
Civil Rights, that I would like to supply you with a paper from the
Children's Defense Fund that speaks to the lack of enforcement on the
part of the Bureau of Education for the Handicapped.

VICE CHAIRMAN HORN. Please do. We Would be glad 'to have that
at this point in the record. *

CHAIRMAN FLEMMING. Without objection, that will be inserted at
this point.

[The items referred to are: A Survey on Identification of and Attitudes
Toward Persons with Developmental Disabilities in the District of
Columbia , Information Center for Handicapped Individuals, Inc.,

- Washington, D.C. 1976; and Report by the Education Advocates
Coalition on Federal Compliance Activities to Implement the Education
for All Handicapped Children Act (Pub. L. No. 94-1421, April 16, 1980.]j

VICE CHAIRMAN HORN. NOW, one question On your survey: Did
you find, when you analyzed the random sample of 700 from the
District of Columbia, that there was any difference in attitude toward
this handicapped minority from those who were in other minorities? I
am thinking now of black, nonhandicapped,etc. Did you see any more,
shall we say, "understanding, tolerance," whatever you want to call it,
ZWard those problems? Because you mentioned that you were
concerned about the attitude of those of low income and those of the
aged.
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MS. GALHIER. This is a majority black community, so the majority
of respondents were black. Nevertheless, members or the white race
did participate in the iurvey and we didn't notice that the attitudes of
whites were different than blacks. Those of good financial means
seemed to have a positive attitude toward the development4y
disabled and those that were poor had negative attitudes.

VICE CHAIRMAN HORN. Okay. So it is more of a socioeconomic
class understanding.

MS. bALIBER. Right.
VICE CHAIRMAN HORN. Mr. Peltz, if I might ask you: You

described in numbers the very extensive network of medical facilities,
clinics, etc., which the Veterans Administration operates. To what
degree does the VA know in its statistical gatherings, from these
facilities the extent of learning disabilities which exist among the
veteran population of the United States? Do you collect data in that
area?

MR. PELTZ.. We have a program on the educationally disadvan-
taged. That would be those with less than a high school education.

VICE CHAIRMAN HORN. I am thinking adyslexia, whether it is high
school, college, nonhigh school, etc.

'MR. PELTZ. I will be able to dig up some of the specific medical
information. My expertise is more with the Department of Veterans
Benefits than with our Department of Medicine and Surgery.

VICE CHAIRMAN HORN. All right. I would like the Staff Director to
pursue this matter with the VA and put an exhibit in the record at this
point as to two things: one, the degree to which the VA has a regular
systematic procedure to examine in the veteran population learning
disabilities, etc., as well as other types of dicaps we have described
in this consultation; number two, what are the actual data, what do
they reveal about the extent of these isabilities in the 30 million
veterans. Here is a very large segment of the American society that has
a specialized medical program directed to meet its needs. It seems to
me this is an opportunity to find out in depth just what are those needs
in that population.

[See Exhibit No. 17 for additional stotements by Irving Peitz,
including a Veterans Adininistration leaflet on veterans henefits.]

VICE CHAIRMAN HgRN. Now, what I want to $et into next here,
something we haven't r Ily pursued in these hearings, but the VA is
in a unique position to do this, is the relationship between the extensive
educational benefits of tW VA and the employment opportunities in
which the VA also helps, and what do we know abour the effect, if
any, of handicaps on the educational population of getting them into
the educational system sponsored by the VA, at least through benefits,
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and then what does the VA know about moving them through that
educational system into the jobs, what type of jobs, etc.

I don't expect you to answer that today. I merely want this in the
record. I want the Staff Director to follow up with the VA
Administrator and put that into the record.

CHAIRMAN FLEMMING. Without objection, that will be inserted at

this point.
VICE CHAIRMAN HORN. My last question to the VA is this: When an

honorably discharged veteran becomes subject through the commis-
sion of a crime to the Federal, State, or local prison systems in the
United States, are VA services still available to those veterans while

thq are in custody?
MR. PELTZ. Yes, they are.
VICE CHAIRMAN HORN. They are. Do we know--
MR. PELTZ. We have a special program for incarcerated veterans.
VICE CHAIRMAN HORN. Okay. Well, I want to pursue that program.
To what extent do we--
CHAIRMAN FLEMMING. I might interrupt. As I understand, you

have that special program contained in your outline.
MR. PELTZ. Yes.
CHAIRMAN FLEMMING. You skipped over that at my request, but it

is in the outline which will be in the record.
[See Exhibit No. 1,7.]
MS. GALIBER. Mr. Chaiefnan,. cquld I mention that there is an

Incarcerated Veterans Association, and I would think there should be
somet ontact with that group.

VI HORN: Sure. What I want to know, though, from
the VA is the extent to which they can furnish for the record the
degree t9 which the vocational rehabilitation programs whick you
operate re cooperating with Federal, State, and local prison systems

and jails half the pedple are in jails in this country, not State prisons
or Fed ral prisonsand the degree to which we are !Pricing up .an
analysiS of the disabilities those incatcerated veterans haveand now I

am thinkin`g of learning disabilities, as well as physical handicaps,
etc.in trying to pinpoint and target services from the VA to help
them while they are in that incarceration situation. Or, if they aren't
able to help them, to what degree has the VA considered the finiding
of specialized programs for incarcerated veterans througb either the
Federal, State, or local prison and jail systems.

Put that in the record, please.
CHAIRMAN FLEMMING. Again, we will request that, information

through the Staff Director and the appmpriate contact at the Vet ns

Administration.
[See Eihibit No. 17.]
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CHAIRMAN FLEMMING. Commissioner Saltzinan?
COMMISSIONER SALTZMAN. Can any of you belp me with informa-

tion as to the pending legislation before Congress on institutionalized
persons? You, Ms. Heumann, mentioned that there are 40,000
warehoused people. Was that a correct fign4?

Ms. HEUMANN. I said it was costing $40,000 a year to warehouse a
person in California.

COMMISSIONER SALTZMAN. Oh, $40,000 a year?
Ms. HEUMANN. Right. The figure is much higher than 40,000.
COMMISSIONER SALTZMAN. There are many more than 40,000.
Ms. HEUMANN. Yes.

COMMISSIONER SALTZMAN. Okay. Are you aware of that?
Ms. HEUMANN. Are you talking aboutI am not surethe

legislation which is supposed to be going to Justice which is.going to
deal with allowing the Justice Department to go direetly into State
institutions through litigation? Is that whItt you are talkintabout?

COMMISSIONER SALTZMAN. Yes, that is one aspoct.
CHAIRMAN FLEMMING. S.10.
COMMISSIONER SALTZMAN. S.10.
MS. HEUMANN. S.10, right.
COMMISSIONER SAI,TZMAN. Does that have any impingement on the

concerns of the disabled community?
Ms., HEUMANN. Positively. We*think- that it is good that the Justice

Department ,is going to be able to go directly into the institutions to
begin litigation to make stire that the institutions are providing
appropriate services and depopulating, as we think they should be.
And I can't give you more information on the status.

Do you know the status of the bill, Yetta?
Ms. GALIBER. No.
CHAIRMAN FLEMMING. Yes. They just had a filibuster on the

conference report of the Senate which was broken into the Senate and
taken action op the conference report. I don't know the end.

COMMISSIONER SALTZMAN. IS the disabled community supporting/
that particular bill in any organized fashion?

Ms. HEUMANN. I know that the DD community has been very
actively involved in supporting it and other organizations like myself
have been supporting it.

COMMISSIONER SALTZMAN. Mr. Chairman, I don't recall. Did we
comment?

CHAIRMAN FLEMMING. Yes, we did. -
COMMLSSIONER SALTZMAN. We did.
CHAIRMAN FLEMMING. We supported it, suggested amendments,

and it is now in its final stages. .4.

COMMISSIONER SALTZMAN. Thank you.
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CHAIRMAN FLEMMING. Commissioner-Designate Berry?
COMMISSIONER-DESIGNKTE BERRY. Yes. I have fourtvery quick

questions, I hope. Ms. Heumann, I read your paper very carefully,

although I did not hear all of your testimony. I found it a rather
spirited defense of the rights of the disabled.

I wonder whether we will be in a position on the issue of education,
focusing on that particular, of having more and more people complain

that instead of the denial of opportunities, there is reverse discrimina-

tion in favor of the handicapped.
Under 94-142, in many of the States that I have visited, people have

complained that with the tight budgets for education they are putting

resources into programs for the handicapped, taking resources away
from other children, and that the Federal Government is only
providing 12 percent of the excess cost for educating handicapped
children, so that we might be seeing in fairly short order some reverse
discrimination suits. Do you have any comment on that?

MS. HEUMANN. We do'n't haves lot of time, so I think that parents

of disabled and nondisabled children in this country have to start
demanding what is an appropriate education for all children, and I
think that disabled children in this country certainly have been faced
with reverse discrimination, if that is the term we want to use, for

^years and years in not receiving appropriate services.
What I sincerely hope does not happen is a fight between parents of

nondisabled kids awl parents of disabled kids, because what's needed is

a unification of fighting for appropriate educatioirl services for all

kids.
COMMISSIONER-DESIGNATE BERRY. Mr. Peltz, I found your testi-

mony to be in stark contrast with that of the representative of the
Disabled American Veterans who was here yesterday. You seem to <0

believe that there were a wide variety of programs that were meeting

these needs.
I would like to know in particular just what is the correlation

between preparing veterans for jobs, which you said was the VA's
responsibility, getting them ready for Labor programs to take over,
and veterans successfully getting jobs. Do you have any numbers on
that? If you don't have them now, if you could provide them later.

M. PELTZ. I first would like to say something. I spent 21 years as

an antagonist of the Federal Government and particularly the VA and
Department of Laboi-. I was with the Disabled Ainerican Veterans and'

I was their national service director. I would expect the representative
of the DAV not to have too good things to say. You need antagonists.
You need those who will hit the bureaucrat sitting on his butt and
saying, "Hey, let's get him to do something." You need that.
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But let's notsometimes you go overboard. I would say, and what Itried to get across here, is what the Federal Government, through theVA's veterans benefits program, is tryink to do.
It is quite evident on employment that as an agency we can only go

so far relative to employment programs. The primary responsibility for
employment programs and services in the Federal agencies is with the
Department of Labor and the 50 State employment security agenciesaround this country, and each one in each State is controlled by theGovernor andsthey set up their own rules.

COMMISSIONER-DESIGNATE BERRY. Mr. Peitz, I understand that. Iwas simply asking-7
MR. PELTZ. So trying to--
COMMISSIONER-DESIGNATE BERRY. you whether there was anycorrelation between the yucess of the VA programsand I am notasking you to answer th4 now, but if someonkould determine that=and the job success rate o the people who are in the program
MR. PE-LTZ. I covered it very lightly in the fact that what we try todo is coordinate what we are doing with the Department of Labor andeir offices around the countrythere are 2,400 State employmentsecurity job service officesand with their local veterans employmentreps and with their disabled Vietnam-era veterans outreach representa-tives.

'As far as we go is to train their people in veterans benefits so that wecan get our services i
COMMISSIONER-DE GNATE BERRY. I understand.
MR. PELTZ. as a total service.
COMMISSIONER-DESIGNATE BERRY. Thank you, Mr. Peitz.
And, finally, Ms. Galiber, it is my impression, based on yourtestimony, that blacks and Hispanics and other minorities may not bewell represented in advocacy groups or social service decisionmaking

positions having to do with the disabled. Is that correct or incorrect?
MS. GALIBER. You are absolutely right.
COMMISSIONER-DESIGNATE BERRY. Is there some reason for that?
MS!GALIBER. Yes. I think there are many reasons, but let mesuggest that handicapped persons attempting to access the service

delivery systems that are astute enough to know how to go about it are
themselves bombarding the social service system. So it is very difficultto get those persons responsible for the delivery of services to take thetime to do the outreach that is rigtessary to those ethnic groups thatare not aware of their rights. Theis the problem.. -

COMMISSIONER-DESIGNATE BERRY. Thank you.
CHAIRMAN FLEMMING. Commissioner-Designate Ruckelshaus?
COMMISSIONER-DESIGNATE RUCKELSHAUS. I just have a couple ofshort questions.
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Ms. Heumann, I just need some background in P.L. 94-142. Are
there any statistics available on the number of youngsters who are now
being served by this program as oppord to the total number eligible?

Ms. HEUMANN. I don't have them in my head, but they can be
gotten from the Bureau of Education for the Handicapped.

COMMISSIONER-DESIGNATE RUCKELSHAUS. What is the language of

that law? Does it require providing transportation?
Ms. HEUMAN14. It requires that all children of school age are to

receive the free appropriate public school education and are to receive
those services which are necessary to enable them to receive such
education. So, for thOse children who would need transportation to
get to and from school, yes, in fact, it would require that it be
provided.

COMMISSIONER-DESIGNATE RUCKELSHAUS. Are you aware of any
identifiable groups of disabled youngsters who are not able to take
advantage of this program because of certain limitations? -

Ms. HEUMANN. My statement very briefly highlights that. Ms.
Galiber's request, I believe, to have the Children's Defense Fund
report submitted on record I think would also be appropriate. It lists
quite substantially, not nationally, but with surveys that have been
conducted in a number of States, the number of children out of school
and the number of children receiving inappropriate services.

COMMISSIONER-DESIGNATE RUCKELSHAUS. Good. I think that
would be a good thing to put in the record, Mr. Chairman.

CHAIRMAN FLEMMING. Without objection, that will ke done.
COMMISSIONER-DESIGNATE RUCKELSHAUS. I would also like to

know, what ,is the wording in the law on public wcransportation
accessibility?

Ms. HEUMANN. There is a big controversy going on right now
about that. Curiendy, the 504 regulations for transportation require
that as new equipment is purchased, that that equipment has to be
accessible. I believe Dennis Cannon is going to be speaking later on
and he will get much more extensively into transportation.

Right now there is an amendment that is being considered on_the
House side which, instead of requiring that local transit systems
become accessible and integrated so that disabled people can use
regular systemsthe amendment will allow for something called local
options; id other words, would allow for each individual community
to decide whether or not it wanted to have accessible transportation
and to allow for something called paratransit.

I think it is fair to say that the disabled organizations across the
United States are currently mobilizing against the Cleveland amend-
ment, since we want to see an integrated transportation system and
paratransit for those people who cannot utilize integrated public
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transportation, but that we feel that paratransit is very, very expensive
and very, very ineffective.

COMMISSIONER-DESIGNATE RUCKELSHAUS. Thank you. One last
question. I was interested on pages 6 and 7 of your paperthe terrible
sort of whipping around that the disabled person Who attempts to go
to work gets when they find that they have lost the support of SSI.
Where does that figure of $200 come from? You said if you are making
$200 a month--

MS. HEUMANN. I believe it is within the regulations.
COMMISSIONER-DESIGNATE RUCKELSHAUS. NOw, is that adjusted in

some way for inflation, as an automatic adjustment?
MS. HEUMANN. It is a national figure?
CHAIRMAN FLEMMING. We could insert in the record at this point

the appropriate regulation, and there isprovision for adjustment on the
cost of liv,ing. -

MS. HEUMANN. There is a new bill, which is currently out of
committee and the number of the bill is H.R. 3236, which would begin
to deal with some of the work disincentive problems. The basic
problem with the bill however, is that it is a 3-year study bill and I am
really glad you brought this problem up, because work disincentives
for disabled individuals is one of the most critical problems facing
disabled people to fall back on, is not going to allow disabled people to
go to work, and that problem has to be very extensively looked at and
recognized that, unless the problem is remedied, disabled people who
are severely disabled are not going to be able to go out and work.

COMMISSIONER-DESIGNATE RUCKELSHAUS. And one last thing. You
use the word "antiquated" when you talk about the methods that
medicaid and medicare use to determine cost of durable equipment.
That seems to be another very crucial disincentive. What is the
antiquation that you are referring to and is the 80 percent cost a result
of that or is that built in in the language?

MS. HEUMANN. It is really extensive. Basically, what goes on is that
the people who are involved in developing the formulathe example
that I used in my paper was a person who needed a new cushion and it
was decided by a group of people that cushions only needed to be
purchased every 3 years. Well, a lot of that information is based on a
medical view of -a disabled person as opposed to a disabled person
being vieweal as a person. And, in fact, if you are pg to be getting
around in th&community verPotictively, you need to be looked at from
that perspective. So, failure to recognize the changes in disabled.
people in the ammunity and the upward mobility that we are
attempting to achieve results in problems like this.

Now, the 80 percent figure on medicare is a federally mandated
limit. Also, if you are a medicare-medicatl crossover, the figure, the 80
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percent figure, is derived by various people. Now, that figure, by the
time it comes out, can frequently be outdated, so that, in fact, what
medicare would be paying for would actually not be 80 percent of the
real cost. Then medicaid would put onit can only put on an
additional 20 percent. So let's say youoare now only coming up to only
90 percent of the actual .cost of the equipment. By law, neither the
disabled individual nor anybody else is allowed to put in the additional
10 percent; therefore, you are unable to get the equipment.

COMMISSIONER-DESIGNATE RUCKELSHAUS. Thank you very much.

CHAIRMAN FLEMMING. Commissioner-Designate Ramirez?
COMMISSIONER-DESIGNATE RAMIREZ. Yes. I would like to go

through a few questions very quickly.
First of all, Ms. Galiber, how are you defining "developmentally

disabled" in your paper?
MS. GALIBER. We were defining it initially in the study under the

Public Law 94-103 that identifies categories of disabilities, such as
mental retardation, cerebral palsy, and so forth. At this particular time,
however, I think we are all using the functional definition, but during
that study those different disabilities we're identified.

COMMISSIONER-DESIGNATE RAMIREZ. And, secondly, could you
provide for the record the reference again to the study on minorities
and social services that you cite was the California study?

MS. GALIBER. Oh, yes. That study is available.
CHAIRMAN FLEMMING. I think you havep citation for the study in

your statement.
MS. GALIBER, Yes.
COMMISSIONER-DESIGNATE RAMIREZ. I have a question for Ms.

Heumann. As I understand it, there is the vocational rehabilitation
social service system and then there is the other social service system
of operating in communities. Do disabled people have access, to the
nondisabled-focused social service system and, more importantly, do
disabled people going into the Title XX system, if we can call it that
are they likely to see the particular services that they might need by
virtue of their disability by going into that system?

MS. HEUMANN. Okay. First of all, the rehabilitation system needs to
be undsystood. It is relatively narrow in focus. It is onlyits primary
pur sige right now is to deal with assisting disabled individuals in
securing employment. There have been amendments that were passed
about a year and a half ago which would allow the State agencies to
begin to provide services to people who are labeled as most severely
disabled who do not have an employment objective. However, there
has been relatively little money put into that program, so people who
are labeled as severely disabled and theoretically unemployableand I
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have to underline "theoretically",, unemployableare not rece'iving
any services or, in many cases, inferior services.

When you look at the social service system as a whole, I think it is
very fair to say that disabled individuals have a great deal of difficulty
obtaining access to regular services in the community. This is for a
number of reasons: failure to hire disabled individuals, basic accessibili-
ty problems, failure to -have interpreters for deaf individuals, steps,
bathroom facilities, etc:, eta, and, obviously, also, the issue of
attitudinal barriei-s where nondisabled peOple are just afraid to serve
disabled people., 4 ,

We found in our community that the development of an indepen-
dent living program has done a number of things. One, it-has provided,

a full range of services. We provide 20 to 25 different kinds of services
for people. Additionally, what we are attempting to do is to work with
existing community organizations. - ,

Specifically, I would just like to highlight a problem:' In California,
there was a 504 complaint filed by a disabled person against the drug
and alcohol programs. It was found there was not a single drug and
alcohol program in the State of California that was providinglappropriate services to people who could be deli ed as multiply
disabled, since a person who was a substance abuser ould be covered
under 504. However, if you were a drug abuser or an 'alcoholic and
also a blind or deaf or physically disabled or mentally retarded, or
whatever other label you want to be given, it is not possible to receive
appropriate services.

So one program 'that we are running at our center is to provide
services to people who are substance abusers and have, you know, two
disabilities. Additionally, we are trying to work with the medical
profession, because we are finding that one of the big pro6lems with
substance abuse for persons who are disabled is that the medical
-profession is overmedicating based on lack of information about -
disability or inability to cure people.

We are also trying to work with the drug and alcohol programs in
the communities to make them aware of the needs of people who have
other disabilities, to begin to get them to start providing services.

The question is mammoth and what really nee& to be dealt with
and California is beginning to look into thisand that is to do with
much closer interagency coordination so that the agencies (at the
Federal level, the State level, the city and county level) begin to
coordinate more effectively and to-begin to monitor more effectively
504 implementation. Section 504 requires that recipients of Federal
financial assistance not discriminate against disabled individuals.
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So in the- case of the drug and alcohol programs in the State of
California, the State was found to be totally out of compliance by the
Office of Civil Rights.

Title XX is a very, very .big question and there isn't one answer.
Title XX is administeied differently within each State. Each State

applies for monies based on various formulas, so the serviceethat are
provided through Title XX from State to State differ.

California Uses a substantial amount of its Title XX monies for
something called Mhome support of services, which is the way
California provides attendant care monies to disabled individuals. Most
States in this country do not provide cash grants to dis"abled

individuals to pay for 'attendant care services,:and that is a major
problem.

COMMISSIONER-DESIGNATE RAMIREZ. Thank you very. much.

Just one more quick question for Mr. Peltz. Does the yA have a
civil rights division?

MR. PELTZ. We have the Office of Human Goals with an assistant
administrator who specifically handles all outreach activities in.

reference to civil rights.
COMMISSIONER-DESIGNATE RAMIREZ. What I am interested, in

understanding is whether you have a way oeeither gaiiiing informa-
tion, gathering data, or in some other way monitoring whether VA as

-

an agency is attending to issues i.related to civihrights, both n terms of
minorities, women, and disabled persons. If you don't have the answer,
and if there is an answer--

MR. PELTZ. The Administrator specifically set up this office for that

purpose and appointea an assistafft administrator with the particular
duties and responsibilities relating to what you: say. So we do have' it.

CHAIRMAN FLEMMING. In order to enlarge upon your response to
that question, we will request a job dekription for that particular
office and insert that in the record at this particular point.

[See Exhibit No. 18.]
CHAIRMAN FLEMMING. May I express to all the members of the

panel our very deep appreciation for coming here and presenting to us
your views in-d your convictions on a very, very important aspect of
this total problem. I appreciate the fact that we tried to get a lot of
material into a comparatively small span of time. You have cooperated
and we appreciate it very, very much.

Thank you all very much.
[Applause.]
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Physical Facilities and the Handicapped
CHAIRMAN FLEMMING. I will, ask the members of the next panel to

take their places very quickly. This will deal with Physical Facilities
and the Handicapped.

The first 'member of the panel is Mr. Ronald L. Mace, president of
Barrier Free Environment, Incorporated, Raleig*North Carolina. °

Mr. Mace is a registered architect with the State of North Carolina
and has been in private practice for the last 5 years. He has also taught
architectural technology at Fayetteville Technical Institute in Fayette-
ville, Noith Carolina. Five years ago he founded Barrier Free
Environment, Incorporated, a design and consulting firm specializing
in the environmental needs of people with disabilities.

Mr. Mace his served on national advisbry committees and task
forces and has been an organizer, speaker, and panelist at conferences,
workshops, and seminars across the country.

Mr. Mace will summarize his paper on architectural barriers and
employment opportunities for the handicapped.

We are very happy to have you with us, Mr. Mace.

PHYSICALFACILITIES AND THE
HANDICAPPED

By Ronald Mace*

The term areitectural barriers refers to a broad range of features
found in the envkonment that prohibit people with disabilities from
independent use of buildings or other types of facilities. These barriers
are inadvertently created py designers, builders, and manufacturers
who do not know how to create an environment that can be used
equally by all people. They exist in our parks, streets, building sites, in
manufactured produCts, equipment, appliances, and furnishings, as
well as in our buildings. Some are obvious tangible and measurable
elements such as stairs and curbs. Others are less visible but equally
prohibitive such as the pressure 'of a door or the glare from a poorly
placed window'. The problem of barriers is much broader and involves
more than just architecture and architectural solutions. In fact, barriers
are so widespread it is perhaps best to refer to them as environmental
rather than architectural barriers.

Environmental barriers vary depending on one's disability. That
which is an insurmountable barrier to one person may be a minor

Ronald Mace is president of Barrier Free Environments, Inc., Raleigh, N.C.
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inconvenience or no trouble at all to another. The nature of barriers
and their effect on the individual can vary widely. The following two
examples might help to illustrate.

Example Number 1
NYou are a person with a severe mobility impairment and you use a
wheelchair at all times. You are looking for a job and have a
midmorning interview at a nearby high rise office building. You
drive to the building arriving 20 minutes early to allow yourself time .
to park and find the correct office. You drive through the parking
lot but cannot find a space wide enough -to allow you to get your
wheelchair out of the car. After making several trips around the lot
and losing precious minutes of your time, you park illegally on the
street and get out of your car. Next you are confronted by a 6- or 8-
inch curb. You wait a few minutes because you see some people
coming down the street. They almost get to you when they turn and
cross the street. eyou wait again and a passerby finally stops and
helps you up the curb and then goes on his way.
Continuing on toward your appointment, you find the going easy on
a wide, smooth concrete walk with only a gentle slope. Rounding a
bend in the walk the next obstacle appears. This time it's four steps
up to a terrace level leading to the building entrance. No one in sight
this time so you go back down the same walk to the street and
around the side of the building to see if there is another entrance
which is accessible. No luck, so you go back to the terrace steps and
wait, hoping help will come along.
The first person to appear is an elderly woman, willing, but certainly
unable to assist you up the steps. You then see a possible pathway
around the steps. If you cut across the lawn and go up a grassy
embankment, you might switch back across more lawn and arrive at'
the terracq level. With assistance from the woman you set out on the
climb. It rained the night before and the ground is soft and the grass
a bit slippery, but with your assistant perhaps you can still make it.
Fifty feet out into the grass you find your front wheels are up to the
handrims in the mud. Having no choice, you push on and in another.,
15 minutes you arrive at the terrace level, your chair looking like a
used bulldozer and on your suit and hands. You thank the
woman for he ance and push on toward your destination.
Next, beyond all belief, you find the main entrance to the building is
a revolving door and you know your chair cannot fit through it.
There is a swinging door beside it, but it has no handle on the
outside to pull it open. Since it's meant to 1* used as an exit in case
of fire, it only opens from inside and when it is opened, it triggers
the fire alarm. Again, you wait for help. The first two people
coming out don't know what to do and hive no time to find out.
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Having been through this before you know that revolving doors
fold so furniture can be brought in, but you also know it takes a
maintenance man to do it. You ask the next person along to go in
and find someone in charge. A few more minutes go by and a
secretary comes out to see what the problem is and preseittly agrees
to call for the maintenance man. Ten more minutes and he arrives to
help but must go back to his shop for the proper tools: ten 'bore
minutes and you're inside the lobby. It's now 45 minutes eince you
left your car only 100 feet outside the building. -

Then, as if to add insult to injury, the maintenance man tells you that
there is an accessible entrance elsewhere and insists that when you
are ready to leave you should call him, and he will let you out that
way. After a few more .minutes?of conversation, you learn that the
"aCcessible" entrance., is a wood plank ramp built up to a loading
dock in back of the building in the service delivery yard beside the
Dempster Dumpsters. To go out that way you must be escorted via
a locked freight elevgtor and go through the cafeteria can wash to
the loading dock, which is a city block from 'the nearest parking
space. You thank the maintenance man for his,"assistance," ask Tor
the men's room where you would like to wash off some of the mud,
and prepare yourself for the possibility that you might still have a't,
job interview (although you are now 30 minutes late).
You push open the men's room door and enter, scraping the jamb
wiffi your chair because the door is slightly too narrow. Ahead of
you is a second door forming a vestibule for privacy. The first door'
closes behind you. You find that, the neit door pulls toward you.
Because of the closed door behind, you are unable to back up to pull
the one in front of you:. Y011ye, trapped. Minutes, seemingly hours,
go by before someone enters the men's room. With several
maneuvers and someone to hold the door, you enter the toilet room.
Here you find you cannot enter a toilet stall because the door is too
narrow and, due to tight space, you cannot turn around in the room.
You will have" to back Out through that vestibule. You do get to a
lavatory and, miracle of miracles, you can reach the paper towel
dispenser. 'You shake the water from your hands as best you can and
begin backing out. A short wait for- the next assistant to hold the
doors and you're out in the hall ready for your job interview. You
stop for a sip of water to regain your composure. The water fountain
is high; you stretch to reach the spout and turn on the water; it runs
down your chin and neck wetting your shirt, toiler and tie. You
curse and set off for your interview.
You arrive at and enter a,waiting elevator; there is no one else in it.
The control panel is tall and very high. Your floor is "17" andyou
can reach only as high as button "14." SAiddenly, the doors close and
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the elevator begins its ascent right past your floor. It stops on "18"
'to pick up the caller. The neW passenger enters, presses "dby" and
the doors close. You ask him to press "17" for you. He hesitates,
wondering why you ask, then presses it. . .too late. You're on your
way to the lobby.
When you finally reach your jot interview, having received help
from-eight people, you're oyer an hour late. In addition to the
normal anxiety anyone feels on a first job interview, you have mud
all over your clothing and chair, your hands and shirt are still NA;et,
you need to use a bathroom, and you know when you're ready to
leave you must call and be escorted Qui. with the garbage cans.
Example 2
You are a blind person. You- have been trained to get around
independentlY by using a long cane. You too are off on a job
interyiew. You arrive at the same building by taxi. You leaye the cab
at the street and make your way along the walk toward the building
using your cane and the edge of the walk as a'guide. You come to
the steps up to the terrace entrance level an.d you detect them with
your cane. You continue_ up the stairs and note that there is no
handrail available. You proceed with caution. At the top of the stairs
you find yourself on an open terrace or plaza. The surface is
concrete or brickand there is no distinguishing texture or edge to
guide you to the door. Again, you proceed witb caution. You hear
people entering the building and the familiar sound of A revolving
door, and you move toward.the sound. You find the door with ybur
cane, wait-for a second, and when you feel it move you step in

through the opening using the door itself as a guide.
Once in the lobby you find Ourself on a hard surface with no
guiding edge or texture. You wait for some cue as to the presence of
a receptionist to ask for directions or assistance. Some children run
by and out the door; no one else is in the lobby. You hear the
elevators'opening and closing, and you move toward them expect-
ing to encounter people to help. At the elevators there still are no
people. A car arrives, a bell rings once. You do not know what the
bell means and the car is standing there, with its doors open. You
enter cautiously and find the control panel beside the door. All, dalegis'e
buttons are smooth and feel the sarne, (there are no raised rainier
or symbols beside the buttons) ana you inadvertently press several ie
while attempting to find raised mimerals or symbols on or, next to
them. The elevator makes three stops according to the buttons you
pressed and still no onebas boarded With you. At each floor a bell
rings otice as it di*Hrne lobby, but you are unable to tell which 141,
floor you are.. on. You want floor number "47" but have no way to
tell when you reach it. Unless people get on with you socin, you
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realize you might ride all day. you'are on floor number."24" before
someone enters and presses "17" for you.
Once on floor "i7" you check the wall beside elevators for signs
with tactile directions, but there are none. Again you are dependent
on someone to direct you to room 1721. You decide to enter the first
office you come to and ask for assistance. You move off down the
hall with your cane sweeping along ahead of you. Suddenly, you
bump info an object with your hip and abdomen. It hurts and startles
you. You check it out and learn it's a wall-hung water fountain
protruding into the hallway and too high for your cane to detect.
You find a door, olieck for a raised lettering signnone there. You
grasp the handle making sure that there is no texture to designate a
hazardous area. Yo'u open the door, step inside and, as the door
closes and locks behind you, realize you are in a stair tower. Voices
lead you down two flights where some workmen take you back to
the elevators and accompany you to 1721. -
The barriersAllustrated in these examples are but a few of the many

types encountered in the everyday lives of disabled people. There are
similar examples for people with other disabilities. The details might
vary; the effect would be the same: isolation, dependency, and
inequality.

Such barriers are found in virtuaW every type of facility and this
-":affects the participation of di bled people in every type of human

activity, including education, e ployment, housing, recreation, health
care, government service, comm rce, and travel.

Why Oo Barriers Exist?
As manmade elements, bafriers are planned and constructed by the

gesigners, architeots, engineers, and administrative officials who shape
our environment. The training of these professionals does not prepare
them to design for the widely vatling abilities of the people who will
use their facilities. No school of architecture, design, or engineering
incorporates the performance characteristics of children, the elderly,
or disabled people in their design curricula, so most are designi g for a
theoretical, able-bodied adult population.

Another reasOn for the existence of environmental burr
negative attitudes and lack of awareness of professionals about
disabled people. Most designers, unless they happen to have had
persbnal experience with disability, are. totally unaware of the
functional abilities and requirements of disabled people. They, SS w,ell
as.others, do not understand the potential for people with disabilities to
live active arid independent lives. Many, even after being informed of
desigh requireMents for the disabled, believe that they need only
consider disabilities when designing Medical facilities, doctors' offices,
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and similar places of care. They have difficulty believing that disabled
people hold jobs and therefore need access to business, or that they can
participate in sports and thekfore need'access to sports facilities.

One eample of this limited understanding surfaced recently when
an architiflural firm refused to make a fire station accessible because
they insisted that no disabled !person could become a firemag They
had 'lot considered the clerical and support positions, such as
disPatcher, which many disabled people could qualify for.

Another deterrent ,to acceptance of accessible design is the-common
misconception that it costs more to make facilities accessible. This
myth has been explored by numerous studies of costs for making' new
facilities accessible. These studies have shown that careful planning
and design by knowledgeable ,people can produce buildings arid
facilities which are fully usable by all people without any significant
increase in cost or any loss of function.

In some instances accessible design can.be Iess-costly. For exam-Pie,
placing the floor level of a building close to ground level to provide an
accessible and level entrance can eliminate the need for expensWe stair
construction. Often designers who complain of high cost are those
who hpproach accessible design aS an add-on or+ afterthought,
designing their buildings 'without any consideralion for accessibility
and then adding expensive ramps or lifts or other features.that might
have bern eliminated by careful early planning. Accurate and Palely
technical information, awareness, and understanding of disabled
people are the ingredients that go into creating 16sitive attitudes.,
Without them little is accomplished.

v

'What Has Been Done?
Faced with the limited knowledge and understanding of design

professionals and program administrators, disabled people years ago
began appealing to their State legiglators for relief. The result ove'r the
past 20 years has been the development of State and model building
codes or regulations requiring accessibility in public and/or private
facilities. Today there are mandatory accessibility requirements of
some type in every State.

In 1968 the Federal Government became involved in- thietiew civil
rights movement by fenacting Public Law 90-480, the ArchitectuN
Barriers Act, and again in 1973 with enactment of the Rehabilitation
Act. The Architectural Barriers Act was intended to ensuie that
certain fedefally funded buildings were designed and constructed to be
accessible to the physically handicapped. It directed the Admihistrator
of the General Services Administration (GSA) and the Secretaries o'f
Housing and Urban Development (HUD) and Defense (DOD) -to
consult with the Secretary of Health, Education, and Welfare (HEW)

-
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and to prescribe standards for access to buildings under their agency
jurisdictions. The content and application of those standards was left
to the discretion ,of the agency administrators.

Section 502 of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973 established the
Architectural and Transportation Barriers Compliance Board
(A&TBCB) and gave it the responsibility for ensuring c mpliance
with the standards prescribed by GSA, HEW, DOD, HUD and other
agencies. Subsequent amendments in 1974 modified t e Board's
makeup ,and responsibility under the law but left the ma or. purpose
intact.

Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973 uires that any
program in whole or in part funded by the Federal overnment must
be made-accessible to all otherwise qualified disabled people. Section
504 does not specifically require physical or building accessibility, but'
physical accessibility is often the best method of achieving program
access. -

Standards Adopted and Their Effectiveness
In 1961 the American National Standards institute (ANSI), an

organization established to coordinate tGe development of voluntary'
national standards, issued ANSI standard number A117.1 titled, The
American National Standard Specifications for Making Buildings and
Facilities Accessible to and Usable by thf Physically Handtcapped. This
standard was developed by the President's Committee on Employment
of the Handicapped (tCEI:1) and the National Easter Seal Society
(NESS). The work was performed at the University of Illinois.

This standard was the first to set down specifications for design for
disabled people and, being the only mocjekavailable, it was adopted. or
referenced in every State access code or law during the.formative
years of accessibility requirements. It was also adopted or referenced
by several of the Federal agencies during the early sixties. After
enactment of the Architectural Barriers Act in 1968, the Administrator
af GSA and the Secretaries of HUD, DOD, and HEW each seized
upon it as the standard for regulations within their agenties.

The .1961 ANSI standard is a voluntary national standard: It gives
specifications for making eleMents of the environment accessible, such
as toilet stalls, parking spaces, water fountains, etc: Because it is
intended for widespread adoption under a wide variety of jurisdictions
and for thousands of types and sizes of buildings, it does not specify
how many of each accessible element to install, nor does it state where
to put them. The few times it mentions numbers of accessible features,
it calls for an "appropriate" Nmber. The determination of appropriate
numbers is left up to the adopg authority.
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In many cases the adopting authorities, including Federal agencies,
did not realize this or simply did not care and adopted it tot,93,4-K
reference without specifying applications criteria. Architects and
engineers working with these mandatory 'regulations found that they
bad no guidance as to how many of each feature to install or where to
put them. The administrators didn't know, the disabled community
didn't know, and, since there were no answers nor any enforcement
activities, many practitioners did nothing. Those who tried to work
with the standard soon learned that, in addition to lack of specificity,
the standard did not cover housing, its language was vague, 'and it left
out provisions for some disability types. It soon lwme commonly
recognized that the 1961 standard was inadequate for its intended
purpose.

The Standards Explosion
With good intentions and under scrutiny by newly emerging

disabled advocacy. groups, State code authorities and Federal agencies
with standard-setting power modified and 'added to the technical
specifications of the 1961 ANSI standard and established applications
criteria. The result was the promulgation of 75 to 100 differingflesign
standards for accessibility in the United States. This proliferation has
caused chaos and confusion in the construction and regulatory fields
and has resulted in a situation where several standards might be
applicable to a single construction project even though they all
disagree with each other on any given design feature. What does an
architect do when required to install three different sizes of toilet stalls
in the same location? He might attempt to find out which one is failing
in that he may try to find out which agency is:most likely to enforce
their standard and go with that one. If he thinks no one will notice, he
will probably do nothing. Too often, the latter is the course taken.

The Effectiveness of the Archhequral Barriers
Act and Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act

The Architectural Barriers Act has not been effective in removing
barriers to disabled People because of::

1. the inadequacies of the 11961 standard upon which the agency
standards were based,
2. inappropriate procedures fOr adopting and applying the ANSI
standard, r7/41

3. vague language of the act itself,
f 4. the proliferation of conflicting standards,

5. nonexistent or inadequate review and enforcement.
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Many of the problems and deficiencies of the act and the,1961 ANSI
standard were noted in the 1976 publication The Effectivehess of the
Architectural Barriers Act of 1968, hearings before the Subcommittee on
Investigations, and review of the Committee on Public Works and
Transportation, House or Representatives.

Although section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973 has already
had a major effect on access to federally funded programs across the
country, its impact on physical accessibility remains to t)e seen. Like
the Architectural Barriers Act the Rehabilitation Act's effectiveness in
this area has been limited by the inadequacy of the standards.

In May 1978, HEW published regulations for implementing section
504. These regulations require program ccessibility and do not
specifkally .require building accessibility. Therefpre, not all buildings
housing HEW:fundecl programs can be expect00 to be -made accessi-
ble, but only those where building changes are made as a means of
providing program access. The HEW regulations specify the use of
ANSI A117.1 (1961) or other comparable standard where modifica-
tions are to be undertaken as a means of achieving program access.
Thus, oncepore we have a set of regulations Wherche 1961 ANSI
standard has been referenced without adding the appi7priate applica-

_

tions criteria. The inadequacy of the HEW 504 regulations in the area
of physical accessibility has added to the confusion in the field. Other
agencies' 504 regulatiOns are coming out and include in some instances'
whole new standards for making facilitie; accessible: They can only be
expected to add an additional layer of confusion.

Nto

The Single Standard
Design practitioners, manufacturers, regulatory agencies, and dis-

abled people and their organizations have long seen the advantage of a
uniform standard. The cost of iudecisivness, disagreement, contradic-
toq requirements, and their inherent confusion and delay are high.
They are high in dollars and high in frustration and ill will. The costs
for accessibility are not high.

A single comprehensive standard for accessibility is needed, one
which would contain, the definitive technical specifications that
everyone could apply to their programs with reasonable certainty that
disabled people would be accommodated and which would result in
the same accessible feature regardless of where it is located. After all,
why should an accessible toilet stall in a GSA bUilding be different
from one in a HUD building? HUD may wish to put one such stall in
its buildings and GSA may decide to make all its stalls accessible, and

,we may never agree as to what the right number is, but surely We can
agree on the right size to make the accessible stall. This desirable level
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of uniformity can be ccomnlished through adoption of a 'single design
standard for accessibility.

The 1980 ANSI Standard
In 1974 the Department of Health, Education, and Welfare, the

President's Committee on EmplOyment of the Handicapped, and the
National Easter Seal Society began a project to update the ANSI
A117.1 standard for accessibility. A contract was awarded to Syracuse
University School of Architecture to conduct research and otherwise
investigate the state of the 'art of accessibility and to revise the ANSI
standard. This proved to be an,enormously difficult and controversial
task, which required the approval and agreement of all organizations
and individuals representing affected interest groups. The profIct was
intended _to take 2 years, and it raged on for almost 6. bespite
frustrations and impatience, all involved felt certain that at last we
were on the way toward the comprehensive uhi.form standard so badly
needed. Finally, in eailly 1980, the revised ANSI A117.1 standard was
adopted by the American National Standards Institute and copies are
scheduled to come out ori'May 15 of this year.

The new ANSI standard is broader and more comprehensive thrn
the previous version. It includes technical specifications for accessible
elements and spaces within buildings and facilities, and it now includes
a section on accessible housing requirements. Again; as any standard
intended for universal adoption must, the ne00ANSI. standard leaves
the application of the specins up , to the agency or entity
adopting it. That is, it does not specify how many to install or where to
put the accessible Oatures that are included in its specifications. It
does, however, include instructions to the adopting authority that list
decisions about its application they should make wkien if is adopted. If
followed, those instructions will help develop appropriate application
criteria and avoid the mistakes so often made in adopting the 1961
version.

What Next?
The new ANSI standard is a private, voluntaiy, industry-developed

standard, which,is available to ally ne for adoption. Since government
agencies as well as private enterkse wereinvolved, in its develop-
ment, and all involved were aware of the intent to- finalize and agree
upon a single standard, it was hoped that it would receive unanimous
support and that there would be a concerted effort to see it adopted
into regulations: That hope has been dashed by events of the last few
months. r

Because it took so .long to reach final agreement on the new ANSI
standard, many of the reviewers representing the Federal agencies on

-N
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the project changed. In the last year of the project àny of thelnew
representatives were not aware of events and issues that had been
raised during the previous 5 years and they raised questions that had
been settled by their predecessors. Some 'Federal representatives felt
that their questions were not given appropriate answers. by the project
secretary. They felt also that the standard should have specified
numbers of accessible features appropriate for applications in Federal
buildings rather than placing that responsibility on them. They aJso did
not like the format or editorial style of the new standard, because they
did not understand the institute's style requirements and had not seen a
final edited and typeset version. The General Ser4es Administrodon,
the Architectural and Transportation ,Barriers ,Compliance Board
(A&TBCB), the Department of Health, Education, and Welfare.
(HEW), and Postal Service representatives apparently agreed with
each other to vote "no" on the final ANSI ballot.

In the February 5, 1980, Federal Register, GSA announced develop-
ment of a new accessibility standard developed by GSA and ilEW. In
the February 15, 1980, Federal Register, the Postal Service announced
development of its new accessibility standard. In addition, the 1978
amendments to the Rehabilitation Act gave the A&TBCB the power
to "establish minimum guidelines and requirements for the standards
issued pursuant to the Act of-August 12,4968, as amended, commonly
known as the Architectural Barriers Act of 1968." With this authoriza-
tion the Board began developing its own accessibility "standard" for
federally funted facilities. The Board has now announced that its new
accessibility "guideline" will be out by July 17.

At this time, in addition to the new ANSI national standard, we
have new standards for accessibility fit= GSA and the Postal Service,
a new 'one on the way from the Compliance Board, and several under
development as part of 504 regulations. These proposed new standards
differ with each other and with the 1980 ANSI standard in scope,
application, and technical specifications. After 6 years of ,hope for
some degree of uniformity the Federal standard-setting agencies are
leading us down the path to a whole new generation of conflicting
standards for accessibility and the same type of chaos and ineffective-
ness we have witnessed for years. There is also a dipptfte within those
agencies as to whether the Compliance Board has authority over them
in accessibility issues. The disabled community and the design and
construction industry are the unwilling pawns in this ego and
territorial power struggle. Accessibility is not beinpy advanced and
clearly something , drastic must be done to stop this ridiculous
proliferation of itandards.
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Recommendations
Clearly defined authority for the establishment and enforcement of

accsthiity standards, a single uniform standard that can be applied ea
all rograms and facilities, and a massiite educational program are all
essen ial before physical accessibility can be effectively accomplished
under the law. It is with these goals in mind that the following
recommendatjons are offered:

1. A' final determination must be made about which ,agency is
going to have overall authority on accessibility standards. That
agency should be required to adopt the current ANSI standard
unless it can show that it has.both broader private and governmental
reeresentation and support for its proposed standard and better
research and documentation than that developed for the current
ANSI standard.
It must be noted thl in adopting the 1980 ANSI standard it will be
necessary for each adopting agency to develop an applications
manual or other instrument that will specify the number and
location of accessible elements and spaces which are required in
facilities under their jurisdiction. These application manuals could
also contain waivers, exceptions, additions, and deletions for items
included in the standard which the agency feels capnot be enforbed,
or for whiCh changes or addititnal information are necessary. In this
way the integrity of the ANSI .standard is maintained, and it can
clearly be seen to what extent the Federal application differs from
the others.
2. There are some specifications included in the new A
standard which will need additional confirmation. Some items were
deleted because there was inadequate proof of their value. Addition-
al issues such as life safety, for which no research was conducted are

' certain to arise. Clearly, the new standard will need to be modified.
An objective organization such as the National Center for a Barrier
Free Environment (NCBFE) should be appointed and funded to
monitor the effectiveness of the neW standard and to receive and
store comments on it for ,use in further revision and refinement.

/3., The specifications in the new ANSI standard include concepts
and specific elements which can be applied to any building type.
The standard does not address specialized building types such as
libraries, hospitals, etc. Xlthough the general accessibility require-
ments in the standard would pertain to most areas within such
special use buildings, it is conceivable that some additional specifica-
tions might need to bop developed fce portions of those buildings.
These supplemental specifications must be developed by the agency
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having- jurisdiction over those facilities, and they should be
incorporated into the appliCation manuals fiir that agency's facilities.
The Architectural and Transportation Barriers C9mpliance Board
should assist with development of these supplemental specifications
to ensure that they are compatible with the concepts established in
the standard.
4. Additional research should be started immediately to develop
more complete standards for access for vision- and hearing-impaired
people.
5. A nationwide training program for all types of designers and
administrators should. be started as soon as the standards are
established.
The first effort should be towardexisting practitioners tc; bring them
up to date on the content an3I philosophy of the standard and
accessibility. Next, the educational program should find its way into
the schools.

STATEMENT OF RONALD L. MACE, PRESIDENT, BARRIER
FREE ENVIRONMENTS, iNC., RALEIGH, NORTH CAROLINA
MR. MACE. Thank you.
I would like to start off with a discussion of what is commonly

called "architectural barriers" by requesting that we change the term a
bit, because it is my feeling and that of many of us who have been
involved in this that the problems of physical accessibility go far
beyond architectural issues. They are issues that affect everything, not
just architecture and architectural solutions.

The barriers that we are concerned with that affect disabled people
and their rights and their 'abilities to assume their particular place in
society are inherent in everything we have, everything that we live
with: our parks, our streets, our building sites, the products our
manufacturers make, the vehicles that we try to ride on. They are in
everything; they are not just architectural barriers.

So I would prefer that they be referred to as environmental barriers.
These are the elements that are designed by man and produted by man
that cause the kinds of limitations on people with disabilities that we
erg all concerned about.

The reasons that these barriers exist are very widespread. There are
many, many reasons why they exist. You first have to understand that
you cannot separate the physical barriers from the attitudinal barriers.
Partly they exist because of the attitudes and the understanding or
misunderstanding of our educators, our administrators, our architects
and designers, and so forth.

I think that becomes fairly clear when you work with a few
architects, designers, or manufacturers who do not think that accessi-
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bility for disabled people iS' a teal necessity, that it is something that
you do for a select few in a few isolated locations. It is not a common
experience for everybody who is responsible for designing and
building our environment to know about disability. It is not part orthe,
training.

The attitudes of designers are very much conditioned by their
/training and the fact that in that training process there is. no designer
and no school of architecture, no engineering school oi product

, design, in which the curriculum in any systematic way discusses the
needs of design for children, for elderly people, or for disabled people.
It is an area that is totally neglected in most of the schools in our
country.

So you can't really expect an indepth understanding on the part of
these people who are producing our environment unless they have had
a particular personal experience with a friend or a relative or a
disability themselves that produces an understanding that they might
not otherwise acquire.

The barriers that they produceI think I might go back for a
minute and tell you what happened to me this morning as an example
of the kinds of things that happen to a disabled person. To come to this
meetingI am housed in a hotel about 20 miles away because it is the
only one that was available with a so-called accessible room. Ittip in a
localion where there is no transportation whatsoever to get me here. A
van service was to be there at 8 o'clock. This is equivalent 'to the
paratransit you heard of before. It doesn't arrive at 8 o'clock, because
it is ieip9ssible for them ever to arrive on time. So I left with a cab
after thehour they were to arrive. The cab driver drops me off three
blocks from here and tells me that is the correct hotel. So I am in the
wrong hotel three blocks away.

You should try to get a cab driver to pick you up in a wheelchair
and drive you only three blocks. It is hard enough to get one when you
are walking. Since I couldn't get a cab to bring me three blocks, I tried
to make it over here on my own. It took me almost an hour to get here
crossing curb's and getting people to help me at every curb.

This is not an unusual experience. This is an everyday occurrence
for someone with n rather severe mobility impairment.

Another example of the attitudes that affect architecture and design
became clear to me a few years ago about the understanding that many
administrators have and how they cause architectural and other types
of barriers to occur.' We have laws that require accessibility in
virtually eyery State in the country, and I will elaborate more on those
in a minute.

Not Niery long ago we had a drama school at our university in North
Carolina that was a brand new building going up, under construction,
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and the administrators decided that the drama program was much too
demanding, physically demanding, for disabled persons to partidipate
in and, therefore, as a policy attempted to exclude disabled people
from the program. So when the building c6de required that their
building be made accessible, they insisted that their building Should not
be made access,ible because, indeed, they were not going to have any
disabled people in the program.

The issue there was an elevator that was to be installed-in their new
building. So there was a process of educating the administrator tb

4
understand that it was indeed possible for a `disabled person to
participate in the drama program. -

The elevator was allowed to stay in, as far as he was concerned, but
there is a process within construction contracting that is called an "add
alternate" so that you may design a building and if there isfa part of the
building or an element-in the building that you think may not fit within
your budget, you don't include-it in the original contract; 4ou include
it in an add or a delete alternate. So the elevator in this case was
allowed to stay in the construction contract as an add alternate. ei

Of course, the prime contract came in for the building and they then
decided to take the add alternates for the furnishings and the other
equipment in the building and the carpeting and all those things, and
because they had used up the budget, they then dropped the elevator.
It was not constructed because it was an add alternate for which there
was not enough budget money..

It was a technique which was used to eliminate the elevator from
that building. So that building today remains inaccessible despite the
fact there is a law that says it should be accessible and there is a law
that says the program should be accessible.

.That was an attitudinal problemcit is noLa legal one; it is not a
technical one. It certainly could have been done. It was a maneuver
specifically taken to eliminate that accessibility, feature from the
building, even disregarding the faCt that it was an element that was
advantageous to other people, that everyone benefits erom it, which ikst
true in all the architectural accessibility issues that we discuss withw
people.

As I said befoitAsthe training is another reason why barriers exist in
our environment. The designer is not educated to knOw this and he is
not going to learn ilt unless he has a reason to go out and learn it or has
an experience that would cause him to.

Another reason is certain misconceptions_ about what it costs to
make facilities-accessible. I think thig is e thing in the past we have
heard more than anything else, that ssibility is an extra issue that
costs more 'than other things. It has been /proven time and time again
that this is not the case. In new construction there is no, cost. There
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have been studies done proving this, repeated studies, shlowIng tfit in
new construction there are no costs. In femodeling there may be
additional costs and these vary from one building to the other verY,
very widitly. So misconceptions, attitudinal problems, lack of knowl-
edge and understanding are the main reasons that these kinds of
environmental barriers exist.

The disabted community some years ago, faced with this kind of
environmental limitation, appealed to their legislators, first on the
State level, for some form of relief. Over the past 20 years virtually
every State in the Nation- has developed some sort of legislation or
building code requirement that calls for accessibility. Today there are
mandatory accessibility requirements in every State, and the Federal
Government became involved in this new effort in 1968, approximate-
ly. The aderal GovernMent had been involved .to some extent
previous to that, but with the passage of Public Law 90-480, which is
commonly called the Architectural Barriers Act, the Federal Govern-' ment became very much involved in it. That particular lw says that
any building that receives Federal funding for either constructio,r
leasing should be made accessible.

That law gave the directors of the agencies affecledwhich were at
that time GSA, HUD, Department of Defense, and HEWthe
authority to prescribe standards by which those federally funded
facilities would be made accessible. The content and 'application of
those standards were left to the discretion of the agency administra-
tors, and I will leive it at that point for the moment.

The second major law that aff9cted accessibility was the Rehabilita-
tion Act of 1973. Section 502 Of the RehabIlitation Act established the
Architectural and Transportation Barriers Compliance Bo4rd. That
section established the Compliance ,Board and gave it authority for
ensuring compliance wih the 1968 Architectural Barriers Act.

,Then section 504 came into existence and 504, as you all know,
covers federally funded acce$ to programs. So the difference is that
the Architect&raf Barrie% Act says that buildings must be accessible
according to the standards prescribed by the administrators of the four
agencies that were affected. Section 504 says that the programs that
are in any building must be made available to everyone. Section 504
does not specifically call for architectural accessibility. It says the
programs, and provides that modification or building accessibility is
one of the methods used for making those programs accessible.

In both cases, the 1968 Architectural Barriers Act and under 504
in this case HEW's regulations for 504the national standard for
accessibility was adopted as the standard by which designers would
make those buildings accessible. Now,. I must explain what that
standard is. The standard we are referring to is ANSI A117.1, yhich
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Was adopied by the American National Standards Institute. The
Standards Institute is a private, nonprofit organization located in New
York that develops standards for everything. In 1961 they developed a
standard for accessibility, the first of its kind in the Nation. When the
law wa,5 passed in 1968', the administrators of the four affeeted agencies
under the Architectural Barriers Act adopted that' standara as the
standard for Federal construction. In HEW's 504 regulations it .says
when there are modifications to bemade to buildings in order to Make
the programs accessible, that they should also be done according to

. the 1961 ANSI standard or a comparable standard. So we have that
same standard referenced there.

When the States developed their building codes durling the sixties_
and the seventies, they alsck used the 1961 ANSI stahdati The
problem with all these laws now is that we have between 75 and 1r
differeab ones in the United States. The ANSI standard that was
developed in 1961 was a first effort towards prescribing how to design
for disalied people. It was relatively minimal. It was developed at a
time when attitudes were even far less advanced than they are now.
That standard is developed with the consensus agreernent of industry,
government agenbies, disabled groupsall affected groups are to be
represented on thecommittees that develop the national standards for
the ANSI Institute. So they were represented, and at that time little'
understanding,. less than we have now, of how- to design and of
attitudes towardaccommodating disabled people existed.

So the standard was Minimal then, and as it has been adopted by the
States it has been modified because certain things were deleted, certain
building types- were not covered. The States began developing
additional things that they would add in.

. Another reason that the States and the agencies began changing the
ANSI standard was a misunderstanding about how st a dards are to be
adopted. Let- me explain, if I may, briefly. The stan ard, the t1961
standard, Specifies how to make a toilet stall accessible. How do you
design it? How do ydh-make a ramp that everQrie can e? (it does not

c tell you where to put them or how many to put in the ikig. that is
because the standard would be applied to a wide variety of jurisdic-
tions. States, Federal agencies, or State regencies might adopt that-7,
eve;1 corporations might adopt it as their own standard. 'When they
adopt itthey have large numbers of buildings of all types, shapes; and
sizesthey might want to .apply that standard quite differently in
different building types. So if you have a uniform national standard, it
must be very gene'ral and specify the specifications for the accessible
elements. It must leave the applications of those specifications to the
agency adopting them, and that was not understood. 7
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So in many cases when the State legislators, Stateagencies, and
Federal agencies adopted the 1961 ANSI standard, they adopted iv
totally by reference. They said,. "We'll make our buildings accessible
according to the 1961 ANSI," and that went on the books, and then it
was to be enforced. And when an architect out in the field went arid
looked at the ANSI standard, it said, "You make the toilet stall 3 feet
wide and 5 feet deep." It didn't say to do one on every floor, to do one
per building, to paint them green, or what to do with them. It said
nothing abclut how you apply that standard to -that building. And
because those agencies had not specified the applications driteria for
those standards, very rarely was anything ever done, because if an
architect put one in the building, then, someone was very quifkly up
there to point out that there were 10 other toilet rooms in the building
that were not accessible.

So the standard was not very effective. As a result, the Architectur-
al Barriers Act ,*kas not verr effective because of the way it was
applied., Then, as the agencies began to realize that, they began to
modify' their own Jacilities. They began to add the applications criteria
and they also began to change the standards. So, as a result of this 10 to
15 years' worth of changes, we now have 75 to 100 different standards
on the market.

Now, what that hax caused to happen is that in many cases,
depending on funding in various jurisdictions, an architect may have as
many as three or four of those that applrto the same project. He may
try and look through them and find out what he should do, and it tells
him to do four or. five different things, all of them disagreeing with .
each other as t6 numbers, where you put them, what size they should
be, and so forth. So what does he do? He may try to find out which
one is right. He probably will not get agreement on that. He may tril toy
find out next who is most likely to enforce it on him. If he tried that a
few years ago, he would find out that probably nobod,* was ever going
to enfOrce it on him because there was no review procedure, there was
no enforcement mechanism, so why 'bother? So very often he did
nothing and just hoped that nobody would notice, and for many years
no one did notice. Then I think some complaints were lodged against /
architects and lawsuits were brought. -The GAO did a study to see
how effective the law had been and found that it was not effective, and
suddenly we got a lot oE actiyity from the P'ederal agencies to show
that they were meeting their responsibility under those laws.

Part of that activity was to try and develop a new standard,
understanding that the old one was out of date, was very minimal to
begin with, and that a great deal of confusion existel Under pressure
from various consumer groups', as well as the construction industry,
the idea of a single, uniform national standard that would meet the
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needs of all disabled people, that could be uniformly adopted by every
agency, was proposed. In 1974 a contract was awarded to Syracuse
University to begin development of a single, national uniform standard
for accessibility.

That standard project was to take only 2 years and.cost $200,000.
The project, because of ttie enormous complexity of it and the various
attitudes or difficulties in getting consensuseveryone wanted to
argue, everyone wanted to agree and discuss at lengththe project
went on for 6 years and ultimately cost over $500,000 in HUD money.
It was sponsored by HUD, the National Easter Seal Society, and the
President's Committee on Employment of the Handicapped. They'
served as the secretariat for the development of that standard.

The project went on f r 6 years and at this date, today, the new
national standard, the A I A117.1 1980 version; is coming out.
Publications are available.

[Applause.]
MR. MACE. Don't applaud.
[Laughter.]
MR. MACE. In the meantime, many things happened during that 6

years. I will not say that it was a pleasant 6 years; it was a battle. It you
tyy ,to get 85 organizations or even 2 Organizations to agree on
something, you know how difficult it is to get consensuS. When you
have national organizations and a very technical subject that covers
hundreds and hundreds of requirements, you can imagine thercomplex-

)ty of it. But after 6 years of arguing, fighting, negotiating, agreeing,
settling lawsuits, and final consensui agreement from gAtional organi-

zations representing every, interest affected,- the standard was ap-
proved in December of this year and is now out.

Because it took 6 years, the representatives of the Federal agencies
very often changed. There was an Appointed person to represent the
Federal agencies. So-new people came on board and were assigned the
job of reviewing the new standard. They very often raised questions
that had been raised by their predeceSsors in the 5 years preceding this.
The questions were not always answered legitimately. They might
have gotten a response fr'om the committee saying, "This has bsen
settled 3 years ago. If you'll lobk in your records, you'll find so-and-
so." Well, there wag an indignant response. "My questipns are not
being appropliately answered!'

In addition to that, the representatives of the four Federal construc-
tion agencies felt that the writing was not nice. They didn't like the
organization of it, although'it had not been put out in the final format
yet. Nor did they understand the ANSI publication format and writing
style. So they disagreed with that. They also didn't like the fact that
the national standard didn't have the appropriate numbers in it for
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applying it to their Federal facilities. Universally, they looked at it and
said, "My God, it doesn't tell us how many to put in the building."
They seemed to refuse to understand that it was their responsibility to
adopt the technical requirements and to apply them to buildings under
their jurisdiction in an appropriate manner.

Sb the four Federal construction standards-making agencies decided
to vote against the ANSI standard on the final ballot, which they did.
In February of this year, oVebruary 5, in the Federal Register, the
General Services Administration announced development of a new
accessibility standard developed by GSA and HEW to cover their
facilities. On February .15 of this year in the Federal Register, the Postal
Service announced development of their new accessibility standard. In
addition, the 1978 Amendments to the Rehabilitation Act gave the
Compliance Board authority for -establishing what is called guidelines
for Federal standards for.accessibility.

Last year, with that new authority, the Compliance Board an-
nounced that it was develokg a new standard for Federal construc-
tion. The Board has now annOunced, with its new Board members', its 7--
public members', approval that their nFw accessibility guideline will be
out on July 17. The ANSI standard, as I said previously, is coming out
today.

So, after 6 yam and millions of dollars in public and private money
being spent on a new universal standard for accessibility, we nOw have
new ones from the Compliance Board, GSA, Postal Service, and the
national standard. In other words, we are being led down the path
toward a whole new generation of differing architectural accessibility
standards.

I have looked at them all. They all differ. They differ not only in
applications, tfiley also daer M technical requirements; dimensions are
different; applications are different; scope is different. In other words,
we have not made an indh of progress over the past 6 to 8 years
toward a uniform national standard.

The disabled community, the construction industry, and, I think, the
taxpayers are being really taken on this, because there is no reason for
the technical specifications that go Mto a standard to be constantly
changed. Why should a toilet stall in.a GSA building be different from
a toilet stall in a VA building? It makes no dense, and it also causes
problems and delays and costs that are not necessary in order to
accommodate slisabled people.

The result of all this is just what we had in the fifties and the sixties
and the early seventies, this massive confusion, disagreement, differing
standards that impeded progress.

The only thing that would seem to correct the situation is for there
to be authority given to one agency to develop one standard, the
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applications of which to be consistent; that the other agencies be
required to accept that. It makes no difference whether it is the
Complfance Board or GSA, or whoever it may be, but there needs to
be one, and it needs to be applied universally to all facilities.

Now, I have to elaborate on that statement just a little bit because
the standard that is out now, the new ANSI standard, is perfectly
applicable to all buildings, bur it Covers general things. It covers
accessibility of doors, toilet rooms, entrances, parking, elevators, and
all the things that go into most buildings. ,It dbes not cover specific
building types: libraries or hospitals, for example. It is perfectly
appropriate for the agencies with jurisdiction over those facilities to
take that standard, allopt it as it is for all general constructioR
requirements, and !hen to add any specific special requirement that/
may be unique to hospitals, libraries, or any of the other facilities that
may be under their jurisdiction.

So the best thing that we can come up with as a way of doing this is

r Tor the agencies to adopt the new ANSI standard as thAbasic standard
for all accessibility. That will.cover 95 percent of thefadilities we have
and the elements within them.

In the process for adopting them, one method would be for those
agencies to develop ,an applications manual that would cover their
programs. In other words, in that manual they, would say, "We are
going to use the ANSI standard for 'the value of its 'uniformity. In
applying that to our buildings we are going to require,that every toilet
room in the building comply, that at least two entrances comply, that,a
'certain percentage of the parking spaces comply with that'standard."
Then, under their jurisdiction there may be a need for them to have'
certain changes or waivers that would affect their facility, and that is
perfectly appropriate also. Those could be put into those applications
manuals. In this manner the applicatilms manual would allow all the
procedures for applying the standard and leave the standard intact in
accordance with -the other agencies that have adopted it, and we
would have a uniform standard in effect.

Secondly, I think another recommendation I would make is that
there be an ongoing process. Although this particular research project
for developing the standard made a great deal Of.progress toward a
final standard for all disabled people, there were some research
element items that I think no one could eVen imagine would come up.
Some of the disability typeslike, for example, the blind and deaf,
hearing impaired or vision impairedhave not been adequately
researched. There is not uniform agreement on those. You will find in
the new standard a few requirements for them on those elements that
could be and were researched. So there needs to be an ongoing effort
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by an objective, third-party organization to continue research on
developing the final standards.

The conimittee developing the standard decidedappropriately, I
thinkthat on those issues for which there is no conclusive proof that
these are the right things to do, that these are safe and the exact things
to do, that those be eliminated from -the standard. So I am not saying
that the standard is perfect. I am saying that it is a consensus standard
that is as uniform as one can be :at this time, and that it should be
accepted.

Another idea is that the standards can never be useful out in the field
Unless the industry, the designers, and the educators understand the
philosophy and the attitudes behind the whole thing. There needs to be
a massive education process oriented toward the designer and the
administrators and the legislators to get /them to accept this idea of a
single standard and to learn how to apply it in an appropriate manner
so that we get uniform accessibility to facilities across the country.

CHAIRMAN FLEMMING. Thank you very much.
[Applause.]
CHAIRMAN FLEMMING. Now we have a number of persons who are

going to respond to Mr. Mace's presentation. First of all, I will
introduce Dianne Walters who is Acting Chief of the Design
Programs Branch of the Office of Design Construction in the General
Services Administration. In her present capacity Ms. Walters manages
the staff which provides directional goals to architects and engineers
who develop programs on barrier-free design, energy conservation,
and geotechnical engineering.

Ms. Walters is a member of the Standing Committee on Architec-
lure and Architectural Engineering of the National Academy of
Science Building Research Advisory Board and the Administrative
and Code AdVisory Panel for the development of the new American
National Standards Institute for the Disabled..,

Ms. Walters, it is nice to have you with us.

STATEMENT OF DIANNE WALTERS, ACTING cHIEF, DESIGN
PROGRAMS BRANCH, OFFICE OF DESIGN CONSTRUCTION,

GENERAL SERVICES ADMINISTRATION
MS. WALTERS. Thank you. 4

In preparing for this consultation, I went to our files on lite barrier-
free design program and removed the folder marked "Speeches and
Testimony" to see wfiat we have said before on the subject of physical
facilities and the handicapped. I ran across one which starts:

The subject of architectural barriers has come up at every one
of these regional conferences that have been held over the past 5
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or 6 years. Consequently, everyone by now must be thoroughly
familiar with Public Law 90-480, the Architectural Bafriers Act
of 1968; the Federal Property Management Regulations entitled
"Accommodations for the Physically Handicapped"; with the
repair and alteration program for installing ramps on Federal
buildings; And With GSA's requirements fqr the handicapped in
general.

GSA has received all kinds of favorable publicity on the
wonderful things we are doing for the handicapped, so what more
needs to be said?

That speech was delivered 7 years age0 and almost every speech in
the file said nearly the same thing, except, of course, GSA has not
lately received any favorable publicity on the wonderful things we
have been doing for the handicapped, or anything else, for that mattef.

The point is, why have we been saying the same thing over and over
again for 12 years? Is it, as Mr. Mace stiggests in his paper, that
accessibility is not teing advanced and clearly sOmething drastic must
be done to stop this "ridiculous proliferation" of standards? Or is it
possible that accessibility is being advanced and we don't know about
it because we are so busy saying the same thitig over and over and
over again? Or maybe we are,otalking to the wrong people. Or maybe
we are saying the wrong things. Or maybe accessibility is being
advanced and we don't realize it because the acceptable level of
accessibility has increased in the past 12 years.

The "ridiculous proliferation" Of standards theory supports the
latter case. At any rateAt indicates that something is going on out
there, that there is an increased awareness to the needs of the
handicapped. And increased awareness, as Mr. Mace pointed out in his
paper, is lhe crux of the matter. There is certainly an -ingeased
awareness within GSA.

Ten years ago the policy was to cqmply with the Architectural
Barriers Act. Seven years ago the policy was to comply with the
Architectural Barriers Act and modify existing buildings to the extent
possible within budgetary limitations. Three years ago the policy
became comply with' the Architectural Barriers Act and retrofit
existing buildings to eliminate the then identified backlog of handi-
capped-related projects. Today the policy extends to identifying
additional projects not in the 1977 backlog by resurveying out building
in ventory.

Ten years ago we patted ourselves on the back for complying with
the letter of the law. Nine years ago, in preparing for testimony to
Congress, a question was anticipated. The question: "What specific
problems or complaints have you had on particular buildings?" [The
answer:] Two recent ones.
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We received a letter- indicating that a group of handicapped
constituents had difficulty einering portions of- the Eisenhower
Library in Abilene, Kansas, and' viewing the inscriptions on,. the
Eisenhower Memorial. These buildings were donated to the Federal
Government prior to passage of the aft and did not involve Federal

. funds. Thus,'they areexempt from its provisiRns. However, alterations
'made subsequent to the'passage of the act would be subject to it. An
alteration had been made to make both' the library and the museum
accessible, by way of a rear parking lot, and also 'the chapel is
accessible. However, neither the Memorial nor the Eisenhower Home
is accessible and ,alterations to either of them would not be possible
without destroying the esthetic and historical value. Consequently, we
have requested our regional office to take the rollowing action in order
to make the facility more accessible:

See if it is possible to provide and, if so, provide identification of
signs or markings' to direct 'handicapped visitors to the parking lot and
ramps at the rear of the museum and library.

See if it is possible4d, if so, provide sopies of'the inscriptions on
the Memorial at a lower level where they can be read by a person in a
wheelchair.

See what can be done to make the Eisenhower Home at least
partially accessible to the handicapped. This is a typical 19th century
frame house with stairs and narrow 'doors, and complete accessibility .

may be impo§sible-if the house is to be substantially preserved:
We also received afi inquiry relative to the new mall at Twin Falls,

Idaho, and the Idaho State Vocational Facilities., One of the constitu-
ents had indicated that neither of these facilitie was,accessible to the
handicapped and he undersiood both were fede1ally funded.,Ne found
only the Twifi calls Mall to be federally fun ed, in this ease jointly
funded 139"HUD and the Small Business Adinwtration. It was the
opinion of the legal counsels of both agencies that this project was not
subject to the act. However, in a letter to our. Assistant Administrator,
the Assistant Secretary for Administration at HUD indicated that
since receipt ,of our inquiry to him considefation was being given to
making the entire mall area more accessible to the 'handicapped even
tnigh not required& law.

Today we couldn1 have taken that sort of position in front of a
couressional committee, but today we alarget a different kind of
complaintWe have been getting complain bout the money that we
are spending to retrofit buildings to make ccessible to the
physically handicapped.

Next week I am leaving ,for Chicago as part of a team to conduct
design technology workshops which will tebver quality control in
building through predesign programming, energy conservation, and

,
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,
barrier-free design. The message at those workshops is going to be the
same one that we have been preaching for over 12 years: awareness,
awareness of the laws, the regulations, the standards, the processes; but
mostly awareness of the needs of handicapped individuals because
only through increased awareness will increased acctessibility be
achieved.

Thank you. /
CHAIRMAN FLEMMING. Thank you very much. -

[Applause.] _

CHAIRMAN FLEMMING. The printed agenda c ntains the name of
Mr. David L. Williamson and his card is up there right now, but it is
perfectly clear that Mr. Williamson 's not here. H. thought he might
be able to make it thetlast minute, but he has as ed Ms. Margaret
Milnef to represent him. She is an architectural arriers specialist,
Office of Independent Living for the Disabled Department of
Housing and Urban Development.

Ms. Milner is an architectural barriers specialist o is respo,tisible
for reviewing all architectural accessiblity requirçmt nts in al HUD
programs. The Office of Independent Living fo the Disabled
undertakes the,development of technical assistance ma erials for pse of
architects and developers in relation to accissible housi 1 g.

Before joining the Department of Housing and Urban Development,
Ms. Milner was a private consultant specializing in planning for
handicapped people. She was the first director of the N tional center
for Barrier Free Environment" in Washington; D.C.

We are very happy to have you with us.

,

STATEMENT OFMARGARET MILNER, ARCHITECT AL
BARRIERS SPECIALIST, OFFICE OF INDEPENDENT IVING
FOR THE DISABLED, DEPARTMENT OF HOUSING A D
URBAN DEVELOPMENT

MS. MILNER. Dave sincerely regrets that he could not e with yOu
here today and had hoped that he would be able to join \the group.
Since he is not here, I will do my best to fill in for him.

I would like to say, first of all, that I conCur withland endarse Ron
Mace's paper. Indeed, the inaccessible building or the ,inaccessible
environment is perhaps the ultimate form of discrimination; and We at
HUD are certainly committed to helping create accessible communi-
ties and accessible housing.

In particular, HUD endorses the cOicept of the single uniform
standard that Ron so eloquently talked about today. The lOgia of the
single standard is so compelling, in fact, that HUD felt it .worth
investing half a million dollars in the effort to produce the 1980 ANSI.
standard. We had hoped that this standard would be the instrum9nt for
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achieving uniformity inaccessibility requirements. While that goal still
appears to elude us, we do- feel that it was a worthwhile investment.
The 1980 ANSI standard is, I feel Confident, the best-researched, most
comprehenSive accessibility standard that is' aVailable in the country
today, and we hope that it will be widely used by State and local
governments and-by private interests. 41

I also endorse the, five recommendations that Ron presented at the
end of his paper. In particu;ar, I think dint his recommendation that we
begin now on the process of preparingrofor the revision for the next
generationsig the AN,SI standard is Pa Wcularly worth doing. We reel
that there iS\ adclitional research thatshopld be done and, furthermore,
we need to glean th'e experience of using this ANSI standard in order
to judge where it can be improved. This should be an ongoing process.
The standard, by institute policy, Jias to be'reviewed every 5 years. If
we find it needs to be revised sooner, that can be done, too.

I also think that it is impossible to overemphasize the -need 'for
educating architects and designers about accesgibility -requirethents. In
my experience, most of the,architsets I have met are willing to design
for handicapped people 'and, in fact, find it an interesting challenge, but
they have to know what is required. Here again is an example of how
the ANSI standard can make a significant contribution. J

I would like to look briefly at the kinds of things that we at the
Department of Housing and Urban Development are doing for
handicapped people. The Office of Independent Living for the
Disabled is the focal point at HUD for policies and programs lc serve
handicapped people. Our goal is to integrate the handicapped
individual into the mainstream of society And We try to interpret this
and implement it in all.the programs of the Department-We try to do
this by redirecting the goals of existing programs and, where we find
that there are gaps in service, we develop new programs.

I will mention some of thilitbings that we have done over the last
few years that I think are significant in the area of meeting the housing
crisis that is such a serious problem for handicapped people. We have
instituted barrier-free percentage requirements in all new construction
for public housing and section 8 new construction or substantial
rehabilitation. These are the 'primary HUD programs for providing
family housing, and 5 percent of the units in all new construction must
136.4,c_c9sible to the physically handicapped. Fuhhennore, we have a
policy of ensuring that the accessible units represent a range of housing
types, offering one and two bedrooms or efficiency units, and we
encourage that developers scatter these units across their projects, or,
if it- is a' multisite development, across sites, so that the disabled
individdal will have the widest possible choice of type of housihg and
location of housing.

7
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Until recently residents in grdupOliomes for disabled were not
eligible to receive section 8 rent subsidies. The Department of ftetusing
and Urban Development rewrote its regulations so that we are now
able to make those subsidies available to residents of group homes.

In addition, a key element in dispensing HUD funds to the local
level is the housing assistance plan in which each local government
must set forth its housing needs and estliblish its priorities for meeting
those needs. We now require that the handicapped population be
considerld as a separate category .to ensure that those needs -are
considered when each local government makes its assessment of the
housing needs it intends to address within the next 1 to 3 years.

In our community development block' grants program, funds can be
and have been useAto fund a variety of projects that benefit disabled
people. This canit' clude remoial 4 architectural barriers in the
community. It can include making planning grants to providers of
housing pd other services for handicapped people. It can include
development of centers for the handicapped. But in all 'our programs
the driving principle is the integration of the handicapped, into all
aspects of community life.

I should mention a coup4,' of other things that we do. Our section
202 construction loan progr3fn originally was intended to develop,
housing for the elderly. Then we added disabled people to the .eligible
category, but _initially they had to compete with sponsors of projects
for the elderlY foj funds. Interestingly enough, we found that generally
the elderly projects were much more successful in getting their money,
probably because they tend to be larger units and are, therefore, more
'economical to develop. So now,we set aside funds each year under the
202 program 'to provide housing for nonelderly disabled-450 inillion -
this fiscal year.

Other elements of the disabled population who are frequently
discriminated against in ways other than architectural barriers are
those with developmental disabilities and the mentally ill population.
We at HUD are concerned with providing housing for those.groups as
well. In particular, we are now in the third year of a demonstration
program in cooperation with the Department of Health and Human
Services to provide group residences fw chronically, mentally ill
people who are being returned to the community from institutions. As
of the end of this fiscal year, we will have spent $80 million on this
program. Close tb 200 sponsors of grottp homes will have been funded
in 39 States.

Having the programs for handicapped people does not help if no
one at the local level knows how to tap those funds, so another project
that our office has been involved with over the past year is a series of
national technical assistance seminars, where we bring together
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consumers, builders, developers, and representatives of State and local
governments and present informatipn about how to put together a .

package of housing and services and get it to the people who need it.
We have completed 10 semidars and are planning to start a second
cycle of another 8 seminars in the fall. We feel that has been a very
worthwhile effort.

In addition to the ANSI funding, HUD has funded a number of
other researc1 studies, among them two studies of public housing
'projects. As you may know; public housing funds Something like 1.3
million homes in 10,000 projects across the country, and we feel that
this is one Dt the most important avenues for making housing
accessible to disabled people. So we have had two research projects in
this ,area, including-one in which we gave $5 million to nine public
housing agencies to see how Much it 'would cost them to make)
accessibility modificatiops in selected facilities. The information from
these projects will be used-in planning alterations to the entire stock of
public housing.

I also think that it is relevant to what w,e are talking about here
toda to mention sorinething else HUD has been following closely
recefritly, and that is the amendments to the Fair Housing Act that
have been' in Congress -this session. The House bill is now out of
CO, mittee and is expected to be on the floor soon. We do anticipate
th re may be some floor amendments. But as it now stands, under
these amendments, handicapped people would become a protected
class with the same status as women and-racial, ethnic, and religious
minorities and would have standing to bring action against landlords,
sellers, and odiers in the housing chain who allegedly discriminate.
Under this act the definition of handicapped is similar to the, 504
definition and is intended to be interpreted consistently with 504
regulations. However, it has been amended to exclude "current drug
or alcohol abusers" and "individuals with any impairment that may,
constitute a direct threat to the safety or property of others." We are
concerned that this may be a setback to developing community-based
residential centers' for mentally ill and developmentally disabled
people.

The section or the act that relates more specifically to what we are
talking about here, architectural inarriep, is that under.these amend-
ments the landlord cannot refuse to allow a prospecti e tenant to make
necessary modifications for accessibility, provided th t the tenant pays
for the modifications, and that upon 'terminating t lease the tenant
will agree to remove the modifications at his ow xpense unless the
landlord chooses to retain them. The only exception is, cases where the
modification would be judged to be such that the building could no
longer be used for its original purpoSe. In the case of sales of houses
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under new constructi,on, builders, cannot refuse to make access
modifications as long as they have no additional cost or as long as the
cost could 11) added.to the mortgage of the house'.

A companion bi,11 is now in the Senate, awaiting committee markup.
It does include a provision to prohibit exclusionary zoning or land-use
practices that would prevent group residences for handicapped people
from being established in residential communities. This provision was
stricken in the House bill, But we feel encouraged that these
amendments are being considered and are certainly hopeful that they
will pass this yeq. We think it is an important step forward and, .as
Dianne Walters says, we are making progress even though sometimes
it is hard to discover it.

Thank you very much.
CHAIRMAN FLEMMING, Thank you very much. We appreciate it.
[Applause.1
CHAIRMAN FLEMMING. The last member of the panel to comnient

on Mr..Mace'S presentation is Mr. John Collins III, president of Van
Go Corporation, Iodated in Aleiandria, Virginia. Mr. Collins founded
the Van Go Corporation, which provides transportation vehicles for
the mobility impaired. Until March 1980 he was senior research
associate with the Institute for Info mation Studies in Falls Church,
Virginia. In that capacity, he manages the production ef the emerging
issues reports that repackaged relevant knowledge for target 'audiences
of disabled .individuals. Mr. Collins alss, consults with various groups
concerned with transportation' of and delivery of services to The
handicapped.

Mr.,Collins, we ard verhpy to ha you here with us today.

STATEMENT OF ,JOHN D. COL INS III, RESIDENT, VAN GO e'
CORPORATION, ALE ANDRIA, VIRGINIA

MR. COLLINS. Thank you. I am very glad toe here but I am even
more pleased that the Commission is here, becau e I feel that a lot of
very good things will happen for all of us out of t is. Your interest is
really a great step in,the whole country becoming mire ware of who;
needs to be done and more able to accomplish\the goa. s.

In talking about environmental barriers, let me sus so 1 wha't Ron
Mace has said. He has written the best standard's, the o th Carolina
standards, which have been what most of us have used as pushed as
consumers. It really is a step backwards to see so many pro ems come
up. That has really been a lot of the problem with the who disabled
community movement because people keep bringing up defini Sons and
asking for numbers,4yet a lot of models just don't have good nswers
and they won't have for a long time because it is so complicated All of.
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us are either temporarily able bodied-or disabled in terms of the many
thingvhat can happen.

I would like to tell a short story about envi nmental barriers by
telling about another cOmmission, one very cl across the river here,
the Arlington County Board. Arlington is a siui11lrea, only about 25
square miles. Four years ago the county board started becoming
interested in the disabled as they had seen several people at the county
board meetings that had specific concerns asking for different things to
happen in the county. Bin there really were a lot of barriers, such as all
the county emplpyment offices were in a building that wtas up six steps
arid the elevator, which was in Ihe,back entrance, was often broken.
There were other problems relative to disabled citizens that they really
didn't know liow to resolve. So the county board, in its wisdom of
being able to make decisions, decided that disabled citizens really
ought to come up and Make some proposals to us and we use-money
from HUDto study some of these.

Our first decision was to remove some of the barriers, to have a
small houSing project that would be, say, several apartments in a low-.
income area in Arlington, and out of that a lot of things would happen.
The people living there would start proving that the best things to do
are what they themselves do in their daily liveslike Ron's example of
his' horrible transportation problem this morning, events like that pile
up and become everybody's experience.

We also asked if they would allow us to, do some -demographics
because the county is a microcosm of the rest of the world. It is a small
area; it is rather old. It has grown up and the county has the money
around it that it can put into ncial programs, so it is a good place to
live antiit has a lot of benefits. They decided to go ahead and do the
housing project, but not to do the demographic study.

Well, 2 years latei they still had not released the money. The county
board changed 'its mind and decided to do that heeds assessment,
which they pall their demographics study.

Because they had all, in that time, become aware that there are just
so many needs about disabled people,-one of the first things they found
was that Arlington was a very hard county to, get around. There are
only two main bus lines and those were not yet accessible. Disabled
people are hard to find and we are going to have to do a lot of work to
be Able to know that the programs of Arlington County really do have
disabled people in them.

Another factor about the employment , program was that you
couldn't sue. -There aren'f handicapped people in the Arlington
County Code, so if you did have an employment discrimination
problem, you couldn't ha.:,e any kind of access to the courts because
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I they didn't have it as a basic right. I think that was covered well
yesterday, the important right to go to court.

Next#he county board discovered they weren't using much of their
inoney very well. Tfiey had a lot of people on social security. They
had a lot of people receiving medical benefits. They had a lot of cases_
on the ocational rehabilitation case roles. But those monies really
were k ng people from using the programs and going back to work
if they ad the ability .to p to work in a program, or if they had not .
worked to get into a training program. because all of the training .
programs for handicapped people were in one place in the county and
that was only on several bus lines.

Together we started discovering the solutions. The county board
'had become.slowly individually_aware. I think that has had the laggest
changes. The different board members and their staffs have all become
aware of some of these problems. They learned that there are targeted
job tax credits, that employers can get tax credits to employ disabled
people. So now the pvate sector is starting to t'ke over a lot 9f those
job§ and.starting to hire the people that were not finding jobs. 'They
are also findin that Congress has extended the tax write-off forl
removing aye-,1* ctural barriers and there is starting to be interest in
that. Empkvers and businesses in the county are starting to make
inquiry into where they can zet the information for the tax credits so
that they can lake advantage 6f the credit program that they really had
no interest in anaihad no awareness of in the first 3 years of that
program. So there really have been some very good improvements
that are just starting to happen.

Now there are disaWed people at most of the county board meetings
who are starting to Lige the county processes, and that is what I see the
U.S. Commission on Civil Rights will be able to do in your
identification of some of these key problem areas facing citizens with
disabilities.

Yesterday the EEO person from American Telephone and Tele-
graph was here explaining some of their personnel policies. I thought it
was very good that he mentioned that there should be a resource bank,
when in fact the telephone was originally discovered as a device for
the deaf. There are a lot of examples of disabled people using devices,
individually making the environment better for everyone.

The 36 million disabled people is a figure that we can all support no
matter how many censusesit will take several generations to count
all those people because of all the envirOnmental barriers that keep
people from being part of the mainstream.

I would like twleave the rest of my time for questions because I do
think that this, group has left a lot of things in the air with the several
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standards of architecture being added to all 'these issues before the
Commission.

)1,

CHAIRMAN FLEMMING. Thank you very, very much. We appreciate
your contribution.

Commissioner Saltzman?
COMMISSIONER SALTZMAN. Mr. Mace, in your paper you made

reference to studies showing that the construction cost to make
facilities accessible to all sometimes can be accomplished without
significant increase or sometimes even at less cost. Do you have those
studies that you made reference to, or do you know what they are?

MR. MACE. 'Yes.

--COMMISSIONER SALTZMAN. Can they be furnished for -the record?
MR. MACE. Yes, they can.
[This information is on file at the Commission. Dave M. O'Neill,

"Discrimination Against Handicapped Persons?The Costs, Eltnefits
and Economic Impact of Implementing Section 504 of the Rehabilita-
tion Act of 1973," May 1977 (prepared under contract for the Office
for Civil Rights). Ronald I. Mace,-"Accessibility Modification, Coit
Analysis," 1976. U.S., Department of Housing and Urban Develop-
ment, "Estimated Cost of Accessible Building." 0.S., Department of
Housing and Urban Development, "Cost-Benefit Analysis of Accessi-
bility."]

COMMISSIONER SALTZMAN. One of yotiI'm not suremade
reference to other studies that HUD is making at the present time.

MS. MILNER. Well, HUD has funded several research projects in the
area of serving the handicapped, the ANSI standard being the most
significant, and from the ANSI standard project a series of six different
publications have been distributed on different technical taspects. Some
of them are related to the cost of accessible designs. Some are related
to specific requirements of different disability groups.

COMMISSIONER SALTZMAN. Are those available?
MS. MILNER. Yes.

COMMISSIONER SALTZMAN. Coultl those studies, Mr. Chaiiman, be
entered into the record relative to cost projections for accessibility?

MS. MILNER. An additional HUD study that you might be interested
in is one that is related to public housing, integrating the handicapped
in public housing. I can make that available, too.

COMMISSIONER SALTZMAN. Fine.

CHAIRMAN FLEMMING. We will have the studies made available and
the summaries can be inserted in the record at this particular point.

[See U.S., Department of Housing and Urban Development, "Study
and Evaluation of Integrating the Handicapped in HUD Housing,"
May 19773
- CHAIRMAN FLEMMINt Commissioner Horn?

3 () 3
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VICE CHAIRMAN HORN. Mention has been made of the competing
standards which we have from Federal agencies. We have GSA,
HEW, Postal Service. We have , the new standard issued by a
voluntary group, the ANSI standard.

Usually in an organization when you have line agencies such as
HUD, which apparently favors the one national standard opposing
another line agency or a staff agency such as GSA hat disagrees and
that sort of strange collection knbwn as the Pos ervice, these issues
escalate within the organization'to the Office of the President or the
staff agencies that represent the President, OMB, White House
Domestic Policy staff, etc. To your knowledge, was the Federal
Governeent unable to get along with any standard which then
escalated to the Executive Office of the President or OMB for
resolution?

Ms. WALTERS. The enabling legislation, the Architectural Barriers
Act of 1968 as amended, does not require that we all have the same
standard. It specifically permits four separate standard-setting agen-
cies, simply requiring that we all consult with the Department of
Health, Education, and Welfare in the prescription of those standards.
Thai consultation presumably is to ensure that there is some appropri-
ate level of nniformity.

-

VICE CHAIRMAN HORN. Does the act require you to have separate
standards?

Ms. WALTERS. It doesn't require that
VICE CHAIRMAN HORN. It permits you.
Ms. WALTERS. It simply requires each of those agencies to prescribe

a standard. ,
,

VICE CHAIRMAN HORN. Well, yes, but it just seems to meas an
q§ecutive of an organization, if I had that situation, you would all be
around the table prettY. fast and we would be trying to see if we
couldn't work out some common ground.

Ms. WALTERS. Well, the Department of Defense is responsible for
establishing or prescribing the standard with respect to military
facilities, the Postal Service with respect to postal facilities, the
Department of Housing and Urban Development with respect to
certain residential facilities that are funded under some of their ,
programs, and the General Services Administration for all other
facilities that are subject to the Architectural Barriers Act.

VICE CHAIRMAN HORN. But what do you think of the argument that
is made that Federal agencies should have adopted as, at least, the
preamble and basis from which to develop specific applications the

I\acceptance of this new 1980 standard of the American National
Standards Institute? Is that not a feasible and reasonable position to
take?
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MS. WALTERS. I have no quarrel with the concept of a uniform
baseline standard, but there are certain discrete things that happen in a
wide range of facilities that would require varying levels of accessibili-
ty. It is not uncommon in all sorts of building codes to have a baseline
standard and then, based on different occupancy classifications;vary
the requirement.

VICE CHAIRMAN HORN. Well, I understand that, but you do agree
that it would notit would be unwise to have a baseline standard and
then if there were a certain uniqueness specialization, to have
particular applications, that at least people would have that base upon
which to rely.

MS. WALTERS. There is no quarrel with the concept of a4aniform
baseline standard.

VICE CHAIRMAN HORN. But do the GSA standards incorporate this
new standard as a baseline standard? They don't, as I understand the
testimony.

MS. WALTERS. To the 'greatest extent possible, the GSA standard
uses the 1979 draft version of the new ANSI standard. That was the
latest draft available. It uses most of the technical data as the basis for
the new standard. But it does completely reformat the document.

VICE CHAIRMAN HORN. Mr. Mace, have you had a chance to set up
some sort of a matrix and analyze the base standard in terms of the
specific applications that GSA, HEW, the Postal Service, etc., are
now applying, and; if you have, do you see' any cost differential in
those specific applications? In other words, let's,put it in tams of the
handicapped: Is it saving money for governmeja to have these
specialized agency standards antl, therefore, depriving the handi-
capped of access, or do we really know? Has any body analyzed' that?

MR. MACE. No, it is not saving anybody money for these agencies to
have different standards. I can give youthey seem harmless when
you look at each one, but I can give you a specific example beyause
accessibility standards are very specific. We are talking about inches,
fractions of inches in the technical specifications, not in the applica-
tiong of them, how you apply them to buildings.

Take, for example, the r9quirement for a simple lavatory in a toilet
room. If one agency says it las to have 29 inches clearance underneath
and that the rim height above the floor has to be 34, you have a
tolerance of 5 inches there, and that has been researched, for example,
in the ANSI research project to know that the manufacturers of those
projects make a unit that will fit, as a standard product on the market,
that will fit within those tolerances. -

Then somebody in one of the agencies in their divine wum
decides that they are going to make it 30 inches and 33 inches bause
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they think that might be better. What they have done is eliminate h lf
of the products that are on the market that fit within that toleranc

So then a manufacturer, in order to furnish a fixture that will be
acceptable within that agency's facilities, has to manyacture an
elevent that is special in order to fit that standard, and that is an extra
cost item. The industry will respond to that. They will put it on the
market at extra cost. And, yes, it costs the taxpayers extra money; if
you want to look at it from that standpoint.

It also--
VICE CHAIRMAN HORN. But it is a self-inflicted wound, is what yon

are saying.
M1. MACE. Yes. And it alsoand it is done innocently and

inadvertently by someone thinking they have done a better thing by
changing the standard to something that they thinkwithout the basis
of research and the consensurof opinion of manufacturers and others
who have really looking into it in very minute detail.

And then the other cost -issue that is there isand 'one that affects
the attitudes _of those who create bur environment-7are the differing
standards and delays that it causes to a practifi ner, for example. I
think those affect disabled people in a very impo t way.

If the industry out there is trying to doa d, unive sally in going
around the country and working with them, I have hearainustry and
private enterprise say, "Please, for God's sake; decide oxide and for all
.what you want and we will produce it." In our society, mass
production is used to keep costs down and We have uniformity for that
reason. The thing that turns industry against the whole idea of
accessibility and lhat generates tile complItints of, k`My God, look at,,,

. the cost you're giving me," is the special item plus the time that it takes '
someone out there in the field to ..figure out whio.sh one of these
standards should be used. "This agency is saying that but my.local
building,code is saying I have to do this, and they both say they have
jurisdiction." That time is lost time and that is expensive time for
industry. So they say, "Look at those handicapped people that are out
there demanding these regulations. I'm overregulated. rm up to my
necksin regulations."

We did a project last year with private enterprise for the Compli:
ance Board to get to the executives in the major industries across the
country. It was 100 percent ynanimous, "Please give us a single
standard that all the agencies follow and we will reduce costs and we
will get uniform accessibility."

VICE CHAIRMAN HORN. On page 8 of your paper you refer to
section 504. Are you aware of any exemptions that have been granted
in federally funded programs. where they do not have to come under
504, in terms of architectural barriers?
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MR. MACE. Section 504 is very loose in its requirement for
architectural accessibility in tbat it ,§ays modifications madethis is
HEW's regulationmodifications made to achieve program access
should follow.the 1961 ANSI or other [standard] that will assure an
equal degree of accessibility.

VICE CHAIRMAN HORN. Is QSA aware of any exceptions made
where certain %federally funded programs do not have to follow 504?

MS. WALTERS. I am not personally aware of any.
VICE CHAIRMAN HORN. You are not. Because I had-heard, and

didn't quite catch it, that there was some testimony that LEAA,
Federal Bureau of Prisons, was exempt. I just wonder if that was a
mistake or what.

CHAIRMAN FLEMMING. Our problem there is that many of the
agencies have not

N/CE CHAIRMAN HORN. Issued the regulations.
CHAIRMAN FLEMMING. issued regulations yet, so we don't'know.
MR. MACE. And as their regulations arethe others are not out yet,

most of them. I didn't mention earlier that some of the agencies
coming out with their 504 regulations are also proposing whole new
standards for accessibility under 504.

VICE CHAIRMAN HORN. One last question, now. This ANSI
standard, which would b used by most of American industry, would
it, in their buildings? Or ould it be mostly in governmentally imposed
building codes?

MR. MACE. it was before. When the first one came out, it was billed
as the national standard for apcessibility and it was pretty much
universally adopted. It would be adopted now by industry and by
States if they knew that that was the one that the Federal agencies
were going to--

VICE CHAIRMAN HORN. Well, what I would like to elicit from you
is a sort of "yes" or "no" answer. Does this meah that ih the new 1980
ANSI standard the private sector of the American economy and those
who follow it might be afiead\d- behind the various Federal agency
standards that are being promulgated in teems of access for the
handicapped? "

MR. MACE. Ahead or behind?
VICE CHAIRMAN HORN. Yes.
MR. MACE. What do you mean?
VICE CHAIRMAN HORN. In the sense of which,standard, from the

standpoint of the handicapped concerns, is better to be followed? Do
we have the anomaly here that the private sector would actually be
ahead of 8A, HEW, and the Postal Service if they followed the new
1980 ver on, or have the Federal agencies thought more carefully
about pro ecting the needs of the handicapped?
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MR. MACE. The Federal agencies have not more carefully consid-
ered the needs of the handicapped. They have considered their
obligations under the law and they have made efforts to comply with
those.

Private industry was involved in the ANSI 'standard developQnt.
Every sector of it was represented in technical matters in developing
that standard. I would say, yes, industry is universally behind that
voluntary standard rather than having multiple agency technical
regulations.

VICE CHAIRMAN HORN. Does GSA differ with that as an agency
position, or would you be in a position to tell it's?

MS. WALTERS. You mean as to the superiority of any--
VICE CHAIRMAN HORN. Superiority in terms of access, for the

handicappeddoes following the 1980 AISI standard as revisesl, now
issued, provide greater access in general than do the separate, more
detailed agency standards, which are being promulgated b'y your
agency, HEW, Postal Service, etc.

MS. WALTERS,. Access to which group of handicapped individuals?
The question becomes extremely complex.

VICE CHAIRMAN UORN. Okay.'Well, physically handicapped.
MS. WALTERS. I don't think that there is any real way that yo can

say that one standard is,better or worse than another excep a very,
very gross sort of way; i.e., obviously, the 1961 version of the ANSI
standard is generally recognized as unacceptable and anything that
goes beyond that is better, but is the 1980 version of 'the ANSI
standard better than the North Carolina State Code? That is--

VICE CHAIRMAN HORN. Well, that is what I am after.
MS. WALTERS. There is no real sort of objective instrument for

saying that. And it could depend, too, on which type of physical
disability you are talking about providing assistance---

VICE CHAIRMAN HORN. Well, this is why I asked my matrix
question earlier. It seems to me nowthat we have this Sort of evolving
confusion here, that it might bi useful if HUD again dipPed into its
pocket, with or without the Easter Seal group, and funded an analysis
of what does the ANSI standard really t9ean by types of handicapped
and subhandicapped in relation to GSA, HEW, Defense, and the
Postal Service? I think that this ought to be laid out so, that the
agencies and the executives of the cOuntry can try to bang some heads
together if we are to avoid another decade of confusion. That is my
concern as an administrator.

I just can't imagine this kind of promulgation of regulatory policy.
They might be right. I don't know if they are right or-wrong. That is
my problem. I don't have a comparison analysis that tells me if they
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are right or wrong. So that is what I am fishing for and I think HUD
ought to fluid that kind of effort. .

CHAIRMAN FLEMMING. I would like to follow up with just one
question addressed 'to Ms. Walters. It goes back to Commissioner
Horn's earlier question. .1v

To the best of your knowledge, has there beerr any meeting at the
White House level, or called by someone at the White House level, of
the appropriate agencies to consider the question of whether or not
Federal agencies should endeavor to conform to this one standard that
has just been promulgated? ,

Ms. WALTERS. As far as I know, no such meeting has been called.
CHAIRMAN FLEMMING. Thank you very much.
Commissioner-Designate Ramirez?
COMMISSIONER-DESIGNATE RAMIREZ. I just have one question. I

found the last discussion very useful.
My question is to the representative for Mr. iliamson, whose

x name escapes mezt the moment. /

VCHAIRMAN FLEMMING. Ms. Milner.
COMMISSIONER-DESIGNATE RAMIREZ. Ms. Milner.
Mr. Mace talked a great deal about the need to train architects to be

sensitive to these needs. He talked about the curriculum in schools of
architecture, etc. I recognize that the standard in itself will be a
powerful force in 4his direction, but I am a little ,h.,, more concerned
about whether in those projects that are cooperative training endeav*
ors between HUD and schools of architecture or urban planningI
don't know the exact nature of those programs, but are we in HUD,
doing anything t o nsure that disabled people themselves are' beinZ:
trained inahose pr rams?

i
Ms. MILNER. That is a very interesting question and I will have to

say I am not aware of ally specific programs for cooperative training
within HUD. I am not a longtime HUD employee so it is quite possible
within that vast Department there are some such programs that .
haven't come to my attention. .

But within our program in the Office of Independent Living perhaps
you are referring to our technical assistance projects, in which we do
indeed ensure that consumers, disabled people, are active participants
in all our technical assistance projects and indeed encourage consumer
ISarticipation in our pommunity development-funded projects and
other programs. We do encourage it and do try to provide assistance
to disabled people. In fact, one of the main purposes of our office is to
provide inforrpation, resources, and technical assistance to disabled
people in orOr that they-can help themselves.

CHAIRM4N FLEMMING. Commissioner-Designate Ruckelshaus?
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COMMISSIONER-DESIGNATE RUCKLESHAUS. I Was very interested,
Mr. Macein your summing up you raise two issues. I think we can
-agree that having a uniform standard would be desirable, althOugh it
seems to be very difficult to arrive at such a standard. And eveKat the'
end, when you outlined how desirable it is, there are quite a few ..
exbeptions and annotations. We are talking, I guess, about a very
baseline sort of onegeneral statdard to which all kinds of exceptions
and specifications canhe added.

But would it necessarily be true that different standards would be
less? 'Couldn't you have several standards? Apart from the issue of
confusion and desiring to have one national standard, could you have
several standards which answered the same needs, that advanced
accessibility?

MR. MACE. You mean, different--
COMMISSIONER-DESIGNATE RUCKELSHAUS. I thought the thrust of

your paper came down mostly on ',the proposition that the national
standard was lost. Was there also accessibility advancement that was
lost?

MR. MACE. Yes. Yes, very definitely, in 'the new ones that are
coming out. The research for developing those technical spedifications
Was very thorough. It tested disabled peoplek It tried them for reach
rangesoi approach to equipment in buildings. It tried them opening
doors and transferring onto toilet stalls and found those designs that
were optimum for those individuals.

149W, in the standards that aft develotied following that, they are
developed very much the way ours was and the Nva57 many others are,
with Rnot based on any-kind of empirical testing in a systematic way.

Th ( Compliance Board ri ht n6i, is working on developing its
Feder 1 guidelines for standar s, and it is being dOne by a committee
with people sitting around and saying, "Well, I like 30 inches," and "I
think 28 is good," so "Why on't we empromise and make if 29?"
Now, that is not any,kipd of systematic development of a-standard.
is all based on opinion and it is arbitrary.

To'that extent, yes, we have lost a great deal bf accessibility in the
standards that are proposed right now by GSA and the Postal Service
and the Compliance Board.

COMMISSIONER-DESIGNATE RUgKLESHAUS, Let me ak Ms. Wal-
ters, then: Is tilt in fact how the standards were arrived at .at GSA?
Was industry consulted and wa.5.the client group involved in-drawing
up of

MS. WALTERS: No. The, standad we're not develtped bY commit-
tee. *

'

COMMISSIONER-DESIGNAlt RUCKLESHAUS. -How were _they devel-
oped?
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MS. WALTERS. We h#Peoin organization that is the Criteria and
,Resear6 ranch that generates specifications for our design and
construc n program. They were developed within that unit, again
using the 1979 draft of the ANSI standard-as a basis for then:technical
data.

You have tO remember the .Gerieral Services Administration has a
representative to the A117 committee and it, by the way, has been the
same voting representative for the entire 6-year process of developing
those standards. I was a member of the code advisory panel which
assisted in the development of those standards. So we have had access
to the-state of the art report, the research, etc., etc., that was done in
the development of the ANSI standard. --

COMMISSIONER-DESIGNATE RUCKELSHAUS. Why did GSA get out

of that?
MS: WALTERS. You mean why are we not fully supporting

adoption--
COMMISSIONER-DESIGNATE RUCKLESHAUS. Yes. You were part of

the process--
MS. WALTERS. And we are still a member of the A117 committee. It

simply is that we voted negatively on most of the ballots for the
standard.

COMM1SSIONER-DESIGNATE RUCKLESHAUS. For what reason?
MS: WALTERS. The chief' reason is that, in our opinion, the format of

the proposed new standard, at least with respect to the '79 draftand I
keep saying that because as far as I know nobody has seen what is
going to be published todayat least with respect to that '79 draft, the
document is so heavily cross referenced as to wake it extremely
difficult to use.. Now, I an-, also a' registered architect, and I have
worked in the private sector, and I have designed buildings. I sat down
and tried to figure out how to find out some information that I would
need ,using that '79 draft. I placed myself not in tin position a the
architect, but n the position of the draftsman who is sitting at the
board turning out the working drawings, which is where all the details
for this happen. I had trouble finding the information that I needed to
put int6 the drawings. It is highly unlikely that if I am having trouble
finding it that a draftsman is going to spend the necessary time flipping
through foqr and five different cross references to find all the
information that is needed.

COMMISSIONER-DESIGNATE RUCKELSHAUS. Yoty,,, objections were
questions of forinat Ad not technical specifications?

MS. WALTERS. For tte most patt it was probably format. We do
-have some question with some small parts of the technical require-
ments and, in fact, the validity of the research that was used in
developing---/
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COMMISSIONER-DESIGNATE RUCKLESHAUS. Was any attention giv-
en to the, other departments that dropped out of that consultation
process or at least didn't go along ,to the enddid any of those
agencies work together to develop standards? I wonder why there
couldn't have been at least fewer standards iSsued by having those
groups that couldn't accept the ANSI standard agree to accept one
other standard.

Ms. WALTERS. Well, at the Federal level, the largest possible
number of standarch that you are going- to have issued that have any
bearing with respect to the Architectural Barriers At4t is four: Defense,
Postal Service, HUD, and the General Services Administration. That
is it. There are only four standards-setting agencia

COMMISIONER-DESIGNATE RUCKESLSHAUS. Well, they are All
making their own standards, though,

WALTERS. Well, apparently Congress had. some reasons for
deMgnating that number of agencies in the first place, the basic reason
being the distinct differ6nces between the mission of the Department
of Defense, the Postal Service, and the residential aspects of HUD's
mandate. Those are three obviously distinct and discrete t9pes of
facilities, aside, too, from the fact that the Postal Service is quasi-
Federal. The General Services Administration prescribes the standard
that is applicable to all other facilities subject to the Architectural
Barriers Act.

COMMISSIONER-DESIGNATE RUCKLESHAUS. I assumed that all those
other departments went through committee meetings and hearings and
consultations with the same ,editl in mind, to advance the, accessiblity
and to develop format, and it just.seemed--

Ms. WALTERS. At 'the least, everybody has to consult with the
Departmenttftlealth, Education, and Welfare.

COMMISSIONER-DESIGNATE RUCKLESHAUS. But you didn't consult
with one another.

MS. WALTERS. Well, I was not personally involved in the standards
development process. I know that we consulted with the Departrent
of Health, Education, and Welfare and with staff of the Arehitedtural
Transportation Barriers Compliance Board. Whether there was any
communication between GSA and the Postal Service in the develop-
ment, that I can't say.

CHAIRMAN FLEMMING. Just following up on that, will you have any
obligation to confrom to the Compliance Board guidelin s when .they
are issued?

Ms. WALTERS. Very interesting question. What do you do when
you are caught between a rock and a hard place?

CHAIRMAN FLEMMING. If it is an unresolved issue, just say so.
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MS. WALTERS Well, let me put it this way: GSA, for legal purposes,
is still using the old 1961 version of the ANSI standard. All we did was

come out with a notice of proposed rulemaking that kicked Up
sufficient flak.

CHAIRMAN FLEMMING. That's right. You have not issued a notice of

final rulemaking.
Ms. WALTERS. That's right.
CHAIRMAN FLEMMING. Now you are on notice that the dmpliance

Board is going to put out guidelines in July, I gather from the
testimony, and I gather the question of what impact those guidelines
would have on your standards is possibly an unresolved issue yet.

Ms. WALTERS. Yes. It_gets really kind of muddled. I mean, ATBCB
is supposed to establish the minimum guidelines-that are to be used in
the development of 'standards to be prescribed pursuant to the
Architectural Barriers Act. The Architeotural Barriers:Act requires
that we consult with the Department of Health, Education, and-
Welfare. -Wellwe have been. working with bot f them in the
development of the document. Maybe it will turn out that the two of
them can duke it out and we will go with whoever survives. I don't
know.

CHAIRMAN FLEM,MING. Commissioner-Designate Berry?
COaMISSIONER-DESIGNATE BERRY. I have one quick question.
DO you think, Mr. Mace, that before HUD spends some more .of its

nioney in funding another study that we might clarify and get some
agreement on the notion that there will be some' general standard that
agencies will use rather than funding another study and then finding
out that they still don't have to use the same one? Do you think that
would be helpful' for us to recommend?

MR. MACE. I absolutely agree that there needs to be something that
says there will be one and that thete will bet no further argument About

,it.
One other thing I did want to add to that is that, while it is true ihat

authority for standards making was appropriately given to different
agencies in construction issues for other reasonP,(different tyries of
facilities anc( so forth), this is an iSsue that cuts across that. It affects
people and i is designed for people, and why, can you tell me, should
a toilet in one agency's facilities be different than a toilet in another
one? So I think that bursts the argument that there should be different
statVards-making authority for accessiblity for disabled people/

VICE CHAIRMAN HORN. I think I ought to say, if my colleague is

picking that up from My comment, you misinterpreted my comment. I

did not suggest HUD fund another standards study. What I suggested
HUD do js get a matrix comparison of your ANSI study plus the
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various governmental studies and see if we Can't find out where the
differences are and how then they could be resolved.

Now, personally I think the executive branch ought to be doing
things like that within the executive branch. But if the only way you
can get itigione is to have one leaf1 agency do it, that- is what the
suggestion was.

MR. MACE. I might suggest that thematrix study that would be
proposed look *at the research that was used for developing the
specifics of each (If the standards that is proposed. ANSI has a rather
extensive research agenda for developing those. When thoSe things are
changed, it really is significant to look at w,liat was done in order to
make that decision to change it and whether comumer groups Were
consulted in making those changes.

MS. WALTERS. Could I interject something here since everyone
seems to be focusing bn the ope standard, one focal point issue. There
is a piece of legisration, S. 2080, the Public Buildings Act of 1979,
which contains new language whieb wmild vest the Architectural
Transportation Barders Compliance Board as the focal point for the
development of a single standard, or at least to the extent that the'
standard-setting agencies would have to hai,e "their approval befek,
piomulgating a standard;- and that would clearly put the monkey OPone agency' back.

s a
CHAIRMAN FLEMMING. IS thV pgitding?
MS. WALTERS. Pending. There are other activities taking place that

are parallel to that, but I can't discuss the contents of the draft reports.
'CHAIRMAN FLEMMING. Welt, may I express to each member of the

panel our deep appreciation for contributing in this way to obviously a
complex problem. It has been,very, very helpful and we are very
grateful to you.

1
[Applause.],
CHAIRMAN FLEMMING. I Will ask the members of 'the nexk panel to

take their places very quickly.

Transportation and the Handicapped
CHAIRMAN FLEMMING. Transpcirtation and the Handicapped. The

first presentation will be made by Mr. Dennis M: Cannon who is the
founder of Synergy Consulting Services of Northbridge, California.He is a nationally known consultant on transportation matters
affecting handicapped individuals. He founded Synergy Consulting
Services, which provides a broad range of consulting .§ervices,
including rehabilitation programs, awareness training programs,, and
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planning methodologies to" imPlement the country's first fully accessi-
ble all-bus transit system.

Mr. Cannon is active in many national, State, and local advocacy
organizations for the handicapped. He will summarize his paper on
transportation barriers' and the handicapped, which is etititled, "A
Funny Thing Happened on the Way to the Bus Stop."

Mr. Cannon, we are delighted to have you with us.

A FUNNY THING HAPPENED ON THE WAY
TO THE BUS STOP: TRANSPORTATION

AND THE HANDICAPPED

by Dennis M. Cannon,

In 1954, with the landmark Supreme Court decision, Brown v. Board
of Education, many people assumed that full integration of public
educatiop was just around the corner. Similarly, in 1970, when section
16 was added to the Urban Mass Transportation Act of i964, mhny -
disabled individuals kelieved that public transportation (which their
taxes had helped pay for) would finally be available to them. Again, in
1977 when Secretary Joseph Califano signed the HEW 504 regulation,
disabled people hailed the event as their emancipation and expected
doors to open and curbs to fall virtually overnight. Obviously, none of
these events has occurred.

Barriers to the participation of black people in society are primarily
institutional, educational, and economic. Barriers to the participation
of disabled people include all these, plus the additional barriers
presented by the physical environment. Because physical barriers
appear to be a "natural" part of the environment (rather than existing
because of overt oppression) and because removing them is perceived
as costly, opponents have tended to focus on the "low cost-effective-
ness" of barriei removal as the excuse for maintaining the institutional,
economit, and attitudinal barriers to the participation of disabled
people in the mainstream of American society.

In transportation, discrimination against disabled people has two
aspects: first, the presence cs.f physical barriers, such as steps on buses
and lack of elevators in subways; and second, in those cases where
some service is available to disabled individuals, the provision of a
much lower level of service than that provided to the general public.
(The question of "separate but equal" is not yet relevant, since no

Dennis M. Cannon is president. Synergy Consulting Services. Northridge. California.
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separate service provided so far has been even remotely equal.) The
, lack of usable public transportation like all forms of oppression and
discrimination always do, has had a profound effect on the lives of
disabled people. It has, in fact, affected every aspect of our lives,
including our ability to receive an adequate education, seek and hold a
meaningful job, to participate in the fundamental process of a
democratic society, to vote in an election, and indications are that this
lack of mobility has taken a heavy psychological toll.

Citation of section 504 indeed marked the first court victories
regarding inaccessible public transportation. However, section 504's
success may also prove to be its downfall, as there is now a concerted_
effort from many sides to weaken or- even overturn this important
piece of legislation.

section 504 was the catalyst which sparked the Department of
Transportation to move from a weak planning regulation that was not
quantifiable, to a strong one requiring transit agencies to provide
meaningful service to disabled people. For all its other weaknesses, the
DOT regulation does overcome many of the inadequacies of the "local
option" system it replaced by establishing easily-monitored national
guidelines. Of course, the proponents Of local option are not happy to
lose their option of substituting a meaningless, symbolic feature such as
door-to-door service, for the provision of a level of service to meet the
real transit needs of disabled people. Again, the specter of "exbrbitant"
costs has been raised to defeat the regulation, and an impressive
battery of highly sophistichted, technical, and easily misunderstood
information has been assembled against it. It is doubtful that disabled
citizens can muster the resources needed to meet this onslaught.

The principal force in this fight against the participation of disabled
people in society is the powerful, multibillion dollar transit industry

. represented by the American Public Transit Association ,(APTA), a
lobby group funded primarily by dues'from its members. For the most
part APTA's members are public transit agencies across the country;
well over 60 percent of the funas used to pay their membership dues
comes from public moniestaxes. Some of tbese taxes are collected
from disabled taxpayers. Thus APTA is a publicly-funded body with
no public accountability that consistently lobbies for laws that will
allow them to discriminate against people solely on the basis of
handicap.

The Legal Mandate ,

Very few factors are as important to participation in society as is the
ability to move about the environment. Even with enormous advances
in' telecommunications it is still absolutely vital for individuals to
trayel. This need affects all aspects of life, and, except in very rare
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instances, it is vital to securing a quality education, gaining meaningful
employment, and participating in the social and cultural aspects of
everyday living.

The basis of the right to travel cannot be found in any specific
statute. In constitutional law it has been viewed as stemming from the
privileges and immunities clause, the commerce clause, the 1st

amendment freedom of speech and association clause, and the due
process clauses of the 5th and 14th amendments. In fact, as the authors
of the Equal Access to Public Transportation: the Disabled and the
Elderly report, "The judicial development of the right to travel thus
reveals that sources for the various aspects of the right are to be found
scattered thQgkout the Constitution and that the right is considered
to be such an ordinary incident of life in a free society that it emanates
from the Constitution as a whole" (Equal Acce&s, p. 51).

Securing the right to travel, however, means much more than
simply allowing people to move about the environment. Governmen-
tal entities have come 'to recognize that travel is such an important
aspect of life that they have an obligation to meet citizens' basic needs,
especially those who cannot afford to own or operate private
automobiles. This obligation has been reflected in an increasing
governMental role in the provision of public transportation services
throughout the countiy. In 1964, by passing the Urban Mass
Transportation Assistance Act, Congress created within the Depart-
ment of Transportation (DOT) the Urban Mass Transportation
Administration (UMTA), an agency charged with administering what
has become a multibillion dollar program to assist the Nation's cities to
establish and operate effective public transportation syitems.

In 1968, with the passage of the Architectural Barriers Act, P.L. 90
480, Congress established the Orinciple that fixed facilities, such as
buildings, constructed or leased by the Federal Government must be
accessible to disabled people. While the act did not specifically refer to
fixed-guideway transit systems, court decisions subsequently extended
it to covet the Washington Metropolitan Area Transit Authority
subway in Washington, D.C. In 1970, when it amended the UMT Act
by inserting section 16(a), Congress took note of the deficiencies of
public transit systems in meeting the needs of handicapped individuals.
This section states that it is "the national policy that elderly and
handicapped persons have the same right as other persons to utilize
mass transportation facilities and services; that special efforts shall be
made in the planning and design of mass transportation facilities and
services so that the availa:bility to elderly and handicapped persons of
mass transportation which they can effectively utilize will be as-
sured. . ." (Emphasis added.) In proposing this amendment the
'author, Representative Mario Biaggi, took note of the provisions of PL
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90-480 when he said that ". . .[section 16] would extend this access
policy to mass transportation systems that are federally-supported so
that such barriers to travel can be removed at the. piogram's
inception. . ." (116 Cong. Rec. 34180, quoted in Equal Access).

Unfortunately, section 16 had very little effect on the provision of
meaningful service to disabled people and, in fact, until regulations
were adopted 6 years later, UMTA and the transit industry (Primarily
APTA), continued to debate the meaning of "special efforts" and to
what class of disabled individuals the law referred. Even though
section 16(d) defines handicapped as any individual who by reason of
illness, injury, age, is unable to effectively utilize mass transit facilities,
UMTA attempted to argue that the law really only covered "ambula-
tory" and "semiambulatory" people, that is, those who -could presently
use public transit but with some difficulty. This category did not
include, in UMTA's view, anyone who used a wheelchair. It was
apparently assumed that such individuals Would be "cared for" by
social service agencies who would be assisted in purchasing accessible
vehicles through provisions of section 16(b)(2) of the act.

In 1973, in passing legislation to make money from the highway
trust fund available for mass transit projects, Congress sought to adopt
a provision similar to section 16(a) but with stricter language to clarify
its intent. Thus, section 165(b) of P.L. 93-87 of the Federal Aid to
Highways Act (FAH) of 1973, states that projects receiving Federal
funds under these provisions ". . . Shall be planned and designed so
that mass transportation facilities, and services can effectively be utilized
by elderly and handicapped persons. . . ." (emphasis added), rather
than the earlier language which stated only that special effort should be
made to assure that some service that handicapped people could utilize
would be available. Surprisingly (or perhaps not surprisingly at all),
UMTA proceeded to argue in a number of court cases that, in spite of
Congressional Record evidence to the contrary, rather than being an
attempt by Congress to clarify its intent, the change in language
proved that Congress intended something different in section 165(b) of
P.L. 93-87 than it had in 16(a) of the UMT Act of 1964.

In 1975, noting the lack of progress by UMTA in implementing
meaningful service to handicapped people, Congress adopted section
315 of the Department of Transportation Appropriations Act, P.L. 93-

- 391, which stated that "none of the funds provided under this Act shall
be available for the purchase of passenger rail or subway
cars. . .motor buses or. . .construction of related facilities unless such
cars, -buses and facilities are designed to meet the mass transportation
needs of the elderly and the handicapped" (Equal Access, p. 21).
Unfortunately, this section referred only to the 1975 appropriation.
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virtually all of which was for systems already coMpleted or in the final
construction phases, so it had little or no real effect.

At the same time that section 165(b) was being proposed for Pl.
93-87, the Rehabilitation Act of 1973 (P.L. 93-112) was passed.
section 504 of this act is generally regarded as the "civil rights" act for
handicapped people. section 504 contains a broad prohibition against
discrimination in projects receiving Federal financial assistance, and it
was the basis for pie first real victories in the courts in achieving
meaningful public transportation for disabled people. Coupled with
Executive Order 11914, it led to the promulgation of the DOT's
regulation implementing nondiscrimination in federally funded trans-

tgi,portation projec ronically, during this period, in which UMTA and
DOT were seekin to prevent thern implementation of congressional .
mandates for nondiscrimination, DOT was headed by William Cole-
man, one of the chief attorneys on behalf of the plaintiffs before the
Supreme Court in Brown v. Board of Education.

The Regulatory BaCkground
On April 30, 1976, UMTA published regulations clarifying the

meaning of "special efforts" as specified in section 16(a) of the UMT
Act of 1964. This regulation did not include either ,a general
requirement for accessibility or the specification of any particular
service level in specialized services. Its focus was on "planning" to
provide some level of service. The first annual element of the
transportation improvement program (TIP) filed by transit agencies
after September 30, 1976, was to include "projects or project
elements" designed to meet the transportation needs of a "significant
portion" of the handicapped population. The first annual element of
the TIP filed after September 30, 1977, was then to show "significant
progress" in the implementation of those planned project's.

UMTA did provide some guidance as to what ,constituted accept-
able projects, but these guidelines were not intended to provide
minimum standards or requirements for the provision of service. The

expend a dollar amount equal to 5 percent o the section 5 allocation
three examples were: (1) the provision anof ce which would

for the urban area; (2) the purchase of only wheelchair-accessible,
new, fixed-route buses until 50 percent of the fleet was accessible or
the provision of an alternative service with comparable service levels;
oP (3) the provision of a transit system of any design which would
ensure each handicapped individual in the area 10 round trips per
week.

Though never intended as minimal requirements or stand rds, many
transit agencies adopted one of these examples in sub antially the
form it appears in the regulation. One of the most popular was to use
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the so-called "5 percent test," which consisted of adding up the cost
incurred in providing any kind of transit service that could be
attributed in any way to service for disabled individuals. Since many
specialized services are extremely expensive, the 5 percent test could
be met fairly easily, even though the level of service was inadequate to
provide transportation to more than a handful of people.

Other transit agencies were more creative in their interpretation. In
briefs filed in Michigan Paralyzed Veterans of America v. Coleman, the
defenda4 Southeastern Michigan Transportation Author.ty, argued
to include the cost of providing bus shelters, since t ey were
"wheelchair accessible," even though the agency did not pro'e any
accessible fixed-route service for which these shelters would be of
benefit. Similarly, the New York Metropolitan Transit Authority had
sought for years to implement downtown minibus shuttle service; by
equipping these vehicles with lifts, MTA sought to include the total
capital and operating costs for this service as fulfilling the require-
ments of the regulation, even though it admitted that only a minute
portion of the cost could be attributed to providing any kind of service
to disabled individuals.

A few transit agencies sought to comply with the regulation by
purchasing accessible buses, but the vast majority chose to use the
second clause of example number two, which allowed for the
substitution of a specialized service with "comparable" service levels.
Unfortunately, comparability was never defined, and transit agencies
were able to qualify with services that had highly discriminatory
restrictions. Many such systems allowed trips for only certain
purposes, or operated during restricted hours or for only small
portions of the total service area, or charged fa.,,s anywhere from 2 to
10 times higher than the fares charged able-bodied people using the
primary transit service.

A great deal of discretion in determining "comparability" was given
to the metropolitan planning organization (MPO) and the regional
UMTA office. Thus, Orange County (California) Transit District
(OCTD) qualified for Federal funds simply by submitting a one-page
letter saying OCTD provides an alternative service with comparable
service levels, in spite of the fact that the service operated in only a
small portion of the county, required a 24-hour advance notification,
had a long waiting list for service, and arbitrarily prioritized trip
purposes, effectively prohibiting many disabled individuals from
traveling (Bagstad v. OCTD, Points and Authorities).

Even the relatiyely weak April 30, 1976, planning requirements
have not been uniformly enforced. The reason, in part, stems from the
granting of authority to the,regional UMTA offices, each of which has
made a different interpretation. For example, AC Transit in the San
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Francisco bay area had not, prior to court action, provided any
accessible service nor had it developed plans for providing any. Their
"projects or pr ect elements" designed to provide service consisted of
a "nee dy," even though guidelines issued by UMTA in
Washing n had indicated that such studies were not eligible projects.
Similarly, even though the regulation required including projects in
the TIP after September 30, 1976, and showing substantial progress in
implementing them by September 30, 1977, the Chicago Transit
Authority, as of May 1980, had engaged in only the most cursory
planning efforts and had implemented no service whatsoever. Massa-
chusetts Bay TransiiAuthority has been somewhat less blatant. It has
proposed projects at the appropriate level of funding in each TIP as
required. However, after approval of each grant, it has subsequently
amended the TIP to reduce the level of funding (Hale and Door). The
actions of both Chicago and Boston should havg resulted in a
termination of their Federal funds if the regulation was to have any
meaning at all. Clearly, UMTA had no intention of enforcing even
such weak regulations. In such an atmosphere of blatant disregard of
Congress, then, it is not surprising that UMTA balked at the HEW
guidelines and that the transit community recoiled in horror when they
discovered they could not so easily circumvent the new regulation.

While it took the Department of Transportation almost 6 years to
issue regulations implementing section 16 of the UMT Act, it took
HEW 4 years to issue regulations implementing section 504 of the
Rehabilitation Act of 1973. HEW was further charged by Executive

, Order 11914 with coordinating the issuance of regulations by all other
Federal departments, including DOT, but not until January 1978 did
HEW finally publish guidelines for such regulations.

These guidelines seriously constrained DOT's discretion to permit
"local option," a concept that had permitted transit agencies to
provide discriminatory tokenism as a substitute for meeting the real
transit needs of handicapped Americans. For the first time, DOT was
permitted to defer accessibility only if transit agencies provided a level

,of service generally equivalent to that provided the general public.
Federal agencies were given 90 days to publish draft regulations, with
final regulations due 135 days later, and DOT adopted fmal regulations
in May 1979, 9 years after Representative Biaggi proposed that public
transportation be designed to be effectively utilized by lderly andgt

handicapped people. Almost immediately APTA (using p blic money)
filed suit to overturn those regulations. ,

The DOT 504 regulation does not, however, totally settle the issue
of discrimination. While subpart A generally addressed the concept of
ensuringt that service to disabled people must provide the same
opportunities to participate in society, these provisions are preempted
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by Subpart E, wherever the two parts conflict. Subpart E does require ,/
general accessibility and even incorporates service-level requirements/
for "interim accessible transportation," but establishes a funding limit
which, at national average operating costs, would allow each of t e
Nation's wheelchair users to take 8.5 trips pei year. Clearly, DOT a s es
not yet take seriously the issue of service standards for nondiscri

The Battle in- Court
The slowness with which the Department of Tra portation

implemented section 1,6(a) of the UMT Act of 1964, as $ ended, and
section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973 has had a pr ',found effect
on the legal battles fought in the courts. In some c es, the court
deferred ruling in favor of the plaintiff on the cOnten ion by UMTA
that such regulations were "imminent" when, in fact, they were not. In
other cases, the courts ruled that the plaintiffs had not yet exhausted
administrative remedies under existing or recently issued regulations
and therefore were not entitled to redress in the courts. In addition, in
virtually every case the defendant argued that technology was not
"available," at least in the sense that full-size accessible buses had
never been manufactured in sufficient quantities and/or had not been
proven to be reliable or maintainable in regular fixed-route service.
Imbedded in this debate was the implication that buses are purchased
in a similar manner as the private automobile and selection is made
from models on "the showroom floor." In reality, buses are manufac-
tured to transit agencies' specifications, and neither the transit agencies
nor UMTA had requested bids on such accessible buses.

One of the first cases decided both on the requirements of sections
16 and 504 was Snowden v. Birmingham-Jefferson County Transit

Authority. This case may prove to be the Plessey v. Ferguson of the
disability _transportation rights movement. Here; the court held that
since persons who use wheelchairs were "permitted" to ride county
buses even though they were not physically able to do so independent-
ly, there was no overt discrimination involved. Since accessible buses
were not yet ,"available," it would be unfair, in, the court's opinion, to
deny the transit agency the right to purchase vehicles untiLsuch time
as an accessible bus was developed. This ruling, that section 16 did not
require the funding of only accessible buses, has been cited in all
subsequent cases. Pending a rehearing of this ease, this decision is
likely to perpetuate discrimination in public transportation.

In Vanko v. Finley, the court found that section 504 did not require
that the transportation agency make all its buses accessible to persons
in wheelchairs nor was there a requirement for "immediate" service
comparability. The district court held that the section's antidiscrimina-
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tion intent can be satisfied by "the same substantial good faith progress
in both the planning and implementation of transit programs for the
mobility-handicapped that is sufficient for the purposes of the Urban
Mass Transportation Act of 1964 and the regulations thereunder.
Vague plans for the indefinite future and second rate transit for the
mobility-handicapped will not satisfy the mandate for these federal
laws. . . ." (CBO, p. 89). However, tk transit service in question
(which operates in Cleveland, Ohio and will be discussed later) clearly
currently offers "second rate transit for the mobility-handicapped."

In Bartels v. Biernat, in Milwau,kee, Wisdonsin, the district court held
that section 504 was violated tty operat4 a mass transit system which
was effectively inaccessible to disab1ed*sons, while at the same time
attempting to purchase new inaccessible bilges. /In this case, tDe court
did not require Milwaukee County Transit Authority to purchase
accessible buses, but rather to provide some reasonably comparable
service or to purchase buses with lifts. When Milwaukee County
Transit was unable to design a specialized service whic could be
deemed comparable, it agreed to order lift-equipped buses. ipce that
time, Milwaukee County Transit has instituted a "us r-side s sidy"
program which is still highly discriminatory. It d es, hoWever,
provide an example of the ability of such specialize services to
provide supplemental transportation when keyed to an accessible fixe
route system.

In Lloyd v. Regional Transportation Authority, the Seventh Circuit \
Court of Appeals held for the first tiine in a transit-related case that \
section 504 established an implied private cause of action. The court
also held that section 504 conferred "affirmative rights and that a
private right of action could be implied to vindicate these rights"
cCBO, p. 87). In this case, the regional transit authority was ordered to
fashion relief involving the planning and implementation of some level
of service that was rcughly comparable to the service provided the
general public. Even though this case was decided in 1977, the
Chicago Regional Transportation Authority has yet to implement
transportation for handicapped people.

In Michigan Paralyzed Veterans of America v. Coleman, the court*
found that plaintiffs could bring the act* based on Lloyd but that
factual issues concerning whether the blises were available with a
wheelchair option caused the court to deny the motion for summary
judgment. Here again, the issue was the "availability" of accessible
equipment. This case was decided in 1977, after the Southern
California Rapid Transit District (Los Angeles) in September of 1976
received bids from all three bus manufacturers to produce a lift-
equipped vehicle,.clear proof that such a vehicle was "available" in the
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traditional sense. The courts were apparently using a different
definition of availability for lifts than for Other bus components.

In Atlantis Community. v. Adams, plaintiffs sought to require- the
Denver (Colorado) Regional Transportation District to install lifts on
the "retrofitable" buses they had ordered. The defendants in this case
argued that lifts had not yet been proven in general transit service and
that they were meeting their obligations under the Federal regulations
by providing a specialized door-to-door service. thitortunately, this
service is one of the most discriminatory in the Nation and provides
transportation to only 170 individuals out of a population' Which

benver RTD itself estimates to be 45,000. Ths...caurt found that the
Rehabilitation Act did not specify the duties of Federal officials to
enable the judge to give these officials directions (CBO, p. 90).

Finally, in WaShington Urban League v. Waihington Metropolitan
Area Transit Authority, the court extended the Architectural Barriers
Act, P.L. 90-480, to cover the fixed-facilities and stations of the
Washington, D.C., Metro. Since P.L. 90-480 requires that facilities
that are substantially modified be made accessible, some requirements
of the DOT regulation are actually unnecessary in relation to existing
fixed-route transit systems. Recently, the Architectural and Transpor-
tation Barriers Compliance Boart, under the authority of P.L. 90-480,
has .cited the Chicago Regional Transit Authority for its failure to
provide access to the recently renovated subway stations located
under the State Street mall. This action is expected to have far-
reaching consequences for the remodeling of existing transit stations.

Although Southeastern Community College v. Davis did not relate to
transportation, it did question the duties imposed by section 504 and
the authority of HEW to enfo* the regulations thy it had issued.
The contention that HEW may have exceeded it authority was
extended, in APTA v. Neil Goldschmidt, to question the guidelines
issued pursuant to Executive Order 11914. To date, the judge has
refused to consider many of the aspects-of this case, preferring instead
to defer to Congress, which is expected to debate these issues in th
near future. As a result, APTA has made a concerted attempt to paint
services created under local option in the best light and to downgrade
(and perhaps even to sabotage) services provided under the 504
regulation. APTA is attempting through legislation, then, to circum-
vent nondiscrimination requirements and replace them with legislation
that, would grant local transportation agencies considerable discretion
in the planning of services (including the discretion to do nothing).

Transbus
Part of the original draft DOT 504 regulation was predicated upon

the availability of Transbus by September 30, 1979The failure of this
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vehicle Co materialize played a significant role in DOT'a requiring that
all new buses purchased after July 2, 1979, be equipped with lifts. The
reasons for the demise of Transbus are complex, but in the atmosphere
of overt opposition of the transit industry, aided and abetted by
previous DOT administrations, it is not surprising.

Contrary to popular belief, Transbus never was a bus designed for
elderly and handicapped people. It was, instead, a bus designed for all
pe le, wit' h, almost accidentally, cl ed elderly and handicapped
peo e importance of t as been lost in the continuing
debate ecause in the cam aign to sabotage the project it was more
advantageous for the ind try to make it appear that Transbus was
nothing more than a "symbolic" factor in the prQvision of accessible
transit service. ,

The Transbus project actually began iri 1968 when the National
Academy of Engineering (NAE) undertook a study to determine how
nonrail transit vehicles might be improved to make them more
attractive to a larger percentage of the population. Before this time,
buses had been designed to meet the requirements of manufacturers
and transit maintenance departments,- not passengers. The so-called.
"new look" bus introduced in 1948 by General Motors was not built to
human scale; its doors were too narrow, its steps were too high, and it
did not incorporate sound human,engineering principles. At the
beginning of the Transbus project, the transit bus industry was
dominated by General Motors and its subsidiaries, which had in excess
of 60 percent of the market. In addition, even its competitors used
Allison transmissions and Detroit Diesel engines, both of which are
manufactured by subsidiaries of General Motors. Initially, General
Mgtors' competitors viewed the development of the Transbus as a
method for reintroducing competition intO the bus market and
providing them an opportunity to gain a more equitable share.

The NAE report, which suggested changes in the design of buses to
make them usable by everybody, including small children, pregnant
women, people carrying packages, and, almost as an afterthought,
disabled individuals. culminated in the Transbus project in which the
Federal Government spent $27 million to have the three manufactur-
ers of full-size transit coaches design, build, and test three Transbus
prototypes each.

The key features of the Transbus were its low floor, its single low
step, and a wider door. According to both human factors analyses and
actual experience during the testing, these features contributed to
greater stability of th vehicle and, more important, greater ease with
which-passengers ent ed and exited, plus the ability to use a ramp for

. boarding wheelchairs at curb-side. Under such conditions, the ramp
was far superior to a lift beCause it was faster to operate, needed to be
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operated only once to`board everybody, including people in wheel-
chairs, and was easier to build and maintain than a lift. Since the
majority of disabled individuals do not actualky use wheelchairs, the
low floor and single low step were the most significant accessibility
features incorporated in this vehicle, General Motors itself had earlier
investigated these features and built a prototype bus called RTS, but
later claimed that in discussions with transit operatdh it had deter:
mined there was no market for such a vehicld. (Significantly, General
Motors never discussed these features with passengers.)

In these earlier phases, transit agencies had expressed concern over
the ground clearance, especially on hilly streets. Early industry fears
were that the vehicle would not only scrape its undercarriage, but its
low extended front end would "snowplow." To 'resolve some of these
early difficulties, UMTA used the APTA bus technology committee
extensively in reviewing early Transbus specifications. According to
committee meeting minutes, virtually all these problems were eliminat-
ed in the specifications and, in fact, the prototype Transbus had better
ground clearance than the General Motors' "new look" bus, which
was used for comparison purposes (Transbus Report - Booz-Allen).

Then in 1975 events took a strange twist. In spring of that year,
APTA officials began reraising the same questions that the bus
technology committee felt that it had already solved. In fact, members
of thali committee were surprised that the APTA official announce-
ment ststantially jgnored all its own committee's findings (Frank
Barnes). At approximately the same time, General Motors announced
that it was introducing a new advanced design bus, called the RTS-II,
which incorporated some of the cosmetic features of the Transbus but
not the low floor or wide door, and which offered a lift option in the
rear door only. With the introduction of the RTS-II, APTA's
opposition to Transbus solidified, leaving the two other bus manufac:
turers confused as to whether there would in fact bf a Transbus
specification forthcoming after all. General Motors had reportedly
spent over $80 million retooling for the RTS-II, a surprising "gamble"
on its part if indeed a Transbus were forthcoming. UMTA continued
to announce publicly that Transbus specifications were "imminent," so
the two other manufacturers did not develop ddvanced design buses to
compete with General Motors.

About this time (spring 1976) the Southern California Rapid Transit
District (Los Angeles) was negotiating with UMTA and Rohr/Flxible
to produce 200 low-floor buses for that agency's fleet. In spite of
original UMTA concurrence on the specificatiorK new conditions
were attached that made it economically infeasible for Flxible to
produce those buses. It decided instead to design an advanced design
bus to compete with General Motors arid did not bid on the low-floor
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SCRTD bus. In July 1976, the then UMTA administrator, Robert
Patrice Ili, announced, to no one's real surprise, the terminitiortof the
Transbus project and the substitution of a general specification for
future buses that was curiously similar to the RTS-II. This action
sparked a lawsuit by the Public Interest Law Center of Philadelphia to
force tile Department to proceed with its earlier plans.

With the change in administrations, the new Secretary of Transpor-
tation, Brock Adams, announced his intention to reconsider the
Transbus issue, and in May 1977 he reaffirmed the project and ,called
for Transbus to be the official DOT vehicle ordered after September
30, 1979.

Almost immediately, H.R. 3155 was sponsored by General Motors
and supported by APTA to "reexamine" the Transbus decision.
Com onent manufacturers who had put their devices on the shelf with
the e4er cancellation of the project by Patricelli, now dusted them
off with Adams' announcement, then reshelved them when H.R. 3155
was introduced. -

General Motors lobbied very heavily for this bill, attempting to
prove that the RTS-II, in fact, satisfied accessibility requirements. At
a General Motors-sponsored bus-demonstration in Washington, D.C.,
however, members of Congress, the press, and the disabled community
persuaded GM to test its bus at,a real bus stop. General Motors was
seriously embarrassed when it became "evident that a vehicle with a
rear-door lift could not be used at any, of the stops around the Capitol.
This fiasco prompted General Motors and APTA to withdraw support
of H.R. 3155, but the development time lost by component manufac-
turers due to the "on-again, off-again" status of the project made it
virtually impossible for them to meet the December 30 deadline. As a
result, when specifications were fmally adopted for the vehicle, no
bids were received.

In part, this was due to the earlier political maneuvering, but it was
also due to efforts by GM to persuade UMTA to write a Transbus
specification that only GM could build, and by FlxibIe to write a
specification that only Flxible could build, culminating in a conglom-
eration that neither wanted to build.

Flxible had originally seen the Transbus project as a possibility to
compete in the bus market and had been very supportive of it.
However, when its advanced design bus, the 870,imoved to be`
significantly cheaper than the RTS-II and it found itself winning
nearly 80 percent of the bids, Flxible's support cif Transbus evapo-
rated. GM's opposition to Transbus may also be economically based.
According to a report issued by the Stanford Research Institute (SRI),
General Motors may ,fear that a more usable bus would cut into its
profiti: Less than 5 percent of GM's corporate profits comes from its
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Truck and Coach division; 95 percent comes from its.automobiles. SRI
suggests that .General Motors knows that a more usableobus would
increase ridership of public transit, and GM wants ,to sell cars. This
situation is curiously similar to one advanced to explain the disappear-
ance of Los Angeles' Pacific Electric transit system.

The demise of the. Transbus projet represents another area in which
the possibility of misuse of public. funds by APTA shonld be
investigated. Ev6n siime of its own public transit operator members
have criticized the organization for seemingly being more concerned
with promoting the financial interests of certain equipment manufac-
turers than in fostering good public transportation (SCRTD resolu-
tion).

Local Option Does Not Work
One suggestion , for dealing with some of the inadequacies of the

current DOT 504 regulation has been ,.the proposal that transit systems
be allowed to conOnue to exercise "focal option" in designing such
transit systems. The original.idea behind "local option" was to provide
a transit agency considerable latitude in the planning of transit services
to meet the needs of a particular service area, taking into aCcount
geographic, institutional, and climatological factors. Under "local
option," individual urban areas would assess their needs and plan
transit systems specifically to meet those needs.

There are definite merits to this approach and it was the primary
focus of the "special efforts" regulations, but, unfortunatefA thet4idea
has not worked in the past and is unlikely to work in the future. For
example, "local option" spawned the Denver, Colorado; transit system
mentioned previot4ly that, in spite of high monthly ridership figures,
was in 1976 providiAg service to only 165 individuals and had a
waiting list of over 400. And this was at a time when the -14nVer
Regional Transit District itself estimated that *proximately 45,000
individuals needed the service. Slightly more than 1 year later, the
sa e service had increased its ridership from 3,000 to 4,000 rides per
mo th, but the population ser\ved had increased only by 5, to 170, and
the *ting list had risen to ov'er 700 (Atlantis v. Adams.)

This s vice required a 3-mOnth advance registration and permitted
only regularly scheduled trips, such as to work, school, or rehabilita-
tion centers. Such a system is obviously not suitable fpr seeking
employment and is, in fact, usable only by those who have already,
secured transportation to and from work or school in order to establish
the schedule required to apply for the bus service. In addition, its low
capacity denied service to most of the people who really needed a
doOr-to-door service.
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One of the earliest attempts at fulfilling the April 30, 1 76,

regulation was performed by Long Beach (California) Public Tr sit
Corporation. This service consists of a series of vans with lifts
purchased by the transit agency and leased to a local cab company
which operates them. There are now 13 vans in the system covering-a
service area of approximately 98 square miles, 1 van for every 7.5
square miles. Currently, 1,500 people have been certified eligible to use
the system, and a'pproximately 150 people are on a waiting list. Vnder
normal conditions an application for service takes approximately 3

. months before the disabled individual is actually allowed to use the
system.

Originally, the service was intended to provide a 20-30 minute
responie time, but the low number of vehicles and the high usage have
already strained the capacity to the point that the system has never
moved beyond requiring 24-hours' advance notice. After 5 years of
operating experience, the cab company estimates that it cannot reach
its 30-mindie response time without at least doubling its fleet.

"Special Efforts" Services Are Discriminatory
The goal of wction 504 of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973 was to

. ensure that services provided to the general public with government
funds should also be available to people with disabilities. The key
word is "service" not necessarily "facilities.'' In many situations,
services provided to the general public can be provided to handi-
capped people without making all, or even any, facilities accessible to
them. Generally, this concept has 'been applied in educational
situations where a course of study may be provided in an accessible
location, without the need for the entire college campus to be
modified.

In transit services the coricept has .been used to promote "local
option," with the transit industry contending that "superior" service
can be provided to handicapped peOple without making the existing
facilities (the transit system itself) accessible. Unfortunately, the claim
of specialized services' superiority is based solely on the curb-to-curb
feature. There is no question that this feature is desirable, nor is there
any question that for some disabled individuals it is essential in order
for them to utilize a public transit system.

The cost, however, of supplying such services has proven to be so
high that the industry has been forced to place restrictions on the
demand. For example, virtually every service requires that disabled

'` people register with the agency in advance of being served, and in
most cases certification by a physician or social service agency is
required. Sueh certification or registration restrictions mean'that the
service is not available to visitors or people who do not live
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permanently in the service area, even thOugh they may be there for a
significant period of time (e.g., college students).

Another restriction placed on these services is high fares. Some
specialized services, such as Delaware Agency for Specialized Transit
(DAST) have charged_their disabled passengers fares 10 to 20 times
higher than those charged able-bodied people traveling 'the same
distance. This is frequently justified by the contention that a curb-to-
curb service is a "premium" service, in the sense that it is better thin
that being provided to the general public, but the concept of "premiUm
service" has been traditionally used to reflect the superiority of one
alternative over another, for example, cominuter park-and-ride services
as opposed to local bus service. By contrast, the specialized services
for disabled individuals are usually the only means of transportation
available to them; they have no alternative. In this case, the door-to-
door service cannot genuinely be classified as a premium service.

A loophole in the half-fare provision of the UMTA Act permits the
industry to charge these higher fares: The law currently states that
handicapped people must be charged 'half the fare normally charged
the general public during off-peak hours (section 5(m)), but by
restricting the specialized services to disabled people only, the transit
operator can circumvent the half-fare provisions as there is no
"general public" fare to halve.

The Milwaukee user-side subsidy program, which utilizes the
services of three taxi companies and two lift-equipped van services, is
an example of what happens when disabled passengers do have an
alternative to the "premium" specialized service with its premitim fare.
According to Passenger Transport, passengers made their own arrange-
ments for pickup and delivery, paid the driver $1, and signed a
voucher. The provider then charged the remainder of the cost to the
transit district. Of the two van services, one required 24 hours'
advance notice and the other 48 hours. In August 1978 an estimated
2,300 people were eligible to use the service ("Milwaukee Begins
Program" 1978).

The transit agency allocated.$193,000 for each of 2 years' operation
of this system, and, according to information supplied by the
Milwaukee County Transit Planning Department, the average subsidy
was $6.77 per one-way trip. Simple arithmetic shows that this would
allow each registraint 12 one-way or 6 round trips per year, enough to
go shopping once every other month or to work 6 days. Since that
time, Milwaukee County Transit has been forced to set a limit of $10
per round trip; passengers must pay any amount over that. Milwaukee
now has some accessible fixed-route buses, and since the $10 limit was
set, at least one wheelchair user who previously made long daily trips
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on the subsidy service now saves money by using it only to connect
with a nearby fixed route. .

Most specialized services created under "special efforts" have other
restrictions as well. Some, such as the Denver sykem, are subscription
services, which effectiVely limit trip purposes to those which are
periodic, and can be arranged, in advance. Originally, the Denver
service was specifically restricted to work, school, and rehabilitation
center trips. Although it now claims to have no such restrictions, its
subscription requirement effectively maintains the previous restric-
tions. Many others, such as Spokane, Washington, and San Diego,
California, have trip priority designations, meaning that some individu-
al decides whether one particular trip is as important as another.
Usually, medical trips have high priority and a request for such a trip
may very well force the cancellation of one previously scheduled if the
nonmedical trip, in the opinion of the service provider, is "not as
important." Other services, such as one reported at an APTA
workshop in Houston, claim to have no waiting list and to be able to
satisfy virtually all trip requests. However, in this particular case, the
provider indicated there were only two telephone lines coming into
the dispatch center and both lines were continually busy. Thus, an
unknown number of individuals were refused service by virtue of
having received a bUsy signal.

All these restrictiOns are examples of denying equal transit service to
individuals solely on the basis of their handicap; obviously enough, if
these individuals were not disabled, they could get the same services
everybody else does. No able-bodied users of public transit are
required to register with the transit agency before being allowed to
board a bus or train; they need only present themselves at the proper
place and time, with the proper fare, to be served. Able-bodied
individuals visiting another city are permitted to use ptiblic transit
there, but disabled travelers are denied that prerogative plely on the
basis of their handicaps. Able-bodied residents of Norwalk, California,
can travel to Los Angeles International Airport or to a large shopping
mall just outside the city limits on either of two transit services, but
disabled individuals, who cap use only the city's dial-a-ride, are not
permitted to do either because both are beyond the city limits.

APTA Suit to Overturn DOT 504 Regulation
Some of the most glaring examples of discriminatory transit service

are contained in the affidavits filed on behalf of the plaintiffs seeking to
overturn the DOT 504 regulation in APTA v. Neil Goldschmidt. Harry
Alexander, member of the board of trustees 'of the Greater Cleveland
Regional Transit Authority (RTA), describes the Community Respon-
sive Transit Program (CRT) designed under the April 30, 1976
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"special efforts" regulations, as ". . .hasically intra-neighborhood in
scope with interneighborhood trips available for medical trips and
similar purposes." The service area has been divided into 18 inter-
neighborhood areas. CRT operates from 9 --a.m. to 5 p.m. Monday
through Friday and 8:30 a.m. to 3 p.m. Sundays; a user must reserve a
trip 24 hours in advance. By contrast, service to the general public is
available throughout the city 7 days a week, 24 hours a day on many
lines.

The affidavit further states that "rides for medical appointments may
be reserved an extra day ahead. To use CRT, riders must have either
an authorized RTA senior citizen or handicapped pass." (Emphasis
added.) As of July 1979, the system consisted of 23 lift-equipped
vehicles and 41 nonlift-equipped vehicles.

RTA also operates "Extra-Lift," a subscription service for work,
college, or vocatfOnal training trips. Extra-Lift operates only between
the hours of 6:30 and 8:30 a.m. and '3 to 5:30 p.m. Pickup time
deviations are not permitted, so a worker who would like to work late
or go to work early cannot do so, and because it is a subscription
service, a potential passenger must already have a regularly scheduled
trip need and, accordingly, the service cannot be used to seek
employment. During calendar year 1979 approximately $2.2 million
was allocated for CRT "Extra-Lift" services, an amount far exceeding
the expenditure required under the UMTA "special efforts" regula-
tions, and CRT was still unable to provide a comparable level of
service.

The affidavit of Louis W. Hill, chief executive officer of the
Regional Transportation Authority of Illinois (RTA), serving Chicago
and its suburbs, indicates that the RTA originally planned to purchase
65 small vehicles for the Chicago paratransit service. Due to lack of
funding, the grant is now being amended to purchase 30 small lift-
equipped vehicles, but even these 30 have not been purchased yet, and,
except for 5 vehicles being operated under the auspices of the mayor's
office for senior citizens and handicapped, no accessible transportation
is currently offered in the Chicago area, in spite of the "special
efforts"/"local option" regulations that have been in effect almost 4
years. The "local option" exercised in this case has been the option to
provide no service whatsoever. (For an indepth discussion of these
systems, see "Full Mobility: Counling the Cost of Various, Options,"
Synergy Consulting Services, soon to be published by the American
Coalition of Citizens with Disabilities.)

Nondiscrimination on the Basis of Handicap
If the goal is to provide to disabled people the benefits of

government programs equal to those provided to the general public,
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then the foeus must be on the benefits themselves rather than on the
Means of providing them. For example, the benefits derived from a
publicly supported university are a general education, an academic
degree, and enhanced job opportunities. Providing these benefits to
disabled individuals need not require all facilities of the university to
be made accessible if, for example, by rescheduling classes in a single
accessible building a disabled individual can obtain these same benefits
at the same cost, in the same period of time, with the same choices, and
with the same level of effort.

This principle applied to transportation implies that the provision of
a separate specialized service would not, in and of itself, deny disabled
individuals the benefits of the transit system. However, as yet no such
equivalent'specialized service has been created, and there is consider-
able evidence that the creation of such a service would be logistically
and economically infeasible.

The concept of "local option" as presently formulated is not
adequate to meet the letter of the law, let alone its spirit. All services
provided under "local option" are highly discriminatory in the
provision of service to disabled individuals. While the DOT 504
regulation might be faulted for its failure to cover all aspects of
transportation for disabled individuals, it does address some of the
most pressing issues and does partia14, incorporate the concept of
"equivalent facilitation" but within an, unrealistic funding limitation
which will likely render it ineffective., /

It is possible to meet the intent of nondiscrimination without
prescribing the specific form that a transit system must take. Such a
procedure would be a true "local option." Rather than requiring a
specific system design, the nondiscrimination aspect would require the
establishment .of a principle of "equivalence," which would establish
performance levels for operating a service of any design. Such a
principle would simply state that whatever transit system is provided
for disabled individuals, be it a specialized service, a fixed,rotife
service, or a combination of the two, the benefits provided to the
general public would also be provided to disabled individuals.

Equivalent Facilitation
Equivalent facilitation is a concept used in California architectural

barriers law to decide when a building may be excused from total
accessibility. Thus, a facility need not be 100 percent barrier free if, in
the portion which js usable by handicapped people, all services and
amenities normally sought and used by the able-bodied public are
available such that ". . .equivalent facilitation is thereby as-
sured. . ." (sec. 4451, chap. 7, div. 5 of Title 1 of the California
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Government Code). This concept needs to be extended to public
transit.

Certainly, the primary function of public mass transportation is to
move people from point A to point B, but the isgue is actually more
complex than that. Just as a bicycle is not comparable to an
automobile, some systems designed to serve handicapped passengers
are not comparable to the service offered the general public, even
though a door-to-door feature may be provided. Thus, the test of
equivalence provides a checklist for evaluating the service planned for
disabled people.

Test of Equivalence
1. Equivalent Service Range. Contrary to many assumptions,

disabled people are dispersed throughout' the general population and
their travel needs are not significantly different from the general
population. Thus, service for disabled persons should extend through-
out the general service area and operate during the same hours as the
system used by the general public. I

2. Equivalent Transfer Frequency. handicapped passengers should
not be required to transfer any more often than able-bodied passengers.

3. Equivalent Fare. Disabled passengers should be charged a fare
no higher than that of the general public for trips of comparable
length.

4. Equivalent Travel Purpose. Just as able-bodied people riding the
primary system are not restricted by trip purpose, neither should'
handicapped people be. "Priority" systems that give the operating
agency the authority to determine whether one person's trip is more
"important" than another's are also discriminatory.

5. Equivalent Trip Decision/Travel Time.
a) Trip Decision Time: In general, the user of public transit need
decide to travel no longer in advance than the average headway
plus travel time to the stop.
b) Travel Time: Travel time varies according to the .type of
service (i.e.,,local or express). These two parameters are grouped,
since they balance each other. For example, an able-bodied user of
transit may have access to a bus line with 20-minute headways but
which is a local service that takes an hour to make the trip. An
alternative service for disabled people may require a 1-hour
advance notification but travel "express" and complete the trip in
20 minutes. Taken together, trip decision time and travel time for
the handicapped passenger should be equivalent to that of the
able-bodied passenger.

6. Equivalent Capacity. Able-bodied users of publfc transit may
occasionally be confronted with a full vehicle but never a closed
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tr3nsit system. Many objections have been raised in the transit industry
about accessible line-haul bus service with the question, "What good is
an accessible bus if the handicap ed person can't get to the bus stop?"
An equally valid question, how ver, is, "What good is a door-to-door
service when the handicappec person gets only as far as a waiting
list?" In fact, the disabled per on has some, however slight, control
over the first situation (i.e., he or she may be able to get someone to
help) but has no control over the latter. Actual numbers of people
carried is important, of course, but so is potential ridership. Planning
services with low saturation points does not solve the transit problems
of handicapped people in the long run.

7. Equivalent Availability. Able-bodied users of public transit need
only present themselves at the proper time and place with the
appropriate fare to be served. Visitors to an area are allowed to use the
system *ithout permission. Services to disabled passengers that
require advance registration and/or certification by a physician or
social service agency exclude a large group of people they purport to
serve. Of course, such transportation should never be restricted to
members or clients of a particular organization or agency.

The principle of equivalent facilitation has been presented more than
once to the American Public Transit Association, which has rejected it
on each such occasion. It seems clear by such actions, in spite of its
continued claim that curb-to-curb service is in fact "superior," that
APTA has no interest in promoting equal service. Were curb-to-curb
services truly superior, providing merely equal service would be no
problem. One can only gunge that APTA knows full well,that the
services designed under "local option" could not possibly be judged as
"separate but equal," let alone "separate but superior."

It is clear, then, that to provide elderly and handicapped people a
transportation system which does not discriminate against them solely
on the basis of handicap, a "test of equivalence" or some similar
performance criteria must be adopted. Even when systems are
designed under a "local option" concept based on equivalence, it is
important that the, "option" exercised be that of providing a particular
service level to the disabled community, not an arbitrary or "theoreti-
cal" service design of the transit agency's.

The Semibottom Line
This paper has not dealt with the issue of cost except to point out

that the apparent lo st of specialized services is an illusion resulting
from comparing "to en" services, which deny handicapped people the
benefits of transportation services that are available to the public, with
the cost of fixed-route acceisibility. In addition, the suppoied cost of
accessibility has been grossly overestimated by the transit indlistry.
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For examp , recent cost estimates for converting old fixed-rail
systems cluded: the cost of retrofitting a line scheduled for
demolition in 5 years; the cost of building a high platform at a station
where a minor operational change would achieve the same result at no
cost ; the cost of modifying the entire length of platforms when only a
portion is required by regulation. Over 40 percent of the transit
industry's estimate for operation of accessible buses is based on the
assumption that there will be so many handicapped people using' the
service that it will seriously slow it down. This contention is asserted
at the same time that the industry claims that practically no disabled
riders can use the services. These and other issues, including the
absurd claim by the Congressional Budget Office that an adequate
accessible transportation system can be provided by 33 vehicles in each
State, are analyzed in greater detail in "Full Mobility: Counting the
Cost of Various Alternatives" (available soon from the American
Coalition of Citizens with Disabilities, Inc.).

The fear generated by these incredible cost overestimates is being
played upon by APTA in attempts to persuade Congress to exempt
public transportation from section 504 and allow them to continue to
provide discriminatory services. It seems that it is time for the General
Accounting Office, or some similar body, to seriously investigate
whether transit agencies using public money to support these efforts
by APTA constitutes misuse of public funds. It is also time to
investigate whether or not these same public funds are being used to
promote the economic interests of profitmaking corporations.

One of the duties of the U.S. Commission on Civil Rights is to
collect information on the ways in which disabled Americans are
handicapped by the denial of their civil rights. It is clear that the
discrimination against disabled people is of monumental magnitude,
due primarily to the fears and stereotypes that able-bodied people
hold. In reality, all barriers to the participation of handicapped
Americans are attitudinal, since if there were no attitudinal barriers,
we could sit down together and work out a simple engineering
solution. Even when engineering solutions are available, there is still a
tremendous effort to avoid dealing with disabled people and to attempt
to push them back into the institutions where they can be quietly
forgotten.

The International Year of Disabled Persons begins in 1981. Will this
country, the most technologically advanced in the world, fail tit) allow
its disabled citizens to participate in the mainstream of American life
simply because we remind able-bodied people of their own mortality?

CHAIRMAN FLEMMING. Mr. Cannon, we are delighted to have you
with us.
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STATEMENT OF DENNIS M. CANNON, PRESIDENT, /SYNER-
GY CONSULTING SERVICES, NORTHRIDGE, CALIFORNIA

)vlR. CANNON. Thank you.
would like to point.out one thing about my prese ce here: I got

here today on public transit. One of the reasons why like this city is
because it does have accessible public transit. I was' ble the other day
to ride accessible public transit buses and I used em to get where I
wanted to go.

A particular example that applies to the problem I ant here to
discuss is that yesterday I called some people at the Department of
Transportation (DOT) to try to set up a meeting. I got a confirmation
that somebody would be available within about half an hour. I said,
"Fine, thank you, I'll be there. Goodbye," went out on the street,
caught a bus and arrived at the Department 15 minutes later,
something "I would not have been able to do in most cities in this
country.

I would like to begin my presentation with a summary of my paper
and then digress a little bit because there are some things that have
happened in the last few days that are critical to this issue. In 1964 with
the Supreme Court decision Brown v. The Board of Education, many
people assumed that full integration of public education was just
around the corner. Similarly, in 1970, when section 16 was added to
the Urban Mass Transportation Assistance Act of 1964, many disabled
people believed that accessible public transportation was just around
the corner. Again in 1977, when Secretary Califano signed the HEW
504 regulations, disabled people hailed the event as their emancipation
and expected doors to open and curbs to fall virtually overnight.
Obviously, none of these events has occurred.

Barriers to the participation of black people in society are priMarily
institutional, educational, and economic. Barriers to the participation
of disabled people in society include all of these, plus the additional
barriers presented by the physical environment.

Because physical barriers appear to be a "natural" part of the
environment rather than existing because of overt oppression, and
because removing them is perceived as costly, opponents have tended
to focus on the "low cost effectiveness" of barrier removal as the"
excuse for maintaining the institutional, economic, and attitudinal
barriers.

I would like to amplify on something that Mr. Mace said earlier. He
contended that the major barrier was really an attitudinal barrier. I
will go one step further: I maintain that the only barrier is an attitudinal
barrier. If there were no attitudinal barriers, when we perceive a
problem such as transportation, the two parties would sit down and
work out a simple engineering sdlution. The fact that that does not
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occur even when there is, indeed, a simple engineering solution
available is due to the attitudinal barrier, not to the physical barrier.

Transportation discrimination against disabled people has two
aspects: first, the presence of physical barriers such as steps on buses
and lack of elevators in subways; and, second, in those cases where
some service is available to disabled individuals, the provision of a
much lower level of service than that provided to the general public. I
think the level of service issue is critical here because it is involved in
the entire issue of the concept of "separate but equal." Today that
concept is irrelevant in the transportation sector because there is no
transportation system provided to disabled peoPle on a separate basis
which is anywItere near equal to that level of service provided to the
general public, even considering the low level provided to the general
public. In other words, many people would contend that the service to
the general public is poor, but handicapped people don't even have
that level yet. Someday maybe disabled people will get to complain
about poor bus schedules and surly drivers just like the able-bodied
population.

This particular discrimination, of course, has had a profound effect
on the lives of disabled people. It has a psychological effect, among
other things, but it also prevents us from participating in society
actively, getting jobs, paying taxes; in effect, paying back some of the
cost that is incurred in providing the transportation services in the first
place.

This lack of mobility in many cases even affects the participation in
the fundamental democratic process, the right to vote. Without
transportation, in many cases it is impossible even to cast your ballot in
an election, something which means that, at least in part, disabled
people are excluded far more or just as much from the process as black
people were by closed polls and poll taxes and so forth.

Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973 was the catalyst which
sparked the Department of Transportation to move from a weak
planning regulation that was not quantifiable to a strong one requiring
transit agencies to provide meaningful service to disabled people. For
all of its other weaknesses, the DOT 504 regulation does overcome
many of the inadequacies of the "local option" system. The "local
option" concept is very important because it is crucial in the battles
occurring on the Hill today.

Not surprisingly, the proponents of "local option" are not happy to
lose their option of substituting a meaningless symbolic feature, such as
curb-to-curb service, for the provision of a level of service that will
meet the real transit needs of disabled people. Again, the specter of
exorbitant cost has been raised to defeat the current 504 regulation. A
seemingl* impressive battery cf highly sophisticated, technical, and
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easily misunderstood information has been assembled against it. It is
k doubtful that disabled citizens can muster the resources needed to meet

this onslaught. .
The principal force in this fight against the participation of disabled

people in society is the powerful multibillion dollar transit industry
represented by the American Public Transit Association (APTA), a
lobby group funded primarily by dues from its members. For the most
part, AMA's members are public transit agencies across the country.
Well over 60 percent of the funds used to pay their membership dues
comes from public monies, taxes. Some systems make as little as 6
percent of their money from the fare box. That means 94 percent of the
income of that transit agency is from public money, and that means
that, when they pay their dues to APTA, 94 percent of their dues are
tax monies.

Some of these taxes are even collected from disabled taxpayers.
Thus, APTA is a publicly funded bogy with no public accountability
that consistently lobbies for laws that will allow its members to
discriminate against people solely on the basis of handicap.

Now, we have been traveling down this same road for some time. In
1970 section 16 was added to the Urban Mass Transportation
Assistance Act, requiring transit agencies to undertake "special
efforts" to meAt the needs of handicapped people. Shortly after that
amendment was adopted, there developed an entire new debate about
what were "special efforts." Who was to benefit by them? What was
the disability category that was talked about? In spite of the fact that
section 16 defined "handicapped" as anyone who, by reason of illness,
age, congenital malfunction, or disability, was unable to utilize transit
services as effectively as others, it was contended early on by the
Urban Mass Transportation Administration (UMTA) that that some-
how did not include people in wheelchairs, a curious interpretation I
have never quite understood to this day.

It took the Department of Transportation until April 30, 1976, to
even adopt regulations which explained the meaning of special efforts
and those regulations relied very heavily on "planning" aspects. The
transportation improvement plan (TIP) adopted by a transit agency
immediately after September 30 of 1976 would have to identify
specific projects and project elements designed to provide transporta-
tion for handicapped people. By September 30, 1977, 1 year later, they
were to have shown significant progress in implementing those
planned projects.

Todayat least unless it has changed in the last few hours
Chicago Transit Authority provides no service whatsoever under
those regulations. The Massachusetts Bay Transit Authority, which
does have a demand-responsive system, originally programmed funds
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in their TIP to meet the requirethents of the 5 percent of the section 5
allocation that they were required to spend; within 3 or 4 months they
submitted a TIP amendment and reduced the level of money. They did
this on three separate occasions. On the fourth occasion they were
finally told that they had to average this 5 percent requirement over 3
years, and this was thb last year they were going to be allowed to
circumvent the regulation. Today, as far as I can tell, they have yet to
really implement any kind of service at the level that they were
required to.

There are a number of services available in the country, funded
ostensibly under the special efforts requirement and regulation, which
provide highly discriminatory services. They are restricted in time;
they don't operate during the same service hours; they don't operate in
the same area as the service provided to the public; they require 24
hour adVance notice. For example, the call I placed yesterday td the
Department of Transportation in which the person said they could
meet with me within a half hour, that was impossible to plan 24 hours
in advance. I would not have been able to attend that meeting in most,
if not all, of the cities in this country where some kind of service is
provided.

In addition to that, there is almost always a requirement for
registration. I have to get a doctor's letter, or a signed statement from
a social service agency, in order to even be allowed to participate in
the transportation program.

A friend of mine from San Francisco, who is here in Washington
today, who uses a wheelchair tried to get a card from Metro which
would allow him to pay the half fare for disabled people. He was
denied. He was told that he had to have a note signed by his doctor, a
form filled out and submitted in Metro, in order for him to purchase
the half-fare cards even though he had with him a valid card issued by
Bay Area Rapid Transit.

Time after time I have been in cities where I have attempted to
utilize the transit system for disabled people and I have been denied on
the basis that I do not live in that area. I have not lived there and I
don't have a valid "certification," even though I am obviously sitting
in a wheelchair.

Two illustrations are especially significant. I have been a consultant
for several years now to the American Public Transit Association's
elderly adIfkhandicapped mobility task force. We had two meetings
which were very interesting. One was in Denver, Colorado. The chair
of the task force was the chief counsel of Denver Regional Transit
District (RTD). Many of you may have heard aybout this wonderful
transit system in Denver for disabled people, that, incidentally, serves
170 folks. Before the meeting I called this particular gentleman to ask
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about transportation, since RTD was sponsoring the meeting of this
task force, which is supposed to solve and deal with the issues of
transportation for handicapped people. I was told that I would be
unable to utilize their system and RTD would not provide me any '
transportation from thepirport to the meeting site. I had to call friends
who I know M that city to get a van to take me from the airport to the
hotel to participate in this,meeting. ,

ThsAecond day of the meeting, as part of a demonstiation program,
WM had a bus with a lift on it to take people around. It was only by
the concerted efforts of most of the members of the task force and [by]
impres-sing upon the chief couns4and Mrs. Cass was there at the
time and can attest to thisit wits only after basically twisting their
arms that Denver RTD even allowed this bus to take me back to the
airport after the meeting. .

Vile second occurrence was for a similar meeting of this same
mobility task force in Houston, Texas, another city which ostensibly
haS a transportation program that the American Public Transit
Association gave a lot of press to in their publication Passenger
Transport. Once again APTA refused, was unable to provide any kind
of transportation to and from the airport and this meeting. I think it is
rather ironic that this organization which claims to have an inside
track on the solution of these problems can't even provide ransit for its
own members. I think that is rather interesting.

Getting back to some of the problems involved in meeting the
transit needs of handicapped people: When the DOT 504 regulation
came out, it was immediately attacked as an extremely expensive
system that could not hope to solve the transit needs of the niajority of
disabled people. It was going to cost money. The fact is that any
service to disabled people will cost money. It is now a question of
whether or not we are going to spend monej, on one kind of system or
another and which one is cheapest and which one is really going to do
the job.

From my perspective, I have an answer to that. APTA has another
answer. They believe the way to solve this problem at a cheaper cost is
by providi,g specialized services (door to door), but because 'these
services are extremely expensive, the only way that they can operate is
to provide demand-limiting restrictions that are in fact discriminatory
against disabled people.

When we moved from the old regulation, the "local option" plan, to
the new regulation, which finally has a quantifiable measure of a
transit agency's compliance with nondiscrimination, we now see

anintroduced into the House urface Trsportation Act an amendment
that would go back to e old "local option" planning requirements.
The Secretary of Transportation is now t6 be allowed, to accept a
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"local option" plan submitted by the transit agency instead of
enforcing the 504 regulation. This plan would involve an expenditure
of at least 3 percent of the section 5 allocation to the urba

Now, according to the latest information I have for the entire
section 5 programI believe it was for last year and I suspect it is not
going to be changed substantially since we are in a budggt-cutting
mood-3 percent of the section 5 allocation for the Natitm--woojAe
somewhere in the neighborhood of $42 million. The average cost
around the country for providing the specialized service ride is $8 per
one-way ride. In Los Angelesand I was just talking to a gentleman
who is doing an analysis in Los An s fo a similar kind of system
the price there is $18 per one-way ride. V e in Denver ranges from
$12 to $14 per one-way ride. The $8 in ma y cases is extremely low.

If you assume that "specialized" serv ce is to be provided to
wheelchair users only, of which the estimate we have is some
409,000 in the United States, simple arithmetic would tell you that
what you are going to get out of that $42 million is about 13 one-way
trips per year per person in a wheelchair.

Now, the bill says "at least" 3 percent. u to spend it to meet
particular requirements specified kn the mendment. y contention is
that whenever you set minimums, mi mums always tend to become
standards. Everytime you set a mini m of anything, that is basically
what it levels out at.

Ostensibly, the gentleman who introduced this bill claims the
service standards are so tough tht there is no way they could get
around providing a meaningless tr nsit system as is now the case. At
the same time, the American Publi Transit Association supports this
bill. Now, I contend that the two together cannot possibly both be
right. If APTA supports the bill, they must see it as a weaker one than
the one they have, and, if Mr. Howard supportt the bill and says that it
is very strong, I think there is a slight contradiction there.

There are many tiiings wrong with the Cleveland amendment in the
Surface Transportation Act. In spite bf having this supposed set of
service standards, it really 'has enormous loopholes. For example,
service must be provided in the service area; not throughout the service
area, but in the service area. iris conceivable that a legal interpretation
would say we only need to provide .it in a little piece of the service
area. It does have to operate during the same. hours, but if service is
available on request, the service must be delivered less than 24 hours
after the request is made. Well, 23 hours, perhaps?

It is conceivable, since there is no prohibition in that bill restricting
the service according to trip purposes, that if the transit agency simply
restricts the serviqe to medical purposes or only for work, it could
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probably meet most of those requirements, as ostensibly "stiff" as they
claim to be.

What we see is a return to a kind of system that permits the lOcal,
transit agency to decide what the level of service is going to be. I think
that is a disaster. I think it needs to be overturned, and I think we need
to solve the "problems" with the current 504 regulation, not simply
subvert it.

I think that one of the actors in thisand there is a section in this
paper detailing problems with the Transbus and how that occurred
again one of the primary actors in this scene in trying to get_ the
Transbus overturned was APTA. I think that it is, time for, perhaps,
this committee, at the very least the General Accounting Office, to
begin an investigation to determine whether a public transit agency
putting money into APTA, a private organization that has no public
accountability, is in fact a misuse of public funds. I contend that it is. I
contend that no transit agency in this country should be allowed to
spend any of their money to fund an agency which fights for the right
to segregate and discriminate against handicapped Americans.

Thank you.
CHAIRMAN FLEMMING. Thank you very much.
[Applause.]
CHAIRMAN FLEMMING. The next presentation will be made by Mr.

Charles D. Goldman, wh9 is the general counsel for the Architestural
and Transportation Barriers Compliance Board. In this positignelr.
Goldman provides general legal services to the Board with respect to
compliance and other questions arising under the Rehabilitation Act of
1973.

Mr. Goldman has written on issues relating to the handicapped such
as the American Bar ASsociation's Report on Equat Employment
Opportunity for Handicapped Persons, which appeared in 1977.

We.are delighted to have you with us, Mr. Goldman.
11,

SfATEMENT OF, CHARLES D. GOLDMAN, GENERAL
COUNSEL, ARCHITECTURAL AND TRANSPORTATION
BARRIERS COMPLIANCE BOARD

MR. GoLDmAN..,Thank you very much, Mr., Chairman. It is a
pleasure for me to be here. We at the Compliance Board are very
grateful _for the opportunity to be here. We applaud the Commission
for addressing many of these issues head on. I think it is good to get
these issues out on the table.

I would like, before I get into some of the transportation-related
matters, jug` briefly to take you back to some of the issues you have
addressed in your previous sessions and try and clarify some
misinformation that may have been given to you.
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There was a question about the uniformity of accessibility standards
and what the Board's role was and the other agencies and how they
are going to interrelate. Let me report to you the progress of our
Technical Standards Committee and the way we are approaching this
matter.

What we expect to do when we issue our proposed guideline in July
is very clearly indicate to all the world, including the standard-setting
-agencies, that our minimum guidelines will be defining bottom line
accessibility documents. So there will be a Federal standard, in
essence, in effect by the time we complete our rulemaking in
December,/

I am heartened to report to you that participating in our Technical
Standards Committee were the very agencies who must implement
that document when it is adopted. The Defense Department, Housing
and Urban Development, and U.S. Postal Service representatives were
present, as were several of our public members, including a practicing
architect. Regrettably, the representative from GSA was not always
present. But those standard-setting agencies who were present heartily
endorsed our approach of telling the world that ours is the minimum,
bottom line, accessibility standard.

I believe Mr. Horn raised the question also of whether or not there
was a high-level meeting. There was such a meeting. It was a public
meeting of the Interagency Coordinating Council chaired by Assistant
Attorney General Drew Days.* The essence of that meeting last
March was that the Compliance Board should be the lead agency,
should be the focal point to come forward with a minimum, Federal-
wide, government accessibility standard. The Council also gave us our
marching orders to come out in July with a proposed rule and come
out with a final rule in December. I am very pleased to say that we are
on our tentative schedule and we definitely should have something in,
the Register in July.

So let's clarify the record on those two points.
And let me just add one other point: Our approach is, in essence,

what Mr. Mace said it should be. There are very common features and
it doesn't matter if they are in a residence or a post office; a ramp is a
ramp. I mean, these are basic architectural concepts so that designers
can know what to do and it will be an understandable format. I can
read it, and I figure if a lawyer can read it, an architect should be able
to read it. I guess being a lawyer is my own disability.

I would like to compliment Dennis Cannon on what I felt was an
extremely well-done and very thorough analysis of the transportation
issues.

See statement of Assistant Attorney General Drew Days III in response to a request for comments
by Staff Director Louis Nunez, June 16, I980 Exhibit No. 19.
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For a moment I would like, also, to bring your attention back to the
-mtliarsis that this country went through in the fifties and the sixties
regarding other forms 6f discrimination. It seems to me that we
learned a very basic lesson then. We learned that, assuming they could
get on it, black people and brown people shouldn't be put on one bus
and whites on another. We learned that they should get on the same
bus as people who are Caucasian. It seems to me that we also learned
that it wasn't enough then iust to provide transportation for a black
person to go to school; that the whole idea was to integrate people into
society.

In the 1970s and the 1980s we are just facing the same issue. This is
an integration issue. Mainstreaming, the new charge of the seventies
and eighties, is no more than integration was in the fifties and sixties.'
Disabled persons are the emerging minority of the seventies and
eighties. But we have learned a lesson from the fifties and sixties. We
have learned that transportation is more than getting Trom here to
there. We have learned that transportation is a socialization process.
We have a truly integrated environment when we have women on the
bus, when we have blacks on the bus, when we have brown people on
the bus, and when we have disabled people on the bus.

I think that along these lines we have seen some efforts that really
have attempted to be facilitative, but are reflective -somewhat of the
attitudinal biases with which we grew up. For example, the term
"special efforts." Well, why "special"? Why not "efforts"? Why
should disabled persons be "special"? The whole thrust of this
integration movement is to bring disabled persons into the melting pot,
the amalgam of society. I think, the term "special efforts" 'itself is
somewhat patronizing. I would just like to, see the word "efforts." I
think that is just part of the inherent biases with which people grow
up.

I attribute no ill will to Mr. Biaggi in adopting that and introducing
it in fighting for his amendment, but I think we have to get the focus
on efforts and recognize that it is part of a larger picture.

I would also like to dispel some of the myths that I have heard
around town about the cost of accessible transportation stations. I was
once introduced at a conference as a man who cOst Metro $65 million
to provide elevator§. I had no such scalp in my pocket. But I think it is
helpful for you to understand what the process was because the Metro
litigation got a lot more publicity than any other transit litigation.
Before a shovel was turned, local groups f Washington-area disabled
persons said to thq national capital transit roup, "We would like to
use your system. Build it accessibly," And tey said, "Hmm, let's see
what we can do."
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Then along came the Architectural Barriers Act and there was some
doubt in peoples' minds as to whether or not that applied to this new
system. Well, disabled groups and responsible officials amended the
Architectural Barriers Act and they saidthey amended it specifically
to apply to Metro in Washington. Now there was no doubt. So Metro
said, "Well, now we have to have funds for this." So they went back to
Congress and disabled persons went up to the Hill with them and $65
million was appropriated.

But a funny thing happened on the way to the forum, or I should say
a funny thing happened on the way to the train station. When they
were, \getting ready to open the Metro, it wasn't accessible. And years
before the stations had been getting ready, litigation was filed totensure c pliance with the Architectural Barriers Act, to ensure that
those trans facilities would be open.

Metro saidjn open court that it agreed that the facilities should be
accessible, that it wouldn't operate inaccessible facilities. Well, that
was fine until we got to the point where the train stations were
actually going to be opened. And then, fortunately, Judge Jones
continued to say, "Yes, we should have these stations accessible;
otherwise, the Architectural Barriers Act becomes meaningless."

I think it is important to understand that the mandate for accessibili-
ty in Metro has been on the books for a long time. The mandate for
accessibility in transit stations has been the law of this country for 11
years, and that is a continually important mandate. It is a mandate that
is somewhat threatened by the Cleveland amendment because the
version coming out of full committee would apply the 3 percent
limitatio s to restoration or extension of fixed-rail systems on some of
the old r su way systems. It is important for you to understand that
some o your lderisubway systems (New York, Chicago) are adding
addi onal lines. There is no reason why new construction should not
be accessible. The Cleveland amendment would embrace these new
facilities and the renovation of older facilities in your five major
subway systems within the 3 percent limitation.

The Compliance Board will be meeting this Thursday and Friday. I
expect it will take a position on an oppoiition to the amendment. I
know that Secretary for Transportation Goldschmidt has indicatO his
opposition to the Cleveland amendment and also the fact thAt the
Interagency Coordinating Council has indicated its strong opposition.

I want to be brief, because I know you are running late and I don't
want to take anything away from further discussion of Dennis
Cannon's paper. But I think We have to emphasize here that
transportation is an essential part of the integiation process.

Thank you very much.
[Applause.]
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CHAIRMAN FLEMMING. Our next panelist is Patricia Cass, the
Program Manager of the Office of Transportation Management,
Planning and Demonstrations, Urban Mass Transportation Adminis-
tration. In her position Ms. Cass is currently managing a major
research effort on problems involving the transportation of the
handicapped. This 4-year, multimillion-dollar effort is expected to
generate information that will help make major polic and program
decisions regarding the transportation of handicapped persons. She
also provides technical assistance to transit planners and operators on
transit issues affecting the elderly. She is active in several committees
relating to the handicapped, including membership in the American
Public Transit Association, Committee on Elderly and Handicapped,
and Barrier Free Design Committee of the President's Committee on
the Employment of the Handicapped.

We are very happy to have you with us, Ms. Cass.

STATEMENT OF PATRICIA CASS, PROGRAM MANAGER,
URBAN MASS TRANSPORTATION ADMINISTRATION

Ms. CAss. Dr. Flemming, thank you very much. Let me say it is an
honor to be here today. I appreciate the opportunity of responding to
Mr. Cannon's paper. As Mr. Cannon mentioned, we have been around
on this issue for a long time together, and sometimes apart.

Rather than respond directly to each point in the order m2Itin Mr.
Cannon's paper, I should like to describe what we have been doing in
the Urban Mass Transportation Administration over the past 10 years
to implement ,our legislative and regulatory requirements for provision
of transportation for handicapped persons.

In 1970 the Urban Mass Transportation Assistance Act was
significantly amended. Most significant, of course, to us here today is
the addition of section 16, or the Biaggi amendment as it is frequently
referenced, which stated that, "It is deelared to be national policy that
elderly and handicapped persons have the same right as other persons
to utilize mass transportation facilities and services, and that special
efforts shall be made in the planning and design of mass transportation
facilities and services so the availability to elderly and handicapped
persons of mess transit which they can effectively utilize will be
assured."

The 1970 legislation was significant in another aspect in that it
changed the future of mass transit from that of a very small capital and
research and development agency of something less than $200 million
annually to a very large capital and operating assistance agency with
over $3 billion annual budget as it is today. So the first significant
legislation was in 1970.
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Unfortunately, at that timt, as we were learning to deal with this
new capital program, which 4rew by quantum leapsdoubled the first
2 or 3 years until it reached l billion dollars and then tended to level
off. We had not had this kind bf financial assistance to deal with, so we
had to learn. We learned slowly and tended to ignore at that time the
section 16 portion of our act. We ignored it, unfortunately, for about a
year or so as we were trying to deal with the other aspects of the
program.

In 1971, though, we turned around what had been up to that time a
reverse commute demonst tion program into one which was geared
to determine if there we arket for specialized transportation
services, the extent of that m t, and the cost of serving that market.
We were interested in specialized transportation services for elderly
and handicapped persons, as that is what our legislation specifically
required us to deal with.

We funded early on in 1972 four demonstration projects, three of
which are still operating without our demonstration assistance. They
are operating on their own. We funded these in order to see, as I said,
what was the demand for specialized services by elderly and
handicapped persons. Was their mobility improved? Did they have a
greater independence and self-sufficiency in getting along in the real
world? I think we proved this in those demonstrations and in
subsequent ones that we have funded.

We also learned at the same time, unfortunatel, that productivity of
these specialized services was quite low and that costs were quite high,
as Mr. Cannon has said.

In 1975 UMTA, in its demonstration program, looked to other
providers of special transportation, most particularly the taxi industry
and the private nonprofit organizations who already were providing .
transportation to specific clienteles, either elderly, handicapped,
children, or other groups, and We look for a way where-tWe could
tap their existing resources in order to provide some kinds of
specialized transportation(' services in a more cost-effective manner
than we had been previously provided by the transit operator.

Since that time we have funded several projects. They are still going
on, and we are finding that there are ways that these services or using
these resources is a more effective way of providing a specialized
transportation service.

At the same time we were testing these different service concepts,
we were attempting to develop within the Department of Transporta-
tion, and most particularly UMTA, a working definition of handi-
capped individuals as it applied to the transportation field. We looked
into a variety of definitions that were Used in the various agencies, in
HEW agencies such as Developmentally Disabled, Rehal1311,ation
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Services, Administration on Aging, and so forth, but we were never
able to determine a fit of the clients of these particular agencies and to
work them into a definition which we needed to have, we believed, in
order to define who we were to supply services to, who were the
transportation handicapped.

We looked into the Bureau of Census data, the National Health
Survey statistics, and so forth (at that time the 1970 data) to see if they
could give us some assistance, and we found that, unfortunately, it
really still didn't fit. So what we did at that time was fund, as Dr.
Flemming mentioned earlier, a multimillion dollar nationwide survey
to determine who were the transportation handicapped, what were
their demographic characteristics, what were their needs, and what
were their desires. This research project is not over. We have
published one very major part of it, which is the results of the national
survey, but we are now doing some other surveying into local areas to
get a little closer to some of the problems.

While these demonstrations were going on and being evaluated and
while our survey was being conducted, UMTA was going about its
congressional mandate to improve mass transportation services and
facilities for all persons. As we received results from the demonstration
projects, we immediately disseminated them to transit authorities in
order to provide guidance on how to set up specialized services for
transportation-handicapped persons. Many transit operators did set up
specialized services based -on guidance from our demonstration
programs.

Up untilthrough 1975 or so UMTA had been operating primarily
by administrative policy. We had never issued regulations, really
didn't know miich about it. We issued our first regulation of any kind
in 1975, which was joint planning regulations with the Federal
Highway Administration. We expanded these regulations in 1976 to
become what I believe is the very first regulation in the Department or
anywhere to deal with the transportation of elderly and handicapped
persons.

As mentioned in Mr. Cannon's paperI am not sure that he
mentioned it in his summaryguidance was provided in this regula-
tipn on compliance, and it was called "special efforts guidance," and
this guidance became gospel. The transit authority said, "Well, if that's
your guidance, I guess that's what you want me exactly to do and that
is what I exactly will do."

It was the first time that UMTA had entered the regulatory arena,
and I must admit to you we were ektremely unsophisticated about how
to handle it. We believed that all that was . necessary was to issue
regulations and immediately everybody would 'comply. As we look
back, we know that is not true and we can look back with a sense of
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disillusionment at the lack of immediate response, or we can look back
with a somewhat more positivealbeit, I must admit, conservative
attitude that, while the response of the transit operators wasn't to
redirect immediately all their programs', change has occurred over
time and operators, many, many of them, are providing specialized
transportation service or are buying accessible buses, which was one of
the guidelines provided in that 1976 regulation, or doing both of thix,,,,,
above, and so-hr of them, I must freely admit, are doing none of the
above.

In 1978 more'sNngent requirements were issued to all Federal
aencies by HEW in the form of the implementation regulations on
Executive Order 11914. This then forced us to issue DOT-wide
regulations for all our agencies for compliance of section 504 of the

j,973 Rehabilitation Act. These guidelines issued by HEW required
"r-that each program, when viewed in its entirety, be readily accessible to

and usable by handicapped individuals. In the UMTA portion of the
regulation, it was determined that the guideline required accessibility
on every mode of transit, bus, rail, street cars, or light rail as tjie new
term is, but it did not necessarily require total accessibility on all
modes. Consequently, our final regulation required that all buses
purchased in whole or part with Federal funds shall be accessible to all
handicapped persons, including those who use wheelchairs, and that
rail systems shall be accessible to all handicapped persons, but key
stations only need be accessible to wheelchair users. And that was how
we, working very closely with HEW, interpreted HEW guidelines and
wrote our regulations.

The regulation has been in effect for less than 1 year. It is difficult
for us to determine if it is affecting the continuation of many Qf the
specialized seniices that were developed and implemented in response
to our 1976 regulation. There is a requirement in our new regulation
that an interim service must be provided until the fix d-route transit
servic e. has reached program accessibility. So the specia ized services
may be being maintained in order to supply that itherim requirement.
If they do change, it will be several years before we will see that.

Mr. Cannon makes the point in his paper that the provision of a
separate specialized service would not, in and of itself, deny individu-
als the benefit of a transit system. After all, public mass transit is not.,
the goal, but the means to the goal. It is a way to get somewhere.
Therefore, tt should be possible or could be possible to achieve this
means in a variety of ways.

Mr. Cannon also suggests that if a transit operator provides a service
that is separate and apart from the regular, fixed-route transit service,
that service must meet his test of equivalency in order to be in
compliance with section 504. In another paper, which is referenced in
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Mr. Cannon's paperit is entitled, "Full Mobility: Counting the Cost
of Various Options," and I believe it was coauthored by Mr. Cannon
with another person 4n Synergy Consultingit was suggested thai
there may be disabled" personsand I will now call them severely
disabledwho will never be able to use fixed-route accessible transit
services. If these persons are to have public transportation that they
can effectively utilize, some sort of alternate service must be provided.
I am not sure that equivalency is the test, as Mr. Cannon says, of what

'this alternative service must be, but, certainly, effective utilization
must fiave to be.

Disabled people are not homogeneous. Judy said that this morning
and I think it has been said severa im s. Nor is any, dy, really.
Disabled people who are over 65 probabl don't go to work. I never
go to the races, but I would give my life's blood to go see Johnny Cash
in person. I mean, we all have varying needs and desires and a transit
service is hopefully designed to take us to these needs and to these
desires.

Mr. Cannon does, in his referenced paperand, again, not in the
paper that he submitted to the Commission, which I would suggest
that the Commission put into the record because it is much an
expansion of many of his points and I think very valuable for you to
havesuggests that if the only way to serve disabled people is with an
alternative service but, with Proposition 13-like actiong which are
being initiated nationwide, that this alternative service will be the first
one to be cut from the transit operators' budzOt. I suggest to you that
right now many transit operations, public, mass, fixed-route transit
operations, are being cut, are being downgraded because of Proposi-
tion 13-like actions. Headways are being increased. Service life of
vehicles is being increased. There is now a big effort to rehabilitate old
buses in order to keep them on the road longer. Area coverage of
transit service may well be diminished. I haven't any examples of that,
but I have been told it is happening.

With the philosophy that public mass transportation should be
dedicated to serve all people to the very best of its ability, I believe
that alternative or, if you will, specialized services must be provided
and can be maintained and financed under adverse financial conditions.
Maybe we must set some other criteria, such als it be for those persons
who cannot use the regular fixed-route transit system. Mr. Cannon
suggests that the specialized services are oversupplied and I cald not
agree with him more. There is a supply constraint and frequently
people who need the service, because they have no other way, cannot
get on it, and I think that is very unfortunate and I am sure that
something could be done about it if we cared to.
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Mr. Cannon suggests also that there must be an accessible fixed-
route service as a backup to specialized services because, again with
Proposition 13-like actions, the special service will either be denigrat-
ed or completely disintegrated.

I suggest that we probably can't have it all ways. I believe that a
specialized service need not be all that costly if it were dedicated to
those persons who have no alternative means of mass transportation.

Ladies and gentlemen, I am honored to be here and I hope I have
been helpful in providing you with some of our insights. Thank you.

CHAIRMAN FLEMMING. Thank you very, very much. We appreciate
your contribution.

[Applause.]
CHAIRMAN FLEMMING. The final member of the panel to respond in

this particular area is Mr. Peter D. Rosenstein. Mr. Rosenstein headed
the Implementation Unit of the White House Conference on Handi-
capped Individuals throughout the life of that Unit until it completed
its work in December 1979. We have heard a little bit about that Unit
in previous testimony. It was mandated by the President to act as a
catalyst in order to create action and to provide a national climate
conducive to the implementation of the recommendations made by the
White ,House Conference to improve the position of handicapped
individuals in society.

Mr. Rosenstein, we are delighted to have you with us.

STATEMENT OF PETER b. ROSENSTEIN, FORMER HEAD,
IMPLEMENTATION UNIT, WHITE HOUSE CONFERENCE ON

THE HANDICAPPED
MR. ROSENSTEIN. Thank you, Commissioner Flemming and other

Commissioners. I appreciate the chance to speak here today.
What I will do is address myself initially to some transportation

issues and then use a few moments of my time to go into the White
House Conference Implementation Unit, which I think may be helpful
to your deliberations and decisions.

Concerning transportation, I think something that is key to what has
been talked about today is that it has been 10 years. It has been 10
years since the Biaggi amendment was introduced and passed into law.
It has been 10 years that we still have, in the general sense, in this
country no accessible transportation. We sometimes forget that in
trani'portation we are referring not only to buses and subways, but we
are really also talking about airlines, AMTRAK trains, 'naturally, the
fixed-rail systems, taxis in cities that still very often will go by a
disabled individual and not stop. It is too much trouble to iet out and
put a wheelchair in the trunk or try and even make the decision of,
"Do I stop or not"?
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It has been 10 years of discussion, looking into the problem. That is
not uncommon in government. Being a government administrator, and
a public advocate, I see government too oftenand this is one of the
casesdiscussing this problem to the point that we have come close to
concluding, or many of our administrators and congressional leaders
have come close to concluding that what Congressman Biaggi wanted
10. years ago is not feasiblewithout even trying it. We have reached
the point now where there is serious consideration being given to
Congressman Cleveland's amendment to take us.back 10 years and we
have yet to really see, if we make our systems accessible in, any large
way, that they will be used. We also forget that that amendment
sometimes includes the handicapped and the elderly, the elderly being
a large and growing sector of our population.

Transbus$28 million, roughly, was spent by the Department of
Transportation to develop Transbus. It is an item that is close to being
scrapped without ever being tested. Our two major bus manufacturers
refused to bid on it. To them it didn't make good business sense.

There is a company that says it is a feasible proposition. There may
be more. One that I know of is DeLorean Motor Company in New
York. They have a low-floor, wide-door bus that is being used in
Germany. It gets better gas mileage than our buses do, and the
Department of Transportation could easily run a demonstration
project in a number of cities to see if this type of low-floor, wide-door
bus would really serve the ,purpose Intended. Adding a few million
dollars to the $28 million spent, I think, would make a good
investment.

Secondly, -when we talk about, or APTA talks about, the $6 billion
cost of making our systems accessible, they usually neglect to add that
that is over a 30-year span. They try to make people think that that is a
cost outlay tomorrow; it is going to end up on the Federal
Government's tax budget this year. It is not. It is a long-term
proposition. It.is an investment. It is an investment in our entire society
to allow people to become independent and functioning, people that

-we now, and over those 30 years, will spend probably a lot more than
$6 billion on if we continue to force them to be dependent on our
social service system. Our entire system for people that are either
disabled or able bodied is based on dependence, and this is just another
concept in that area. We refuse to see this as an investment in people
becoming independent. We constantly look at it as another cost of
dependence, and itOtiot.

Mentioned this morning was the cost of our space shuttle. The
technology to do what we are asking is there. It took us less than 10
years to walk on the moon. It has taken us 10 years to do even a
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demonstration project on how to get people from one place to another
in an accessible bus. There is something wrong with that.

The Congressional Budget Office has done a study on options and
costs that are the basis for some of these new bills and amendments.
That study is false in very many areas. One particularly relates back to
what was discussed yesterday, and I think Commissioner Berry
brought it up, as to how many people use a facility or use a system
once it is accessible. And in this case, like in all others, you are not
going to know that for a generation to come. You can't just get on the

i7Lis. if you have no place to go, if you don't have a job to go to, if you
don't have a school to go to that is accessible, if you don't have a store
to shop in that is accessible. This is the first part of a large system to be
developed to make life livable for disabled Americans. It is not a
question of will three or four people use it and will it cost $18 for the
trip, or, as the Congressional Budget Office states, it may be cheaper to
buy everyone a car. Not everybody can drive. In this day and age,
where we are conserving gas, that seems a kind of roundabout way to
solve a problem, and yet that seems a clear option in some cases for the
Congressional Budget Office.

I have just spent 15 months doing a survey and analysis of what has
happened since the White House Conference on the Handicapped was
held in May 1977. The Implementation Plan, a statement of needs that
handicapped individuals felt, would make their lives reasonable and
allow them to function independently in our soeiety, was the final
document of the Conference and the basis for my study. It stated that
those that couldn't funetion independently would get the kind of
support systems that they needed. Not what our government deter-
mined they needed, an all-or-nothing system, but [one that] would
allow people to come in, shall we say,4"like a Chinese menu and say, "I
need A and B , but I don't need C. " We now force people to take A. B.
and C even if they don't need it, and no one ever says that is a waste of
money.

The findings of the Implementation Unit were that there was very
little coordination among Federal agencies. There is also Very little
attention given to this entire issue by our executive branch. Unfortu-
nately, the only time that you usually find top members of our
executive branch addressing these issues is when they are talking to
groups of handicapped individuals and their advocates. These people
already know the problems. To come to the President's Committee on
Employment of the Handicapped and state what you are going to do is
fine, but not to tell the Congress in your budget message or to insist
that cabinet Secretaries in enunciating their equal employment policies
include handicapped individuals, that is another story. And this is
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where the discrepancy in our society an4 in our government at this

time occurs.
There -is no real focus. The White House Conference requested that

a person in the Executive Office of the President be designated as a
coordinator for the concerns of disabled Ametricans. We have a
coordinator for women's concerns, for minority concerns, and it was
asked that there be a coordinator for the concerns of disabled
Americans. That is pretty simple. You hire someone who has some
idea of what these concerns are and you ask that person to follow the
agencies to see what is happening. That wasn't done. Therefore, we
have four difkrent accessibility guides or standards b ing slcveloped;
we have Drew Days saying that the bottom line issues1äv.not been
brought up to the level of the President yet through his coo inating
committee; vd have HEW developing 504 guidelines and most 'other
agencies still not having developed them; we have agencies that are
making excuses why they can't be developed; we have agencies
spending money on duplication of services dealing with and for
disabled individuals without finding out what disabled individuals need
in transportation as well as in any other service. We have a glut,
approximately 330 Federal prcigrams dealing in the area of disability.
Rarely do they talk tto each other; rarely do they find out who they are
servicing.

When a followup census was developed by the Department of
Commerce and the Bureau of /he Census to finally determine who are
and where are handicapped individuals livinghow can we best direct
our local and State governments to serve handicapped individuals if
we 'as a Federal Government can't eS'en quite say where these people
are and what services they need. The Office of Management and
Budget decided that was an appropriate item to cut from the budget,
and at this point that census is not being funded.

VICE CHAIRMAN HORN. Excuse me. Could I just at t,his point see if
we could get the draft of that census and what the questions are in the
record, if that is available?

MR. ROSENSTEIN. It is available and there is a pretest of that survey
being done by the Bureau of the Census; so they would have that
available now.

VICE CHAIRMAN HORN. Very good, and if we could get a letter
between the Staff Director and the Director of OMB as to the reasons
for not fundingthat was the question I was later going to ask. I
would appreciate that information.

CHAIRMAN FLEMMING. Without objection, that will be done at this
point in the record.

MR. ROSENSTEIN. The other indications of where the concernsof
disabled Americans stand at this point, and I go back to a comment
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made yesterday on S. 446, civil rights-g-that was the amendment to
Title VIIthe administration would not cdme up with 'Solid support
for that amendment until Senator Harrison Williams on the night
before insisted that some kind of statement be made for the administra-
tion, and a letter from Stiract Eisenstat was delivered to him the night
before the hearings on that amendment were held. There were
Conflicting statements given by the Equal- Employment Opportunity
Commission, which said basically it favored it but didn't have the staff
to handle it, 504 [section of the] Office for Civil Rights in HEW,.
which had a very nebulous kind of seatement saying, well, maybe it is a
good idea. The strongest statement of support camqpfrom the
Department of Labor. But the administration, as one spokesperson,
could not get itself together to support this amendment until the night
before.

In the case of transportation, as in sociallkrvices, a civil or human
right is a civil or human right for an individual. We don't base our
demand for civil and human rights on large groups of people and
whether the dolikr cost is worthwhile. We have never done that in this
country as far as I know and accepted itthou,gh we have sometimes
tried OS do it. We have never accepted it, and I don't see why, because,
the disabled community in this country is now developing its own civil
rights movement and because some people feel our economy is in more
trouble than it was a few years ago, we should suddenly change our
entire social value system and determine that civil and human rights
become cost factors, become a matter of how much does it cost to give
someone their civil rights. I think that is awell, I wouldn't use the
word I would like to use here, but just considering that, I think it is a
terrible thing, and I think we are as a government at this time
considering that.

The last topic I would like to comment on is coordination and, to
show how complex, these things are, we must look at the new
Department of Education. What we have succeeded in doing with that
Department is splitting apart the agencies_who deal ,with the concerns
of disabled Americans. We took Rehabilitation Services Administra-
tion, split Developmental Disabilities away from it, left Developmen-
tal Disabilities in HHS, moved the rest of RSA to the Department of
Education. We took the Office for Civil Rights, which is/supposed ,to
handle the concerns of 504 and.94-142, which is the guaretiitee of a free
equal appropriate education, and split the Office for Civil Rights,
leaving part of it to deal with HHS and part of it to deal with the
Department of Education, not increasing anybody's funding for it, just
splitting it in half so that the backlog increases and there is less that can
be done. We have taken the issues that are the same for the elderly and
for disabled Americans and put them into two separate agencies, but
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many of these issues, particularly long-term care, hospital care,
institutionalization, the need for community support systems, are the
same. They are not all the same, but there are some points that are the
same. They now are in two separate agencies. And we have not as a
government developed any mechanism for coordinating these two
new Departments. In fact, 6 months after the Department of
Education has been established, they have not yet, in all their-
transition planning, developed the coordinating mechanisms; and in
some of the copsultations I had with them I would be surprised if they
even looked at 'the possibilities 'for coordinating some of these
mechanisms and some of the concerns.

Legislation will be introduced. It is needed. Administrative action in
many of these areas is needed. We have studied and analyzed many of
'these programs, in the way government does,. to death, to the point
that we hope the people who first advocated for them will- get tired
enough and not have the resources to fight to see them through to
their fruition.

I would like to submit to the Commission the final draft report of my
uni't which covers many of the areas that you discussed. It represents
an expenditure by the Federal Government of close to s400,000 and
has not moved anywhere for the last 3-1/2 months.

It was an investmen't in time and effort of people around this country
in consumer meetings that were held in Denver and San Diego arid
PhilPdelphia, in meetings with Governors' liaisons from each State in
this Union, in joint meetings, with people coming in from the Virgin
Islands and Puerto Rico to attend these sessions, developing Stale
recommendations and Federal activity recommendations that have, for
the last 3-1/2 months, not moved anywhere.

If that is indicative along with everything you haye heard today .of
where the priority of this government is concerning disabled Arrieri-
cans, we are in a sad state. I would hope and applaud the Commission's
interface with these issues and urge you to act as quickly as possible to
see that your feelings and recommendations are made to the appropri-
ately high levels in government.

Thank you very much.
CHAIRMAN FLEMMING. Thank you.
[Applause.]
CHAIRMAN FLEMMING. We apprciate your bringing a copy of your

report with you. We will receive it and it will be considered in
connection with our work in this area.

[431ie item referred to is Report of the White House Conference on
Handicapped Individuals Implementation Unit, Department of Health,
Education, and Welfare, Washington, D.C., Dec. 31, 1979.]
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CHAIRMAN. FLEMMING. Commissioner-Designate Ratnirez, do you
have any questions?

CommIssIGNER-DEsIGNATE RAMIRIEZ. Just one. it may turn out to
be too complex, but I will try it anyway.

Mr. Rosenstein touched a very important cord in my thinking whet
he talked about the OMB study and the definition of a marketplace for
services among people who had been discriminated against and the
fact that that isia multigenerational concern. That leads me to think a(-great del out your market study, Ms. Cass, around people who
would use t 'e transportation system. I have a great deal of concern
about that because that occurs in other areas of.discrimination also.

I wonder if you can tell us, first, what you found thus far and what
your perception is of the problems daveloped by Mr. Rosenstein and
how your study can attend to that.

MS. CASS. you are absolutely right; that is very complex. We have
completed the national survey and there has been a report published. I
will be happy to submit it to the Commission, if you like. Some of the
numbers which are in the paper done by Mr. Cannon are from that
survey. For instance, we found 4.7 million handicapped persons over 5
years of age living in urban areas. We found that they don't take as
many trips on a monthly basis as you and I probably do. We found that
they are underemployed, that they are female, and that they tend to be
old. We found that 47 percent of this population is over 65.

It is that--
COMMISSIONER-DESIGNATE RAMIREZ. Did you find that there was a

'marketplace that--
MS. CASS. Wd asked them a series of questions regarding their

utilization of existing transportation servic s, recognizing at the time
we conducted that survey that none of thqn were accessible. Some are,
now, but none then.

So what weiasked them is, what kinds of servicesexcuse me. We
described some services to them such as an accessible fixed-route' bus
and subway system, or a door-to-door system, and so on, and we asked
them if they would use it, how many of them would use it, and how
often would they use it, how more often would they use it than they
are now traveling. We got very high numbers on all of these. Door-to-
door came out better than accessible fixed-route

,
but, you know,

,,.wouldn't you rather have 't come to your door, too?
Now, relating to what ter said, I am having problems because I

guess I forgot.
MR. ROSENSTEIN. Well, I had mentioned the Congressional Budget

Office study.
MS. CASS. Oh, the CBO report. I thought you said OMB. I'm sorry.
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Congressional Budget Office did use our demand data developed
from this national survey: They used a great many of the numbers, if
you will, the dollar numbers which we developed while we were
doing the economic analysis of the 504 regulations. They used them
differently. They designed what they thought would be a transit
system different from what our regulation required, and they decided
ehat there are some people who can use this and then there are some
people who can only use something else. So the base is numbers
supplied by UMTA, DOT, but changed to do what he felt would be
the more appropriate action, as the economic numbers were supplied
to CBO by the Department of Transportation...

So that is where it is. And I will submit the CBO report to the
Comrnission, if you would so desire.

CHAIRMAN FLEMMING. We would appreciate it.
[The report referred to, which is on file at the Commission, is: U.S.,

Congress, Congressional Budget Office, Urban Transportation for
Handicapped Persons: Alternative Federal Approaches, (Washington,
D.C.: Government Printing Office, 1979).]

CHAIRMAN FLEMMING. Commissioner-Designate Berry?
COMMISSIONER-DESIGNATE BERRY. MT. Goldman, I am somewhat

puzzled by your statement that you were responsible or that your
organization was responsible for setting a uniform standard and then,
in fact, when the proposed rules come out there will be a uniform
standard and that the previous discussion that we had heard was
erroneous. Is it a matter of law that ycl set standards or is it a matter
of policx made by the Interagency Coordinating Committee?

MR. O'OLDMAN. It is a matter of law that the Board is to issue
minimum guidelines and requirements which are to form the basis for
accessibility standards issued under the Architectural Barriers Act.
The agenc es will have the discretion to establish higher standards
under the Architectural Barriers Act, but their standards must
conform t our minimum guidelines. That is under the Reititilitation
Act amer) ments of 1978.

COMMISSIONER-DESIGNATE BERRY.,But HUD and GSA apparently
don't know that, since they didn't know it when they were here today.

MR. GOLDMAN. Well, the HUD representativewith all due
respect, Commissioner, the HUD representative supported that deci-
sion last Thursday.

COMOISSIONER-DESIGNATE BERRY. Well, perhaps there needs to be
some further clarification that the staff could find out for us, because I
find it completely confusing.

Will your proposed rules include the ANSI standards?
MR. GOLDMAN. That is a subject for consideration for the me

Let me say exactly what we are doing in regard to the ANSI
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standards. There is a wealth of technical information in thdre. The
Board has, previously considered and rejected adopting the ANSI
standard by reference, as one of the members proposed. The proposed
rules will draw extensively on the best-technical information available.
I am loathe to prejudge.what my members wip do. However, we are
most cognizant of the efforts that have been made in recent years,
including those by ANSI.

COMMISSIONER-DESIGNATE BERRY. Thank you.
CHAIRMAN FLEMMING. Commissioner-Designate Ruckelshaus?
COMMISSIONER-DESIGNATE RUCICELSHAUS. Tell me, Mr. Rosen-

stein, when you submitted your report, I assume it was accepted by the
President.

MR. ROSENSTEIN. That would be an assumption.
COMMISSIONER-DESIGNATE RUCKELSHAUS. What happened to your

report?_

MR. ROSENSTEIN. All right. The report the entire operarionI did
not want to get into ,depth on that, but afte the President committed
himself to a followup of the White Fâuse Conference, npthing
happened for a year and a ball. It was finally through HEW, through
Secretary Califano at the time, that it was determined something
should be done on that prOmise. The unit was set up through the
Rehabilitation Services Administration, which was somewhere down
the line in HEW. And, if you know the clearance procedures, it takes
months and months before you ever get anything from one level to the
other in most Federal agencies.

So that at this. point this report was submitted to the Commissioner
of RSA and it has gone no further than the Cbmmissioner's desk in 3-
1/2 months. It hasn't even begun to make its way up the system. What
complicates that now is that RSA is no longer in HEW; it is in the
Department of Education.

So that unless the whole scope of work of people around the
country containfd in the final report is looked at by an outside source,
it may never see the light of day. And like most government reports,
within a year it becomes outdated, recommendations and consider-
ations are outdated.

It was sent to the'Domestic Council at the White House, to people
who assisted us at various times along the way, even though we got
criticized for daring to go directly to the White House and not
through the HEW process. But in a year and a half's time, there just
wasn't enough time to go through the HEW process, so we went to
the White House.

So that report has never been "cleared" by everybody who is going
to have to clear it. I am no longer with the Federal Government and
am working as someone on the outside 4s an advocate to see that some
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of the information that people worked very hard on doesn't get lost. It
would be a waste of moneyfand human man hours to see ik get lost.

COMMISSIONER-DESIGNATE RUCKELSHAUS. So there IS nobody left,

really--
MR. ROSENSTEIN. The Unit is over. It was turned in to the

Commissioner of Rehabilitation Services Administration for him to see

that it got cleared and printed. Therwas a $30,000 allocation made
for printing of the 'report within this fiscal year, but it cannot get
printed till it gets cleared, and it can't get cleared till someone Inakes

the effort to clear it. So you have sort of a Catch-22 situation, which

isn't unusual. r
COMMISSIONER-DESIGNATE RUCKELSHAUS. You certainly do. That

document is important to have called to someone's attention.
MR. ROSENSTEIN. I think SO. It is a draft report at this time.
COMMISSIONER-DESIGNATE RucRELSHAus. But, in any case, it is

important to get it in the hands of your constituents--
MR. ROSENSTEIN. Definitely,
COMMISSIONER-DESIGNATE RUCKELSHAUS. so that they at least

have some kind of working document.
MR: ROSENSTEIN. No question. It would be useful and has been

requested by the States and Governors' liaisons in each State, which
we developed. Each Governor assigned a liaison to our office for the
year and a half. It has been requested by them. It has been requested by

the more than 350 porticipants in our consumer seminars and by the
wirde network of people around the country who nit to know the

status of the Federal Government operation.
COMMISSIONER-DESIGNATE RUCKELSHAUS. If it can ever get

cleared, then will it be printed by the Government Printing Office?
MR. ROSENSTEIN. Hopefully. It could be Xeroxed at a very reduced

cost.
COMMISSIONER-DESIGNATE RUCKELSHAUS. Okay.
Ms. Cass, do you have any statistics on how many municipalities are

now offering something?
Ms. CASS. I have a list of probably 75, and I think it is a year old. It

isftclone by word of mouth. I can't give you an exact number.
COMMISSIONER-DESIGNATE RUCKELSHAUS. The list of 75 is a year

old?
Ms. CASs. Seventy-five cities who are providing specialized service.

And when I say 75 cities, I am saying 75 transit dperators. Now, in
every city in the country there are some kinds bf specialized services.
For instance, in Los Angeles, where Mr. Cannon comes from, a study
was made that identified 400 agencies, social services agencies, of one
kind or another who are providing specialized services to a special
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user group. So when I say 75 cities, I am saying these are transit
operator-funded and managed specialized services.

COMMISSIONER-DESIGNATE RUCKEDSHAUS. I have a little article
here that was called to my attention that points out two problems, but
it is only one that I am going to ask you to respond to. It says the City
of Ithaca, New York, had decided not to followand the wording
bere is "the apparent federal requirement to add lifts to the city buses
after learning that the bus at the University of Cornell, which had been
fitted with a lift, had had nobody use it in the year that- it had been in
operation." Now, I assume if they refuse to do that, they should be
offering some other option.

[See Exhibit No: 20 for the article described.]
MS. CASS. No. If they refuse to do that, they cannot purchase abuscould not in the last year have purchased a bus if they are

receiving assistance from/us, the Urban Massyransportation Adminis-
tration, unless it hasun.'ess that bus is accessigle.

Now, they may not receive financial assistance kom us. I erafraid I
don't know. Ithaca sounds like it would be a large enough urbanized

tegrea that it would.
COMMISSIONER-DESIGNATE RUCKELSHAUS. At the moment no

Federal money will flow where there is discrimination.
MS. CASS. No Federal money will flow unless that transit agency

purchases accessible buses. Yes, you are quite right.
COMMISSIONER-DES1GNATE RUCKELSHAUS. Okay, thank you.
I have another question. I really enjoyed your paper, .Mr. Cannon.

Thank you very much for taking the time to put that together. ICwas
very useful to me and I am sure to many people.

I think I know how I would respond to this, but in this same article I
received it calls attention to an interesting problem, and that is on the
campus at Cornell money was spent to make accessible the facilities
there. There is not a fuss made about the fact that money was spent,
but only that in providing sidewalk cuts the university then began
receiving a lot of complaints from their blind students who said this
was *real difficult situation for them and tihat they felt in some way
that their accessibility had been impeded by another group. There is
mention made here of having to send guide dogs to special training
courses to learn how to deal with sidewalk cuts.

How would you respond to that?
MR. CANNON. This issue has een raised in a number of areas.

remember going through it in J, Angeles with the claim by the Los
Angeles City Council at one point that blind people would find
themselves out in the middle of streets and somehow would get run
over by cars, and I asked them, after hearing a number of such
statements, whether they had ever heard this from blind people
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themselves. The fact was, no, they had heard it from a number of
rehabilitation professionals who clairried that this would occur. I
talked to blind people directly and asked them whether or not they
typically know where the curb is. You know, how do they know
where the crosswalks are and sa forth, and most blind people either go
through some kind of mobility training with a friend or they find the
lamppost, or the traffic signal post, etc.

My understanding from talking to a lot of people is that _in most
cases these curb cuts are not a problem. I don't think I have ever heard
a'blind person tell me that they really have difficulty getting inyou
know, ending up in the streetthat they can't tell.

Now, there is some problem with a curb cut that is so gradual that it
Might not appear that there is a ramp, butI don't knownon f the
curb cuts in Washington, to my knowledge, fit that catego , since
they almost dump you out into *e street whenever you g4own one.

There have been efforts made in various places of putting_grooves
along the front edge of the lip. That again is another technological
solution.,There are solutions to that. Blind people use curb cuts all the
time in lots of cities.

One of the most important considerations is that the location be
uniform. In other words, in Los Angeles, for example, where they put
one curb cut on each corner, a fan-shaped one at a 45-degree angle
right along the radius of the curb, it is important that you maintain that
throughout the city, that you don't suddenly at the next one put a little
small curb cut over at the side facing the crosswalk, that you don't
then put something that juts out into the street with a railing around it.
I mean, there are very strange designs of curb cuts.

In the early days in Los Angeles, before they settled di a uniform
format, they had a lot of experiments and there are still some around
that have railings andveculiar cuts and so forth. The biggest complaint
that we have had from blind people in the Los Angeles area is,
"Please, settle on something so that we know what to expect at a
corner; that when we come to a corner we know that the ramp is
going to be essentially in the center, that one crosswalk is at a 45-
degree angle off this way ,and the other crosswalk is at a 45-degree
angle off this way." .

Again, it is a design solution that can be solved. ksaia before that the
biggest barriers are attitudinal. I would like to give you one little
example in the transit industry of what I mean.

A conversation between an official of the Department of Transpor-
tation and an official of the Chicago Transit Authority took place
recently. The 504 regulation requires that only a portion of the
platform of a rapid rail station be accessible and one vehicle or one car
per train. Chicago would like to make the entire platform and all cars
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accessible, based on some very spurious reasoning, which enormously
increases the cost.

When the DOT official said, "Well, instead of doing that, why don't
you put the car, the accessible car, in the middle of the train instead of
at the ends where it causes problems"it apparently never occurred
to them to do that"and then you could have only a portion of the
platform accessible adjacent to the car," the Chicago Transit Authori-
ty official said, "Oh, no, no, we couldn't do that. How, would the
disabled person know where the accessible portion was?" The DOT
man said, "Well, you could mark it on the platform." "No, no, that
would never work. We can't do that. There are lots of people in this
city who don't speak English." So, the DOT man said, "Well, hy
don't you use the international symbol?" "No, no, we couldn't do that
because what if it were a different place in each of the platforms, how
would they know where it was?" DOTIaid, "Well, isn't the idea of thet
regulation to make it the same -place on each platform?" "Oh, we
couldn't do that because that would cause all s,rts of problems."

DOT finally gave up becatise it was so clear that the attitude was
there not even to consider any possibility of finding a solution to this
problem. It was a blatant, absolute resistance to an idea, and that is the
kind of thing that has been going on for years.

Incidentally, the claim that fixed-route buses don't work, I would
like to point out, is usually based on a very poor example, Bi-State St.
Louis, whose own director of operations has stated in a national
magazine that "Bi-State is 20 to 30 years behind the industry in
maintenance."

&#There are a number of other systems which are accessible. I would
like to recommend, and I will give you a copy of this report, six case
studies of phase-in of accessible buses. While each one of them has
some problems ad some difficulty in a particular area, you will find
that almost invariably whatever that problem is a different transit
agency has solved it. If you read this, you will discover that while
there are difficulties.and there are problems in implementing accessible
buses, it is a do-able thing. ,

CHAIRMAN FLEMMING. Thank you very much. We appreciate your
making that available to us.

[The item referred to, which is on file at the Commission, is: Urban
Mass Trans i ortation Admiriktration, Phase-in Accasible Buses: Six, Case Studies ashington, D.0 l980).]

CHAIRMAN FLEMMING. Commissioner Horn had to leave in order to'
catch a plane to tlie West Coast. Before he left, he asked me if I would
address this question to Ms. Cass: Even though OMB cut the funds for
the special census, could not the Department of Transportation fund
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such a census by reimbursing the Bureau of the Census? Has that been

discussed?
Ms. CASs. Well, I was really surprised, Dr. Flemming, this morning

when I heard it had been cut, because we have dedicated several
million dollars to help fund that follow-on disabilitY census, and this is

a surprise to me.
Census did say that it could not afford to do it. OMB carne to us

several months agous, DOTand every other agency and asked,
"Would you be willing to participate?" We did commit ourselves to
participate, and so I am surprised.

CHAIRMAN FLEMMING. Well, we are going
MS. CASS. And I am going to check into it.
CHAIRMAN FLEMMING. Well, we are going to have to clarify the

record on that. We have conflicting testimony as to whether--
MR. ROSENSTEIN. OMB did cut $10 million out of the Bureau of the

Census budget, took it out, and then the Bureau of the Census, through
their initiative and the initiative of many individuals and Congress
people, went back and said, "Well, can't you get a bunch of agencies to
try and ante up the money since Oro doesn't think it's important
enough?" And that is what the followup was. My understanding is that
there is still not the total, there to conduct this census, but it was cut.

CHAIRMAN FLEMMING. We did receive some testimony to the effect
that the so-called minicensus in 1982 was going to be cut, but we will
get the final word on that. We know where to go to get the final word
on it and we will, and we will straighted the record out on that
particular point. Mr. Nunez, do you have a question?

MR. NUNEZ. Yes, for Ms. Cass. Following up on your enforcement
effort in ensuring that municipalities or transit authorities that do get
support from your agency do have accessible transportation, what
percentage of the transit authorities in the country would you say are
bovered under your program?

Ms. CAss. Of the public transit authorities, I would say probably 95

percent, maybe 100 percent.
Do you think that is fair, Dennis? I think so.
There are some few private operators, but they get fewer and fewer

every year, as they are being taken over by the city governments.
They are usually being taken over using Federal funds.

MR. NUNEZ. How do you enforce this regulation? Do you have staff

for enforcement?
MS. CASS. We are at this timethe first thing they have to do is they

must provide us with a plan of how they are going to buy buses and
what they are doing with them. That is due on the 2nd of July of this
year. There is a group of people now developing compliance criteria
within the Department from which those transition plans vill be
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reviewed. ,Our Office of Civil Rights has a major role in that, as the
compliance part does rest with them.

So that is evolving over time, but it will have evolved by the 2nd ofJuly.
MR. NUNEZ. It is a relatively new program.
MS. CASS. The regulations have been effective for less than I year.
CHAIRMAN FLEMMING. At the opening of the consultation yester-day morning, I indicated that if any person participating in the

consultation felt that we had omitted soniething which shouldn't be
omitted, that we would be glad to 'have that person contact the staff
and that we would be glad to accord that person the optiortunity of
making a presentation under what we refer to as our 5-minute rule. We
do this in connection with public hearings. This is the first time we
have done it in connection with a consultation..

I am informed by the staff that Ms. Hedwig Oawald who is Directorof the Office of Selective Placement Program in the Office of
Personnel Management would like to make a brief statement.

Before I recognize her, may I express to the members of this panel
our gratitude for the kind of information that you have presented to us.
I think it made it possible for us to wind up on a very i mportant note
and I particularly appreciate, do appreciate, the s mmary of the
followup activities in connection with the White House Conference.We, in turn, I think, can follow up on that and possibly help to bringthat to life. ,

I did want to ask you one question on that. Did you have an
advisory committee that worked.with you on the preparation of thatreport?

MR. ROSENSTEIN. I had two Federal agency Commissions, onemade up of 30 Federal Departments and Commissions, one intra-HEW
committee out of 30 components of HEW, and a 22 member national
advisory committee of consumers, providers, and parents of handi-
capped youngsters who were associated with this report.

CHAIRMAN FLEMMING. Were those who served on the, what I
might call the outside committee, persons who also had participated
actively in the White House Conference?

MR. ROSENSTEIN. Yes, they were. Charles Hoehne, who testified
yesterday, was a member of the committee. One ot the requirements
was that they were active in developing and participating in the White
House Conference.

CHAIRMAN FLEMMING. Thank you all very much. We appreciate it
very much.

Now I will recognize Ms. Oswald. Ms. Osw.ald, we appreciate yourbeing with us.
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The Cominission will accept unsolicited papers on the following

bases: 1) The Commission will not pay for such papers; 2) the
Commission may publish (in whole or in part) or may not publish such
papers; 3) If published by the Commission, such papers are in the
public domain; and 4):Such papers may or may not be included in the
proceedings.

STATEMENT 'OF HEDWITDSWALD, DIRECTOR, OFFICE OF
SELECTIVE PLACEMENT PROGRAMS, OFFICE OF
PERSONNEL MANAGEMENT

MS. OSWALD. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman, and the rest of
the Commission and the people who are here.

My purpose for asking for this time is because the Office of
Personnel Management has seen many channs since civil service
reform of about 18 months ago and because of the changes that affect
enforcement of the whole civil rights area in Federal employment that
has moved to EEOC. I thought that both Ms. Kaplan and Mr. Boyd's
presentations were very thorough and very good. I have no conflict
with them. I wanted to add to them for the record.

I direct the Office of Selective Placement Programs under the
Affirmative Employment Program Office, which is headed by an
Assistant Director. Parallel with my program is the women's program,
Hispanic program, the veterans program, minority, outreach, upward
mobility. This answers some of the questions I think you were asking
yesterday about why are the employment programs not in the civil
rights area. This is also parallel within our own internal operations
Within OPM in the management of our own program.

Basically, our function is one of technical assistance in all personnel
actions. Among the things that are involved are such things as
producing tools such as this Handbook of Selective Placement , which
tells how to do it in a language I think that we can understand. This,
by the way, is last year's publication.

Yesterday there was a lot of talk about statistics. This publication is
dated February 1980. It also has a narrative discussion and it answers
your questions about GS levels, education, other demographic points.

MR. NUNEZ. Why don't you read the title into the record.
MS. OSWALD. Statistical Profile of Handicapped Federal Civilian

Employees, and I will leave with you some copies.
We have another publication that is in print called The Handb'ook of

Reasonable Accommodation, and I think you gathered yesterday that
this is a highly controversial, very difficult area to address.

CHAIRMAN FLEMMING. Thank you. We will accept that.
[This information is on file at the Commission.]
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MS. OSWALD. I would also like to mention that OPM is a member of
,the Interagency Coordinating Council that is chaired by Drew Days.
Jule Sugarman, who is the Deputy Director of OPM, serves as OPM's
designee. He has been very active, particularly as he was called upon
by Mr. Days to help mediate some of the controversies and overlaps
between the Barrier Board and section 504.

Now, just very quickly, let me talk about tfit Civil Service Reform
Act. In the merit principles that precede or preface the act, there is a
yery important statement about equal employment opportunity for all
the Jraditional groups (race, sex, etc.) and it adds "handicapping
condition." To my knowledge, this is probably the first.statute that
serially takes in handicapped conditions or mentions disability any-
where. It has a great meaning because this 'does in fact provide the
basis for accountability in affirmative action for managers. .

Personnel 'appraisals. You have heard about the reform in the
Federal pay system. Merit pay is now dependent upon personnel
appraisal systems. One example: the senior executive service. We talk
about getting support from the top. Well, this is one wedge to help get
that into the Federal system.

In addition, a part of the act provided Federal agencies with the
authority to pay for the services of readers for blind people and
interpreters for deaf people. This, of course, had been done on a
haphazard or other activities only [basis]. Now the authority is there
with special appointments available for readers and interpreters. Also
the act provided for special appointing authorities for 30 percent'
disabled veterans.

The Gardia amendment, also known as the Federal employment
opportunity recruitment program, focuses on minorities and women. It
provides and requires agencies to do ourreach recruitment. Mr. Garcia-
did mit include handicapped, principallybecause there was no basis for
computing underrepreserftation in the work force and the law requires
this computation. However, EEOC, in their affirmative action require-
ments for the handicapped, have included this concept. So I think we
soon will be seeingas soon as we can solve these census problems
that this kind of bottom line can be computed. This approach is going
to do a great deal in the whole area of employment of" the
handicapped, whether it be in the public or private sector.

Other things, just to tick off a-few, that this new climate has
generated: We presented last week to the Congress a bill that We hope
will work. It provides for payment of services for personal assistants
for severely disabled employees at the worksite and while in a travel
status.

Other things that have befn going on involve a great deal of
research in the area of alternative selection procedures. As we go
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along in trying to do jdb-related testing and examining, we must be
careful that any of the new things that we devise will not be worse
than the pencil and paper tests that have been found to be invalid.

In conjunction with some of these requirements for job-related tests,
OPM is doing a mammoth job analysis study of about 14 occupations.
This is for purposes of developing new selection procedures.-Also, we
have proposed a demonstration project to look at reasonable accom-
modation while the other analyses are going O'n. So perhaps for
government wide and for all employers we will get some kind of
handle on reasonable accommodation in\ a more structured and valid
way.

Physical standards have been modified to remove the nonjob-related
types of language, and I think this is going to help to beat down or get
around the attitudes and langua'ge that selecting officials hide behind.

And then jUst recently we have also established a new special
appointing authority which will give people with histories of mental
illness, serious mental illness, an opportunity to get back into the work
force. This provides up to a 2-year temporary appointment. The intent
is not necessarily that they remain in Federal employment, but at least
that they will gain an employment record which is so badly needed to
get back into the work force.

So let me conclude by saying these are only a few highlights, but
actions which will affect the bottoni line we have ll been talking
about here, that more persOns, more handicapped persons, are hired
and advanced and retained in Federal employment and, hopefully, will
set the example that we would like to see. We have a long 'way to go.
These are a few of the steps and I just felt that this would be Of interest
to you.

Thank you.
CHAIRMAN FLEMMING, We appreciate very, very much your

making this information and this point of view available to us. It is
very, very helpful and is very important for us to have it in connection
with the record of the consultation.

Any questions?
[No response.]
CHAIRMAN FLEMMING. The consultation is adjourned.
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598 PACIFIC REPORTER, 2d SERIES

157 Cal Rptr. 383

In re the MARRIAGE OF Ellen J. and
William T. CARNEY.

William T. CARNEY, Appellant,

V.

Ellen J. CARNEY, Respondent.

LA. M064.

Supreme Court of California.

Aug. 7, 1979.

The Superior Court, Los, Angeles Coun-
ty, Phillip Erbsen, Temporary Judge en-
tered an interlocutory decree of dissolution
of marriage which transferred custody of
parties' two minor 'children from father to
mother, and father appealed. The Supreme
Court, Mosk, J., held that father's physical
handicap, which affected his ability to par-
ticipate with his children in purely physical
actieties, did not constitute a changed cir-
cumstance of sufficient relevance and rr. e-
riality to render it either "essential or expe-
dient" for their welfare that they be taken
from his custody.

Reversed.

I. Parent and Child 0=2(12)
Trial courts arc no longer permitted to

favor the mother in determining proper cus-
tody of a child of tender years; 'regardless
of age of the minor-, fathers have equal
custody rights with mothers inasmuch as
sole concern is best, interests of the child.
V1/4 est's Ann.Civ,Code, § 46C0.

2. Infants c=19.3(5)
To justif ordering a change in custo-

dy, there must generally lw a persuasive
.hmking of changed circum.tances affecting
the child and such change must be substan-
tial.

3. Infants 0=19.3(5)
Although a .request for a change _of

custody is addressed in first instance to
sound fliscrution of trial judge, he must

exercise that discretion in light of impor-
tant policy considerations.

4. Infants ,3=19.3(5) '
Burden of proving a sufficient change

in circumstances is on party seeking a
change of custody.

5. Parent and Child t3=2(3.3)
If a"person has physical handicap, it is

impermissible for the court, in a ruling on a

custody matter, to simply rely on that con-
dition, as prima facie evidence of person's
unfitness as a parent or of probable detri-
ment to the child; rather, in all cases court
must view handicapped person as an indi-
vidual and a family as a whole.

6. Parent and Child o=2(18) .

Father's physical handicap, which af-
fected his ability to participate with his
children in purely physical activities, did not
constitute a changed circumstance of suffi-
cient relevance and materiality to render it
either "essential or expedient" for their
welfare that they be taken from his custo-
dy.

-Mason H. Rose, Law Offices of Mason H.
Rose, Beverly Hills, Marilyn Holle and
Mary-Lynne Fisher, Los Angeles, for appel-
lant.

Evelle J. Younger. Atty. Gen., L. Stephen
Porter, Asst. Atty. Gen., Anne S. Pressman
and G. R. Overton, Deputy Attys. Gen., and
Robert J. Funk, El Cerrito, as amici curiae
on behalf of appellant.

Baird, Baird, Belgum & Buchanan, Baird,
Wulfsberg, Belgum & Buchanadand

Lawrence C. Buchanan, Long Beach, for
respondent.

MOSK, Justice.

Appellant fathyr (William) appeals front
that portionf an interlocuthry ilecrl..ie of
dissolution which transfers custiply of the
two minor children of the marhage from
himself to respondent mother (Ellen).

In this case of first impression .we are
called upon to resoke tin apparent conflict

Ptir,oatit ri coactluition, article VI. sertior, 21
.
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betwe.,n tuo strong public imhcies. the re-
quirement that a custody award serve the
best interests of the child, and the moral
and legal obligation of society to respect the
co.il rights of its physically handicapped
rimmbers, including their right not to be
ileprived of their children- because of their
disability AN will appear, we hold that
upon a retrlistic appraisal of the present-day
capabilities of the physically handicapped,
these policies can both be accommodated.
The trial court herein failed to make such
an,appraisal, and instead premised its rul-
ing'on outdated stereotypes of both the
parental rok and the ability. 'of the handi-
capped to fill that role. ,Such suTeotypes
hafe im place in our law. Accordingly, the
order changing custody on 'his ground-must
be set asule as an abuse of iliscretion.

William and Ellen were married in New
York in December, 1968 Both were teen-
agers Tuo sons uere soon born of the

mon, the first in November 1969 and. the
'second in January 1971. The parties Sepa-
rated shortly afterwank, and by written
greement executetf, in November 1972 Fi-

len reimquished custody of the iloys to Wil-
liam For reasons of employment he even-
twill) moved to the West Coast. In Sep-
t, mher 1973 he began living with a young
unman named I,ori Rii(ra. and she acted as
stepmother to the boYs. In the followlng
year William had a daughter by I,ori, and
she procetqled to raise_all three children as,
their ')u-n.

lie u OS hrduled to,,Je disaharged shortly
a tt,e the tnal proceedings herein ,P

2. 11). Min MSI) 11111M/Sed substantial !manna)
oblipalvms orl Wilharn. Ile N.1.. Orderl'd to pay
all future C ists of iransportinwhis sons bar k to
( ahharma to Fat luni, S.100 i month for'
Mid supilort. $1,00o r,r aitorn(' s's lers,

Sgoo It hcr Ir,. I and hotel \penses, and
$751) for her ourt (foqs

,

3. Ile also vrids the ruhng violated his right
. to qual porte, lion and due proress of L.

Atl,ption of Rofharclson (1967) 251 Cal Apr) 2d
222 219 210. 56 ai Wptr 323. see generaliy
Ai htenherg. I ats and the ehssicall.% OtsAlcd

plate ,sth Conststotumal Implica(ions.
1976) g Ss. I. Bet' 847.. Burgdort & 'Burg

dor( lltsror 01 Unequal Treatment' The
Quo filtrations 1,1 11,unhcapped PCrSoni a

In August 197(1, while serving in the mili-
ary reserirtt, William' Was injured in a jeep
accident. The accident left him a quadri-
plegic, i. ith paralyzed legs 'and im-
paired use of his arms will hands. He spent.
the next year recupqating in a veterans'
hospital; his children visitea Mim several
times each week, and he came home nearly
every weekend.1 He also%bought a van, and
it. was being fitted with a wheelchair lift
and hand controls to permit him to dri,ve.

In- May 1977 William filed the present
action for dissolution of his marriage. El-
len moved for an order awarding 11er:imme-
diate custody' of both boys... It was undis-
puted that from the date of separation
(N-iv. 1972) until a few days before the
hearing (Aug. 1977) Ellen did not once visit
her young sons or make any contribution to
their supvort. Throughout this period of
almost f eae years her sole contact with the
bliys consjsted of some telephone calls and a
few letters and packages. Nyvertfieltsslitie
court ordered that the boys be taken frer;
the custody of tlaleir father, and that EHen
la alkiwed to remove them forthwith to
New York Rtate.2 Pursuant to stipullation
of the .parties, an interloculory judgment of
dissolution was entered at the "same time.
Wpiam appeals from that pol-tion of the
decree transferring custody of the children

Ellen.

[II William c(Aends the trial court
'abused t iscretion,in making the award
of rustodY,.3 Several principles .are here

-Suspect (-1,iss.' Under the Equal ,Protectu;n
Clause (1975) 15 Santa Clara Law 855, Corn-

,l.roent. The f:qual Protectron and Due Prot-es
Claimer Tt,, Means of Implemeneing Itt
r.Ittootsorn- bar Ilandwapprd Apphrants for

foutihr f mid°, ownt (I 978) ,27 DePaul L kev .
ric9. ktote .1hwad in tI. I.utcJ Legal Sti-ate-
goes to f 1'1: the Rrghts'of tht. Physrcally
Disabh;c1 o;t. (;eo I. J 15)1 1 in the view
we 14ke r4 the ,.1se we. need not reach the
constitutional t,ssues at this time

William further ritrnplains that the trial court
erred in derflOrng, seseral offers of evtcfente of
alle.ved misc,onftt.'t of Ellen occurring at van.
ous times prior Ii ihe hearing We have re
Iewpti the reles ant portions.of th;lerord and

s conclude that certain of the offelss were proper
k refused beciuse the evidence in question was
too remote (Prows s Prouty (1940) 16 Cal 2c1

a

J
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applicable. First, since it was amended in
1972 the code no lonler requires or permits
the triai courts to favor the mother in de-

. termining proper custody of a child "of
tender years." (E. g., White v Vhite
(1952) 109 Cal.App 2d 522, 52.3, 240 P.2d
1015.) Civil Code section 4600 now declares
that custody should be awarded "To either
pailent according to.the best rnterests of the
child." (Iii.; sub& (a) ) Regardless of the
age of the minor, therefore, fathers now
have equal cus,tody rights vith mothers;
the sole concern, as it should lw, is "the hest
int( rests of the child (See Taher v. Tab'er
(1930) 209 Cal. 755, 756-757, 290 P. 36, 371

Next, those "best ilrests" are at issue
here in a srcial way this is not the usual
case in which the parents Ave just separat-
ed and the choice of custody is being made
for the first time In such instances the
trial court rightly has a bro4d discretion.
(Gudelj v. Gudelj (1953) 41 Cal.2d 202, 208
20i, 259 P.2d 656.) Here, although this is
the first actual court order on the issue, tt
deal in efket with a complete change in
cuttody after the children'had lived with
William for almost five years-- virtually all
their lives up to that pointEllen sought to
remote them abruptly from the only home
thty could remember to a wholly new envi-
ronment some 3,000 miles away.

121 It is settled that to justify ordering
a change in Custody there rnust generally be
a persuasive showing of changed circum-
stances affecting the child. (Got() Goto
(1959) 52 CaL2d 118, 122--123, 338 P.2(1 450.)
And that change must be fwbstantial: a

chdd will not tic removed from the pririr
custody of one parent and given to the
other "unless the material factspnd circum-
stances occurring subsequently are or a

I nfl. 94 )7 hile others should probahlt hat e
heen accepted.hut f:tilure to do so could not
hate resulted oa prejudice (People Watson
(1956) 46 (al 2d AIR. 8.36, 299 P 2d 243)

4. Ellen relies on 1 oudermglk t Imudermslk.
11962) 20R -(al App'2d 705. 707 MR. 25 Cal
Rptr 134. hich held that the foregoing rule is
not applicahle- when custod) 41.a s originally

awarded pur'suant to an agreement betv,een
the parses rather than a judicial decree Rid
th opinion gat e scant authorit) for this assert

3

kind to render it essential or expedient for
the welfare of the child that' there be a
change.". (Washburn v. Washburn (1942;
49 Cal.App.2d 581, 588, 122 P.2d ss, 100.1)
The reasons for the rule are clear: "It is
well established that,the courts are reluc-
tant to order a change of custody and will
Milt do .so exceyt for impbrative reasons;
thut it is desirable that there be an end of
litigation and undesirable to change 'the
child's established mode of living." (Con-
nolly 1. Connolly (1963) 214 Cal.App.2d 433,
436, 29 Cal.Rptr.. 616, 618, and cases cited.) 4

[31 Moreover, although a request for a
change of custody is also addressed in the
first instance to the sound disaition of the
trial judge, he must exercise that discretion
in light of the important policy considera-
tions. just mentioned. For this reason ap-
pellate courts ,have been less reluctant to
find an abuse of discretion when custody is
changed than when it is originally awarded,
aniorev'ersals of such orders have not been.
uncommon. (E. g., In re Marriage of Kern
(1978),87 Cal.App.3d 402, 410-411. 150 Cal.
Rptr 860; In re Marriage of Russo (1971)
21 Cal.App.3t1 72, 98 Cal.Rptr. 501; Denham
v. Martina (1963) 214 Cal.App.2d 312, 29
Cal.Rptr. 377; Ashwell v. Ashwell (1955)
135 Cal.App.2d 211, 286 P.2d 98,3; Sorrels v.
Sorrels (1951) 105 Cal.App.2d 465, 234 P.2d
103; Bemis v. Bemis (1948) 89fal.App.2d

200 P.2d 84; JUri v. 'Juni (1945) 69
eal.App.2d 773, 160 P.2d 73; Wiehburn v.
Washburn (1942) supra, 49 Cal.App2d 581,
122 P.2d 96.)

141 Finally. thb burden of shoWing a
sufficient change in circumstances is on the
party seeking the change of custody.
(Prouty v. Prouty (1940) supra, 16 Ca1.2d
190, 193, 105 P.211 295; In re Marriage of

ed exceptipn, and it has since been cited only
once in dictum It is also wrong in pnncliple
regardless of how custody was ortginally decid.
ed upon. after the child has lived in one par.
ent s home for a significant period it surely
rt.rnains -undesirable" to uproot him from his'
-established mode of living," and a subMantial
change in his cirtumstances should ordinarily
be required to ipstify that result To the extent
it declares a tontrary rule. Loudermilk is disap.
proved
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Kern (1978) supjlk7 Cal App.3d 402, 410 William explained that because he is not
411, 150 Cal.Rptr 860, In re Marriage of employed he is able to remain at home ''to
Mehlrpauer (1976) 60 Cal App 3d 104, 108
109, 131 alktptr. 325.) In attempting to
carry that bunko Ellen relied on greveral
items of testimony given at the hearing;
even when these circumstances are viewed
in their totality, however, they are insuffi-
cient for the purpose.

First, Ellen showed that although she had
been unemployed when Witham was given
custody in 1972, at the time of trial she had
a joh as a medical reconk clerk in a New
York hospital But her gross income from
(Fiat job v.. as barely $500 per month, and she
admitted she viould not be able to support
the boys without substantial financial as-
sistance from:William (See fn. 2, ante.)
13 contrast, at the time or. the hearing
William's nmnthly income from a combina-
tion of veteran's disability compensation
payments and social securit benefits had
risen to more -than $1,750iwer month, all
tax-f ree.

Ellen ncxl pointed to the fact that Wil-
ham's relationship with Lori might be in
the process of/terminating!' From this evi-
dence Ellen argued that if Lori were to
leavi, William would haveto hire a hahy-
Sitter to take care of the children. On
cross-examination, howe%er, Ellen adTitted
that ir cuAud were transferred to her she
uould likewise be compelkd because 'a her
job to place the children "in a child "care
center under a baby-sitter nine hours a
day," and she intended to do so. During
that period, of coursi2, the children would
not be under her supervision; hy contrast.

5. l.tio andidk text died Ole had iLen thinking
ahom lea% mg ',he added htmever. that -Bill
and I h r had some ptohlemx lust like amone
,Ixe in ut situatton \kook] haNe. and %%e are
going lo gel r.unxeling, and homdulk that %%ill
wtt t ht m.111, And Ow (lc, tared that she

ed hoth of the bos and ,%anted to continue
hetng their -substitute mother

IL In the onk testimony on he point Ellen re-
ported that William's cousin, who had been
[Ring voth the famik explained to her the rea.
son the hi Nvt:t the bed is because he wears
himself out so much pla ing that he just
'doesn I get up at night

see to their uphringing during the day as
well as the night."

Additional claims lacked support in the
record. , Thus Ellen impliedly criticized Wil-
liam's living arrangements for the boys, and
testified that if she were given custody she
intended to move out of her one-bedroom
apartment into an apartment with "at
least" two bedrooms. Yet it was undisput-
ed that the hoys were presently residing in
a private house containing in effect four
bedrooms, with' a large living room and a .

spacious e.nclosed back yard; despite addi-
tional residekts, there waT`no showing that
the accommodations were inadequate for
the family's needs. Ellen further stated
that in her opinion the older boy should be.
seen by a dentist; there was no expert
testimony to this effect, however, and no
evidence that the child was not receiving
normal dental care. She also remirked
that the younger boy seemed to have a
problem with wetting Ilia bed but had not
been taken to a (loctor ahout it; again there
waK no evidence that medical intervention
in this matter was either necessary or desir-
able. We Ohvibusly cannot take judicial
notice of the cause of, or currently recom-
mended cure for, childhood enuresis.'

In short, if the trial court had hased its
change of custody order on 'the foregoing
circumstances alone, it would in, effect have
revived themother's preference" rule ab-
rogated by the Legislature in 1972: The
record discloses, however, that the court
gave great weight to pnother ffktorWil-

Ellen ach anted other grounds for a change
custody that are even more insubstantial
ihus she claimed she wanted to enrolllhe boys
in "some kind of church--a choice of words

arcek indicatie of a deep religious commit-
nient on her part And she complained that
t2ecause william had moved several times in the
past five years the boys had not had a chance
to "get established" in a school or neighbor-
hooda strange objection coming from one
Nho proposed to move them 3,000 miles In
arix event the record Indicated that most of
Willtam's moves were job-related and took
place prior to the'date of his injury, and hence

irrelevant to the family's present Su Ili-

3 73
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ham's ph swill handicap and its pre!:umed
atherse effect on his capiwity to be a good
father to the boys Whether that factor
will support the reliance placed upon it is a

difficult questiort.to a hich we now turn.

Ellen first raised the issue in her declara-
tion accompanying her request for a change
of custody, asserting that bel'aUst Of Wil-
liam's handicap "it is almost impossible for
(him( to actually care for the minor chil-
dren," and "since [hel is confined to a hospi-
tal bed, he is never with the minor children
and thus can no longer effectively care for
the nunor chihlren or see to their. physical
and emotional needs When asked at the
hearing why she behei,ed she should be
go.vn custody. she replied inter "Bill's
physical condition Thereafter she testi-
rifd that according to her observations Wil-
ham.M not capahle of feeding himself or
helping, th1 . boys prepare meals or get
dressed, and she summed up by agreeing
that h' is not able to do "anything" for
himself

The trial judge echoed this line of reason-
ing throughout the proceedings. Virtually
the only questions he asked of inwitniss
rei.oh.ed around William's handicap and its
physical consequences, real or imagined
Thus although W11161.11 testified at length
about los present family life and his future
plans, I he judge inquired only %%here he sat
when he got out of his %Aheelchair, a hether
he had lost the use of his arms, and %%hat
his medical. prognosis .was. Again, when
Lori took the stand and testified to Wil-
liam's good rehttionship with his boys and
their various iictisities together, the judge
int.errupted to ask her in detail a hether it
was true that she had to bathe, dress, un-'
dress, cook for and rtri William Indeed,
he seerped interested in little else

The final %%dries. w as Dr Jack Shan., a
licensed clinical psychologist specializing in
child development, who had visited Wil-
liam's home and studied his family.' Dr.
Share testified that William had an !CI of
127, was a man of superior intelligence,
excellent judgment and ability to plan, aruN,
had adapted well Co his handicap. lie oh-

served good interaction between William
and his boys, and descrihed the, latter as

_self-disciplided, sociable, and out ing. On
the basis of his tests and obser (ions, Di'.
Share gate as his professional limbo that
neither of the children appearet threatened
by physical conditkW the condi-
tion did not in any way der William's
ability to be a father to hem, and, would
not be a detriment t6 them if they re-
mained in his home; the present family
situation in his home was a healthy environ-
ment for the children; and even Lori
were to leave, William could still fulfill his
functions as father with Sppropriate domes-
tic help. '

Ellen made no effort on cross-examina-
tion to dispute any a the-fosegoing obser-
vationsmr conclusions, andoffered no ex-
pert testiwony to the contrary. The judge
then to`ok 'tip the questioning, however, and
focused on what appears to have been one
f his main concerns in the casei. e., that

because of the handicap William would not
be able to participate with his sons in sports -
and other physic'al activities. Thus the
court asked Dr. Share, "It's very unfortu-
nate that he's in this condition, but when
these boys get another two, three years-
older, would/it be better, in your opinion, if
they had--1(parent that was able to actively
go places w.th them, lake them places, play
Little League baseball, go fishing?
Wouldn't that be advantagemis to two
youhg boys?" Dr. Share replied that "the
commitment, the long-range planning, the
dedication" of William to. his sons .were
more important, and stated that from his
obse.rvations William was "the more'corgiSt-
ent, stable part of this family regardless' of
his physical condition at this' point." The
judge nevertheless persisted in stressing
that William "is limited in what he can do
for the boys," and demanded an answer to
his question as to "the other activities that
two growing boys should have with a natu-
ral parent." Dr. Share acknowledged Wil-
liam's obvious physical limitations, but once
more asserted that "on the side dealing
with what I have called the stability of the

7. l)r Share is also a credentialed schoolieacher and a licensed,.narrnage counselor

3 7,4
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youogsters, which I put personally higher
value on, I would say the father is very
strong in this area." Finally, when asked
on redirect examination 'what effect Wil-
ham's ability to drive 'Ain have, Dr. Share
explained, "this opens up more vistas,
greater alternatives when he's more mobile
such as hurving his own van to take them
places

We need nqt speculate on the reasons for
the judge's ensuing decision to order the
change of custody, as he candidly stated
them for the record. First he distinguished
a case cited by. William, driphasizing "There
was no father there or mother that was
unable to car ,. for the chihiren because of
physical disabilitA ." Next he
found William and Ellen to be "both good,
loving parents,- although he strongly chid-
ed the latter for failing to visit her sons for
five years, saying "She should have crawled
on her hands and knees out here if she had
to get the children ." The judge
then returned to the theme of William's
physical nahflity to personally take care of
the children speculating on Lori's depar-
ture, the judge stressed that in such event
"a housekeeper or a nurtery" would have to
be hiredoverlooking the admitted fact
that Ellen vould be compelled to do exactly
the same herself for nine hours a day. And
he further assumed "There would have to
be pick up and probably delivery of the
children even though [William) drives his
van"a non 'sequitur revealing his misun-
derstanding of the purpose and capabilities
of that vehicle

More importantly, the judge,. conceded
'that Dr.Share "saw a nice, loving relation-
I.:hip. and that's absolutely true. There's 3,
great relationship between (William] an'd
the boys ." Yet despite this rela-
tionship the judge concluded "I think 'it
would be iletrimenta) to the boys to grow
up untd age 18 in the custody of their
father It wouldn't be a normal relation-
ship between father and boys." And what
he meant by "normal" was quickly re-
veakih "It's unfortunate [William) has to
have help bathing and dressing and un-
dressing. He can't do anything for the boys
himself except maybe talk (o them and

Cal 41

teach them, be a tutor, which is good, but
it's not enough. I feel that it's in the best
interests of the two boys to be with the
mother even though she .hasn't had them
for five years." (Italics added.)

Such a record approaches perilously close
to the showing in Adoption of Richardson.,
(1967) supra, 251 Cal.App.2d 222, 59 Cal.
Rptr. 323. There the trial court denied a
petition to adopt an infant boy because of
the physical handicap of the proposed adop-
tive parents, who were deaf-mutes. As
here, professional opinions were intro-
ducedand rem'a-ined uncontradictedstat-
ing that the petitioners had adjusted well to
their handicap and had a good relationship
with the child, and that their disability
would have no adverse.effects on his physi-
cal or emotional development. NeverthC-
less, in language strangely similar t that of
the judge herein, the trial court reasoned:
"ls this a normally happy home? There is
no question about it, it is a happy home, but
is it a normal home? I don't think the
Court cbuld make a finding that it is a

normal home when these poor unfortunate
people, they are handicapped, and what can
they do in the way of bringing this child up
to be the type of citizen we all want him to
be." (Id, at p. 228,,59 Cal.Rptr. at p. 327.)
The Court of Appeal there concluded from
this and other evidence that the trial judge
was prejudiced by a belief that no deaf-
mute' cli ever be a giiod parent to a

"normal" ild. While recognizing the rufe
that the grantirig or'rtenial of a petition Tor
adoption rests in the tliscretion of the judge,
the appellate court held that such diacretion
'had been abused and accordingly reversed
the judgment. (Id. at p. 237, 59 Cal.Rptr.
323.)

While it is dear the judge herein did not
have the thtally closed mind exhibited in
Richardson, it is equally plain that his judg-
ment was affected by serious misconcep-
tions as to the importance of the involve-
ment of parents in the purdy physic[il as-
pects of their children's lives. We do not
mean, of course, that the health or physical
condition Of the parents may not be taken
into account in determining whose custody

375
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would best serve the child's intgrests. In
relation to the issues at stake, however, this
factor is ordinarily of minor importance;
and whenever it is raisedwhether in
awarding custody originally or changing it
later--it is essential that the court weigh
the matter with an informed and open
mind.

[51 In particular, if a person has a physi-
cal handicap it is impermissible for the
court simplj to rely on that condition as
prima facie evidence of the person's unfit-
ness as a parent or of probable detriment to
the child; rather, in all cases the couirt mu
:view the handicapped person as an individu-
al and the family as a whole. To achieve
this, the court should inquire -into the per-
sons's actual and potential physical capabili-
ties, learn how he or she has adapted to the
disability and manages its-problems, con-
sider how the other members of the house-
hold have adjusted thereto, and take into
account the special contributions the person
may make to the family despiteor even
because ofthe handicap. Weighinethese
and all-other relevant factors together, the
court should then carefully determine
whether the parent's condition will in, fact
have a substantial and lasting adverse ef-
fect on the fliest interests of the child.'

The record shows the contrary occurred
in the case at bar. To begin with, the
court's belief that there could.be no "nor-
mal relitiimship betneen father and boys"
unless William engaged in vigorous sport-
ing activities with his sons is a further
example.ofthe conventional sex-stereotypi-
cal thinking that we condemned in another
context in Sail'er Inn v. Kirby (1971) 5
Ca1.3d I, 95 CiaRptr. 329, 485 P.2d' 529.
For some, the court's emphasis on the im-
portance of a fathC'r's "playing baseball" or

R. A rei ent Ltaitiie makes the punt in a closely
r.1,1ted «infest a child mo he made a ward of
the «iurt heyause of lack of parental care and
control. but "No parent shall be found to be
incapable of exercising proper and effective
paryntal cire or control solely because or a
physical disability' (Wel( & Inst
Cole § 300. subd (a). see. e g . In re W 0
(197a1 /48 Cal App 3d 909, 910. 152 Cal R tr
130 lmother:s epilepsy no ground for remo ing
children from her..iustody1)

3:76

"going fishing" with his sons' may evoke
nostalgic memories of a Norman Rockwell
cover on the old Saturday Evening Post.
But it has at least been understood that a
boy need not prove his masculinity on the
playing fields of Eton, dor must a marr
compete with his son in athletics in order to
be a good father: their relationship is no
less "normal" if it. is built on shared experi-
ences in such fields of interest as science, .

usic, arts.and crafts, history or travel, or
iii pursuing sucl)Olassic hobbies as stamp or
c n collecting. In short, an afternoon that
a father and son spend together at muse-
um or the zoo is, surely no less enriching
than an equivalent amount of time spent
catchinkeither halls or fish.'

Eyen more damaging is the fact that the
court's preconception-INIvein, wholly apart
from its outdated presumption of proper
gender roles, ako steiceotypes William as a
person deemed forever unable to be a good
parent simply because he is physically hand-
icappe. Like most stereotypes, this-is both
false and demeaning. On one level it is
false because it ,assumes that William will
never make any significant recovery from
his disability. There was no evidence what-
ever to this effect. On the contrary, it did
appear that the hearing was being held only
one year after the accident, that William
had not yet begun the process of rehabilita-
tion jn a home environment, and that he

/ was still a young man in his twenties. In
these ciriumstances the court could not pre-'
sume that modern medicine, helped bylime,
patience, and determination, would be pow-
erless to restore at least sonic of William's
former capabilities for active life.

Even if William's prognosis were poor,
however, the stereotype indulged in by the
court in false for an adglitional reason: it

9. The sex stereotype. of course, cuts beth
ways If the trial court's approach herein were
to prevail, in the next case a d:vorced mother
who became physically handicapped could be
deprived of her young daughters because she is
unable to participate with them in embroidery,
haute cuisine, or the tine arts of 'washing and
ironing To state the proposition is to refute it

)7-
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IN RE MARRIAGE OF CARNEY
Cite as 59$ P.2d 16

mistakenly assumes that the-parent's handi-
cap inevitably handicaps the chitd. But
children are more adaptable than the cou'rt
gives them credit for; if one path to their
enjoyment of physical activities is closed,
they will soon find another. Indeed, having
a handicapped parent often stimulates the
growth of a child's imagination, independ-
Ace, and self-reliance. Today's urban
youngster, moreover, has many more oppor-

9 tunities for formal and informal instruction
than his isolated rural, predecessor. It is

true that%William may not be able to play
tennis or swim, ride a bicycle or do gyrojes-
tics; but it does not follow that his children
cannot learn and enjoy such skills,'with, the
guidance not only of family And friends but
also the professional instructors 'available
through schools, church groups, play-
grounds, camps, the Red Cross, the YMCA,

. the, Bo) Scouts, and numerous service or-
ganizations. As Dr. Share iminted out in
his testimony. ample community resources
now supplement the home in these circum-
stances

In addition, it is erroneous to
that a parent in a wheelchair cannot share
to nit mongful degree m lbs hy sical ac-
tivities of his child, shouN both desire it.
On the one ha-nd, modern technology has
made ,the handicapped increasingly mobile,
as demonstrated by William's purchase of a
van and his plans to dri4 it by means of
hand controls In the past diTade the wide-
spread as adability of such s ans, together
\kith sophisticated and reliable wheelchair
lifts and driving control systems, have
brought about a quiet revolution in the
mobilo.) of the sec erely handicapped. No
longer are they confined to home Or institu-
tion. unable to travel except by spccial \Thi-
ck. or cc ith the assistance of others, today
iiich persons use the streets and highway::

/
la. ',mil is li.ge.l.s(ein has ta, n nos 0,1 on the

ledcral Is, (See. e g . Ar, hitectural Barriers
Act of 1%5 (42 I: S ( 66 4151 41571 lrequues
handicapped ui ,ss to public tiuddings uon
struts ((named hy (he federal
C's ernmentl, Rehohlitation Ail of 1973. t 502
(29 I Si 6 7'121 [creates Arc hitectural and

11.111, Mani li.lrflUrs sMsphall,C Board to
ensure omphans e u.dh Architei tural Barriers
Act and prfsIllt remoi al of -architectural,

cal 43

in ever-growing numbers for both business
and pleasure. Again as Dr. Share "ex-
plained, the capacay to drive such a vehicle
"opens more vistas, greater alternatives"
for the handicaPped person.

At the same time the physically; handi-
capped have made the public more aware of
the many unnecessary obstacles to their
participatiOn in community life. Among
the evidence of the public's change in atti-
tude is a growing body of legislation in-
tended to reduce or eliminate One physical
impediments to that participation, i. e., the
"architectural barriers" against access by
the handiCapped to buildings, facilities, and
transportation systems used by the public
al large. (See, g., Gov. Code, § 4450 et
seq. [requires handicapped access tg build-
ings and facilities constructed with mtblic
funds]; Health & Saf.Code, § 19955 er seq.
[access to private buildings Open to the gen-
eral public]; Gov. Code, § 4500 [access to
public transit systems]; Pub. Resources
Code, § 507L5, suhd. (c) [access to public
recreational 'trails]; 'see also Veh. Code,
§§ 225078, 22511.5.0. seq. [special parking
irivileges for handicapped drivers].)'°

While there is obviously much room for
cohlinued progress in removing these barri-
ers, the handicapped person today need not
remain a shut-in. ,Although William cannoL
actually play tin his children's baseball
team, he may nevertheless be able to take
them li) the game, participate as a 'fan, a
coach, or es en an umpireand treat theff
to ice cream on the way home. Nor is this
companionship limited to athletic events:
such a -parent is no less capable of accompa-
nying his children to'theaters or libraries,
sh sps or restaurants, schools or chhirches,
afternoon picnics .or long vacation trips.
Thus it is not true that, as the court herein
assumed, William will be unable "to active-

ransportatioli and 'atte(sitlinal harriers CAars .

fronting ham)ss apped individuals-h. Urban
%lass I ransportatirn Assistance Act of 1970,
6 8 (49 i Si 1612) [declares federal policy
that mass tran1sit cssfems he designed for ac-
CeSS hi handicapped). see also 49 C F R pt
609 (1975) lregulations concerning access to
mass transit vstems receiving federal financial
assistan«.]
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ly go places with (his children], Lake them
places,

On a deeper level, finally, the :.1.ereotype
is false hecause it fails to reach the heart of
the parent-child relationship. Contempo-
rary psychology confirms what wise fami-
hes have perhaps always knownthat the
essence of parenting is not to he found in
the harried rounds of daily carpooling en-
demic to modern 5 uburban life, or even in
the doggedly dutiful act.s of "togetherness"
committed every weekend by weH-meaning
fathers and mothers across America. Rath-
er, its essence lies in the ethical, emotional,
and intellectual guidance the parent gives
to Lhe child throughout his formative years,
and often beyond. The source of this guid-
ance is the adult's own experience of life;
ils motive power iS parental love and con-
cern for the child's well-being; and ils
teachings deal with such fundamental mat-
ters as the child's feelings about himself, his
relationships with others, his system of val.
ues, his standards of conduct, and his goals
and priorities in life. Even if it werC true,

.the court herein- asserted, that William
cannot do "anything" for his sons except.
"talk lo them andLeach them, be h tutor,"
that would not only be "enough"contrary
to the court's conclusnmit would be the
most Aaluable er6t. a parent can render.
Yet his capacity to (10 s'ei is entirely unrelat-
ed to his physical prowess: however limited
his bodily strength may be, a handicapped
parent is a whole person to the child who
needs his affevtion, sympathy, and wisdom
to deal with the problems of growing up.
Indeed, in such matters his handicap may'
well be an asset: few can pass thrmigh the
crucible of ii!ieverc physical disability with-,
out learning enduring lessons in, patience
and tolerance.

No expert testimony was necessary to
establish these facts. As the Court of Ap-
peal correctly observed in a somevhat dif-
ferent context, "R requires no detailed dis-
cussion Co demonstrate that the support
and, even more, the control of the child is
primarily a ntntal function to which sound-
ness of mind is a crucial prerequisite. Its is
also well known that physical handicap
generally have no adverse e feet upon men-

14,
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Lai functions. . IL is also a matter
of contrnon knowledge that many persons
with physical handicatis ;have demonstrated
their ahility to adequately support and con-
trol their children and to give them the
benefits of stability and security through
!nye and attention." (In re Eugene W.
(1972) 29 Cal.App.3d 623, 629-630, 105 Cal.
Rptr. 736, 741, 742.)

[6] 'We agreeand conclude the physi-
cal handicap that affects a parent's ability
to participate with his children in purely
physical activities is not a changed circum-
stance of sufficient relevancp and materiali-
ty to render it either "essential or expedi-
ent" for their welfare that they be taken
fram his custody. This conclukion would be
obvious if the handicap were heart dysfunc-
tion,, emphysema, arthritis, hernia, or
slipped disc; it should be no less obvious
when it is the natural consequenee of an
impaired nervous system. Accordingly,
pursuant to thc authorities cited above the
order changing thc custedy of the minor
children herein from William to Ellen must
be set aside as an abuse of discretion.

Both the.state and federal governments
now pursue. tl-,c commendable goal of total
-integration of handicapped person; into the
mainstream of society: the Legislature de-
clares that "It is the policy of this state to
encourage and enable disabled persons to
participate fully in the social and economic
hfe of thetstate ." (Gov. Code,
§ 19230, subd. (a).) Thus far these efforts
have,.focused primarily on such critical ar-
eas, as employment, housing, education,
transportation, and puhlic access. (See, c.
g., Welf. & Inst. Code, § 19000 [declares
policy of rehabilit:iti9n (or employment);
Gov. Code, § 115 Oafs discrimination
against handicapped in state-funded pro-
grams]; id., .5 19230 et seq. [requires af-
firmative action programs for handicapped
employment by state ligencies]; id., § 19702
[bars discrimination n state civil !service];
Lab. Code, § 1420 [bars discrimination by
private employers or labor unionsj; id.,
§ 1735 [bars discriminalion in employment
on public works); Civ. Code, §§ 54, 54.1
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WYATT v. UNION MORTG. CO.
Cute as 5911 P.2d 45

[guarantees access to public transportation,
public accommo(Iations, -and rented hous-
ing); EtL Code, § 56700 et 'seq. [creates
special educational programs for physically
handicapped students]; Bus. & Prof. Code,
§ 125.6 [bars discrimination by holders of
professional licenses]; Code Civ. Proc.;
§§ 198, subd. 2, 205, subd. (b) [declares
handicapped competent to serve as jur-
ors].) " No less important to this policy is
the integration of the handicapped into the
responsibilities and satisfactions of family
life, cornerstone of our social iiystem.. Yet

'as more and more physicaHy disabled per-
sons marry and hear -or adopt childrenor,
as in the case at bar, previously nonhandi-
capped parents become disabled through ac-
cident or illness---custodyi disputes similar
to that now before us may well recur. In
discharging their admittedly difficult duty
in such proceedings. Che trial courts must
avoid impairing or defeating the foregoing
public policy. With the assistance of tl%
considerations discussed herein, we are con-
fident of their ahility to do so.

Lastl., we recognize that during the
pendency of this appeal, additional circum-
stances bOring on the best interests of the
childr}in,hcirein may hae developed. Any
such circumstacces may, of ciairse, he con-
sidered by the trial court on remand. (See
In re Marriage of RusNo (1971) supra, 21
Cal.App3d 72, 93 94. 98' Cal.Rptr. 501.)

The pdrtion of the interlocutory decree of
dissolu(ton transferring custody of appel-
lant's minor children to respondent is re-

BIRD, C. J., and TOBRINER, CLARK,
RICI4ARDSON, MANUEL, and NEW-.
MAN, JJ., concur.

II. Again Congress has enacted similar it.;gisla-
bon (See, g . (I S ( 7153 aufhowes
toles b; prohibit discrimination against handl

apped federal agent les ,ind
se, ic]. 20 11 S ( 1401 et seq (promotes
education 01 handicapped children/. Rehabili-
tation Act of 1973, 0 501 (29 U,O.0 791)
'regimes allirmative action programs b feder-
al agtiit. les]. ut. § 503 (29 t.1.5 C 793) (re-
quires affirmative action programs by employ
ers %%no contract with federal government); id..

504 (29 VS C 794) (bars discrimination

4 5

9

against handicapped' in federally fundd pro-
gramsl: see also 45 C 1 R pt. 84 (1978) 1regd
Unions ityiplvnwri(ing 2 J S C 7941.)

(in these and related topics, see generally
spnpnsmin E:mpitiyment Rights of the
Handicapped (1978) 27 DePaul L.Rev. 943
116f; 5:vmposhun on the Rights of the Handi-
capped (1977) 50 Temple L. Q. 941 1034, 1067
1085, Jackson, Affirmative Action for the
Handicapped and V'eterans Interpretatme and
Opeitational Gtndehnes (1978) 29 Lab.L.J. 107.
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Exhibit No. 2

SECTION 504

REGULATION STATUS

Have published final regulations: f
Health and Human Seryic25 (HHS); Education Department; Small Business
Administration (SBA); Utpartment of Transportation (DOT); Action;
National Aeronautics and Space AdMinistration (NASA); National Endowment
for the Arts (NEA); Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC); Tennessee
Valley Authority (TVA); Department of Justice (DOJ); Legal Services
Corporation (LSC).

Have received final review letters:

National Science Foundation (NSF); Veterans Administration (VA);
Department of Energy (DOE); Office of Personnel Management'(OPM);
Revenue Sharing; State Department.

Awaiting final review letters:

National Endowment for the Humanities (NEH); Agency for International
Development (AID).

Have publisheck proposed rules:

Community Services Administration (CSA); Department of Agriculture (DOA);
Housing and Urban Development (HUD); Water Resources Council (WRC):
Commerce; Civil Aeronautics Board (CAB); Federal Home Loan Bank Board
(FHLBB); General Services Administration (GSA); Department of Defense
(DOD); Departrent of Labor (DOL); Equal Opportunity Commissida (EE0C);
0epaPtment of the Interior. A

Have mot published proposed rules:

International Communications Agency; Environmental Protection-Agency(EPA).

6/20/80
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Exhibit No. 3

American Telephone & Telegraph Company
Human Reaources _

295 North Maple Avenue
Basking Ridge, New Jersey 07920

BELL SYSTEM MODEL AFFIRMATIVE ACTION PROGRAM

for Handicapped Individuals, Disabled Veterans, and

Veterans of the Vietnam Era

[ ] Denotes 6ange Merch 1979 Revision.

NOTE: This program has been written as a model to be used by the Bell
System Companies in 'writing their awn -.affirmative action programs to
employ and advance qualified handicapped individuals, disabled veterans
and veterans of the Vietnam era without unlawful discrimination. It ia
designed,primarily as a guide for the corporate document.
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Telephone & Telegraph Company
(Corporate Address)

It is the policy of The Telephone and Telegraph Company,
consistent with other equal employment respbnsibilities, to provide equal
employment opportunity to handicapped individualsi,disabled veterahs and
veterans of the.Vietnam era who are qualified for jobs which are within
their capabilities to perform in a manner safe to themselves, their co-
i/orkers, the general public and'consistent with efficient operation of
the busineee.

This document represents the Company's commitment to a policy of-providing
equal employment opportunity for the handicapped, disabled veterans and
veterans of the Vietnam era in all aspects of the employer-employee
relationship. This includes recruiting, administering job listing
requirements, hiring, transfers, upgrades and promotions, conditions an

[ privileges of employmeop,_Company sponsored training, educational ass
tance, social and recrATIonal programs, compensation, benefits, di pline,
layoffs, recalls, and termination of employment without unlawful discrim-
ination because of physical or mental handicaps or disabilities.

'The Telephone and Telegraph Company pledges itself to a
program of affirmative action aimed at assuring equality of employment
and providing reasonable accommodations to the physical and mental
limitations of job applicants and employees. No individual will be
unlawfully discriminated against because of a physical or mental handicap
or disability. All employment and advancement decisions will be based
solely upon the objective determination of each candidate's job qualifi-
cations.

President -

Vice President - Human Resources

Date Assistant Vice Pzesident -
Human Resources

383
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I. INTRODUCTION

This document is The Telephone and Telegraph COmpany's
Affirmative Action Program developed to comply vith the Rehabilita
tion Act of 1973 and the Vietnam Era Veterans Readjustment'Assistance
Act of 1974, subsequent amendments and regulations issued respective

_to the Acts.* ft describes the policy, practices and procedures
implemented in employing and advancing, at all_levels of management
and nonmanagement: qualified handicapped persons, disabled veterans,
and veterans of the Vietnam era without unlawful discrimination.

Employees and applicants may review this Program upon request. All
employees'and applicants who believe they are covered under thetk
provision of the Acts are invited to identify themselves, if thaNi
so desire. $uch information is voluntary, and will be kept confiden3),
tia,114, to the extent provided for by the Acts. Failure to identify
themselves or to respond to inquiries regarding a handicap, disability
or veteran'status (1) will not result in adverse treatment and (2)
will,apt relieve the Company of its obligation to take 'affirmative
actio5 with respect to those applicants and employees of whose
handicaps the Company has actual knowledge.

The .Telephone and TelegraRh Company will take appropriate
action to insure that the right of individuals tojile complaints, '

furnish information, dr participate in an investigation, compliance
review, hearing; or any other activity related to the administration
of the Rehab'ilitation Act of 1973 and the Vietnam Era Veteran's
Readjustment Assistance-Act of 1974, will be respected and not
interfered with in any manner.

11410,.

Revised 3/79
*NOTE: If state or loeal regulations require a written affirmative

action program include mention of stch regulations in this
section. ,

1
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"VETERAN OF THE VIETNAM ERA" means a person (1). who (0 served
on active duty for a period of more than 180 days, any part of
thich admitted betyeen August 5, 1964 and May 7, 1975, and,was
'dischafted or released therefram with other than a dishonorable
Oischarge, or (ii) was discharged or released fram active duty
fol. a service connected disability of any part of auch active
duty Was performed between August.5,'1964 and May 7, 1975, and
(2) who kiss so discharged or released within 48 months preceding
the alleged violation of the Act, the affirmative action
clause, and/or the regulations issued pursuant to the Act.

"48 MONTHS LIMITATIONS" - The Vietnam era officially ended May.7, 1975;
nevertheless, employers are obligated for 48 months after the este
of diicharge, to take affirmative action to employ and advance
qualified Vietnam era veterans who received, or were released with,
other than a dishonorable discharge. For example, Vietnam era
veterans released or discharged in 1990 with other than a dishonor-
able discharge, would be covered by the Affirmative Action provision
under Section 402 of the Vietnam Era Veteran's Readjustment Assistance
6ct of 1974, for. 48 months after they are discharged.

Individuals who are released from active duty for a service-connected
disability are entitled to affirmative action under the Vietnam Era
Veteran's Readjustment Assiatance Act of 1974 as disabled veterans .

and the 48 months limitation does not apply.

- 3 - Revised 3/79

1
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2. Vicg,President and General Counsel

The Vice President and General Counsel is responsible for
informing the Human Resources organization about-local,
state and federal regulations affecting the employment of
qualified handioapped individuals, disabled veterans, and
Vietnam era vp rans. This indiVidual adviaps the Vice '
President - Eu Resources regarding the steps that must
be taken to enithe compliance.

s '

3. Vice President - Staff

The Vice President - Staff is responsible for reasonable
.accommodati" to handicaps'in plans for new construction,
modification f existing buildings, requesting and negotiat-
ng for modifi tions of leased and rented quarters.
Reaeonable accoiodations to individual handicaps are
coordinated with ke local management andilauman Resources
representatives as ujpropriate. Documentation is maintained
of all accommodation ecisions.

4. Vice President - Publie Relations

The Vice President - Pupic Relations is responsible for
disseminating the Company's affirmative action and equal
employment policies to employ and advance qualified
handicapped individuals, disabled veterans, and VietnaM
era veterans without unlawful discrimination, periodically
and properly through internal and external media.

B. Operations

The Executive Vice Presidents are responsible fom.t.he Company's'
affirmative action efforts within their respectiWorganizations,
to employ and advance qualified handicapped individuals,
disabled veterans and Vietnam era veterans without unlawful
discrimination, and for providing reasonable accomodations to
handicaps when appropriate.

° 8

Per administrative purposes, 'these officers delegate this
responsibility to the Vice Presidents reporting to them.

1. All Vice Presidents

All Vice Presidente are respons114e for ensuring that the
Company's affirmative action efforts are achieved within

' ) their organizations. Each management employee, at every
levei of the organization, is evaluated on affirmative
actfon performance just as certainly as he or she is h%ld
accountable for service, profits, community and employee
'relations.

( N
-5-

3 8 6
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10. Highlighted in Comiiany publications through articles
on the accomplishment of handicapped and disabled
employees.

11. Further prolected by including handicapped and
disabled employees when feasible in handbooks and
other publications when employees are featured.

12. Posted on Company bulletin boardse'

13. Covered in depth with all employees working in
qmployment related jobs. These include management
and non-management employees in employment, placement,
training and transfer processing. They receive
training on applicable local, state and federalv
E.E.O. laws. Their responsibilities under these
regulations are clearly outlined.

B. External Policy Dissemination

The Company also communicates its policy for hiring and advancing
qualified handicapped individuals, disabled veterans and
veterans.of the Vietnam era, without unlawful discrimination,
Ito outside sources by:

1. Enlisting the assistance and support of recruitment
sources such as the State Employment Services, State
vocational rehabilitiation agencies or facilities,
sheltered workshops, college placement officers,
veterans' counselore,state education agencies,
labor organizations, and social aud veteran's service
organizations. The sources are requested to actively
recruit and refer handicapped individuals, disabled
veterans and veterans of the Vietnam'era as job

gcandidates for positions in the Company depending
upon the stailability of job openings.

2. Informing other major recruiting sources of efforts
to actively recruit and employ the handicapped,
disabled veterans and veterans of the Vietnam era
without unlawful discrimination.

3. Advertising in appropriate media to indicate the
Company's commitment to non-discrimination and
affirmative action.

4. Featuring handicapped and disabled people in Company
product and services advertising.*

Revised 3/79
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V. PLAN OF ACTION

The Telephone and Telegraph Company
consistent with its other equal emplOyment opportunity responsi-
bilities and business needs, undertakes the development of reasonable
internal procedures to ensure that its obligations to engage in
affirmative action to recruit, and employ qualified handicapped
individuals, 'disabled veterans and Vietnam era veterans, without
unlawful discrimtnation, are being implemented and to ensure them
equal opportunity for promotions to jobs for which they qualify.

A. Internal Communications

B.

1. Idternal communication of the Company's obligation and
commitment to engage in affirmative actiqn efforts to
employ, and advance qualified handicapped individuals,
disabled veterans and veterans of the Vietnam era in such
a manner as to foster understanding, acceptance and
support among the Company's executive, management,
supervisory; and all other employees and to encourage
such persons to take the necessary action tat, aid the
Company in meeting this obligatitn.

2. Periodically inform all employees of the Company's commit-
ment to engage in affirmative action to increase employ -
ment and ddvancement opportunities for qualified handi-
capped individuals, disabled veterans avd veterans of the
Vietnam era without unlawful discrimination.

Recruiting

The Telephone and Telegraph
Company shall undertake appropriate outreach and positive
recruitment activities. Projected vacancies for regular and
temporary entry level jobs under $25,000 are listed with the
State Employment Service. The required quarterly reports
listing veterans hires are also filed with the State Employ-
ment Service.

The kinds and extent of recruiting may depend upon the number
of projected and actual job vacancies. Following are some of
the recruiting efforts the Company will engage in when appropriate:

2
Enlisting the assistance and support of recruitment
sources, such as the State Emp/oyment Services, State
vocational rehabilitation agencies or facilities, sheltered
workshops, college placement officers, State education
agencies, labor organizations, and tiociil service organi-
zations serving handicapped individuals, for the Company's
commitment to provide Meaningful employment opportunities
to qualified handicapped individuals.

3 8 6
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to perform a job, vith reeeonable accommodations if
appropriate.

40 3: Training and Advancement

All employees including those who are handicapped, disabled
veterans and veterans of the Vietnam era pre given equal
access to deyelopmental training courses. All movement
and promotional decisions are based solely upon,the
objective determination of each candidate's qualifications,
without unlaWful discrimination becauae of a handicap,
disability or veteran status. When necessary, reasonable
accommodations are made'fOr'handicapped or disabled
employees assuming new job responsibilities.,

Counseling is provided to assist rployees in examining
their career interest, skills and opportunities available
within the Company.

4. Functional Joh 'Requirements

Functional requirements for jobs are reviewed and' revised
to ensure that they contain only job related criteria,
are cOnsistent with business necessity and the safe
performance of the jobs.

5. Educational Assistance Programs

All employees are informed,of Company sponsored educational
assistance programs and haw they may avail themselves of
their benefits.

D. Voluntary Self-identification ,

1. Applicants

The Company's employment,app cation form contains a
seciion informing applicants f the federal regulations'
provisions for voluntary 8e1f3jdentification by handicapped
persons, disabled veterans and Vietnam era veterans.
Applicants may also advise the Company of special skills
they posses and of.accommodations needed to perform a job
properly and safely.

2. _1221EattE

All active employees have been inforted of the Company's
Affirmative Action Program and oftheir right to voluntarily
identify themselves as handicapped, a disabled veteitpD
and/or.V,Vietnam era veteran, if they elect to be coVered
by the provisions.of the Program.

- 11 - Revised 3179
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3. ' Accommodations - autaide Agencidg

The assistance and technical advice of social service
agenCies of and for the treatment and rehabilitation
of handicapped or disabled individuals is sought
when exploring the feasibility of providing accommo-
dations.

State and local agencies are contacted to determine
if they can assist with accommodations i.e., providing
municipal-parking facilities for the handicapped;
curb and pavement renovation of area! presenting
problems to employees or applicants mith mobility
limitations; providing special equipment etc.

F. Confidentiality'

Applicants and employees are assured that all information
regarding a handicap or disability shall be-kept confidential
except that (1) supervisors and managers may be informed
regarding'restrictions an-the work or duties of handicapped
employees and regarding accommodations; (2) first aid and
safety personnel may be.informed, where and to the extent
appropriate, if the condition might require emergency treatment;
and (3) government officials investigating compliance with the
Act shall be informed.

All employees with responsibilities which may require knowledge
of handicaps or disabilities are advised that they are to
treat the knowledge with confidentiality.

G. Campliance

Internal mbnitoring procedures are followed to ensure compliance
with federal, state and local regulations,

This Affirmative Action Program is reviewed annually and%
updated as necessary.' Other Company policy, practices and
praedures are also reviewed and updated to ensure compliance
with government regulations.

H. Records*
"qt9.4°S-

Records are maintained regarding the applicationlemployment,
advancement and fransfer of handicapped persons, disabled
Neterans and veterans of the Vietnam era. There and all
records of-complaintse compliance reviews and other required
reports are maintained for ane year.

Revise4 3/79
*NOTE: It is recommended that the past and current years records be

maintained with a summary of previous 'years' activities. The
recommendation of your Corporate Legal Department should be obtained
for the retention period for complaint documentation.

- 13 -
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C. Employees' Rights to File Complaints of Alleged Diacrimination

Employees who believe the Telephone and Telegraph
Company has xiolated its obligations under government regulations
may file complaints eitlier with the-Company or the Department
of Labor by:

contacting the Complaint Handlers for their Organization
(indicate where telephone nOmbers and locitions are
listed). The matter will.ammediately bepursued in
keeping withthe CoMpany's internal review procedure,

or by '

filing written complaints with thkDepartment of Labor.
Information on filing complaints with the government, is
posted at work locations. ComPlaints alleging a violation
of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973 are referred back to ,

the Company. Employers are allowed 60 days to attempt to
resolve suchieomplaints through their internal complaint
review procnure.

- 15 =
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equal
opporiunity

policy

Exhibit #1 (2)

It is the policy of the Telephone and Telegraph Company
to hire and promote qualified people to perform the many tasks necessary
in providing high quality telephone service at reawnable costs. An integral
part of this policy is to provide equal employment opportunities for all
persons for employment to recruit and administer hiring practices, to
provide working conditions, benefits and privileges of employment, corn-
pensation, training, appointments for advancement, including upgrades,
promotions, transfers and terminations without unlawful discrimination
beeause of rade, color, religion, national origin, sex, age, mental or physical
handicap ortowards disabled veterans or veterans of the Vietnam era.
It is the intention of the Company.to adhere to Poth the letter and spirit
ofgovernment regulations requiring a course of affirmative action to
fulfill its equal employment obligations. Any person who believes the

Telephone and Telegraph Company has failed to meet its
EEO obligations as required by law may file a charge of alleged discrimina-
tion with an appropriate government agency, or bring the matter to the
attention of the Company by calling on

(*Wear name) (area codS& tel. no.)

The Telephone and Telegraph Company will take appropriate
action to ensure that the rights of individuals to file complaifits; furnish
information or participate in investigations, compliance reviews or other
activities relating to the administration of equal employment regulations
will be respected and not interfered with in any manner.

4

President

0.

Dirte
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Exhibit #2 - (1),

41

* TO ALL EMPLOYEES: . if

/n a continuing effert to treat qualified handicapped individuals and
disabled and Vietnam era veterans without discrimination n employment,
training, job plvement, advancement opportunities, and other terms and

,
conditions of employment, ills - Telephone Company, as a
federal 'contractor, reaffirms its commitment to the grjrIciples of equal
employment opportunity for all employees and appliciMt s for employment

o and its commitment to applicable provisions of the Rehabilitation Act of
1973 and the Veterans Readjustment Assistance 'Let df 1974 and to the

...regulations issued respectively under eech'Act.

Both Acts require that a federal contractor prepare and maintain ao
affirmative action program, which we have, for applicants and employees
,covored by such Acts and inviteApplicants and employees who believe
themselves to be covered under ;he Acts,to identify themselves to the
contractor if they so desire", Such information is voluntary and will be
kept confidential, except,to the extent provided for fn the Acts.
Refusal to supply the information will not subject a,person to any
adverse treatment.

Federal regulations define a handica d pe n as one "who (1) has a
physical or mental impairment w substantia tmits one or more of
such person's major life activities, (2) has a histo f such impairitent,
or (3) is regarded as having gulch an impairment,"

Federal regulations define a disabled veteran as "a person entitled to
disabiPkty compensation under laws administered by the Veterans Adminis-
tration for disability rated at 30% or more, or doer/ion whose discharge
or release from active duty was for a disability incurred or eggravated
in the line of duty."

A veteran of the Vietnam era is defined as "a person (1) who,(i) served
on active duty for a period of more than 180 days, any part of which
"occurred'between August 5, 1964 and May 7, 1975, and was discharged or
released with other than a dishonorable discharge, or (ii) was discherged
or released from active duty for a service-connected disability if any
part of such active duty was performed between August 5, 1964 and May 7,
1975, and (2) who was discharged or released Within 48 months preceding
an alleged-violation of the Act, and/or regulations issued pursuant to
tha Act."

If you feel that you qualify as a handicapped individual, disabled
veteran, or veteran of the Vietnam era using any of the above defini-
tions, you may, if you wish, so identify yourself to the Company using
the attached form.

3 9 3
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Exhibit #2(3)

4

%Name:, Social Security d

WorkAasignment/Title:

Work Location:

Work Locaelon'Telephone giber:

Circle appropriate clasification(s)

HandicaPped Vietnam era Veteran Disabled Veteran.

Date of Discharge

If handicapped or lisabled, naturktelf disahility:

Has an acCommodatibn been made to aid you.in performing your job? Yes No

Do you feel that am accommodation would aid you inverforming your joh
better? Yes No

/f yes, please describe such accommodation:

21

4 , .

e"
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Exhibit No. 4

LEGAL UPDATF OF CASES FILED UNDER THE EDUCATION FOli ALL

HANDICAPPED CHILDREN ACT P.L. 94442

INSERT ON LINE tOLAT PAGE 135 OF THE TRANSCRIPT DATED

TUESDAY,,MAY 13, 1980

3 9 5
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PL 94-14i AND THE COURTS-SO FAR

The Education for All Handicapped
Chil,dren Act--EL 94-142--mostly sgts up
"machinery for channelin$ kederal money
,to the states. But two of Its require-
ments have ziven the parents of handi-

capped-students considerable leverage
against the sthools.

To qualify for money under-the act,
a state muat provide "a free appropriate
public education...for all handicapped
children...." § 1412(2)(B). And § 1415,
"Procedural Safeguards," requires an ela-
borate sequence of notices, hearings and
reviews whenever the school proposes (or
refuses) to evaluate a child "Of to make
any changes in his or her program.

By far, the Most litigation has
come from parents protesting their handi-
capped childreri's' suspension or expul-
sion. The leading case is Stuart v. Nap-
21, 443 F. Supp1. 1235 (1978). Kathy
Stuart, not her real name, was a Connect:
icut high school student with learning
prooiems. Though assigned to special
classes, she instead spent much of her
time wandering in the corridors. Kathy
took part in school-wide disturioances,

and the school tried to expel her on dis-
ciplinary grounds. Her mother sought,an
injunction, arguing that an expulsion-
would deny Kathy the,appropriate publin
education,to which 94-142 entitled her.

The federal district court agreed:
"The right to an education in the least
restrictive environment may be circum-
-vented if schools are permitted to expel
handicapped children." :oreover, said
the court, any change in Kathy's place-
ment must go through the full set of.pro-
,cedures detailed in § 1415. A straiiht-
forward, disciplinary expulsion is not
possigle when the student is ffandicapped.

A Less StringeM.Approach
The- Suprcre Court of Iowa, the only

state court to report on the issue-so

276

cording to § 1415, even where the grounds p
are disciplinary. (Sbutheast Warren Com-
munity School District v. Department of
Public.Instruction, 285 N.W.2d 173
(1979)).

.An Indiana federal court tried for
an intermediate position in Doe v. Koger,
480 F. gupp. 225 (1979), asking whether
the grounds for expulsion and the handi-
cap are related. 7,iThe act] ?nly pro-
hibits the..expulsion of handicapped stu-
dents who are.disrupeive because d"Ltheir
handicap," said the court. "If the rea-
son is not the handicap, the child can
be expelled." But there is a cat8h.!
The court reasoned that a child who dis-
rupts because of his handicap must not
have been appropriately placed--so only
children who are first appropriately
pla ed may be expelled.

The' school's reason,for wanting the
stude t out makes no difference. In Mew
York ate, a 13-year-old was hospital-
ized w th self-inflicted injkiries due tr,
an emot, onal disorder. iler school, lack-
ing the roper supervisory staff, felt it
had to su pend her for her own protec-
tion. But while conceding the school's
ight to an emergency suspension, the

federal dis ict court till requited the
I chool to pr ide her with an approprtate
e ucation reg dless of expense. (Sherry
v New York S ,te Education Department,
47 F. Supp. 3 8 (1979)).

In an inter sting twist, the parent'
in Mrs. A.J. v. S ecial School District
No. 1, 478 F. Sup 418 (1979), tried to
prevent her daught 's suspension by
claiming the girl w s h ndicapped. But
the act cuts both wa s, uled the court;
until the student is oun to be handi-
capped under the same 14 5, she cannot
hold the-school to thms r uirements.

ALongerSchco
Another issue,''.anfi. a

in in that
cf

I.

ntially ex-
.1

e's
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frr :,7, Lai:di-
! in Ar7..tron, r.

(1979)-, parents of five
severely hanlicapPed students claimed
that breaks in schooling caused their
children to regress, seriously impeding
their progress toward self-sufficiency.
The act itself does not menion number
of days in school: but its legislative
hiStory does put a serong emphasis on
educatkon -for self-sufficiency. The
courtcsaid the 180-day rule deprived
those students Ot,an appropriate educa-
tion, and the-Pennsylvania schools must
provide more time as necessary.

Armstrong. v Kline was a_class ac-
tion snit, so the ruling potentially ap-
plies to many -more children than were in
court. But (he court declined to lay
do,.m guidel-ines as to just which students
were entitled to more than 180 days,
leaving those decisions to the people
most familiar with the children involved.
uregcn has similarll, se0Vside its 175-
day rule in a state court proceeding,

v. Administrative School District
==it-
No 1 601 P.2d 826 (1979). Though not
a ciass action suit, this decision by an
aals court will have state-wide in-
fluence. Otn.qr states may,well follow
sJit.

01114

se6reg.,tion." Yet the court did
rot immedkitely to tedress the
ratios of minority children in the spe-
cidl classes. Instead, it simply held
the city to the detailed procedure_s_..4 -

§ 141--and insisted particularly that 14

the notices to parents imposed by the -

act be clear, understandable, and in a
language the pAents can understand.
Rather than try to solve a complicate4

. problem at a stroke, the court sought to

Identification Problems
AsA4n almost every other aspect of

st.hJol tamintstration, the identification
of handicapped thildren opens the,poisi-
111,ity' o,,ZAWscrimination. Lora v. t6ard
cf :.56 F. Supp. 1211 (1975) was
. _ _ .

a class actIon brought on behalf of all
mft,rity stj..dents assigned,to the "spe-
cial ea.; scl'.eols" in New York Ciiy. The
sult alleged that 687- of the students in
th,se classes I.:ere black, and 27% }Pis-

pin!c; and that white children with the
..indicaps were better treated.

n. a long and careful opinion, the
:federal distri-t tovrt conceded the
school :.5,sle-'s benign Motives, but

teinted to a t-tr,current rule that the,.
ls discrini,,try intent when actions
Ive "the natur11.; probable, and fore-

tce,h1v result of increasing or perpetu-

ensure that parent's, minority or other-
wise, had access to their full rights
under the act to protest their children's
placement, when protest wA called fur.

No Money?No Excuse-
Though New York City was then in a

financia crisis, the court ruled its
monetarylObjems did not excason-
compliance with the act. This Nnguage
has been cited with approval. in Other
jurisdictions. Cities may sot, it ap-
pears, relegate handicappe.d students to
second priority w:len ney,tu. short.

Issues arise in many of thqse.cases
over whep parents can bring suit, and the
relief they can obtain. According to the
statute, a parent tm,111t; exhaupt the pro-
cedural.st4s in § 3015 before suing.
Defending schoolp usually poinCto steps
omitted: But the courts are evolving al=
lowing parents to omit procedures likely
to be futile (Longhran v. FlandeeS, 470
F. Supp. 110 (1979)), thus expediting
court action. And the parents have usu-
ally won. Most often [h .? outcome is an
injunction, though parerts can also seek
repayment for private care nat provided
by the sehool. (Boxall v. Sequoia jUnion
High School District, 464 F. Suppl 1304
(1979)). The act does net, however, en-
tibie parents or children to money dam-
ages for negligence, even when a school
fails to meet thriequirements, La.ighran
v. Flanders, Aove.

The courts, on the whole, ha/e taken
the position that )94-142 means pretty
much what,it says. School administrators,
therefore, should be thoroughly familiar
with the let, and especially with the due
process procledures under 1415.

EDUCATION USA/MAY 5, 480 277
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THE PRESIDENT'S COMMITTEE ON EMPLOYMENT Or THE HANDICAPPED

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20210

s.r^renn tvT c, /K r ra 0

TESTIMONY f6REtTAITTD TO THE

UtS. COMMISSION ON CIVIL RIGHTS

"CIVIL RIGHTS ISSUES OF HANDICAPPED AMERICANS"

BY PAUL HIPPOLITUS

Equfl, -opportunity in our society should begin with equal op-

po?,tunity in education. What happens or does not happen in

the education setting for individuals of a protected class

or minority will, in most instances, determine the potential

these individuals will possess to fully participate in all

phases of American life -- especially employment. Equality

in education can be viewed as the foundation for civil rights

and the key to equal employment opportunities.

The situation faced by disabled people is true to this pre-
.

mise. In the main, disabled people are being denied an equal

opportunity in education. They are unfairly excluded from

those opportunities in education which help to establish an

individual's potential for future employment. In addition,

they are often being S'erved with specialized education and

training programs which fail to appropriately prepare' them

for the world of work. As a result, disabled people are

not being adequately prepared to take-up the employment

opportunities that civil rights legislation guarantees for

them..

39J
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To illustrate this deprivation of opport i one only has to

consider some of the statistics which are available. Approx-

imately 2% of all vocational education students are disabled.

It should be around 10%. -Appro;cimately '2% Of all college

freshmen are disabled. It should be around 10%. Approximately

3% of all CETA trainees are disabled. It should be about 10%.

And, the drop-out rate for handicapped adolesents during the

secondarY years has been found to be about 5 to 6 times higher

than the normal drop-out rate.

The purpose ofthis testimony is to review, in a very cursory

manner, som of the major discriminatory practices which exilt

in.education and impact on disabled people. These discrimi,n-
v

atory practiFes have the ef4t of unfairly denying bandicapped

children, youth and adults both an equal educyion ahd, in turn,'

ancequal,opportunity to future employment: This testimony is

primarily concerned with, those education and training programs

-which are designed for the general public, and mandated to serve

disabled individuals. These include secondary Rducation pro-

grams, vocational education, adult education, higher edUcation

and CETA.

Discrimination against handicapped individuals in education can

be said to begin in the minds of the teachers and administrators

of .education programs. Their mind-set or attitudes reflect the

longstanding societal notion that a handicapped person is incap:

able of performance.

ziou
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\
rbe potentials of disabled people i1 both education and, in 'turn,

employment are underestimated. As a consequence of tkis miscon-

ception, many unfair actions are t ken by the edU.Wion community

which are benignly viewed, but ar blantantly discriminatory.

Unfortunately, 'they often go unnoticed and unchallenged because

the world'culture has forever envisioned disabled people in an

unequal light.

Fortunately, during the last generation, we have begun to fully

realize and test the potentials of disabled people. And, what
4

we have learned from this testing is thatironce we identify and

remove certain barriers, most disabled people are no longer at a

diqadvantage. They can perform alongside all others. Al for

those severely handicapped Aople who cannot achieve this level

of success, we have learned" that they can far exceed our tradi-

tional expectations for thgm when we provide them with appropri-'

ate services. The point is, in order to fully understand the

civil rights dilemma facing disabled people, we must first re-

cognize the attitudinal barriers which produce the physical and

programmatic barriers confrontingudisabled peopl
"e

That means

we must begin our efforts in this area by clearly defining the

74"

reality that the denial of equal and appropriate educational

opportunities for disabled people is a civil rights issue. This

can and must be done immediately! It can be done by insuring

that handicapped People receive equal billing whenever listing

protected classes and minorities. It can be done by publishing

401:
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civil rights literature that addresses the civil rights needs of

disabled people. It can be done by continuing to hold forums

such as the one held by yeeregeaam on MAy 13 and 14, 1980.

Once we clearly establish the problem facing disabled people in

edUcation

lenge the

lows- is a

as a civil

individual

listing of

rights issue, we can

barriers which cause

more

Ads

these individual barriers.

effectively chal-

to be. What fol-

-The first area deserying of attention relates to the allocation

and utilization of financial resource's whi,ch are capable of bene-

fiting-handicapped individuals in edudation pr;ograms. This topic

reflects, to a'large degree, the longstanding approach to program

development which considers the educational needs of handicapped

persons in a segregated fashAn.

While civil rights' mandates clearly establish the right of

handicapped concerns to be integrated into the planning and

budg!ts of regular programming functions, many jurisdictions

continue to spend their regular'budgets as they always have,

and lastly address the needs of handicapped persons. Conse.:

quently, we continue to hear'the "cop-put" which pleads pov-

erty. They say to parents 'gnd others, "We can't afford to

mount a program or service for handicapped.indiv'duals. elde

don't have any money for that!"

We need to be inveatigating these situations to determine if,.

there.is a.fair sharing of this "poverty"among all segments

4 02
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being served. We suspect that educational programs for handi-

capped people are one of the first areas to becii.t.

An allied finanical concern which warrants clOse and immedi-

ate scrutiny is the federal level policy which allOws local

vocational educatiyn program operators to'finance the entire

cost of segregated vocational education programs for handi-

capped students with federal and state se;t aside monies. This

practicehas the effect'of denying these handicaPped students
the

equal benefit from/local tax.base. In Addition, this

practice encourages the segregation of handicappi students

in separate programs. This policy must be studied.

The next area worthy of investigation relates to the existing

admissions and testing ,vactices of programs in education. In

most instances, education programs such as voCational educa-

tion, adult education, and higher education require Candidates

for admission{to pass certain tests'or meet ,certain admissi.orye

criteria. Many ot theest iven are purPorted to measure po-

tential for success in the program. Unfortunately, most of

these, tests have been "normed" oi"' designed for nonhandicapped ,

0
populations. Often the result is a low or failing score for

the handicapped student. The reason for this.failure and, as

a consequence, denial of admision is not a low potential for

success. Rather, it's directly attribut%ble to the unfair

aspects of the testconstruction or admission's criterion. In

short, it has discriminated on the basis of handicapping con- 1

dition. *This phel=i-omenon needs to be investigated.

4 3
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Anothe barrier facing disabled pe'opfe in education is in the

failure to identify handicapped individuals who are in need

of services, and the failure to identify students who have

special and additional needs. Both of these system failures

,have the effect of discrimination. I
4

The former situation, the identification of and outreach to
4

totally unserved handicapped individuals who are eligible for

services, is a requirement of all public education programs.

In.elementary education this effort hasybeen termed'"child

Basicafly, it's a searching-out process in the'com-
.

A

munity for handicapped in *viduals who are in need of publicly

maudated education.progr s and who are not currently recei-

ving any such services. While we have.made significant ad-

vances.in the area of identifying handicapped young children

wh.o are in this situation, we have generally failed to be

equally as aggressive in finding and serving handicapped'

secondary youth and young adults who dre very iwch in need of

similarly mandated services. The negligence with this pop-
,.

4-4ulation is directly attributable to a federal-level lack of

emphasis 'on this point and the lack., of suitable programs in

which to place'these individuals. Neither reason is suffi-
,

f

Oent to excuse this neglect, 11.60ever. This siivation wariants

oudattention:

404
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The other "identificatien" civil rights issue is toncerned with

those handicapped students who are currently involved in vari-

ous regular education programs, but who have not been either

idetified as being handicapped or are not being served as such.

6/In both situations the stadent's needs are simply64ing ig-

nored. Clearly, there is an obligation to the civil rights of

these disabled individuals to identify their'needs for add,
/

itional support services; :and, in turn, to provide for those

needs. Unfortunately, some state and local education adminis-

trators have come to the realization that if they discoui-age

the further identification of disabled students who are on

thair existing rollsithey save money They eason that ifiaaisri

don't find them and identify their special nee , thenthkdon't
0

have to spend money to mount4N45. support services which are

legally required. The reality is, in too many cases, these

ignored students are failing in the classroom wlAhout this as-

sistance; and, as a rsult, are exhi.biting antipersonal and

antisocial behaviors which are fanned by IfAure. These
to%iG

individuals are, in effect, hTring their civil rights violated
4,

as a result of this practice and our society is suffering a

needless corrupting ))of its talent.

The next problem areA appropriate for civil rights-oriented

att'ention relates directly to the attitudinal mind set which

meates the education community with respect to'the'poten-

tia disabled people possess. This is the stereotyping

that exists in counseling and pladement decisions for 'disabled

1

4 5
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stUdents.

Legislative mandates make clear the discriminatory aspeces of

those pl ment decisions which are based on the educational

program operator's understanding of the career potential for

a specific category of disability. Where this practice cs

most noticeable is- in education and training programs that

prepare people for careers wherA, historically, very few dis-
.--

abled people have been placed.
-

At a 'cons-equence of their absence, program operators assume

that all diubled individuals can't petform in these occu-

pations%' Therefore, they make.this sufficient ause to_Ony

Access to the relayd training program. This discriminatory

practice must stopped.
,

One moi'e area which needs to be addressed involves the un-

fair situation created wher related public agencies, 144 all

)kshare a measure of responsibility to disabled individuals,

work in isolation. The'need created by this unfatrness is 4'

called "interagency cooperation60 In secdndarjr education, fdr

example, we should expect three or more agencies tote working

together for the benefit of disabled youth. These agencies =

should include; special education, vocational education and

vocational rehabilitation. Still more locally based public

agencieshqve the potential to contribute.to the development

of appropriate educational services to disabled youth. These

other agencies might include; social services, CET, and

Employment Security or Job Service:

u 6
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4,a7t
Unfortunately, however, the reality is practically none of

5
these agencies cooperates effectively with the other in sit-/
uations where the disabled studentuwill need a coordinated

deliery of related services.

The predicament created, which is tantamount to a civil rights

issue, js the shortsightedness which each atency regards the

'tubject of serice to disabled indiviOuals. There exists, *for

Vreasons-of either Covetousness or accounability, a reluc-

tance to coordinate the varied offerings or related public

agencies for the maximum benefit of disabled people. In sit-
.

uatiohs where th6 agencies .invofved..are designed to exclu-

sively serve disabled people the mot'iVation,for this reluctance

results from a.covetousness. These specialized agencies guard

:their disabled clients or stydents from the view of each other

and other related service agencies. They do this in an,effort

to protect their domain..

In situationsNihere the agencies involved are designed to

serve the general population, the motivation for this reluc-

tance to wort.with other agencies for the benefit of handicapped

people is accountability.- These regular .service agencies, such

as regular education, CETA, vocational education, job service,

etc., have established a criterion for accountability which

fails to include responsibility for serving handicapped popula-

/ions. In other words, disabled people are thought to belong,

to the other specialized agencies. This ;Ilyth is reinforcA

by the covetousnes-i displayed by the specialized agencies.

)4(n,
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The loSer in thtis Organizational perversion is the disabled

persbn. The result is a denial of publicly ltIpported ser-

vices to disabled people in a coordinated fashion. Instead)

disabled people are unfa4rly denied the full range of program-
.

ming options and array of public services which should be a-
t

vailab e to meet their full range of educational and job

preparation 14eeds.

bther-iffifiortant cLvil rights issues in need of examination are:.1r

1.) the lack of appropriate representation of disabled people

on advisory councils serving edudation and training programs;'

2.) the faiiure to construct new education buildings in a

. barrier free manner; 3.) 9.lure to consult with'handicapped

people when Vezeloging, remedial action plans called. for in fed-

eral legi,slatilri; 1-1..) failure to employ disabled individuals

in education and training positions; 5.) failure to provide

access to nonapademic,services.and extracurricular activities;

and, 6.) the lack of equal access to financial assistande and
4

scholarship programs.

We hope this brief treatment of,civil rights issues facing dis-

i

abled people in education has been of some assista

l

ce. We do

not however, want to'paint a totally negative pictu e. Many

local areas and some,states have risen to-the challenge framed,
,

t

by the CongresA and have made it all work. This is important

to note because it tells us clearly that it can work. Disabled

people can be served with equality in education. They must be.

4 U
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If there were to be only.a s.ingle contribution th'at the4Commis.Sion

on Civil Rights could make to this area, we wOilld hope it would

be to broadcast to the land the reality that equality in educa-

tion for disabled people is, without a doubt, a'civitbrights iisue.
.

.

If this could be Clone, we would move the issues mentioned in

this testimony oUt.of the realm of charity and into he realm Of'

00;civil rights.

Finally, we wish to express our willingness and eagerness to 4.,

cooperate witfi the Commis .siOn as they move forward inAls area

in whatever way it would deem appropriate.'

4119
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.Exhibit No. 5

Prepared Statement of John McNeil,
Chief, Consumer Expenditures and'
Health Stitistics Dfvision, Httreau of
the C9psus, Department of Commerce

As Leslie Milk ha indicated, househOld surveys have unique role toplay

in providing info ation about the number of,pera.ons who are disabled ana

their economic and aocial situation. There are other importapt souices of

information such is progrem.statistica and employer records, bit surveys

are our only method of learning about the cheracteristics of the entire' 6

populetion.

0There has been a.considerable amount of survey activity in the aree of diaability
:.

measurement during the past 15 years. The longest data 'aerifes is'that provided

by the National Center for Health Statistic's Health filterview Survey. Questions':

about the presence of "activity limitations and conditions CaUsing limitetions
.

°
have been part of the ongOing Health IntriaiSSurvey since the'eerly 1960's.

Among'other 4ata, the survey collects information on theliumber.,91 persons

whose health limits the kind or aiount c4, work they can do and the numbir)prevested

from working. The most comprehensive,surveys relating- to.work disabdlity

have ,beeh those sponsored by the Social Security Administration. Vary detailed.0

, surveys were conducted in 1966, 1972 and 1978. Besides asking an extended

set of questions on,the presence of limitations in-the kind or amount of llork

a person could do, these surleya obtained information on the ability tedo

certain physical tasks, nse,of special aids, characteristics of present and

previous jobs, receipt of and intereat in'receiving rehabilitation services, and

various financial characteristics. Apart from theae efforts disebility

questions_have also eppeared in a number of multi-purpose surveys including

the 1967 Survey of Bp:II:Mimic Opportunity,,the 1976
Survey of_Income and EduCa7

tion, and the 1970 and 1980 censuses cf population.. The work disability

questions which were asked in,the 1970 and 1980 pensuees were brieS.....only

410
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"is this person limited in the kind or aMount of york he or she can do?"

if a "yes" answer is received
amide / "is this.person prevented from working?" The 1967 SEO and 1976 SIE

asked somewhat more detailed questions about disability status: the' SIE asked, .

about the ability to iork regularly aiid asked for the condition causing the
e

limitation.

Although there is the recognition that a household survey is the only means of
o

estimating the prevelance.of disability yithin a population, survey designers .\

inediii-users must be concerned about the validity and reliability of the

data. Does the question about a limitation in the kind or amount of work

a person can do successfully identify the population in which ye have an

interestl It seems obvious that there will be people at the margin yho will

have A difficult time indeciding whether they have a work limitation. Leslie

Milk has mentioned one group who may fail to,respond properly to the question.

That would be those persons who fail to raport themselves as york disabled

because of the stigma attached to such i status. She has also suggested that

some persons with a particular health history may quiteproperly answer "no"

to the work limitation question, but,because of employer bias be subjected

to very restricted johopportunities. &third possible problem, which has.'

some significance among women who have never worked, is that persons who

have never been in the labor force may answer the work limitation question

"no" because they have never considered themselves to be potential workers.

One method ofexamining the validity of survey data on,the workdisabled is

.
to compare the status of the disabled with the nondisabled. I would like here

to refer to certain data from the.1976 Survey of Income and Education, the

411
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most recent available survey data. According to that survey, 16.4 million persons

between the ages of 18 and 64 had a work disability. Of these 16.4 million,

7.1 million were prevented from working and another 2.1 million were unable to

work regularly. Work disability had a very strong iipact on labor force

partibipation and earnings and there was a strong negative relationship between

work disability and years of school completed. Only 47 percent of work-disabled

pardons completed high'school compared to 76 percent for persons without a work

disability. The presence ore work disability effects earnings levels through

three separate paths.. First, it reduces the 'Weeks and hours that a person is

likely to wdrk. Second, even for those persons who put'in the name number of

weeks and hours, work-disabled persons haVe less education and less education

means lower earilings. Finally, even among5those.persons with the same educa-

tion and the Same number of weeks and hoUre worked, work-disabled persons have

lower earnings than persons without a work disability. As an example of the

extent to which a work disability duces the earnings of males 18 to 64 years

of age, we can again refer $4) the 1976 Survey of Income and Education. That

survey showed that only 65 percent of work-disabled males had earnings in 1975

and only 34 worked year-round-fhll-time.
The comparablediguresofor nondisabled

males were 95 percent and 64 perdent. Among males who had earnings in 1975,.those

who were work disabled had average earnings that ;,ere only 51 percent as hiih as

those who were not disahled.
Among full-time'workers, those with a work disa-'

bility earned only 83 percent of their nondisabled counterparts. Even among

full-time workers with a college,degree, the earnings of work-disabled males was

92 percent that those who were nondiliabled.
-
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There are other ways of evaluating the quality of survey data'on disability

status. One method is to go back to respondents a short time after an inter- .

view and ask the same or a similar set of questions. The degree of consistetcy

between the original interview.and the reinterview is an indication of the

reliability of the data. The work that has been done in this area suggelts

that the relial2lbs4f the data depends importantly on the design of the survey'

and the questionnaire. In the 1976 National Content Test for the 1980 census,

we tested a disability item that asked about disability status in several areas

inclUding wik. A sub7sample of households was then reinterviewed. When we eompared

the original and reinterview responses, we found a distressing amount of in-

the

consistency. For example, off455 persons who reported a' work.disability in

the original survey, only 298 reported erwork disability in the.reinterview.

One of our conclusions was that the disability item that we tested was too.

complicated for a mail questionnaire. TWis conclusion led us to adopt a

shorter and more 'simple disability item for the 1980 census.

'More recently we conducted a pretest of the proposed postcensus disability

survey. Leslie has already referred to'this survey which has been proposed for .

1982. The proposed survey differs from earlier efforts primarily in its pro-

jected sample size in its coverage of

persons 65 and over,and in its attempt to collect detailed information on

the characteristics of persons who report-a limitation in eny one of number

of areas including the ability to perform certain physical tasks, the ability

to get around, the ability to care for oneself, the ability to see and hear,

the ability to do work and hnusework and the ability to use public trans-

portation. One of our early findings from the pretest and the pretest
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reinterview ia that there wee a very good agreement on work disability status.

Of the 82 persons who reported a work disability in the original'interview,

77 reported a work disability in the reinterview. A reasonable conclusion

is 'that surveys which are designed to focus on the subject of disability can

produce reliable information on the disability statUs of the population.'
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Exhibit No. 6

EQUAL EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY COMMISSION

EQUAL EMpLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY

UANAWMENT DIRECTIPE'

Ek0-10 7

DATE:
December 6, 1979

TO THE HEADS OF FEDERAL AGENCIES

I. SUBJECT. INSTNCTIONS FOR AFFIRMATIVE ACTION PROGRAM PLANS;
FOR HIRING, PLACEMENT, AND ADVANCEMENT OF HANDICAPPED
INDIVIDUALS INCLUDING DISABLED VETERANS FOR FISCAL YEAR 1980

2. PURPOSE. 'This directive prescribes instructions to agencies
for submission of 1979 reportg of achievements.and 1980
affirmative action program plans for,hiring,-placement, and'
advancement of handicapped indivicluals including"disabled
ve ter ans.

AUTHORITY. These ins-tructions are prepared pUrsuaqt to the
Equal Employment Oppor tunity Commission!s oblig-atio4' and
authority under Section 501 of the Rehabilitation i'f'-V-10f
f973, as amended (29 U.S.C. 791).; Section 403 of the'Vietnam
Er a Veter ans ReadjuStment Assistance Act of 1 974 (38 U.S.C.
2014(d)); Reorganigation Plan No. 1 of 1978 (issued pursuant
to 5 U.S.0 901 et. seq..); and Execurive Order ,11 478 (34 FR
1 29.85, August 10, 1969), as 'amended by Executive order
12106, issued under this plan (44 P.R. 1053, December 30,
1 978) :

4. POLICY INTENT. It is the iRtent of the Equal Employment' 't
Opportunity Commission totake a positive andliirective role
in assuring that Federal a9encies fully comply with Section
501 of the 'Rehabilitation Act of 1973, as amended, and
Section 403 of the Vietnam Era Veterans: Readjustment
Assistance Act 'of 1974. It is the pol icy of the Federal
Government to provide equal employment opportbnity for
persons with disabilities'. , All Feder cies must take
aft irmative action to hire , place , a. advance qual if ied
handicapped individuals, indluding sabled veterans, and
to retain Federal employees who become .disabled after
appointment.
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5. SCOPE. The provisions of this dlrective apply to all
depar.tments, agencies, and instrumentalities in the
Executive Branch of Government, including the United States
Postal Service, Postal Rate Commission, and units in the
Government of the District of Columbia having po,sitions

-7 in the competitive service..

RESPONSIBILITIES.

a. / Agency heads are responsible forprOmpt and effe ive
compliance with these instructions within their
organizations.

b., The Eoual'EmploYMent Opportupity Commission will approve
or disapprove each agency affirmative actioh program
plan, rate the accomplishments of each'agency
satisfactory or unsatisfactory, and communicate results
of evaluation to each agency with 4nstructions for
submissiOn of a revised plan if reIuired.

7. ,PCLIC;ES AND PROCEDURES-

a. The 1979 repoeting year has been extended to cover the
'period July 1, 1978, through August 31, 1979. Agencies
are tovsubmit statistics and reports of,accomplishments.

b. FY 1980 will be a transition year during which agencies
.

are to continue to implement the objectivet of their
1979 affirmative action program plans through September
30, 1980. As in the past, agencies are to assemble
selective placement coordinator statistics and handicap
apei disabled veteran statistics for the agency work
force.

c. 'During the transition year, agenciat are to focus ttleii.
primary efforts as follows:

(1) Place emphasis on employment of handicapped
individuals with severe disabilities.

ACTION: Analyze handicap data for the agency work force
VirEE-pecial emphas4s on selected disabilities; Data
are to be reported by grade, type of occupation, and .

disabiliq category for the following codes: 16 and 17
(deafness); 23 and 25 (blindness); 23 and 32-38 (missing
extremities); 64-68 (partial paralysis); 71-78 (Complete
paralysis) ; 82 (convulsive disorders); 90 (mental .

retardation); 91 (mental illness); and 92 (distortion 'of
limbs and/or spine) . Codes are those used on Standard
Form 256, a copy of which is attached (Exhibit 1). The .

disabilities specified have been selected on an
experimental basis in an attempt to address statiS-Ett.el.
problems involved in affirmative action for handicapped
individuals. (See paragraph 8c.)

e
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(t) Give priority to intreased hiring of handitapped
i dividuals.

\

ACTION: Ettablish goali and timetables for hiring
persons with the disabilities designated above dOring

4 FY 1980. For the purpose of setting .goals, the
disabilities specified may be contidertd as a group.
In establishing goals and\timetables an agency may wish
to consider its own past performance,- the performance of
agencies with exemPlary records, Overall government
progress, and census data. (See paragraph 8c and
Appendix A.)

ACTION: Implement a special recruitment program for
1EZTE5pped individuals with the disabilities designated
above, and describe results\in terms of applications,
nonselections, and hires. To the extent possible
agencies are, to adapt and apply the .basic princiRles
embodied in the Federal Eoual Opportunity Recruitment
Program. (See 44 F.R. 22029\, April 13, 1979; 5 C.F.R.
part 720. Also, see paragraph 8d.)

ACTION: Report accessions and losses of handitapped
IFITUIauals with the disabilities designated during FY
1980. Data are to be reported by grade, type of
occupation, disability category, education, and age.
Specify by appointment: full-time, part-time, .

intermittent, excepted, career-conditional, career, etc.
(Sde paragrsph 89.)

(3) Make agency facilities acFesAble to handicapped
individuals.

ACTION: Survey facilities and establish goals and
timetables for removal of barriers. (See paragraph 8e.)

ACTION: Report on facility accessibility. (See

paragraph 8g.)

d. Agencies are to submit targeted plans for the FY 1980
transition year. These plant need only address the-
three target areas.indicated above and must explain how
objectives will be accomplished, within each area.

e. 'During FY 1980 agencies are to analyze selection
procedures in order to identify those that impede
hiring, placement, and advahcement of handicapped
individuals. Princioles set forth in the UrVform
Guidelines on Employee Selection PrOcedures (1978)
should be adapted and applied insofar as pos ible.
(See 43 F.R. 38312, August 25, 1978; 29 C.F.R. part
1607.) As procedural barriers pre identified, lists
of alternatives should be prepared. (See paragraph 8f.)

3
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8. EPORTING RE9UIRNENTS. Agencies are to submft the follow-
kng items to the Office of Government Employment,:Equal
Employment Opportunity Commission, on or before thle dates
indicated:

. tor

a. October 15, 1979 -- Agencies are to submit se:eCtive
placement coordinator statistics and handicap and
disabled veteran statistics for the agency wo .1,(force.
DataaretobereportedasofDecember31,198!,using
the attached format (Exhibit 2).

b. October 15, 1979 -- Agencies are to submit re orts'of
accomplishments during the extended reporting year. July
1, 1978, through August 311979. The forma for
reporting these accomplishments is the same as in
previous years'and is deacribed in Subchapter 11 of
Chapter 306 of the Federal Personnel Aanual.

c. Febtuary 1, 1980 -- Agencies are to submft a preliminary
analysis of work force representation in the disability.

.

categories specified, along with goals and timetables
for hiring persons with these disabilities during FY
1980.

12/79

d." February 1, 1980 -- Agencies are to submit a plan for
implementtng a special recruitment program for .

handicapped individuals with the disabilities specified
in these instructions. This plan is to includd
assurances that necessary data will be reported and
analyzed.

e. February 1, 1980 -- Agencies are to submit goals and
ct) timetables for removal of barriers in facilities

surveyed.

f. April 1, 1980 -- Agencies are to submit a prelipinary
report identifying selection procedures that impede--
hining, placement, and advancement ofthandicapped
individuals.and describing alternatives being
considered or being implemented.

.

g. The reports of accomplishments required under targeted
objectives for FY 1980 will be due ,in formats and on
datesto be specified tri the future,

h. Agency reports'of FY 1980 accomplishments aret-er-.
include'an analysis of selection procedures and
possible alternatives to those that impede employment
of handicapped individ . Format and submission
date will be specifi in e future.

4
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9. APP£NDICES. Attached are Standard Form 250, Self-
Identification of Medical Disability; a statistical
reporting format from Appendix C of Chapter 306 Of the
Federal Personnel Manual; an analysis of comMents on draft
instructions; and gutdance for establishing goals 'and
timetables fot hiring persons with specified Severe
disabijities.

10. INQUIRIES. Further informatrag concerning this directive
may be obtained by contacting,

.Office of Government EmplOymedt
Equal Employment Opportunity.Commission
2401 E Street, .N.W., Room 42080
Washington, D.C. 20506

Telephone: (202) 6537638

Interagency Report Control Number:

This interagency report was.cleared in accordance with
FPMR 101-11.11. Reports required in paragraphs 8a and 8b
are assigned interagency report control number 0023.t.CSC-A.

..Reports required in paragraptA 8c through 8f .are assigned
interagency control number 0 4-EE0-XX. Clearance for
reports mentioned in, paragraphs 89 and 8h will be requêsted-
in the future.

_
Preston Davi
Executive Director
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. Exhibit 1

SelfideratfIcallon of Medical Disability Ottothmant 1.10 FPM LTR. 25,0. APPENDIX 6
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.4117: ...Wier .4 rlion fur The Miug.rlar,went,.41,11-.4dranreweld 0:
nand:rapp, S It.d;r1,11,0A Abel 11;,ohlrd reirram - 306-C-17

0
(St a tislica R eport)

Part D. Fonnat For Agency Report of Affirinativ.e Action
.Program.Plan.On EMployment of the Handicapped

Statisfical Data
I. Total number of all employees aS of December 31. (Include hIll-time

permanent. nod nil others.)
2. Total number of all handicapped employees as of Decerriber. 31. This

number includes. only those dkabled veterans with reportable handi-
Caps

Data should conform to the instruction in FPM Letter 296-10. dated
September 30, 1976. '

Other

I. Nl'ambe,' of aceiity component activities and field establishments Lacing
appointing authority

2. Percentage of tune spent by agencywide coonhinaltor for selective
placement in managing the program

3. Number of i oordiria tor, degnated io all compouent agency activities..
Percentage of time spent by component coordiators in impleinenting
the program Indicate the number in eachiroupz.:\

1- 10% , \ .
11- 25% .
26- 50%
51- 75% \ s-
76-100%

Part E. Format,,Fk.Agencv Report. of Affirmative Action
Program Plan on Employment of Disabled Veterans

p.
Statistical Data as of December 31 (Use the following table format.)

, VETERAN STATUS

10-point compensable
10-point noncompensable
5 point

NO. IN WORE NO. HANDICAPPED
FORCE

XXX.X
a

EXCLOota 10 POINT OTMta (SPOOBL, WICKM/Wloolvta, AND MOTIM).

Init. 249
Federal Perionnei Manual April 20. 1972

1,
t.0 Poisaantirr narrina Pence Ists 0.111.flh III1
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APPEND/X,A

Guidance for Establishing Goals and Timetables
for Hiring Persons witE-Wilillicili-53.7g7LETTiiies

7;171

As is stated in the instructiops, in establishing goals and
timetables, an agency may wish\co conSider.itsown past perforM,4
ance,-the performance of agencies with ekempla0 'records; over-.
alrgovernment progTess, and census data. Agehcies are reminded
that goals and timetabres may.be eStablished,lor the target
group.as an aggregate of specified disabilities rather than for
each disability separately. Goals thouId be set and results
should be reported in terms of percentage of new hires during
the reporting period and-percentage of change expected.in work
force composition.

Summaries of 1970 census data on disabilitiet are available from .

t-he-President's Committee on Employment of.the HandiCapped,
Washington, D.C. 20210, in a booklet-called "One in Eleven." . It
indicates that one.in eleven work-age adults .i.eported,dit-
'abilities that may interfere with ability 65 work.

- ,Figures commonly used to identify work-age adultS by 'disability
are:*

Paralyzed
Mentally'retarded
Epileptic
Blind
Deaf
Mentally restored
Amputees

_
5,400,06bor- 4.25%
3,500,0'00 or 2.89%
2,000,000 or 1.65%

700,000 or .58%
250,000 or -211
250,000 or .21A
200> 000 or .17%

Accordi to the U.S. Department of Labor Employment Standards
AdTinist tion, a conservative estimate places the nulper of
handicapped persons of work force age-and able to Work at 7.2
million. This represents 5.95%.of the entiFe wo7k-Torce-aoe
population. This estimate.by the Labor Department is based.on'
centus and other data and encompasses a pOpulation,eoughly
comparable to the transition year target group. Therefore, if
census data are used to compute agency goels for disabiljties
in the target group, this percentage is recommended.

According to data from the Central Personnel Data File, as of
December 31, 1978,4he Federal Government emOloyed 16,495

,

persons with the specified disabilities. This repTesents,0.79%
of the total Federal work force on,that date.

*T'nese categoriesencompass all disability codes targeted eicept
for code 92 (severe distortion'of the limbs:or spine) , for which
no work force data are available:

A-1
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Only 16 Federal agencies reported more than 1% representation
in designated categories. These agencies are as follows:

BandiCapped Percentage 'of
Employees . Work Force with

Total with Targeted Targeted
Emgloyees Disabilities DisabilitiesAgenCy

Committ r Purchase
from the Blind and
Othei severely Handi-
capped 11 2 18.18

National Commission on
Library 6 Information
ScienCe 48 1 2.08

International Boundary
6 Water Commission 334 6 1.79

Community Service
Administration 1,106 18 1.63

Government Printing
Office 7,511 115 1.53

Veterans
, Administration 235,471 3,495 1.48

Federal Maritime
Commispibn 3.40 5 1.47

National Mediation
Board 71 1 140

Federal ommunication
Commission 2,011 ' 29 1.29

,
. .

Office of Management
and Budget 588 7 1.19

General Services
Administration 39,172 457 1.17

Securit4es and
Exchange Commission 1,954 23 1.17

A-2
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Railroad Retirement
Boapd 1,831 21 1.15.

Unspecified Defense .697 8 l .-.1

Defense Logistics': '46,676 '-. 523 1.12

Agency

Total,
EImploxees

Bandicapped
Employees

with Targeted'
Disabilities

Percent'ag.of
Work FO,roa'41ith

Targated
Disabilities

Interstate Commerce
,.tommispiga

Agencies with less than 5.95% representation in the.designated
categories must select a COmparative base and establish Agoala

. and timetables for progress in terms of increased numbers qt
employees with targeted disabilities.r If presebr representation"
equalW or exceeds 5.951.,, agenciet may devote their efforts to
assuring equitable internal representation in all occupations

.grapes, and levels.of autbority. Equitable internal represen.-
tation of handicapped individuals will be a fOcus of Feder7a1

affirmative action in years to come.
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APPENDIX 13

. Analysis of Comnents on Proposed Instruction to Alencies or
SUmission oi IT73-Reporrs ol AcEievements a INIU KT13.175-fMe

Action Pro2ram Plans Tor.HAndicappg ndiviauaIs

Issue:

agencies questioned the necessity fbr having separate
affirmative action program Plans for handicapped individuals
and for minorities and women, since the formats and subMission
dates are similar.

ResponSe:
/Si poiiibility of combining plans was considered, but the
idea was rejected because there are significant differences in- *-

the Methods that must be used to implement affirmative attion
programs for hvdicapped individuals and for minorities and
women. For example:

** -Raniiicapped individuals are not included in.the Federal
Eaual Opportunity Recruitment,Rfogram (FEORP). The types
of-work force statistics requieed for.minorities and
women undet FEORP are not available for the handicapped
population, and persons with disabililies lace,different
employment problems. The rudimentary statistics that are
available make it obvious that hdndicapped.individuals
are gTossly underrepresented piroughout the Federal wor

. force. Targeting jobs is not,practical because there.
" would be underrepresentation in Sll cat4gories, particu-

larly insofar as persons with severe didabilitien axe
concerned. Targeting disabilities is a better approach.

** Concern for the actessibility and useability of facili-
ties in which Federal employees work is unique to affirm-
ative action programs for,handicapped individuals. There
is no parallel in:programs for minorities'and.women.

** Selection procedures that do not discriminate against
minorities and women may discriminate against handicapped
.individuals. Remedies include reasonable accommodation
in testing situations and use of e3,1c:epted appointing
authorities. The concepts and actions involved, and the
planning upon which they must be based, are not pertinent
t6 equal employment opportunity for other protected
classes. ,

** In many Federal agencies, responsibiliey for management
of affirmative action programs,for Sandicapped indivi-
duals is not within the purview of the Equal Employment
Opportunity Office. Separate plans facilitate implemen-
tation of programs in separate offices within an agency,
at least"during the transition year. At the s6e time,
since the plans are to be as parallel as possible,. A

,

B-I
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agencies and the Equal Employment OppOrtunity CommiSsion
(EEOC) will be able to work toward combination of plans
and programs in the future if this becomes practical.
For the time being, since different data repotts are
required and different triteria will be used to evaluate
agenCy plans and accomplishments, separate plans are,
necessary.

Issue:
X7TeT4.,agencies questioned the advisability of targeting
specified disabilities. Some commentators cautioned that
persons with disabilities tbat ate nottargeted might be
excluded from all recruitment efforts and that this would
conatitute discrimination against some segments of the hahdi-r
tapped population. Other commentators felt,that certain dis-
abilities.should be added to or removed ftom the target group.,

Resunse:
TEe oisibilities'selected for the target gro4 were chosen to
p0Vide efUtus'on severe handicaps that traditionally have,
caused persons to be excluded from the work force and that can
be identified relatively easily for recruitment purposes
during the- transition year. NondisctiminatiOn regulationS
state clearly that no oualified.handicapped individual may be
denied employment becauseof a disability that is,not job-
related, regardless of the Aeverity of the disability, regard-:
less of whether the disability is real or imagined by an
employer. Targeting certain disabilities for speCial recruit,
ment in no way legitimizes discrimin'ation against persons with
other disabilities-and in no way justifies discontinuation of
affirmative action to hire handicapped individuals whose dis
abilities are riot in the target group: The transition year
instructions put,agencies on notice that EEOC will emphasize
certain di!Sabilities when tecruitment,And placement efforts
are'eveluated. The possibility of altering the composition of
the- tatget groula. Will be considered at the end of the transi-
tion year,'

Issue:
-

.
..

..

Agprisentatives .of.cOnttituent organizations felt that affirm-
ative action plans"and-reports should include analYses.of
reasonable accommodations being made by agencies, career
development and upward Mobility of handicapped employees, and
retention of employees who become disabled.

Reaorise:
pi.-15ose of the trantition year is to give SECC an oppor-

tUnity to find aut what agenciet can do with existing resources
if these resources are focused on a few specific goals-rather
than, stretched to meet as many needs in as many areas as
possible. The focus during the transitiom.year will be on.
recruitment, placement, faCility accessibility, and elimination

4 6
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of selection barriers:. Reasonable accommodation is,an essentjal
element of affirmative action and nondiscrimination, particu-
larly insofar as severe disabilities are concerned; Agencieswill not be able to achieve their transition year goals Without
accommodating the disabilities of applicants and employeee.
Partially for this reason, agencies are not being asked to use
their resourcds to catalog or report on accommodations.
However, such an exercise may be valqable in the future. It is
recOgni'zed that reasonable accommodation is one Of many areas
that should be addressed in a comprehensive affirmative adtion
program plan even though they are not being addressed through
transition-year planning and repofting processes. Career
development and upward mobility and retention of employees who
become d4sabled also are in this category:

Issue:
sii;i7al commentators requested guidance for establishing goals
and tiMetablet for hiring individuals with targeted dis-
abilitfes.

Resoofidei
WWIS54uage has been added to the instructions, and guidance
is provided in Appendix A.

Issue:
Sale agencies felt, they would not be able to collect and
analyze handicap data in a timely fashion.

*Response:
g85;g. Igincies, particularly the larger ones, have automated data
retrieval capability. All agencies have access io the'Central
Personnel Data File maintained by the Office of Personnel
Management (OPM).- OPm has a data run as of December-31, 1978,
which giVes agency work force data by disability. Agencies are
to use these data tp.conduct work force analyses for the- putpose
of establishing goals and timetables.

Issue:
gaffiragencies asked for clarification of the request for
applicant data, since a person's handicap status generally is

,7:not known when he or she applies for employment or is referred
'on a certificate.

Response:
tlFg iniEructions call for S special recruitment program for
handicapped-individuals. Data reported are to be collected
through this special.effort, and as part of this effort
recruiters may invite applicants to identify disabilities in
cover letters accompanying applications. It is recognized that
applications from handicapped persons may be received independ-
ent of special recruitment efforts and that these handicapped
applicants may escape notice. If selected, however, it is .

B-3
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likely they will identify themselves as handicapped at the time
they come on board. ThOs, agencies will be able to include them
'in accession data.

Issue:
SoNe agencies asked fol>clarification of the statement "To the
extent possible agencies are to adopt and apply the basic
principles embOdied in the Federal Equal DOportunity Recruitment
Program.(FEORP4."

Response:
First,--a typographical .error has been Corrected. The word
intended was "adapt," not "adopt." HandicaPped indiViduals are
not included in FEORP principally because they are not named
in the enabling legislation. However, it is also true that'-the
work force statistics required for minorities.and women under
FEORP are not available for the handicapped populatidn. EEOC
is reguiring a special recruitment effort for -handicapped
individuals that will be similar to but different than FEORp
for minorities-and'women. For this purpote,:onderrepresentation
is to be addressed in terms of disabilities instead of job
categories. Recruitment sources that may be tapped include but
are not limited to State rehabilitation agencies, Veterans
Administration counselors, selective placement special.ists in
OPM area offices, schools for disabled people, campus organiza-
tions of disabled students, and organizations of and for petsons
with disabili ies. Two publications may be helpful:

** directory f Oroanizations Interested in the HandicaFEed.
wg,Tga-137t7 AyiiraTi-TIBE-Efig'fliETTifier: Zommittee-for
the Handicapped, People'-to-People Program, Suite 610, La
Salle Building, Connecticut Avenue and L Street, N.W.,
Washington, D.C. 20036.

** Directory_of National Information Sources_on Handicapplino
EarlaraBris and ReIate3 Ser;ices. Decem5er AvaiTitle
rrom E1 parisFerl ance-Tor Handicapped Individuals,
Department of Health, EduCation, and Welfare, Washington,
D.C. 20201.

Issue:
One Commentator foresaw difficulties with goals and timetables
for removal of architectural barriers since.some buildings are
covered by the Architectural Barriers Act of 1968 and others
are not.

,Response:
AllienEigi are to survey their facilities and report the extent
of accessibility. A reporting format is beino developed that
will allow agencies to indicate which facilities are and:mhich
facilities are not.Covered by the Architectural Barriers Act
of 1968. Nondiscrimination regulations specifically prohibit

426
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employment discrimination on the,basis of facility iinaccessi-
bility, and it is EEOC's view, that all facilities inwhich
Federal employees work should be barrier-free. If an agency
believes accessibility problems are so severe that it is.
impOssible io establish a time frame for barrier removal,
detailed justification will be reouired. 4tf indeed dt is
impossible to make a facility acZisSible, the,eoency will by
required to find other ways of accommodating handicapped .

applicants and employees affected by inaccessibility.

Issue:
Representatives of constituent organizations-felt that meaning"-
ful accessibility is achieved only when comMunication and
tranSportation barriers are removed alang with architectural
barriers.

Response:
riFOrting format that is being developed addresses. all three

types of barriers. The emphasis is on architectu'ral barriers.'
.Tranportation4parriers are considered insofar ae characteristics
of the facility and the area immediately surrounding it may
impede the ability of a'handicapped individual .to approach and

'leave the building in an automobile, in a wheelchair, or on
foot. Communication barriers'are dealt with in terms of tele-
phone facilities, which must be useable by disabled people,
including those who are deaf and those who use wheelchair.s.

Issue:
vral .aaencies questioned the order in which plans were to be

submitted. It was suggested that the recruitment'plan shquld
come after, not before, analYsis bf work force data and estab*
lishment of goals and timetables.

Response:
TEe iiiHructions have been changed so that February 1, 1980, iS,
the due date for work forde analyses, goals and timetables,
and redruitment plans.; In preparing these items, aaencies will
be able to use work force data as a basis for establishing
goals and timetables and designing recruitment plans.

B-5



EEOC SUBMISSION OF RESPCNDENT 501 AGENCIES ii ti 79 Achievements ii rt Au AA erogrum el...9s
AS OF 8/7/80

I 1Not II INot
1....

1 I

11Satis- lUnsacts-Itiot

factory I factory I Sob

II

mi c ted l I COmplete I Incomple te 1 Submi tted 1 !Submitted 'Submitted!

I

Action
II

I

t X II. X I I. II I. X I

Administrative Conference-of the U. S I I X tNI 1 II x 1 I. II I .' x I

Advisory Commission on Intergvi Relations 11 x I I II X I I II I x I
Advisory Committee on Federal Pay II I I X 11 X I I I I 1 x I
Agency for International Devertieugent II 1 I X II I X I II I I'AgrIculture II X I 1 11 X 1 I II X I .

I

Air Force II X I 1 II I x 1 H x I [
1

American Battle Monuments Commissio II I I x. II
1

I X' II
I x I

Appalachian Regional Commission il x 1. I ' II. x I
-, ,

.1 II X I I

01
FiArms Control 4 Disarmament Agency ri x 1. I II I x I II I x I.

.Army . ,11 X 1 1 11 1 X I It .1 XI CO
Armv/Alr Force Exchange Service

. II 1 X I II I I II I 'x I
g: a

Board for International Broadcasting II x 1. I
. II x I I 1,1 I x I o

.-Canal Co/6anal Zone Government
1 I k I

I 11 I X
I II x I I

Central intelligence Agency
t 11 X 1. 1 H I x I H -I X "I

Civil Aeronautics 8oard II x 1-. I. II x I '' 1 It I x I

Commerce II. X I. I II I .x I II I IC I

Commission on Civil Rights IL I X ' I II X I 1 II X I I

Commission of Fine Arts II I 1 11 I 1 1 II I. i X 1

Cnmmittee for Ptirchase from Blind etc. II x I I 11 x I I II I x I
Commodity Futures Trading Commission H I I x II I X I II I x 1
Commanity Services Administration II I X I 14- . I , x II. I x I
Consumer Product Salety Commission 11 X .1 I il X I 1 II x I 1
Defense, Office of Secretary II I x 1. II x 1 1 II x I. I'.,
Defense Communications Agency II .x I I II x I I II I x I.

I 4 3; )
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, .....,.., ,",..., 0.

AS OF 6/7180 1 ISatis - fUnsatis -Not H .1: INot % II INot
I

\ II factory! fattoryISubmittedllOompletellncompletelSubmittedIlSubrIpted ISubmittedI
Defemee Contract Audit Agency. Il X 4 ...I H x 1 1

, II I x I

Defenge Intelligence Agency JI I x 1.. II x f I
..-

11 x I 1

Defense In4estigative Service II X I If' II. x ' I I II I x I

Defense Logistics Agency II x 1 I II x . 1 1 II x I 1

Defense-Mapping:Agency II X I I' II X I 1 II X I I

Defense Nueleat,Agerrey II I 'X "I ". II 1 1 x II I X 1

Distriet' of Columbia Government
I I I 1 X II I 1 X I I I x 1

Energy
I 11 X I I II I 1 II X

Environmental Protection Agency 11 X I .1 II X 1 1 II r x I
Equal Employment Opportunity Commission II X I

I
1 1 X I I I 1 X I i

Executive Oftice of the President. I I r 1 \ x It X I. I : 1 I X 1 1

ExportlImport Bank II X I
I 11 It. I .1 11

Farm Credit Administration II 1 x I II X 4 I I I

Federal Communications Commission II X I I . I 1 1 I II
Federal Depotit Insurance Corp II x 1 I. II X I I II
Federal Election Commission II 1 I "X II x I I II

Federal Emergency Management'Agency fl 1 I fx II 1 I X II F 1 X I

Federal Home" Loan Bank Board VI X I I I 1 1 X i II X 1 I
Federal MaTttime Commission 11 X I 1 I 1 x I I II 1 x I
Federal Mediation & 'conciliation II 1 I,- '* .11 1 1 x II I x 1

Federal Mine Safety I. Health Review II X I I \ 11 X I 1 LI I x .1
Federal Rdserve System II 1 1 X

Federal Trade Commission 11 I X I .

II I I X II I x I

II x 1

"

1,1 xl 1 .

Foreign Claims Settlement Commiasion II x I 1 \ II. X I I I I . I X I

General Services Administration 11 x 1 t II x 1 I II x I 1

2
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, AS OF 8/7/80:

Government Printing Office

IISatis- lUnsatis-INot IY I 'Not' II INot I

II. factoryl factoryiSubmittedIICompleteIlncompleteiSubmittedIISubmitted 'Submitted!
II x I I II ii I I. II 1 x I4

Ilarry'S. Truman- Scholarship Fund II I- I x II .x 1 -1 .- II I x I_

IlenIth, Education, 6 Welfare FI X ...-I I II x I I ,i II x I I

Mousing 6 UrbanDevelopment 1.1 x- I I II. x I' I
i II X I I

.1 I II I I x H. I I

Inter-American Foundation II
Interior H ,x, I I II I . x' I II I. x I

International CommUnication Agency II x I I II I x I II 1 .x I

International Trade Commission II X I. I II I x I II x I I!

Interstate Commerce Commission II X I I II I 1 x II . I. x 1.

Japan-U.S. Friendship CommissiOn
I I -, I I ic II X I I. II I x I.

'Justice II X I -1 H. I I x II I I

Labor II x I '1 II X I I II X I -I
:Marine 'Mammal Commission II I x I II X I I II I x I

.Merit Systems Protection ioard
I I I I X I' I I X ,II I x ` I

Metric Board II X I. I H I I x II I x I

,Natl Adv Council on Economie Opportunity 'II x I I 11 x I. I II I x , I
NAtr Aetonalitics .14 S.pace Administration II X I. I I I x I I II x I I.
Natl. Capital Planning" Commission II .x I I II x I I II I x I

Natl Commission on, Air QualftY II X I. I I I x I I II ." 1

X I

Natl Commission on'library 6 Info.'Science II
I I x II --. I I x_ - 14 --- --- ----I x . I

Nati Credit Union Admini4ration' H. X r 1 II I I x 0 I x I

Watl EndoWment for.the Arts
I I I I X I I f I

..A.1
x II -.1- x I

Kati Endowment for the Humanities II X I I II -x 'I I I X
I . I,

Natl Gallery of Art II I' x . I . II x I I II X
I
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'S OF 8/7/80' 11Satis- IUnsaLs-INot II 1 1Noi II 1Not 1

11 iactoryl factory1SubmittedlICompletellncOmpletelSubmicted1ISubmitted !Submitted!

_.e/Nati Labor Relations Board I I X 11 X 11 X

Natl. Mediation Board 11 I x -LI; .1 I II I X

Natl Science Foundation 11 I X I 1 x I 1 ,I 11 . x
__

.

Ncrtl Security Agency 11 1 I 11 I x 11 . x

Nati Transportation Safety Board .11 I X 11 I 11 X

Navy 11 11 x It x

Nuclear Regulatory *Commission I I I X 11 I I x .11 x

Occupational Safety & Health Revielw II I x 11 11 ii x

Office of Personnel Management 11 X II

Aj"I
x II x

1
.Overseas Private Iavestment Corp 11 X II x 1 x

Pennsylvania Ave. Development Corp 11 I It II I x li x

Pension Benefit Guaranty Corp II x I II I X II x

Postal Rate Commissien 11 X I 11 x I 11 x

Vi Postal Set:vice' ,

11 I X .11 X 11 X

Railroad Retirement.Board II It I II I X II It

Securities & Sxchange Commission ' II x I II x 11 It

Selective Service System ' 11 11 x '\ I k x Ar
Small Business Administration 11 I X 11 I x II x

Smithsonian Institution 11 x I 11 x I II x

Soldiers' & Airmen's Home 11 I X IF I It II x
_

State 11 It I a II x -.

Tennessee Valley Authority' 11 X 11 II' X

Transportation 11 X I 11 X .11 X

Treasury 11 X f I 11 X 11 X

Uniformed Svcs Univ Health Sciences .11 I I X 11 X 11 x
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Veterans Administration

Water Resources Council.

TOTALS

it 17 n1111.11/0.111Uals. QV llugl.M
ItSatir !UnsatistNnt II I !Not II *INot III factory!

factory1Submitted11CompletelIncmpletelSubmittedllsubmitted ISubmitcedl
'X .

I I x I. I I I

I X- Ii. I X I I
I 41! I I

I X I

: 61 13' I 27 II 52 I Lb i3 II 69
I I
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LIST OF AGENCIES THAT HAVE NOT SUBMITTED 501 PLANS'AOF August 7, 1980

Postal Service
I 661,00

Navy 1 268,234

Veterans01010istration 1 228,834

Tranaporlation , 1 74,683

Justice
1 55,134

District of Columbia Government I 46,625

ArmytAir Force Exchange Service 1 42,388 4--

Office:of Personnel Ma6agemeht I 9,750

Small Businesa Administration 1 5,263

.Federal Emergency Management Agency 1 3,071

Nuclear Regulatory Commission
I 2,844 !

Interstate Commeice Commission
I 2,,106

Railroad Retirement Board ' 1 1,91,3

Federal Reserve Syatem
I 1,466

Community Services Adminiseration I 1,075

Soldiers' & Airmen's. Home 1 ' 1,028

Defense Nuclear Agency
I. 624

Natl Credit Union Administration I 593

Federal Mediation & Conciliation -
1 554

Pension Benefit Guaranty Corp
I 427

Natl Trinsgortation Safety Board
I 390

Narl Endowment for the Arts
I 342

Meat Systems Protection board
1 316

Occupational Safety & Health Review
1 182

Natl Mediation Boaid
I 70

InterAmerican Foundation
I 69

Water Resources Council es,
I 50

American Battle Monuments Commission
I 49

Metric Board
1 39

Pennsylvania Ave. Development Corp
1 32

NV. Commission on Library & Info. Science
I 8

ermission of Fine Arts
I 7 1

TOTAL

I

I

1

1

Natl Security AgencY
I NO DATA
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Exhibit No. 8

APPENDIX F - CALIFORNIA

STATUTE CV HANDICAPPED PERSONS (SEE FOOTNOTE AT P. 216,

VOL.

3 1 9
I, MAY 13: 1980.)

California
. or allowing time ,off in an amount equal.
the amount of non-regularly scheduled

the employee has worked inprder to
a conflict with his or her Teligious

':servances.

b) In determining.whether a reasonable
_zzommodation would impose an undue
i-trdship on the operations of an eniployer

o:her covered entity, factors to be con-
iered include, bht are not limited to:
(1) The overall size of the employer or

-.ther covered entity with respect to the
zniber of employees, number and type of

and size of budget;
(2) The type of the employer's or other

covered entity's operation, including the
c.-,mposition and structure of the workforce
,r membership;

(3) The nature and cost of the acconarno-
:a:ion involved;

(4) Reasonable notice -to the employer
or other covered entity of the need iqr at-
c ;trmodation; and

(5) Any available reasonable alternative
rntans of accommodation!

(c) Reasonable accommodation includes,
is not limited to, the following specific

trr.ployment policies or practices:

(1) Interview .and Examination Times.
S.:::eiuled times for interviews, examinations,

1 other functions related to employment
4.portunities shall reasonably accommodate
rflEgious practices.

(2) Dress Standards. Dresk standards or
:-11uirements for personal appearances shall

flexible enough to take into account re-
gious practices.

(3)elnion Dues. An employer or union
not require membephip from any

em?loyee or applicant whose religious creed
prphibits such memlagiship. Reasonable ac-
cwnmodation may Wude options- to pay
the union a surh in lieu of dues without
membership, or a substitute payment to I
c!-.arity.

Refcrence:.Secs. 12920, 12921, 12940, GOV
ernment Code.

20,845.04)

Sec. 7293.4. Pre-Employment Practices.
-Pre-employment inquiries regarding an ap;

Californial 20,845.04

tea 540

plicant's availability for work on weekends or
evenings shall not be used as a pretext for
ascertaining his or her religious creed; nor
shall such inquiry be used to evade the
requirement of reasonable accommodakjon.
However, inquiries as to the availability
for work on weekends or evenings are
permissible where reasonably related to the
normal business requirements of the job
in question. /

Reference: Secs. 12920 12921, 12940, Gov-
ernment Code.

SUBCHAPTER 9. PHYSICAL HANDI-
CAP DISCRIMINATION

[ij 20,846.05]

Sec. 1293$. General Prohibitions Against
Discrimination on the Basis of Physical
Handicap.:--(a) Statutory Source. These
Regulations are adopted by the Commission
pursuant to Sections 1413.1 and 1420 of
the Act (Sections 12926- and 12940 of the
Government Code).

(b) Statement of Purpose. The Fair Em-
ployment and Housing Commission is com-
mitted to ensuring each person employment
opportunities commensurate with his or her
abilities. These regulations are designed
to assure discrimination-free access to em-
ployment opportunities notwithstanding any
individuars actual or perceived physical
handicap.

(c) Incorporation of General Regulations.
These physical handicap regulations incor-
porate each of the provisions of Subchap-
ters 1 and 2 of chapter 2, unless specifically
excluded or modified.

Reference: Secs. 12920, 12921, 12926, 12940,
Government Code.

[II 20,846.06]

Sec. 7293.6. Definitions.As used in this
subchapter the following definitions apply

(a) "Physical Handicap" includes:
(1) Impairment of sight, hearing or

speech; or y

(2) Impairment of physical ability be-
Fause of:

(A) Amputation, or
(B) Loss of function, or

1980, Commerce Clearing House,Inc.
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(C) Loss of coordinatiorg or
(3) Any other health impaiVment which

requires special education or related serv-
ices.

(4) Howellysical handicap does not
include thefollowing conditions: mental
illness, mental retardation, alcoholism, or
narcotics addiction.

(b) "Impairment of Sight, ilearing, or
Speech." Any physiological disorder or
condition, cosmetic disfigurement, or ana-
tomical loss affecting seeing, hearing, or
speaking.

(c) "Innament of Physical Ability
cause of AmRutation." Any anatomical loss
affeEting. the -slciiior"the mbsculoskeletal
body system.

(d) "Impairment of Physical Ability Due
to Loss of Function." Any physiological
disorder or condition, cosmetic disfigure-
ment, or anatomical loss affecting one or
More of the following body systems: neu-
rological, musculoskeletal, special sense
organs, respiratory, including speech organs,
cardiovascular, reproductive, digestive, geni-
tourinary, hemic and lymphatic, skin and
endocrine.

(e) "Impairment of Physical Ability
Due to Loss of Coordination." Any physio-
logical disorder or condition, cosmetic dis-
figurement or anatomical loss affecting any
muscular or motor function.

(f) "Health Impairment Which Requires
Special Education or Related Services."
Any heah impairment for which a state
prograrri,pr service is currently' or was
formerly authorized to serve the "physically
handicapped," including programs and serv-
ices authorized by the following provisions
of the Education Code as interpretet! in
the California Administrative Code:. .."

(1) Part 30, Special Education Programs,
(commencing with Ssetion 56000) of Divi-
sion 4 of Title 2 of the Educatioh Code;

(2) Chapter 5, EducationPhysically
Handicapped, (commencing with Section
78700) of Part 48 of Division 7 of Title 3
of the Education Code;

(3) Article 12, Education of Physically
Handkapped, (commencing with Section
1850) of Chapter 6 of Part 2 of Division 1
of Title 1 of the Education Code.

Employment Practices
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(4) Persons covered by the statutory
definitions of (1), (2) and5(3) above in-
clude:

(A) The deaf or hearing-impaired;
(B) The blind or partially-seeing; .

(C) The orthopedic or health impaired;
(D) The aphasic;
(E) The speech handicapped; .

tF) Persons with phisical illnesses or
physical conditions which Make attendance
in regular day classes impossible or inad-
visable; and

(G) Persons with physical impairments
that require instruction in remedial physi-
cal education.

(5)°These statutory references are illus-
trative and not inclusive.

(6) This subsection (f) refers to health
impairments and not to enrollment in any
particular program.

(g) "Major Life Activities." Functions
such as caring for one's self, performing
manual tisks, walking, seeing, hearing,
speaking, breathing, learning, and worldng.

(h) "Has a Record of a Physical Handi-
cap.' Has a written or unwritten history
of; or has been misclassified as, having or
having had a physical handicap Which sub-
stantially limits one or more major life
activities.

(i) "Is Regarded as Having a Physical
Handicap."

(1) Hai a physical handicap that does
not in fact substantially limit one or more
major life activities but is treated by an
employer or other covered entity as having
a physical handicap which does substan-
tially limit major life activities; or

,

(2) Has a physical 'handicap that sub-
stantially limits one or more major life
activities only as a result of the attitude
of an employer or other covered entitY,
toward such a physical handicSm or

(3) Does not have a physical handicap
that substantially limits one.or more major
life actjvities but is treated by an employer

-or other covered entity as having or having
had a physical handicap that substantially
limits major life activities; or

Califondu ¶ 20,346.06
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.,4) :Does not have a physical handicap
.at .5.4ibstantially limitk one or more major

::e attiAties but is ,trcated by an employer
othee covered cntity as having an in-

: ...ased likelihood of having a physical
imlicap that substantialby limits major
.:c activities.

Cj) "Handicapped Individual." Any indi-
:dual who:

(I) Has a physical handicap which sub-
tantially limits one or more major life
.ctivitics;

(2) Has a record of a physical handicap;

(3) Is regarded as having a physical
anclicap.

(k) "Qualified Handicapped Individual."
\ny handicapped individual who, with rea-
mable accommodation, can perfoOn
ssential functions of the job or 0-aidifig

..rograrn in question.
Reference: Sees. 12920, 12921, 12926, 12940,

.;overnrnent Code. ,

[II 20,846.07]

Sec. 7293.7. Establishing Physical Handi-
cap Discrimirtition.Physical handicap die-

' crimination is established by showing that
an employment practice denies, in whole
nr in part, an *. employment benefit to a
qualified handicapped individual.

Reference: Secs. 12920, 12921, 12926, 12940,
Government Code. " '

Of 20,1346.081

PI Sec. 7293.8. Defenses,(al' In addition
to any other defense provided herein, any
defense permissible under Subchapter 1 shall
t e applicable to this subchapter.

(b) Health or Safety of Qualified Ilancli
.-oPped Individual. It is a permissible defense
ior an employer or other covered entity
io demonstrate that after reasonable accom-
modation the applicant or employee cannot
perform the essential job functions of the
position in question in a manner which
vould not endanger his or her health or
safety because the job imposes ad immi,
ncnt and substantial degree of risk to the,
applicant or employee.

ISD
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(c) Health afety of Othep. It is
a permissible dc cnse for an employer or,
other covered entity to demonstrate that
after reasonable accommodation has been,
made, the applicant or employee cannot
perform the essential job functions in a
manner which wonld not endanger the
health or Safety of othcrs to a greater
extent than if a non-handicappcd 'person
perfortnell the lob.

(d) Future Risk." However, it is no
defense to assert that a qualified handi-
capped person has a condition or, a disease
with a future risk, so long as the condition
or disease does not presently intcrferc with
his or her ability to perform the j'Ola
a manner that will, not immediately endan-
ger thc handicapped person or others, and
the person is able to safely perform the
job over a reasonable length of- time. "A
reasonable. length of time' is to bc deter-
mined on an individual basis.

(e) Factors to be considered when delenn
mining the merits of the-defenses enumerated:
in Section 7293.8('b)4d) include, but are not
limited to: ...

(1), Nature of the physical handicap;
(2) Length of the training period rela

tive to the length of tithe tile employee is
exPected to be employed;

(3) Type,,of time commitment, if any,
routinely required of all other employees
for the job in question; and

(4) Nopnal workforce turnover.
Reference: Secs. 12920, 12921, 12940, Gov-

ernment Code.

[li 20,946.09]

Sec. 7293.9. Reasonable Accommodation.
Any employer or other covered cntity
shall make reasonable accommodation to
the known physical handicap of any handi-
capped individual unless the employer or
other covered entity can demonstrate that
the accommodation would impose an undue
hardship. ,

(a) Examples of Reasonable 'Accommoda-
tion. Reasonable accommodation may in-
clude, but is not limited to, such measures as:

(1) Accessibility. Making facilities used
by employees readily accessible to and
'usable by handicapped persons; and

© 1980, Commerce Clearini H'ciuse, Inc.
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(2) Job Restructuring. Job vestructuring,

reassignment or transfer, part-time or mod-
ified- work schedules, acquisition or modi-
fication of equipment or devices, the provision
of readers or interpreters, and other similar
actions.

(b) L 'tations on Accommodation. How-
ever, no accommodation shall be imposed
which requires an employer or other covered
entity to alter its premises beyond safety
requirements applicable to other employees.

(I) Structural AlteratWns. As used in
subsection (b), "to alter'its premises" means
a structural alteration of the building or
grounds. Minor structural alterations may
be required as reasonable accommodation
when appropriate or when pursuant to other
accommodations, such as internal reorgani:
zation or modification of equipment.

(2) Existing pw_x_ to Accommodate. Sub-
section (6) d6es not apply where there is
an existing duty of accommcidation under
applicable federal or state law, or fed.eral
or state regulation.

(3) New Structures. Subsection (b) ap-
plies only to existing structures and to
new constructions begun within 180 clays
after the effective "date of the Physical
Handicap Regulations, Subchapter 9 of these
Regulations. Subsection (b) does not apply
to any structure, structural addition, change
or modiffeation begun later than 180 clays
after the effective date of Subchaper 9
of these Regulations.

(c) Undue Hardship': In determining
whether an accommodation would impose
an undue hardship on the operations of
an employer or other covered entity, faCtors to
be considered include, but are not limited to:

(1) The overall size of the employer or
other covered entity with respect to the
number of employees, number and type of
facilifies, and size of budget;

(2) The type of the employer's or other
covered entity's operation, including the
composaion and strutture of the workforce;

(3) The nature and cost of the accom-
modation needed relative to the /ability of
the employer or other covered entity to
absorb the cost;

p

(4) The availability of state, federal, or
local tax incentives; and

Employment Practices

(5) The amount of assistanc; available
from other agencies or organizations, in-
cluding the California State Department of
Rehabilitation, the U. S. Department of
Health, Education and Welfare, and other
private and public agencies concerned with
the physically handicapped.

(d)'Accessibility Standards. To comply
with Subsection's 7293.9(a) and (b), the
design, construction or alteration of premices
shall be in conformance with the standards
set forth by the Office of the State Architect
in the State Building -Code, Title 24, pur-
suant. to Cbapter 7 (commencing with Sec-
tion 4450), Division 5 of Title 1 of the
Government Code and Part 5.5 (commenc-
ing with SectiOn 19955) of Division 13 of
the Health and Safety Code.

Referettec, Secs. 12920, 12921, 12926, 12940,
Government Code.

tir 20,846.10]

Sec. 7294.0. Pre-Employment Practices.
(a) Recruitment ma Advertising.

(1) Employers and other covered etitities
engaged in recruiting activities con-
sider qualified handicapped individuals for
all jobs unless pursuant to a- permissible
defense.

(2) It is unlawful 'to- advertise or publi-
cize an employment benefit in any way
which discourages a is designed to dis-
courage handicapped ipdividuals.

(b) Oplicatilms.

(I) An itnployer or other covered entity
nmst fairly consider applications from handi-
capped individuals. Where applications are
being accepted in the normal course of
business, an application from a handicapped
individual must be accepted.

(2) Prohibite4 Inquiries. It is unlawful to
ask general questioni on physical condition
in an application form or pre-employmenC
questionnaire or in the course of the selection
process. Eicamples of prohibited inquiries are:

(A) "Do you have any particular disa-
bilities?"

(B) 'Have Y-ou ever beep treated for any
of the following diseases or conditions?"

(C) "Are you niaw receiving or have you
ever. received Workers Compensation?"

California If 20146.10
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(3) Pennistible lob-Related Inquiry. It is
swful to inquire concerning an aprolicant's
resent physical condition or medical his.-
ry if, and only if, that,,inquiry is directly

ated and pertinent to the position in
diestion or is directly related to a deter-
aination of whether the applicant would
.danger his_oprher health and safety or

he health and safety of ,others.

(c) Interviews. An employeNor other
cvere-1 entity shall make reasOnable ac-

rnmodation to the needs of physically
andicapped persons in interviewing situa-
ons, e.g., providing interpreters for the
-aring-impaired, or scheduling the inter-

.;ew in a roOm accessible to persons in
Aheekhairs.

(d) Medical Examination. An employer
may condition ail offer of employment on
-he results of a medical examination con-
i.mted prior to the employee's entrance on
:uty in order to determine fitness for the
;..,b in question ProiidedMat:

(I) All entering employees in similar
'o-itions are subjected to such all examination.

(2) Where the resulti of such a Medical
-x3mination would result in, disqualifica-
:on, an applicant or employee may submit
ndependent medical opinions for considera-
'ion before a final determination on dis-

, ,ualification is Made.
(3) The results are to be maintained on

rparate forms aact shall be accorded con-
lentiality as medical records, except that:
(A) Supervisors and Managers may be

;formed of restrictions on the work or
:lities of physically handicapped persons
tnd necessary accommodations; and

(B) First aid and safety personnel may
c informed, where appropriate, that the
-.ndition might require emergency treatment.

Reference: Secs. 12920, 12921, 12926, 12994.
iovernment tode.

[ 20,846.11]

Sec. 7294.1. Employee. Selection.--(a)
; eospective Need for Reasonable Accotnmo-,
lation. An employer or other covered
ntitcy shall not deny an employment benefit
,..callse of the prospective need to make
:caSonable accommodation to a handicapped

dividual..
20,846.11

44u
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(b) Testing.
(1) An employer or other covered entity .

shall not make use of any testing criterion
that. screens out, tends to screen out ot
otherwise adversely affects a handicapped
individual, unless:

(A) The test seore or other selection
criterion used...is shown to be job-related
for the position in question; and

(B) An alternative job-related test or
criterion that does not screen out or tend
to screen out as many handicapped persons,
is not available.

(2) Tests of. physical agility or strength
shall not be used unless the physical agility
or strength measured by such test is related
to job .performance.

(3) An employer or Other covered entity
shall select and administer tests concerning
employment sto as to best ensure that, when
administered io any individual, including
a handicapped individual, -the test results
accurately reflect the applicant's or em-
ployee's job skills, aptitude, or whatever
othkr factor the test purports to measure
ratba than reflecting the applicant's or
employee's physicarhandicap, except when
those skills are the factors that 'the test
purports to measure. To accomplish this
end, reasonable accommodation must be
made in testing conditions. For example:

(A) The test site must be accessible to
applicants with a physical handicap.

(B) For blind persons, an .employer or
other covered entity might translate written
tests into Braille, provide or allow the use
of a reader, or provide oral presentation
of the test.

(C) For quadraplegic persons an .em-
ployer or other covered entity might provide
or allow someone to write for the applicant
or to allow oral responses to Written test
questiens.

(D) For persons with a hearing impair-
ment, an employer or other covered entity
might provide or allow the services of an
interhreter. . r

(E) For persons whose handicaps inter-
fere with their ability to communicate, an
employer or other covered entity might
allow additional time to complete the
examination.

C) 1980, Commerce Clearing House, Inc.
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(F) Alternate tests or individualized as-
sessnwnts may be necessary where test

' modification is Inappropriate. Competent
advice Should be sought before attempting
such modification since the validity of the
test may be affected.

(A) Where reasonable accommodation is
appropriate, an employer shall permit the
use of readers, interpreters, or similar sup-
portive Individuals or instruments.

Reference: Secs. 12920, 12921, 12926, 12994,
Government Code.

[ff 20,846.12]

Sec. 72942. Terms, Conditions and Priv-
ileges of Employment.(a) Fringe Benefits..
It shall be unlawful to condition any em-
ployment decision regarding a physically
handicapped applicant or employee upon
the waiver of any fringe benefit.

Reference: Secs. 12920, 12921, 1292602994,
Government Code.

Mandatory Retirement
(Public Erdployees)

11 20,865

Reproduced..below is the California Act which makes illegal the manda-
tory retirement of public employees prior to attainment of age 70. The Act
reads as presented in S. B. 130, L. 1978, effective July 11, 1978.

Section 7508. No public pension and re- This section shall not be construed to
tirement plan shall require any mempers apply to persons engaged in active law

. to retire prior to the attainment of age 70. enforcement dr who are firemen.

[The next page is 8193-5.]

Employment Practices California II 20,846.12
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REMARKS'

'OF
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CHIEF DEPUTY DIRECTOR
MICHIGAN DEPARTMENT OF CIVIL RIGHTS

BEFORE THE

U.S. COMMISSION. ON CIVIL RIGHTS

"CONSULTATION ON ISSUES OF HANDICAPPED AMERICANS"
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MICHIGAN'S-CIVIL RIGHTS ENFORCEMENT POWERS ARE DERIVED FROM

THE STATE-CONSTITUTION AND TWO PUBLIC ACTS4(P.A. 453 AND 220 OF

1976), EFFECTIVE MARCH 31, 1977, WITH SUBSEQUENTAMENDMENTS,

THE CO;TREHENSIVE ELLICTT-LARSEN1CIVIL.RIGHTS ACT BROADENED
,

JURISDICTION IN AREAS OF EMPLOYMENT, EDUCATION, HOUSING, PUBLIC

ACC2VMODATION AND PUB,LIC SERVICE TO INCLUDE SEVERAL NEW PROTECTED

CLASSES (AGE, SEX, MARITAL STATUS, HEIGHT,.WEIGNT AND ARREST

RECORD) . PROTECTION FOR THE HANDICAPPED, HOWEVER, PRESENTED

SOME UNIQUE PROBLEMS THAT COULD BE BETTER SERVED BY SEPARATE

CE6ISCATION. THE SEPARATE LEGISLATION, OFFERING:PROTECTION FOR

THE HANDICAPPED IN PARALLEL AREAS, IS PUBLIC ACT 220, THE

MICHIGAN HANDICAPPERS' CIVIL RIGHTS ACT.

THE HANDICAPPERS' ACT SPECIFICALLY PROHIBITS DISCRIMINATION

TECAUSE CF HANDICAP UNRELATED TO ABILITY TO PERFORM A SPECIFIC

JOB OR BENEFIT FROM A PUBLIC ACCOMMODATION OR PLACE OF RESIDENCE.

IT PROHIBITS EDUCATIONAL INSTITUTIONS FROM PROMOTING OR FOSTERING

PHYSICAL OR MENTAL STEREOTYPES IN CURRICULUM DEVELOPMENT, TEXTT:

BOOKS AND TRAINING OR LEARNING MATERIALS. IT ENCOURAGES, BUT

DOES NOT REQUIRE AFFIRMATIVE ACTION, PERMITTING ADOPTION, WITH

COMMISSION APPROVAL, OF PLANS TO "ELIMINATE PRESENT EFFECTS OF

PAST DISCRIMINATORY PRACTICES OR ASSURE EQUAL.OPPORTUNITY" TO

HANDICAPPERS.

443
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THE ACT PROHIBITS ELICITING INFORMATIOWCONCERNING HANDICAP

UNRELATED TO JOB PER.FORMANCE. THE STATE'S ATTORNEY GENERAL.

RECENTLY NEGAT6 A DEPARTMENT POLICY WHICH MADE IT UNLAWFUL TO

IN(UIRE ABOUT SANDICAP OR'THE.USE OF ADAPTIVE DEVICES OR. AIDS.

HE HELD THAT SUCH INFORMATION MAS NECESSARY FOR PROVISION OF

REASONABLE ACCOMMODATION. 220 INCORPORATES A CLAUSE MAKING

ErIPLOYERS RESPONSIBLE,FOR MMODATING AN EMPLOYEE OR APPLICANT,.

UNLESS SUCH ACCOMMODATION WOULD IMPOSE UNDUE HARDSHIP. IN .SOME

CASESLA SIMPLE ADAPTIVE AID OR DEVICE MAY EQUIP THE .HANDICAPPER

FOR JOB PERFORMANCE, THERE IS LITTLE CASE_LAW TO ESTARLISH
OW

"REASONABLE ACCOMMODATION," HOWEVER, AND EVEWSKIMPIER HISTORY

0 OF'VOLUNTARY ACCOMMODATION FOR HANDICAPPERS BY EMPLOYERS.

NEED FOR NEW INVESTIGATIVE TRAINING FOR STAFF WAS INHERENT

WITH THE ENACTMENT OF THE HANDICAPPERS' CIVIL RIGHTS ACT.'

SPECIAL INVESTIGATIVE TOOLS ARE EMPLOYED: TWE CLAIMAT MUST:(1)

COMPLETE AN INFORMATION SHEET IDENTIFYING THE HANDICAP AND THE

AGENCY OR PHYSICIAN CERTIFYING THE HANDICAP, AND INDICATING

REASONABLE ACCOMMODATION THE RES)?ONDENT COULD.MAKE.TO EMPLOY THE

HANDICAPPER, AND (2) SIGN MEDICAL RELEASE FORMS FOR OBTAINING

NECESSARY RECORDS.

INVESTIGATORS, WHO RTLY POSSESS MEDICAL EXPERTISE, MUST RELY

ON OUTSIDE EXPERTS FOR JUDGING. THE SEVERITY_OR_.RESTRICTIONS OF A

PHYSICAL OR MENTAL, CONDITION. IF RESPONDENT AND CLAIMANT

PHYSICIANS DISAGREE ON LIMITATIONS IMPOSED BY THE HANDICAP, A

THIRD (NEUTRAL) PHYSICIAN IS EMPLOYED, WITH THE THIRD OPINION

RECEIVING THE WEIGHT IN RESOLUTION OF THE COMPLAINT,

-2-
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ANOTHER INVESTIGATIVE TOOL IS THE JOB OR TASK ANALYSIS.

FOR THIS, THE INVESTIGATOR MUST VISIT THE JOB SITE, OBSERVE

AND OFTEN EVEN PERFORM THE WORK, QUESTION OTHER WORKERS ANb

SOMETIMES CONFER WITH UNIONS HAVING KNOWLEDGE OF THE ACTUAL

JOB REQUIREMENTS.

ALTHOUGH PUBLIC ACT 220 REQUIRES HANDLING OF COMPLAINTS ON

A CASE-BY-CASE BASIS, THERE ARE SIMILARITIES IN THE CASES

RESOLVED TO DATE, ALL HAVE INVOLVED DEFENSIVE ARGUMENTS OF

- RESP_OUZENTS WHO MAINTAIN THEY CAN NOT HIRE HANDICAPPERS BECAUSE

THEY COULD INCUR FUTURE INJURIES. FURTHER, THEY.ARGUE A

DRAMATIC INCREASE IN LIABILITY FOR WORKERS COMPENSATION IMPOSES

UNDUE NARDSHIP.

THE comqtssum REJECTS THE POSSIBLE FUTURE INJURY DEFENSE,

INTERPRETING.WHE LAW TO MEAN CURREU ABILITY TO PERFORM. THE

WORKERS COMPENSATION LIABILITY PRESENTS AN ADMITTED CONFLICT

4ITH PROTE,CTION FROM DISCRIMINATION FOR THE HANDICAPPED, THE-

ISSUE WAS/SUBjECT FOR HEATED DEBATE BY THE LEGISLATURE DURING

DEVELOPMENT OF THE ACT. ARGUMENTS OF THE POSSIBLE BURDEN IT

COULD PLACE ON RESPONDENTS WERE OVERRIDDEN.BY PASSAGE OF TRE BILL.

THE COMMISSION HAS RULED CONSISTENTLY THAT HANDICAPPED

APPLICANTS PROTECTED BY THE ACT MUST BE CONSIDERED FOR SPECIFIC

.JOBS. THIS RESULTS FROM AUTO INDUSTRY PRACTICES OF PLACING

APPLICANTS IN BROAD JOB CLASSIFICATIONS. LIMITATIONS DETERMINED,

FOLLOWING REQUIRED PHYSICAL EXAMINATIONS, THEN WERE APPLIED TO

-3-
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ALL JOBS WITHIN THE CLABSIFICATION. IN THESE CASES,-THE

COMMISSION HAS-DIRECTED THAT DETERMINATION pF THE PHYSICAL

REQUIREMENTS OF SPECIFIC JOBS MUST BE MATCHED WITH ABILITIES ,

°OF THE CLAIMAilYS AND OF ALL FUTURE APPLICANTS,

SINCE 1977, EPAENT HAS RECEIVED OVER FIFTEEN HUNDRED'4111kTHE

HANDICAPPER 'COMPLAINTS. FROM OUR RECORDS, WE KNOW .THESE COM-

PLAINTS, PHYSICAL AND MENTAL, NOW RANK THIRD IN THE TOTAL- NUMBER

FILED. RACE AND SEX LEAD. BETWEEN TWO-THIRDS AND THREE-QUARTERS

OF THESE CLAIMANTS ARE WHITE, MALES.- APPROXIMATELY 95 PER CENT

OF ALL COMPLAINTS ARE IN THE AREA OF EMPLOYMENT, AND MOST INVOLVE

FAILURE TO HIRE OR UNFAIR DISMISSAL... AMAND-TABULATED SURVEY

SHOWS THE MOST FREQUENTLY CITED HANDICAP IS BACK TROUBLE, FOLLOWED

BY COMPLAINTS OF DISCRIMINATION DUE TO VISION, EPILEPSY AND

PEART PROBLEMS, OVER ELEVEN HUNDRED OF THESE tASES HAVE BEEN

CLOSED. ABOUT.FORTY PER CENT OF THESE RESULT IN BENEFICIAL

RESOLUTION FOR THE-HANDICAPPER.

WHILE THE MICHIGAN CIVIL RIGHTS DEPARTMENT IS CONSTITUTIONALLY

MANDATED TO ENFORCE C.IVIL RIGHTS LAWS OF THE STATE., THE DEPARTI4ENT

mCOOPERATES WITH OTHER AGENCIES.TO ENCOURAGE COMPREHENSIVE PRO-

TECTION POR HANDICAPPERS. AMONG THESE IS MICHIGA4 BUREAU OF

REHABILITATION.

THIS B.UREAU WORKS WITH BUSINESSES TO ACHIEVE VULUNTARY JOB

PLACEMENT OF HANDICAPPERS THE BUREAU Atso ADMINISTERS THE

SECOND INJURY PROGRAM,sWHICH ENCOURAGES THE HIRING OF PERSONS

WITH BACK, HEART, DIABETIC OR EPILEPTIC CONDITIONS. INCENTIVE

-14-
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TO HIRE IS PROVIDED -)1ROUGH LIMITING LIABIUITY FOR AN OCCUPA

'TIONAL INJURY OR 'ILLNESS TO TWO YEARS. SUBSEQUENT BENEFIT

PAYMENTS 'COME PROM THE SECOND INJURY FUND, TO WHICH ALL EMPLOYERS

CONTRISUTE. THE CIVIL RIGHTS DEPARTMENT ENCOURAGES QUALIFIED

CLAIMANTS TO USE THIS PROGRAM TO EXPEDITE THEIR HIRE BY .0THER-,

WISE RELUCTANT EMPLOYERS. DEPARTMENT STAFF ALSO ENCOURAGES

RESPONDENTS TO ADMINISTER PHYSICALS PRIOR TO HIRING, IN ORDER.

Ta USE THE SECOND INJURY FUND MORE 'FREQUENTLY.

IN FEBRUARY, STANDARDS AND PROCEDURES TO IMPLEMENT THE
. .

GOVERNOR'S EXECUTIVE DIRECTIVE 1979-4, "CIVIL RIGHTS COMPLIANCE

IN STATE AND FEDERAL CONTRACT," WERE'AMENDtD TO INCLUDE HANDI

CAPPERS. ,HANDICAP HAS BEEN DEFINED, CONSISTENT WITH STATE AND

FEDERAL REGULATIONS, AND SPECIFIC AFFIRMATIVE STEPS HAVE BEEN

OUTLINED, TO IOSURE EQUAL EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY AND EQUAL

OPPORTUNITY IN THE PROVISION OF SERVICES, ACTIVITIES AND PROGR:.MS.

FURTHER, A PROPOSED AMENDME PUSLAF ACT 220 WOULD REQUIRE

A NONDISCRIMINATION CLAUSE IN ALL STATE CONTRACTS,, AND REQUIRE

SPECIAL EFFORTS BY EDUCATIONAL INSTITUTIONS TO RECRUIT HANDI

CAPPED EMPLOYEES AND, IN HIGHER EDUCATION, STUDENTS.. THE "-

SIGNIFICANT PORTION OF THIS BILL WOULD BROADEN THE DEFINITION

OF MENTAL HANDICAP,iNOW COVERING ONLY MENTAL RETARDATION (EXCEPT

IN HOUSING), TO COVER THE FULL RANGE OF MENTAL CONDITION. THE

DEPARTMENT HAS SUGGESTED THIS EXPANSION BE LIMITED TO "MENTAL

-5-
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RETARDATION AND MENTALLY RESTORED",DUE TO LIMITED ABILITY OF

BOTH PUBLIC AND PRIVATE SECTORS TO DETERMINE PRESENT.ABILITY

TO PERFORM, EXPANSION OF THE DEFINITION CdULD IMPAIR INVESTI-

GATION AND RESOLUTION OF. COMPLAINTS, ALTHOUGH .41. WOULD BENEFIT

PERSONS WITH A HISTORY OF MENTAL ILLNESS WHO SUFFER EMPLOYMENT

DISCRIMINATION..

ENACTMENT OF ThE MICHIGAN HANDICAPPERS' CIVIL RIGHTS ACT WAS

SLOW IN COMING, AND INADEQUACIES AND AMBIGUITIES CONTINUE TO

SpRFACE. 'THIS IS INEVITABLE BECAUSE THIS.ACT, MQRE THAN.ANY

OTHER CIVIL RIGHTS LEGISLATION, IS DESIGNED FOR THE INDIVIDUAL.

EACH CASE IS UNIQUE, AND THE LAW UNDERGOES CONTINUING SCRUXINY

AND INTERPRETATION AS EACH CASE IS LITIGATED OR RESOLVED. '

BUT, WEAKNESSES NOTWITHSTANDING, OUR EXPERIENCE W.ITH THE

ACT HAS CONVINCED US THAT HANDICAP DISCRIMINATION CAN BE DEALT

WITH EFFECTIVELY BY AN ESTABLISHED CIVI'L RIGHTS'AGENCY.

-6-
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HAHOICAPS ALLEGED BY CLAIMANTS
FILIHG HAHDICAPPER CDMPLAIHTS

OCTOBIER 1979 - MAY 1980

7.:.
.222

3ac;:
"ie4»,.. ..18j .;
Ipl lepsy

.,15
,..

Blood Pressure

,,,,,- ';\

H.:1.arini..
4

Asthma
2

Paralysis
2

Utner/Ungnown
88

..7

SOURCE: Unpublished data, Enforcement Bureau,
OeP"artm,:,Ot..of Civil Rights

HAMICAPS ALLEGED 3? CLAT.AUTS
F't 1.,G NA7'711CAr--D.:COVP' AINT3

TkrtrIA :3..4NDICAP3 271

Back .99

Vision
.Epilepsy

33

25

Heart 20

Diabetes 12

Alcoholism 14

Amputation 9

High.Blood Pressure 9

Hearing 1,

Asthnm 10

Paralysis 10

07.i:e&Unknown 118

Unpublis!wd data, Enforcement 'Bureau,
Michigan Department of -

gs.lz
,". :.

6.65
E.4*:

3.1!:

1.81

0.93
0.9%

39.5";

25.7;

6.7f:

3.w.;

2.42,

2.4!';

3.21

2.7,
31=

.PREPARED BY: Research, Evaluation.& Data Systems Bureau

Michigan-Department of Civil Rights
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Act No. 220
.P.Liblic Acts of 1976

Apprpvedby Governor
July 28. 1976

STATE OF MICHIGAN
711TH LEGISLATURE

REGULAR SESSION OF 1976

Introduced by Senators Otterbacher, Coritin, Nelson; Cartwright, Holmes and Kildee

ENROLLED SENATE BILL No. 749
AN ACT to define the civil rights "of individuals who have handicaPs; and to prohibit diseriminatory

practices, policies, and customs in the exercise of those rights. .

The People of the State of Miehigan enact:
W.

AkTICLE I

Sec., 1.01. This act shall be known and may be Cited as the "MiChigan handicappers' civil rights act".

Sec. 102. The opportunity to obtain employment. housing and other real estate and full and equal utilization
of public accommodations, public services, and educational facilities without discrimination because of ahandicap is guaranteed by this act and is a civil. right.

Sec. 103. As used in this act:

(a) "Commission" means the civil rights commission established by section 29 of article 5 of the stateconstitution of 1963.

(b) "Handicap'. means a determinable physical or mental characteristic of an individual or the histqry of the
characteristic which may result from disease, injury, congenital condition of birth, or functional disorder which
characteristic: _..,

(i) for Purposes of article 2, is unrelated to the individual'sabilitylo perform the duties of a particular joh or,position, or is unrelated td the individual's qualifications fot employment or promotion.
(ii) for purposes ofarticle 3, is unrelited to the individgars ability to utilize and benefit from a place of publicaccommodation or public service.
(iii) for purposes of article 4, is unrelated to the inclividuari ability to utilize and benefit from educational

opportunities, programs, and facilities at an educational institution,.
(iv) for purposes of article 5, is unrelated to the individuars ability to acquire, rent, or maintain Property.
(c) "Handicapper means an individual who has a handicap.

,(d) "Mental characteristic', is limited to mental retar'dation which is significantly subaverage generalintellectual funchoning. and for purposes of article 5 only to a deterMinable mental condition 'of anindividual or a history of such condition which may result from disease, accident, condition of birth, orfunctional disorder which constitutes a mental limitation which is unrelated to an Individuars ahility toacquire. rent, or maintain property.
(e) "Person" includes an individual, agent, association, corporation. joint apprenticeshi commiltee. joint-

stock company, labor union, legal representative, mutual company, partnership, recebér, trust, trustee in'
bankruptcy, unincorporated organization, the state, or any other legal or commercial ent fy br governmentalentity or agency.

(77)
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.ARTICLE 2
r

Sec.. 20I. As used in this'article:

.(a) "Employee" doesliot include an individual employed in domestic service of any person. .

(b) "Employer" means a person who has 4 or mere employees or a person whcias contractor or subcontractor
is furnishing material or performing wo`rk for the state or a governmental entity or agency of the state and
includes an agent of such a person.

(c) "Employment agency" means a person regularly undertaking with or without tompensation to procure
employees for an employer or to procure for empldyees opportunities to work for an employer and includes an
agent of such a person.

(d) "Labor organization"Includes:
'

(1) An orgahization of any kind, an agency or employee representation committee...group, assodation, or
plan, M which employees participate and which exists for the purpose, inj whole or in part, of dealing with
.mployers concerning grievances, labor disputes,wagesqates of pay, hours, or other terms or tonditions of
employment.

.

* (a) A confererice, general committee, joint or system board, or joint diuntil which is subordinate to a
national or international labor organization.

(iii) An agent of a labor organization. .

202. (1) An emploYer.shall not:
(a) l'ail or refuse to hire, recruit, or Promote an individual because cif a handicap that is unrelated to the

individuals ability to perform the duties of a particidar job or position.
(b) Discharge or otherwise discriminate against an individual with respect to compensation or the terms,

conditions, or privilegesof einployment, because of a handicap that is unrelated to the individualS ability to
perform the duties of a particular job or positicjp.

(c) Limit. segregate, or classify in employee or applicant kr employment in a tvay which deprives or tends
to deprive an izidhllual pf employment oppOrtunities or otherwise adversely af fects the status of an employee
because of a handicap that is unrelated to tile individual's ability to perform the duties of a particular job or
position. -

..(d) Fail or refuse to hire, recruit, or promote an individual on the basis of physical or mental examinations
that are not directly related to the requirements of the spedfic job.

(e) Discharge ontake other discriminatory action against an individual on the basis of phi,' site! or ineatel
xaminations that ere not directly related to the reiluirements of the Specific job.

(I) .Fail or refuse to hire, 'recruit, or Promote an individual when adaptive devices or aids may be utilized
thereby enabling that individual to perform the specific requirements of thejob.
' (g) Discharge or take other discriminatory action against anind ividual when adaptive devices or aids they be
utilized thereby enabling that individual to perform the specific requirements of the job.

(2) This section shall not apply to the employment of' an individual by his parent, spodse, or child.
9

Sec. 203. Amemployment agency shall not fail or refuse to refer for employmeill, or otherwisediscriminate
against an individual because of a handicap 6r classify or refer for employment an individual onsthe basis of sa
handicap that is unrelated to the individuals ability to perform the duties of a particular job or position. :

Sec. 204. A labor organization shall not:
(a) Exclude or expel from membership,'or otherwise discriminate against a member or applicant for

membership because of a handicap that is unrelated tq the individuals ability to perform the chititsof a
particular job or position which ..entitles him to-membership.

x(b) Limit, segregate, or classify membership, or applicatits for membership, or classify or fail or refuse to
refer for employment anindividual in a yay which wiiuld deprive or tend to deprive an individual of
employment oppoqunities, or which wouta limit einployment opportunities or otherwise adveisely affect the
status of an employee or of an applicant for eniployment, because of'a handicap, that is unrelated to the
individuals ebility to perform the duties of a particular job or position. ,

(c) Cause or attefnpt to cause an employer to violate this article.

Sec. 205. An employer. labor orgaation, or joint labor management committee cctntrollIng appren-
ticeship, on the job, or other training or retraining programs shall not discriminate against an indivklual because
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of a handicap in admission to, or employment or continuation in, a program established to provide
apprenticeship or other training.

Sec. 208. (1) An employert labor organization, or employment agency shall not print or publish or cause tobe printed or published a notice or advertisement relating to employment by the employer ormembership in ora classification or referral for employment by the labor organization, or relating to a classif ication or referral foremployment by the employment agency, indicating a preference, limitation, specification, or discrimination,
based on a handicap that is unrelated to the individual's ability to perform the duties of a particular job orposition. c. -

(2) ExCept as permitted by applicable federal -law, an employer or employment agency shall not:
(a) Make or use a written or oral inquiry or Torm dapplication thatelicits or attempts to elicit information

concerning the handicap of a prospective employeeIor
reasons cl5ntrary to"the provisions or purposes of thisact.

.

(b) Make or keep a record of information or disclose information concerning the handicap of a prospectiveemployee for reasons contrary to the provisions or purpipses of this act.
(c) Make or use a written or oral inquiry or form of application that expresses a preference, limitation, orspecification based on the handicap of a prospective employee for reasons contrary to the provisions orpurposes of this act.

Sec. 207: I's/tithing in this article shall be interpreted to exempt a person from the obligation to accommodate
air employee or applicant with ,a handicap for employment unless the person demonstrates that theactommodation would impose an undue hardship ip the conduct of the business.

Sec. 208, A person subject to this article may adopt and carry out a plan to eliminate present effecti Ofpastdiscriminat ory prat tices or assure equal opportunity with respecato individuals who have handicaps if the planhas been filed with the commission under rules of the commission and the commissioh has not disapprOved theplan.

ARTICLE 3

Sec. 301. As used tn this article. - ,
(a) "Place of public accommodatidn" means a business, ethicationalinstitution,refreshment,entertainment,recreation, or transportation facility of any kind, whether licensed or not, Whose goods, services, facilities,

privileges, advantages, or accommodationsare extended, of feted, sold, or otherwise made available to thedublic.
(b I 'Public service" means a public facility, department, agency, boatd, or commission, owned,operared, or

managed by or on behalf of the state or a subdivision thereof; a county, city, village, township, or independent
or regional district in the state, or a tax exempt private agency e)lablishd to provide service to the public.

Sec. 302i Except where permitted by law, a person shall
(a) Deny 'an individual the full and equal enjoyment of the g ds, services, facilities, privileges:advantages.

and accommodations al a place of public accommodation or, public service betause of a handicap that is
Unrelated to the individual's ability to utilize and benefit from thegoods, services, facilities, privileges.'
advantages, or accommodations or because of the use by an individual of adaptive devices or Vids.

(h) Print, circulate, post, mail, or otherwise cause to he published a statement, advertisement, or sign which
indicates that the full and equal enjoyment pf thy. goods, services, facilities, privileges, advantages, and
acruonmodations of a place of public accommodation or public service will be refused, withheld from, or
denied an individualhecause of a handicap that is unrelated to the individual's ability to utilize and benefit from
the goods, services, facilities, privileges, advantages, or accommodationsor because of the use by an individual
of adaptive devicesbr aids, or that an individual's patronage of or pfesenceat a place of public accommodation
is objectionable, unwelcome, unacceptable, or undesirable because of a handicap that is unrelated to the '
individual's ability to utilize and benefit from the goods, services, facilities, privileges, advantages, or
accommodations or because of the use,hy an individual of adaptive deyices or aids.

Sec. 303. This article shall not apply ba private club, or other establishme'nt not in factppen to the public,
except to the extent that the goods, servic , faciities,privileges, advantages, or accommodation's of the private
club or establishment are made available the customers or patrons of another establishment that is a place ofpublic accommodation, or if lt1icensedhartered, or certified by the state or any of its political subdivisions.

454
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ARTICLE 4

Sec 401. As used in this arlicle, "educational institution" means a public or piivate institution and includes an
acadeins c.ollege, elementary or siwondary school, emension course, kindergarten, nprsery, school system,
school district, or university. and a business, nursing, professional, secretarial, technical, or vocational schuol;
;mid includes an agent of an educational institution.,

Site 402 An tilmational iiistitlition shall not.: '
(a ) Discriminam in anv manmq: in the full utilization of or 'benefit from tbe institution, or the services

provided and mndercd flwrehv to.ain individual'hecause Of a handicap that i unrelated to the individues
ability to utilize and benefit om thprstitution or its seivices, or because of the cite by an individualof adaptive
de% ices or aids.

(h) Eschur k. e pIii. orotherwiw discriminate againSt an individual seeking admission as a student or an
individual enrolled a i student in the terms, condition's. and privileges of the institution, because of% handicap
that is udklated t4 the individnals ability to utilize and benefit from the institution, Or because of ihe'use Wan
Uid is lethal 1,E adaptive xkvices or aids,

M) lake iff use a written or oral inquiry or form of application foradmission that elicits or attempts tdelicit
hf, irination, or make or keep :I record. concerning the handicap of awapplicant for admission for reasons
imtrars to tlw provisions or purposes of this act.

r hirirnr or cause to he printed or published a catalogor other notice or advertiseineM indicating .

prelerencp.- !Mutation. specification. OE discrimindtion based on the handicap of an applicant that is unrelated to
the applicant's ability to utilize and benefit from the institution or its'services. qr the Use of adaptive devices or
ods hs an applicant for admission. . . .

1.9 A inn nince or follow a policy Of denial or limitat4on through a quota or otherwise of educational
,ppiniunities of a group nr its nwmbers because of a handicap that is unrelatedio the group or nwmbers' ability

utilize and benefit from the institirrionW its services, or because of the use by the members of a group orain
mills 'dual in the group of adaptive devices or aids.

(11 Des clop a curriculum or uitilii.c testbooks and traMing or learning materials which promote or foster
140 sieal or mental stereotypes.

Se 403 An educational nistitutMn n.i lopt and carry out a plan to eliminate present effects of past
discriminators practicw or assure equaloppor miry with risiwct to individuals who have handicaps if the plan'

f iled with the eommission. under rules of the commission and the commission has not disapproved the Plan.
a

Sec. 501. .Ai; used in this article:
(a) lousing arPommodation" includes improved or unimproved real property, or a part thered, which, is

wed or occupied or is intended, arragned, or designed t6 he used or occupied, as the home or' resi'dence cif
1 or more tiersoi

(10 "Immediat family- means a spouse, parent, child, or sibling.
(c) "Real esti e or salesman- means a person. whether licensed or not. 40, for.or with the
Pvetat ion of r eeiving a consideratam, lists, sells, purchases, exchanges, rents. or leases IN property, or who

ilegotiat es ir at (balms to neg. it iate any of these ackivities, or who holds himself out as engaged in these activities,
r who negoti. es or Attempts to negotiate a loan secured or to be.secured by a mortgage or other encumbrance

upon real property, or who k epgaged in the hwss df listing real property in a publiCation; or a person
eolith)) ed by or acting on behalf of any of these persons.

(d) teal estate tran'sact am" means the sale, eXChange, rental, or lease of real property, or an interest therein.
(e) lleal property" includes a building, structure, mobile home, real estate, land, mobile home park, trailer

mnement. leasehold, or an interest M a real estate cooperative or condominium,

ARTICLE 5

S. 502. An owne,' or ;Any other person engaging in a real estate transaction,
salesman shall not. on the basis of a handicap that is unrelated to the individual's
maintaimproperq. or use by an individual of adaptive devices or aids:

(a) Refiq.e. to engage in a real estate transaction with a person.
(b) Discriminate'against a. person in the terms, conditions, or privileges of a real

furnishing of facilities 6r seri...recs. in connection therewith.

or a real estate broker or
ability to acquIre,..rentk or

estate transaction or in the
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(c) ef use to receive or fail to transmit a bona fide o f fee to engage in a real estate transaction from a person.
(d) Refuse to negotiate for a real estate transaction with a personj
(e) Represent to a person that real property is not available for inspfetion,sale, rental, or lease when in fact it

is as ailable, or fall to bring a property listing to a person's attention, or refuse to permit a person to inspect realproperty.
) Print, circulate, post, or mail or cause to be so published astatement, advertisement, or sign, or use a fotrnof application for a real estate transaction, or make a record of inquiry in connection with a prospective real

estate transaction, which indicates, directly or indirectly, 'an intent to make a limitation, specification, or
discrimination with respect thereto.

(g) Offer, solicit, accept, use, or retain a listing of real property with the understanding that a person may be
.discOminated against in a real estate transaction or in the (famishing of facilities or services in comiectiontherewith,

Sec. 503. Section 502 shall not apply to the rental of a housing accommodation in a building which contains
housing accommodations for not more than 2 families living independently of eaCh other, if the owner or a
member of theowner's immediate family resides in I of the housingaccornrnodations, or to the rental of a roorn
or rooms in a single housing dwelling by a person if the lessor or a member of the lessor's inimediate familyresides therein.

Svc. 504. A-person to whom application is made for financial a sistance or financing in connection with areal
estate transaction or for the construction, rehabilitation, repair, ojaintenance,or improvement of real property,
or a representative of such a person shall nut discriminate again t the applicant because of a handicap that is
intrekited to the individual's ability to acquire, rent, or mainfãin property or-use a form of application for
financial assistance or f Mancing-or make or keep a record or inquiry for reasons contrary to the provisions orpurposes of this act in connection with aPplicafions for financial assistance or financing, which indicates,directly- or indirectly, a limitation, specification, or discrimination based on a handicap that is unrelated to theindis 'dual's ability to acquire, rent, or maintain property..

Sec 505. Nothing In this article shall he deemed to prohibit an owner, lender, or his agent from requirtp.L,....,
that .rn applicant who seeks to buy, rent, lease, or obtain financial assistance for hotaing accommodations
supply information concerning the applicant's financial, businesi, or employment status or other information
designed solely to determine the applicant's credit worthiness, but not concerning handicaps reasonscontrary to the provisions or purposes of this act.

Sec. 506. A person shell not represent, for the purpose of inducing a real estate transaction from ivhich he
mas benefit financially or otherwise, that a change has occurred or will or may occur in the composition with

.respect to handicappers of the owners or occupants in the block, neighborhood, or area in which the real
property is located, or represent that this change will or may result in the 'lowering of property values., an
incrase in qinlinal or antisocial behavior, or a decline in the quelity' of schools in the block, neiithborhood, orarea in which the real property is located.

Sec. 507. A person subject to this article may adopt and carry out a plan to eliminate present effects of past
discrunutptory practices or assure equal opportunity with respect to individuals who have handicaps, if thePlan
is filed wilh the commission under rules of the commission and thecommission has not disapproved the plan.

ARTICLE 6

Sec. 601. This act shall be administered by ihe civil rights commilssion.

Ste. 602. A person or 2 or more persoos shall not:
(a) Retaliate or discriminate against a person because the person has opposed a violation of this act, or

het ause the person has made a charge, filed a complaint, testified, assisted, or participated in an investigation,
, roceedulg, or hearing under this act.

(s) Aid, abet, incite, compel, or coerce a person to engage in a violation of this act.
0..1 -Attempt directly or indirectly to commit an act prohibited by this act.
(d) Wilfully interfere with the performance of a duty or the exercise of a poweiby the cOmmission or any of

its authorized representatives.

(e) Wilfully obstruct or prevent a person from complying with this act or an order issued.

4 5



Sec. 603. A person shall not violate the terms of an adjustment order made under this act.

Sec.. 604 Nothing M this act shall be interpreted as invahdating any other act that establishes or providel
programs or services for individuals with handicaps.

Sec. 605. A ontmlaint alleging an act prohibited by this aCt shall be subject to the same procedures as a
clittiplaint alleging an unfair empMyment practice tInder Act No. 251 of the Public. Acts or1955, as amended,
being sections 423.301 tn 421311 of the Michigan Compiled Laws, or under the existing state law dealing with
unfair employment practices if Act No. 251 of the Public-Acts of 1951, as amended, is repealed.

Secretary of the Senate.

Approved

IMP

a

91.

Governor.

ft.

Clerk of the House of Representatives.
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Exhibit No. 10
1

deliver. by Co' issioner
Mai1jn McClur at t .S. Com
o R gh s e o Han

cans Au
I

oliscy
Cob Uaion h Id May.13-14, 1980 in
Washington, D.C.

6

I am honored to be here today to share with you som of the enforcement
experiences we have had in Mi etota.relating to emp) yment discrimination
of disabled persons.

,4e.
Br

Since early 1973 and prior teenactment of the Federal Rehabilitation Act,
t Minnesota Human Rights Act has included prohibitions against discrimin-

on the basis of disability in '&nployment, housing, education, public
accommodations, and public services. The law applies to public and private
employers who enploy at least one person.

In the first year thAt the law was affective, the department received 12
charges of disability discrimination in employment. This reOresented 3%
of the total enployment charges received in 1973. By the end of 1975. 17%
of the employment charges filed were allegations involving disability dis-

. crimination and, in recent years, allegations of disability
diserimination

have constituted 19% of employment charges received by the department. An
allegation of discrimination:because

of disability has become the third
most frequent type of employment charge filed with the depar4ment. Dis-
crimination caseS in Minnesota, for the most part, have dealt with individuals.
who do not claim to be handicappeebut

whose Medical history is Used by
prospective employers to disqualify them from employment.

.
.

Ms. Leslie Milk of Mainstream in her teStimony earlier today observed that,
until the passage of the Federal Rehabilitation Act of 1973, "handicapped",.
meant "visibly handicapped". That wat and, in some instances, still is the
popular conception. However, the Minnesota Legislature did not choose to
support tkis conception,in 1973 when it amended the Human Rights Act to
prohibit INscrimination-cn the basis of disability). Illnesses commonly
perceived to be disabling were also discussed during legislative debate.
It is clear that legislative intent in Minnesota was to include a variety
of handicapping and disabling COnditions within the pretectipn of thejaw.
For this reason, the term "disability" is broadly defined.

,

"DisabilitY" is defined in the Minnesota Human Rights Act as "a menta.1 or
physical condition which constitutes a andicap". Handicap is not defined
and according to Minnesota law,undef d words should be construed according
to their " ommon and approved usage".

A dictionary definitjon of "handicap"
is "someth g that hampers a person; a disadvantage; a hindrance". In ad-
dition, the Minnesota Human Rights Act contiins a section which prescribeS

")
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that the Act should be construed liberally to accomplish its broad
purposes. One purpose of the Act is to secure freedom from emplopient
discrimination against any qualified person. Therefore, the department
has agrued that the term "physical handicap" should be broadly construed
to include all physical conditions which constitute a disadvantage or
hindrance in employment. Minnesota courts have not ye ad the oppor-
tunity to consider this definition of "handicap". There re two exceptions
in Minnesota law to the broad prohibition against discrimikation because
of di sabil i ty.

vo

The HUInan Rights Act provides that "it is a defense to a complaint brought
under the Human Rights Act that the person bringing the ,complaint or action
suffers from a disability which poses a serious threaCto the health or
safety of the disabled person or others." The burden of proving this de-
fense rests with an employer. The'department Ilas argued successfully
that, for aA employer to establish this defense, the employer must show
that the danger is present at the time of employment and likely to occur.
It is insufficient for an employer to prove that problems may occur' at some
time in the future.

The second exception under the Act allows an employer to refuse to Employ
angindividual because of the person's disability if the absence of the dis-
ability is a bona fide occupational qualification for the job. The depart-
ment has maintained that in order to establish this defenseh an employer
must prove that only'applicants without a particularrdisability or dis-
abling condition can satisfactorily perform the job.

The department has established policies ancrpositions with repect to dis-
h'

ability discrimination. These positions, for the most part, remain un-
tested. Substantive rules and regulations in employment discrimination
have nOt been promulgated by the department. There is a dearth of discrim-
ination case law under the Minnesota Human Rights Act in the area of dis-
ability. But I would like to share with you the particulars of some of
the cases that have been considered by Minnesota courts.

Two district court decisiOns affirmed the department's position tha certain
medical standards imposed by the City of Minneapolis as part of its employ-
ment screening process \excluded applicants on the basis of disability in
violation of the Minneso.t4 Human Rights Act.

One case involved the disability of pulmonary tuberculosis and two indi-
viduals--one employee and one applicant of the City of Minneapolis. In
the first instance, the applicant began employnent,with the city as a clerk -

at
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.41

typist. On physical examination, the city's phySician concluded that
she had a lung cavity which might have been caused ty tuberculosis.
The city's Medical standards preCluded

employment of any person who had '
had pulmonary tqberculosis, active or quiesent. The employee was ter-
minated.

In the second instance, an applicant was denied employment as a clerk
because the city's physician foUnd tubercular cavities in Ms lungs.
The applicant had received chemothey:apy and medical.test. results in-
dicated Oat the applicant was non-contagious and safe for employment.
The city argued that the applicant's tubercular history constituted a
serious threat to his health and safety and that of others. The medical
test results refuted-the city's'argument.

The city also asserted that its lung and chest medical standards consti-
tuted a bona fide occupational qualification

but this'argument was rejected
on two grounds. First, the city failed to show any factual basis for be-

- lieving that all or substantially all persons who have lung Cavities
indicating that they might have. had Mgculosis would be unable to perform
the jobs of clerk and clerk tynist e ently and without threat to them-
selves or others. The record indicates that persons with such lung cavities
may be employed safely, following chemotherapy treatment, and test results
demonstrating the effectiveness of the treatment.

The city also did not show a factual basis to believe that it is impraCtical
or impossible to ascertain which individuals with a lung disability can be
safely employed. The department argued that indiVidual determinations about
employability must beomade. It was demonstrated that such i determination can
be made bY a doctor knowledgeable about

tuberculosis,on the basis of labora-.
tory tests and length of chemotherapy treatment; A hearing examiner ruled
against the City of Minneapolis.

On appeal to district court, the city argued several points. First the city
sought a bona fide occupational qualification test that would be limited
regarding disability.because the.srange of activities limited by'physical
conditions cOnstituting handicapS is much.greater than that in sex discrim-.
ination cases. But the department argued that the focus of the bona fide
occupational qualification exception is not on the range of activities
to be limited. It is rather on the negative effects of stereotyping in-
dividuals on the basis of a physical characteristic unrelated to ability to
perform.

41
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Second, the city argued that a. business necessity existed not to hire -
unreasonably high risk employees. / However, the city failed to show that
person with a tubercular history are an unreasonably high risk -- that
they have a higher turnover rate because of their lung conditions. Also, -

the city did not show an absence of an acceptable alternative practice
other than barring employment of persons with lung conditions. The medical
evidence demonstrated that the city coold adopt a less discriminatory Medical
standard requiring less chemotherapy. treatment. . Thus, the cityfailed to
meet-the three-pronged "business necessity" test which provides that.: (1)
there must be sufficiently compelling purpose for the policy; (2) the policy
must effectively carry out that purpose; (3) there must be available no
acceptable alternative practiCes which would-better accomplish the business
purpose advanced.

0
,

Third, the city raised the issue of possibTe future tubercular problems
versus present condition. Both the former employee and the applicant had
conditions which had been treated and controlled th s causidb no concern
for the future.

Fourth, the city urged that where there is a differeke in medical opinions,
the bona fide occupational qualification standard should be more flexible
than in other a eas of discrimination. However the record demonstrates ,

-that there was fro disagreemeAt among medical ex erts concerning the pertinent,
issues in th àse. The physician who testified agreed, that the former em-
ployee and appl cant could both perform safely on the job; that laboqatory V
test results, not the ppesence of lung cavities, were significant in gstab-.
lishing contagiousness; and, that the city standard requiring a year chemo-
therapy was not necessary. The district court affirded,the decision of the
hearing examiner.

Inthe other district court decision involving exclusionary medical standards,
the City of Minneapolis denied employment to an individual because he had a
history of a heart attack. The applicant was hired; oh a temporary basis,
pending the outcome of the physical examination required of all new employees.
The city's physician testified before a hearing examiner that the reason the '

applicant was rejected was that-the city's medical standards classified any-
one who had a history of myocardial infarction as "not acceptable". The
applicant's personal physician testified that he would haVe no limitations
in performing a sedentary job but that there Was an "increaied risk" of
another "coronary 'event". The city's physician stated that there was a

"good probability" of another cOronary. /11 expert on cardiovascular disease
testified that medical conditions should be-evaluated in conjunCtion-with-
specific jobs.
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The hearing exaMiner concluded that the city had failed to-establish
a B.F.O.Q. and ruled that the increased risk of another-coronary event
is o' no consequence since the

applicant's ability.to perform the job
atthe time of employment is the proper cOnsideration: The hearing
examiner applied the Weeks test for B.F.O.Q. in determining that the
city had not establisfg-TB.F.O.Q.

Weeks v. Southern Bell Telephone -Co., 408 E. 2d 228 (5th Cir. 1969-.)
.

The city appealed to district court raising the question of whether thehearing examiner had appropriately
adopted thelleeks test. Ihe city argued..O d that since disabilities arg very often not stabTrainditions5 they aredifferent from other protected classes. Therefore, the test for a B.F..0.Q. .should not juseconsider

present ability to perform the job, as.required
under Weeks, but should allow

for consideration of risks of fUture in=
capacity. Such a test-would allow an employer to select an applicant
showing indication of-being able to provide employment of a reasonableA rm

II

uration. The Weeks foula requires the employer to show, on a factualbasis that: (1311- or substantially all of the members o the protectedclass are incapable of performing the work; or (2) it is i practical orimpossible to determine on an individual basis which personsmcan and which
cannot perform the job. The district court upheld the hearing examiner'suse of the Weeks formula:

. 0

The depirtMent has'developed
arguments and taken positions on disability

discrimination that take into account precendents established through
litigation of other civil rightS cases. Respondents have asserted that
well-established civil rights precedents are not generally applicable
in the area of disability discrimination: If this assertion were in- fact
true, the standards established for compliance with human rights laws
would be diminished fer the protected class of disability. The department
has maintained that had a lesser ttandard been desired, the Minnesota
Legislature would haVe established a separate and distinct statutory
protection for disability.

The Minnesota Legislature has placed dis-
ability discrimination on equal footing With rade; 'sex, marital status,
and other protected classes included in the Human'Rights Act.

On the administrative hearing
level, the department has prevailed in cases

involving the disabilities of alcoholism and epilepsy. There are two,
cases the department-is in the midst of litigating that invollie exclusiOnary
medical standards. One case, a claSs action suit against United States
Steel Corporation, challenget that employer's practice df excluding ap-
plicants with certain lower back

conditions,from employment as general
laborers. The other case questions the job-relatedness of a visual acuity
standard imposed by a state agency.
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The impact of Unfted State Steel's policies -is particularly-important
in Northern Minnesota. Jobs at'U.S. Steel are attractice because benefits
and pay are good.- In addition, people living in Northern Minnesota haVe
a greater likelihood of'having lower back anomalies than does the general

population. In this area of the state, Finns make up 21.9%'of the popula-
tion -- a higher percentage-than all other ethnic groups. The Finnjsh

Obpulation.has a very high percentage of lower back abnormality',- perh4ps
as hiigh'as 40%. -

The department doei have plans -- some,already Linger way that will further

efforts to eliminate discrimination in emplgymentagainst.disableg individuals.
During my tenure as COmmissiomer of the Minnesota Department of Human Rights,.
I intend to see that substantive rules and regulations in the are-of tmplgy- -

ment discrimination are promulgated. Rules and regulations peesently in -

effect are strictly administrative and procedural An nature. A few, monthS

ago, I created a task force to study and draft rules on employment discriM-
jnation as a beginning step to this.eng.

In concluding my remarks tuday, I tannot emphasize enough the importance of
including disabled persons at' a protected class undbr Title VII of the 1964

Civil Rights Act. A lesser standard for the disable0, than for other pro-

tected classes, under' federal law, is unacceptable. The Minnesota Legislature

adopted'this position in 1973. Surely Congress can plate disability dis-
crimination on egual footing with race and sex discrimination. I urge yoU

to use yoUr influence as the Commission' on Civil Rights 'and as individual
leaders to press Congress to accomplish this taSk. The efforts ,to ensure

that disabled people have the opportunity to participate fully in the
Wor'kforce have only just begun. There are many barriers that have yet to

be removed.
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MINNESOTA HUMAN KIGHTS ACT
/

As amended through May 109

Sec.

Administered by

Department of Human Rights
240 Bremer Building

4aint Paul, Minnesota 55101

CHAPTER 363
MINNESOTA HUMAN RIGHTS.ACT

363.51 Definitions 363.10 L Unfair diacriminatory practice 3.363.02. lymph.% miadenseanor
363.133 Unfair diwruninatory Practise' 363.11 Constrnelion363.04 Ikpartmeni ut human nyhh 363.115 'Referral IP local commission363.05 Unties of commissioner 363.116 Transfer to commissioner
363.06 Itrievaneca 363.12 Lici.1aration of policy,363 071 Martins 363.121 Department attorney363.972 District court, review orders pf panel or 363.123 Violation of 3,3

examiner 363.13 citation
363.073 Certificates of compliance for Public

contracts
363.14 Coup actions. Soils by privaterarties.

in terven tion. dist tic, court juriadietion
363.091 1.nforcement attorney% fee,. and clots
363.10 Appeal to supreme court

363.01 DEFINITIONS. Subdivision I. Terms. For the purposes of this chapter,
the words defined in this section have the meanings ascribed to them.

Subd. 2. 1Repealed, 1965 c 586 s 61

Subd. 3. Board. "Board" means the tate board of human rights.
Subd. 4. Employment agency. "Employment agency" means a person or persons

who, or an agency which regularly undertakes, with or without compensation, to pro-
-cure einployees or opportunities for employment.

Subd. 5. Labor organization. "Labor organization" means any organization that
exists wholly or partly for one Or MOM of the following purposes'.

p,) Collective bargaining;
a

(2) Dealing with employers concerning grievances, termi or conditions of employ-
ment; or

(3) Mutual aid or protection of employees.

Subd. 6. National origin. "National origin" means the place of birth of an
individual or of any of Nis lineal ancestors. '

Subd. 7. &non. "Person" includes partnership, association, corporation, legal
representative, trustee: trustees in bankruptcy, receiver, and ihe state and its depart-
ments, agencies,,and politicarsubdivisions.

Subd. B. Respondent. 4Responpent" means a person against whom a complaint
has been filed or issued.

Subd. 9. Unfair discriminatory practices. "Unfair discriminatory practice" means
any act described in section 363.03.

Subd. lb. Discriminate. The term,"discriminate" includes segregate ur separate.

Subd. I I. [Repealed 1967 c 897 s 291

Subd. 12. Real property. "Real property" includes real cstate, Binds, tenements;
and hereditaments, corporeal Und incorporeal.

Subd. 13. Real estate broker or salesman. "Real estate bruker or salcsinanr means,
respectively, &real estate broker as defined by Minnesota :Statutes. section 82.17. sub-
division 4, affd a real estate salesman as defined by Minnesota Statutes. section 82.17.
subdivision 5.

Subd, 14. Commissioner. "Cummissiuner" mcans the commissioner of human
rights.

464
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Subd. 15. Employer. "Employer" means a person who has one or more em-
ployees.

Subd. 16. Party in interest. "Party in interest"..means the complainant, respon-
dent, commissioner or board member.

Subd. 17. Heating examiners. "Hearing examiners" are persons admitted to
practice law who are selected by the commissioner to conduct hearings.

Subd. 18. Public, accommodations. "Place of public accommodation" means a
business, accommisdation, refreshment, entertainment, recreation, or transportation
facility of any kind, whether licensed or not, whose goods, services, facilities, privileges,
advantages or accommodations are extended, offered, sold, or otherwise made available
to the public.

Subd. 19. Public services. "Public service" means any public facility, department,
agency, board or commission, owned, operated or managed by or on behalf of the state
of Minnesota, or any subdivision thereof, including any county, city, town, township,
or independent district in the state.

Subd. 20. Educational institutions. "Educational institution" means a public or
private institution and includes an academy, college; elementary or secondary school,
extension course, kindergarten, nursery, school system and a business, nursing, profes-
sional, secretarial, technical, vocational school; and includes an agentof an educational
institution.

Subd. 21. Religious or denominational educational institutions. "Religious or
denominational educational' institution" means an eduCational institution which is
operated, supervised, controlled or sustained primarily by a religious or denominational
organization, or is one which is stated by the parent church body to be and is, in fact,
officially related to that church by being represented on 'the board of the institution,
and by providing substantial rmancial assistance and which has certified, in writing, to
the board that it is a religious or denominational educational institution.

Subd. 22. Charging patty. "Charging party" means a person filing a charge with
the commissioner or his designated agent pursuant to section 363.06, subdivision 1.

Subd. 23. Complainant. "Complainant" meant 'the commissioner of human rights
after he has issued a complaint pursuant to section 363.06.. e

Subd. 24. LOCai Commission. "Local commission" means an agency of 2 city,
created pursuant to law, city charter, or municipal ordinance for the purpose of dealing
with discriTination on the basis of -race, color, creed, religion, national origin, sex, age,
disability, marital status or status with regard to public assistance:

Subd. 25. Disability. "Disability" means a mental or physical condition which
constitutes a handicap...,

Subd. 26. Department. "Department" means the department of human rights.

Subd. 27. Status with regard to public assistance. "Status with regard to public
assistance" means the condition of being a recipient of federal, state or local assistance,
including medical assistance, or of being a tenant receiving federal, state or local sub-
sidies, including rental assistance or rent supplements.

. Subd. 28. Age. "e" insofar as it refers to any 'prohibited unfair employment
or education practice Shall be deemed to protect only those individuals over the age of
majority except fur section 363.03, subdivision 5, which shall be' deemed to protect any
individual over the age of 25 years.

Subd. 29. Sex. "Sex" includes, but is not limited to, pregnancy, childbirth, and
disabilities related to pregnancy or childbirth.

11955 c 516 s 3; 1961 c 428 s 1-3; 1967 c 897 s 1-9; 1969 c 975 s 1. 2; 1973
c 123 art 5's 7; 1973 c 729 s 1; 1976 c 2 s 130; 1977,c 351 s 1; 1977 c 408 s 11
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363.02 EXEMPTIONS. Subdivision I. Employment. The provisions of section
363.03, subdivision 1, shall not apply to:

(14) The employment of any individual

(a) by his parent, grandparent, spouse, child, or grandchild, or

(b) in the dothestic service of any person;

(2) A religious or fraternal corporation, association, or society, with respect to
qualifications based on religion, when religion shall be a bona fide occupational qualifica !
tion for employment;

(3) The employment of one person in place of another, standidg by itself, shall
not be evidence of an unfair discriminatory practice;

(4) An age restriction applied uniformly and without exception to all individuals t
established by a bona fide 'apprenticeship program established-pursuant to Minnesota
Statntes, chapter 178, which Midis participation to persons who enter the program prior,.
to some specified age and the trade involved in the program'predominantly involves
heavy physical labor or work on bigh structures. Neither shall the operation of a bona
fide seniority system which mandates differences in such things 25 wages, hiring
Pribrities; lay-off priorities, vfcalion credit, and job assignments based on seniority, be

violation of the age discrimination provisions of section 363.03,1 subdivision 1, so long
25 the operation of such system is not a subterfug to evade the provisions of chapter
363;

(5) With respect to age discrimination, a practice whereby a labor organization or
employer Offers or- supplies varying insurance benefits or other fringe benefits CO mein-
bers or employees of differing ages, so long as the cost to the labor organization or
employer for such benefits is reasonably equivalent for all members or employees;

(6) A restriction imposed by state statute, home rule, charter, ordinance, or civil
serfa rule, and applied- uniformly and without exception to all individuals, which
establishes a maximum age for entry Mto employment 252 peace officeror.firefighter.

(7) Nothing in this chapter concerning age discrimination shall be construed to
validate or permit age requirements which have a disproportionate impact on persons of
any class otherwise protected by section 363.03, subdivision I or S.

- It is not an unfair employment p iCe for an employer, employment agency or
labor organization:

(i) to require a person to undergo physical examination for purposes of deter-
mining the person's capability to perform hvaiabte employment; or

Oil to contidct an investigation'asjo the person's medical histery for the purpose
of determining the person's capability to perform available employment; or

(iii) to limir receipt of benefits payable under a fringe benefit plan for disabilities
to that period of timb which a licensed physician reasonably determines a person is
unable to work; or. ,

(iv) to provide special safety considerations for pregnant women involved in tasks
which are potentially hazardous to the health of the unborn child, as determined by
medical criteria.

Subd. 2. Housing. The provisions of section 363.03, subdivision 2, shall not
apply to

(a) rooms in a temporary or permanent residence home' run by a nonprofit
organization, if the discrimiption is by sex or (b) tbe rental by an. owner or occupier
of a one-family accommodation in which he resides of a room or rooms in such ac-
commodation to ,another person mr persons if the discrimination is by:sex, marital
status, status with regard to public assistance or disability. Nothing in this chapter shakil
be construed to require any person or group of persons selling, renting or leasing

5
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property to modify the property in any way, or exercise a higher degree olletare foi*a
pifrson having a disability than for a person who does not have a disability; nor shall
,this chapter be construed to relieve any person or persons of any obligations generally
imposed on all persons regardless of any digibility in a written lease, rental agreement,
o: contract of purchase or sale, or to forbid distinctions imsed on,the inability to ful-
Id the 'terms and conditions, including:financial obligations- of such lease; agreement or
contriet.

Subd. 3. Education, It is not unfair discriminatory inactice for a religious or
denominational institution to limit admission or giwaispreference to applicants of the.
same-religion. The provisions orsectiop 363.03, subdivision 5, relating to sex, shall not
apply to a private educational institution, or branch or level of a prWate educatipnal ,
instittition, in which students of only one 'sex are permitted to enrolli Nothing in 'this
chapter shall be construed lo reqiiiie any educational institution to provide any special
service to any person because of the' disability of such persdn or to modify in any -
manner its buildings, grounds, facilities, or admission procedures because of the disability
a "any such person. Nothing in this ctlapter shall prohibit an educational-institution
from discriminating on the basis of academic qualifications or achievements or requiring
from ilmlicant's information which relates to academic qualifications or achieveinenti.

-Subd. 44' Public accommodations, The provisions of section 363'.03, subdivision
. 3, relating to sex, shall not apply to such facilities 25 restrooms, locker rooms, and

othep shbilar places.

. Subd. 5. Nothing, in this chapter shall be construed to prohibit any
,program, serviced Nellie), pr privilege afforded to a person with a disability which is
intended to. habilitate, rehabilitate, or accommodate that person. It is a defense to a
complaint or action brought under this chapter that the person bringing the cnmplaint
or action suffers rom a disability itrhich in the. circumstances poses a serious threat to
the health or safety of the disabled person or others. The burden of proving this defense
is upon the respondent,

-
Subd. 6. Age...13y. law or published retirement policy, 2 mandatory retirement

age may be established withoui being a violation oE this chaViefif it is-established con-
sistent with sect...um 181.81. Nothing in Ns' chapter nor in section 181.81 shall prohibit

'employee pension 2nd mtirement plans from granting pension credit to employees over
the age of 6.5 at a lesser rate than-is grarifed to other employees, provided that in do
event may an employee's accumulated-pension credits be reduc.ed by continued employ-
ment, and finther provided that no other state or federallaw is violated by the sreduced
rate of pension credit accrual. Nothing in this chapter shall be construed to prohibit the
estakshment of differential privileges, benefits, ,services or faci1itie3 for Persons of
designated ages if (a) such differential treatment is provided pursuant to statute, or (b)
the designated age is greater than 59 years or less than 21years.

0 Subd. 7. Summer youth employment,program. The provisions of section 363.03,
subdivision 1, with regard to age shall not apply to the stitwnmer youth emplpyment
program administered by the comniissioner of economic secffity. . ,

° .

19,,,55.c 516 s4i1961 c 4'28 s 4;1965 c 584 s 1;196.7c 897s 1.0,11;1973 c 729s 2;
1975 c 246 s 1; 1977c 351 s 2.4;1977 c 408 s 2;1977 6430 s 25 subd 1; 1978 c 649s 4 I

363.03 UPIFAIR DISCRIMINATORYPRACTICES. Subdivision I. Employnient.
Emept when based on a hone fide occupationalsoalification, it is an unfair employment

'practice:

(I) For a labor organization, because of race, color, creed, religion, nationalOrigin,,

sex, marital status, status with regard to public assistance, ditability, or age,

(a) to deny full and equal membership rights to 2 person,seeking pernbership orlo a membec-

(6) to txpel a member froM Memberships

4
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i
(c) to discriminate against a person seeking membership or "a member with respect

to his hi, e, apprenticeship, tenure, compensation, terms, upgrading, conditions, faCilities,
or privll&ges of employment; or

(d) fail to classify properly, or refer fdr employment or otherwis'e to dis-
criminate against a person or member.

(2) For an employer, because of race, color, creed, religion, national origin, sex,
marital status, status with regard to public assistance, disability, or age,

(a) to refuse to hire or to maintain .a system of employment which unreasonably
excludes a person seelsing employment; or -

(b) to discharge an employeei or

(c) to discriminat6 against a person with respect to his hire, tenure, compensa-
tion, terms, upgrading, conditions, facilities, or privileges of employment.

(3) For an employment agency, because of race, color, creed, religion, national
__origin, sex, marital status, status with regard to public assistance, disability, or age,

(a)- to refuse or fail to accept, register, cttssify properly, or refer for employment
or otherwise tyliscriminate against a person; or

(b) to comply with a request from an emplOyer for referral of applicants for
employment if the' rIquest indicates directly of indirectly that the employer fails to
comply with the provisions of this chapter.

. (4) For an employer,_employment agency, or labor organization, before a person
is employed by an employer or admitted to membership in a labor organization, to

(a) require the person to furnish information ttiat pertains to race, color,, creed,
religion, national origin, sex, marital statue status with regard io public assistanceor

atiohal securfty, information pertaining to national
s, this sttte or a political subdivisionor agency of
the purPose of compliance with the public son-
ws of the United States or of this state requiring
reed, religion, national origin, sex, marital status,
r disability, is required by the United States or a
ited "States; or

disability, unless, for the purpose of
origin is 'required by the United Stat
the United States or this state, or fo
tracts act ot any rule, regulation or 1
information pertaining:to race, color,
status with regard to public assistance
political subdivision or agency of the,,U

(13) Cause to be printed or published a notice or' advertisement* that relates to
employment or membership and discloses a preference, limitation, specification, or dis-
crimination based on race, color, creed; religion, national origin, sex, maPtal status,
status with regard to public assistance, disability, or age.

(5) For an employer, an employmtit agency or-a labor organization, withgespect
. .

to all employment related purposes, including receipt of- benefits under fringe benefit
programs, not to treat women affected by pregnancy, childbirth, or disabilities related
to pregnancy or childbirth; the sallle,as oth,er persons who are not sp affected but who
are similar in their ability or inability to work.

1
-

Subd. 2. Real property. It itan unfair discriminatory practice: _

(1) For an, owner, lessee, sublessee, assignee, or managing agent df, or other pcison
having the right to'sellaent or lease any real property, or any agent of any of these

e

(a) .to refuse to sell, rent, or lease or otherwise deny, to or withhold from any
'person or group of persons any real property because of race, color, creed, religion,
national origin, sex, marital status, slatus with maid to public assistance or disability;:

(1)) to discriminate against any person or group of-persons because of face, color,. _,creeu, religion, national' origin, sex, marital status, status with regard to public assistance
ot disability in the terms, conditions or privileges of the sale, rental or lease of any real,
property or in 4he furnishing of fkcilities or services in connection therewith; or'

7
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(c) in any transaction involving real proliefty, to print, circulate or post or.cause
to be priSd, circulated, or posted any advertisement or sign, or use any form of appli-
cation fcCihe purchase, rental or leasf of real property, or make any record or inquiry
in connection with the prospective p rchase, rental, or lease of real property sivhiOli
expresses, directly or indirectly, any limitation, specification, or discrimination as to
race,icolor, creed, religion, national origin, sex, marital status, status witfi regard to
pdblic assistance or disability, or any intent to make any such limitation, specification,
or discrimination.

(2) For a real estate broker, /cal estate salesman, or employee, or,agent thereof

(a) to iefuse 'to Sell, rent, or lease to or offer for sale, rental, or lease any real
property to any -person or group of persons or to negotiate for the sale, rental, or lease
of any .real property to ally person,.or group of persons because of race, color, creed,
religion, national origin, sex, marital status, status with regard' to public assistance or
disability, or represent that real property is nottavailable for inspection, sale, rental, or
lease when in fact if is so available, or otherwise deny or Withhold any teal property or
any facilities of .real property to or froth any person or group of persons because of
race, color, creed, religion; national origin, sex, marital status, status with regard to
public assistance or disability; '

(b) to discriminate against any person because of his race, color, creed, religion,
national origin, sex, marital status,status with regard to public assistance or disability
in the.terms, conditions or privileges of the sale, rental or lease of real property or
the furnishing of facilities or services in connection therewith; or

(c) to print, circulate, or post or cause to be printed,.circulated, or posted any
advertisement or sign, or use any form of application for the purchasetrefital, or lease
of any real property or make any record or inquiry in connection with the prospective
purchase, rental or lease of any real property, which expresses directly or indirectly, any
limitatioz, specification or discrimination as to race, color, eteed, religion, natiohal
origin, sex, marital sPaus, status with regard to public assistance or disability or any
intent to make any such limitation, specification or discrimination.

(3) For a person, bank, banking organization, mortgage company, insurance Com-
pany, or other financiil institution or lender to whom application is made for financial
assistartce for the purchase, lease, acquiskion, construcCion, rehabilitation, repair or
maintenance of any real.property orsany agent or employee thereofty

(a) to discriminate against any persoii or group of persons because of race,
creed, religion, natiogal origin, sex, marital status, status with regard to public assistance
or disability of sucA person or .group of persons' or of the prospective occupants or
tenants of such real propertrin the gannet, withholding, extending, modifying or
renewing, or in the rates, terms, aonditicms, or privileges of any such financial assistance
or in the extension of services in connkticm therewith;

(b) to use any form of application for such financial assistance or Take any
record or inquiry in Connection with applieations far such financial assistance which
expresses, directly or indirectly, any limitation, specification, or discrimination as to
race, color, creed, religion, national origin, sex, marital status, status with ;ward to
public assistance or disability or any intent to make any such limitation, specification,
or discrimination;

(c) to discriininate against any person dr group of persons who desire to purcnLase.
lease, acquire, construct, rehabilitate, relsair or maintain real property in a specific urban
or rural area or any part thereof solely because of the social, economic or environmental
conditions of.the area in the granting,,withholding, extending, modifying, or renewing,
or in the rates, terms, conditions, or privileges of any such financial assistance or in the
extension of services in connection therewith.

(4) For any real estate broker or real estate salesman, for the purpose of inducing
re roperty transaction from which such person, his firm, or any of its members

ma n it financially, to represent that a change has occurred or will or may occur in
the composition with respect to race, creed, color, national origin, sex', marital status,

8
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status with regard to public assistance or disability of the owners or occupants in the.,
block, neighborhood, or area in. which the real property is located, and to represent,
directly or indirectly, that this change will or may result in undeirable consequences in
the'block, neighborhood, or area in which the real property is focated,including ut not
limited to the loWering of property values, an increase in criminal or antisocial Vehavior,
or a decline in the quality of schools or other public facilities.

Subd. 3. Public accommodations. It is an unfair discriminatory practic

To deny any person the full and equal enjoyment bf the goods, servi ,

privileges, advantages, and accommodations of a place of public accomm non becpuse
of race, color, creed, religion, disability, national origin or sex. ltA 2n dnfair dis-

* aziminatory practice for a taxicab company to discriminate in the a CM to, full tnitiza-
don of or benefit from service because of a person's disability.

Subd. 4. Public services. It is 2n unfair discriminatory practice:

To discriminate against any person in the aCCCSS to, admission to, full utilization of
or benefit from any public service because of faCC,*color, creed, religion, national origin,
disability, sex Of status with regard to public assistance.

Subd. 42. Standard of care for disabled. Nothing in subdixisions 3 and 4 shall be
ccinstrued to require any person to modify property in any way, or exercise a higher
degree of care for a person having a disability.

,
Subd. 5. Educational institution. It is an unfair discrim inatory practice:

(1) To discriminate in _any manner in the fullnitifization of or benefit front any
educational institution, or the services rendered tere'lry to any persor . because of race,
color, creed, religion, national origin, sex, age, ma .tal status, status with regard to public
assistance Of disability.

(2) To exclude, expel, or Otherwise dfscriminate against a person seeking admis-
sion as a student, or a person enrolled as a student because of rice, color, creed,
religion, national origin, sex, age, marital status, status with regard to-public assistance
Of disability.

(3) To make Of 4se ll,ritten of 'oral inquiry, Of form of ,application for admis-
sion that elicits or attempts to elicit information, or to make or'keeP a. record, con-
cerning the race, color, creed, religion, national origin, sex, age, marital status or dis-
ability of a person seeking.pmission, except as per,ted by regulations oe the depart-
ment.

Subd: 6. Aiding and abetting and obstruction. It is an unfair diicfiminatory
practice for any person:

-
(I) Intentionally to aid, abet, incite, cqmpel, or coerce a person to engage in any

of the practices forbidden by this chapter;

(2). Intentionally to attempt tc.) aid, abet, incise, compel, or coerce a person to
engage in any of the or:mikes forbidden by this chapter;

4

(3) To intentionally obstruct or prevent any person from complying with the
Provisions of this chapter, or any Order-issued thereunder, or to resist, prevenC impede,
or interfere with the commissioner or any of his employees or representatives in the
performarke of duty under this chapter:

Subd. 7. Reprisals. It is 2n unfair discriminatory 'practice for any employer,
labor organization, employment agency, lessor, public accommodation, public service or
educational institution to intentionally engage in any reprisal against any person because
that person:

(1) Opposed a practice forbidden under this chapter or has fded a charge, testified,
assisted, or participated in any matter in an investigation, proceeding or hearing under
this chapter; Of

N.
9
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. (2i Associated with a person or group of,persons of a different race, color, creed,
religion or national origin.

Subd. 8., Credit, sex discrimination. It is unfair discriminatory practice to dis-
criminate in the extension of credit to a person because'of sex or marital status.

Subd. 9. Interference with pension rights. Foi purposes of subdivision 1 dis-
crimination on account of age shall include acts which interfere with an employee's
opportunity to acquire pension credits or pension benefits when the interference cannot

. be shown to have been based on just ,cause unrelated to the employee's status with
regard to his pension credits or pension benefits.

11955 c 516 s 5; 1961 c 428 s 5; 1965 c 5850s 2; 1965 c 586 s.1; 1967 c 897 s
-.12-16; 1969 c 9 s 80; 1969 c 975 s 3-5; 1973 c 296 s 1; 1973 c 729:5 3; 1974 c 354
s 1; 19'75 c 2065 2-5; 1977 c 351 s 5, 6, 7; 1977 c 403 s

363.04 DEPARTMENT OF HUMAN IiIGHTS. Subdivision I. Creation; commis-
sioner. There is established a depFtment of human rights under the direction and

...supervision of a .Ctunricissioner who shall be appointed by tbe governor under_ tht pro-
visions of section 15.06.

Subd. 2. Deputy commissioner, duties. There shall be in the department a
deputy commissioner; who shall be appointed' by the commissioner and. shall serve at
the pleasure of the commissioner. The deputy commissioner shall act for, and exercise
the powers of the commissioner during the absence or diiability of the commissioner oe
in the event ea vacancy in -the office Of commissioner. The deputy commissioner shall
perform such functions, powers and duties as the commissioner shalhprescribe from tiMe
to time.

Subd. 3. Oath bond. Before entering upon the duties.of office, the commissioner
and the deputy commissioner shall each take and subscribe an oath, give bond to the
state of Minnesota to be approved by the governor and filed with the secretary of state
in, the sum of $10,000, conditioned upon the faithful performance of his duties.

.
Subd. 4. Committee, membership, appeals. There is hereby established within the

department a human rights advisory committee. The committee shall serve in an advisory
capacity to the Commissioner. The committee shall consist of 15 membeis to be
appointed by the governor. Members shall be appointed with due regard to their fitness .

for the efficient dispatch of the functions, powers and duties vested in_and. imposed
upon the commitlee. The governor shall designate from time to time one of the mem-
bers as chairman.

Subd. 4a. Terms; comjaensation; removal; vacancies. The membership terms, com-
pensation, removal of members, and filling of vacancies on the committee shall be as
provided in section 15.059.

-
Subd. S. Programs and policies. The committas shall from time to time recom-

mend programs and policies to the commis;ioner so as o elpable him to better carry out
the terms and provisions of chapter 363.

Subd. 6. [Repealed W76 134 s 791

Subd. 7. [Repealed 1976 c 337 s

Subd. 8. [Repealed 1976 c 337,t 31

Subd. 9. Departmental organization. Subject to other provisions of chapter 163,
the commiisioner shall have the powers granted by section 15.06 to organize the de-
partment.

Subd. 10. Continuity in operations. In exercising the. functions, powers and duties
conferred on and transferred to the commissioner by Laws 1967, chapter 897, the
commissioner shall give full consideration to the heed for operational continuity of the
functions transferred.

10
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/1955 c 516 s 6; 1961 c 428 s 6; 1965 c 586 s 2; 1967 c 897 s 17; 1969 c 975 s 6,
7; 1969 c 1129 art 8 s 14; 1973 c 729 s 4; 1976 c 134 s 68, 69; 1977 c 305 s 38;1977
c 444 s 17, 18, 191

NOTE: Minnesota Statutes 1967, Section 3.922, Subd. 5, Includes the chairman of
the Indian Affairs Commission as an ex Officio member of the State Board of Human
Rights. (1969 c 975 s 17) .

363.05 DUTIES OF COMMISSIONER. Subdivision I. Forthulation of policies.
The commissioner shall formulate policies to effectuate the purposes of this chapter and
shall:

(1) Exercise leadership under the direction of the governor-in the development of
human rights policies and programs, and make recolvendations to the governor and the
legislature for their consideration and implementation; .

a
(2) cooperate and consult with approp 'ate commissioners and age_ncies in develop-

ing plans and pograms to most effectively rve the needs of Indians, to assist women
and to fulfill the purposes of chapter 363;

... (3). establish and maintain a primp ffice in St. Paul, and any other necessary
branch offices at any location within the ate; .

(4) meet and function at any plac within thetstate;

(5) employ such hearing examiners attorneys,: clerks .and other employees and
agents as he may deem necessary and presc 'be their duties:. '1160.

(6) to the extent permitted by fed al law and regulation, utilize the reeords of
the department of economic security of the state when necessary (o effectuate the pur-
poses of this chapter;

(7) obtain upon iequest andutilize.the services of all state governmental depart-
ments and agencies;

(8) adopt suitabje rules and regulations for effectuating the purposes oT this
Thapter; 4

(9) issue complaints, receive 2nd investigate charges alleging unfair discriminatory
practices, and determine whether or not probable cause exists for hearing:

(10) subpoena witnesses, administer oaths, take testimony, and require the pro-
ducticfn for examination of any books or papers relative to any matter under investiga-
tion or in question; authorize hearing examiners 0 exercise the authority conferred by
this clause;

(11) attempt, by means of education, coderence, conciliation, and persuasion to
eliminate unfair discriminatory practices as being contrary tb the 'public, policy of the
"hate;

,

(12) conduct research and study discriminatory practices;

(13) publish and distribute the results of research and study when in the judgment
9f the cOmmissioner the purposes of chapter 363 will be served thereby;

(14) develop and conduct prOgfams of formal and informal education designed to
eliMinate discrimination and intergroup conflict by use of educational techniques and
programs he deems necessary;

(15) make a written report of the activities of the commissionel.to the governor
eaclryear and to the legislature hy November 15 of each even numbered yeas;

-(16) accept gifts, bequests, grants or other payments public and private to help
finance the activities of the department;

(17) create such local and statewide adviso'ry committees as will in his judgment
aid in effectuating the purposes of the department of human rights;

4

4 7
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.

(18) appoint a hearing examiner to preside at a public hearing on any complaint;

(19) develop such programs as willdid in determining the compliance throughout
the state with the provisions of chapter 363, and in the furtherance of such duties, con
duct research and study discriminatory practices-based upon race, color, creed, religion,
national origin, sex, age, disability, marital status or status with regard to public assist-
ance, 9r other factors and develop accurate data on the riatiire and extent of discrimMa-
tion and other matters as they may affect housing, employment, public accommodations,

"" schools, and other areas of public life;

(20) develop and disseminate technical assistance to persons subject to the provisions
of chapter 363, and to agencies and officers of goVernm.ental and private kancies;

(2l) provide staff services to such advisory committees as may be created in aid
of the functions of ihe department of human rights;

(22) make grants in aid to the extent that appropriations are made availube for
such Purrmse in aid of carrying out his duties and responsibilities, but no grant in aid
shall be made without first obtaining the advice and consent of the board)

- (23) develop educational programs, community orpnization programs, leadership -.
development programs, motivational programs, and business developmenP programs for
the benefit or those persons theretofore and hereafter subject to prejudice and dis-

,crimination;

(24.) provide information for and direction to a program designed to assist Indian*"
citizens to assume all the rights, privileges, and duties of citizenship; and to coordinate
and cooperate with local, state and national and private agencies providing services to the
Indian people; and

(25) cooperate and consult with the commissioner of labor and-industry regarding
the investigation of violations of, and resolution of complah* regarding section 363.03,
subdivision 9.

Subd. 2. Enforcement of subpoena. Disobedience of a subPoena issued by the%vitt 'commissioner pursuant to subdivision I shall be punishable in like manner as a con-
tempt of the district coort in proceedings instituted upon application If the commis-
sioner made to the distott court of the county.where the alleged unfair discriminatory
practice in connection with a charge made by a charging party or a complaMt filerLby
the commissioner has occurred or where the respondent resides or has his principal place
of business.

11955 c 516 s 7; 1961-r 428 s 2; 1967 c 299 s 9;1967 c 897 s 18; 1969c 5675 3;
190 c 975 s 8; 1969'c 1129 art 10 s 2; 1971 c 24 s 45; 1973 c 254 s 3; 1973 c 729
s 5; 1974 c 406 ?TO; 1977 c 351 s 8; 1972 c 408 s 4; 1977 c 430 s 25 subd 11

363.06 GRIEVAKCES. Subliivision I. Charge filing. Any person aggrieved by a
yiolation of this chapter may file a verified charge with the commissioner, or his
designated agent, stating the name and address of tpe person alleged to have committed
an unfair discriminatory practice, setting out the details of the practice complained oP
and other information required by the cronmissioner. The commissioner within five days

registered or certified mail. Periodically afte the filing of a'charge but at .intervals of no
of such filing shall serve a copy of the .the respondent personally or bf,

more than 60 days, until the charge h no ger in the jurisdictiqn pT the department
the commissioner shall in writing Mform the charging party of the statqs of his charge.
A copy of the periodic notice shall be mailed to the respondent.-

Subd. 2. Charge, issuance by commis:skater. Whenever the commissioner has
reason to believe that a person is engaging in an unfair discriminitoky practke, the
commissioner may issue a charge stating in statutory language an alleged vMlation of a. .particular section of section 363.03.

Subr). 3. Time for filing charge. A charge of an unfth discriminatory practic
must be flied 'within six months after the occunence of the practice.
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-

Subd. 4. Inquiry into charge.. When a charge has been filed, the commissioner
shall promptly inquire into the truth of the allegations of the charge. The commissioner
shall make an immediate inquiry when necessary to prevent a chargingyarty from suf-
fering irreparable loss in the atisence of immediate action. On each charge the commis-
sioner shall make a determination as to whether or not there is prObable cause to credit
the allegation of unfair discriminatory practices; and

, (1) If the commissioner shall determine after investigation that no probable cause
exists to credit the allegations of the unfair discriminatory practice, the commissioner
shall, within ten days .of the determination, WYE upon the charging party and respon-
dent written notice of the determination. Within ten days after receipt of notice, the
charging party may request in writing on forms prepared by the elepartment that the
commissioner reconsider his determination. The request shall contain a brief:stapent
of the reasons for and new evidence in suPport of the request" for reconsideration. At
the time of submission of the request to the commissioner, the charging party shall
deliver or mail to the respondent a copy of the request for reconsideration. The com-
missioner shall either reaffirm or reverse his determibation of no probable cause within
20 days after receipt of the request for reconsideration, and he 'shall within ten days
notify in writing the charging party and respondent of his decision to reaffirm or re-
verse. A decision by the commissioner thai no probable cause exists to credit the
allegations of an unfa'ir discriminatory practice shall not be appealed to district court
pursuant to section 36.072 or section-15.024.

(2)4If the commissibner shall determine after, inVestigation that probable cause
exists to credit the allegations of unfair discriminatory practices, the commissioner shall
serve on the respondent and hicattorney if he is represented by counsel, by first ClaSS
mail, a notice setting forjh a shod plain written statement of the alleged facts which
support the finding of probkble cause and an .enumeration of the provisions or law
allegedly violated. If thecomMissioner determines that attempts to eliminate the alleged
unfair practices through conciliation pursuadt to subdivision 5 have been or would be
unsuccessful or unproductive, the `commissioner shill issue a complaint ind serve on the
respondent, by. registered or certifi d mail, a written ndtice of hearing together' with a
copy of the complaint, requiring tlle respondent to answer the allegations of the com-
plaint at a hearing before a hearing,e aminer at a time and place specified in the notice,

,not less thanten days after s'ervi of said complaint. A copy of the notice shall be
furnished to the charging party, tl attorney general, and' the chairman of the board.

(3) After the commissio er has determined that there is probable cause to believe
that a respondent has engaged in an unfair discriminatory practice the commissioner

,may file a petition in the 4istrict court in a county in whilt the subject -of the com-
plaint OMITS, or in a county in which a respondent resides or transacts business, seeking
appropriate temporary Tieli f against the respondent, pending final determination or
proceedino under this cha ter, including an order or decree restraining him from doing
or procuting ari act tending to render ineffectual an oilier the commissioner may enter
with respect to the complaint. The court shall re power to grant terhporary relief Of
a restraining order as it deems just and proper, ul no relief or ordp extending beyond

Aen aays shall be granted extept .by.consent of "the respondent or after hearing upon
notice .to te respondent and a finding by the court that there Is reasonable cause to
believe that the respondent has engaged in a discriminators, practice. The MinnesOta
rules of civil piocedure shall. apply to an application, and the district court shall have
authority to grant :co deny such relief sought on Con4itions as It deems just and
equitable. All hearings under this ,section shall be given piece as nearly as practic-
able over all others pending ciViractions.

(4) leisor, after he has engaged in a discriminatory practice defined Jin section
363.03, jubdivison 02, clause (I), (a), shall lease 'or rent g dwelling unit to a person who
has no knowledg'e of the practice or of the existence of a charge with respect to the
practice,3the !MOT shall be liable for actual damages sustained by agierson by reason of
a firial order as provided in this section requiring the person to be evicted from the
dwelling uhit.

13



Supd. 5. Attempts to eliminate unfair practices. The commissioner, in complying
with subdivision 4, shall endeavor to eliminate the unfair discriminatory practice through
education, conference, conciliation, and persuasion at the place where the practice
occurred, or the respondent resides or has his principal place of business.

Subd. 6. Publication of accounts of cases. The commissioner may publish an
account of a case in which the complaint has been dismissedttu the terms of settlement
of a case that hps been voluntarily adjusted. Except as prdvided in other sections of this
chapter: the commissioner shall not disclbse any information concerning his eforts in a
particular case to eliminate an unfair discriminatory practice through education, con-
ference, conciliation and persuasion.

11955. c 516 s 8; 1961 c 428 s 8; 1965 c 586 s 3: 1967 c 897 s 19;1.969 c 975,,
s 9, 10; 1973 c 729 s 6.8: 1976 c'3014s 1, 2, 5; 1979 c 156 s 41

363.01, 11955 c 516 s 9; 1961 c 428 s 9-13; 1965 c 586 s 4. Repealed 1967 c 897
's 291

,363.071 HEARINGS. Subdivision I. Conduct of hearings. A complaint issueriby
the commissioner shall be, heard as a contested case,'except that the report of the hearing
examiner shall be binding on all parties to the proceeding and if appropriate shall be
implemented by an order as provided for in subdivision 2. The hearing shall be con-
ducted at a place designated by the commissioner. ivithin the county where the unfair
discriminatory practice occurred or where the.respóndent resides or has his principal
place of business. The hearing shall.be conducted in accordance with Minnesota Statutes
1965, sections 15.0418. 15.0419, 15.0421, 15.0422, and is subject to appeal in ac-
cordance with section 15.0424.

Subd. 2. Determination of discriminatory prac ce. The hearing examiner shall
'make findings.of fact and cOnclusions of law, and if the hearing examiner finds-that the
respondent has engaged in an unfair discriminatory practice, the hearing examiner shall
issue an order directing the respondent to cease and desist from the unfair discriminatory
practice found to exist and to take_such affirmative action as in the judgment of the
examiner will effectuate the purposes of this chapter. Such order shall be a final decision'
of the department. In all cases the examiner may order the respondent to pay an
aggrieved party, who has suffered discrimination, compensatory damages. except damages
for mental anguish or suffering, and, in all cases, may also order the respondent to pay
an aggrieved party, who has suffered discrimination, punitive damages in an amount not
less than $25 nor more than $500. In addition to the aforesaid remedies, in a case
involving discrimination in;

(a) employment, the examiner may order the hiring, reinstatement or upgrading of
an aggrieved party, whO has suffered discrimination, with or without back, poi, admis-
sion or restoration to membership in a labor organization, or his admission to or partici-
pption in an apprenticeship, training program, yn-the-job-training program, or- other
retraining program, or any other relief the exammer'deems just and equitable.

(b) housing, the examiner may order the ,sdie, lease, or rental of the housing
Its accommodation or other real property to aft aggrieved party, who has suffered dis-

crimination, or the sale, lease or rental of a like accommodation r other real property
owned by or under the control of the person against whom the complaint was filed,

/according to terms as listed with a real.estate broker, or if no such listing has been
made, as otherwise adiertised or offered by the vendor or lessor, or any other relief the
examiner deems just and equitable.

The, examiner shall cause the...findings of fact, conclusions of law, and order to be
seryed on the respondent personally, the chareng party- by registered or certified
and shall.furnish copies to the attorney general and the, commissioner.

Subd. 3. Dismissal of hearing. If the examiner makes findings of fact, con-
, elusions of law, and an order in favor of the respcinden,t, such order shall be a final

decision of the department. .

/i
a
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Subd. 4. Respondents subject toostate licensing or regulatory power. In the case
of a respondent which is subjeCt to the licensing or regulatory power of the staste or any
political subdivision or agency thereof, if the hearing examiner determines that the
respondent has engaged in a discriminatory practice, and if the respondent does not
cease to engage in such discriminatory practice, the, commissioner may so certify to the
licensing or regulatory agency. Unless such determination of discriminatory ,practice is
reversed in the course of judicial review a final determination is binding on the licens-
ing or regulatory agenoy. Such agency may take appropriate administrative action,
including suspension or revocation of thepreipondent's license oecertificate of public
convenience and necessity, if such agency is otherwise authorized to take such action.

Subd. 5. Public contraCts. In the- case of a respondent which is a party id a
public contract, if the hearing examiner determines that the respondent has engaged in a

'discriminatory practice, the commissioner y so certify to the contract letting agency.
Unless such finding of a , discriminatory p actice is reversed in the coarse of judicial
reiiew, a final determination is binding oi the contract letting agency and such agency
may take appropriate administrative acflon, .including the imposition of financial
penalties or termination.of the contract, in whole or in part, if such.agency is otherwise
authorized to take such action.

Subd. 6. Subpoenas. After the issuance of h complaint Pursuant to section
363.04, subdiyision 4, a charging party or a respondent May reqUest that the hearing
examiner issue subpoenas.requiring the presence of witnesses or the -production for
examination of books or papers not privileged and relevant to any matter in question at
the hearing. ,

11967,F 897 s 20; 1969 c 975 s 11-13; 1973 c 729 s 9; 1976 c 301 s 31

363.072 DISTRICT COURT, REVIEW ORDERS OF PANEL OR EXAMINER. 4

Subdivision I. The commissioner 'or any person aggrieved by a final decision of the
department...00hed after a hearing held pursuant lo seCtion 363.071 may seek judicial ,
review pursuant fto'section 15.0424.

Subd. 2. The diStrict court review proceedings shall conform io section 4.0424,
judicial review of agenty decisions, and section 15.0425, scope of judicial review.

11967 c 897 s 21; 1973 c 729 s 10; 1977 c 408 s 51

363.073 CERTIFICATES OF COMPLIANCE FOR PUBLIC CONTRACTS. Sub-
division I. The conimissioner mayaromulgate rules and regulations, in accordance with
chapter 15, for the issuance of certificates of compliance to bidders on public contracts,
and shall issiie such certificates in accordance with such rules and regulations. No depart-
ment or agency of the state shall accept any bid or award any'contract to any firm or
person unless such firm or person has received a certificate of compliance or has pending
an application therefor.

Subd. 2. Certificates of cortipliance may be suspended or revoked, or a pending
application for a certificate may be denied, by a panel or examiner, in anorder based
on a finding that the holder or applicant has committed akunfalr discriminatory prac-
tioe in respeci of a public contract; provided, however, that: .

(1) any contractor certified to be in compliance with regulationsnof the federal
government in respect of discriminatory practices shall also be certified by the state; a'nd

(2) a contract awarded by a ddpartment or agency of the, state shall not be ter-
minated or abridged because of suspension, revocation or denial of a certificate based
upon an unfair discriminMory practice for which the commissioner's.complaint was
issued after the date of the contract award; and

,

(3) jn the case of a respondent whose certificate of compliance has been suspended,
revoked, or denied, the commissioner shall issue a certificate of compliance in accordance
with subdivision 1 within 90 days after he finds that the respondent has ceased engaging
in any unfair discriminatory practice.

.

14969 c 975 s 19; 1974 c 527 s

476
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,

363_08 (1955 c 516 s 10; 1961 c 428 s 14; 1965 c 586 s'5; Repea.al 1967 c 897s 29]

363.09 )1955 c 516 3 II; 1961 c 428 s 15; Repealed 1967 c 897 s 29]

. 363.091 ENFORCEMENT. When a respondent fails or refuses to comply with a
final decision of .the department, the commissioner may file with the clerk of district
court in the judicial district in lich the hearing was held a petition requestini the court
to* order the respondent to cdmply with the order of the department. Thereupon the

. court shall issue an order to show cause directed to the respondent why .an order
directing compliance should not be issued.-Notwithstanding the provisions of any law or.
rule of civil procedure to the contrary; the court shall examine at the hearing on, the
order to show cause all the evidence in the record and May amend the order of the
aepirtnieriTin -any way. the cpurt deems just arid equitable. If the panel' or examiner has
ordered an award oC damages pursuant to section 363.071 and if the-court sustains or
modifies the award, i shall enter jullgment on the Order or modifiedorder in the same
manner as in the-easelof an ord.er of 'the district courf, as provided ih section 546.27.-

_

(1967 c 897 s 22; 1969 c 975 s 14; 1973 c 729 s 11]

363.10 APPEAL TO SUPREME COURT. The cominissioner, or the respondent,
may appeal to the supreme court a; provided by rule 103.03, clauses (b) and (g) of the
rules of civil appellate procedure from an order of the district court issued pursuant to
section 363.072, SUbdkision I.

(1951 c s\12; 1965 c 51 $ 71; 1967 c 8974.23; 1976 c 239 s 41].

363.101. UNFAIR DISCRIMINATORY PRACTICE A 'MISDEMEANOR. hi addi-
tion to all other remedies provided under this chapter, every person who commits an-
unfair discriminatory act as-set forth in iection 363.03, subdivision 3, or aids, abets,
incites, compels, or coerces another to do so, shall be guilei of a misdemeanor.

(1969 c.975 s 15]

363.11 CONSTRUCTION. The provisions of this chapter shall be construed
liberally kir the accomplishment of the'purposes thereof..Nothing contained in this
chapter stall be deemed to repeal any of the provisions of the civil rights law or of any
other law of this state relating to discrimination 'because of race, creed, color, religion,
sex, age, disability, .marital'status, status with regard to public assistance or national
origin; but, as 'to acts decjared unfair by sections 363.03.and 363.123, the procedure
herein provided shall, while f3ending, be exclusive.

(1955 c 516 s 13; 1973 c 729 s 18; 1477 351 s 9]

363.115 REFERRAL TO LOCAL commissioN. The tommissioner Whether or
not a charge has been filed under chapter 363 may refer a matter involving discrimina-
tioh because of race, color, religion, sex, creed, disability, marital status, status with
regard to public. assistance; national origin or age to a local commission for study.and
report.

Upon referral by the commissioner, the local commisiion shall make a reporrand
make recommepations tb the commissioner and take dther appropriate action within
the scope of its.powers.

(1967 c 897 s 24; 1973 c 729 s 13; 1977 c 351 s 101

' 363.116 TRANSFER TO COMMISSIONER. ....local commission may refer a
matter under its jurisdiction' to the commissioner.

The chareng party hss the option of filing a charge either with a local commission
or the depaitment. The exercise of such choice in fding a iharge-with ont agency shall
preclude the optiop of fting the same charge with the other agency. At the timea
charge comes to the attention of a local agency, the agency or its representative.shall
isiform the charging party of this option, and of his rights under Laws 1967, Chapter,
897.

16
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a 1,

1 he term "local commission" as used4n this section has the same meaning given
to the term in section 363.115. .

11967 c 897 s 25]

363.12 DECLARATION OF POL1CV. Subdivision 1. It is the public Policy of this
state to secure for persons in this state? freedom from discrimination;

(1) In employment because of race, color, creed, ieligion,'national origin, sex,
marital tutus, disability; status in regUrd to publip assistance and age;

P

(2) In housing and real property, because of race, color, creed, Jeligion, national
origin, sex, marital status, disability and status in regard to public adistance;

(3) In public accommodations because of raCe, color, creed, religion; national
origin, sex and disability;

A ,

(4) in public services becmise of race, cOlor, creed, religion, national origin, sex,
statuS, disability and status in regard to public assistance; 'and

(5) In education because of race, c6lor, czeed, religiqn, national origin, sex,`Marital
status, disability, status in'legard to public assistance and, age. Sudi discrimination
threatens the rights and privileges of the inhabitants of thiS state and 'Menaces the.
institutions and foundationi of democracy. It is also the public .policrof this 4tate to
protect all persons from wholly unfounded charges of discrimination. Nothingn in this
chapter shall be interpreted as restricting the implementation of positive action programs
to combat discrimination. t .

.

. - ,
Subd. 2.' The opportunity tia;obtain,employment,touting, and other real estate,

and full and equal utilization of pubIt'.aceommcidations, public serMces, and educational
institutiOns without such discrintinaon as is ,prohibited *by this chaptir. is hereby
recognized Ss and declared to be a civil right. .

Subd. 3. The departmen) of human rights tinder the control.of the coMmiSsioner
of human rights is the suCcessor 'of' the state commission against discrimination as it
existed immediately prior to July 1, 1967.

` Subd. 4. If .any provision of Laws 1967, chapter 897 or the appliration thereof
to iny person 'or circumstances Is held i valid, the invalidity does not affect the 'other
provisions or applications of Laws 1967 hapter 897 which can be given'effect without
the invalid provision or application, *a o this end the, provisions of Laws 1967, ..

chapter 897 are severable. C
(1955 c 516 s 1; 1961 c 428 s 16;1967 c 897 s 26; 1169 c 975 s 15, 16; 1973 c .

729.,s 14-15; 1977C 1,51 s 11]

363.121 DEPARTMENT ATTORNEY. The attorpey general shall be the attorney
for the department.

11967 c 897 s 27]

363.122 (Repealed 1978 c 793 s 981

363.123 VIOLATION OF Acr. It shalljae a violation of Laws 1973, chapter
729, for any person furnishing credit service tcrifiscriminate against any person who is
the recipient fif fedetal, sta,te or local public assistance, including medical aksistance, or
,who is a tenant receiving federal, state or- local housing subsidies, including rental
assistance or rent suklements, solely because the individual is such 2 recipient '

11973 c 729 s 161

363.13 CITATION. This chapter shAit known as the Minnesota huinan riihts
act / I.

(1965 c 516 s 2; 1961 c428 s 17; 1973 c 729 s 17]
.. i

17 '
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STATE, OF NEW YORK

Cal. go: 1552-, _
21920

1979,1980 Regular Sessions

TTuN SENATZ
May 30, 1970

Assembly Bi N.o.. 8151 intr,oduced by COMMItTEE ON.' RUL4S-1(at
red'ut of M. of A. Koppell, Siegeyread twice eid subGtauted for.,.`i<enate

TBiU N.o.,5604 by Sen. Flynnoraered. to a third reading; . azneOded and..-
ordered reprinted,' iTtaininz its place in the order of,..third reading

AN ACT to amenel:the executive law, in relation disability to employment
. under article faleen

Thf ?eopie of.the State of Nmo ,York,.,repre3ented In Senate and As3cmbly, de
enact as ;alms:

1 Section 1. S.ubdivision twerity-one of section tw.d'hundred ninety.7two:of the
2 exeCutive law, as added by chapter nine hundred elzhty-eight Of the laws of
3 nineteen hundred seventy-four and ss ren4mbered by chapter six hundred
4 thirtY-two of the laws Of nineteen hundred SeVeity-F.x. is .arnende* read as

-
5 follows:
5 21. The ferm ".disability" means a phySical, mente:1 or .'edical impairment .
-7

. .
reeulttr,g :rom anatomical. physioipziCal or re oo:czl1 oorylitioce -which

3 pre Yen the exerc of a normal bodily funqtior. dr ts demonstrable bv
inedicz:ly accepted c inical or. labOratory diaznostic provided,

10 however,. i.'hat in all proFiiionaof thicie dealir.g with e.. nent, the term
11 shall be lirnited phyeiCal,.niente1,'or medical conditions wh. fire unrelaled
.12 to thg ability to engage in the.actiti=itie.sinvolved in the job or ocCupation +Athich

13 'a person 'okairning pi;otwtion of -this article'shailbeseeking,1 do not irevent the.
14 "comp/ter/3:U from 'performing in a: rea.sonable rnctiner :Az cc:::vities.;.,intvived in the
15 'job or dcoupotion aought.'
16 5 2. ThiS,act shall iake effect immediately...

.

FAIILAcATIONMaiicr'im stades nett; n;19:.er i brstiti u 6 uki ';';frlittab:
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No person shall be denied the equal protection of the
laws of this state or any subdivision thereof. No person
shaltbecause of race, .color, creid or religion, be subjected
to any discrimination in his civil rights by any other person
dr by any firm, corporation, or institution, or by the state
or any agency or subdivision of the state.

(New York State C nstitution, Article 1, Section 11, as.adopted
by Constitutional Cony Mon of 1938 and approved by vote of the
people, November 8, 1938.

A

At-
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ARTICLE 15

HUMAN RIGHTS LAW

Section 290. Purposes of article. /-
291. Equality of opportunity a civil right.
292. Definitions.
293. Division of human rights.
294. i General policies of division.
295. General powers and duties of division.
296. Unlawful discriminatory practices.
296-a.UnlaWful discriminatory practices in relation 10

credit.
297. Procedure.
297-a. State human rights appeal board.
298. Judicial review and enforcement.
298-a. Application of article to certain acts committed out-,

side of the state of New York.;
299. Penal provision.
300. Construction.
301. Separability.

4

§ 290. Purposes of article. 1. This article shall be known as Purposes
the "Human Rights Law".

2. It shall be deemed an exercise of the police power of tthe state
for the protection of the public welfare, health and peace of the peo-
ple of this state, and in fulfillment of the provisions of the con-
stitution of this state concerning civil rights.

3. The. legislature hereby finds'and declares that the state has
the responsibility to .act to assure that every individual within this
state is afforded an equal opportunity to enjoy a full and productive
life and that the failure to provide such equal opportunity, whether
!Amuse of discrimination, prejudice, intolerance or inadequate edu-
cation, training, housing or health care not only threatens the rights
and proper privileges of itS inhabitants but menaces the in.stitu- Divisio atedtions and foundation of a free democratic state and threatens the
peace, order, health, safcty and gdneral welfare of the state and its
inhabitants.. A division in the executive department is hereby created
to encourage ,programs designed to insure thz,tt every individual shall
have -an equal opportunity to ,participate fully in the economic,
cultural and intellectual life of the state; to encourage and promote

-the./(kvelopment and execution by all persons within the state of such
stite programs; to eliminate and prevent discrimination in employ-
pent, in places of public accommodation, resort or amusement, in
educational institutions, in public services, in housing accommoda-
tions, in commercial space and in credit transactions and to take
other, actions against. discrimination as herein provided; and the
division established hereunder is 'hereby given general jurisdiction
and power for such purposes.

484
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§ 291.- Equality of opportunity a. civil right. 1. The op-
portunity to obtain employment without disèrfinination because of
agc, race, creed, color, national origin, sex or marital status i hereby
recognized as and declared to be a civil right.

2. Tlit opportunity to obtain education, the use of places of. Ob.-.
licaccomniodation and,the ownership, usc and occupancy of housAng
accommodations and conunercial space without discrimination' be-
causceof age, race, creed, color, national origin, sex or marital status,
as specified in section two hundred ninety-six of this article, is hereby
'recognized as and declardd tO be a civil right.

3. Thc opportunity to obtain medical treatment Of an infapt pre-
maturely born alive- in the course of an abortion shall be the same as
the rights of an infant born spontaneously.

§ 292. Definitions. When used in this article':
Person t. Thc term "porson" includes one or more individuals, partner-

ships, associations, corporations, legal rep,entativcs, trustees, trus-
tees in bankruptcy, or receivers.

Employment 2. Thc term "employment agency" includes any person under,agency taking to procure employees or opportunities to work.
Labor 3. The term "labor organization" includes" any organizationorganization which exists and is constituted for thc purpose, in whole or in part,

of collective bargaining or of dealing Avith employers concerning
grievances, terms or conditions of employinent, or of other mutual
aid or protection in connection with empolyment.

Unlawful 4. The term "unlawful diseriiMnatory practice" includes only, discriminatory
those practices specified in scctions two hundred nincty-six and twopractice
hundred ninety-six-a of this article.

Employer 3. The term "employer" docs not include any employer with
fewer than four tiersons in his employ.

Employee 6. The tbrm "employee" and 'this article do not include any
individual employed by his 'parents, spouse or child, or in the
domestic service of any person.

Commissioner 7. The term "commissioner" unless a different meaning clearly
appears from the context, means the state commissioner of humanrights; and the term "division" means the state division of human
rights created by this article.

Natignal origin 8. The term "national origin" shall, for thejaurposes of this arti-
car cle, include "ancestry".

Place of public 9.. The term "place of public accommodation, resort or amuse-accommod-
ment" shall include, except as hereinafter spedfied, all places ip-
eluded in the meaning of such terms as: inns, tavernsroad houses,
hotels, inotcls, whether conducted for the entertainment of transient
guests or for thc accommodation of thosc seeking health, recreation
or rest, or restaurants, or- eating houses, or any place where food
is sold for consumption on the premises; buffets, saloons, barrooms,
or any store, park or enclosure where spirituous ol..* malt liquors
arc sold : ice creatn parlors, confectionaries, soda fountains, and

stores where ice eremn. ice Ad fruit preparations or their de-
rieatives, or where bevvraers of any kind arc retailed for consump-
tion on the premises; wholesale and retail stores and establishments

-
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dealing with goods or services of any kind, dispensaries, clinics,
hospitals, bath-houscs, swinnning pools, laundries and all other clean-
ing establishMents, barber shops, beauty parlors, theatres, motion
picture honses, airdromes, roof gardens, music ,halls, race courses, ,

skating rinks, amusement and recrintion parks, 'trailer camps, re-
sort camps, fairs, bowling alleys, golf courses, gymnasiums, shooting
galleries, billiard and pool parlors; garages, all public conveyances
operated on land or-water or in the air, as well as the stations and
terminals thereof travel or tour advisory services, agencies or bu-
reaus;-public- halls and public elevators of buildings and structures
occupied by two ()wore tenants, or by the owner and one or more Exclusions
tenants. Such term shall pot include public libraries, kindergartens,
primary and, secondary schoolS, high schools, academies, colleges
and universitieg, extepsion courses, hnd all educational institutions
under the supervision of the regents of the state of New York; any
such public library, kindergarten, priinary and secon-dary school,
academy,'.college, university, professional school, extension course
or other education facility, supported in whole or in part by public
funds or by contributions solicited from the general public; or any
institution,, club br place of accommodation Which, is in -its nature
distinctly private. .

No institution, club, organization or Place of accommodation
which sponsors or conducts any aniatctir athletic contest or sparring
exhibition and advertises or bills such contest Or exhibition as a
New York. state championship ,contest or uses thc words "New
York state" in its announcements shall be deemed a private exhibi-
tion within the meaning of this seCtion.

10. The term "housing accommodation" includes any building, Housing
structure, or portion thereof which is used or occupied or is in- accommodation

tended, arranged .or designed to be used or occupled as the home,
residence or sleeping place of one or inorc human beings:

11. The term "publicly-assisted housing accommodations" shall Publicly-assisted
include all housing accommodations within the 'state of New york housing
in

(a) public housing,
(b) housing operated by housing companies under the super-

vision of the commissioner of housing,
(c) housing constructed after July first, nineteen hundred

fifty, within the ttate of New York
(1) which is exempt in whole or in part from taxes levied

by the state or any of its political subdivisions,
(2) which is constructed on land sold below cost by the

state or any of its political subdivisions or any agency thereof, pur-
suant to the federal housing act of nineteen hundred -forty-nine,

(3) which is constructed in whole or in part on property
acquired or assembled by thc statt: or any of its political subdivisions
or any agency thereof through the power of condemnation or other-
wise for the purpose of such construction, or

(4) for the acquistion, construction, repair or maintenance

State contest
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of which the state or any ofl its political Subdivisions or any agency
thereof supplies funds or other financial assistance,

(d) housing which is located in a multiple dwelling, the ac-
quisition, construction, rehabilitation, repair or maintenance of
which is, after July first, nineteen hundred fifty-five, financed in
whole or in part by a loan, whether or not secured by a mortgage,
the repayment of which is guaranteed or insured by the federal
gqvernmeral or any agently thereof, or the state or any of itS political
subdivisio4 or any agency thereof, provided that such a housing
accommodation shall be deemed to be publicly assisted only during,
the life of such loan and such guaranty or insurance; and

eti

(e) housing which is offered for sale by a person who owns or
otherwise controls the sale of ten or more housing accommodations
located on .land that is Contiguous (exclusive of public strtets),
if (1) the acquisition, construction, rehabilitation, repair or main-
tenance offsuch housing acconodations is, after July first, nine-
teen hundred fifty-five, financel in whole or, in part by a loan,
whether or not secured by a mortgage, the repayment of which is
guaranteed Qv insured by the federal government or any agency
thereof, or the statc or any of its political subdivisions or any
agency thereof, provided that such a housing accommodation shall
be deemed to be publicly assisted only during the life of such loan
and guaranty or ins-in...Amt., or (2) a commitment, issued by a gov-
ernment agency aftcr July first, nineteen hundred fifty-five, is out-,
standing tha acquisition of such housing accommodations may be
financed in whole or in part by a loan, whcther or not secured by
a mortgage, the repayment of which is guaranteed or insured by
the-federal government or any agency thereof, or the state or any
of its political shbdivisions or any age ey thereof.

Multiple 12. The term "multiple dwellin ", as herein used, means a
dwelling dwtlling which is occupied, as a rule for errnanent residence pur-

poses and which is either rented lease , et or hired out, to be oc-
cupied as the residence or home of three or more families living
independently of each other. A "multiple dwelling" shall not be .
deemed to include a hospital, convent,z,monastery, asylum or public
institution, or a fireproof building used wholly for commercialpur-
poses except for not more than one janitor's apartment and not
more than one penthouse occupied by not more than two families.

Family The term "family", as uscd herein, means either a person occupying
a dwelling and maintaining a household, with not more tban four
boardcrs, roomers or lodgers, or two or more persons occupying -1
a dwelling, living together and maintaining a common household,
with not more than four boarders, roomers or lodgers. A "boarder",
"rr3omer" or "lodger" residing with a family means a person living
within the household who pays a consideration for 'such residence
and does not occupy such space within the household as an incident 't
of employment therein.

Commercial 13. The tcrm "commercial space" means any space in a building,
space structure, or portion thereof whichqs used or occupied or is intended?
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,arranged or designed to be used or occupied for the (1r anufacture,
sale, resale, processing, reprocessing, displaying, ste ng, handling,
garaging or distribution of personal property; and any space which
is used or occupied, or is intended", arranged or designed to be used
or occupicd as a separate business or professional unit or office in
any building, srtucture or portion thereof.

14. The term "real estate broker" means any person, firm or cor-
poration who, for another and for a fee, commission or other valu-
able considcradon, lists,_for sale:sells, at auction or otherwise, ex-
changes, buys oc rents,"br offers or attempts to negotiate a sale,
at auction or otherwise, exchange, pu{chase or rental of an estate
or interest in real estate, or collects or offers or attempts to collect
rent for the use cif real estate, or negotiates, or offers or attempts
to negotiate, a loan secured or to he secured by a mortgage or othcr
incumbrance ufion of transfer of real cqate. In the sale of lots pur-
suant to the provisions of article nine-a of the real property law,
the term "real estate, broker" shall also include any person, partner-
ship, association or corporation employed by or on behalf of the
owner or owncrs of lpts or othcr parcels of real estate, nt a stated
salary, or upon a commission, or upon a salary and commission,
'or otherwise, to sell such real estate, or any parts thereof, in lots
or other parcels, afid who shall sell or exchange, or offer.or attempt

' or agree to,negotiate the sale or exchange, of any such lot or parcel
of real estate.

Real estate
broker

.15. The term "real estate salesmanb means a person employed Real estate
by a licensed real estate broker to list for sale, sell or offer for salc, salesman
at auctiOn or otherwise, to buy or offer' to buy or to negotiate the
purchase or sale or exchange of real estate, or to negotiate a loan
on'real estate, or 4o lease or rent or offer to lease, rent or place
for rent any real estate, or who collects or offers or attcmpts to
collect rent for the use of real estate for or in behalf of such real
estate broker.

16. Tlie term "necesary party" means any person who has Necessary
partysuch an intcrest in the subject matter of a proceding under this

article, or whose rights are so involvedthat no complete and ef-
fective disposition can be made without his participation in the pro-
ceeding;

17., The term "parties to thc proceeding" means the complain- QPartics to
ant, respondent, necessary parties and pergons permittcd to filth- proceeding
vene as parties in a proceeding with respect to a complaint filed
under this article; ,

18. The term "hearing examiner" ?neaps an employee ot the Hearing '
division who shall be assigned for stilted periods to no other work cxamincr
than the copduct of hearin&s tintr this article;

19. The. terin "discrimination" shall include segregation and Discrimination
separation.,

20. The term "credit" when nscd in this article mcans thc right Credit
conferredupon a person by a creditor to incur debt and dcfcr its

4 8 6
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payment, whether or Itot any indirest or finance charge is made for
the exercise of this right. -

-.... 21. The term "disability,' means a physical, mental or medical
impairment resulting from anatomical, physiological or neurological
conditions.which prevents the exercise of h normal bodily function
or is demonstrable by medically accepted clinical or laboratory di-

, agnostic teehniques, provided; however, that in all provisions of this
. article dealing with employment, the tern shall be limited to physi-

cal, mental or medical ionditions which are unrelated to the ability
to engage in the activities involved in the job or occupation which
a person claiming protection of this article shall be seeking.

22. The tcrm "creditor", when used. in this article, means any
perscin ch financial institution which does business in this statc and "
which extends credit or arranges for the d.tension erf credit by
others. The term creditor includes, but is not limited to, banks and
trust companies, private bankers, foreign banking corporations and
national bankt, savings banks, licensed lenders, savings and loan
associations, credit unions, sales finance companies, insurance pre-
mium finance agencies, insUrers, credit card issuers, mortgage brok-
ers, mortgage companies, mortgage insurance corporations, Wholesale
and retail merchants and factors. .

23. The term "credit reporting bureau" when used in this arti-
cle, means any person doing business in ;his state who regularly
makes credit reports, as such term is defined.by subdivision e of
section three hundred seventy-one of thc general business inw.*

24. The term "regulated creditor", when used in this article,
means any creditor, as herein defined, which has received its charter,
license, or organization certificate, 'as th case may be, from the
banking department or which is otherwise su ect to the supervision

.. of the banking department.
25. The term "superintendent", when used in this article, means

'the head of the banking department appointed pursuant to section
twelve of thc banking law.**

§ 293. Division of human rights. 1. There 's hereby created
in thc executive department a division of human r i

<in this article called thc division. Thc head of such ivision shall
einafterts

be a commissionerf hereinafter in this article called the commis=
sioncr, who shall bc appointed by the governor, by and with the
advice and consent of thc senate and shall hold office at the pleasure
of thc governor. Thc commissioner shall lie entitled to his expenses
actually and necessarily incurred by him n the performance of his

`

Superintendent

Division of
human rights

Commissioner
head

Power to
reorganize

duties.
2. The commissioner may establish, consolidate, reorganize Or

abolish such bureaus and other organizational units within thc divi-
sions as hc determines to be necessary for efficient operation.

,

* see page 42 for Section 371 (c) of Ceneral Business Law.
' See page 34 for Section 12.1 of Banki Law.

See Section 169 of the Executive Law, as last amended, re salary payable
to the Commissioner.
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§ 294: General policies of division. Thc division shall for- Policies
mulatc policies to effectuate the fpurposel of this article and may
make recommdndations to agencies 'and officers of the state or local
subdivisions of government in aid of such policies and purposes.

§ 295. General powers an& duties of divisiori. The divi- Puonwcetiros duties,
sion, by and through the commissioner or his duly authorized officer
or employee,- shall have the folloting functions, powers and duties:

-*

1. To establish nclamaintain its principal office, and such other
offices,within the c as it may deed' nkcessary,

2. To function at any place within the state.
3. To appoint such officers, attorneys, cickks and othef employees

and. ageots, consultants and special committees as it may deem nec-
essary, fix their.e'ompensation within the limitations provided by
law, and presefille their citifies.

4. To obtain upon request and utilize the services of all govern-.
mental departments and agcnsies.

5. To adopt, prornulgateend and (rescind suitable rules and
regulations to carry out the provisions of this vicle, and the policies
and practice of the division in connection therewith.

6. (a) To receive, investigate and pass upon comPlaints alleging inves'tigations
violations of this article.

(b) Upon its own motion, to test and investigate and to Complaints
make, sign and file complaints alleging violations of this article and
to initiatc inve*gations and studies to carry out the purposes of
this article.

7. To hoid hearings, to provide where appropriate for ,cross-
interrogatories, subpoena witnesses, compel their attendance, ad-
minister oaths, take the testimony of any person Under oath, and
in connection therewith, to require thc production for examination
of any books or papers relating to any matter under investigation
or in question before the division. The division may make rules as
to the is.suance of subpoenas which may be issued by the division
at any stage of any investigation or proceeding before it.

In any such investigation or hearing, the commissioner, or an of-
L' Beer duly designated by the commissioner to conduct such investi-

gation or hearing, may confer immunity in "accordance with the
provisiois of section 56.20 of the criminal procedure law.*

Subpoenas8. To create such.advisory councils, local, regional or state-wide, Advisory
as in its judgment. wilFaid in effectuating the purposes of this article councils
and of section eleven of article one of the constitution of this state,
and the division may empower them to study the problems of dis-
crimination in all spr sPecific fields of human relationships or in
specific instars of elkscrimination because of, age, race, creed, color,
national origin, sex, or marital status and make recommendations to

*See page 37 for SCction 50.20 of the Criminal Proccdurc Law.
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the division for the development of policies and' procedures in gen-
eral and in specific instances. The advisory cquncils also shall dis-
seminate information about the division's activities to organizations
and individuals in their localities.' .Such advisory councils shall be
composed of representative -citizens, serving- without pay, but with
reimbursement for actual and necessary traveling expenses; and the
division may make provision for technical and clerical assistance to
such councils and for the expenses of such assistance.

9. To deFfklickuinan rights plans and policies for the gate and
assist in- their execution and to make investigations and studies ap-
propriate to effectuate this article and to issue such publications and
such results of,inGestigations and research as in its judgment will
tend to inform persons of the rights assuied and remedies provided
under this artiile, to promote good-will and minimize or eliminate
discriminationtecause of age, race, creed, color, national origin, sex
or marital status.

10. To-render each year to the governor and to the legislature a
full.written report of all its activities and of its recommendations.

11. To inguire into incidents of and conditions which may lead
to tension and conflict among racial, religious and nationality
groups and to take such action within the authority granted by law

, to the division as may be designed to alleviate such conditions, ,
tension and conflict;

12. To furnish any person with such technical assistance as
the division deems aprropriateltifurther compliance with the pur-
poses or provisions of this article;

13. To promotc the creation of human rights agencies by coun-
ties, cities, villages or towns in circumstances the divisio9 deems
appropriate.

Concurrent
jurisdiction
with N.Y.C.,
Commission in
blockbusting

Ernployen

14. To accept, with the appinval of the governor, as agent of
thc state, any grant. includina federal grants, or any gift for any of
the purposes of this article. Any Moneys so received may be ex-
pended bY the division to effectuate any purpose,of this article,
subject to the same limitations as to approval of expenditures and
audit as are prescribed for state moneys appropriated for the pur-
poscs of this article;

15, To adept an official seal.
16. To have concurrent jurisdiction with the ,New York city

commission on human 'bights over thc administration and enforce-
ment of title C of chapter one of thc adminis rative code cif the city
of New York.*

§ 296. Unlawful discriminatory pracJes. 1. It shall bc an
unlawful dikriminatory practice:

t a) For an employer or licensing acncy. because of the age,
race, creed, color, national origin sex, or disability, or marital status
of any individual, to refuse to hire or employ or to bar or to dis-
1, See page 43 for New York City Administrative Code, Chap. 1, Title C.

4 9,1
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charge from employment such individual or to discriminate against
such individual in coMpensation or,in terms, conditions or privileges
of employment. ,

. -

(bY For an employmcnr agency to discriminate against any Employment
individual because of age, race, creed, color, national origin, sex, or agencies
disability or marital, status, in receiving, classifying, disposing or
otherwise acting upon applications for its services er ol referring an
applicant or applicants to an employer or employers.

-
(c) For a labor organization, because of the age, race, creed, Labor

color, national origin, sex, or disability or marital status of any in- organizations
dividual, to exclude or to expel from its membership such individual
or to discriminate in any way against any of its members.or against,
any employer or any individual employed by an employer.

(d) For any employer or enrployment agincy to print ot cir- Advdtisements,
iiculate or'cause to bc punted or circ inquresulated any statement, advertise.

ment or publication, or to use any form of application for employ-
ment or to make any inquiry in connection with prospective
employment, which expresses directly or indirectly, any limitation,
specification or diserimination as to age, race, creed, color or na-
tional origin, scx, or disability or marit status, .or any intent to

n.make any such limitation, specificatios r discrujination, unless
based upon a bona fide occupational quali 'cation; provided, how- '

ever, that.neither this paragraph nor any pro ision of this chapter or
other law shall bc construed to prohibit the d, artment of civil serv- Exceptioi=
ice or the dcpartment of personn 1 of any city ontaining more than civil.

CS MCCation from applicantS for civil
of the afor& entioned charac-

entify and resolve
bcrs of minority
unities for em-

of age, race,
1 status.
employment Retaliation

gainst any
under this

ssis ed in'

one county, from requesting info
service examinations concern'ing an
teristics for the purpose of cond studics to
possible problems in recruitment ,and 11. sting of me
groups to insure the faircst possible an equal oppd
ployment in the civil service for allye ns, regardl
creed, color, national origin, sex, or disab ty or marit

(e) For any employer, labor organizwicin or
agency to discharge, expel or otherwise discriminate
person because he has opposed any practices forbidden,
article or because he has fileda complaint, testified or
,any proceeding under this article.

(f) Nothing in 'this subdivision shall affect any res ct ons
upon the activities of personslktnsed by the-wte liquor att o ty
with respect to persons under tRenty-one years of age.

1-a. It shall be an unlawful discriminatory practice, for..an
ployer, labor organization, employment agency or any joint lab
management committee controlling.apprentice training Programs.

(a) To selqct persons ,for an apprentice training progr am riteria
registered with the state of New York on any basis othcr than thcir
qualificitions, as determined by objective criteriewhich permit re-
view;1

(b) To dcny to or withhold from any person because of race, Ad 'ssion11,
Creed, color, national origin, sex, or disability, or marital status, the

Training
programs

/f
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right to be admitted to or participate in a guidance program, an
apprenticeship training program, on-thc-job training program, ex-
ecutive training Rrogram, or other occupational training or retrain-
ing -program;

Tenau (c) To-discriminate against any person in his pursuit of sUch
programs or to discriminate -against such a person in the terins,
conditions oi privilwes of such programs bccause of race, creed,
color, national origin, sex; or disability or.mariltal status;

Advertisements, (d) To print or circulate or cause to be printed or circulated
truzpliries any statement, advertisement or publication, or to use any form

OT application for such programs or tO make any inquiry in con-
nection with such progam vhich expresses, directly or indirectly,
any limitation, spccification or discrimination as to face, creed,
color; national origin, sex, or disability or marital sfatus, or any
intention to make any such 'limitation, specification or discrimina-
tion, unless based on a bona fide occupational qualification.

Places of public 2. (a) It shall bc an unlawful discriminatory practice for any
accommodation person, being the owner, lessee, proprietor, managcr, superintendent,

agent or employee of any place of public accommodation, resort or
amusement. because of the race, creed, color, national origin, seX, or
disability or marital stItus of any person, directly or indirectly, to
refuse, withhold from or deny to such person any of the accommoda-
tions, advantages, fablities or privileges thereof, incltiding the ex-
tension of credit, or, directly or indirectly, to publish; circulate, issue,
display, post or mail any written or printed communic3tion, notice
or advertisement, to the effect that :my of the accommodations, ad-,
vantages, facilities pncl privih.gcs of any such place shall be refused,
withheld from or Senicd to :Iny person on account of race, creed;
color, national origin. sex, or disability or marital status, or that the
patronage or custory thereat of any person of pr purporting to bc of
any particular race, creed. color, quitional origin, scx or marital
status, or having a disability is unwelcome, objectionable or not
acceptable, desired or solicited.

(b) Nothing in this subdivision shall bc consfrued ,to pre- -
vent the barring of any person, because of the sex of such person,
froni places of public accommodations, resort or amusement if the
division grants an exemption based on bona fide considerations of .
public policy; nor shall this subdivision apply to the rental of rooms
m i housing accommodation which restricts such rental to indi-
vI'duals of one sex.

Publicly-assisted 2-a. It shall be an unlawful discriminatory practice for the owner,
housing ressee, sub-lessee, assignee, or managing agent of publicly-assisted

housing accommodations or other person having the right of owner-
ship or possession of or the right to rent or lease such acconunoda-
tions:

Rental (a) To refuse to rent or lease or otherwise to dcny to or
withhold from any person or group of persons such housing accom-
modations bccausc of the race, creed, color, disability, national or-

_ igin, agp or marital status of such person or persons.
~ Terms (b) To discriminate against any person because of his race,

creed, color, disability, national origin, age or marital status in the

- Exemptions

4 9.3
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terms, nditions or privileges of any publicly-assisted housing ac-
commo s or in the furnishing of facilities or services in con-
nection crewith.

(c) To cause to be made any written or.oral inquiry or rec-
ord concerning the race, creed, color, disability, national origin, age
or marital status of a person seeking to rent or lease any publicly-as-
sisted housing accommodation.

(d) Nothing in this subdivision shall restrict the considera-
tion of age in the rental of publiely-asSisted housing accommodations
if the diviSion grants an exemption. based on bona fide considera-
tions of public policy for the purpose of providing for thespecial

- needs of, a particular age group without the intent of prejudicing
other age groups.

3-a. It sfiall be an unlawful discrimiltory practice:
(a) For an employer or licensing agency, because an indi- Age discrimina-

vidual is \between the ves of eighteen and siy-five, to 'refuse to intioenntin employ-

hire or employ or license or to bar or to terminate from employment
such individual, r to discriminNte against such individual in promo-
tion, compensati n or in terms, conditions"or privileges of employ-,
ment.
) (b) 'For any employer, licensing agency or emplbymcnt i13-0
agent), to print or circulate or causd to be printed or circulated any
statement, advertisement or publication, or to use any form of ap-
plication for employment '6r to make any inquily in conncction with
prospective emploritnt, which.expresscs, directly or indirectly, any
limitation, specification or discrimination respecting individuals be-,
twecn the ages of eighteenland sixty-five. or any intent to make any
stIch Ijniita tion, specificvion or discrimination.

(c) For any epiployer, licensing agency or employment Retaliation
agency to discharge or ótherwisc discriminate against any person be-
cause he has opposed,any practices forbidden under this article or
because he has filed a complaint, testified or assisted in any pro-
ceeding under this article.

But nothing contained in this subdivision or in subdivision one Physical
of this section shall be construed to prevent the termination of the disability
employment of any person,who is physically unable to perform his
duties or to affect the retirement policy or system of any employer
where such policy or system is not merely a su'bterfuge tp evade the
purposes of said subdivisions; nor shall anything in said subdivi-
sion be deemed to preclude the varying of insurance coverages ac-
cording to an employee's agr.

The provisions of this subdivision shall not affect, any restrktion Retirement
upon the Setivities of persons licensed by the state liquor authority plans
with respect to persons under twenty-one. years of age.

3-b. Jt shall be an Unlawful discriminatory practice for any real Blockbusting
,estate broker, re1 estate salesman or employee or agent thereof or
any ?ther individual, corporation, partnership or organization for
the purpose of itW,ucing a real estate transaction from which any
such person or ary of its stockholders or members may benefit fi-

i'nancially, to represent that a change has occurred or will or may

Inquiries,
records

Age
exctption

1
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occur in the composition with respect to race, creed, color, national
origin or marital status of the owners or occupants in the block, neigh-
borhood or arca in which the real property is located, and to repre-
sent, directly or indirectly, that this change will or may result in un-
desirable consequences in the block, neighborhood or area in which
the real property is located, including but not limited to the lower-
ing of property values, an increase in the criminal or anti-social be-
havior, or a decline in the quality of schools or othcr facilities.*

4. It shall be an unlawful' discriminatory practice for an edu-
cation corporation or association which holds itself out to the public
to be non-sectarian and exempt from taxation pursuant to the pro-
visions-of article four of the real property tax law to deny the use
of its facilities to any person otherwise civalified, by reason of his
race, color, religion, disability, national origin, age or marital status.

5. (a) It shall be an unlawful discriminatory practice for the
owner, lessee, sub-lessee, assignee, or managing agent of, or other
person having the right to sell, rent or lease a housing accommoda-
tion, constructed or to be constructed, or any agent or employee
thereof:

Rental (1) To refuse to sell, rent, lease or otherwise to deny to or
withhold from any Person or group of persons such a housing ac-
commodation because of the race, creed, color, national origin, sex,
or disability or marital status of such person or persons.

, Terms (2) To discriminate against any person because of his race,
creed, color, national origin, sex. or disability or marital status in the
terms, conditions or privileges of thc sale, rental or lease of any such
housing accommodation or in the 'furnishing of facilities or services
in connection therewith.

(3) To print or circulate or cause to be printed or circulated
any statement, advertisement or publication, or to use any form of
application for the purchase, rental or lease of such housing ac-
commodation or to make any record or inquiry in connection with
the prospectiVe purchase, rental or lease of such a housing accom-
modation which expresses, directly or indirectly, any, limitation,
specification or discrimination as to race, creed, color, national or-
igin, sex, or disability or marital status, or any ii.ttent to make any
such limitation, specification or discrimination.

Exemptions The provisions of this paragraph (a) shall not apply (1) to the
rental of a housing accommodation in a building which contains
housing accommodations for not more than two families living in-
dependently of each other, if the owner or members of his family
reside in one of such housing accommodations, (2) to the restric-
tion of the rental of all rooms in a housing accommodation to in-
dividuals of the same sex or (3) to the rental of a room or rooms
in a housing accomodation, if such rental is by the occupant of the

Advertisements,
inquiries

See Section 2 of Cliapter 493 of the Laws of 1970 whkh amended Chapter
1070 of the Laws of 1969, throuVh whkh this subdivision 3-b (former num-
ber 3) was added, as follows: "None of thc.amendments made by this act
shall apply to ta city of Nov York",
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housing accommodation or by the owner of the housing accom-
modation and he or Members of his family reside in such housing
accommodation!

(b) It shall be an unlawful discriminatory practice for the
oyner, lessee, sub-lessee, or managing agent of, or other person
hkving the right of ownership or possession of or the right to sell,
rent or lease, land or commercial space:

.01

Land or com-
mercial space

(1) To refuse to sell. rent, lease or otherwise deny to or with- Rental
hold .from any person or group of persons such commercial space
because of the age of such person or persons; or such land or com-
mercial space bccatise of the race, creed, color, national origin, sex,
or disability or marital status of such person or persons.

(2) To discriminate agaitst any person because of his race,
,creed, color, national origin, sex, or disability or marital status in
the.terms, conditions or privileges of the sale, rental or lease of any
such land or commercial space or because of his age in relation to
such commercial space: or in the furnishing of facilities or services
in connection therewith.

(3) To print or circulate or cause to be printed or circulated
' any statement, advertisement or publication, or to use any form of

application for the purchase, rental or lease of-such land Or com-
mereial space or to make any record or inquiry in connection with
the prospective purase, rental or lease of such land or commer-
cial space which cxiitesscs. directly or indirectly, any limitation,
specification or discrimination at to race, creed, color; national or-
igin, sex, or disability-or marital status, or in relation to com ercial
space as to age; or any intent to make any such Ihnitations pecifi-
cation or discrimination.

Terms

Advertisements,
inquiries.

(c) It shall be an unlawful divriminatory practice for 'anyfeal Real estate
brokers'estate broker, real estate salesinan or employee or agent thereof:

(-1) To refuse to sell, rent or lsase any housing accommoda-
tion, land or commercial space to anf person or group of persons or
to refuse to negotiate for the sale, rental or lease, of any housing ac- Services
commodation, land or commercial space to any person or group of
persons because of the race, creed, national origin, sex, or disability
or marital status of such person or persons, or in relation to commer-
cial space because of the age of such person or persons or to repre-
sent that any housing accommodation, land or commercial space is
not available for inspection, sale, rental or leise when in fact it is so
available, or otherwise to deny or withhold any housing accommo-
dation, land or commercial space or any facilities of any housing
accommodation, land or commercial space from 'any person or

tgroup of persons because of the race, creed; color, national origin,
sex, or disability or marital status of such person or persons or in
rejation to commercial space because of the age of such person or
persons.

4 96
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Advertisentents, (2) To print or circulate or cause to be printed or circulated
inquiries any statement, advertisement or publication, or' to use any form of

application for the purchase, rental or lease of any housing accom-
modation, land or .commercial space or to make any record or in-
quiry in connection with the prospective purchase, rental or lease
of any housing accommodation, land or commercial space which
expresses, directly or indirectly, any limitation, specification, or dis-
crimination as to race, creed, color, national origin, sex, or"disability
or marital status, or in relation to commercial space as to age; or
any intent to make any such limitation, specificationdPor discrimin-
ation.

Real estate (d) It shall be an unlawful discriminatory practice for any real
boards estate board, because of the race, creed, color, national origin, age,

sex, or disability or marital status of any individual who is otherwise
qualified for membership, to exclude or expel such individual from
membership, or to discriminate against such individual in the terms
conditions and privileges of membership in such board.

Discrimination (e) It shall be an unlawful discriminatory practice for the
against the
blind owner, proprietor or managing agent of, or other person having the

right to provide care and services in, a private proprietary nursing
Nursing, home,* convalescent home, or home for adults, or in intermediate
convalescent care facility, as defined in section two of the social services law,
and other heretofore constructed, or to be constructed, or any agent or em-
adult homes ployee thereof, to refuse to provide services and cate in such home

or facility to any individual or to giscriminate against any indi-
vidual in the terms, conditions, andiprivileges of-such services and

Definition care solely because such' individual is a Hind person. For purposes
of blind of this paragraph, a "blind pei'son" shall mean a person who is
person registered as a blind person with the commission for the visually

handicapped and who meets the definition of a "blind person" pur-
suant to section three of chapter four hundred fifteen of the laws
of nineteen hundred thirteen entitled "An act to establish a state
commission for improving the condition of the blind of the state
of New -York, and-making an appropriation thorefor".*

1 (f) The provisions of this subdivision, as they relate to age,
shall not apply-to riersonsunder the age of eighteen years.

Aiding, abetting 6. It shall be an unlawful discriminatory practice for any personcoercing to aid, abet, incite;compel or coerce the doing of any of the acts
forbidden under this articke, or to attempt to do so.

Retaliation 7. It shall be an unlaMul discriminatory practice for any per-
son engaged in any activity to which this section applies to retaliate
or discriminate against any person because he has opposed any
practices forbidden under this article or hecause he has filed a com-
plaint, testified or assisted in any proceeding under this article.

Violation of 8. It shall be an unlawful discriminathry, practice for any party
conciliation to a coriciliation agreerhent made pursuant to section two hundred
agreements ninety-seven of this article to violate the terms of such agreement.

*See also on employees 48 for Sectipn 2801-cl of the Public Health Law.
*See page 54 for Section 3 of Chapter 415 of the Laws of 1913, al amended
(Unconsolidated Laws §8704),
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9. (a)- It shall be an unlawful discriminatory practice fdr any Volunteer
fire department Or firc company therein, through any member or firemen
members thereof, officcrs, board of fire commissioncrs or other body
or office having power of appointment of volunteer firemen, directly
or indirectly, by ritualistic practice, constitutional or by-law pre-
scription, by tacit agreement among its members, or othenvise, to
deny to any individual membership in any volunteer fird depart-
ment or firc company therein, or to expel or discriminate against
am% volunteer member of a fire department or fire company therein,
because ,of the race, creed, color or national origin of such indi-
vidual.

(b) Upon a complaint to the division, as provided for under Boards of
Fire Corn-subdivision one of scction two hundrcd ninety-seven of this article,

the board of fire commissioners shall be madc a party respondent missioners

apd in the event thc commissioner finds that an unlawful discrimina-
tory practice has bccn engaged in, thc board of firc commissioners
shall be included in any order, under subdivision four of scction two
hundred ninety-seven of this article, to bc served on any or all
rcspondcnts requiring such resp6ndent or respondents to cease and
desist from such unlawful discriminatory practice and toAake affix-Ill-
ative action. The board of fire commissioners shalf 'have the duty
and powcr to appoint as a volunteer fireman, notwithstanding any
other Statute or provision of Jaw or by-law of any volunteer fire-
company, any individual whom thc commissioner has detcrmincd to
be the subject of an unlawful discriminatory practicc undcr the sub-
division.

10. (a) It shall be an unlawful discriminatory practice for any
employer to prohibit, prevent or oflisqualify any person from, or
otherwise to discriminate against any person in, obtaining or hold-
ing employment, because of his observance of any particular day
or days or any portion thereof as a sabbath or othcr holy day in
accordance with the requirements of his religion.

11.

itn

Religious
obsewance
by employees

(b) Except as may be required in an emergency or where his Exceptions
personal presence is indispensable to thc orderly transaction of busi-
ness, no person shall be required to rcmain at his place of employ-
ment during any day or days or portion thereof that, as a require-
ment of his religion, .he observes as his sabbath or other holy day,
including a reasonable timc prior and subsequent thereto for travel
between his place of employment and his home, provided however,
that any such absence from work shall, wherever practicable in the
judgment of the employer, bc made up by an equivalent amount of
time and work at some othcr mu,pally convenient timc, or shall be
charged against any leave with pay ordinarily granted, othcr than
sick leave, provided further, however, that any such absence not so
made up or charged, may bc treated by thc employer of such person
as leave taken withont.pay.

(c) This subdivision shall not be construed to apply to any Procedure
position dealing with health or safety where the person holding such
position must be available for duty whenever needed, or to any
position or class of positions the nature and quality of the duties of



Exemptions of
religious organi-
zations
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which arc such that the personal presence of the holder of such
position is regularly essential ot) any particular day or days or por-
tion thereof for thc- normal .performance of such duties with respect
to any applicant therefor or holder thereof who, as.a requirement' of
his cligion, observes such day or days or portion thereof as his
sabli th or other holy day. In thc case of any employer other than
the s ate, hny of its politica) sul)division or any school district this
sub4ision shall not apply where the uniform application of terms
and conditions of attendance to employeeS is essential to prevent
undue economic hardship to the employer. In any proceeding in
which the applicability of this subdivision is in issuc, the burden
of proof shall be upon the employer. If any question shall arise
whether a particular position or class of positions is excepted from
this subdivision by this paragraph, such question may be referred
in writing by any party claiming to be aggrieved, in the case of any
position of employment by thc statc or any of its political subdivi-
sions, exeept by .any school district, to the civil service commission,
in the ease of any position of employment by any school district, to

.the commissioner of educatkm, who shall determine such question
and in thc rase of any other ernployer.-a party claiming to be ag-
grieved niay file a complaint with thc division pursuant to this Irti-
de. Any such determination by the civil service commission shall
be reviewable in the manner provided by article seventy-eight of the
civil piwtice law and iules and any such determination by the com-
missioner of education shall he reviewable in the manner and to the .

same extent as other determinations of the commissioner under sec-
tion three hundrd ten of the education law.*. .

I I. Notl tontained in this section shall bc construed tO bar
any religip s or.denominational institution or organization, or any
organizati n operated for charitable or educational purposes, which
is operated. supervised or controlled by or in connection with a
religious organization, from limiting employment or saks or rental
of housing actonnnodathms or admission to or giving preference to
persons of thc same religion or denomination or from making such
selection as is calcula44.0, by such olganization to promote the re-
ligious principles I'm' which it is established-or maintained.

*Statement of legislative purpose. It has long been the policy of this-state
that every individual is guaranteed thc right tO obtain einployment free from
discrimination because of his religion. It is thc finding of the legislature that,
in accordance with this policy, no individual should be prohibited, prevented
or disqualified from, or discriminated against in obtaining or holding public
employment because of his observance of any particular day or days or por-
tion thereof as his sabbath or Other holy day as a requirement of hiveligion.
Ouestions have reet4ntly hccn raised, however, as to whether the provisions of
thc law against discrimination and othcr laws fire sufficiently clear to protcct
the interests of individuals holding or secbing public employment who ohserye
any particular day or da.s or portion thereof as a sabbath or other holy day
as a requirement of their religion. This act is therefore enacted to clarify the

rfistence of this right and to piovide specific assurance of it; and should in
no way be construed to limit thc rights assured by thc provisions of the law
against discrimination or any other law, rule or regulation. It is thc intcntion
o the legislature that this art shall he construed liberally to effectuate the
purposes for which it is enacted. (Scction 1 of Chap. 667 of taws of 1967.)
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12. Notwithstanding the provisions of subdivisions one, one-a Promotion
and three-a of tins section, it shall not be an uniawful discriminatory of mmority,

tpractice for ail employer, employment agency, labor organization emplo)mcn

or joint labor-management committee to carry out a plan, approved
by the division, to increase the employment of members of a mi-
nority group (as may bc defined puisuant to the regulations of the
division) which has a state-wide unemployment rate that is dispro-
portioriately lngh in comparison with thc state-wide unemploymen
rate of the general population. Any plan approved under this
division shall be in vriting and the division's, approval thcreo shall
be for a limited period and may be rescinded at any time by the
division.

13. It shall be an unlawful discriininator)praetiee (i) for any Boycotts,
person to discriminate against, boycott or blacklist, or to refuse to blacklisting
buy from, sell to or trade with, any person, because of thc race, creed, prohibited
color, national origin or sex of such person, or of ucti person's part-
ners, members, stockholders, directors, officers, managers, superip-
tendents, arrbents, employeeS, business associates, suppliers or custom-
ers, or (ii) for any person wilfully to do any act or refrain from do-
ing any act which enables any sueh persoh to take such action. This
subdivision shall not apply to:

(a) Boycotts connected with labor disputes; or .
(b) Boycotts to protest unlawful discriminatory practices.

14. It shall 6e an unlawful discriminatory practice for any per- Discrimination
son engaged in any activity covered by this section to discriminate against blind

,against a blind petson on the basis of his use of a guide dog.* with guide dof
14. It shall be an unlawful discriminatory.practice, unless spb- Criminal

cifically required or eermitted by statute, for any person, agency, action termini
favoring accusbureau, corporation or association, including 'the state and any employmentpolitical subdivision thereof, to make any inquiry about, whether in licensing,

any form of application or otherwise, or to act upon adversely to insurance and
the individual involved, any arrest or criminal accusation of such creditno

in9uiry orindividual not then pending against ,that individual which was
ITJeCUOIIfollowed by a termination of that criminal action or proceeding in_

favor of such individual, as defined in subdivision two of section
160.50 of the criminal procedure law," in conncction with the li-
censing, employrnent or providing of credit or insurance to such Exception
individual; provided, however, that the provisions hereof shall not
apply to the licensing activities of governmental bodies in relation
to the regulation of guns, firearms and other deadly weapons.t

15. I t shall bc an unlawful discriminatory practice for any person, Ex-offenders
ageneY, bureau, corporation or association, including the state and not barred in

employment aAny political subdivision (hereof, to deny any license or empolyment licensing ifto any individual by reason of his having been convicted of onc,pr correction
14

more criminal offenses, or by reason of a finding of a lack of "good violated
'Moral character" which is based .upon his having'beez convicted of
ione or more criminal offenses, when silerth denial is in violation of
the provisions of article twenty-three-a of $,he correction law.*

As added by Chap. 177 of Laws of 1976.
* See p. 38 Criminal Procedure Law, § 160.50.

As added by Chapter. 877 of Laws of 1976..
*See p. 35 Correction Law, Art. 23-A.
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§ 296-a. thilawful discriminatory practices, in relation tcf
credit. 1. It shall be an unlawful discriminatory practice for any
creditor or 'any Officcr, agcnt or employca thcreof:

a. In the case of applications for credit with respect to the pur-
chase, acquisition, construction, rehabilitation, rcpair or mamte-
nancc of any housing accommodation, land or commcrdal space.to
discriminate against any such applicant because of the race, creed,
color, national origin, age sex, marital status or slisability of such
applicant or applicants or any member, stockholder, director, officer
or employee of suith applicant or,applicants, or of the prospective
occupants ortcnants of such housing accommodation, land or com-
mercial space, in thc grauthig, withholding, extending or renewing,
or in the fixing of the ratcs, tcrnis or conditions of, any siich credit.

b. To disciiminate in thc granting, withholding, extending or re-
ncwing, or in thc fixing of the rates, terms or conditioni of, any
form of credit, on the basis of race, creed, color, national origin, age,
sex, marital status or disability.

c. To usc any foim of application for credit or use or make any
record or inquiry which cxproseS, directly or indirectly, any_limita-
tion; specification, or discrimination as to race creed, color, national
origin, igc, scx, marital status or ,disability.

d. To make any inquiry of an applicant concerning his or her
capacity to reproduce, or his or hcr use or advocacy Of any form
of birth control or family planning.

c. Jo rcfusc to consider sourccs of an applicant's income or to
subject an applicant's inconte to discounting. in whole or in part,
because of an applicant's race, creed, color, national origin, age, sex,
marital status, childlicaring potcntial or disability.

2. Without limiting thc gcnerality of subdivision one, it shall
be considered discriminatory if, bccause of an iapplicant's or class
of applicants' race, cret2d, color, national origin, agc, scx, maritalsta-
tus or disaiiilty, (i) an applicant or class of applicants is denied
credit in circumstances wherc other applicants of likc overall credit,
worthiness arc grantcd ciedit. or (ii) special requirements or condi-
tions, such as requiring co-obligors or reapplication upon marriage,
are imposcd upon an applicant or class of applicants in circum-
stances whcrc similar requircments or conditions are not imposed
upon other applicants of like ovcrall credit worthiness.

3. It shall not bc considcred discriminatory if credit differentia-
tions or decisions are bascd upoli factually supportable, objective
differcnca in applicants' overall credit worthiness, whieh may in-
clude refercnce to such factors as currcnt income, asscts and prior
credit history. of such applicants, as wcll as rcfcrence to any other
relcvant factually supportable data; providcd, however, that no
cralitor shalt conSider, in cvaluating thc crecli) worthiness of an
applicant, adrcgate statistics or assumptions relaitng to race, creed,
color, national origin, sex. marital status or disability, or to the
likelihood of 'any group of persons bearing or rearing children, or
for that reason receiving diminished or interrupted income in the

_ future.
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3-a. It shall not bc an unlawful discriminatory practice to con-
sider agc in determining credit uorthiness whcn age has a 'demon-
strable and statisticallnd relationship to a determination of
credit worthiness.

4. a. If so requested by an applicant for credit, a creditor shall
furnish suedapplicant with a statement of the specific reasons for
rejection of the applicant's application for credit.

b. If so requested in writing by an individual who is or was mar-
' ried, a creditor or credit reporting bureau shall maintain in its rcc-

ords a separate credit history for any such individual. Such sepa-
rate history shall include all obligations as to which such bureau
has notice with respect to which ad)/ such person is or was indi-
vidually or jointly liable.

5. No provision of this scction provieking spouses the right to
separately apply for crcdit, borrow moncy, or have separate crcdit
bistories mamtained shall limit or foreclose the right of creditors,
.under any othcr proulision of law, to hold onc spouse legally lialle
for dcbts incurred 'by the othcr. 1,

6. Any person claiming to be aggrieved by an unlawful dis- Complaint against
criminatory practice engaged in by a regulated geditor, in lieu regulated
of the procedure set forth in section two hundred'ninety-seven of creditors
this chaM'pr may file a verified complaint with the superintendent,
as providCd hereinafter; provided however, that the filing of a corn=
plaint with either the superintendent or the division shall bar sub_ Election of
sequent, recourse to the-other agency, as well as to any local com- remedies

mission on human rights, with respect to the grievance complained
uf.

7. in the casc of a verified complaint filed with the superin-
tendent (the following procedures shall be followed:

h.. After receipt of the complai t, the superintendent shall make
a determination within thirty day4 of whether there is probable
cause to believe that the person nanfcd in thc complaint has engaged
.in or is engaging in an unlaw(ul discriminatory practice. If the
superintendent determines Abcre is no such probable cause, the Dismissal or
complaint shall be dismissed. If the superintendent determines that determination
there is such'probable cause, hc shall attcmpt to resolve such com- coafunsreobable

plaint by conference and conciliation. If condliation is achieved,
the terms shall be recorded in a written agreement signed by the Conciliation
creditor and complainant, a copy of which shall be forwarded to
the 'commissioner.

b. If conciliation is not achieved, the, superintendent or his desig- Hearing,
nated represntative shall conduct A hearing witb respect to the
alleged violation of this section. All interested parties shall be en-
titled to adequate and timely noticc of the hearing. Such parties Notice
shall have the right to bc represented by counsel or by other repre- Counsel
sentativcs of their own choosing; to offcr evidente and witnesses
in thcir osimlbchalf and to rross-cxamine other parties and witnesses; Evidence;
to have thc power of subpoena exercised in their behalf; and to subpoenu
have access to a written record of such hearing. The superintendent
or his representative shall not be bounded by the strict rules of evi-
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,
aence prevailing in courts of law or equity. Thc testimony taken
shall bc undcr oath and a rccord shall be made of the proceedings.
A written decision shall hc made by thc superintendent or his desig-
nated representative separately setting forth findings of fact and
conclusions of law. A copy of such dccision shall be forwsarded to
the commissioner.

c. If the superintendent finds that a violation of this section has
occurred, the superintcndcnt shall issue an ,order which shall do
one or morc of the following:

(1) Impose a fine in an amount not to exceed ten thousand dol-
lars for cach violation, to be paid to the people of the state of New
York ; , 41

(2) award compensatory damages to the person aggrieved by
such violation;

(3) require the regulated creditor to ccase and desist from such °
unlawful discriminatory practices;

(4) require the regulated creditor to take such further affirma-
tive action as will effectuate thc purposes of this section, including,
but not limited to, granting the crcdit which was the subject of the
complaint.

d. Any complainant, respondent or other person aggrieved by
any order or final determination of the superintendent may obtain
judicial review thereof. , .

8. Where the superintendent makes a dctcrmination that a regu-
lated creditor has engaged in or is engaging in discriminatory prac-
tices, the superintendent is empowered to issue appropriate orders
to such creditor pursuant to the banking law.* Such ordcrs may be
issued without the neceSlitj, of a complaint being filed by an
aggrieved person.

.."

tendent or the banking board to take any actio requirkg con-
<9. Whenever any crcditor makes applicatio to the superin-

sideration by the superintendent or such boardlbf thc public interest
and the needs and convenience thereof, or requiring a finding that
the financial responsibility. e'xperience, chartcr, and general fitness

'of the applicant, and of thc members thereof if the applicant be a
co-partnership or association, and of .the officers and directors
thereof if the applicant be a corporation, are suclr as to command
thc confidence of the community and to warrant belief that the
busincss will he operated honestly, fairly, arid efficiently, such credi-
tor shall certify to thc superintendent compliance with the proA-
sions of, this section. In the event that the records of the banking
department show that such creditor has been found to be in viola-
tion of this section, such creditor shall describe what action has
been taken with respect to its credit, policies and procedures to
remedy such violation or violations. Thc superintendent shall, in
approving the foregoing apnlications and making the,, foregoing
findings, give appropriate weight to compliance wtih this section.

*See page 34 for Section 39 of the Banking Law.
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10. Any complaint filed with the superintendent pursuant to this Time for
section shall be so filed within one year after the occurrence of filing
the alleged unlawful discriminatory practice. complaMt

11. The superintendent is hereby empowered to promulgate rules Rules of
and regulations hereunder to effectuate the purposes of this section. Superintendent

12. The provisions of this section, as they relate to agcohall not
apply to persons underthe age of eighteen years.

§ 297. Procedure. 1. Any person claiming to be aggrieved Filing of
by an unlawful discriminatory practice may, by himself or his complaints
attorney-at-law, make, sian and file with die division a verified com-
plaint in writing which Ian state the name and address of the per-
son alleged to have committed the unlawful discriminatory practice
omplained of and which shall sct forth the particulars tdicreof and

co tain such other information as may be required by the division.
The industrial commissioner or the attc,rney-gcneral or the division Official
upon its own motion may, in like manner, make, sign and file such complaints a
complaint. In'connection with the filing of such complaint, the at-
torney-general is authorized to take proof, issue subpoenas and
administer oaths in the manner prinided in the civil practice law
and rules. Any employer whose employees, "or some of them, refuse Pbjeicting
or threaten tO refuse to cooperate with the provisions of this article, mill' °""
may file with the division a verified complaint asking for assistance
by conciliation or othcr remeiiial action.

2. After the filing of any complaint, the division shall prorptly Inveds.tiGations
by 'visionserve a copy thereof upon thc respondent and all persons it Tams

to be necessary parties, and make prompt investigation in connection
therewith. Within one hundred eiabty days after a complaint is filed, Determination
the division sliall determine wifener it has jurisdiction and, if so, cad, (ill.' rirsatcatbi olen

whether theie is probable cause to believe that the person named in
the complaint, hereinafter referred' to as the respondent, has en-

caluseP

gaged or is dogagi ng in an unlawful discriminatory practice. If it
finds with respent to any respondent that it lacks jurisdiction or tha't Dismissal,

atiltprobable cause does not exist, the commissioner shall issue and cause o f comp

to be served on the complaint an order dismissin ch allegations
of the said complaint as to such respondent. .

3.a. If in the judgment of thc division the mstances so Conciliation
warrant, it may, at'any time after the filing of the complaint, en-
deavor to eliminate such unlawful discriminatory practice by con-
ference, conciliation and persuasion. Each conciliation agreement
shall include provisions requiring the respondent to refrain from
the commission of unlawful discriminatory practices in the future
and may contain such further provisions as may be agreed upon Cy Consent
the division and the respondent, including a provision for the entry decree
in the supreme court in any county in the judicial district w tere
the alleged unlawful discriminatory practice was committc or
where any respondent resides or maintains an office for the tra ac-
tion of business, or whcrc the housing accommodation, land or om-
mercial space specified in the complaint is located, of a Consent de-
cree embodying the terms of the conciliation agreement. The divi-

Disclosuresion shall noi disclose what has transpired in the course of stich
endeavOrs.
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,Terms of b. If the respondent and the division agree upon conciliation
conciliation terms the division shall serve upon the coipplainant a eopy of the

proposed conciliation agreement.,If the complainant agrees to the
terms of the agreement or fails to object to such terms within fiftcn
days aftei its service upon him, the division'shall issue an order em-
bodying such conciliation agreement. If the complaMant objects to
the agreement he shall serve a specification of his objections upon

Complainant's the division within such period. Unless such objections are met or
objections withclawn within ten days after service thereof, the cliVision shall

notice the complaint for hearing.
.Jor

c. Notwithstanding any other provisions' of this section, the
diviiion may, where it finds the terms of a conciliation agreement
to be in the p14.,ic interest, execute;such agreement, and limit, the
hearing to the dbjections of the complainant. f, however, the divi-
siou rinds that the complainant's objecti to the proposed con-e,

ciliation agreement are without substance or that noticing the com-
plaint for hearing would be otherwise undersirable, the division may

bismissal in its unrevicwable discretion at any time prior to a hearin5 before
a hearing examiner dismiss the complaint on the grounds of ad-
ministrativc convenience. _ 4

Service of 11 d. If a conciliation agreement is entered into, 'the division shall
conciliation _serve a copy of the order embodying such agreetnent upon all par-agreement ties to the proceeding, and if a party to ani; such-proceeding is a

regulated creditor, the division shall forward a copy of the order
embodying such agreement to the sdperintendent.

Public 4.a. Within two hundrcd seventy days after a complaint is filed,
hearing or within one hundred twenty days after the board has reversed and

remandecran order of the division dismissing a complaint for lack of
jurisdiction or for want of probable cause, unless the division has dis-
missed the complaint or issued an order stating the terms clf a con-
ciliation agreement not Objected tb by the complainant, the division
shall causc to be issued and served kwritten notice, together wiih a
copy of such complaint, as the same may have been amcnded, re-
quiring the respondent or respondents to answer the charges of such
complaint and appear at a public hearing befote a hearing 9aminer
at a timq, Dot less than five nor more than fifteen days after such
service and at a place to be fixed by the division and specified in
such notice. The place of any such hearing shall be the office of the
division or such other place as may be designated by the division.

Presentation The case in support of the complaint shall be presented by one of
of case the attorneys or agents of the division and, at the option of the com-

plainant, by his attorney. With the consent of the division, the case
in support of the complainant may be presented solely Ja,y his attor-
ney. No person who shall have previously made the investigation,
engaged in a conciliation proceeding or caused the notice to be
issued shall acfas a hearing examiner in such case. Attempts at con-
ciliation shall not be received in evidence. At least two business days
prior to the hearing the responde-nt shall, and any necessary party

.? may, file a written answ o the complaint, sworn to subject to the
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penaltiel of perjury,- with the division and serve a copy upon all
other parties to the proceeding. A, respondent,who has filed an an- Answer
swer, or whose default in answering has been set aside for goiad
cause shown mat appcar at such hearing in person or othenvise,
with or without counsel,, cross examine witnesses and the complain-
ant and submit testimony. Thy complainant a all parties shall be
allowed to present testimony in person or-by counsc cross e. Testinxnly
amine witnesses. The hearing e,:amilici may in his discretion permit

%.any person who hns a substantial personal irlterest, to intervene as a Parties
party, and may require that neuessary parties not already parties be
joined. Thc division,or the complainant shall have the. power Teas-

.

onably and fairly to amend any conrpiaint, ,and 'the respondent and .1.thenknent
any other. party shall have like liower to amend his ahswer. The .

hearing examiner s1i4ll hot be hound by the strict ruks of evidence Eviden.ce
prevailing in courts of law or equity. Tblle testimony taken.at the
hearing shall be under oath and a record made.

, .

*b. If the respondent fails to answcr thc complaint, the hearing Default y
examiner designated to conduct the hearing inayerlef the default .-,

and the hearing shall proceed on the evidence in support of the '411,i.

complaint. Such default may he set-aside only lor good cause shown ,4upon equitable terms and conditions.

c.. Within one hundred eight4T dampfter the commencement 9f Orcfer
aftersuch heailing. a determination'shM1 he niadc_and all order served as

hereinafter provided. If, upon all thc evidence at the hearing; the hearing
commissioner shall find that a respondent has engaged in any .un-
lawful discriminatory practice a.s defihed in this article, the commis-
sioner shall state findings of fact and shall issue "and cause to be Cease and

desistserved on snch respondent an order, based on such findingsand set- order \
ting thcin forth, and including such of the .following provisions as in terms
the judgment of the division wirl ,effectuate the.purposes of this ar-
ticle: (i) requiring such respondent to cease and dcsist from such
iinlawful discriminatory practice:'(ii) requiring such respondent to
take such affh-mative action, including (but not limited to) hirin
reinstatment or upgrading of employees, with or without back pay,
restoration to membership in any respondent labor organization, ad-
mission to or participation in a guidance program, apprenticeship
training -program, on-the-job training program or other occupa-.

denial trainihg or rctzaining .prop-,ralh. the extension of full, equal
and unsegregated accdmodations, advantages, facilities and priv-4.
ileges to all persons. granting thc credit which was.the subject to any
complaint:, (iii) awarding of compensatory daniagés to the person
aggrieved by such practice: (iv) requiring payment to the state of
profit's obtained by a respondent through the commission bf unlaw-
ful discrirnibatory acts described in subdivision three-be of section
two hundred ninety-six of this article: and (v) requiring a report of
the manner o`i compliance. If. upon all the evidence, the eprnmis- Order of 2
sioner shall find that a respondent has not engaged -in any such 1.111- 'dismissal
lawful discriminatory practice. he shall state findings of fact and-
shall issue andcause to bc served on thc complainant an Order based
on such findings and setting them forth dismissing the said- coni-
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plaint as to such respondent. A copy of each ordcr issued by the
commissioner shall bc delivered in all cases to the attorney general,
the secretary of state, if hc has issued a license to the respondent,
and such ether public ollicdrs as the division deems proper, and if
any such :order issued bythe commissioner concerns a regulated
creditor, thc commissioner shall forward a copy of any such order to
thc superintendent. A copy of any complaint filed against any re-
spondent who has previously entered into, a conciliation agreement
pursuant to paragraph a' of subdivision three of this section or as to
whom an order of the division has previously been entered pursuant
to this paragraph shall be delivered to the attorney general, to the
secretary of state- if hc has issued a license to the respondent and to"
such othcr public officers as the division dccms proper, and if any
such respondent is a regulated crcditor, the commissioner shall for-
ward a copy of any such complaint tothe superintendent.

d. The division shall establish rules of practice to govern, ex-
pedite and effectuate thc forcgoing procedure and its own actions
thereunder. '

,

5. Any compkaint filed pursuant to this section must be so filed
within onc year after thc alleged unlawful discriminatory practice':

6. At any timc after the filing of-a complaint with the division
alleging an unlawful discriminatory practice under this -article, if
the division determines that the respondent is doing or procuring to
be donc any act tending to render ineffectual anyorder the commis-
sioner rbay enter in such proceeding, the commissioner may apply
to the supreme court in any county where the alleged unlawful dis-
criminatory Practice was committcd, or whcre any respondent re-
sides or maintains an office for the transaction of business, or if the
complaint alleges an unlawful discriminatory practice under subdivi-
sion three or paragraphs (a), (b) or (c) of subdivision five of
section two hundrcd ninety-six of this article, where the housing
accommodation, land or commercial spacc specified in the complaint
is located, foran order requiring the respondents or any of.them to
show cause why they should not bc enjoined .from doing or pro-
curing to be donc such' act. The order to show cause may contain
a temporary restraining order and shall bc served in the manner
provided therein. On the return datc of thc order to show cause,
and after affording alk parties an opportunity to be hcard, if the
court deem it necessary to prevent thc respondents from rendering
ineffectual an order relating to the subject mattcr of the complaint,
it may grant appropriate injunctive relief upon such-terms and con-
ditions as it deems proper. In thc event that the complaint is dis-
missed by final order of the division or a court, the respondent shall
he entitled to such remedies as are presilibed in sec.tion twenty-five
hundrcd tilave of thc civil practice 4aw and rules. t

7. Not later than one year from thc date of a conciliation thiree-
ment or an order issued under this section, and at any other tunes

t See page 35 for Section 2512 of the Civil Practice Law &
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in its discretion, the division shall investigate whether the respondent
is complying with the terms of such agreement or order. Upon a
finding of non-compliance, the division shall take appropriate actionto assure compliance.

8. No officer, agent or employee of the division shall make pa).-
lic with respect to a particular person without his consent informa-
tion from reports obtained by thc division except as necessary to
the conduct of a proceeding under this section.

9. Any person claiming to be aggrieved by an unlawful dis_ Court action
criminatory practice shall have a causc of action in any court of_

u
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1appropriate jurisdiction for damages and such other remedies as discruni.may be appropriate, unless such person had filed a complaint here- natory

under or with any local commission on human rights, or with the practice
superintendent pursuant to the provisions of section two hundred
ninety-six-a of this chapter, provided that, wherc the division has
dismissed such complaint on the grounds of administrative con-
venience, such person shall maintain all rights to bring suit as if
no complaint had been filed. No person who has initiated any actionin a court of competent jurisdiction or who has an action pending
before any administrative agency under any othcr law of this state Election
based upon an act which mould bc an unlawful discriminatory prac- °f
tice under this article, m,ay file a complaint with respect to the same remedies
grievance under this scction or undcr section two hundred ninety-
six-a.

§. 297-a. State human rights appeal board. 1. There is Human Rights
hereby'created in the executive department a state human rights ap- Aooral Board
peal board, in this article referred to as the board, consisting of
a chairman and three members appointed by the governor, by and
with the advice and consent of the senate. No more than two mon- Bipartisan,ben shall be from the same-political party.

2. The governor shall appoint a chairman, to serve as the chief Chairman
executive officer of the board, and who shall hold office at the
pleasure of the governor. The chairman of the board shall have the
power and the duty to assign members appropriate functions as may
be needed to promote the efficient transaction of the business of the
board and to appoint such employees and agents as he may deem
necessary, fix thcir compensation within the limitations provided by
law and prescribe their dutics.

3. Thc terms of officc of the present members of the board shall
expire on June thirtieth, nineteen hundred seventy-five. Thereafter,
the term of a member shall be six years, provided, however, that
of thosc members first appointed on or after the effective date of
this act, one shall be appointed for a term of four years and two for
terms of six years, from July first, nineteen hundred seventy-five. A
member chosen to fill a vacancy otherwise than by expiration of a
term shall be appointed for the unexpired term of the member
whom he is to succeed.

Disclosure
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Hearing 4 . Appeals shall be heard by the chairman or one member of the
hoard and a majority vote of the board, including the chairman and
the members. shall be neeessary for a determination of such appeal.
Said determination shall be made Within two hundred seventy days
of the filing of a notice thereof.

5. The chairman and. each member- shall be an attorney, ad-
mitted to practice before the supreme court. The members of the

ard shall receive the sum of one hundred fifty dollars per day
whtrendcring service as members, provided that the aggregate of
such fccs to any one member in any one fiscal year shall not exceed
an amount established and approved bv the director of the budget..
The chairman and each member shall 1:ie' entitled to reimbursement
for actual and necessary expenses incurred in the performance of
their official duties. A 61ember may be removed by the governor for
inefficiency, neglect df duty, misconduct or malfeasance in office,
after being given a written statement of the charges and ark, oppor-
tunity to be heard thereon.

Powers, 6. The board shall have power, and it 'shall be its duty:
duties a. To meet and function at any place with,in the state;

b. To adopt, promulgate, amend and rescind suitable pro-
cechtral irules with respect to the functioning of the board and the
setting hf time limits for the hearing of appeals and the rendering
.,of decisions thereon;

-e. /To hear appeals by any party tri any proceeding before the
dil ision from ;all orders of the commissioner issued pursuant to
.this artierc. provided such appeals arc commenced by filing with
the board of a notice of appeal w:ithin fiftcen days after service of
such order;

d. To receive briefs, and, where the board deems it advisable,
to hear oral argument with respect to such appeals;

c. To require the submission to it from the division of an .
original or certified copy of thc entire record on which any order
appealed from is based, which record need not be reproduced;

1. To stay the effectiveness of any order of the commissioner
pending the determination of an appeal in proper cases and on such
terms and conditions *as the board may require.

7. The board may affirm, remand or reverse any order Of the
division or remand the matter to the division for further proceed-
ings in whole, or with respect to any part thereof, or with respect
to any party, provided however that the board shall limit its review
to whether the order of the division is:

a. in conformity with 'the constitution and the laws of the
state and the United States;

b. within the division's statutory jurisdiction or authority;
c. made an accordance with procedures required by law or

established by appropriate rules or regulations of the' division;
d. supported by substantial eVidence on the whole record; or

Determina-
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e. not arbitrary, capricious or characterized by abuse of dis-
cretion or clearly unwarranted exercise of discretion.

The division shall be bound by the decision of le board except
to the extent such decision is reversed dr otherwise modified by a
court of competent jurisdiction pursuant to this article.

§ 298. Judicia& review and enforcement. Any complainant, Venuerespondent or otfi r person aggrieved by any order of the board
may obtain judici l review thereof, and the division may obtain an
order of court for its enforcement and for the enforccment of any
order of the commissioner which has not been appealed to the
boasd, in. a proceeding as provided in this section. Such proceeding
shall be brought in the appellate division of the supreme conrt of
the state in the judicial department embracing the connty wherein
the unlawful discriminatory practice which is the subject of the
order occurs or wherein any person required in the order to cease
and desist from an unlawful discriminatory practice or to take other
affirmative action resides or transacts business. Such proceeding
shall be initiated by the filing of a petition in such court, together Petition
with a written transcript of the rcord of all prior proceedings and

ithe ssuance and service of a not`W of motion returnable before
such appellate division of the supreme court. Thereupon the court
shall hac jurisdiction of the proceeding and of the questions deter- Power of coumined therein, and shall have power to grant such temporary
or restraining order as it deems just and proper, and to make and
enter upon the pleadings, testimony, and proceedings set forth insuch transcript an order enforcing, modifying, and enforcing as
so modified, or setting aside in whole or in part such order. No
objection that has not been urged in prior proceedings shall bc con-Review on r cordsidered by the court, unless thc failure or neglect to urge such ,ob-
jection shall bc excused because of extraordinary circumstances. Any
partf may move, the court to remit the casc to the division in the
interests of justice for the purpose of adducing additional specified
and material evidence and seeking findings thereon, provided hc
shows reasonable grounds for the failure to adduce such, evidence
in prior proceedings. The findings of facts on which such order is
based shall bc conclusive if supported by sufficient evidence on the
record considered as a whole. All such proceedings shall' be heard
and determined by thc court and by the court of appeals as ex-
peditiously as possible and with lawful precedence over other mat-
ters. The jurisdiction of the appellate division of the supreme court
shall be exclusive and its judgment and order shall be final, sub- F.xluOvF
ject to rePicw by the court of appeals in the samc manner and form iunsdicti n
and with thc same effect as provided for appeals from a judgment
in a special proceeding. The division's copy of thc testimony shall
be atonable al ;ill reasonable tinies to all parties for examination
without cost and for the purposes of judirial review of such order.
Thc appeal shall bc hcard on the rccord without requirement ofprinting. The division may appear in court by one of its attorneys.
A proceeding under this scction when instituted by any complainant,
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respondent or other person aggrieved must be instituted within
thirty days after the service of such order.

Application . § 298-a. Application of article to certain acts committed
outside of outside the state of New York. 1. The provisions of this article
state shall apply as hereinafter provided to an act committed outside this'

state against a resident of this state or against a corporation organ-
ize nder the laws of this state or authorized to do business in this
stat f such act would constitute an unlawful discriminatory prac-
tice itommittcd within this state.

Residents-' 2. If a resident person or domestic corporation violates any pro-
domestic vision of this article by virtue of the provisions of this section, this
corporations article shall apply to such person or corporation in the same manner

and to the same extent as such provisions would have applied had
such act been committed within this state except that the penal pro-
visions of such article shall not be applicable.

Non-residents 3. If a non-resident person or foreign corporation violates any
foreign provision of this article byvirtue of the provisions of this section,
corporations such person or corporation khallThe prohibited from transacting any

business within this state. Except as otherwise provided in this sub-
division, the provisions of section two hundred ninety-seven of this
chapter governing the procedure 'for determining apd processing
unlawful discciminatory practices shall apply to vittlations defined
by this subdivision insofar as such provisions are or ean be made
applicable. If the division of human rights has reason to believe that
a non-resident person or foreign corporation has committed or is
about to commit outside oi this state an act which if committed
within this state would constitute an unlawful discriminatory prac-
tice and phat such act is in violation of any provision of this article
by virtue of the provisions of this section, it shall serve a copy of the
complaint upon such person or corporation by personal service
either within or without the statc or by registered mail, return re-
ceipt requested', directed to such person or corporation at his or its
last known place of residence or business, together with a notice re-
quiring such person or corporation to appear at a hearing, specifying
the time and place thereof, and to show cause why a cease and desist
order should not be issued a ainst 4 son or corporation. If
such person or corporation s al fai to appear at such hearing or
does not show sufficient cause wh uch order should not be issued,
the division shall cause to bc issued and served upon such person or

Transaction corporation an order to cease or desist from the act or acts com-
a Business
in state plained of. Failure to eomply with any such order shall be followed
barred by the issuance by the division of an order prohibiting such persons

or corporation from transacting any business within this .state. A per-
Violationsa son or corporation whp or which transacts business in this state in
misdemeanor violation of any such order is guilty of a class A mic erncanor. Any

order issued pursuant to this subdivision may be yçtcd by the di-
vision upon satisfactory proot of compliance with uch order. All
orders issued pursuant to this subdivision shall be subject to judicial

Judicial review in the manner preseribed by article seventy-eight of the civil
review practice law and rules.
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§ 299. Penal provision. 'Any person, employer, labor organi_ Misdemeanorration or employment agency, who or which shall wilfully resist,
prevent, impede or interfere with the division or any of its em-
ployees or representatives in the performance of 'duty under this
article, or shall wilfully violate an order of the division or comini
sioner, shall be guilty of a misdemeanor and 'be punishable by.irn
prisonment in a penitentiary, .or county jail, for not more than onc
year, or by a fine of not more than five hundred. dollars, or by
both; but procedure for ihe review of the order shall not be.deemed
to be such wilful conduct.

§ 300. Construction. The provisions of this article shall .be Liberal
construed liberally for the accomplishment of the purPoses thereof. construction
Nothing contained in this article shall be deemed to repeal any of
.the provisions of the civil rights law or any othcr law of thiS state
relating to discrimination because of race, creed, color or, national
origin; but, as to acts declared unlawful by section two hundred
ninety-six of this article, the procedure herein provided shall, while
pending, he exclusive; and the final determination therein shall
exclude any other action, civil or criminal, based on the same griev-
ance of the individual concerned. If such individual institutes any -action based on such grievance without resorting to the procedure Election of
provided in this article, he may not subsequently resort to the pro- remedies
cedure herein.

*§ 30lSeparability. If any clause, sentence, paragraph or
part of this article or the application thereof to any person or, cir-,
cumstances, shall, for any reason, be adjudged by a court of com-
petent jurisdiction Co be invalid, such. judgment skall not affect,impair or invalidate the remainder of this article.

Sections 1345 of Chapter 958 of Laws of 1968

§ 13. Any proceeding before the state commision for human rights com-menced prior to the effective date of -this act by the filing of a complaintalleging an unlawful discriminatory act, shall continue to be subject to the
jurisdiction of the division, provided that:

a. Any such proceeding as to which no finding of probable cause had beenmade pursuant to subdivision two of seetion two hundred ninety-seven of theexecutive law as in force prior to the effectise date of tbis act, shall on theeffective date of tIis act become subject to the procedures set forth'in the
pros isions of this act pro6ded that the time limit for the processing of suchcomplaint'shall be deemed to he comPuted from the effective date of this act.

Section 3 of Chapter 662 of the Laws of 1975. reads as follows: "§ 3, Ifany clause, sentence, paragraph, section or part "of subdivision thirteen ofsection two hundred ninety-six a the executive law or of section two hun-dred ninety-eight-a of the executive law, as 'added this act or the applica-tion thereof to any person or circumstances shall he adjudged by any court
of competnit jurisdietiop, to he invalid or um onstitliti.mal, such judgmentshall not affect, impair or invalidate the ler:minder rrof, or the applica-tion thereof to other persons or circumstances but shall be confined in itsoperation to the clause, sentence, paragraph, section or part thereof, or theperson or circumstances directly involved in the controversy in which suchjudgment shall have been rendered."

.

512 .
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b.t If in any such proceeding a finding of probable cause has been made
and conference, conciliation and persuasion are being attempted pursuant to
subdivision two of section two hundred ninety-seven, such proceedmg shall be
set down for a hearing before a hearing examiner pursuant to the procedures
authorizcd by this act not later than fifteen days after the effective date of
this act.

c. Any hearing in progress at the time of the effective date of this act be-
fore three commissioners shall bc continued before such persons who were
commissioners prior to such date except that for the purposes of this act such
persons shall be deemed to be hearing examiners and shall continue such
hearing as 13caring examiners pursuant to the procedures established by this
act.

All proceedings before such persons as hearing examiners shall be com-
pleted within thirty days after the effective date of this act. If such persons
do not act within such period, or fail or refuse to so act, such hearing shall
be had de novo pursuant to the procedures established by this act. Any per-
son acting after the effective date of this act pursuant to this section as a
hearing examiner whose position would otherwise be abolished by this act
shall receive a per them payment of one hundred dollars plus his reasonable
and necessary expenses incurrcd in fulfilling such function.

§ 14. When either the chairman of the state commission for tuman rights
or the state commission for human rights or the law against discrimination is
referred to or designated in any othcr law, executive order, local law, or rule,
regulation, contract, agreement, judgment or other document such reference
or designation shall be deemed to refer to the commissioner of human rights,
the clivision of human rights and the ruman rights law, respectively.

§ 15. This act shall take effect July first, nineteen hundred sixty-eight.
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Exhibit No. 12

-

11.1,..1.c,q1d. I

A &MARY AND A SURVEY REPORT ON EMPLOYER ATTITUDES TQWARD

AFFIRMATIVE ACTION BY BARNHILL-HAYES, INC. REFERENCE INSERT

ON LINE S AT PAGE 275 OF THE TRANSCRIPT DATED TUESDAY, MAY 13,

1980
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4MMD14: Ellen Freudenheim
Peter Small & Associates
400 Madison Avenue
New York, New York 10017
(212) 421-1650

FOR: Barnhill-Hayes, Inc.

COMPANY CONTACT:

Helen I. Barnhill
(414) 276-4554

FOR RELEASE AM's

TUesday, April 3

THE HANDICAPPED, VIETNAM VETERANS, HISPANICS FACE
DIM EMPLOYMENT FUTURE, SURVEY FINDS

WASHINGTON, D.C., April 2 -- Handicapped people, Vietnam veterans

and Hispanics face the least chance of making significant employment

strides during the next five years, executives of leading corporations

indicated in a. national survey released here today.

The survey, "Employer Attitudes Toward_Affirmative Action", was

commissioned by Barnhill-Hayes, Inc., a management consulting firm

specializing in the areas of affirmative action and equal employment

r)
opportunity. It was conducted by McBmiltResearch, an international

research organization.

According to the survey:
A

Some 47% of employers believe handicapped people will make
the least significant,strides.

---- 20% say:, Vietnam veterans as being least likely4to advance
and 16% mentioned Hispanics.

When asked which groups had the best chances of making sign1ficant

emPlOyment strides, women were mentiot by 51% and blaCks b'y 214.

(MORE)

51 5-
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The survey is based on a detailed questionnaire mailed in January

to some 3,000 chief executive .1-f2icers of companies covering pore than

a dozen industries including banking and finance, insurance, transporta-

tlipn, food products, automotiveland retailing.

Barnhill-Hayes said that 72% of the companies responding had sales

of from $100 million to $1 billion or more, and ihat 61% had from

1,200 to over 12,000 employees.

Reveal Corporate,Concerns

Executives surveyed reported that management's greatest concerns

with respect io affirmative action were being fined to compensate for

past discrimination (25%), losing government contracts (22%) and

adverse publicity (22%).

11:11, 62% to 27% executives rejected the notion that a ruling by

the Supreme Court favoring Weber in the "reverse discrimination" case of4

.Weber vs. Kaiser Aluminum would have any impact on

tive action programs.

sting affirma-

Executives also rejected,.by 60% to 35% the suggestion that a

ruling in favor of weber would "destroy affirmative action as it is
0

currently practiced - -on a voluntary basis."

Favor Continued Affirmative Action

By an overwhelming majority of 82% to 17%, management agreed

that affirmative action should be just as concerned with women, the

handicapped, veterans and older workers as it was with racial minorif

ties.

1 1

(MORE)

"P`'
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A plurality of 54% to 44% disagreed with the statement that

affirmative action was declining as an issue of concern to top manage-

ment.

However, the majority of executives surveyed, by 50% to 43%,

maintained that companies should be required to have formalized

affirmative action programs only if the company has been found in

non-cOmpliance of Equal Employment Opportunity Commission and Office

of Federal Contact Compliance Programaguidelines.

According to Helen I. Barnhill, president of Barnhill-Hayes, Inc., '

"The survey represents one of the few ever taken to elicitthe vieWs

of the business community which,.for the'last decade, has 'carried the

primary responsibility for affirmatile action.

She added that, "While the survey provides an opportunity for

many executives to compare their attitudes with others in business, it

also identifies those areas that still require management's contirmed

attention.

"Over the next few years, management will have:to fo6us on getting

a better understanding of government affirmative action guidelines,

developing or acquiring the mAnagerial expertise needed to fulfill

these regulations and providing women and minorities with a'better

orientation toward the corporate environment," Ms. Barnhill said.

Assess AA Accomplishments

More than half of the executives responding (521) believe that

affirmative action has helped advance the cause,of women and minorities-

in employment a great deal,,while 42) feel their advance was only

"somewhat".

sv?
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By A 72% to 15% majority, executives assert that eniployee producii-

laity has not been diminished by affirmative,action.

Examine EEOC Role

An overwhelming 88% of executives feel that the EE0C-should be more

concernedsWith the results of a company's affirmative action program

than with the measures a company should take to achieve EEO.

In addition, 67% believe that the EECC should require companies io

justify the use of hiring and promotion tests that bY their.nature

diScriminate against women, the handicapped and racial minorities.

. Of the executivei responding to the survey, 77% were aware of a

formal complaint made by an--emPloyee.or'former employee to the EEOC, and

48% knew their cOmpany haa been the subject of an AA/EEO lawsuit.

When asked if their company was contemplating any changes in the

way AA matters are handled, 79% of the executives indicated that no

changes were planned.

5Th
7^;..

.
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Employer & ftitudesTpw
Affirmative Action

Apri1,1979



A

INTRODUCTION

Although "affirmativg action" programs have become an important

facet of Mercian corporate life, little effort has been made to

512

elicit the views of corporate executives toward affirmative action.
0

In December 1978, Barnhill-HaYes, Inc. commissioned McBain Research,

,an international research organization, to conduct a survey to

learn how toi corporate executives view the myriad aspects of,,

affirmative action.

Barnhill-niayes, Inc." is-A management4onsulting firm whikh assists

various organizations -- corporations, associations, governmental

bodies -- in helping bring minorities and women into the employ-

ment mainstream and assessingtthe AA effortg of those various

drgaaizations.

During January 1979, a questionnaire was mailed to 3,000 corpora-

tions covpring a broad spectrum of Anerican business. Some 286
, .

returns were made (a,lmost 104), and on the basis of this sample,
,

the findings of this survey were drawn.

A copy of the questiorihaire is included in this report.

o2)
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SURVEY HIGHLIGHTS

A. Reaction to,Latest EEOC Guidelines

Corporate executives support the recently promulgated Federal

guidelines for affirmative action.

o Fully 88% agreed that the Equal Employment Opportunity

Commission should be More concerned with the overall

results of a company's AA program than with outlining

measures for achieving equal employment opportunity.

o A' 67% maiprity agreed that companies,should be required tp

justify on a job-related basis using` hiring and promotion

tests that by their nature discriminate against women, the'

tIndicapped, racial minorities and'others.

B. Reaction to the Bakke Case and Weber vs. Kaiser Aluminum Case

The Bakke and Weber cases have had or will have only a

moderate impact on business.

o 78% of the executives surveyed disagreed that affirmative

action took on new importance for their company as a result

of the Bakke case.

o 67% agreed that the Bakke decision was concerned with quota

admissions to educational institutions and,as such, has

little relevance to AA in busihess.

52
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o 68% disagreed that a pro-Weber ruling would destroy affirma-'

tive action as itaLcurrently practiced -- on 'a voluntary
o

basis.

f.

t o 62% felt that a pro-Weber ruling would have either a very

minor impact or no impact At all on their companies exist-
,

ing AA program.

C. Obstacles to Affirmative Action

The survey asked what executives felt were the siAle biggest

obstacles to affirmative action and to- thE assimilation and'

advancement of minorities within the corporate environment.

4.

The 'single biggest obstacle cited was the perceived lack of

qualified minorities, includin4. women, to meet affirmative

action goals.

The next most frequently mentioned problem was the lack of

management commitment to AA both at the top and middle manage-

ment levels. The lack of clarity of government regulations

and government bureaucracy also were cited with some frequency.

Once hired, a minority's biggest problem in being assimilated

.into the mainstream was thought to be hiVher ladcof familiar-

. ity with the corporate environment.

522

e,'
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D. Women vs. Other inorities

Womer-have_a far-Ibett r chance than other minorities in the

corpefate environnienl,) according to the executives interviewed.

4

_A

o By. 501 to 151, executives said women.will have an easier

tim4 being accepted in the ranks of senior management.",

4 -

o By 4 two-to-one margin, women are thought to have a greater

chance of actually entering the ranks of senior management.

o By 511 to 211, women are felt tO'have the best chance of

making significant strides in employment.

While'exeeutives (941) believe that affirmative action has

helped advance the cause of women and minorities, a like
X

majority (over 901) believe that it is not likely that either

women or blacks will become chief executive officers of their

companies within the next 10 to 15 years.

. Affirmative Action in the Corporate Environment

BUsiness executives overwhelmingly believe, by 821 to 171,

that affirmative action4should be just as concerned with

women, the handicapped, older workers and other minorities

as it is with racial. minorities.

523
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At the same time, $7% feel that AA objectives are achievable

within the framework of their business; 25% disagree and

another 25% are unsure.

Executives Were evenly divided (49% agree- 50% disagree) as

to whether or not business has been asked to assume too great

a responsibility with regard to eliminating discrimination.

Further-, -they disagreed by 64% to 33% that government emphasis

should be on bringing women and minorities into upper manage-

ment rather than on bringing them into the mainstream of the

mass labor force.

Management's grea,test affirmative action concerns, the survey

found, are first, being fined for the past-discrimination;

second, losing government contracts; and third, adverse

publicity.

Those interviewed also felt, by a slim 54% to 44% plurality,

that affirmative action is not declining as an issue,of concern

to top management.
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Comment: Taken as a whole, this study shfts that
affirmative action has matured to the point whqre it
is not simply the cause of activists only. Rather,
affirmative action has advanced to the point where
it has largely become a .fabt. of corporate life, and
as such, is less likely to be diluted or unduly
influenced by isolated court'cases and incidents.
It is interesting to note that throughout the survey,
business executives have responded with real.candor
in assessing their own shortcomings in implementing
affirmative action. Nonetheless, it is apparent that
business still has a way to go in terms of demonstrat-
ing a genuine commitment to affirmative action and
not relying on the "can't find enough minority candi-
dates" excuses.

525
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1. Obstacles to meeting AA/EEO ?oals Established by Federal
Government

By better than a two-to-atm-margin (46%), exeOutives claimed that

the single biggest obstacle to meeting affirmative action

goals established by the Federal government was a lick of

nough minority candidates -- a recurting theme throughout

the interv,ews.

Uncleat and imprecise government guidelines along with a lack

of real management commitment (22t and 21%) were the next most

frequently cited obstacles to meeting affirMative action goals.

Comment: It ia clear that executives involved with
affirmative action in corporations have difficulty,
interpreting government guidelines. Accordingly, the
government should re-nxamineits guidelines with an
eye toward making them more understandable. By the
same token, executives should re-examine their own
commitment to AA with an eye toward making a greater
effort to better understand the government's guidelines.

43
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Question 1:

520

- 8

In your vie46, what would you say is the single
bigvest obstacle today .to meeting the affirmative'
action goals the Federal government has estab,
lished for corporations?

a. Lack of real management commitment
to affirmative action 20%

b. Unclear, imprecise government
guidelines 21%

c. Not enough minority job candidates 46%

d. No formalized mechanisr4to
identify prospective minority
employees. 5%

e. Current company employment systems
will not accommodate the necessary
changes 3%

f. Other 5%

Base: 331

(mpre than original base due to multiple answe
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2. Whether AA Objectives Established by Federal Government are
Achievable

Business executives are divided in their opinions as to

whether or not Federal governmentestablished affirmative

action goals are achievable within the ftamework of their

business,

o A subStantial 47% of those sutveyed believes that the

objectives of Affirmative action established by the

Federal government are achievablewitfiin the framework

of the way their business is currently conducted.

o However, an equally large number either don't believe those

affirmative action objectives are achievable, or are not sure.

Question lb: Thinking about the objectives of affirmatikre
action established by the Fedeial government,
would you say that these objectives:

a. Are achievable within the frame-
work of the way your business is 0

conducted 47%

b. Are not achievable 25%

c. Not sure 25%

d. No answer 4 3%

Base: 286

52
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Of the 64 respondents who commented on why they thought the

rederel government's AA objectives were not achieve)4e..36%

said that.a lack of qualified candidates was the,reasOn.

In several instances, the lack of minorities in a given

geographic area was cited as the problem. For example, one

respondent wrote:

o "It's all Ame to the location of our operations.
There is low minority representation in our area,
and we are unable to attract enough qualified
minority candidates."

In all, 23% talked of burdensome government problems, 16%

mentioned lack of time, and 14% placed the blame on some

aspect of management.

Representative comments fololow:

o "The Federal bureaucracy has been staffed with too many
zealots who don't understand business and end up alien-
ating the very people whose cooperation they seek."

o "Humans cannot and should not be reduced to mere quotas.
After all, although Uncle Sam doesn't recognize it,
they are human."

o "These objectives may be achievable, but not within the
time frames spe iqd."
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o "People don't like things pushed down their throats.
further, Women and minorities:have to understand that
to get ahead they must get proper education and not
expect'to advance primarily only being a woman or'

.minority."

et

'10

53i
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3. Where the Emphasis of Federal Government's AA Efforts Should Be,

By a wide 64% to 33% margin, executives disagre that the
-

government's AA efforts should be on bringing women

minorities into upper management rather than into the main-

stream of the labor force.

Of the 161 who gave reasons foi disagreeing, 25% were of the

opinion that a natural "rising procesi" woUld ensue once the

minorities had entered the working force ranks in sufficient

numbers. Another,20% claimed tpere was a need for women and

miporities to acquire the proper cperience and training, 12%

felt that it would depend on their ability, and 12% said the

emphasis should be on both.

The following comments illustrate the e points of view:

o "As women and minorities enter tI labor force in
ever-increasing numbers in non-tr ditional jobs, they
learn the ropes and gain the expe ience necessary to
become contenders for more respona'ble positions."

o "We have experienced extreme difficU ty in finding
qualified female and/or minority can idates from labor
markets. Infusion into the company' internal pool
will provide the opportunity to gain çualifications,
prove themselves, and establish thems lves as future
olligce and management candidates."
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o "I believe the emOhasis should be on getting these
/wage into the labor force and providing training
and education in order to prepare them for upper
management. It's not fair to set them up for
failure by expecting results without enough
opportunity to be prepared."

o "Anything' based on-arLpthing but merit is grossly
(dianfair and anti-prodIctive."

"Omphasis) should be on bot.h. Tfiere is value in
employing unemployed skilled minorities, giving them-
an opportunity to learn job skills and provide
opportunities for upgrading. Sometimes bringing
women dnd minorities into the ranks of upper manage-
ment means only that the company buys already-
qualified people away from another company, result-
ing in no real gains for anyone'."

Comment: It should be encouraging tO affirmatiye action
supporters that 64% of:company exectitives feel thatthe
affirmative action emphasis should be on bringing minor-
ities in at the entry level,if it can be .assuMed.that up-
ward mobility is possible relatively qui6kly for minor-
ities brought in at the entry level. What is also
encouraging,is that bringing minoritibs in at the entry
level would'mean that more people would be working and
,contributing to the economy:

This does not mean, however, that the entry level should
be the only level at which minorities and women are
brought in.

5 3 3
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'Onnstion 2: °Some people believe that the emphasis of the
Federal government's affirmative action efforts
should be more.on bringing women and minorities
into the ranks of.upper management -rather than
on bringing them into-the mainstream of the mass
labor forde. Would you agree or disagree with
this view?

Agree 33%

Disagree 04%

No Answer 3%

oo

Base: 28

eels

° 53 4
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4. Biggest Problem in Process of Hiring Minorities

When questioned as to the biggest problem associated with the

process of hiring minorities, better than three-quarters (76%)

of those responding pointed to "not enough qualified minority

candidates."

Only li% named""no effective mechanism to identify potential

'candidates".as the biggest problem, and Bi.referred to

"management resistance generally."

Among the 15 "other" comments, workers' attitudes, tradition

and the credibility of the present employment'system

Mentioned more than once.

These responses by the'executives are'typical:

o "There are just too many philosophical differences,
and misconceptions by minorities. , nualifications not
only include academic/technical abilities, but also
include business acumen for detail and for overall
goals and priorities -- a good sense Of human nature --
a willingness to accept others on their terms and
conditions."

o "Communicatioh is terrible between employer and employee.
' The employer can't articulate what he or she must have --

and the employee can't articulate relevantly what he/she
' can and will do."

5 3.5
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Comment: The comment on "unqualified minorities" under-
scores,the necessity for cooperation among all institutions
in society t6 help ensure the availability of Minority
candidates. This ffieans that our educational institutions,
foe eicamplp., §hoUld play a stronger role in preparing
minoritiNt for employment.

Question 3: Thinking now about the prbblems dssociated with
hiring.minorities, what do you feel is the biggest
problem with the process?

Not enough qualified, hinority candidates
candidates 761

No effective "mechanism" to identify
potential candidates 11%

Management resistanCe generally 8%

5%Other

Base: S10

(more than original base due to multiple answers)

if
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5. Greatest Obstacle Minority Employee Faces in Becoming Assimilated
into Employee Mainstream after Hiring

Over half (52%) of those responding noted that the greatest

obstacle which a minority employee must overcome in being

assimilated into the employee mainstream is "the employee's

unfamiliarity with the corporate enyironment."

Thirteen percent feel that resistance from co-workers is the

greatest obstacle; 12% cited resistance from upper management.

Seven percent feel that there would be no obstacle to minor-

ities being assimilated into the mainstream of the company..

1

Comment: On the basis of these findings, employers who
are genuinely commited to affirmative action will need to
address the question of training minority employees with
respect to the corporate environment. Similarly, training
efforts for supervision will need to be undertaken if
supervisors are to become more effective in helping min-
orities adapt to corporate life.

Question 4: Once hired, what do you believe is the greatest
obstacle a minority employee faces with regard
to becoming assimilated into the employee main-
stream?

Resistance from co-workers

Resistance from upper management

The employee's unfamiliarity with
the corporate enviro nt

Other

Base: 300

13%

121

52%,

23%

(more than original base due to multiple answers)

5 3
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6. Acceptance of Women/B1acks into Ranks of Senior Management

Employers believe that women, by 50% to 15%, would have an

easier time than blacks being accepted with;n the ranks of

senior management.

Comment: As a general proposition there are a number of
possible reasons why women Will have an easier time of it.
For example:

1. The women whom executives have in mind are probably
white and, generally speaking, they are better educated
and more "qualified" than their minority coUnterparts.

2. Women today have better access to the cOrporate
structure than do minorities.

3. It is fact that in iome geographic areas, minorities
are difficult to find.

4. , There may still be come residual racial discrimination.

uestio . Thinking solely about women and blacks, which
grou p would you say_has an easier time today
f b coming accepted within the ranks of senior

mana ement?

Women 50%

Blacks - 15%

No difference 34%

No Answer 1%

Base: 286

5 3 6
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7. Degree of Responsibility of Business for Eliainating Discri-
mination in Society.

There was a virtual standoff concerning the question of whether

business has been asked to assume too great a responsibility.,

with regard to eliminating discrimination in society.

Half of the respondents (50%) disagkeed that business, has been

asked to assume too much responsibility, while 49% agreed

with the statement.

Some comments from those who agreed:

o "At least as far as cost,and blame are concerned. I

believe the Federal government and Congress and its
staff are the most blatantly discriminatory institutions
in our country."

o "The Federal government has certain spokespersons who
would like business to be forced to solve basic social
problems. But so far, what is actually required-is not
reasonable."

Comment: Here we see a real division in the corporate
world. However, from an affirmative action,point of View,
it is encouraging to see that fully half believes that
business has not been asked to assume too great a res-
ponsibility.

5 3 j
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Question 7: Would you say that as a result of affirmative
action, your company's employee productivity
has been diminished in recent years?

Has been nished because of
affirmative action

Has not been diminished

15%

72%

Has been diminished, but for
reasons other than affiima-
tive action 12%

No opinion 1%

Base: 286

04.J
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9. Chance of Women/Blacks Entering Ranks of Senior Management

In probing executives' perceptions of the future possibilities

jof women/blacks entering the ranks of upper management, the

consensus was that women were much more likely to enter

upper management than were blacks.

Sixty percent of the respondents believes women have the greater

chance to enter senior management over the next five years, 9%

cited blacks, and 31% said there was no distinction likely.

-

Question 8a: Looking to the future, which of the two minority
groups cited below do you feel has the greater
chance of entering the ranks of senior manage-
ment over the next five years?

60%

9%

Both 31%

Base: 286

5 4
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0. Pace of Women/Blacks Entering Ranks of Senior Management

Out of th 171 respondeAs who mentioned women as di:me likely'

to advance"1 said they will, outpace black& by a "substan-

tial margin", 50% said they will outpace blacks by a

"moderate margin," and only-17% believe they will outpace

blacks by a, "very slim margin."

Question 8b: To what extent do you feel the group you checked
will outpace the other with respect to entering
the ranks of senior management over the next
five years?

Women

Will outpace by a substantial margin 28%

Will outpace by a moderate margin 50%

Will outpace, but only by a very slim
margin 17%

No answer
\ 5%

Sub-Base: 171

Blacks

Will outpace by a substantial margin 4%

Will liutpace by a moderate margin 56%

Will outpace, but only by a very slim
margin 37%

No answer 3%

Sub-Base: 27

5 1
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11. Likelihood of a Woman/Black Becoming a Chief Executive Officer

The vast majority of those surveyed were quite pessimistic as

to the chances of a woman or black becoming the chief executive

Officer of their company within the next 15 years.

Only 1% thought it "very likely" that a woman would attain the

CEO position in their company within the next decade and a

half.. Five percent saw the probability as "likely". ahd 91%

, thought it "notvery likely."

As far as blacks ere concerned, 2% of those interviewed saw

it as "likely", 69% said it was "not very likely' and 27%

claimed there was "no chance at all."10,

Question 9a: How likely do you think it is that a woman will
become the chief executive officer of your
company within the next 10 to 15 years?

Very likely 1%

Likely 5%

Not very likely 91%

No Answer 3%

Base: 286

513
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Question 9b: How likely do you think it iè that a black will
become the chief executive office Of your company
within the next 10 to 15 years?

Very likely

Likely 2%

Not very likely 69%

No chance at all 27%

No Answer 2%

Base: 286

511
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12. Areas of Greatest Opportunity for Minority Employtent

According to the executives, minorities have nearly equal

opportunity for employment in the administrative, clerical,

technical, personnel and financial fields.

Administrative and clerical were the top choices, at 23% and

22% respectively. One-fifth (20%) of those surveyed believes

the technical, category offers the greatest area for advance-

m4nt._ 19% named personnel, and 16% mentiOned the financial

field. '

Question 10a: The chief executive position aside, which areas
inside your company would you say offer the
greatest job opportunities to minorities over
the next five years?

Personnel

Clerical

Administrative

Technical

Financial

1 19%

22%

23%

20%

16%

Base: 590

(more than original base due to multiple answers)

444

5 .1
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'3. Minority Grou? That Stands the Best Chance/Least Chance Pf
Making Significant Employment Strides

kleforcing the opinions noted earlier that women were more

likely to profit from affirmative action in the near-term

(Bee Q.5 and 0.8), 51% of those surveyed said that,.of the

five minorities named, women had the best chance .tokmake

significant employment strides over the next five years.

Blacks were the next mentioned group at 21%, while 10% saw

Vietnam veterans and the handicapped as most likely to make

significant strides. Only 8% thought Hispanics were the

group with the best chances for'advancement of their employ-

ment cause.

Conversely, almost half (47%) of those who responded said tk;at

the handicapped stood the least chance of making significant

strides.

One fifth saw Vietnam veterans as being least likely to advance,

16% mentioned Hispanics, 13% blacks and only 3% women.
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Question lla: Thinking for a moment about the different minority
groups affected by affirmative action, which of
the groups below would you say stands the best
chance of making significant employment strides

12 over the next five years?

lo Women 51%

Blacks 21%

Hispanics 8%'

Vietnah veterans 10%

Handicapped 10%

Base: 425

(more than ZIriginal base dud to multiple answers)
v.

A

Question And which group woetald you say stands the least
chance of making significant employment strides
over the next five years?

Won A 3%

Blacks 13%

Hispanics 16%

Vietnam veterans 20%

Handicapped 47%

Don't Know. 1%

Base: 304

(more than original base due to multiple ansrers)
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The executive interviewed volunteered a number of reasons

why the-groups they cited would not make great strides in

employment-over the next few Years.

The most freguenlly mentioned reason was the fact that a

.particular group w4s unknown or 1agyked clout. This was

especially true of the Vietnam veterans.

ct.

The next-most-often-mentioned reason (14%) was lack Of

training and experience; another 14% indicated problems of..;

some sort with management would deter advancement.

Two other drawbacks mentioned were lack of numbers(9%),

mostly in reference to veterans, and necesity of acbommoda-

tions (13%), mostly in reference to the handicapped.
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14. Management's Greatest Concern About Affirmative Attion

According to those interviewed,top management's greatest
I.

concerns about affirmative acaon are being fined fOr past

discrimination, losing government contracts, and,the prospect

of adverse publicity.

One-quarter thought that being tined for past discrimination

was the greatest concern, while 22% felt it was losing

government contracts and a like amount felt it was the pros-

pect of adverse Publicity.'

Only 6% thought their management was worried about.losing

esteem in the eyes of their,' $mPloyeet and 24 thought'the same

about facing a consuMer boycott.

A substantAal 23% checked the "other" category, arid again,

, there were three main areas of response in that group: 23%

claimed theirpanagement was concerned with doing What was

right: 22% felt the Ousiness cost was,the most worrisome

concern: and 19% thou§ht it had something to,do with,govern-
6

mental action and reactton.

o "Weohave no concern about the government's definitions.
Our concern is living up to Jour own conscience and moral
values."

0 tMoral considerations."
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Queation 13: Once al corporate affirmative action program has
been fOrmulatediwhat do you feel is the biOlestc obatacle to'its success/

Lack of a gepOine commitment to it
from top management IA%

Lack of genuine commitment to it
from middle management 22%-

Poor internal communiCations 7%

General lack of managerial experienCe
im the affirmative action area 27%

--
A general feeling of uncomfortableness

about dealing-with race.mrelated ,

matters 9i

Other

Base: 333
A

(more than original bage due to multiple answers)
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16. Thor iest AATroblem to Contend With Today

The thornieSteffirmative 'action problem confronting their

cpmpanies toaay,was thought by the executives surveyed to he

the 1 ck of qualified minorities (30%), especially,in the

techni al field%

Another 18% spoke of governmental imcompetence and unreason-

ableness, while 16% pointed to middle management attitudes

and administrative problems,

o "Recruiting &alined and/or educated minorities, work
apathy, under-educated minprities, Snd comMunicating
mamt and varied AA requlrements to divisions."

w.

o (
.. .

"Meeting unrealistic goals."

o "Educating management and obtaining their commitment.",

)
o Getting enough qual.ified tandidates when k openings

xist."
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Question 14: What would you say is theithorniest affirmative
action problem your company is contending with
today?

Recruiting/hiring minorities at entry
level/availability of recruits 5%

Lack of qualifications/lack of
minority applicants with technical
ability/finding qualified or
skilled minorities

Lack of minorities insi e company/
. lack of women and min rities in
key positions in the company

Middle management problems/attitudes
of managers/commitment to AA
programs

30%

7%,

16%

Sex discrimination (male to female-
female to male) 5%

Government incompetency/unreason-
ableness/unrealistic- 181

Employee turnover 4%

Reverse discrimination 3%

Business vs. social issue of AA/
cost of AA/expense 3%

Minority attitudes/impatien ce 5%

Handicapped 1%

Other 1%

None 1%

No Answer 1%'

Base: 286

P".
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17. Impact of a Potential Pro-Weber Ruling in Weber vs. Kaiser
Aluminum Case

According to the majority of those surveyed (62%), the

impendin Weber vs. Kaiser Aluminum and Chemical Corp. case

will have "very/minor" or "no impact" on existing affirmative

action programs if the court rules in favor of Weber.

Almost a third (32%) claimed a decision for Weber would have

no impact, while 30% said it would have minor impact.

Less than a fifth (18%) thought such a decision would have a

moderate impact, and only-9% believe it would have a major

.impact.

411P

Among the 118 total respondents who gave a reason for their

answers, 24% said the status quo would be intact no matter

what. Fourteen percent claimed it was a different situation 40

than their own, and 9% each mentioned that they would re-
-

organize, that they,would whit and see,'and that quality,

quotas, is their rule of job measurement.

Typical comments include:

o "The Weber case introduces the concept of fixed quotas
for compliance, whereas our goals and timetables are
flexible,.targets which we generally reach. We see
little relationship between the two."

5 5 3
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o "Reverse discrimination puts us between a rock and a
hard place. We cannot-win."

o "We will continue to try to improve the position Of
blacks and women in.our company."

a "If the Supreme Court decides in favor.of Weber, we will
have to see if the decision is followed by legislation
on A. similar to legislation on pregnancy leave."

Question 15: Should khe Supreme Court rule in favor of Weber,
what imp ct do you feel suth a decision would
Rave on four company's existir affirmailive
action programs?

'W

Major impact 9%

Moderate impact 18%

Very minor impact 30%

No impact 32%

Not sure 111\ A

Base: 286
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21. Extent to which AA has Helped Advance the Cause of Women and
Minorities in Employment Area

Corporate executives believe affirmative action (has been

effective in advancing the cause of women and minorities.

Over half (52%) of the respondents believes tha , considering

the 'accomplishments to dirte, affirmative actio has helped

advance the cause of minorities and womenoin t e private

sector "a great deal."

At the same time, 42% said that AA programs pave advanced

their cause "somewhat," and only 5% think t ey have helped

"hardly at all."

Some general comments:

o "Although results haven't been earthshaking, without
EEO pressure, they would be minimal to non-existent."

o "Accomplishments are substantial. By broadening'
employee pool through EEO, business is easier. The
greatest impacX is the awareness by affected clasles
that opportunity exists."

o "Look at the EEOC-1 reports. Representation levels
in top categories have more than tripled in the last
eight-plus years."

555
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QUestion 16: Thinking about the accomplishments of,affirmative
action to date, to what extent do you feel
affirmative action has helped acJnce the cause
of women and minorities in empl yment in the
private sector?
0

A:great deal 52%

////Somewhat 42% /
Hardly at all

Not sure -
A

lb Answer 1%

Base: 286

6
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19. Reactions to Bakke, Weber and AA/EEO Statements

ExeCutives were asked to react to a number of widely-held

opinions regarding the Bakke case and Weber versus Kaiser

Aluminum case.

A. By and large executives feel that these cases will have

only a mod ate impact on business. For example:

o A substantial 78% disagreed with the assertion that

affirmative action took on new importance with the

Bakke case.

o 60% also disagreed that a Oro-Weber decision in the

Weber vs. Kaiser Aluminum case would "destroy affirma-'

ti;e action as it is currently practiced -- on a

voluntary basis." A little over a third (354)

agreed with the statement.

o Over two-thirds (67%) agreed that the Bakke decision

was concerned with quota admissions to educational

institutions and as,such, had little impact on AA in

business and industry.
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B. Continued management support of and concern for AA was

evidenced by':
ft

o An almostsfive-to-one majority (82%-17%) agreed that

affirmative action should be just.as concerned with
0

minorities. (women, handicapped ,'veterans, older workers)
f t

as it was with racial minorities.

o A sdbstantial 431 disagreed that companies sbould be

required to have formalized AA programs ly if the

company has been found not to be An comp iance with

EEQC and O.F.C.C.P. guidelines as a res4lt of a ,

complaint; 50% agreed..

o By a 54% to 44% plurality, the executives surveyed

disagreed with the statement that affirmative action

was declining as an issue of concern to top management.

C. As far as the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission is

concerned:

o An,overwhelming 88% feels that the EEOC should be more

concerned with the overall results of a company's AA

program than with outlining the measures a company should'

take to achfeve equal employmentopportunity. Almost

two-thirds (63%) agreed strongly with that assertion.
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o Better than'two-thirds (67%) agreed that the EEOC should

require that companies justify on a job-related basis using

hiring and promotion tests that by their nature discri-

minate against women, handicapped, racial minorities and

others.

o The respondents were exact17 divided (47% each) as to

whether or not the EEOC should be concerned with job

evaluation, comparing jobs of different natures and

determining their relative importance to establish equal

pay for jobs of equal importance. a

question 17: To what extent to you agree or disagree with

the following statements?

Agree
Somewhat

Disagree
Somewhat

Disagree
Strongly

Agree
Strongly

a. Affirmative action as an
issue of concern to top
management is on the
decline.

b. With the Bakke decision,
affirmative action takes
on new importance for
our company.

c. If the colarts rule in favor
of Weber (in Weber vs.

8%

1%

36%

19%

29%

42%

25%

36%

Kaiser Aluminum) it would

9% 26% 36% 24%

"destroy affirmative action
as it is currently prac-
ticed -- on a volunatry
basis."

4.0
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Agree Agree Disagree Disagree
Strongly Somewhat Somewhat Strongly

d. The Bakke decision was
concerned with quota
admislhiqns to educa-
tional institutions and
as such means little for
affirmative action in
business and industry. 30% 37% '241 9%

e. Affirmative action should
be as concerned with the
following minOrity groups
as it is with racial

50% 32% 11% 6%

Vietnam veterans
Womeri
Handicapped
Older workers

f. The Equal Employment
Opportunity Commission

,should be more concerned
with the overall results

g-

of a company's affirma- a

tive action program than
with outlining the mea-
sures a company should
take to achieve equal
employment opportunity. 63% , 25% 7% 5%

The EEOC should ilequire
that companies justify on
a job7related basis using
hiring and promotion tests
that by their nature dis-
criminate against women,
the handicapped, racial
minorities and others. 35%

h. The EEOC should be con-
cerned with job evalua-
tion, comparing jobs of
different natures and
determining their rela-
tive importance for the
purpose of establishing
equal pay for jobs of
equal importance. 22% 25% 15% 3?9,

32%
_

13%
0

10%
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Agree Agree Disagree Disagree
Strongly Somewhat Somewhat Strongly

i. Companies sho uld be
required to have for-
malized AA programs

'.only if the company has
been found not to be in
compliance with EEOC
and O.F.C.C.P. guide-
lines as the result of
a complaint. 23% 27% 24% 19%

a
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1. .Type of Person Handling AA flatters

Almost one-third (31%) of all companies answering the survey

has a full-time person whose sole responsibility is to handle AA

matters on behalf of the company. Sixty-five percent, however,

still have someone who handles other responsibilities as well

as AA.

uestion 18: Does your company have a fuli time person whose
sole respontibility is to deal with AA matters
on behalf of your company, or are AA matters
handled hy someone in additl.on to their other

- responsibilities?

r- Full-time person 31%

Someone else 65%.

No answer 4%

Base: 286

562
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21. Position of Person4Handling Matterk..
1

. ,

The most common title of the person responsible.for handilng'

affirmative action in the companies'respondin7 was vice

president (36), follOwed bydirector.of'personnpI

Another 19 handling AA are personnel managers, 17 are managers,

of .EE0 services and another 17 are- assiStant vice presidents.

The next two largest groups at 14 each were vice president=

personnel and director of EEO affairs.

Question 19: jahat is the Xitle of the person who handles
affirmative action for your company?

."

Vice President (36) 44

Director of,Personnel (29)"

Personnel Manager (19)

Manager EEO Services (17).

Assistant Vice-President (17)

Vice President - Personnel (14).

Director' of EEO Affairs )14)

4

Vice President-Industrial Relations ;7)

Director-Industrigi Relations

Manager-Employee Relations (6)

563
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12. Position of Person to Whom the AA Executive Reports

The largest group by far to whom those who handle AA responsi-

bilities report is president (58).. The pecond largest (25),

was Chief executive officer, followed by executive vice '

president (21), vice president-personnel (20), vice president

" (18) and senior vice president (17).

Questibn 20: liTo whom does that person report?

(58)

(25)

(2f)

)

President

Chief Executive pfficer

Executive Vice PrOticient
7

ViOe Presiden -Pers6pnel, (20)

Vice President Director of Personnel (18)

Senior Vice Pr sident (17)

Vice President-Employee Relations (9)

Personnel Director (8)

Vice President-ftdustrial Relations (7)

Vice President-Human Resources (.1)

5 6
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t
23. Coniempkated,Changes in Handling AA Programs

*I

4 '

It seems that most'companies are relatively happy with the way

AA matters-are being handled within-their companies; only 18% '

are contemplating any changes in their AA administrative
c

structUre, while 19% daid they are not contemplating ahy changgs.

Of the 33 respondents who explained their "no change" answer,

1,3 claimed their present programs were working well, arid eleven

said-tkey were yorogressing toward compliance on schedule.

Of the 44 respondents who expla4ed their "Yes change" answer,
.

18 said they werlb increasing management commitment, nine said

they were 'increasing AA personnel, and eight claimed there was

congtalit change going on to improve AA administration.

.. '-t, 0e , .
.

Question 21: 4 your company contemplating any changes in
'the way AA matters Sre handled within your
company?

..-

Ye's 18%

NO 79% %
.:).

No alswer 3%

Base: 286

.4
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.Knowledge of Formal Complaints to EEO Against.Compa

Over three-quarters (77%) of -the executives said tIt they

knew of a formal complaint,being made to an EEO dy by an

employee or former employee. Only 17% said they didn't
'

know of any comRlaints; 6% gave no answer.

\IQuestion 22: To your k owledge has a formal complaint ever
been made to any EEO body by an employee or
former employee?

Yes

No

No answer

Base: vs

77%

17%

6%
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DATA USED FOR

CLASSIFYING RESPONSES
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'TYPE Oi COMPANY

Banking/Finance 27%F

Heavy Industry 17%

Light Industry 11%

,Food Products 10%

Insurance 10%

Cohsumer-Products/
Packaged Goods (non-food) 7%

Energy 5%*,

4
Textiles 5%

Automotive 4%

Commtnications 3%

Transportation 3%

Retailing 2%

0her 13%

Base: 286

(more than 100% due to multiple answers)
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SIZE OF COMPANY BY SALES

$50 million and under 9%

$50.million to $99 million 6%

$100 million to $199 millign -20%

$200 million to $399 million 161\

$400 million to $529 million 11%

$600 million to $999 million 6%

$1 billion and over 19%

No answer' 13%

TOTAL 100%

Base': 286

SIZE OF'COMPANY BY NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES

200 and un.Or 12%

201 io 500 :10%

501 to 1200 13%

1201 to 1500 4%

1501 to 3000 15%

3001 to 4000 6%

4001 to 8000 11%

8001 to 12000 6%

12000 and over 19%

*No answer 4%

TOTAL 100%

Base: 286

563





AFFIRMATIVE ACTION SURVEY

During the past decade the goals andobjectives of Affirmative
Action programs as they relate to business have expanded to
become More sophisticated and complex.

1. In_your view, what single
todameetina the affirmaeFederal SM./Sal-
ment has established for corporations?

( ) Lack of real management commitment to affirmative action

( ) Unclear, imprecise government guidelines

( ) Not enough minority job candidates

b.

( ) No formalized mechanism to identify prospective minority
employees

( ) Current coMpany employment-systems will not accommodate
the necessary changes

( ) Other(pllase comment)

Thinking about the objectives of affirmative/action established
by the Federal government, would you say th t-these objectives!

( ) Are-achieveable within the framework f the*way your
business is conducted

( ) Are not achieveable

( ) Not sure

C. /f "not achieveable" please elaborate:

Some eople believe that the em hasis Of the Federal overnment's
affirmative action efforts should be more.on bringing women and
14.14.12E1.11-22_1hto the rehL12_14122!_11.624512ETill_E2_ftql_111111_212
brinaing them into the inali'istxnofnasslaborforce.
ou you aaree or disagree with this view?

( ) Agree-

( ) Disagree (please comment)

/ -
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J. gThinking now about the probleMs associated with hiring minorities,
what do you feel.,is *the biggest proBlem with the process?

( ) . Not enough qualified' minority candidaes

( ) No effective "mechaniSm" to identify POtential candidates

( ) Managem;nt resistance generally

( ) Other (please comment)

4. Once hir¢d, what'do vou be11evef is the greatest Obstacle a
minority employee'faces with('r ard to becoming assimilated
into the employee mainstream?

( ) Resiqtance from co-workers#

( ) Rekistance 4rom Upper management

( ) The employee's unfamjliarity with the corporate
enviebnment

1 ) Other (please coMment)

5. Thinking solely about women and blacks, which group would you
say would have an easier time today of becoming accepted w thin
the ranks of senior management?

( ) Women

( ) Blacks

( ) No difference in terms of becoming accepted

6. Some people feel.that business has been asked to assume too great
a responsibility with regard to eliminating discrimination in
society. Would you agree or disagree wath that point of view?

( ) Agree

( ) Disagree
a

5 7'2
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Would you say that as a result of affirmative action, your
company's employee productivity has been daminished in
recent years?

( ) Sas been diminished because of affirMative action

( ) Has not been diminished

( ) Has been diminished, but for reasons other than
affirmative action. (please elaborate)

a. Looking to the future which of the two minorit rou s citod
e ow. o.vom ee as t e greater c ance o entering t e ran s
of-senior management over the next five years?

)( ) Women

( ) Blacks

( ) Bothno distinction likely

If yoe did not check "both," please answer the following
question:

b. To what extent do you feel the group you checked will outpace
the other with respect to entering the ranks of senipr manage-
ment over the next five years? ,

( ) Will,putpace by a substantial margin

( )$ Will outpace by a moderate margin

( ) Will outpace, but only by a very slim margin

la. How likely do you think it is that a woman becote the chiet
executive officer oilsour company within the next 10 to 15
years?

( ) Very likely

( ) Likely

( ) NotIvery likely

5 73
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b. How likely do you think it fa that a black becomes the chief
executive of _your company w thin the next 10-15 Veers?

( ) Very likely

( ) Likely

( ) Not very likely

( ) No chance at all

11.

.-

10a. The chief executive position Asia., which areas inside yoUt,

Company would you say offer the greatest ic4 oppOrtuni-ties
to minorities over the next 10e Years?'

( ) Personnel'

( ) Clerical

( ) Administrative

( ) Technical

( PinanCial

b. if you checked "technical," please specify:

lla. Thinkin for & momont about the different minorit r u a affeCted
ya irmat ye action,wcotegroupseow wou you ,ssy

sten s the beat chance of taking significant employment'strides
over the next five years?

( ) Women

( ) Biacks

( ) ,Hispanics

( ) Vietnam veterans

( ) The handicapped

5 7 4
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b. Iknd pich group would you say stands the least chance of makins
significant.emploment strides over the next five years?

( ) Women

(.) Blacks

( ) Hispanics

I ) Vietnam veterans

I ) The handicapped.

( ) .Why

12. Which411 the following most closely approximat2i your managerrient's
greatest Concern about affirmative action?

( ) 'Prospect of adverse publicity

I ) Losing government contracts

( ) .Losing esteem in the eyes of employees

( ) Being faced with a consumer boycott

( ) Being fined to compensate for past discrimination

( ) Other (please. comment)

1J

a

Once a corporate affirmative ajtion grogram has been formulated,
what do you feel is the biggest obst3cle to its success?

( ) Lack of a genuine commktment to it from top management

( ) Lack of.a genuine commitmaht to it from middle management,

( ) Poor internal communications

( ) General lack of manherial experience in the affirmative
actian area

( ) A general feeling of uncomfortableness about dealing pith
race-related matters

( ) .0ther (please comment)

5 75
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14. What would you say is the thorniest affirmative action/problem

15. This coming year, the Supreme Court is expected to rule on the
case of Weber vs. Kaiser Aluminum and Chemical Corp. As yo0
may know, this is a "reverse discrimination't case, where there
is no evidence of-past discrimination.

Should the Supreme Court rule in favor of Weber, what mpact
do you feel such a decigion would have on your company%
existing 4ffirmative action problem?

( ) Major impact

( )Moderate impact

() Very minor impact

). No impect

( ) Not sure

Would you please comment:

16. Thinking 'about the accomplishments of affirMative action to date,
to what extent do you feel affirmative action has helped-arivance
the cause of women and minorities in employment in the prl,vate
sector?

( ) A great deal

( ) Somewhat

( ) Hardly at all

( ) Rot Sure

5 '7 G
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7. To what extent do you apree or disagree with the following
statements?

Agree
Strongly

3. Affirmative action as an
issue of concern to 'top
management.is on the
decline.

o. With the Bakke decision
affirmative action takes
on new importance for our
company.

c. If the courts rule in favor
of Weber (In Weber vs Ka.iser.
Aluminum) it viould "destroy
affirmative action as it is
currentivlpracticed -- on
a voluntary basis."

d. The B5kke decision was
. concerned with ouota

admissions to educational
institutions and as such
means little for affirmative
act0n in business and
industry.

e. Affirmative action should be
as concerned with the following
minority groups as it is with

a racial minorities:

Vietnam veterans
women
handicapped
older workers

f. The Equaj Employment.
Opportunity Commission
should be more copcerned
with the overall resUlts
of a company's affirmative
action procram than with
outlining the measures a
company should take to

,..achieve equal employment
opportunVy

I

Agree
Somewhat

Disagree
Somewhat

5 7

Disagree
Strongly
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Exhibit No. 13

I 4-
APPENDIX K (FOOTNOTEA1 AT p. 301) )

INFORMATION. INSERT ON LINE 1 AT PAGE 301 OF THE2

TRANSCRIPT DATED TUEStAY, NAY , 1980
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OFFICE OF THE SECRE VARY OF EDUCATION
ASSISTANT SECRETARY FOR SPECIAL ECILICATION AND REHABILITATIVE SERVICES

400 MARYLANO AVENUE, S.W WASHINGTON. D C. 20202

tA

Mr. Louis Nunez
.

'United States Commission on CiviMights
. 1121 VerMont Avenue, N. W.

Washington, D. C. 20425.,

Dear Mr. Nune7:

In your letter of June 23, 1980,
you requested information concerning job

plaeement of the disabled brought up in recent testimony.. The accompanying
tables of data show this information for the programs admThistered by theRehabilitation Services Adminisration.

TaPle 1L shows both the work status at. closure and the occupational group'ng
of persons rehabilitated in the State-Federal program of vocational reh
tation in the last three years for which data are Available (Fiscal Years",1v1976-1978). Each rehabjlitated person must have been stiitably employed for
a minimum of 60 days before a rehabilitation

success can be claimed. This
common standard is in effect in each of the 84 State rehabilitation agencies.

The-paragraph of testimony to wAich your letter referred contaiged a
reference to "the number trained". For this reason, I amalso forwarding
another table (1K),which shows how many rehabjlitated persons,received variouskinds of training services.

It.shouldsbe noted that, in the State-Federal
program, services are individualized, and

only those clients needing training
will receive it. In other programs, it is possible that all clients or
enrollees wilr receive training.

Please let me know if additional information is desired.

SincOely, ,7

(< Pc\

Enclosures

Edwin W. Martin

'Assistant Secretary for Special
Education and Rehabilftative Services

4t,

.
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Table 1L - Characteristics pf persons rehabilitated by State vocational
rehabilitation agencies, Fiscal Years 1976 to 1978

Item-
l'lscal /ear

1978 1977
Numher Percent Numiar Percent

Total rehabilitations 294,396 291,202 MEM.

Mork status at referral
Number reporting 291,107 10060 279,148 100.0
Maga or salaried workers 48,509 16.7 47,013 16.8
Competitive labor market 46,527 16.0 45,238 16.2
Sheltered workshops 1,982 0.7 1,775 0.6 Jr

Self-employed - 2,134 0.7 2,169 0.8
Homemakers T9,442 6.7 18,775 6.7
Unpaid family workers 1,008 0.3 1,021 0.4
Not working 2190994 75.6 210,170 75.3

Sttidents. 47,221 16.2 47,614 17.1
Trairees 2,318 0.8 2,382 0.9
Others 170,455 160,174 57.4

k itatOs at clomfre
-6)

Dumter reporting 291,728 400.0 276,883 100.0
Waco or salaried workers 238,803 81.9 221,369 80.0

Competitive labor market / ,225,358 77:2 208,587 75.3
Sheltered workahops 13,445 12,782 4.6

Self-emplved 8,672 3. 8,950 3.2
Homemakers 41,518 14:2 42,961 15.5
Unpaid family workers 267J5 0.9 3,603 1.3

Ocelzrntion at closure
Nu46er reporting 291,256 100.0 277,450 100.0
Professional, technical,,and

. manageria 37,149 12.8 34,385 12.4
Wiicine and health 5,846 2.0 6,009 2.2
E.lucation 5,568 14 5,379 1.9
Yprogers and officials p.e.c. 5,584 1-9 5,085 1.8
All others 20,151 6.9 17,921 6.5

Clerical
3133,1 14:64'

29,802 10.7
Stenography, typing, filing , 09 11,601 4.2
Computing, account-recording 10,369 3..g' 9,288 3.3
All others 10,223 3.5 8,913 3.2

Sales 11,735 '4.0 11,426 4.1
Service 56,458 19.4 54,827. 19.8

Domestic .. 6,953 2.4 7,001 2.5
Food and beverage preparation _16,841 5.8 16,329 5.9
Building 3.4 8,891, 3.2
All others

.10,003
22,661 7.8 22,606 8.1

Agriculture
-.' 8,246 2.8 7,892 2.8

Industrial 90,589 31.1 84,214 30.4..
'Skilled 27,990 9.6 25,836 9.3
, Semi-skilled 12,286 4.2 9,247 3.3
Unskilled 50,313 17.3 49,131 17.7

Homemakers 41,518 14.3 42,961 15.5

Unpaid family workers 2,402 0.8 3,250 .1.2

Sheltered workatlop workers 1 9,470 3.3 8,703 3.1
. a.e.e. I ,

56

1976
"Nunher Porcal

305;328

296,217 100.0

53,447 18.0
51,407 17.3
2,040 0.7
2,538 018

20,137 ..6.8

1,243 0.4
218,852 73.9
50,852 17.2
2,751 / 0.9

165,249 55.8

295,391 100.0
231,512 78.4
218,284 73.9
13,228 4.5
10,095 3.4
48,919 16.6

4,865 1.6

298,240 100.0

36,788 12.3
6,182 2.1
5,980 2.0

4,870 1.6
19,756 6.6

30,968 10.4
12,110 4.1
9,335 3.1
9,323 3.2
12,013 4.0
59,9i 20.1
R,5 2.9

17,435 5.8
8,981 3.0
24,969

'

8.4
9,193, 3.1
87,676 29.4
27,062 9.1

9,444 3.2
51,170 17.2

48,919 16.4

4,351 1.5
4414 2.8
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Table 1K - Characteristics of persona rehabilitated by State vsmational

rehabilitation agencies, Fiscal Yeara 1976 to 1978

Item
/

Year
14T61978 1977

Number Percent Number Percent Number Percent
I

Totalrehabilitations 294,36 -- 201,202 ..- 303,328 --

Tvoe of service provided or we

arranzed for by aRency with . . .

pnd without cost ,

'Number reporting 202,070 100.0' 280,536 100.0 209,246 100.0
Diagnosis and evaluation .

aeatoration (physical
br menta1)

272,319 03.2

125,776- 43.1

262,511

123,043

93.6

43.9

263,071 87.9

129,166 43.2
Training 1547,065 52.7 148,497 52.9 154,664. 51.7

College or university 37,553 12.9 36,959 13.2 35,564 11.9
Other.a9ademie (elementary

or high school) 9,776 3.3 9,316 3.3 15,499 5.2
Busimess achool or coaiege 9,157 3.1 9,094 3.2 11,938 .,4.0"
Vocational school 36,737 12.6 34;497 12.3 35,391 11.8
/On-the-job training 20,148 6.9 '19,205 6.8 20,106 - 6.7
Personal and vocational

adjustment 62,815 21.5 60,449 21.5 70,204 23.5
Miscellemeous 33,505 11.5 32,365 11.5 ,37,822 12.6

Nbintenancii 66,635 22:8 66,395 23.7 68,470 22.9
Other services to clients 101,477 34.7 93,186 33.2 101,655 34.0
Services to other family

members 15,882 5.4 14,998 5.3 11,868 4.6

Cost of case serviCes
..

Number reporting 291,271 100e0 270,684 100.0. 297,637 100.0
Clients serfed without cost 20,128 7.0 47,9700 6.4 18,944 6.4
Clients served with cost

,

270,043 93.0 261,714 93.6 278,693 93.6

Clients, served with cost 270,943 100.0 261,714 100.0 * 278,603 100.0
31 - 590 51,493 19.0 50,954 19.5 56,786 20.4
3100 - $100 24,931 9.2 23;706 9.1 26,190 '9.4
$200 - $299 17,062 6.3 16,713 6.4 19,371 6.9
$300 - $399 17,140 6.) 17,727 6;8 19,994 7.2
$40o..- 4599 26,499 0.8 '26,413 10.1 29,949 10.7
$600 - 3799 19,502 7.2 19,641 7.5 22,111 7.9
3800 - $99 15,593 5.8 15,259 5.8 16,760 6:0
$1,000 - $1,999 46,977 17.3 44,746 17.1 46,048 16.5
;2,000 - 42,999 .22,187 8.2 20,063 7.7 18,850 6.8
43,000 and over 29 554 10.9 26,492 10.1 22,634 8.1
Mean cpst, for all clients

reporting "

I

$1,137 $1,137 $998 "

Mean cost, for c2ients .

aerved with cost
\-

$1,276 $1,215
..'),

. $1,066

Rehabilitation. fecilitiee costs
Number reporting 1 287,021 115L'.0 273,585 100.0 276,512 100.0.
No rebibilitation facility cost-225,312 78.5 219,227 81.0 224,508 '81.2
Rehabilitation facility cost 61,709 21.5 51,358 10.0 52,0043' 18.8

58i
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xhibit No. 14-

d

Insert on line 12, p. 104,

Dicahled Ameriran Veterans, Mini-Censvis Questionnaire oft

Handicapped, as submitted by Ronald Drach, June 18, 1980.

Mini Census
on the Han

estionnaire

1) How many years has it
wanted to be employed?
0-1 5-1()

2-5 over 10

2) Are you woding? Nes. No.
If yes, please circle one.
Hours per week!
0-10 "21- 0 41 or more

11-2 31-
Ple e list ôçcupation.

apped

en since you first

3) Annual Salary

Less than 10,000
10,000 - 15,000
15,001 - 20,000
20,001 - 25,000

nge (check one)

25,001 - 3,0,000
30,001 - 35,000
35,001 - 40,000
over 40,00

4) How was your disabip.ty incurred? (e.g.
accident, injury, birth, military)

582
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/

5) Highest educatiohal level atiaified?
Elementar
High S&P!.
College
Graduate School
-Other

6) k Do you wofk for:
Government: Federal State County
City

jrivate Indüstry: For Profit o

Nonprofit Other
.

,

7) Hoy long have/our beeywith your present
- employer? f

-,:)1
8,14 Have you been, promoted during the past:
3,p

/

0 - 1 year-
1 - 2 years

a r 12 -7' 5 Years t

r 5 - 10 years
-

QS) Donyou believe your present abilities aee
,being properly utilized by your employer?
Yes No

10) - If you are not.working: .

.
.

a. are you Actually seeking employiient.
Yes .1, No

b. ,howlc-ing 'have you been seeking
employment

c. would you take a lob if offered which
would utilize your ducation and ..'
experience. Yes No .

d. If you are not ctively seeking
employment, pl se explain btiefly.

I Do you believe an emplo er has ever
iscriminatkd against ou because of your

') im airments? If yes, An what area?
Employment P motion Transfek
Training inge Berielits OtEii:

_Type of Emp oyer:

583
(
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4

12) Are you a veteran? If yes, please
indicate period of active duty service)

13) Is your disability service-connected?
(related to milibary dervice) If yes, is
it combat or non-cdmbat related.

14) Total personal income as'teported on W-2 Form.

Total family incoke as reported on W-2's.
I".

16) If not working, please list, sources of income.

i7) If only spouse, works, list spouses annual
Ancome and other.sources of income.

18) Do you own your'own home, rent your own home
or live with a'relative.

1

t-o Si
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Exhibit No. 15

Statistical Report

Enrollment in Special Education

I.

Prepared for the
l'ubcarmittee on Select Education ,

Education and Labor Committee
House of Representatives

Cffice Zor Civil Rights
Cepa...I:mot of Health, Education, and Welfare

October 1979'
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Imporzymr iN SPECIAL EEUCAT/ON PROGRAMS

v .This report presents selected analyses of special education enrollment

data colledted from public schools. SourceS Of the data are:

. Office for Oivil.Rights (OCR) Elementary and Secendary
School Survey:. 1976-77 school year, conducted Winter=Spring,-
1977.

OCR Elementary and condatiSchcol Survey:' 1c178v7,9 sch4o1 year,
1 -I' .conducted fall, 1978.

,

Much of the information reported here has been drawn from the 1976-77
.

school survey except for national, bo,tals, where preliminary, unedited

1978-79 schoel survey data are available and have also been included.

Detailed state data from OCR's fall 1978 schgzt survey will not be
4

ovailable until December 1979.

It is worth noting that the 1976-77 school survey was conducted before

HEW's regUlation implementing Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act

of 1973 was isabed. The Section 504 regulation was.issued on May 4,

1977.

, s_

The information provided in this docLment is not designed to be all .

inclusiVe, but is intended' to illustrate several major points. Fiest,

there are-significant differences in special education enrollment'
4

patterns on the basis of student race/ethnicity. Second, there are

wide regional and statetostate variations in enrollment. Finally,

the 1978-79 data show that there are several positive tremis in the

provision of'special education services including an increase in
. ,

mainstreaming and a more even distribution of minority enrollment

among the different program categories.

5 8 6
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The report is organized'into four seCtions. Section I presents '

national enrollment statistics for the 1976-77 and% 1978r70 sChcol

years. Section"II provides regional data for 1976-77. The third

Section providea 1976-77 arA 1978-79 data onlmainstreaming. Data

on all handiCapped students idehtified and-served are contained in

Section IV.

CIPA
I. SUMARYCW NATIONAL STATISTICS aq SPECIA =CATION ENROLLMENT

BY RAWEEINICITY FOR 1976-77 and 1978-79
4

National data on enr011ment in special ation programs for the

1976-77 and 478-79 sChOol years are presented inthis Section.

Ccmparative data on black ana'white enrollntent and rates of

-participation are included.

A. Eata Sources

The sources of data are the 1976:-77 and 1978-79 OCR surveys.

'The 1978-79 data are based upOn a prelhninary analysis periormed.

0

'in April 1979. The 1976-77 statistics are projections based

upOn a sample cf 3700 Local Education Agencies. In 1978-79,

6000 LEA's were surveyed.

Race/Ethnicity data were collected. in 1978-79 fOr the five

"nOn-phySical handicapping" conditions only. The filie categories

die: EdroPhle Mentally Petasded (EAR), Trainable Z.%ntally Fetarded

(TMR), Seriously Emotionally DistUrbed (SED), Specific learning

Disable (SLD), and Speech,Impaired (SI). These categories are

more difficult to diagnose, thus are mcre prone to subjective

assessmant, mislabelling and/or discriminathon in the referral

8, 7
,
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on4

and placement proCess. Also, theSe categories aCcoupted for '96%

of ,all handicapped students in l976, hence, they covered most of

the population of interest.

B. Special Education EnrOlment: 1976-77 -.1978-79

Table 1 presents enrollmea data for hispanics, blackpc whites

and all students for eadn category. of 'handicapping Condition; ..do

tor all handicapped students; and for all elementary and se6ondary

school students.. Tte table preseat data soe e'ach schobl.year

and shows, the percentage change from 1976-77 to 1978-79.

'Although there is much consistendy.in the data f 1976-77

to 1978- 791 there are a few significant chap/es.

' 'Dotal enrollment Ln the five special education cat ories
rose by 1.0% in 1978-79, from 2,556,000 to 2,582,00 White
enr011ment droppellhy 3.4% while bladk hispanic
enrollment rose bf1.0%, and 17% respective].

. In 1976-77 blacks comprised 15% of all ts in the
nation, 21% of all special education studen and 38%
of all EgR enrollment. Thus,blacks appeared t be
significantly overrepresented in EgR programs. 1978-79
blacks comprised 17% of the total enrollment, 2; of the%
stecial education enrollment, and 41% of all DKR Students--

,

little change from 1976-77.

Both bladk and hispanic enrollment in programs for the Specifi
Learning Disabled rose sharply in 1978-79. This may be con.-
sidered a potitive trend since itesuggesta that school districts
are evaluating the education needs of minority students with
greater accuracy and sensitivity them Ln the past. When
compared with Overall enroilMent in special education, blackS:,.
were still underrepresented in the SLD category while hispaniCS
were slightly overrepresented.

5 8



Table 1. Rational Summary Date By Race - 1976 and 1978f
Source: OCR Survey (05/CR 102)

Handicap
Category

N

Year
% Change

HiTnic Black White
$

3
3

Total I/

o

Hunber.
". % of

Tot4'

ti/( e

.

% of
Total Humber

% of
4.

Total

.
°

Humber
% of
Total

'

$

Humber

Educable
Mentally
Retaeded
(flip)

.

1976

1978
t Change

,

31.477 .

, 28,625
-9.1%

5,

''5,
-_

.

_

.

.

249,707

245,401 .

71.71

30

41
-..

.

'371,320
.

313,977
-15.41

56

53
....

661,169

+ 596,163
-13.91

100
-

100
....

,

I

Trainable
Mentally
Retarded .

(1MR)

1976

T970

% Change '

6,035 -
.

6.834
*3.01

7

7

--

.' 26,099

27,553
f5.01

t

27

30

--,

. 61,814

57,004

-7.81

64

61

--

96,163

93,147
-3.1%

' 100

100

Seriously
Emotionallt
Disturbed
(SED)

1976

.

1978
% Change
A '

6,904

6,026
' -13.81

6 ,..

5

--

- 28,395

29,522
*4.01

_

23

24

--

rd' ''

...e

85,463 .

87,007
*1.81

70

70
--

122,325

124,106
*1.51

100

100

--

Learning
Disabled
(LD)

1976
1978

% Change

65,011

87,804
*35.11

7

9
-_

125,726
165,124

. 131.31

14

17
f

682,095
680,159
$.91

77

72

--

809,748
900,514
*7.91

.

,100

100
..-

Speech
Impaired
(S1)

1976
1978

. % Change

49,803
58,491

, *17.41

. 6

7

--

116,103

134,102
,*15.51

15

17

600,360
590,259
-1.21

77

74

--

.

768,814
808,498
*5.21

100
100

--

Total 5
Categories

Total
Enrollment
In Nation

II

''

_

1976

1978

%Change

159,910
187,774 .

*17.41

. 6

7

0 --

546,033
601,782
*1041

21

23
--

1,806,050
1,744,406
-3.41

71

68
--

2,556,249
2,582,428
*1,0%

'04 100
100
--

1976

1970
% Change

2.007,452
2,884,454
*2.71

6

7
--

6,773,690
7:036,503
*3.91

o 15

17

33,229,249
31,072,568
-6.51

76

74

--

43,713,809
41,933,474
-4.1%

100
100
--

.1/ Totals Include Asian Americans and -Anerican

40 . 589,
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For hispanics lacks and whites,enrollMent in *CARprograms d
, although the percentage drop in black

enrollment was only 1.7% as ccmpared with 9.1% and 15.4%
drops for hispanics and whites respegively.

In general, black,participatiOn
varied sig- nificantly firm

that Of whites in special education. Ihese differences
are presented in the.next section.

-
4 C. Specific Compariscns Between Blacks and Whites.in Scecial

'Educaticn: Nationgl Statistics'for 1976-77 and 1978-79

1. Rates ofparticipation in SPecial Educition

The percentageof blacksgt special education iS

'significantly higher than that of%hites (see

' Table 2)

. In"1976-77, t46,000 or 8.1% of all black students werereported as beirg enrolled in special education as
=pared with 1,806,000 cr 5.4% of all whites.
In 1978-79, the rateStwere 8.5% and 5,6% for blacks
and whites respectively:

In each year the black'
rate was approximately 1.5i times greater than,the
white tate.

In 1975-77, 249,000 cr S.7% of all blacks were enrolled
in EMR prcgrams as compared with 371,000 or 1.1% of allwhites. Ihus the rateof participation for blacks in

wp-s 3.4 times greater that it was for whites. In1978-79, the rates were 3.5% and 1.0% for blacks andwhites in MR; the rate for blacks was 3.5 times greater.
, .

In both 1976-77 an4 1978-79', the black rates of partici-
pation were around twice and 1.5 times that of whites
for IMR and SED.programs

reapectively. These differences
were large, but significantly

less than that shown forDIR. Differences erlmograms fpr the Spedific Learning
Disabled and Speemh Impaired were small.

5 3
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Table 2. Relative Rates of Black and White Participatiat in SpeCial
Education: 1976-77 and 1978-79 School Years

4

Categories Race ' 1976-77 1978-79
(preliminary data)

Black 8.1%(2) 8.5%
Education (1) White 5.4% 5.6%

% Difference(3) 50.0% 51.7%

Bieck 3.7% 3.5%

r`i ',White
% Difference

1.1%
236.4%,

1.0)
250.0%

Black 1 .381 .39% '

White .191 .18%.

% Difference 100.01 116.7%.

SED Blacjct .42% .42%

White .26% .281

% Difference 61.51 50.0%

SLD Black 1.9% 2.3%
White 2.1% 2.2%

% Difference - 9.5% 4.5%

S I Black 1.7% k.9%
White 1.8% 1.9%
A Difference - 5.6% - 0 -

(1) Five programs

(2) Expressed as a percentage of total enrollment of the
race/ethnic group in elementary and 'secondary schccis

(3) Camputed as: 1 Black - % White x 100

% Mute
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2. Distribution of Special'Educaticn Students Within ..
Siecific Categories

Another analysis examined the way in which special education

students Were distributed among the five categories of

handicapping conditions. Table 3 shows that there were

significant differences between blacks and whites.

0
-

In 1976-77,'46% of all Black special education students
were ineEKR programs as compared with 21% of all white
special education students.

. In 1976-77, 23% of all blaCk special education students
wera,in programs for the Specific Learning Disabled as
compared with 38% of 411 whites.

In 1978-79, thete wer:e some improvements as tile percentage
of blacks in DER dropped to 41% (versus 18% for whites),
and the percentage of blaCks in SLD programs rose to 17%
(as cpmpared with 39% for white students).

Cnly 22% of black special education students were in
programs for the Speech Impaired as compared with 34%
of all white students. This represents no significant
change from 1976-77.

D. State-to-State Variations in Students in Special Education

The 1976-77 CCR data showed wide variabions between states

in the rate of student participation in special education

programs. The'following facts illustrate this point:

.. In the nation, 6.2% of the nations 44 million
elementary and secondary school students were.
enrolled in s-Acial education .programs.

. Among states this figure varied greatly, ranging
from a low of 2.8% bo a high of 10.0%.

592
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Table 3. Distribution of Special Education.Students.py Categories
of Programs: Percentage of Special Education Students in
Each Category

1976-77 1978-79

Category Black White Black
1

White

(1)

IIIR 45.7% 20.,6%,, 40.8% 18.0%

TMR 4.8 3.4 4.6 3.3

SED , 5.2 4.7 4.9 5.0

SLD 23.0 37.8 27.4 39.4

o

SI 21.2 33.5 22.3 34.3

,

Total 99.9% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0%

'

(1) /nterpret as "45.7% of all black students who were in special

education in 1976-77 were in an ERR program".

The five states with the highest'rates of participation
had 9.2% of their elementary and seconidary school students
reported in special education. Mese states accounted for
9.9% of the nation's special education studenta while
accounting for only 6.61 of all students.

. The five states with thejcwestrates of participaticn
reported 3.7% of their students in special education.
These states accounted for only 7.81 of all special
education students while they contained 13.1% of all
students.
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II. SUMMARY CF REGICNAL STATISTICS CN SPECIAL EDUCATION ENROLLMENT
BY 9ACE/ETRNIC1TY: 1976-77

A. General Description of Analysis

The 1976-77 OCR Survey Data were analyzed on a regional basis bo

ildentify differences in special education enrollment pattern;

througboue the nation. For purposes of this analysis the

nation was divided into five regions, as shown in Table 4.

Since Alaska and Hawaii Were excluded, national totals will

vary slightly frcm those presented in previous tables. A

second source of differences from statistics presented in

Section I is that in this Section the total enrollment in

special education includes all categories of handicapping

conditicns. Data are provided for black, white and all

students, and for SKR, SLD, and all special education programs.

B. Special Education Enrollments by Region: 1976-77

Data on total enrollment in elementary and secondary schools,

A
enrollment in EKR and SLD prcgrans, and total special education

enrollment are shown in Table 5. Table 6 shows the percentage
1

distelbutions of enrollment EMR, SLD, and total special education

among the five regions. The basic identified in the

national analysis of Section I are generally found in each region,

however, i'.ere are Some significant differences.

c
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Table 4.

NORTHEAST

Connecticut
Maine
Massachusetts
New Hampshire
New Jersey
New York
Pennsylvania
Rhode Island
Vermont

STATE-BY-STATE ASSIGNMENT TO REGIONS

BORDER

Delaware
District of

Columbia
Kentucky
Maryland
Missouri
Oklahoma
West Virginia

SOUTH'

Alabama
Arkansas
Georgia
Florida
Louisiana
Mississippi
NorLh Carolina
South Carolina
Tennessee
Texas
Virginia

596

MIP WEST

Illinois
Indiana
_Iowa
Kansas
Michigan
Minnesota
Nebraska
North Dakota.
Ohio
Sduth Dakota
Wisconsin

J

WEST

`Arizona
Calornia
Colorado
Idaho
ontaria
N vada
Ne Mexico
*Oregon
Utah
Washington
Wyoming

'EXCLUDE

Alaska
Hawaii

_,

b-



Table - Spoolal Education Enrollment Data by Region
1976-77 School Yonr

DUCK

HOMIER % OF TOTAL

'WHITE

HUMBER % OP TOTAL

TOTAL

HUMBER
Hationtli .Enrollment 6,770,000 15.7 33,100,000. 76.6 43,200,000.EHR 249,040 37.8 370,000 56.2 658,000Learning Disabled 125,000 14.2 678,000 77.0 880,0002001 in Sp. Ed. 575,000 11.5 1,890,000 70.5 2,680,000

Hortheasts Enrollment
EHR

1,200,000
25000

13.1
27.2

' 7,360,000
60,000

80.2
65.2

9,180,000
92,000Learning Disabled 13,000 10.0 112,000 86.9 130,000Total in Op. Ea. 68,000 17.5 296,000 76.3 388,0004Borders Enrollment 621,u00 17.0 2,960,000 40.0 3,700,0004EHR 23,000 31.1 49,000 66.2 . 74,000Learning Disabled 24,000 26.4 64,800 70.3 81,000Total in Sp. Ed. 68,000 3.8 210,000 73.4 286,000

South's Enrollment' 3,160;000 26.8 7,710,000 65.3 11000,000EHR 149,000 61.6 83,000 14.3 2421000Learning Disabled 59,000 22.6 170.000 65.1 261,000Total in Sp. Ed. 312,000 36.5 473,000 55.4 854,000
idwests Enrollment 1,250,000 11.4 9,410,000 85.5 11,000,000EHR 44,000 23.5 138.000 73.8 187,000Leernin% Disabled 17,000 8.5 176,000 88.4 199,000Tcteal in-Sp. Ed. 92,000. 13.5 567,000 83.3 621,000Bests Enrollment 528,000 7.0 t,700,000 75.4 7,560,000ERR 8,000 . 12.7 40.000 63.5 63,000Learning Disablad 12,000 6.0 155,000 77.9 199,000Total in Sp. Ed, 35,000 7.4 348,000 73.7 472,000

1/ Excludes Hawaii and Alaska 59 3



Table 6 - Regional Distribution of Special ,Education Students
1976-77 Scgool Year

% OF ALL % OF ALL
SPECIAL % OF ALL STUDENTS

% OF ALL' EDUCATION EMR IN SLD
STUDENTS STUDENTS STUDENTS PROGRAMS
IN SCHOOL

Nation idol loot loot 100%
Northeast 21 14 14 15
Border 9 , 11 11 10
South 27 32 37 30
Midwest 25 25 28 23
WeSt 18

-
18 10 23

% OF ALL
BLACK
STUDENTS
TM SCHOOL

% OF ALL
BLACKS IN
SPECIAL

.
EDUCATION

% OF ALL
BLACKS IN

EMR
PROGRAMS

.

% OF ALL
BLACKS IN

SLD
PROGRAMS

OF.ALL
WHITE
STUDENTS
'IN SCHOOL

% OF ALL
WHITES IN
SPECIAL
EDUCATION

% OF At1.
WHITES IN

EMR
"PROGRAMS

% OF ALL
WHITES IN

SLD
PROGRAMS

)

nation 100% 100% 1001 100% 100% 100% 100% 100%
'Mortheast 18 12 10 10 22 16 16 17

Border 9 12 9 19 9 -- 11 13
South 47 54 60 47 I. 23 '25 22 25
Midwest 18 16 18 14 28 30 37 ' 26

West
.8

6.
3 10 17 18 11 23
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Tte NOrtheasti with 9,180,0 0 students, accoUnted for
214 of the,nation's tota1fro1iment,:but only 14%
(388,000) of all students in special education.

Conversely, the SOUthern and Border 'states contained
36% of all students and 43% of all special education.

The South, with 31160,000 black students, accounted
'for 474 of the. nation's total black enrollment. The
Sduth contained 54% (312,000) of all black in special
education, and 60%_(49,000) of all Blacks in EAR.

.

1
, The Nestoontaimei 18% of all students but had only

.

10% of all sn pa4icipants.
Conversely, 23% of all

students in SLD programs resided In the Western states.

.. In the South, 26.8% of all students were black, 36.5%
of all special education students were blacks, khd
blacks compriV 61.6% of all ERR students.

In general, the pattern of substantial cverrepresenti7
tion of blacks in ERR programs and underrepresentaticn
of blacks in SLD programs was observed in eaoh reglon,
Only in,the Border states did blacks appear to be1

overrepresented in SLD programs.
t

).C. Comparisons Between Blacks and Whites 'n Special Education

Bt., Region: 1976-77

1. Rates'of Participation in SEe-cial Education

The rates of.black and white participation in speCial

education varied by region. Table.7a shows the regional

percentages of all elementary and secqndary school students,

enrolled in EAR, SLD, and all special education.

1

5 9
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In the nation, 6.2% of all elementary and secondary
schoolstudents were enrolled in special education.
This varied by region,-from a low of 4.2% in the
Northeast to a high of 7.7% in the gorder States..

InLthe Southern and Bor&r gtates- respectively,
9.9% and 10.8% of all blacks in school were enrolled
in special education as compared with-6.1% and 7.1%
of al1 whites. In contrast,. the Northeast and West
showed only 5.7% and 7.1% of their black students
In specialpeducation.

In the South 4.7% of all blacks in school were
enrolled in EMR prcgrams as compared With 1.1% of all
whites; the black rate being 4.3 times greater. The
rates for blacks in the Northeast and West were 2.1%
and 1.5%.

Tbtal rates of participation in En programs for
all students varied from a high'of 2.1% in the South
td .8% in the West. Thus the South showerLa rate
which was 2.6 times higher than the West.

With the exception of the Border States, higher
percentages of whites were enrolled in programs for
the Learning Disabled. In the South, 212% of all
whites students were in these.prograna as compared
with 1.9% of the blacks.

2. Distribution cf Special Education Studeiits" Within Scecifid

,Gategories
,

The percentage of all special education students in DIR

and SLD programs for each region are shown in Table 7b.,

DI the South and Midwest 47.8% of all black spetial
education students are in DIR programs as compared
with respective rates of 18.9% and 18.4% in SLD
prcgrams for these regions.

5 9 j
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Table 7: Special Education Participation Rates: By Region
1976-77"School Year

INationli rats./11- . Border South Midwest We
I

I

a) Percentage of All Students in Programs

%.of Students Black 8.5% 5.7% 10.8% 9.9% 7.4% 6.6%
in Special White 5.7 4.0 /A. 6.1 6.0 6.1
Education Total 6.2 4.2 7.7 7.2 6.2 6.2 .

% of Stude lack 3.7 2.1 3.7 4.7 3.5 11
im EMR w 1.1 .8 1.7 1.1 1.5
Programs Total 1.5 1.0 2.0 2.1 1.7 .8

% of Students Black
in Programs White
for the Learn-
ing Disabled Total

1.8
2.0

2.0-

1.1

1.5

1.4.

3.8
2.2

.5

1.9

2.2

2.2

1.4

1.9

1.8

2.3
2.7

2.6

b) Percentage of Special Education Students in Programs

% Orf All
Special Black . '43.3 36.8 33.8 47.8 47.8° 22.9
Education

,34,Students White
in EMR Pro-

19.6 '20.3 ' 23.3 j17.5 24.3 11.5

grams Total 24.6 23.7. 25.9 J28.3 27.5 13.3
.

% of All r

SPecial . Black 21.8 116 35.3 18.9 18.4 34.3
Education

_19.1

. ,
Students in White 35.9 38.2 30.5 35.9 31.0 44.5
Programs for
the Learning
Disabled Total 32.8 ' 33.5 31.8 30.1 29.2 42.2

I/ 'Excludes Hawaii and Alaska
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Ln the South 17.5% of all white special education
students are in MR programs vs. 35.9% in SLD.

. Ln the Border and Western states this relationthip
is reversed with.mcre blacks in SLD programs than
in programs for EAR students. Bcwever, 41 44
regions the percentage of black special edUcation
students in MR is much.higher than the percentage af
whites.

lb
D. State-to-State Variations in the Enrollment c4 Blacks in EMR

A review of the state level data for 1076-77 revealed significant

variations among the' states.

Three states reported that 6.6% of their black elementary e
and seoondary school studente were in EKR progrpms Wh3pt

. tour states reported that-1.7% or less of the black
student population'was in EAR.

Eleven states reported that more than 50% of all black
special education students were in MR. TWo southern
states had mipre than 70% If the black special education
students in"EMR.

III. SUMMARY CF MTICW, SIATISTICS CN MALNISMEAMLNIG

A. Data Collected

Ln both the 1976-77 m1.'1978-79 surveys, CCR collected data cn

time spent in special education programs. For each cate4cry of

handicapping condition, enrollment data were collected for:

1) all students ih special education classes for

lese then ten hours per,wek (mainstreamed)

2). 41 students in special education classes for

more than ten hours per week, but less than

full time

3) all students in special education full time.

(isolated)
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B. Trends in Mainstreaminc

le 8 presents the-enrollMent in each category of handicapping

condition for the 1976-77 ane1978-79 school years. The
1. N

percentage'of-students in each time:classification was computed.

For 1978:19, estimates of the percentage distributions were 4

developed ficm preliminary data:.

A comparison of 1976-77 and 1978-79 data shows a general

ITScrease In the degree to.untChohardicapoed chillren are

being mainstreamed. That is, a smaller percentage of

handicapped students were reported as being in.special

education classes full time in 1978779.

.. The percentage of handicapped students in f time
special education was lower in 1978-79 loan 76-17
in seven of ten categories of handicapping conditions.
TheOverall Arcentage in full time programs dropFed
from 271 to 22%.

The proportion of Ent gtudents in fUll time special
education dropped from 551 to 43%. This represents a
22% reduction in the proportion of.full time students.

. The proportion of Crthopedically Dmpairedstudents
in full time programs Uropped from 731 to 57%. This was
accompanied by a 75% increase in the proportion of
such children in special education classrooms for less..
'than 10 hours per week.. This is significant because
there appears to be little educational justification for
large percentages of such students spending ail Of
their time outside the regular classroom.

k
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Table.8: Distribution of Students in Special Edueation By
Time Spent in "Programs: 1976-77 and 15078-79 School
Years

CateTory 1976
Handicapping Enrollment
Condition (1) in Special

Education

Ed. Mentally
Retarded

Tr. Mentally
Retarded

Ser. Emotion-
ally Dist.

Learning
Disabled

Speech
Impaired

Orthopedic.41-
ly Insired

ly Dmpaired

Deaf/Hard of
Hearing

Other Health
Impalred

Ailti-han-
icarped

Total

% of Students
in special ed.
less than 10
hours per week

% of Students % of Students
In special ed. in special ed.
more than 10 full time
hours but less
than full time

1976-77 1978-75(2) 1976-77 1978-79 1976-77 1978-79

661,170. 13% 15% 32% , 41% 55% 43%

,96,163 1 3 5 8 93 89

122,326 31 30 20 22 49 45

889,773 -63 60 2.1 27 15 13

786,815 95 96 ,. 2 2 2

30,462 16 28 9 14 73 57

12,755 , 52 62 20 18 27 20

35,857 30 36 17 22 52 42

29,509 51 54 15 7 32 39

31,569 14 10 17 16 68 74

2,696,404 551 573 17% 21% . 27% 223

(1) Categories used for 1976-77 OS/CH 101-102 Survey
(2) 1978-79 EstiMates based on preliminary data

6 4.
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The proportion of Blind/Visually Impaired and
Deaf/Rard of l*aring students in)full time Special
education dropped finom 271 to 201, and 52% to 421,
respectively.

The.propoition of-studenti categorized as Other Health
Impaired who were in special education full ttte in-
creased fran 32% to 39%. Similarly, for Multillandicapped
students this figure increased frcm 68% bo 744. In both
categories there appears bo be a significant increase in
enrollment in 1978-79, based on a preliminarYestimate.
Thus, the higher proportion in full time special education
may reflect the fact that such students are no longer
being placed in state .gperated or private facilities
for the handicapped. This possible trend in

,

deinstitutionalization will result in more students
receiving their education in the ?least restrictive
-environment".

C. Regiodal and State Distrihution
-

The 1976-77 percentages 'of EMR and $LD students in full

time special education was camputed for each geographic

region as shown in Table 9. '

The percentage of EMR students who spent full time in
special education classes ranged from a low cf 44% in
the South to a high of 69* in the Northeast.

. ,Ar

The percentage of students in SLD progrens full ttme
varied from 9% in the South to 23% in theertheast.

At tfAt state level, there was significantkariation
in the proportion of EMR stUdents who Spent full
ttne in the special education Classrcaa. Theminimta
was 5% and the maxim= is 82%. len stalles show EAR'
full ttne rates of less than 30%, and thirteen states
hard more than 60% of their students in full ttne
prcgrans.

For SW students in full time programs, state data
showed less variation. Twenty-six states showed

6Q4
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rates of 10% or less, forty had less than 20% Cf
their students in full time programs; and eleven
had rates greater than 20%, with a maximum of 38%
reported.

Table 9: Percentage of DKR and SLD Students in Full Time Special
Education; 1976-77 Data By Region

Region

% of DKR
Students in Full Time

Special Education

% of SLD
Students in Full

Time Special Education

Nation 55% 15% ,

Northeast 69 23
Border 52 13
South 44 9
Midwest 63 15
West , 56 19

D. Concentration of Handicapped Students in Schools

The 1978-79 data were analyzed to determine the distribution

of handicapped students between the country's elementary and

secondary schools. In general, handicapped students appear to

be well integrated into the nation's schools in terms of

location of services offered.

Cf the 2.6 million special education students reported,
94% were being served in schools where the prcporticn
of handicapped students was less than 30% of total
enrollment. Approximately 63,000 schools were in this
category.

6 5
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Cnly 3.8% (101,000) of speCial education students
Attended schools which served exclusively handicapp9d
students. Thece were approximately 1200 such schcaas
identified.

Cnly 15% of the'estiMated,76,000 schools in the natio^
did not provide anyspecial education.

IV. ILDITIFICATICN CF HANDICAPPED STUDENTS AND NUMBER eNSERVED: 1978-79

A. Data Collected

The 1978-79 survey asked each partiCipating Local Education Agency,

to provide a count of all resident school age children evaluated

as needing special education services. It also asked for the

number of children who were being serfsed in any special education

program, either by the'reporting LEA, another LEA in a cooperative

arrangenent, a private or public instituticn, or in a hcmhound

setting.

It should be noted that similar data were colleCted in 1976-77,

hvwever, the definitions of handicapping conditions were not

consistent with the current pEs definitions. For this reason

the 1976-77 data are not presented in this section.

Also, as of this writing, state and
regional estimates of total

enrollment for 1978-79 were not available. Estimates of the per-
t

tage of students needing special education services were

based cn 1976-77 enrollment data.

6 u
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B. Regional Estimates-of Students Identified as Needing Special
Education

Table 10 contains the results of an analysis of preliminary 1978-79

data. Counts qf students in special education are larger in

l
this table than those shown revious sections since students

served outside of the public oo. 1 systems are included. The

table shous .the number of students in need of special education

and the percentage of all elementary and secondary school students

so identified.

In the natiort, 2,943,000 students (6.81 Of the total
elementary and secondary school enrollment) were
identified as needing special education.

. The percentage of students identified ranged fraxi a low
of 5.7% in the Northeast, to a high 8.71 in the Border
States. Thus students were identified in the Border
States at a rate which was 1.5 times higher than that
shown in the Northeast.

C. Number of Students Unserved

Table 10 silows that2,848,000 received special education services

in 1978-79 but that a significant number were unserved.

. A botal of 95,000 students who were evaluated as needing
special education were not enrolled ill a program. This
was 3.2% of all students identified as needing these
services. .

The South, with 4.1% =served, shcc.ed the highest rate
and number (36,000) not receiving appropriate seri,'

The West had the lowest proportion, 2.5*, unserved;
the Northeast showed only 2.7%.

Since CCR survey data was collected during Cotober of
the school Year, it is likely that same of the students
counted as =served were ultimately placed in programs.

6
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Table 10. Handicapped Stlidents Identified and rnserved By Regicn:
1978-79 Schcol Year

Total Tbtal Dienti- 1 Ct All NUmber Ni.nber 1 Needing
Enroll- fied As Need- StWents Served Ning Hut Not
rnent ing Special Identified By But Not Peceiving
in 1976(1) Education: As Needing Special Receiving Special

1978(2). Special Educe- a Special EducationRegion Educaticn tion(3) Educaticn

Nation 43,200,000 2,943,000 6.81 2,848,000 95,000 3.21

Northeast 9,180,000 520,000 5.7 5064000 14,900 2.7

Border 3,700,000 323,000 8.7 311,000 12,000 3.7

South 11,800,000 887,000 7.5 851,000 36,000 4.1

Midwest 14000,000 729,000 6.6 708,000 21,000 2.9

West 7,560,000 484,000 6.4 472,000 12,000 2.5

a

(1) Frcm 1976-77 CCR Survey
(2) Preliminary Data from 1978-79 CCR Survey
(3) includes all children receiving special education in any schcolSOetting,

cr at hane. 'Thais does not include students for whcm.full,payment of
costs is not provided by public furds.

6 u
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Exhibit o. 16

kis\ UNITED STATES 'DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
Bureau of the C
Washington, D.C. 20233

AUG 5 1980

Mr. Herbert H. Wheeless
Project Director of Consultations
Office of Congressional and Public Affairs
United States Commission on Civil Rights
Washington, D.C. 20425

Dear Mr. Wheeless:

OFFICE OF THE DIRECTOR

This is in response to your letter of June 20 requesting a statement of
-record concerning certain issues raised in the recent consultation entitled
Civil Ripts of Issues of Handicapped Americans: Public Policy Implications.
The-sections.of the transcript you enclosed appear to identify five issues
which diredtly concern the Bureau of the Census. A listing and a discussion'
of these issues follow.

1. Whether the Bureau of the Census is working with other agencies
to try to define the extent of various types of handicaps in order
to better administer affirmative action education programs.
The Census Bureau has been involved in several programs designed
to produce data on the number and characteristics of handicapped
childeen. Between 1963 and 1970, the National Health Examination
Survey of Children and Youth which was sponsored by the National
Center for Health Statistics (NCHS), collected extensive data on
the school and health characteristics of persons 6 to 17 years of
age. The two agencies cooperated in a project that involved not
only the usual household interview, but a medical examination by
a pediatrician, Achievement and psychological tests given by a
psychologist, teacher assessment of special educational needs and '

parental assessment, of early childhood development. The data were
analyzed in a series of reports prepared by the Stanford Research
Institute under contract with the (then) Department of Health,
Education, and Welfare (HEW).

The 1976 Survey of Income and Education (SIE) was sponsored by HEW
and conducted by the Bureau of the Census. The survey included
questions on the disability status of children and adults and on the
condition responsible for the disability. Analytical tables were
prepared by the Census Bureau and have been distributed to interested
persons. An finportant feature of the survey was the large sample
size. The sample of 150,000 households was large enough to provide
some data at the State level.

As part of the preparatory work for the 1980 census, the Bureau
conducted a National Content Test (NCT) in 1976. The disability
item that appeared on the NCT questionnaire went well beyond the
work disability question that had been asked in the 1970 census.
The NCT disability item obtained information on the ability to do a

609
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Mr. Herbert H. Wheeless.
2

number of activities in an attempt to meet the data needs that had
been voiced by program planners and by persons within the disabled
community. Unfortunately, an evaluation of the reliability of the
respotises to the expanded items showed that many of them were unre-
liable (especially those relating to limitations in the ability todp regular schAolwork). The evidence of unreliability led the Census
Bureau to adopt' a shortened and

simplified disability item for the
1980 questionnaire. The item adopted concerned the abilities to work
at a job and to use public transportation.

A memorandum presenting
an evaluation of the NCT disability items is available from the'Bureau.

A-
The Bureau recently conducted a pretest of a child health supplement
that is scheduled to be asked as part of the 1981 National Health
Interview Survey (sponsored by NCHS). The supplement 'will provide
very detailed information about the health status of children and
includes questions abput the possible need,for special school -services.
Further information about the plans for this supplement may be obtained
from the Division of Health Interview Statistics, NCHS.

2. Whether a committee comprised of representatives'of the disabled
community (simiTar in nature to the Census Advisory Committees
on the Black, Spanish Origin, and Asian and Pacific Americans
Populations) was set up to'advise the Bureau of the Census on
the 1980 census.

There was no such committee. The views of the disabled community
were received primarily through three sources. The first of these
was thL series of local meetings that the Bureau sponsored through-
out the country during the planning period for tAe 1980 census.
The.second source was the set of unsolicited letters from persons
within or associated with the disabled community. The third
source was the set of recommendations ddopted by the Disability
and Health Comaittee of the Federal Agency Councii on Demographic
Censuses. The latter group included representatives from those
Federal agencies with important interests in programs to serve thedisabled.

3. Whether a question on disability status (at least a questionton
veterans disability ratings) could be added to the Current Popu-
lation Survey.

This is an issue of concern to both the Burfau and the Bureau of
" Labor Statistics. There are at least two issues concerning th

collection of disability data in the Current Population Surve
(CPS). The first is whbther it is possible to produce data'o the
labor force status of disabled persons as part of the basic m nthly
survey. The second is whether the topic of disability could/be
covrered, in a periodic (e.g. annual) supplement. It is the u der-
stdnding of the Census Bureau that both of these issues are 1till
open to consideration. In fact, the new income supplement hat is
asked in the March CPS does contain a question that is desi ned to
identify work-disabled persons.

Glu
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It should also be noted that the questionnaires used in the
1979 Income Survey Development Program (ISDP) (the developmental
phase of what is intended to be a major new survey of income and
program participation) contained a number of questions,relating
to disability sfatus. Among the disability items were questions
relating to the ability to work at a job and to do certain physical
tasks and questions about veterans disability ratings. The, ISDP

involved six visits to a panel of approximately 10,000 households.
-Interviewing began in early 1979 and ended in mid-1980. Most of
the disability questions were asked during the second visit to the
panel (in May, June, and July of 1979). Because of the experimental
nature of the program, a final data file from the second visit is
not yet available. Such a file is expected to be available soon
and an analysis of the data will begin at that time. It is hoped
that certain preliminary results will be available within0the next
6to 12 months.

4. The need for various agencies to work out together a definition of
the disabled community and the various possf6le sutCategories

.

(definftions which seem necessary if goals and timetables are to
he adopted). ,

The Rehabilitation Act Amendments of 1974 define a handicapped ,

individual as "a person who (a) has a physical or mental impair-
ment which substantially limits one or more of such person's

- major life activities, (b) has a record of such an impairmentte
or (c) is regarded as having such an impairment.0 It is the c
task of survey designers to translate this definition (or some
modification of this definition) into concepts which are measdr-
able in a household survey.

,)

The major disability surveys of the recent past include the Surveys
of Health and Work Characteristics (SHWC) sponsored by the Social
Security Administration, the Health Interview Surveys (MIS) sponsored
bY NCHS and the SIE sponsored by HEW. The latter surveys provided
inform3tion on the disability status of children and the elderly
as well as those 'Of working age; The SHWC provided information
on the working age population only. The questions used to identify
work-disabled persons were similar in each of the three surveys
although the HIS did not ask the work disability questions for women
whose main activity was keeping house. There Were important differ-
ences between the SIE arid the HIS in the questions which were asked
in order to determine the disability status of children and the '
elderly.

-There is, at present, an interagency group that iSOlery concerned
about the design and selection of the questions which should be
asked in order to identify the disabled population. .The Disability
Committee of the Federal Agency Council on Demographic Censuses wal
organized to advise the Bureau on the 1980 census. The Disability
Committee made certain recommendations regarding the design of the'
1980 disability item and also recommended that a, follow-on surveY

(414
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Mr. Herbert H. Wheeless

of disabled adults be conducted after the 1980 census. The Bureau
accepted this recommendation and included money for a postcensus
disability survey in its budget request for fiscal year 1981. The
request'for funds was turned down because the Office of Management
and Budget felt that such a survey, should be paid for by those
agencies which had an 'important intereet in programs to serve the
disabled.

The Disability Committee remained active during the discuss.ion
regarding the funding of the proposed postcensils disability'sbrvey.
Various subcanmittees made recommendations concerning specific
areas and Census Bureau staff.members took the recommendationsand
worked them into a questionnaire. In late 1979, the Bureau decided
to conduct a pretest of the survey on the grounds that the pretest
was likely to produce important new methodological infarmation and
because there appeared to be a reasonable chdnce that the actual
survey would, in fact, be funded.

The pretest was conduCted oe a sample of 2,000 housholdt in January
and February of this year. Certain early results are now available
and more extensive results are expected withfn a month or two.
A copy of the pretest questionnaire is enclosed.

5. Whether the proposed 1982 Postcensus Disability Survey will be
condUcted.

The Office of Federal Sptistical Policy and Standards (OFSPS) is
coordinating the effore to.secure funds from those agencies which
have an important interest in programs to serve the disabled.
The Bureau has advised OFSPS that there be a comnitment of funds by
October 1980 if there is to be a 1982 survey.

I hope that the above material will answer the questions raised at the consultation.
Please contact me if you have any further questions.

4

ASV.
GE RGE E. SHALL
Assbciate Director
Bureau of the Census

Enclosure
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UNITED STATES-DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION
. 'WASHINGTON, D.C. 20202

-

Mr. Harbert H. Wheeler, Director
Consulation on Civil Rights Issues
of Handicapped Americans

U.S. Commission Civil Rights
Wathington, EC 20425

n
Dear Me.1 7Whee

This is in respoftse to your requests of JUne 6 and June 11, 1980 regarding the
proceedings of the calsulation entitled A Consulation on Civil Rights Issies
of Handicapped Anericans: Public Policy Inplications.

In response to Oarrnissi ner Horn's question, it is my understanding that the
Office of tle Assistan Secretaiy for Planning and Evaluatbn (ASPE) in the
former Cepartmentof Health, Ethration and Welfare rather than the Cffice
f/r Civil Rights involved itself with the Bureau of the Census in the area
of statistical information on handicapped persons. The thrust of those efforts
ues to work through the Nationai Center for Education Statistics to include
information on handicapping conditions in the 1980 Census.

I hope that this is information is helpful. Please contact me on 245-1973
if I can be of any further assistance.

Sincerely,
..

)

1'....r.i? .,

Rudy Fr.rk
Acting Director
Division of External lbchnical Assistance.
Office.for Civil Rights

61 3
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Exhibit No. 17

BALANCE OF STATEMENT

Feltz: The balance of my Latement should also answeeCommissioner Horn's
questions on our outreach efforts to serve incarcerated veterans,
skipped over at the request of Chairman Flemming..

sr

In answer to Vice Chairman dgrn's question about learning disabilities, the
Department of Medicine and Surgery advises the following:

1. 166,068 patients were examined and tested for.tarning disabilities.

a. 129 patients were found with mental retardation, most were borderline.

b. 4 patients had learning disabilities.
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VA's outreach efforts are directed towards an estimated 125,000 veterans

incarcerated in Federal, State, and local prisons and jails. It is estimated

that 72 percent have received Honorable or General'Discharges from military

service.

VA representatives visit the 319 major Federal and S,tate prisons/peniten-
i

lid

tiaries at least twice a y ar in all 50 states. Follow=up and'on-caser- .

vice is provided depending on the needA Some regional offices have also

developed relationships with local, city, and county jails; prison farms;

and the courts. It is estimated thatA40,000 veterans are incarcerated in ...

these institutions, mostly temporary and pending tiail.

The main thrust of the visit is to inform the veteran that their
5

eligibility to veterans benefits did not terminate because they.were convicted

Ora crime. Visits are made to counsel veterans individually'or to conduct

groUp diecussions and siminars. Visits are also made to provide orientation

and veterans benefitslbriefings to prison officials.
t

The new VA Pamphlet 27-79-1, "Veterans Bedefits--Inside . . . Outside,"

(copy attached) is being mailed to incarcerated veterans, jail administrators,

prisoner assistance organizations, institutional libraty faeilities, and other.

correction fac y officials by all VA regional offices7incoopetation 'with

the American Correctional Association.

Since April 1975, 9339 visits have been made to 319 Federal, State, and

local prisons or jails. Over 94,124 incarcerated veterans'have been indivi-

dually counseled and over 43,632 'attended group sessiohs and seminars.

There were 9,962 prison officials briefed.

DRUG AND ALCOHOL DEPENDENT VETERANS

VA medical services are provided through specialized treatment programs for

veterans who are drug-or alcohor dependent.

fP

es.
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The programs involve: in addition to inpatient and outpatient care,

initial outreach in the communities to inform veterans in need of suchA

treatment of the availability of VA services. o'

In the Drug Dependency Treatment Program, the OutreLch Rehabilitation
-

Technicians (ORTs), extablished comprehensive progtams of outreaCh activities.

This is directed to the drug dependent and relapsed veteran in the community

to bring him.to the VA for treatment and assistance. Cantacts are made with

\P\
.7,) local community groups 4nd liaison entities' within the criminal Instice

system and travel to street corners to accomplish the DDT Program objectives.

Staff members of the Alcohol Dependency Treatment facilities also develop

contacts.with local groups in the community.

There are 53 Drug Dependency:Team programis, including satellite clinics

operating in 27 !Alps'. ,The alcohol treatment facilities are located in every
4-state except Alaska, Hawaii, an'd Idaho. Outreach contacts are4continuing to,

Increase over the prior yearsNin both the drug and alcohol dependent programs

AGED VETERIVS AND DEPENDENTS

VA'aboutreach activities for the older vetfiran is maintained through liaison

with HEW's Administration on Aging (AOA).

In cooperation with ADA, a working agreement was signed by the VA and 14

other Federal agencies, to,provide Information and Referral (la) services to

"the elderly. VA field personnel are members of the 10 AOARegional Councils

for assistance to the elderly. They also maintain continuous contact with

570 area agencies'on aging, planning, coordinating and co-sponsoring TO work-

shops, to provide advice -entkinformation to the elderly.

IN SERVING THE GENERAL VETERAN POPULATION

VA's Information Service's outreach.activities cover all veterans benefits

programs and VA servaes, making widespread Use ol mass media information

dissemination.

6 1
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A special outreach project was. raunched - "Operation Boost" - a national

campaign to encourage increased enrollment in the G. I. Bill. Localized

publicity and mobile vans were utilized in 11 states where the usage of

educational benefits was below 50 percent; mobile vans, VA offices On wheels,

had joined in "Operation Boost" with visits to 11 states to provide veterans

btnefits information and assistance to encourage veterans to file fpr their

G.I. education benefits. Regional offices use e vans in outreach visits

to rurual communities, economic and educationally epressed areas, special

events at State Fairs, shopping6centers, and Indian reservations far removed

from VA. .Operation Boost has been expanded as a national campaign with

recorded.spots over 6,109 radio stations and TV spots over 7,119 felevision

stations. A beochure,.Fast Facts, is being distributed throughout the

Ndtion.

For those disabled veterans who cannot travel to the VA regional office

'the VA provides a toll-free telephone service. For.the price of a local

call he can reach a Veterans Benefits Counselor at the VA regional office

who,will provide veteran benefit information, advice and assistance. Tort-

free telephone service allows for easy accessibility to tti'e VA and ia

ava*lable in all 50 states. With FX lines to major metropolitan areas

and WATS lines for other sectors:it provides the opportunity for theveteran

to respond to VA's outreach activities.

Outreach efforts in communities far removed frOm the 172 VA hospitals

and 58 VA regional offices are extensive. Itinerant service at 101 Off-site

, ulatory ,Clinics/Satellites offer medical care to veterans in local

' commu'?b4e, including special programs of mental health, social work service,

and substance abuse treatment. There are also 63 itinerant points that offer

veterans in local communities veterans benefits information and assistance.

6 7
n.
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Primarily conc:rned.Nith veterans at colleges and training institutions our

Vet-Reps on Campus also participate in outreach efforts. Motivational visits

for disabled veterans in vocational rehabilitation training, yisits to prisont,

assistance to the educationally disadvantaged and the elderly and liaison

visits to employers on VA. OJT programs.

The VA in a speci'al,outreach effort is cooperating with'the White House

Veterans Federal Coordinating Committee's Outreach and Community SerYices

Program. Pilot projects are being set up in Baltimore, Chicago, Detrpit,

Oakland, Seattle, Minneapolis, Boston, Atlanta, Newark, Los Angeles, and

New York to be operational by the end of the year. Each project, with

emphasis-dn community-based organizations, will utilize local, State, and

Federal services available in the area. The target groups identified fo'r

sPecial assistance are the disabled, disadvantaged,,and Vietnam era veterans

with multiple readjustment problems.

6 enclosing, I have given a short outline of VA's outreach effoFts to

reach out, identify Ind serve oui44ilettled veterans, unemployed veterans,

educationally disadvant,aged veterans, minority veterans, incarcerated veterans,

aged veterans and those with psychological stress disorders. If there are

any cillestions, I will be glad,to clarify our activities in Veterans rights.

'Thank yOu very much.

6 1 d
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Employment Assistance

If you apply for U.S. Federal Service employment you may
be eligible for five-point preference on initial applications.
Disabled veterans may be granted 10-point preference. *
State Employment Service offices also provide priority as-
sistance. VA regional offices offer job-training programs,
specialized assistancelfor servictdisabled ns and
Career development counseling.

insurance '
Incarceration in itself does n'of deprive you of VA insur-
ance benefits.,

If you had National Service Life Insurance coverage.and
it har lapsed, you may be able tO relOstate it provided.
you meet the necessary requirements.

V ns Group Life Insurancermay be available to you
provided you had Servicemen's Group Life Insurance at
the time you were Te lased from actiye duty. You must
apply for it within 120 days from date Or release from
Wive duty (if totally.disabled, ask VA counseled and
meet necessary requirements.

If you had VGLI and it has lapsed, you may be able to
reinstate It provided you meet necessary requirements.

POI complete information on VA insurance benefits, write
to the Veterans Adminiitration Center, Pose Office Box
8079, philadelphia, Pa. 19101.

619
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VA Benefits
Assistance In
Brief.. . .

Veterans ordinarily have 10 years
from date of discharge, or effective
date of an upgraded discharge, in
which to use GI Bill benefits.

Heine low; benefits are good for
life and may be reused under
certain conditions.

VA offe;s toll-freetelephone service
in all 50 States. Consult local direc-
tories in the white pages under U.S.
Government for the nuMber to call
the VA for information on v os
benefits.

Write to the VA regional office
nearest you, or see theVeterans-
Ben4ts Counselor who visits your
institution periodically, if you nett
vetaafis beoefits information or
assistance.

-

The yn provides benefits informa-
tion pamphlets and application
forms to prisons.

In many prisons the VA works
with peer-group organizations to
Misr V ccccc ns.

Legal assistance is not included in
benefits provided by the VA.

Per VA Form 3-7225 and 3-7225a
(Includes VBC and VROC, I inch:
and
EX: VSO and AR, 1 eaeN

V na Administration
bapartment of Veterans
Nene Ilts

V aaaaa ns Benefits
VA Pamphlet 27-79-1
ADM 1.179

t'VA Veterans _

Adrientstration

Veterans Benefits
Ihside ... Outside

Deportment of

-.Cr)
. 1-4



VA Benefits
inside...Outside :

If you are in prison, on probation or on parole, you may
still be enritled to certain Federal benefits provided by
the Veterans Administration. This pamphlet is intended
to make you aware of VA benefits to which you may
be entitled.

Incarceration itself does not deny you eligibility for VA
benefits. If you have an honorable or general discharge,
you are eligible for VA benefits. If you received an un-
desirable or'a bad conduct discharge, you may request
determination of eligibility by the VA on the facts of your

_case. Dishonorable discharges are a bar to VA benefits.

A summary cif major VA Irnefits follows. If you want
more detailed information, ask your prison officials or the
VA counselor on his or her next visit to your insfituriort.

To Apply For Any VA Benefit . . .

Wyou have the VA application form, complete and
sign.the application and mail it to the neatest VA
regional.office.

If you do not have the.VA application form, write or
telephone toll free to the nearest VA regional office and
tell them what benefit or assistance you want. VA will
take it from there.

A supply of VA application forms may be provided free
to a prison official or to a veterans' sellbelp group in
most institutions.

If you have never applied for a VA benefit before, you
will need to send the VA a copy of your discharge paper
(DD 214) with your application.

If you have lost your discharge papers the yA can heti,
you with that too. Just write to us for Standard Form
ISO, "Request Pertaining to Military Records."

How cfn you find the address of the nearest VA regional
office? Check your local telephone directory under the
"U.S. Government" listiaig. VA addresses and telephone
numbers are listed in the VA IC-I Ft,/ Ochre, "Feder al

Medical Care

Hospital care cannot be offered by the VA to otherwise
eligible veterans who are in prison if the VA is to be re-
sponsible for custody of the veteran or obligated to re-
turn the veteranlo civil authoridea. Outpatient treatment
will not be provided by the VA at a penal instinition;
however, special arrangements can be made, with permis-
sion of prison officials, for special medical examinations
for VA benefits.

Home Loan Guaranty

Eligible veterans, who obtain loans through normal lend-
-ing channels, may have their loans guaranteed by the VA.
On home loans the maximum amount of the guaranty is
523,000, and on mobile homes $17,500. There is no ex-
piration date for loan entitlement. You ind your spouse
must meet normal income and credit requirements. In-
come must have a proper reladonship to the terms of
repaying the loan and other expenses. You must also be
able to certify that the property will be occupied as a
personal residence.

Vocational Rehabilitation

If you have a service-connected disability, rated 10 per-
cent or more disabling, you may be eligible for vocational
rehabilitation if the VA determines there is a need for
training to Overcome the handicap of such disability.

Costs of tuition, books and supplies will be paid by the
Veterans Administration.

Educational Assistance (GI 11111)

You may be able to complete high school, college, learn a
trade either on the job or in an apprenneeship program
under the GI Bill. Efilibility generally ends 10 years after
date of r_cf9se from active duty, or from effective date of
an upgrided discharge, but npt later than December 31,
1919. Courses must be approved by the State Approving
Agency. Prison education offices can provide information

Pension

Wartime veteits may be eligible for non-service-con-
nected disability pension. Annual income and number of
dependents are among factors considered in determining
the amount of monthly payments. Veterans in receipt of
VA pension will have payments terminated 61 days after
imprisonment for a felony or misdemeanor. Payments
may be resumed upon release from prison if the veteran
again meets VA eligibility requitements. Tfie VA may
apportion and pay to a spouse or children the pension
which the imprisoned veteran would receive.

Compensation For Disability

The VA can pay you compensation if you were disabled
by injury or disease incurred in or aggravated by active
duty service in line of duty.

If you already have a service-connected disability rated by
the VA you may wish to reopen a claim if your disability
has become worse over the years.

Burial Benefits

The VA is authorized to furnish an American flag to
drape the casket of a veteran whose military service was
other than dishonorable. An allowance, not to exceed
$300, may be paid ard burial and funeral expenses of
a wartime veteran. A plot or interment allowance, not ex-
ceeding $150, also may be paid if the wartime veteran is
not buried in a national cemetery. Where the death is ter .
vice connected, burial allowance up to $1,100 is payable
in lieu of the basic burial and plot interment allowances.

Reviw Of Discharges

Each military service maintains a Discharge Review Board
with authority to make changes in discharges that were
not awarded by a general court-martial or for medical
reasons. The VA will provide you general advice and 4.
plication forms if you wish to seek an upgrade in your



Employment Assistinee

If you apply for U.S. Federal Service employment you may
be eligjble for five-point preference on initial applications.
Disabled-veterans may be granted 10-point preference.
State Employment Service offices also provide priority as-
sistance. VA regional offices offer job-training programs,
specialized assistance for service-disabled veterans and
career development counseling.

Insurance

Incarceration in itself does not deprive you of VA insur-
ance benefits.

If you had National Service Life Insurance coverage and
it has lapsed, you may be able to reinstate it provided
you meet the necessary requirements..

Veterans Group Life Insurance may be available to you
provided you had Servicemen's Group Life Insurance at
the time you were released from active duty. You must
apply for it within 120 days- from date of release from
active duty (if totally disabled, ail( VA counselor) and
meet necessary requirements.

If you had VGLI and it has lapsed, you may be able to
reinstate it provided you meet necessary requirements.

For complete information on VA insurance benefits, write
to the eterans Administration Center,,Post Office Box
11079, hiladelphia, Pa. 19101.
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VA Benefits
Assistance In
Brief . .

Veterans ordinadly have 10 years
from date of discharge, pr effective
date of an upgraded discharge. in
which to use GI Bill benefits.

Elome loan benefits are good for
life and may be reused under
certain conditions.

VA offers toll-free telephone service
in 'all SO States. Consult local dime-
todes in the white pages under U.S.
Government for the number to call
the VA for information on veterans
benefits.

Write to the VA regional office
nearest you, or see the Vetetans
Benefits Counselor who visits your
institution periodically, if ydu need
veterans benefits information or
assistance.

The VA provides benefits informa-
tion pamphlets and application
forms to prisons.

In many prisons the VA works
with peer-group organizations to
assist veterans.

Legal assistance is not included in
benefits provided by the VA.

Dishibutioni Per VA Form 3-7225 and 3-7225a
Fi3 fincludas VBC and VROC. I each:

and
EX: VS0 and AR. I each)

Veterans Administration Veterans Benefits
Department et Veterans VA Pamphlet 2749-1
&mirth* ADM 1919

r.bVeterans
Administration

Veterans Benefits
Inside ... Outside

62A. .

',apartment of



Inside...Outside

*If you are in prison. on probation or on parole, you may
still be entitled to certain Federal benefits provided by
the Veterans Administration. This pamphlet is intended
to make you aware of VA benefits to which you may
be entitled.

incarceration itself does not deny you eligibility for VA
benefits. If you have an honorable or general discharge.
you are eligible fur VA benefits. If you received an un-
desirable or a bad conduct discharge, you may request
determination of eligibility by the VA on the facts of your
case.. Dishonorable discharges are a bar to VA benefits.

A summary of major VA benefits follows. If you want
more detailed information, ask your prison officials or the
VA counselor on his or her next visit to your institution.

To.Applv For Any VA Bandit . . .

\ If you have the yA application form, complete and
iiti. iii, applicatioh and mail it to the nearest VA

rc Iona! office.

If you do not have the VA application form. write or
telephone toll free to the nearest VA regional office and
tell them what benefit or assistance you want. VA will
take it from there.

A supply.of VA application forms may be provided free
to a prtson official'or to a veterans self-help group in
most institutions.

If you have never applied ft3r a VA benefit before, you.
will need to send the VA a copy of your discharge paper
(DD 214) with your application.

If you have lost your discharge papers the VA can help
you with that too. Just write to us for Standard Form
ISO, "Request Pertaining to Military Records."

How do you find the address of the nearest VA regional
office? Check your local telephone directory under the
"U.S. Government" listing. VA addr5sses and telephone
numbers are listed in the VA 15-1 Facr Sheet "Federal

Medical Care

Hospital care cannot be offered by thc VA to otherwise
eligible veterans who are in prison if the VA is to be re-
sponsible for custody of the veteran or obligated to re-
turn the veteran to civil authorities. Outpatient treatment
will not be provided by the VA at a penal institution;
however, special arrangements can be made, with permis-
sion of prison officials, for special medical examiliations

VA benefits.

p.

Eligible ris, who obtain loans through normal lend-
' ing channels, may have their loans guaranteed by the VA.

On home loans thesnaximum amount of the guaranty is
$25,000, and on mobile homes $17,500. There is no ex-
piration date for loan entitlement. You and your spouse
must meet normarincome and credit requirements. In-
come must have a proper relationship to the terms of
repaying the loan and other expenses. You must also be
able to certify that the property will be occupied as a
personal residence.

Horns Loan Guaianty

Vocational Rehabilitation

If you have a service-connected disability, rated 10 per-
cent or more disabling, you may be eligible for vocational
rehabilitation if the VA determines there is a need for
tramineto overcome the,handicap of such disability.

Costs of tuition, books and supplies will be paid by the
V ccccc ns Administration.

Educational Assistance (61

You may be able to complete high school, college, learn a
trade either on the job or in an apprenticeship program
under the GI Bill. Eligibility generally ends 10 years after
date of release film activeduty, or from effective date of
an upgraded discharge, btu not later than December 31,
1919, Courses must be approved by theState Approving
Agency. Prison educarion offices can provide information

Pension

WartiMe vetenins may be eligible for non-service-con-
nected disability petuion. Annual incoirM and number of
dependents are among factors considered in determining
the amount of monthly payments. Veterans in receipt of
VA pension will have payments terminated 61 days after
imprisonment for 3 felony or misdemeanor. Payments
mav be resumed upon release from prison if the veteran.

again meets VA eligibility requirements. The VA may
3PPortion and pay to a spobse or children the pension
which the imprisoned veteran would receive,

Compensation For Disability

The V4 can pa/ ydu compensation if you were disabled
by injury or digease incurred in or aggravated by active
duty service in line of duty.

a .

If you already have- a service-connected disability rated by
the VA you may wish to reopen a claim if your disability
has become worse over' the years.

Burial Benefits

The VA is authhfired to furnish an American flag to
drape the casket of a veteran whose military service was
other than dishonorable. An allowance, not to exceed
$300, may be paid toward burial and funeral expenses of
a wartime veteran. A plot or interment allowance, not ex-
ceeding $150, also may be paid if the wartime veteran is
not buried in a national cemetery. Where the death is ser-
vice connected, burial allowance up to $.1.100 is payable
in lieu of the basic burial and plot interment allowances.

Review Of Discharges

Each military' service maintains a Discharge Review Board
with authority to make changes in discharges that were
not awarded by a general court-martial or for medical
reasons. The VA will provide you general advice and ap-
plication forms if you wish to seek an upgrade in your



Exhibit No. 18

OFFICE OF HUMAN GOALS

VETERANS ADMINISTRATION

by Irving Feltz

FUNCTIONS

PrOvides advice on matters,pertaining to civil rights,

equal employment opportunity, human rights, and affirmatiVe

action.programs.

Coordinates activities of the Federal women's and Hispanic

employment programs.

Processes discrimination camplaints.

Develops and monitors natianal-affirmative action plan.
I.

Develops policy and standards forICK0 program review.

Plans and conducts EEO training.

623
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Exhibit No. 19

U.S. Department oljustice

Civil Rights Division

Office of the Assmant Attornet General
Wachtngton, D.C. 20530

August 25, 1980

Mr. Louis Nunez
Staff Director
United States Commission
on Civil Rights

Washington, D. C. 20425

Dear Mr. Nunez:

I appreciated the opportunity to testify on May 13, 1980,
before the Commission in its Consultation entitled Civil Rightd
Issues of Handicapped Americans: Public Policy 3mplications.

I am happy to respond to your request to provide for the
record of that consultation a statement concerning the efforts
of ihe Interagency Coordinating Council to help accelerate the
movement to establish a uniform architectural accessibility
standard for physically handicapped individuals at the Federal
Governmental level. The questions and remarks of Vice Chairman
Stephen Horn and Commissioner Designate Jill Ruckelshaus address
the issue of a uniform federal accessibility standard And federal
executive )..exel efforts to accomplish this desirable goal. On
August 18, 19t0, the Architectural and Transportation Harriers
Compliance Hoard.published proposed minimum guidelines in the
Federal Register (45 F.R. 5009). The Interagency. Coordinating
Council, as I stated in my testimony to the Commission, was
established under Section 507 of the Rehabilitation Act amend-
ments of 1978 (29 U.S.C. 794c) to promote efficiency and eliminate
inconsistency among the various federal agencies responsible for
implementing and enforcing Title V of the Rehabilitation Act of
1973, which contains the civil rights provisions of the Act.

I believe that the following portion of my formal testimony,
as Chair of the Interagency Coordinating, Council, before the
House Subcommittee on Select Education_of the Committee on
Education and Labor in its oversight hearings on the Compliance
Hoard on June 11, 1980, responds to your request and provides
the background for the August 18, 1980, issuance of proposed
minimum guidelines. The pertinent portion is as follows:

624
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y-

At its February 14 and March 13 meetings, the Council
discussed what the appropriate federal response should
be to the new "American National Standard Specifications
for Making Buildings and Facilities Accessible to, and
Usable,by, Physically Handicapped People." The nevi
standard specifications were then in draft form, but
were subsequently published in May of this yeat. Until
now, adherence to the previous standard specifications
published by the American Nattvel,Standards Institute,
Inc., in 1961 and amended in 1 1, or some standard
which provides equivalent access, has constituted com-
pliance with the requirements of the uniform federal
agency 5,-504 regulations and has formed the basis for
standards under the Architectural Barriers Act. The
new standard is the product of a 5-year development
and review process involving federal agencies, orOniza-
tions representing the interests of handicapped perslins,
architectural and engineering groups and business r
interests.

The new ANSI Standard is a matter of interest to the
Council for several reasons. Under authority of its
S 504 lead-agency role, HEW has recommended that federal
grant agencies provide intheir S 504 regulations that
design, construction or alteration of facilities conform
to the then existing ANSI Standard on accessibility or
some alternative providing equivalent access. After
the President transfers S 504 coordination authority
to.the Justice Department, Justice muse decide whether
to endorse the new ANSI Standard for the S 504 agencies.
Second, to the extent that the S 504 lead-agency and
the Board adopt different standards, the potential for
conflict arises as a result of their overlapping
responsibilities under Title V of the Rehabilitation
,Act.

At the Jan ary 15 meeting of the Board, the Board
declined jto endorse the new ANSI Standard and approved
the publ cation of an advance notice of proposed rule-
making o implement the Board's authority under g 502
to establish minimum guidelines and requirements for
the standards issued by the four design standard-
setting agencies under the ABA. Further, GSA on
February 6, 1980, published a proposed new accessibility
standard for non-residential buildings. At,the same
time, HUD seems committed to adopting the new ANSI
Standard for its S 504 regulations and its Architectural,
Barriers Act standard.

625
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All of these design standards may ultimately prove
to be compatible,,but the Council,believes it
appropriate to have the Federal Governient support
a unitary standard which would achieve widespread
public and industry support and would avoid the
confusion-and inefficiency resulting from a prolifera--
tion of standards. Beyond these practical considera-
tions 'is the relevance of OMB Circular .A-119
cJanuary 17, 1980) which provides that it is federal
policy to "rely on voluntary standards ... with
respect to federal procurement, whenever feasible
and consistent with law and regulation pursuant to
law." The policy of that Circular would appear to
apply equally-to grant programs.

This issue was discussed at the March 13 meeting
of the Council with representatives from the President's
Committee on Employment of the Handicapped and the
four design standard-setting agencies. As a result
of that meeting, the Board committed itself to publish
a proposed rule by July 1980 [Note: the proposed rule
was published on August 18, 19UT-and a final rule by
December 1980. The proposed rule will identify all
modifications in the new ANSI Standard which the Board
believes are necessary. The federal agencies which now ,

do not have an available construction standard will
adopt-the Board's proposed rulemaking as an-interim .

standard while those having a fully developed standard -

will have the option to adopt either the Board proposed
rule as an interim standard or adhere to their present .

standards.

I hope that the foregoing information will be of assistance.

Sincerely,

026

Drew S.'Days III
Assistant Attorney General

Civil Rights Division
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Mr. Chairman, thank you for extending to me the opportunity

to dtscuss the recent activities of the Interagency Coordinating

Council which relate to the Architectural and Transportation

Barriers Compliance Board.

As you are probably aware, I appear before you with three -

assignments regarding handicapped persons' rights. I am Chairman-

designee of the Interagency Coordinating Council, a member of

the Architectural and Transportation Barriers Compliance Board,

and.the Assistant Attorney General heading the Justice Department

Division that will soon have responsibility for coordinating the

federal government's overall enforcement of section 504 of the

Rehabilitation Act. I hope your subcommittee and others in

the Congress will note,with appreciation that as part,of

this Administration's commitment to a balanced budget and_

the careful spending of the taxpayers' funds, we have begun

to require agency officials to function in multiple capacities.

While I speak lightly of this triple function I can

assure you that all of us at the Department of Justice take

extremely seriously our duty to enforce the federal laws designed

to protect the rights of handicapped persons.

62,j
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Our commitment has been intensified by the President's

decision to give to thp.,Z4artmen coordinating responsibility

for 004 announcing this decision on May 1 tq the Presidenys

Committee on EmPloyment of the Handicapped, when he became

the first President since Lyndon Johnson to appear before

that group, Mr. Carter said, "I intend * t *40004) see that the

entire decade of the 1980's is one in which handicapped people

'have full access to oilr society, maximum independepce, 'a9d

the opPortunity to develop and to use [their] full capabilities."

The Executive Order now 1n preparation to carry out the

President's statement will provide the Department of Justice
A

the coordinating authority that was held by the Department

of Health, Education and Welfare for federally-assisted

programs; it will also give new authority to coordinate

federally-conducted programs.

I look forward to the new roll that the Justice Department

will play in this important effort. This morning, however, as

you requested, my remarks will focus on_the activities of the

Interagency Coordinating Council. I will describe briefly the

establishment, functions and composition of the Council and then

infqrm you of its major activie.)ies on:the issues relating to the

Board.

629
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a

The Council wasiestablished under the Rehabilitation Act

Amendments of 1978 to' promote efficiency and eliminate inconsistency

among the various federal agendies responsible for implementing

and enforcing Title V of.the Rehabilitation Act of 1973, which

contains the civil rig s provisions of the Act, which include:

-- Section 501, providing for affirmative action in the

Federaf employment of handicapped persons. The Equal Employment
A

Opportunity Commission (EEOC) has direct authority to enforce

the requirements of 5501 by virtue of Section 4 of the President's'

Reorganization Plan No. 1 of 1978 (5 U.S.C.A. App. II, 142

(1979 Supp. )).

-- Section 502, providing for the establishMent of the

Architectural and Transportation Bakriers Compliance Board,

composed of 11 public members and 10 Federal department and

agency heads, charged with the enforcement of the Architectural

Barriers Act of 1968, as amended, (29 U.S.C.A. 792). The Act

requires that -- after the effective date of August 12, 1968 --

certain Federally-owned, occUpied or financed buildingsband

facilities must be designed, constructed and altered so Vlat

they are accessible to and usable by the physically handcapped

(42 U.S.C. 4151).

-- Section 503, providing for affirmative action in the

employment of handicapped persons by FederalContractors having

Federal contracts in excess of $2,500. Section 503 is enforced

GJj
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by the Department of Labor Which is also charged under Executive

Order 11758, S2 (39 FR 2075, January 17, 1974) with the respon-

sibility (in consultation with the Department of Defense and

the General Services Administration) to issue S503 implementing

regulations.

-- Section 504, prohibiting discrimination on the basis of

handicap in programs and activities receiving Federal financial

asSistance and (since 1978) programs and activities conducted

by "any Executive agency or by the United States Postal

Service." HEW previously coordinated the implqmentation of

S504 by virtue,of Executive Order 11914, (41 FR 17871, April

28, 1976) but only with respect to.programs of Federal assistance;

The Executive Order preceded the 1978 Rehabilitation Act

Amendments which extended the reach of S504 to federally

conducted programs and activities. As I have noted, the

President has decided to place the coordinating responsibility

in the Department of Justice.

The membership of the Council consists of the heads of the

Departments of Health and Human4Services , Labor, Justice,

Education , and the heads of the Equal employment Opportunity

Commission, the ,OEfice of Personnel Management and the Board.

At the request of James T..Mcptyre, Jr., Director of the office

of Management and Budget, Attärn4y, General Bell agrefd in August

1979 to serve as'thesCouncil's first Chairman and appointed the

Assistant Attorney Gerieral for Civil Rights as Chairman-Designee.

631
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The' Other,participat4ng designees of the Council are: Roma

Stewart, DireCtor of,the Office for Civil Rights, HHS; 0Onald

,Elisburg, Assistant Labor Secretary for Employment Standards '

Administration, tcommissioner Armando Rodrigue4 of the ZEOC;

Jule M. Sugayman,,Deputy Director, OPM; Cynthia Brown', Assistant'

, Secretary, for Civil Rlghts-designate, D.O.Ed.; and Guy McMichael',
r

General dounsel of the °Veterans A,dministration, representing

'

6. the ATBCB Chairman, Max Clelahd, the Veterans' Administratoro

The Council heldits-organizetional meeting in August 1%79

and has held eight meetings sence.that time.
n

AGENDA. ISSUES,

Since it began to operate, the:Council halideveloped an

agenda of issues it view§ as es sential to the carrying out of

itsrmission. Sever,a1 of-those relate directly to the Board.

a. Policy issues related to overlapping enforcement

responsibilities under Title V of the Rehabilitatio n Act.

As kited above, the Board.is princiPally 'involved in the

enforcement or the Atchitectural Barriers Act (ABA.). Further,

as a result of the 1978 Rehabilitation Act Amehdments, S502

of the Rehabili*atOn Act directs the Board to'establish

minimum odidelines and'rdguiremepts for standardS issued by
,

four othtr Federal agencies (DOD,;USPS, HUD, and GSA) under

the ABA.
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Concurrently, the uniform Federal agency S504 regulations

require full program accessibility for prOgram beneficiaries.

As to existing buildings and facilities used in a federally

assisted program, structural modifications are required under

S504 regulations fh the absence of feasible alternatives (e.g.,

relocation of the program to an accessible site). As to new

construction (i.e., donstruction begun after the effective date

of the relevant Federal agency's S504 regulation) buildings and

facilities used in federally assisted programs must be barrier

free.

Accordingly, grantees of Federal assistance may be subject

to the jurisdiction of the Board under S502 of the Rehabili-

tation Act by their receipt of federal construction fun.ds and. .

also be subject under §504 to the jurisdiction of the Federal

,grant agency which either (1) provided the construction funds

for the facility in question, or (2) provided Federal assistance

to programs conducted in the federally funded structure.

Thus, the enforcement and guideline setting responsibilities

of the Board under S502 overlap with the corresponding respon-

sibilities of the Federal grant agencies under §504. The

Council believed it agpropriate to address the problem of

overlapping jurisdiction at an early date and requested the

Board Staff and HEW -- as 61e lead-agency for S504 -- to confer

to ensure the effective and consistent implementaion of their

respective statutory responsibilities.

633
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The Board staff and HEW'personnel exChenged meterabda

and held meetings to resolve the legal and policy issues

arising out of the curisdictional_overlap. At the MarcW4.3

meeting of the Councij it was agreed that Jule Sugarman, Deputy

Director of the Office of Personnel Management, would chair a

meeting where all outstanding6policy issue's would either be

resolved or referred by Mr. Sugarmih to the Council with his

recommendations. for resolution.

Briefly, the mOst pressing policy issues related to (1)

the shering of technical assistance between the Board and

HEW;4-(2) HEW and Board notificatio'n to each other androther

interested Federal agencies of complaints, investigations

and compliance reviews affecting the jurisdiction of the

notified agency; and (3) cooperatiVe efforts between HEW and

the Board with respect to HEW complaint investigation& and

compliance review proceddres for ensuring the effectiveness

of those efforts. Addi iond. issue's relating to GranOortation

and communicati n are being deferred.'

Those issues have now been resolved and incorporated into

a draft memorandum of understanding betwedn'HEW and the Board.

That-memorandum Was approved in substance\by the Board at its

May 16 meeting and also initialed by the.Director of the Office

for Civil Right&, of HHS, Ms. Stewart.
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b. Legal issues.

The jurisdictional overlap problems were compounded by the

evident disagreement between the Board's staff and the staffs

of the HEW Office for Civil Rights and its General Counsel's

Office on the reach of the Board's jurisdiction under the

Architectdral Barriers Act.

In order to have this question adequately reviewed and

evaluated, the Office of Legal Counsel of the Department of

Justice was asked by the Interagency Coordinating Council to

prepare a 4egal analysis. / have received a memorandum in

response to that request, and it is now under review within

the Department prior to distribution to the Council members.

The issues addressed in that memorandum are: (1) whether

the Act extends to buildings leased by a recipient of a

federal grant or loan where the recipient uses the federal

funds to make rental payments, and (2) whether the act covers

only those buildings for which standards for design, construction,

or alteration actually have been imposed, either by statute ,

or by regulation.

c. ANSI Standards.

At its February 14 and March 13 meetings the Council

discussed what the appropriate Federal response should be to

the new "American National Standard Specifications for Making

635
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Buildings and Facilities Accessible to, and Usable by, Physically

Handicapped People." The new standard specifications were

then in draft form, but were subsequently published in May of

this year. Until now, adherence to previous standard

specifications published by the Amer atianal Standards

Institute, Inc.* in 1961 and amended in 1971, or some.standard

which provides equivalent access, has constituted compliance

the requirements of the uniform Federal'agency S504

regulations and has formed the basis for standards unter the

Architectural Barrie Act. The new standard is the product

of a five year developm nt and review process involviny Federal

agencies, organizations representing therinterests of han capped

persons, architectural and engineering groups and business
4

interests.

The new ANSI Standard'is a matter of interest to the

Council for several reasons. Under authority of its S504

lead-agency role HEW had recommended that Federal grant

agencies provide in their S504 regulations that design, construc-

tion or alteration of facilities conform to the then existing -Tb--\

ANSI Standa'rd on accessibility_or s4Me alternative providing

equivalent.access. After the President transfers S504

coordination authority to the Justice Department, Justice

must decide whether to endorse the new ANSI Standard for the

636
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S504 agencies. Second, to the extent that the S504 lead-agency

and the Board adopt different standards the potential for

conflict arises as a result of their overlapping responsibilities

under Title V of the Rehabilitation Act.

At the January 15 meeting of the Board, the Board declined

to endorse the new ANSI Standard and approved the publicaron

of an advance notice of proposed rulemaking to implement the

Board's authority under section 502 to establish minimum

guidelines and requirements for the standards issjed by the

four design standard-setting agencies under the ABA. Further,

GSA on February 6, 1980 published a proposed new accessibility

standard for nonresidential buildings. At the same time,

HUD seems committed to adopting the new NSI Standard for

its S504 regulations and its Architectural Barriers Act

standard.

All of these desi41 standards may ultimately prove to

be compatible, but the Council believes it appropriate to have

the Federal government support a unitary standard which would

achieve widespread public -and industry support and would avoid

the confusion and inefficiency resulting from a proliferation

of standards. Beyond these practical considerations is the

relevance of OMB Circular A-119 (January 17, 1980) which

.4)
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provides that it is Federal policy to "rely on voluntary

standards . . with respect to Federal procurement, whenever
-)feasible and consistent wi w and regulation pursuant to1341

law." The policy of that Circ lar would appear to apply

equally to grant programi.

This issue was discussed at the March 13 meeting of the

Council with representatives from the President's Committee

on Employment of the Handicapped and the four design standard-

setting agencies. As a result of that meeting, the Board

comMitted itself to publish a proposed rule by July 1980 and

a final rule by December 1980: The proposed rule will ldentify

all modifications in the new ANSI Standard which the Board

believes are necessary. The Federal agencies which now do not

have an available constrbction standard will adopt the-Board's

proposed rulemaking as an interim standard while those having

a fully developed standard will have the option to adopt

either the Board proposed rule as an interim standard or.adhere

to their present standards.

d. Funding and Staffing Needs of the Board.

At the request of the Office of Management and

Budget, the Council considered the serious understaffing of

the Board at its December 13, 1979 meeting. At that time

the Council noted that the Board had more governing members

(21) than authorized staff (18). Given the import of the

63 d
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Board's program .;nd its obvious Viability to carry out-its

numerous statutory responsibilities at the'current staffing

level, the Council agreed to ask OMB for appropriate relief.

The fiscal recommendations of the Council were based on at

recently completed gaff review prepared by HEwIS Office of

Human Development Services which in our view fully justified

the Council's request to OMB for an FY '81 budget request of

$3 million dollars, as authorized under the Rehabilitation

Act Amendments of 1978 (29 U.S.C.A. 792 (i) (1979 Supp.) And

the levying upon the Board's member agencies for the loan of

slots for the remainder of FY '80. For the past three fiscal

years, the funding for the Board has been essentially level

at one million dollars, and HEW's budget had proposed'no increase

in that funding level for FY '81.

The second recommendation to OMB involved the rd/(

HEW had played in budget setting for the Board. The Council

recommended ,that for future fiscal years the Bpard should be

authorized by OMB to sN,...i.,:t a separate line item budget, rather
,

than having its budget submissions reviewed by HEW and made

part of its budget request. In the Council's view the Board

should function as,a wholly independent agency. Given the

Board's enforcement role under 002 W. the Rehabilitation

Act, the Council believes that the exIsting pr edUre pesulted

r

6
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in an awkward dependency for the Board.

At the direction of the Council, I wrote to Mr. McIntyre

on December 28, 1979 setting out the Council's recommendations.

Thereafter, OMB included in the FY '81 budget request a $1

million dollar FY '80 supplemental appropriation which provided

for 12 new permanen'k positions for the Board staff. For FY '81,

the budget requests $2.3 million and 32 positions for the Board.

The FY '81 budget request, I 'understand, appears as a lifle

item in the Department of Education budget.

The funding and staffing problems experienced by the Board

in the past have apparently been remedied, at least for FY '80

and '81, and my understanding is that the Board, ajthough now

housed for administrative purposes in the Department of Education;

Will operate as an independent agency with no fiscal overview'

exercised by fhe Department of Education.

CONCLUSION

Mr. Chairman, in conclusion I want to reiterate the
.

commitment of the Department of Justice to improving coordina-

tion among the federal entities respotsible for protecting

the rights of handicapped persons. To some extent'such coordi-

nation between the Architectural and Transportation Blrriers

Compliance Board and the Interagency Coordinating Council

flows inevitably from the number of agency officials who are

6 4
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members of both groups. But sensitivity to. the cooperative

spirit in the Council's mandate, expressed in S507 of the

Rehabilitation Act, requires that we extend our efforts at

cooperation beyond what the mere strOctural arrangement.

dictates. We must pursue the federal government's enforcement

of the statutory protections of handicapped persons with both

vi6or and consistency. Failure to do so will undermine in a

fundamental way the goals incorporated in these laws.

This concludes my prepared statement. I will be glad

to respond to any questions you m4y have.

6 4
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, Exhibit No. 20

Appendix Q, Footnote 33, page 191, Vol. II
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We must provide consumers, advocates, the public, professionals and
legislators with a means of studying the philosophical, humanistic and civil
aspects of equal opportunity for handicapped people oin recreation.

This effoct will complement similar efforts by people who areoliandicapped.
in non-recreation related areas such as architectural barrters, benefits,
education, employment, hospital and meOicalmatters, housing, insurance, tran-
sportation, vocational rehabilitation and legal_representation.

This paper seeks to provide a start in study and discussion of the
recreation rights of individuals who are hihdicapped:,

Rights and Recreation

There are a number of reasons for being concerned about the human and civil
rights.to-secreation for people who are handicapped. First, the efforeis aimed
at defining prerogatives in society. For people who are handichpped, this
defining of prerogatives.serves to delinene equal opportunity. This activity
in turn defines the roles and functiAs of consumers, of advocates and of pro-
fessional personnel and public agencies. .

Second, since 1964 there has been an overt ettort within the United States
to provide assurances of equaq opportunity for people who because of racial or
etlinic background or who because of sex have been denied equal opportunity.
Most notably, these assurances have been provided through Title VI relative
to racial or ethnic minorities and through Title IX for women.

More recently Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act has sought to define
the rights of people who are handicapped. In particulars Section 504 is
regarded as the 'Civil Rights Act for the Handicapped'. Unquestionably, the
right of handicapped to recreational opportunity, to recreation service, to
facilities and to recreational employment and the services to make opportunity,
access and employment possible, are an important dimension of the assurances
anticipated through Section 504. Thus, those consumers, adVocates and pro-
fessionals who are concerned Ath the assurance of the human right to
recreational opportunity and participation. must be-concerned with the civil
processes necessary to achieve equal ,opportunity.

While Special Recreation, Inc. is very interested in the arca of human
and civil right-Skof peoplewhokare handicapped to equal.opportunity in recrea-
tion, there is b)) no means any definitive statement of the human right to ,

recreational opportunity nor is there any specific .knowledge or insight into
the civil procedures needed to assure the exercise of the civil right to equal
opportunity in recreation. The following statement is to encourage interest
in this area of activity.

1
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Human 'and tivil Rights

, The idea of "a right" presumes that individuals are "cntitted" to do, to
behave, to perferm or to receive something. 'One might say that a right entitles
a person to certain "prerogatives". Broadly considered, "human rights" may be
construed as those philosophical or ethical values that are adopted by a
community,,a nation, or a society. Statements of or .on human rights are deduCt-
ive setting forth guidelines, defining relationships and behavier and,declaring
the dignity and privtleges to which individuals are antitled. However, issues
in human rights may be cassified as being philosophical and not legal. "Civil
rights" by contrast are an active facet of the laws and regulations of a polit-
ical unit or units, local, 'state, mational or international:, By way of fllus-
tration, we may presume or believe that voting is an inalienable universfal
human right. However, individuals may be denfed their humali.right to vete
unless there is a-civil right to vote within the community's law and regulatory
enactment and unless there *i.S recourse to a judicial systfmi+en onesAcivil
right is denied.

First, when if comes to community recreation for people who are handicapped
'there are definite problems between providers and receivers of services in
communication, terminolbgy and philosophy:

,

Second, it appears that mest consumer spokespersons are more a,ware bf and
thus more concerned about tssues such as employmeet, housing, archltectural
barriers and transportation than they are about issues having to .do with re-
creational opportunity, participation and services.

Third, while we'now have a Clearer idea of a handicapped persbn's right.
to education. (P.,L..94-142) we ,have limited awareness of handicapcd people's
riTht to participate in recreational activities, lhat is, aCtivitics knclud-
ing parks, museums, performing and plastic arts, outdoor recreation, etc.,
--all undertaken during free' time. While we cAn gain consensus among consumers,
advocates and professionals on the human right to panticipate in education and
work we do not have a clear'idea of what precisely a person is entitled to

A relative to tecrpation..

The implications of the foregoihg discussien are that while,the right to'
recreationactivities may be broadly accepted, unless thiS human right is a,
functioning part of the laws and regulations of the land, then there is no
actual guarantee to recreation opportunity for minorities, 'for women or for
handicapped..

Operationally, we are aware that handicapped do not have proprotionate
rcpresentatioh in the-recreation pursuits of the American society. 'The fact
that the park facility, recreation center or museum presents architectural
restrictions, service and resource limitations'and/or attitudinal barriers to
participation and employment by handicapped dtaj,es the IFindicapped individual
his or her'huMan rights. Further, as the laweof the land arc enacted by the
legislators and interpreted by the courts, it is a fact that this denial is in
violation of peope's civil,rights.
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What we have experienced is uneqbal or preferential treatment of individ'Uals
based on social advantage, racial advantAge, economic advantage, 'sex advantage, '

.physical advantage and/or mental adv,antage. There have been a large nvmber of -

preferential treatment recipients. These preferential treatment recipients'
, situations should be compared with the unequql prejudicial treatment recipients

experienced by handicapped people.

<
The major areas of living where unequal opportunities are discerned are

Apolitical expression (voting), education, employment and,housing. The efforts
of unequal opportunity impact on every phase ef living, nutrition, health
care, disease, "injury, etc. Recreation is in tact an area where unequal treat-
ment is enormous.

.

In considering recreation and the rights of disabled citizens, there are
three major LegisLatiye enactments that bear study:,

1. Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964.
2. Titre IX of the Education Amendments of 1972. '

-3. Section 504 of the Vocational Aehabilitation Act of 1973.,
(Executive Order ll9l4,";signed by President Ford, April 28, 1970
and Federal Register, May 17, 1976, pp. 20246-20380.

A
Just as the first two laws cited above seek to assure the oVil riihts of

racial minority group members and women, Section 504 seeks to assure the civil
rights of people who are handicapped.

'Regarding'Title VI and Title. IX eveng.thoffgh relatively little attention

has been directed to the recreation implicatAons of the'laws we can build on
some previous experience as we study`the recreation iMplications of Section 504.

Acceptingothe fact Ot unequal treatment and opportunity, when efforts are
undertaken to make opportunity equal or more equal for the handicapped person
in recreation the first,step 6 be taken is ta GAIRmine the delivery system in
attempting to discern key pOints where policies OM practices can be effec,ted
which will result in equal opportunity for handicapped people.' The foliowing
areas lend themselves to consideration.

Facilities - Lack of access'ibility
. .5'. Lack of provision of special accomoda ing

features, e.g., lowered drinking fount ina
hand rails in toilets, etc.

't

Equipment - Lack of adaptatron of equipment.
Failure'to provide special equipment.

Services

e.

: Failure to provide administrative, program,
and 'leader personnel, i.e., either regular
persOnnel who can meet reasonable expect;tions
or special pe"rsenne4as needed,: ,

- Failure to provide coordinaion, program
development, etc. e

6 el
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Transportation
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Scholar-ships

Selection of 44'
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Levels of

Performance
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- Failure to provide professional assessment,
counseling, etc., for participants.

- Preference given to "preferential treatment

recipients",'i.e., the "able-bodied" are served
first and where most convenient.

- Failure to make existing transportation'
accessible.

- Failure to provide special transportation
based on need.

"Recruitment" limited to preferentfal treatment
recipients, i.e., "able-bodied", versus
recruitment activities such as "handicapped
child find", handicapped recruitment," etc.

In school and school related programs, pre-
- ferential treatment,given to "able-bpdied",
no scholarships offered to handicapped, no
handicapped teams, etc., all levels, elementary,
secondary and colleges/universities.,

. Selection oriented to preferential treatment
'recipients, i.e., that only "able-bodied" can .

, do versus selection of activities in which able-
bodied and disabled can participate. No
considerakkon of recreation activities oriented
to specie' needs or interests of handicapped.
Activities limited in variety, rangeef levels
of performance and frequency.

In truction is all oriented t'o non-handica ed.

Fa.lure to provide special recreation educa ion,
spdtial recreation skills instruction (for dapt-
ation and modification), etc., for handica ed
participants.

Failur to allow for differing levels of perform-
ance o an activity, sport, etc., thus rejecting
or ex luding individuals such as handicapped .

who il to meet a single standard.

Non-Segregated - Pro amming when provided orien;ed essentially
Participation to segregated programs and services, e.g., ,

"Handicapped Dancers meets Thursday afternoon".

Media Coverage

4,

se.

4 Failure to provide information for and about
programs, services, etc. for handicapped citizens.

4
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Non-Competence Based - Failure to relate to actual skills and competencies
Restrictions on aeedeil in accepting participants; rejecting)
Participatiom participants simply because of disability* some

assumed medical or health or safety restriCtion.

Non-Competence - Rejecting applicants simply because they are blind
Based Restrictions or have other disabilities.
on Employment - Blanket rejection of handicapped job applicants.

Failure to hire based on actual skills, training
"and experience needed in relation to the job to
be performed.

- Failure to employ handicapped based on presumed
prejudice of co-workers, or the public, or the
participants.

We may ask, based on the foregoing, what constitutes equal opportunity for
the handicapped individual in terms of:

- Aquatics
)'

7 Camping
- Crafts
- Dance
- Drama
- Entertainment
- Fine Arts
- Graphics
- Hobbies
- Mental andlLiterary Activities
- Music
- Outdoor.Recreation
- Scouting and 4-H
- Soci,a1 Recreation
- Sportt
- Tourism .
- Voluntary Service'

It must be recognized that people who are handicapped are inqined to
develop a lifestyle which circumvents the mainstream of American life. The
many proCesses operatiing to extlude the handicapped results in a separatist
lifestyle on the part of individuals who are handicapped as well as families
who have handicapped members. Simply announcing a new program or service will
not break down 2 lifetime of sfperatism.

The ultimate goal. for participation by-people who are handicapp ed is that
opportunity be provided to the extent that people who arc handicapped will live
a normal life, that the statistical norms for or of participation will approx-
imate those of the non-handicapped population..

6 4 ;
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Opportunity will necessarily be created through special services which
make participation possible and feasible. Individuals who are handicapped
given the opportunity will exercise their free will and natural selection of
pursuits will take place. It follows that programs, facilities and services
provided by bop public and commercial recreation serving agencies will exper-
ience statistiCally proportionate representation of people who are handicapped.
Obviously, it may be assumed that the public agencies will, until 1990 or 2,000
receive a higher proportion of handicapped participants than private agencies -
because of: 1. Their fundamental public responsibility to provide special
services as needed; and, 2. The actual civil laws and regulations that exist.

In community recreation for handicapped people we have arrived at a point
half-way between pursuing humanistic goals and exercising legal rights. We
are providing as much functional aid and assistance as we can based on our
humanistic goals; but, neither the handicapped consumer nor the advocate nor
the professional worker has a clear understanding as to what a handicapped
person's keeal right to the "pursuit of hapPlness" really means.

thus, the preparation of a "Charter of the Recreation Rights and RespOn-
sibilities of People Who Are Disabled" is intended to iniAate discussion,
study and, in the future, action V:, enhance handicapped people's human right
and civil right to full equal participation in.the mainstream of the nation's
recreational lifp.

4IP
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Charter
of the

Recreation Rights
and

Responsibilities
of

People Who Are Disabled

-

Each American child, youth or adult, regardless of handicapping condition,
has the right and responsibility to participate during free time in recreation
chosen for yhe inherent satisfactions ach'eved.

When the handicapping condition cau os prejudice, barriers or deficits that
result in the inability or failure by t e disabled person to exercise the right
to achieve equal opportunity on a par wi h non-handicapped peers, the individual
is entitled,to services that will create'equal opportunity and normative
particivation. IP

Comim services related to recreation to which the disabled is entitled

- Administrative and program services designed to provide
opportunity for equitable recreation pabticipation.

6

- Administrative and program services designed to provide
normative participation or recreation participation in
the least restrictive environment.

- Professional services including special recreation service,
therapeutic recreation service, recreation assessment,
recreation counseling and recreation education.

- For homebound or residentially restricted, services to
provide recreation opportunity and community recreation
affiliation.

- Equal opportunity for employment in recreation service
occupations.

- Equal opportunity for access to all public, private and
commerelal recreation, park and cultural areas, facilities
and resources.

- Equal dOportunity for accees-to public transportation for
the purpose of participating in recreation, the same as is
enjoyed by the non-handicapped public.

- Equal opportuniv for insurance protection when participating
in iecreation acilvity as provided to the non-handicapped
general public.,

ed by Special Recreation, Inc.
r Avenue, Iowa City, Iowa 52240
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- Equal opportunity for individual handicapped consumer

recourse to legal assistance As in other areas such as
employment or housing when recreational opportunity
or employment is denied in recreation.

Institutional recreation services to which the ill or handicapped indivi-
dual is entitled include the following.

- Guarantee of the individual's basic right to free
choice in recreation for diversion and to the provis-
ion of therapeutic or special recreation service as
part of the rehabilitation, treatment or education
plan, written and non-written.

- Services designed to assure recreational placement
upon return to the community.

Theindividual who is handicapped is responsible for the following.

- Directing his or her recreational activities toward
` achieving aesthetic, creative, emotional, fitness,

intellectual, physical and social benefits.

- Performing consumer and advocate roles and functions
in recreation. '

- Cooperating with professional services and personnel.

Agencies and personnel providing recreation services to individuals'who
A arc handicapped are responsible for the following.

- Direct, in person representation of recreation needs
or interests of disabled persorA on policy-making and

' advisory bodies.

- Providing for review of recreation administrative
goals, standards, methods and actual delivery by handi-
capped consumer and advocates.

As the recreation lifestyle of the nation evolves and increases, handi-
capped Americans have the right to services which offset the disadvantage
imposed by disability toward the general goal of participation at parity with
the non-handicapped.

For additional information write
Special Recreation, Inc.
362 Koser Avenue
Iowa City, Iowa 52240

Tel. 3l9/3SS-6808

319/337-,7578
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- Equal opportunity for individual handicapped consumer
recourse to legal assistance as in other areas such as
employment or housing when recreational opportunity
or employment is denied in recreation.

Institutional recreation services
dual is entitled include the followin

- Guarantee of the individu
choice in recreation for di
ion of therapeutic pr. speci
part of the rehabilitation
plan, written and non-writ

to which the ill or handicapped indivi-,

pasic right to free
n and to the provis-

1 rec ation service as
treatment or education
n.

- Services designed to ass c recreationallolacement
upon return to the community.

The-individual'who is handicapped is responsible for the following

- Directing his or her recreational activities toward
achieving aesthetic, creative, emotional, fitness,
intellectual, physical and social benefits.

-.Performing consumer and advocate roles and functions
in recreation.

- Cooperating with professional services and personnel.

Agencies and personnel provid ng recreation services to individuals who
arc handicapped are responsible for the following.

- Direct, in person representation of recreation needs
or interests of disabled persons on policy-making and
advisory bodies.

- Providing for review of recreation administrative
goalsjeTrft4grds, methods and-actual delivery by handi-
cappe consumer and advocates.

As the recreation lifestyle of the nation evolves and increases, handi-
capped Americans have the right to services which .offset the disadvantage
imposed by disability toward the general goal of participation at parity with
the non-handicapped.

For additional information write
Special Recreation, Inc.
362 Koser Avenue
Iowa City, Iowa 52240
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FOR LEGISLATIVE SUPPORT FOR THE DEAF-BLIND

By

Rober t( J. Smithdas,4L.H.D., Litt.D., L.H.D.
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Helen Keller National Center for Deaf-Blind Youths and Adults
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THE NEED FOR LEGISLATIVE0SUPPORT FOR THE DEAF-BLIND

In recent years many groups of disabled persons have orgpnized to advoCate their

.special needs and to obtain recognition and assistance through legislation on

local, state, and national levels. Througll persistent and sometimes,militant

efforts, these groups have been instrumental in having legislation.passed that

provides a growing number of supportive services and subsidies intended to make

life easier for.the disabled individual by providing greater opportunities for

employment and independent living. Most of these groups have established direct,

liaison with)mal and federal governments, and are veryarticulate in expessing

their rights as citizens.

These groups are asking for many special concessions. For example, the deaf demand

interpreters and direct telecommunication systems; wheelchair users want the elim-

ination of architectural barriers; and the blind ask for braille markings on the

doors and elevators in public buildings. And there is a growing insistence by

all groups that new laws favoring the disabled be complied with by professional

wor;:qrs and agencies serving the disabled.

The deaf-blind people of this country have always been regarded as one of the most

severely disabled and neglected groups of the handicapped in the national popula-

tion. Because of the unique problems created by the loss bf both sight and hear-

ing, deaf-blind individuals require more supPortive services and technical aids

to achieve relative independence than many other groups. Yet because they rep-

resent a small minority, and because they are overshadowed by larger,groups of

the handicapped their needs are rarely recognized, in special legislation, except

when there are incidental benefits from such legislation for a larger, more artic-

ula:e group of the disabled. Advocacy by the deaf-blind themselves has been dif-

ficLit because there lUis generally been a lack of organization among them; and

mat, deaf-blind persons, lacking coherent speech, cannot express their wants and

needs forcefully on the legislative level.

The ieaf-blind do not want paternalism. They want those essentials necessary: for

the attainment of a measure of security, personal freedom and happiness. This.is

being partiallry accomplished today through interested, sympathetic sources, but

not through a dependable, standard program of services sponsored by government.

6 5 4
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,The following suggestions are broadogeneral areas where I believe benefipinl

legislation for the deaf-blind should begin:

1. There should be legislation on the nationallevel to have aids and devices

for the deaf-blind subsidized by the federal government. Many aids and devices for

the deaf-blind are too expensive for the ordinaFy deaf-blind individual to afford:.

It is true that some states do supply such materials, but this is.not the general

pattern. Several foreign countries in EUrope have been providing such subsidies

for a number of years. Such subsidies would assure that every deaf-blind individual

would have the benefit of coMmunication and reading devices, and other technical aids,

ugually toO-costly for the ordinad individual.

2. There should be legislation to establish a federal offiCe that can advo-

cate the needs of the deaf-blind population, with powers to protect the rights of

the deaf-blind as consumers and citizens. Such national offices are already in

existence for the deaf, the blind, and other handicapped groups. Preferably, such

an orrice would be under direction of a capable deaf-blind person.

3. There should be legislation on both the 5.ate and national levels to

exempt deaf-blind people from ttle payment of p sonal income taxes. This takes

into consideration that deaf-blind people n interpreters, guides, end readers

and other amenities of service, that are essential, due to problems of communica-

tion and mobility creited by their handicaps.

4. There shOuld be legislation for the training and subsequent employment of

deaf-blind persons by agencies directly serving the deaf-blind population, if such

agenqes receive federal funding, with provision for adequate support services, and

guidelines to insure compliance. Such agencies should be required to train deaf-

blind applicants into their programs, and a determinate percentage of the staff

should be deaf-blind. The presence of a number of deaf-blind staff workers would

increase sensitivity of other staff members to the needs of the deaf-blind community.

655
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I have outlined only four broad areas ofpossible legislation. There fitno doubt

that each area would need specific guidelines for implementation, and there are

certainly other areas of legislation that could be added. I feel that the time

AJI Coming when deaf-blind people will be as insistent on their rights as iitizens
ask

as any other group of the handicapped. Disability doe& not make a handicalved

person less of eti human being; and if we sincerely acknowYedge this dictum, we

should make'every effort to lphold its meaning by deed as well as by principle.
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Statement of James A. Cox, Jr., Executive Director
Natitnal Association of ehabilitation,Facilities
Before the U.S. Commission on Civil Rights

I. Background Information on Sheltered Workshops

' According to the Department of Labor, in 1979 therewere 1,700 sheltered
workshops and 3,000 work activity centers serving more than 200,000 people
annually. Although workshops,differ in the range and extent of services
provided, most workshop programs concentrate on restoring or improving the
productivity and earnings of.handicapped people. The three main functions
of a workshop are:

(1) As a rehabilitation agency--To reduce the number and severity
of living and adjustment problems of the handicapped.

(2) As an employment Preparation agency--To train and vocationally
prepare the handicapped for placement into competitive employment.

(3) A,5 an employer--To provide sheltered remunerative employment.

Sheltered workshops provide remunerative work (either of a transitional
or extende4 nature) and,are non-profit. Workshops provide services including
vocational evaluation, work 'adjustment, training, remunerative employment,
and placement. They also provide supportive services such as social and
psychological services, counseling, medical services, recreation, remeklial
education, transportation services, housing services, and a wide range of
other human service programs. Workshops are a permanent job placement for
a substantial number of people who are not employable competitimeTy.

Work is the focal point for workshop activities end is used for evalua-
tion and training as well as employment. Reports on sheltered workshop
studies have cited the importance of a continuous,.adequate and suitable
supply of work: it results in higher wage earningt and more effective place-
meqt of.Pandicapped personstn the competitive labor market. The unavailability
of subcontract work is a serious problem which threatens sheltered workshops
and their ancillary services.

The Congress has demonstrated a commitment to remedying the work supply
problem through'the enactment of legislation to encourage the governmental
Airchase of commodities produced in shops and support to other programs
designed to provide work. levertheless, many sheltered workshops still en-
coUnter difficulties in obtaining contracts which can provide meaningful
work.

Issues

A. Partial Satisfaction of Sec. 503 of the Rehabilitation Act through
Sub-Contractinq with Sheltered tlikshops.

Throughout the Commission's Consultation on the Handicapped, Section
503 of the Rehabilitation Act was referred to as statute which generated
many investigations but fag prosecutions. The National Association would
like to direct attention to the fact that Section 503 of the Rehabilitation

(
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Statement of James Allen Cox, Jr.
June 19, 1980
Page 2, Continued

Act of 1973 was designed to encourage employment of handicapped individuals
by requiring federal contractors to take affirmative action to employ quali-
fied handicapped individuals.

As presently written, the regulations issued by the Office of Federal Con-
tract'Compliance Programs, DOL, state that contracts with sheltered workshops
do not constitute affirmative action in lieu of employment and advancement of
qualified handicapped individuals in the contractor's own work force unless
the contractor is required to hire the workshop employees. .We have been
hearing from our members that potential major corpurate contractors will
not entertain proposals from workshops because tAey feel that they will be
in violation of their 503 obligation. The result is that WorkshoOs often
don't receive contracts, employees.don't receive work and wages are not
earned. We recommend that these regulations be reexamined. The Department
of Labor_ilSheltered Workshop Study, Vol. II emphasized the importance of
increasing the work supply to sheltered workshops, and the Department of
Labor.proposed that federal regulations be changed so that subcontracting
to sheltered workshops can be considered_part of a tompany's affirmative
action program. Allowing companies- to fulfill part of their affirmative
action requirements by sUbcontracting to sheltered workshops would increase
the amount of work for the handicapped in shops.

The National Association of Rehabilitation Facilities supportsan amend-
ment to the regulations issued by the Office of Federal Contract Compliance
Programs. We believe thatindustries with federal contracts shoUld be allowed
to partially satisfy their obligations of affirmative action for handicappdd
workers by subcontracting with sheltered workshops. ,

41 CFR Part 60 issued by the Office of Federal Contracts Compliance
13rograms to assure Compliance with Section 503 of the Rehabilitation Act
prohibits the contractor or sub-contractor from discriminating on the basis
of physical or mental Wandicap and also requires the contractor'or sub-.
contractor to establ*sh an affirmative action program as set forth in the
above referenced regulation.

Section 60-741.6(j) states that contracts with sheltered workshops
alone without a corporate Iffirmativeaction program will not satisfy the
cootractor's obligation. tontracts with sheltered workshops requiring
the contractor to hire sheltered workshop employeeS once tIOY have com-
pleted their training programs, may now be part of the affTrmative action
program:

"(j) Sheltered Workshops. ;Contracts with sheltered workshops
do not constitute affirMative action in lieu of employment and
advancement of qualified handicapped individuals.in the contractor's
own workforce. Contracts with sheltered workshops may be included
within an affirmative action program if the sheltered workshop
trains employees for the contractor and the contractor is obliga-
ted to hire trainees at full compensation when such trainees 'become
qualified as "qualified handicapped individual" as defined in
Section 60-741 2". -

6 5
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Statement of James-Allen Cox, Jr.
June 19, 1980 "

-Page 3, Continued .

The National Association of Rehabilitation Facilities recommends that
this federal policy be cHanged and that this suhsection.be modified. It is
good public policy to require contractors to maintain affirmative adtion
programs for,handicepped employees.

-

Such change would generally allow contracts with sheltered wakshops
to be-part of,an affirmative action program withoUtrequiring employment of
workshop workers. Employment would still TeMiTri-e-ii objective under.a sub-
contract but not a requirement...

This could be achieved by amending Section 60-741.601 as follows:

"(1) Sheltered Workshops. Contracts with sheltered .

worksheps only, in'lieu of employment add ad4aTicement
of qualified handicapped individuals in the contrac-,
tor's own workforce do not constitute an affirmative
action program. Contracts with sheltered workshops
may be.included within an affirmative action program
which otherwise atisfies the requirements of this'
.section."

1
B. Section 14(c), Fairiabor Seandards Act 5, Secticin 504 of the

Rehabilitation Act
.;

t
. .A second issue which .WARF would-like to'call'to the,attention of the.
Commission is a conflict between the Department of Labor's regulatiens
implementing the Feir Labor Standards Act of 1966 and.the Department of
Education's regulations implementing Section, 504 of the Rehabilitation Act
of 1973.

Section 504 of the RehabilitatiOn Act of 1473 prohibits discriminatibn
against qualified handicapped persons in federally assisteeprograms and
actlyities. The FLSA regulates employment of handicapped persons 1t.speCial
minimum wages in sheltered workshops. Most Of the sheltered workshops receive
federal financial assistanCe.

'o

The FLSA authorizes Ihe Secretary of Labor io provide, by order or by .

regulation, for the employment,of handicappe&clients in "work atthilties
center" at wages which are less than the,minimum establistled under,other
provisions of the same statute. Themork actiyities centers are to be'planned.
and designed exclusively to provide "thgrapeutit" activities-for handicapped

clients whose phisfcal oe mental impairments are so severe as to make their
productive capacity inconsegliential. The Department of Labor's mplementing
regulation requtres,that people-being trained in work activities centers be
physically separated from those receiving the Oenefiti of a sheltered workshop
program which is.a program for clients producing at oqt,less than 50% bf the .

statutory minimum wage. It is this -rdqutrement whichAARF believes-to be in
conflict withothii HEW's Section 504-regulatiOn requiring that'handieapped
persons participate in programs tn the least restrfaive setting which their
disability 04,1 allow.'

fl:
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$tatement of James Allen Cox, Jr:
June 19, 1980
Page 4, Continued

Recognized rehabilitatiOn principleS have qmonstrated that handicapped
people learn through.role modeling, and it is neZessary to enhance the oppor-
Aunities of persons trained in work activities centers by integrating theim
voptional and social programs whenever possible with the programs of the
sheltered workshdp.clients. NARF strongly opposes the ctirrent.FtSA regula-
tions requiring physical separation of Work Activity and Sheltered Wohshop
clients. This regulatioon is hi direct conflict with the Pringiples of
mainstreaming and 504 f the Rehabilitation Act. We strongly urge the
Commission to make recommendations to Depahtment of Labor to alter its FLSA
regulations, so that Work Activity Center Clients can be integrated with the
less severely Wandicapped. We believe the DOL regulations requiring physical
separation have an,adverse effect on the prpductivity and social adjustment
of .the severely hand i capped.

C. -A-National Employment.Pol4y for the Severely Handicapped
7

Finally the NARF would like to fops attention on the need for a national
employmt policy for the severely disabled because none of the existing pro-
grams-addressee all the needs of this special population in a comprehensive
manner.

The last decade has seen impressive gains in the recognition of the
needs of handicapped people including protection of civil rights, phovision
of employment opportunities, delivery of services and provioion of direct
financial support. In each of these aeeas, public p licy in 1980 is substan-
tially more favorable to the disabled than a decade a o. Additionally, public
awareness of disabled people is more enlightened and Øervasiv. As'sumptions
and myths which were conventional wisdom a decade ago re being dispelled.

The recognition of people with handicapping condi ions as victims ot
discrimination has been called to public consciousness y active and aggres-
sive advocacy by handicapped people themselves. This f ts the pattern of
civil right's movements of the past whether founded on race, religion, or
ethnic origin. Protection of civil rights of handicapped people has been
a recurring theme in federal legislation of the 1970s, the most prominent
action being enactment of.the Rehabilitation Act of 1973. The significance
of the Rehabilitation Act and the regulations promulgatdilunder them cannot
be overestimated.

Beyond Sections 503 and 504 of the Rehabilitation Act,%there are sig-
nificant advancements in providing employment opportunities fon handicapped
people. Section 503 is of considerablesonsequence as it will break down
barriers to jobs in coMpetitive employment. For facilities providing
sheltered employment, the Javits-Wagner-O'Day program under which government.
contracts are set aside for workshops employing handicapped people, State
Use Laws, the Handica4ed Assistance Loan Program of the Small Business
Administration, Community'Development Block Grants lor,facilities through,the
Department of Housing and Urban Development, the comprehensive Employment and
Training Act and similar advarices have expanded opportunities foremploYment
of pie handicapped. There are defects and limitations in these programs, but
they provide an importart.foUndation.
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Page 5, Continued

1 .e.
These are some of thelmajor programs and policies which bear on employ-

ment and rehabilitation of'the 'handicapped. The challenge of the next decade
is to mold these elements into a comprehensive nationa.1 employment policy,
by filling in the gaps while maintaining and safeguarding the existing base.

There is an unfidished agenda for developing a truly national and com-
prehensive employment policy for handicapped people. The objectives of such
a policy are the faillowing:

. 1

1. ,To the maximum extent possible, disabled people shoult1 have the
opportunity to hold jobs in competitive employment.

,

2. People who are limited in their abiltty to hold competitive jobs
should be able to obtain sheltered employment. Such eMploymeht
opportrities should be stable and adequately compensated.

The hallmark of the rehabilitation movement is the restoration of disabled
people to productive activity. The argument that "people restored to work are
taxpayers not tax eaters" 1-Ms prevailed in the Congress to sustain the voca-
tional rehabilitation program under the Rehabilitation Act and others as well.
This principle is sound and should be pursued botP politically and programma-
tically. However, it is clear that a significant part df the disabled popu-
lation will not; under current circumstances, find jobs in competitive employ-
ment.

Rehabilitation facilities are dealiAg with more severely handicapped peo-
ple, p*ticufarly the mentally retarded and mentally ill. For many such,peopik,,,
rehabilitation facilities are pot a medium of transttion, but the employer of
last resort. POlicies in this area of sheltered employment are under strain
and require substantial overpul.

Currently, there is certain public ambivalence toward shelteredtemptloy-
ment. Some advocacy/groups regard sheltred workshops as exploitive and there
is enough fire with this smoke to attrart the attention of national news media.
On the other hand it seems clear that a firmative.action coupledwith the best
of rehabilitation programs will not in the near term provide adequate employment
opportunities in the competitive sector for severgjy handicapped people.

We must rethink the range of opportunities-now'available and apply to
sheltered employment the expertise in engineering, managemeht and finance
sommonplace in American industry. While income supplements and direct

II& public support will be essential for some, a prime gOlicy,objective should
be C increase productivity and wages. Over the not-too-long haul, such
inves ments in sheltered workshops are preferable VO transfer payments and
persor dependence.

III. Summary

Overall, The National Associ-ation of Rehabilitation Facilities strongly
supports further investigation by the Commission on these issues which we have
presented:
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Statement of James Allen Cox, Jr.

June 19, 1980
Page 6, Continued

A. Amending Section 503 of.the Rehabilitation Act of 1973 to allow
Federal Contractors to partially fulfill their Affirmative'Action
requirements by awarding"subcontracts to sheltered workshops.

B. Changing the Department of Labor's requirements that worKactivity
clients be segregated-from sheltered workshop clients.

C. Developing a national employment policy on the severely disabled which
will guarantee either sheltered or competitive employment and support

services.

The Commission is invited to direct questions or requests for clarification
to the Association at the following address:*

National Association of Rehabilitation Facilities
5510 Wisconsin Avenue, Suite 95-
Washhngton, D.C. 20015k

(301) 654-5882

6
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JUN 1 1 1980

Statement on ADAMHA Prograins and Civil Rights

Issues Relating to ADM Populations

A. Agency. Functions

The Alcohol, Drug Abuse, and Mental Health Administrion (ADAMHA), an

agency of the Public Health Service, U.S. Department of Health ancl.Human

Services, provides leadership, policies and goals for the Federal effort

designed to Asure the treatment and rehabilitation of persons with alcohol,

&lig abuse, and mental health problems and to prevent such problems. In .

cdrrying out these responsibilities, ADAMHA:

(1) conducts and supports research on the biological, psychological, sociolog-

ical, and epidemiological aspects of alcoholism, drug abuse, and mental health

and illness; (2) supports the training of professional and paraprofessional

personnel-in the prevention, treatment and control of alcoholism and drug

abuse; and the promotion of mental health and the prevention and treatm

of mental illness; (3) conducts and supports research and development on the

"delivery of alcoholism, drug abuse, and mental healt'h.servicesrd supPorts

serVices programs and projects, including facilities constrution as

appropriate; (4) develops standards and regulations for ,assuring the quality of

alcoholismArug abuse, and mental health services'and provides assistance to

.regional, State, and local professional standards review organizations; (5)

encourages the inclusion of alcoholism, drug abuse, and mental health services

as part of the basic range of health services and their eligibility under Federal

tlian other health financini sources, including third-party payment th....patigh

insurance programs; (6) facilitates linkages of alcohol, drug abuse, and mental

d- 663
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health services with social, law enforcement, and other huMan services; (7)

collaborates with and prqvides technical assistance to State authorities and

regional offices, and supports State and community efforts in planning,

establishing, maintaining, coordinating and evaluating more effective alcohol-

. ism, drug abuse, and mental health programs; (8) collaborates with, provides

assistarke to, and encourages other Federal agencies, national, foreign, State-

and Tocal organizations, hospitals, and voluntary groups to facilitate and

expand programs for the prevention of alcohol, drug abuse, and mental health

problems and for the care, treathient, and rehabilitation of p&sons with these

proMeMs; and (9) provides information on alcoholism, drug abuse, and meitt*

health to the public and to the scientific community.

ADAMHA's qrganizational structure includes the Office of the Administrator

(OA) and three cornpoqent Institutes, the National Institute on Alcohol Abuse

and Alcoholism (N1AAA); the NationalInstitute on Drug Abuse (NIDA), and the

,National Institute of Mtental Health (N1MH). The Office of the Administrators

carries out such activities as providing the leadership and coordination in the

development of policies and programs .copcarned with tile research, human

resources develop-tent and.training, prevention and treatment of alcoholism,

drug abuse, and mental illness and the promotion of mental health.

, The Institutes carry out theprogrammatic actiOities of the agency.

I. National lnstitifte on Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism (NIAAA)

The National Institute on AlcOhol Abuse and Alcoholism provides

leadership, policies. and goals for the Federal effort in the prevention,
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control, and treatment of alcohol abuse and alcoholism and the rehabili-

tation of affected individuals. In carrying out these responsibilities, the

Institute: (1) conducts and supports research on the biological, psycho-

logical, sociological, and epidemiological aspects of alcohol abuse and
9

alcoholism; (2) supports the training of professional and paraprofes-

sional personnel in prevention, treatment and control of alcoholism; (3)
Nr.

conducts and supports research on the development and improvement of

alcoholism services delivery, admihistration, and financing, and

4 supports alcoholism services programs and projects, Including facilities

construction as appropriate; (4) collaborates with and provides technical

assistance to State authorities and Regional Offices and supports State

and community,efforts in planning, establishing, maintaining, coordlnat-

ing and evaluating more effective alcohol abuse- and alcoholism

progralis; (5) collaborates with, provides assistance to, and encourages

other Federal agencies, national, fogign, State and local organizations,

_ hospitals, and voluntary groups to facilitate and expand programs for

the prevention of alcohol abuse , and alcoholism, and for the care,

I. treatment, and 'rehabilitation of alcoholic persor;sr(6) develops, imple-

ments, and administers an alcoholism detection, referral, and treatment

program for Federal civilian employees within the PUblic Health
. I

Service; (7) carries out administrative and financial anagement, policy-
development, planning and evaluation, and public in mation' functions, '

which are requir:ed to implement such programs.

According to data from 1975, there are approximately 13 million

alcoholic persons -ind Problem drinkers in the United States. Of these,

approximately 10 million are adults and 3.3 million are teenagers. Less
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than 20 percent em are receiving the treatment they need.

Approximately 602,000 receive treatment through federally-assisted

programs. The imme te goal of NIAAA is to make the best possible

treatment and rehabilitation serviceS available at tha comrhunity

Hundreds of local programs are supported through grants to States a

local communities to establish alcoholism services for employees o

private industry; for special groups such as public inebria.tes, minorities

and women, and to train specialists in the treatment o.f alcohol abuse

and alcoholism. NIAAA also funds research siudies to determine the

causes of alcohol problems, and to improve treatment methods.

II." National, Institute on Drug AbUse (NIDA)

The National Institute on Drug Abuse provides leadership,..policies;-'and

goals for the Fede141 effort in the prevention, control, and treatment of

narcotic addiciion and drug abuse, and the rehabilitation of affected

individuals. In carrying out these responsibilities, the Institute: (1)

conducts and supports research on the biological, psychologicai;, socio-

logical, and epidemiological 'aspects of narcotic addiction and drug

abuse; (2) supports the training of professional and paraprofessional

personnel in prevention, treatinent and control of drug abuse; (3)

conducts and supports research on the development and improvement f

drug abuse services delivery, administration, and financing and supports

services programs and projects including facilities tonstruction, as

appropriate; (4),collaborates with and provides technical assistance to 47

, State authorities a'nd Regional Offices, and suPports State, and commu-

. nity' efforts in planning, establishing, maintaining, coordinating and -

6 6 G
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evaluating more effective narcotic addiction and drug abuse programs;

(5) collaborates with, provides assistance to, and encourages other

Federal agencies, national, foreign, State and local organizations,

hospitals, and volunteer groups to facilitate and extend programs for

the prevention Qf narcotic addiction, and for the care, treatment, and

rehabilitation of addicted persons; and (6) carries out administrative

and financial management, policy development, planning and evalua-

tion, and public information functions which are required to implement

such programs.

Drug abuse remains a serious national problem, particularly ai it

affects the country's youth. The NIDA goals of making treatment

available for narcotic addicts and other drug users is pursued through

funding all States to establish drug treatment programs that admit

approximately, 400;000 people each year. NIDA's research activities

havbeen directed at: epidemiology of drug abuse; etiology; adverse

effects of dfugs on the physical and mental health of drug abusers,

effect;ive treatment strategies and procedures; and pharmacology, bio-
t '

chemistry *and neurophysiology of abused drugs and mechanisms

involved irtodrug tolerance, dependence and addiction.

/
111. National Institute of Mental Health (N1MH)

The National Institute of Mental Health provides leadership, policies,
,

and goals for the Federal effort in the promotion of mental health, the

prevention and treatment of mental ieness, and the r abilitation of

affected individuals. In' carrying out Ihese responsibilities, the

6 7..
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Institute: (1) conducts arid supports research on the biological, psycho-\
logical, sociological, and epidemiological aspects of menial health and

,
illness; (2) supports the training of professional and paraprofessional

cersonnel in the promotion of mental health and trhe prevention and

treatment of mental illness; (3) conducts and supports search on the

development and improvement of mental health se vices delivery,

administration, and financing, and sOports mental health services

programs and projects including facilities construction as appropriate;

(4) collaborates with and provides technical assistance to State authori-

'ties and Regional Offices, and supports State and community efforts in

planning, establishing, maintaining, coordinating and evaluating more

effective mental health programs; (5) collaborates with, provides assis-
. tance to, and encourages other Federal agencies, nationa4, foreign,

State and local organizations, hospitals, and volunteer groups to facili-

tate and extend programs to promote mental hgalth and prevent mental

illness, and for the care, treatment, and rehabilitation of mentally ill

persons; (6) carries out adminiitrative and financial man4eni-ent, policy ,

development, planning and evaluation and public information functions

which are required to implement such programs; (7) exercises adminis-

trative and policy oversight for the operation of Saint Elizabeths-.

Hospital.

An estimated 1 our of every 10 Americans suffers at some time from

some form of mental or emotional illness. A major devplopment in the

last 20 years has been a sceady decline in the inpatient poPulation of

public psythiatric hospitals as a result of the emphasis on community-. /
based care. Thus, instead of being confined, many of the mentally ill

6 6 d
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can now sibtain treatment at more than 800 community mental health

centers which were launched with funds from N1MH. Community

mental health centers offer a full compliment of community based

services including outpatient treatment, partial hospitalization, emer-

gency services, .rtcl consultation and education. A major focus of

N1MH's research program is ,the study of the cause, prevention and

treatment of mental illnesses. N1MH also funds training programs for

all types of mental health workers.

B. Some Areas of Discrimination

This section briefly discusses some of the areas where alcoholics, drug abusers

and mentally ill persons (the ADM populations) or those with a history of theset
disorders have experiencl discrimination. While Sections 503 and 504 of the

Rehabilliation Act of 197) incthde the ADM populations as "handicapped,"

l'ong-term practices which have consistently eliminated the ADM populations

from full participation in society still remain. F011owing are some areas where

the ADM populations has experienced discrimination.

1. Employment - Persons with histories of alcoholism, drug abuse and/or

mental illnessve been victims of discrimination in the employment

area. Although Sections 503 and 504 of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973

provides them protection if they ar'e "qualified" and can be employed

with a "reasonable acqommodation," the stigmh attached to being

labeled as an alcoholic, drug abuser or mentally ill person often leads to
,

an employer hiring the person who does not have a history of these

disorders. The ADM popUlations are considered by many employers to
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be poor risks due to their unstable emotional st,ates. Although Section

504 prohibits inquiries about previous or existing mental or physical

handicaps unless it is essential to the job and aftel; a job has been

offered, there are still many employers who ask questions about these

conditions on application forms as important to the decision on who will

be offered the job. Additionally, although Section 503 provides that

handicapped perscrs be included In the affirmative action plans of

Federal contractors, it is unclear whether the ADM populations pare

receiving the benefits that other handicapped groups are from

employers.

2. Housing - Obtaining housing for current and former alcoholics, drug

abusers and mentally ill persons is often difficult. Programs desiring to

establish halfway houses or other types of community-based residential

treatment programs frequently find it impossible to secure appropriath

locatiQns in the.community. Zoning laws often probibittReir establish-

ment. Also, the residents of the area have prejudices based on

stereotypes of persons with problems of drug abuse, alcoholism and

mental Illness as being violent and menaces to the community. The

Community Support Program in NIM1-1 Which is designed to facilitate

the integration of chronically mentally ill persons into their communi-

ties has had many problems with finding appropriate housing.

The proposed Fair Housing Amendments Act of 1980 inclOde protection

for handicapped persons against discrimination in buyi or renting

housing. HoWever, it excludes from coverage current drug or alcohol

abuse and "any other impairment that would constitute a direct threat

43-
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to the safeti or property of others." This exclusibrf might significantly

increase the problem of obtaihing housing for chronically mentally ill

and mentally restored persons as well as for recovered alcoholics ana

former drug abusers.

3. Vocational Rehabilitation Services - Although the ADM populations are

i,pduded as categories of disability eligible for vocational rehabilitation

services, many programs report that it is difficult for these clients to

receive them. Many professionals complain that State Vocational

kehabilitation authorities have placed' priority on- training °severely

disabled persons. Persons suffering from alcoholism, drug abuse or

mental illness are classified as mildly disabled unleSs they have an

accompanyihg physical disability. This gives them a low priority for

these sertaces.

4. Education - Persons with histories of alcoholism,%-drug abuse and/or
4110L

mental illness have often been asked about these disabilities on

application forms for admission to post secondary, programs. This

information was then used fo justify denying admission. 41/41thpugh

Section 4504 prohibits asking this information, a study has not been

undertaken to determine whether all application forms for post

secondary programs are in compliance.

1
Obtaining Life Insurance - Persons with histories of mental illness have

of ten been either denied insurance or placed in a high-risk category.

Clinicians. report that ti,is appears to be true for males who have a

diagnosis of depressive neurosis where insurance companies consider

them a high risk for suicide.

6 7i
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6. Job-Related Insurance - There are liability Insurance Aides which

ptohibit coverage for persons with a histiiry of or in treatment for

alcoholism or drug abuse. The construction industry has been cited by

many clients and professionals as an example, thus denying former

alcoholics and former drug abusers access to these jobs.
,

Medical Services - escrimination against drug and alcohol abusers in

general hospital and ol,ppatie'nt clinics is prcthibited under Section 504,

if the discrimination is on then alcoholism or drug 'abuse per se,

However, reports from profeisidnals in the alcoholism and drug, abuse

fields indicats that the practice of denying medical treatment to

persons with primary diagnoses of alconolism or drug abuse continues .

even ingght of Section 504. Also, chronically mentally ill persons, who

often have many somatic complaints, frequently receive cursory medi-.

cal care as tjey are not taken"seriousky by the medical staff. There is a

fear th-at if t e mentally ill persons is admitted to the ho.spital they will

never leave since they wig continue to develop new inedical complaints

which are srnptomatic ol theirmental illness.
e ,

C. Issues Related to Compliance with Section 504

ADAMHA sponsoted 10 training sessions on the requirements of Section 504 of

the Rehabilitation Act of 1973, one in each DHHS"Region, from Octciber 1979

to February 1980. Over 350 recipients of treatment and service funds

administered through
1

NIAAA, NIDA, and NIMH sent varticipant's to these

seminars. In addition, presentations were made, at the NIDA-sponsored
.

workshops, for drug Jabuse programs. Following are a number of issues raised

by workshrop particiPants regarding cdmpliance with this regulation.
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1. The issue of the ,money necessary to make structural changes to the

physical plant of. the program was always quite intense. ADAMHA

grant monies can not be -used for construction costs. Thus, many

uestions were raised as to lwhere the necessary funds would be secured:
#

2. Many ecnployment applications continue to ask whether the applicant

has been treated for or is currently in treatment for alcoholism, drug

abuse or mental illness." While the seminar participants believed that

their employment applications did not contain this type of discrimina-

tory question, they cited numerous instances of reports from their

clients about encSuntering this problem with applications to firms

receiving Fedral financial assistance.

Post secondary training and education programs continue to ask about

histories of alcoholism, drug abuse, and mental illness on their applica-

tions.

There is a need for consciousness raising among staffs of service

settings to the special needs of severely handicapped persons, especially

those.with multiple disabilities. There is also a need for research on

the effectiveness of various treatment techniques

abuse, and mental illnesspwith physically disabled

special techniques need to be developed.

for alcoholism, drug

persons^and whether

The reviews of interview 'and i^cruitment practices in ADM service

programs indicate that many of the widely accep.ted practices were in
iff

need of revisir as they potentially discriminated againr some classes

of physically handicapped persons.

6 7,3
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6. Issues related to the delivery of emergency services to deaf persons was

of conrern. While many of the programs had installed TTY's (devices

which enable deaf persons to transmit written messages over the

telephone system) on their emergency lines, few had the availability of

interpreters for deaf persons on a rsound-the-clock basis..

7. The need for some change in the outreach procedures for ADM service

programs. Specifically, some the participants felt that they had not

adequately Involved the physic Ily handicapped community in their

programs by not involving them in their advisory board ndr. assessing

whether they had special neects whIch their programs were not

addressing.,
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National Industries for the Blind
Rehabilitation Services DivisiOn
320 Fulton Avenue. Hempstead. NY 11550 (516) 485-0230

June 9, 1980

- The Honorable Arthur S. Flemming.
Chairman
United States Commission on

Civil Rights
Community ServicesiAdministration

' ,Washington,' DC 20425

Dear Mr. Flemming:

THOR W KOLLE. JR
Chavman

ABRAM CLAUDE JR
romdent

PETER K DEEKS
SeVe44,Treamir

QEORGE J MEKTZ
f *mum.' wee.Prestdm

Jr.
1 I had an opportunity to attend the recent conference sponsored
by the United States Commission on Civil Rights, which con-
cerned ftself with the civil rights .of handicapped persons. I

attended this corfference as a non-participating observer on
behalf of National Industries for the Blin.d. NIB'supports the

! efforts of the Commission.to deal effectively with the major
issues facing handicapped persons in this country today.

National Industries,for the Blind is the Central Nonprofit Agency
which represents qualified workshops for the blind which parti-
ciliate in the program of the Javits-Wagner-O'Day Act (Public Law
92-28). This law gives a priority to.workshops for the blind in
the manufaCture of selected goods for purchase by the Federal
Government. In its.role as the Central Nonprofit Agency, NIB
presently represents 102 workshops for the blind located through-
out the country,. These workshops pxovide employment services for

' approximately 5,500 blind and multihandicapped blind persons. In
addition, these wgrkshops and agencies of which they are a part
provide vocational, Social, recreational, and other support ser-
vices for approximately 45,000 blind and multihandicapped blind
persons. These worksheps are lecated in 35 States, the District-

* of Columbia, and the Commonwealth-of Puerto Rico. Many of these:
workshops are_private nonprofit agencies while others,ake oper-
ated unde,r the auspices of State agencies.

NIg has as ifs major responsibility the allocation of Federal
Government Purchase Orders among these qualified workshops. In
addition, we provide a wide rangeof supportive services to
these workshops so that they can develop, improve, and.expand
their total range of services for blind and'multihandicapped
'blind persons. These include, but, are notiplimited to, such ser-
vices as product research and development; quality assurance,
costing and pricing, industrial and, mechanical engineering, sub-
contract procurement, public education, and assistance with the
development of effective vocational rehabilitation programs. I

r-rtntIc MDUSIIIIAL EMROTMNI COP IHr NAIION S BONDI. COINS

6 7 5
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National Industries for the Blind

Mr. Arthur S. Flemming 2 June 9, 1980

am enclsing for your information a copy of our most recent
Annual Report and a paper entitled "An Introduction to National
'Industries for the Blimd." These materials will explain to you
in detail the flinctions and services of NIB and how we work
cooperatively with the associated workshops in developing ex-
panded employment opportunities for multihandicapped blind per-
sons. The basic goal of NIB and its associated workshops is to
provide employment and'related services for blind persons who '
are not yet capable of employment in the competitive sector.

While'..1 very much enjoyed the opportunity to attend your recent
conference, I do believe that there are two issues which seri-
ously impact upon workshops ror the blind which heed to be ad-
dressed Yn greater,detail. One of these issues was covered to
some 'extent during the conference while the other issue i.eceived
very'little Sttention. I

The first issue is the disincentives inherent in the Sdpplemental
Security Income and Social Security Disability Insurance Programs
which was reviewed by a number of the speakers during the,con-
ferencel However, these programs have a compounded effctTron

!those persons served in workshops for the blind 4ho have multiple
haridicapping conditions. While the Supplemental Security Income
Program for blind persons, is.considcrably more liberal than the
Social Security Disability Insurance Program for blind persons,
both have earnings limitations which cause serious'concern in the
minds of numbers of blind persons regarding continued employment.
When a blind person approaches the earnings limitation under
either of these programs he or she is placed in the position of
jeopardizing both cash and medical coverage benefits. Experience
has shown that the effect of this is that numbers of blind per-
sons purposely keep down production, purposely have high absen-
teeism or simply stop wofking as they approach this earnings
limitation. In addition, an HEW representative once advised us
that approximately 43,000 blind persons arc out there soffiewhere"
'who could,possibly benefit from the services of a workshop for
the blind. It is our opinion that many of these blind people do

' not take advantage of these services simply-because they fear
jeopardizing either their SS'I or SSDI benefits.

While ttie intent of the Congress in establishing both of these
programs was to provide a basic level of support for persons who
'are,pandicapped by .blindness, the programs, in effect, have had
a negative effect on blind persons capable only of sheltered em-
ployment. Workshops for the blind are now finding that they must

6 7
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'National industries for the Blind

Mr. Arthur S. Fremming 3 June 9, 1980

become more and more involved in developing part-Vqme work pro-

grams in order to meet the needs of:blind persons who dre coveted
by either of these programs and fear approaching the earnings

limitatVons: I aM sure you can sec that this makes it rather
difficult for workshops for the blind to provide a continuum4of
needed/vocational and ancillary-services for the individual blind

person/.
, .

.

The :S5I and SSDI earnings restyictions have had the effect of in-

hibiting many blind and multihandicapped blind perSons from living._

up to their full potential Ss productive members of our society.
Our experience haa shOWn that the primary fear of blind'persons in
such a position is the fear'of,losing their wetical benefits. The

benefits available under beth the Medicare and Medica4d Programs
are quite_extensive and in many caseS cannot be dupliZated by
either workshops for the blind or competitive indusIry.

The second issue relates.tp the potential curtailment of employ-
ment opportunities for multihandicapped.blind persons who are not
capable of employment in.the competitive sec/or. Approximate15,
60% of all blind persons receiving an employment service in the
NIB-associated workshops have a vocational handicap in addition 4-0

blindneas. A study by the AmeriCan'Foundation for the Blind in
the early 1970s of 9,000 multihanaicapped blind children showed

that 80% of this group we-re ment Ily retarded. In addition a

;.b..

full 75$ of those blind children ad a third vocational han;licap.

These children are rapidly reachin emp/oyment age and wi'll pre-
sent a new se/ of problems which mill .have to be dealt with pri-

marily by workshops for the blind or the agencies of which they

are a part. .

J r

As you may Inow, there has been a mciv t over the last two years
on both Federal and State levels which Id require the paymdnt
of minimum wageS to all blind persons re iving an employment ser-
vicg in a workshop for the blind. While this may seem to be a
most positive step on the surface, it will, if effected, have a
monumental negative effect on,services for multihandicapped blind
person4Agp are nor capable of eMploymeut in the competitive sec-
tor. TRTT moVement isloasicallY aimed at the olimination of

...
Section 14C of the Fair Labor Standards Act which allows the DOI:

to exempt from mininium wage recitirements, workshops set-1ring blind

or handicapped persons so as not tO eliminate employment oppor-
stunities for those persons who are not capable of employment in

the competitive sector. It should be noted that the NIX-associated
workshops paid out in subsidies over $1,000,000 in fiscal year .

1979. Subsidies can be defined as wage payments over and above

6
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National industries forthe Blind

A

Mr: Arthur S. Flemming 4 June 9, 1980

the true earnings( of the individual. Recent information 'compiled
by/NIB shows conclusively that it wouid require approximately an .

additional $3,000,000 annually in order to bring all blind per-
sons in Workshops for the blind associated with NIB up io-thA
present minimum wage of ,$3.10 per hour. There has yet to 4e any
valid suggestion as to where these funds might come from.\
However, the truelcost cannot be expressed in Aollars. If such
a minimum wage requiremept became the law, the result would be

'the immediate cessation of employment services for large numbers
of multillandicapped'persons who are now capable only of specialized
employment in a workshop fir the blind.,

Even this does not give a true picture of the'real cost qn human
services. Iri the future, as thousands of multihandicapped bfind
persons reach a stage of development where placement in-a special
workshop baComes a realistic goal, such placement rday be denied
urvless that multihandicapped blind person can attain close to the
minimum wage estab,lished by law. This then will deny vocational
opportunities to these persons because the workshop will not be
able to afford the large supplement- required to bring them to the
mandated minimum wage without regard to productive ability. A
requirementApf thi-s.type certainly seems contrary to the Rehabili-
'tation Act.'*hich mandates a service priority for severe* handi-
capped persons.

While NIBtsfrpports your efforts to explore, define, and cliM'inate
the barripp faced by handicapped persons who arc capable of

-competirrg with their non-handicapped peers,'we also believe atten-
tion must be paid to the employment rights, of persons who have
handicaps in aAdition to blindness and are not yet capable ok
employment in the competitive sector.

If we at NIB)can provide you with any additional inforriiation or
answer any questions that you might have, we wi 1 be most happy
to Ao so. Please feel free to call on us at y r convendence.

RH:jec

Enclosures

Sincerely yours,

Robext Hanye
Rehabilitation Services Advisor

6 )
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